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I. OVERVIEW

A dispersion can be defined as a heterogeneous system in which one phase is dispersed
(with some degree of uniformity) in a second phase. The state of the dispersed phase
(gas, SOIlO, or IIqUlO) In me crspersion meorum oennes me system as a foam, suspen-
sion, or emulsion. Likewise, the particle size of the dispersed phase provides further
classification (colloidal dispersion vs. suspension and microemulsion vs. macroemulsions.
These definitions, particularly the latter set, are somewhat arbitrary, smce there IS no
specific panicle size at which one type of system begins and the other ends. Further-
more, almost without exception, disperse systems are heterogeneous in panicle size. To
complicate matters even further, many commercial disperse systems cannot (and should
not) be categorized easily and must be classified as complex systems. Examples include
multiple emulsions (water-in-oil-in-water emulsions, in which small water drops are
dispersed in larger oil drops that are dispersed in a continuous water phase), and sus-
pensions, in which the solid particles are dispersed in an emulsion base. If the difficulty
in defninz these complex systems were merelv a matter of semantics the issue would
be trivial, but these complexities influence the physicochemical properties of the sys-
tem which, in turn, determine most of the properties with which formulators are con-
cerned. Fizure I illustrates the more common tvnes of disoerse svstems.

Of the various pharmaceutical dosage forms, liquid disperse systems are the most
complex. Method of manufacture, formulation approach, component materials selection,
:mn thp pffprt of 1:1Irh ::II: ::Inn L.l • -liITlP nr{\·
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foundly affect the variability in the product's bioavailability, stability characteristics, and
a host of other variables (to be discussed under specific headings in future chapters).
J::"r Ih~ , thprp i" a . nn thp nart "f th ... nh"r",<,{',' It~ ..,. i"rlll~_, ..., r r

try to develop traditional disperse systems (emulsions and suspensions) when other al-
ternatives are available (solid dosage forms or solutions). Also. there exist very few
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substantial amount of experimentation in these areas.
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Fig. 1 Common types of disperse systems found in pharmaceutical formulations . Note thai in
many instances more than one of these forms will be encountered in a given formulation: white.
water; shaded. oil: striped. solid; black. barrier.

Liposomes , however . have shown great potential as a drug delivery system . An
assortment of molecules. including peptides and proteins. have been incorporated in
liposome s, which can then be administered by different routes . Various arnphipatic
molecules have been used to form the liposomes, and the method of preparation can be
tailored to control their size and morphology. Drug molecules can either be encapsu
lated in the aqueous space. or intercalated into the lipid bilayer; the exact location of a
drug in the liposome depends on its physicochemical characteristics and the composi
tion of the lipids. Because of their high degree of biocompatihility, liposomes were
initially conceived of as delivery systems for intravenous delivery. It has since become
apparent that liposom es can also be useful for delivery of drugs by other routes of
administration . The formulator can use strategies to design liposomes for specific pur
poses. thereby improving the therapeutic index of a drug by increasing the fraction of
the administered drug that reaches the target tissue . or alternatively. decreasing the
percentage nf drug molecules that reach sites of toxicity. Clinical trials now underway
use liposomes to achieve a variety of therapeutic objective s. including enhancing the
activity and reducing the toxicity of a widely used antineoplastic drug (doxorubicin) and
an antifungal drug (amphotericin B) delivered intravenously : Other clinical trials are
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eva uatmg tea I ity 0 iposomes to elver intravenous y immunorno u ators
PE) to macrophages and imaging agents (indium III) to tumors. Recent studies in ani
mals have reported the delivery of water-insoluble drugs into the eye, and the prolonged
release of an immunomodulator (interferon) and a peptide hormone (calcitonin) from an
intramuscular depot. These trials and animal studies provide evidence of the versatility
of Ii osomes [1-5J.

There are hundreds of books, chapters of books, and review articles written about
various aspects of disperse systems, from both a theoretical and a practical point of view.
Althou h dis erse s stems are associated with the harmaceutical, cosmetic, food, and
paint industries, liquid dispersions are prevalent in almost all industrial settings when a
liquid product is involved. Industries as varied as oil refining, explosives, and printing

. .. r for ism

somewhat surprising that such products are formulated on a trial and error basis, with
little or no theoretical input. Admittedly, many theories dealing with disperse systems. . .

when used properly, enables the formulator to prepare better products more efficiently
and evaluate them in a more systematic and realistic manner.

s stems are mostl related to their none uilibrium state. Since an almost infinite num-
ber of nonequilibrium states are possible, each slight variation in product design or
processing can lead to a different nonequilibrium product. Although these differences
rna not seem a arent initiall Ion -term stabilit rna be affected. Of e ual im or-
tance, the product is continuously seeking to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. In prac
tical terms, thermodynamic equilibrium is synonymous with a completely coalesced

. ... . .

nal state is inevitable, and the task of the formulator is to merely delay its occurrence
(a stable emulsion is a thermodynamic anomaly, with the possible exception of micro-. . .

mulate the system such that the product is as independent of processing variables as pos
sible and that the necessary energy barriers are introduced to delay thermodynamics. .

with an understanding of free energy-particularly surface or interfacial free energy
is the basic framework that links all of the disperse systems of interest. An interface is

the interface is a gas phase (e.g., air), the interface is referred to as a surface.J With
suspensions, the solid-liquid interface is of primary interest, and with emulsions, the. . . . . .. . . .

I Ul - S

(foams) or solid-gas (wetting problems) interfaces may also come into play.

II. FREE ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

The most important and fundamental property of any interface is that it possesses a
posiuve free energy. Essentially, this means that the molecules at the interface are in a
higher energy state than if they were located in the bulk phase (Fig. 2).

The greater the preference of the molecule of interest for the bulk, as compared with
the interface, the higher the interfacial free energy [7]. Although interfacial free ener
gies cannot be measured directly, interfacial tension values (which can be obtained
ex erimentall ) ive reasonabl ood a roximations. As a rule, accurate interfacial and
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concentrate at the oil-water droplet interface [10] and present barriers to droplet coa
lescence. The principal mechanism by which emulsifiers stabilize emulsions is not a. . ., .

a mechanical barrier to delay the ultimate destruction of the system. Although the con
centration of surface active emulsifier is greater at the oil-water interface than in either

. .

emulsifier), or in the oil phase (hydrophobic emulsifier), and not at the emulsion drop
let interface. A reduction of the interfacial free energy probably does help somewhat in
t e ease 0 prepanng e emu sion since energy nee s 0 e a e 0 e sys em 0

prepare the product), but it is not a major factor for long-term stability.
Finally, proper orientation of the molecules at the interface (polar groups directed

toward the water phase and nonpolar groups irecte towar t c 01 p lase) turt ter re
duces interfacial free energy. It is extremely important for the formulator to keep in mind
that, throughout the processing of the formulation (whether by simple mixing with a
stirring rod or the use of high-energy shear equipment), the emulsifier molecules are
continuously partitioning between the bulk phases and the interface, and are continually
chan in their orientation at the interface. Moreover, when a combination of emulsifi-
ers is used (as usually happens), the ratio of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic emulsi-
.. ..

ier a e m e ac on I u . y a e
equilibrium is never established, the final configuration is very much a function of pro
cessing. Thus, choosing the correct emulsifying blend (and other components as well)
an processing t e emu sron m sue a manner t at sma c anges 111 processing an
storage variables do not result in large changes in the properties of the emulsion, are
extremely important considerations.

Whereas emulsions have been used as an example of the importance of interfacial
free energy, these concepts are applicable to all disperse systems. The importance of
interfacial properties in determining the overall characteristics of the formulation, to a
great extent, depends on the interface/bulk ratio of molecules in the disperse phase. In
other words, the greater the percentage of molecules at the interface (e.g., the smaller
the article size the more im ortant are the surface ro erties for describin the s s-
tern. For example, surface properties are much more important for colloidal dispersion
than for coarse suspensions. Likewise, surface properties are much more important for
microemulsions than for macroemulsions. Even thou h the ro erties of roducts can
be altered by formulation factors affecting primarily the bulk phase (e.g., addition of
hydrophilic polymers to increase viscosity), interfacial properties are much more impor-.. . ,

A strategy that fails to utilize surface behavior to stabilize thermodynamically unstable
formulations is unlikely to be productive. For example, if one attempts to stabilize a

i.e., use of a small particle size and very high viscosity), the particles will ultimately
settle and form a dense cake that is likely to be difficult to resuspend [II).

the system is much more likely to succeed. In the previous example, an understanding
of the surface charge characteristics of the suspended particles allows formulation of the

. .

be easily redispersed (controlled flocculation approach [12]). The use of electrolytes to
stabilize suspensions by this approach is based on classic electrical double-layer theory.
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Thus, an understanding of this concept (to be discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 6),
facilitates the experimental determination of the amount of electrolyte necessary to pro
duce the surface charge resulting in the most stable suspension [131. Similarly, an un-
dersranding of this concept permits the experimental determination of the pH at which
a particle containing a pll-dependent surface charge is most stable 1141. In both of the
fore oin cases, the intuitive a roach reatest surface char ze = reatest deuree of
repulsion = greatest stability) will most likely lead to a product that will settle slowly,
but wiII not be resuspendable.

ous available options and the most successful strategies for preparing the best formula
tion. For suspensions, surface properties of the system, other than surface charge. can

alternative pathways to stabilize suspensions. The former increases the particle's inter
action with water. and the latter sterically hinders adjacent particles from entering the

.. .

cake will form. Whereas none of these strategies will provide permanent stability to the
formulation, they can create a strong enough energy barrier, that, for practical purposes.

for forrnulatin I emulsions and other dis erse s stems.
Since interfacial free energy always has a positive value, energy has to be put into

the system to prepare a disperse system. Theoretically (and to a great extent, practically).. .

stacles necessary to prepare the product. The source of energy must eventually be re
moved (when the plug is pulled), and thermodynamics of a closed system comes back

mulate products; (a) the use of mechanical energy and (b) the use of the inherent en
ergy of the system. The first relics on processing, and the second relics on formulation

As instability and other problems begin to appear with products under development,
modifications in processing may be employed as one approach to solve these problems .

.
the system. Whereas this strategy may appear to alleviate the situation initially, It re-
sults in an increase in the interfacial free energy of the system and invites future stability
pro ems. c in eren energy 0 ie sys em is no su frcten 0 I ce e increase
thermodynamic demands that processing imposes, shelf life will likely be shortened.
Modifications of the manufacturing procedure can be used to increase stability. but these
mo I icauons s ou resu t 111 Improvements 111 energy arncrs, rat er t ian increases in
interfacial free energy. In other words, a processing change that results in reorientation
of the emulsifier film at the emulsion droplet interface so that a better barrier to coa-
lcsccnce is attained. or a processing change that allows a more uniform (not necessar
ily smaller) droplet size to develop will likely result in an increased shelf life.

Even under the most optimized manufacturing procedure, a disperse system will not
be at thermodynamic equilibrium, but will possess a positive interfacial free energy
value. Each modification of thc procedure will change this value, thereby potentially rc
sultin in different reduct characteristics. includinz stability. Since small variations in
large-scale manufacture of products must be expected (e.g.. holding time or tempera
ture), processes must be avoided in which these small unavoidable variations result in
maior chan es in the surface ro erties of the svstcm. This situation is much more like! r
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cessing and optimization of the system by controlling such factors as method of prepa
ration (e.g., oillwater or water/oil ratio, for emulsions), rate of addition, and initial
ocauon 0 t e emu Sl iers, c ances 0 improving e s a i i y 0 e pro uc wi increase
[15].

The reason that the latter approach has been so successful can be explained by the
examination of Fig. 3, which represents hypothettcal Inter acial free energy pat way
plots.

Point A represents the interfacial free energy of the product (e.g., smaller particle
size will increase this value), and point C represents the lowest free energy state attain
able (complete coalescence of the emulsion or a cementing of the suspension). Although
thermod namics teaches that oint C will eventuall be reached, it does not each how
long it will take, or along what pathway the system will travel. The curves for prod
ucts I and 2 represent different pathways that can be imposed on the system as a func
tion of rocessin or formulation. Each athwa has a different ener harrier e. . it
can be a function of how efficiently the emulsifier film prevents coalescence when
emulsion drops collide, point B). Product stability could be enhanced by lowering the
. . .

stabilization involves increasing the value of the interfacial free energy barrier (point B).
Actually, the stability of the system is a function of the difference in energy values
between point B and point A for each product.

The curve for product I might result from a strategy of attempting to improve sta-
bility by primary reliance on increasing the energy output. Note that the energy values
of both products (point A) are nearly the same, since, as a practical matter. changes in
formulation or rocessin affect oint B to a much reater extent than their effect on

o
Q.

High shear

Fig. 3 Hypothetical potential energy diagram demonstrating how the energy harrier affects emul
sion or suspension stahility. See text for explanation.
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point A. However. there is a lack of a high-energy harrier for this product (the ernul

sifier molecules did not have the opportunity to align properly). and there are very few

(point C); thus. this product will show poor shelf life. The curve for product :2 would
result from a strategy of attempting to improve stability by optimizing the process. as

a favorable orientation. the energy barrier (point B) is strengthened. leading to a for
midable barrier against product instahility. Another advantage to this approach is that

ergy harrier can he further increased by simply changing the components in the formu
lation (e.g., changing the emulsifier blend or increasing its concentration). In fact. for-

. . .
lllU a Ion c ranges. ra ier an processm c anges, s lOU c p c errc
product improvement.

An intuitive understanding of free energy concepts has enormous practical value in
eve oping ormu 'Won strategies or isperse systems. mcc nucrocmu sionx arc essen

tially at equilibrium (interfacial tension = zero). their surface properties have been
completely defined by quantitative thermodynamic parameters. Importantly. many of the
concepts developed by microernulsions arc applicable to macroemulsions, it one rcmcm-

emulsions. nature is supplying the needed energy for emulsification (spontaneous emul
sification), whereas for macrocrnulsions, equipment is needed in the form of mechanical

cessing generally equates with excellent shelf life.

III. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Positive
Interfacial Tension Macroemulsion

Interfacial Tension
Even More Positive

InteriaciaJ Tension
Equals Zero

Reduction

Energy
Required lor

---~ *
Negative

lntertaca Tension

Fig. 4 Diagrammatic representation of differences between microemulsions and macroemulsions,
based on free energy concepts.
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Usually, the aqueous phase is most prone to microbial attack, but a large portion of the
antimicrobial agent is quite likely to partition into the oil phase and the interface. Also.
the ionized traction ot the antimicrobial agent in the aqueous phase IS not ettective (Fig.
5).

Most products generally are quite complex in the number of the formulation's com-
ponents. For example, emulsions usually contain at least two emulsifiers (further com-
plicated by their heterogeneous nature), more than one oil, and other components that
tend to accumulate at interfaces and affect the film. Therefore, it is not surprising that
small changes or alterations in temperature, in the method of manufacture. or int the
source of supply of raw materials can result in altered nonequilibrium states, which
equate to altered product performance. The formulator has the responsibility to antici-
pate, as far as possible, which parameters are likely to affect the product and which
parameters can be controlled. Generally, the more complex the formulation. the less
control the formulator has.

Many formulators give little thought to scale-up problems, particularly at the early
stages ot product development. In tact. expensive laboratory-processing equipment IS

sometimes used in the formulation stage of product development that has no resemblance
to the production-scale equipment available. There is little practical value in preparing
100 ml of a product when a completely different procedure must be used to produce
larger batches. When scale-up problems are not scrutinized early. and when a given
laboratory formulation becomes final, high-energy processing often is necessary to solve
the problem. Such a solution rarely works satisfactorily.

Of the many pharmaceutical dosage forms that are encountered, disperse systems
are the most difficult to deal with from a stabilitv standooint. Homoaeneous dosage
forms. such as solutions. are already at thermodynamic equilibrium. and chemical de-

1000DroP~ ~- Iln_inni,..rl <::n..ri..c

I .-- ~ 0-- Ionized Species

\ r-IJ EQuilibria pependenl on

~A
~l

A Partition Coefficient

B pH

C Sur1ace Activity

.~
---Only species capable of preservation

D

0--

Fig. 5 Diagrammatic representation of partitioning of preservative in the various phases of an
emulsion.
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composition is usually the only concern. Accelerated stability testing is reasonably
straightforward, and quantitative estimates of the rate of chemical decomposition can be
obtained with a fair de ree of certaint . Solid dosage forms usuallv have fewer stabil-
uy problems than liquid disperse systems. even though the solid systems (e.g .. capsules
and tablets) are not at thermodynamic equilibrium, since the molecules have little op-

chemically stable because of the absence of an aqueous environment.
Stability testing of liquid disperse systems is one of the most difficult problems faced

of a product or choose between experimental formulations from estimates of how well
they will hold up over time. There arc no standardized tests available to determine sta-

gated, Once again. a conceptual understanding of the thermodynamics of these systems.
particularly their interfacial properties, can provide some insight into the expected types
(

clear and precise reference frame of stability. For example, with emulsions. various types
of stability problems can occur. Creaming (a reversible separation of the emulsion into

. , ..

of creaming-if not complicated by other factors-is predictable, and since the various
factors that influence creaming (droplet size, density differences between phases. and

successfully. Coalescence (an irreversible destruction of the emulsion) is intolerable to
all groups concerned ami is a function of the strength of the emulsifier film at the droplet

ing coalescence and the factors affecting creaming arc very difference 1171. and acccl
crated stability testing for coalescence is, at best, dimwit and risky. Various other types
o· sta i i Y pro ems can a so occur. sue as p lase inversion. C ranges 111 r reo ~)gica

characteristics (as a result of creaming, coalescence. or other factors), various changes
in physical properties owing to water evaporation, flocculation of the droplets, micro-
11a contanunauon. an c icnuca ccomposiuon. to name a ew. ie various types 0

emulsion instabilities require different testing procedures and have different degrees of
reliability for making shelf life predictions. Figure 6 diagrammatically depicts the various
types of emulsion instability. Similar analogies can be made for other disperse systems,
such as suspensions.

An understanding of the factors that lead to stability problems can help determine
which methods of testing arc most likely to yield information applicable to the estima
tion of the product's shelf life. Stability tests commonly stress the system to limits he

ond those that the reduct will ever encounter. T' ical exam les of stress tests include
exposure of the product to high temperatures [181 and large gravitational forces 1191,
It is important to understand whether these tests are being performed because the product
is ex cered to encounter these conditions. or because even thou ih these conditions will
never be approached, the results may help predict shelf life at more moderate conditions.

For example, accelerated stability testing to determine rates of creaming by the use
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Fig. 6 Diagrammatic representation of four differem types of physical stability problems seen
with emulsion formulations.

ing (droplet size and viscosity) remain constant during the life of the product. More
importantly , the testing procedure itself should not produce changes in the emulsion that
affect the creaming rate (e .g., high-speed centrifugation may resu lt in a weakening of
the emulsifier film, leading to coalescence [20]). For predictive testing for coalescence
of an emulsion or nonreversihle settling of a suspension, there is little evidence that
pushing the system far heyond what it will encounter in the marketplace yields any re
liable information useful for shelf life predictions. Moreover, overstressing the system
crea tes the risk of throwing away formulations that would he perfectly acceptable un
der realist ic condition s.

High-temperature testing (> 25°C) is almost universally used for both emulsions and
suspensions. Various lahoratories store this products at temperatures ranging from 4°C
(refrigerator temperature) to 50°C (or perhaps even higher) . The temperatures used in
heat-cool eycling are also quite varied. often without considering the nature fo the prod
uct. What will the increase in temperature likely do to the properties of the systems under
study?
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For emulsions, higher temperatures will dramatically alter the nature of the rntcr

facial film, especially if nonionic emulsifiers are used. The principal mechanism IDr

tier molecules [211. The choice of the emulsifier blend to be used (whether determined
by the hydrophilic-Iipophilic balance [IILBI or other methods) is based on their Inter-

arc being run, the emulsifiers are much less hydrated. their HLB values arc completely
different, and, in fact, they can he considered as different molecules. Thus, if one ex-

An understanding of the mechanism by which a given blend of emulsifiers srabi
lize an emulsion is not merely an academic exercise. Such an understanding allows one

ibilities. For example, if one relies on a nonionic emulsifier blend, the interfacial film
is tight, hUI changes in temperature are likely to lead 10 instability. since hydrogen-

relies on an anionic emulsifier, the interfacial film is much more diffuse. and addition
of electrolytes. especially divalent cations, will influence stability, since the major sta-
H izmg orcc is now c ec ronic repu sion. Iagraml11atic reprt.:sentation 0 ttus c cct
is shown in Fig. 7.

With suspensions, higher temperatures may dramatically alter the solubility t)f the
suspended drug. During the heat-cool cycling, the saturated layer around the suspended
particles will change. resulitng in a greater tendency for aggregation of particles, par
ticularly in suspensions in which particle size is not uniform. Higher temperatures will
also affect various other parameters. such as the stahil izing effie iency of polymer ad
ditives, which depends on hydration, a very temperature-dependent phenomenon Once
auain. questions arise: What factors are temperature-dependent in the formulation'! Which
are reversible when the temperature is lowered? Is this study realistic enough to help
predict shelf-life'! One should keep in mind that a product that appears to he the best
one at room tern erature rna erform oorl over the ran e of tern eraturcs and other
conditions it will encounter. Perhaps the use of dual emulsifiers and preservation" com
monly found in emulsion systems allows the system the needed flexibility to perform

s ' ,

Studies on the effect of time on particle size distribution is perhaps the single most
Important test to evaluate emulsion (and to some extent suspension) stability. Deterio-

in particle size distribution. However, since most emulsions contain a heterogeneous
distribution of panicles, one must he extremely careful in analyzing the droplet size
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(a)

b

Fig. 7 Diagrammatic representation of interfacial stabilizing factors for ionic and nonionic emul
sifiers: (a) nonionic emulsifier; (b) ionic emulsifier.

roduce a more diffuse distribution and the avera e dro let diameter will shift to hi her
values. Additionally, emulsions produced by high-energy processing will have a greater
tendency to yield bimodal droplet size distributions. If one takes a simple example of. . .. .

a radius three times greater (3 um), one finds that the 3% of the larger drops will contain
almost half the oil volume.

cal stability testing. For example, determination and analysis of particle size profiles are
complex.

IV. PROTOCOLS

properties of the product that may prove troublesome as well as special conditions the
product may encounter. For example, if controlled flocculation is the strategy that is used

sible for stabilizing the product is deep enough to protect the product from destabiliz
ing factors, such as the vibration caused by shipping. Thus, testing of this type of prod-. .... .
uc s ou me u e use 0 a reciproca 109 s a er. unscreen emu sions a may e e
in the glove compartment of a car and attain temperatures of 70-80°C, or agricultural
suspensions that will be diluted in the field with ditch water, are other examples of
pro ucts t at require specia tesung.

Another example of the need for flexible testing protocols is in the rheological
examination of products. The rheology (flow characteristics) of emulsions, suspensions,
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and other disperse systems is often the single most important l;. -ractcristic that idcnti
l'ies the product to the consumer. Changes in the viscosity of the prodi.ct while still in
the container, its ro crties on handl in i, its flow ronertics from the container, and i IS
properties on application to the skin are easily identifiable 10 the consumer. Product
consistency is not only critical to product acceptance, but it may be related to therapeutic
effectiveness and reduct stabilitv The reduct formulator has the res onsibilit ' to
achieve the desired flow characteristics of the product; the responsibility of the manu
I;tcturing pharmacist is to retain these properties under large-scale manufacture: and the

batches and throughout the shcl f life of the product, Unfortunate Iy, the common prac
tice is to base rheological testing on the instrumentation available and on the protocol

must be based on a conceptual understanding of its physical properties and how these
properties relate 10 the instrumentation to be used.

appropriateness, as opposed to absolute viscosity values, Thus, Wood ct al. 12211llodified
an extrusion rheometer so that collapsible tubes containing thixotropic material could be

2
to tack (stickiness), and Haverneycr [241 described an apparatus for measuring a
product's sprcadability.

lations and exhaustively testing these products. Formulation chemists are not (and proh
ably never will he) in a position to sit at their desk and, based on theoretical concepts,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Suspensions are defined operationally as a class of materials in which one phase. a solid,. ' .' 'T" .•
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system that is of importance to the pharmaceutical or formulation scientist.
While suspensions find applications in many everyday consumer products, such as

urugs, cosmetics, anu roous, inuuslrial applications also extst in wllicll a suspension may
play an important role in processing or may be the final form of some household or
industrial product.

ThiS chapter discusses the pnnciples that are at work In the nero ot suspensions,
their classification, methods of preparation, and routes to stabilization. The focus will
be on theoretical factors that impinge on these areas. Recent work that has attempted
to better define the theoretical concepts of suspensions and dispersions will be empha-
sized. In addition, a discussion of the rheological aspects of suspensions and the effect
of additives on the stability of suspensions will provide the background knowledge
needed for raw material selection and use.

.. 1"•• 'AT."". "E:. ._,." .._.. - _.- -"._-- _. - ._..,'-
Solutions are generally described as homogeneous mixtures of two or more substances
forming a single ohase. One is unable to visualize the oarticles of any component of a
solution. Precipitates are generally easily recognized by eye. However, in the field of
food. pharmaceutical. and cosmetic products, many materials are neither soluble or
nrecinitated, The science of susnensions and disoersions nrovides the fundamental de-
scription of these preparations and of various industrial products as well.

Many of the terms that are used to describe dispersions can also be extended to
Mocr rhp ic onp of "i7P' • rhprp llrp no "hllrn. . .

boundaries. Dispersions. often called colloidal dispersions, span the gap between true
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solutions and suspensions. In a suspension. one can usually see the particles or the
suspended phase either with the naked eye or with the microscope.

The transition from colloidal to coarse suspensions is gradual. Thus. the theorcti-
cal concepts that govern colloidal dispersions can also he applied to the larger particles
found in suspensions.

A sus xmsion or dis ersion is a svstcm that generally consists of two hascs of
matter. although the number of components can be higher. Depending on the state or
each phase, one can have a wide series of possibilities. Table I depicts the various
combinations that mi Jill exist 1 . Similar to till' tcrminolo 1 r of solute and solvent. the
key terms in dispersions arc dispersed phase and dispersing medium. The former refers
to the suspended particles, and the latter to the vehicle or liquid in which the particles

mon pan of life. Notwithstanding the important area of health and medical services for
which the necessity of a properly formulated product is so important relative to the

mg to night in many aspects of our everyday life.
This discussion is focused mainly on solid aerosols. emulsions. or sols. The term

deals with sus ensions, the dispersion medium is a liquid, and the em rhasi» will he on
solids that arc dispersed in liquids. Again, the boundaries between sols (colloidal) and
macroscopic suspensions arc gradual.

Other materials can function as sus cnsion aids and actuallv he in solutiun. For
example, cellulose-based polymers can be water-soluble. as in sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose: other cellulose materials are suitable for solubilization in organic 1iquids These

under the microscope.
In addition to carboxymcthylccllulosc, there arc other water-soluble polysac. haridcs

primarily through their effect on the rheology or the total composition,

III. PARTICLE PROPERTIES

Both the number of particles dispersed and the size and shape of the particles can 111-

imerest.

Table 1 Types of Dispersion

Dispersed

p JaS~ C lUlIl

Liquid Gas
Solid Gas
Gas Liquid
Liquid Liquid
Solid Liquid
Gas Solid
Liquid Solid
Solid Solid

Source: Ret. I.

ispersion

Liquid aerosol
Solid aerosol
Foam
Emulsion
Sol, paste
Solid foam
Solid emulsion
Solid suspension

Liquid spray. fog
Smoke, dust

Milk
Toothpaste, paint. drugs. SLl'P~IISI011!'o

Pearl
Plastics
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A. t"anlCle Morpnology

Particles can have various shapes or morphologies, ranging from simple geometries. to
,,~ Thp """d ,h ... np" ... rp , .r : J rnn"

'0 T . , '. , , ,

and various crystalline shapes. Other terms to describe more irregular types of shapes
have been listed by Allen [2J (Table 2).

.J:" .L , . .' . --'
'0

IV," v ..... o.. , ..all u .. ..a".. ] , ..... a",uul , a .. y

characterization of the shapes can be difficult to express in a mathematical formula, For
these reasons, workers try to provide only a general classification of the shape of the

~.

p,u L1\.I\.\:S} VI 11IlVVIU11I\.\. IV 111C11 , I uer c 11dVt: uccu IIld11y 't' • III

equipment for viewing particle morphology and size. The use of video equipment for
displaying microscope fields is now a fairly common aid, These types of instrumenta-
non ana equipment serve to ease tne JOO or tne mdustnat microscopist. I ney proviue a
screen or monitor with which to observe particles, rather than looking through the con-
ventional eyepiece.

Many suspended materials, especially those 111 liquids, might have spherical particles,
as in emulsions and latices; others can have irregular shapes, Solids that are used to
promote the stabilization of suspensions are termed suspending agents. These solids
consist of materials of small particle size. Many solid suspending agents have rod-shaped
VI f- "." U"'UI"".

Deviation from sphericity is often used to characterize particle morphology, as in
the ellipsoids, With ellipsoids. the ratio of the two radii describing the particle is a

VI urc "''' ,u.IlJII II Vl11 a II UC "plI\.ll\.al :Sl1dVC,

The relation between particle sizing and the shape of particles becomes more dif-
ficult when one deviates from an established geometric form (such as a sphere), which
can De cnaractenzec oy one or more crmensron: TOr example. a ramus or mameter. or
length. Heywood [3] has introduced shape coefficients, which led to an expression with
coefficients developed from a large number of experimental measurements.

Heywood. using grains of sand as a model system, derived the following relation-
ship [2,4]. incorporating such terms as elongation ratio, flatness ratio. and a coefficient
relating to geometric form:

{kyl3 n + 1f = 1.57 + C - -- ( I)
111 11

Table 2 Definitions of Particle Shape

Shape Definition

A,', ,hr NpPlllp_ ,h',opll

Angular Sharp-edged or roughly polyhedral
Crystalline Freely developed in a field medium of geometric shape
Dendritic Having a branched crystalline shape
Fibrous Regularly or irregularly threadlike
Flaky Platelike
Granular Having approximately an equidimensional irregular shape
Irregular Lacking any symmetry
Modular Having rounded, irregular shape
Spherical Global

Source: Ref. 2.
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w iere

f = surface coefficient

n elongation ratio (length/breadth)
m flatness ratio (breadth/thickness)

Falkiewicz

The surface and the volume arc important properties, the ratio of which helps define the
sha e of the article. Some tical sha e coefficients are c = 4.36 for a tetrahedron.
c = 2.55 for a cube, and c = 1.86 for a sphere.

For additional details, the reader should review the references.
Information on the sha es of articles is im ortant in ostulatinu mechanisms for

the behavior of suspensions. Shape can also be a factor in understanding the packing
of sediment and settling characteristics. The settling and resuspendability of suspensions

shape of particles, as well as their size, can have an influence on the prospects for re
versible change. For example, one can imagine the situation in which an opportunity

istics of the particles. Particles that have the ability to exert attractive forces across large
surface will most likely result in greater attraction and adhesion. This results in heavier.
larger panicles which are less likely to be suspended.

B. Particle Size Analysis

The particle size of the suspended or dispersed phase is a very important part of the
. ... ..,

.nowie ge require or : « UI ers an mg 0 a uspension. n a I Ion. ie en-
vironment encountered by a suspended or dispersed particle has an effect on the physi
cal properties of the particle.

now e ge 0 t e average size or, pre era y, t e partie e size Ism unon 0 t ie
suspended particles can provide direction to a formulator. For example. observation of
the settling characteristics of a suspension quickly tells one something about the size of
the particles. be they dispersed or t occulated.

The capability of measuring the particle size distribution is of definite value to the
formulator. since it is one additional parameter over which he or she may have some
control by milling or sieving.

Various instruments can be used to gain knowledge about the size of particles. The
microsco e provides direct observation of the sample, whereas other techniques gene1'-

ally rely on the measurement of some other physical or electrical property. Microscopy
can also provide information on both the shape and the degree of aggregation of pow
der articles. Usuall " one estimates size h the use of an e e ieee raticulc or scale.
A graticule is a scale that is used for the location and measurement of objects, using
an optical instrument. A slide with known scale spacings is brought into focus and cali-

known magnification. one then knows that each ocular scale division represents a known
length.

T

particles (Fig. I). Use of Ferets diameter, or an end-to-end measurement, prov ides a
fairly quick estimation for particles of irregular shapes ISJ. Feret '.I' diameter is defined
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SLIDE WITH KNOWN SPACINGS

Fig. 1 Sizing with a calibrated scale.

OCULAR SCALE
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as the mean value of the distance between two parallel tangents, on opposite sides of

ami ned to ensure that a representative sample has been taken. New optical equipment
has made this task much easier. Monitors accompany many new microscopic systems.
n a iuon, t e materia or exammati on s ou e prepare to ensure t iat a tru y un-

biased, representative sample is obtained. This is best accomplished by using a sampling
procedure, such as quartering, or a device that riffles the samples.

Another technique for the determination of particle size IS sieve analysis, which can

analysis involves several steps. First, one decides on the number and size of each sieve
to be included in the test. Generally, four or five sieves are stacked one upon the other,

stack. At the bottom of the stack is placed the sieve with the smallest opening, or largest
mesh size, and beneath that a pan to collect all the particles that are finer than the

.. .
s , ( certain s e. ( (

analyzed is placed on the top sieve and the set of sieves is vibrated in a mechanical
device. In this way the powder is separated into discrete fractions. The results are usually
o tame y weig 109 t e amount 0 matena retame on eac sieve as we as t te amount
collected in the pan. Since the initial weight of the sample placed on the top sieve was
known, one can determine the "cumulative percent finer" obtained for each succeed-
rng sieve. n alternative suctron met 0 uses one steve at a tune and exammes the
amount retained on the single screen. In both these methods (vibratory and suction), one
can obtain a histogram or a cumulative type of plot.

The histogram is essentially a bar graph that shows the quantities of material that
fall into various size ranges. A cumulative type of plot generally indicates the amount
of particulate material that is less than a certain particle size. A typical curve appears
in Fig. 2. Cumulative plots often use a logarithmic scale on the x-axis for equivalent
spherical diameter. The y-axis is generally a linear description of the cumulative per
cent finer.

The sieve analysis is a fairly rapid procedure that provides sizing information on
the solids that are to be suspended. The assumption is that there is a dispersity, or
nonuniformit in the article size distribution. Some s stems such as la tices . r
characterized as monodisperse, meaning that just about every discrete particle is the same
size. These types of systems, if unstable kinetically, can lead to finely suspended par-

Another method of determining the particle size distribution of a powder is based
on sedimentation. The most common procedure is based on Stokes' law [21 for the
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Fig. 2 Cumulative type of graph of particle size.

settling velocity of a particle in a particular fluid, The general equation for tim is as
" III ..

(2)
,0 'I

where

v - sctttmg vcloctty

d = Stokes' diameter
Ps = density of solid
PI = density of liquid
g = acceleration due to gravity
'1 = viscosity of liquid

Practical techniques include simple sedimentation methods, such as the Andreason
pipette and the Calm sedimentation balance. The Andreason pipette method involves

,~~,,~ Ilib Ill\,; 1 ~,:'I\IIIU:'I 1I1<U :'I\,;lll\,; Willi 1I111~ III a bl VI,;:'l-

sel. Samples arc withdrawn over time from the bottom of the vessel through a pipette.
The concentration of solids can he determined hy drying and weighing. The quantities
.. . . .

uctcrrmncu as scnung are rerateu LO inc rargest possime size present. accorumg 10 Inc
Stokes equation.

The Calm sedimentation balance electronically records the amount of dispersed
powder settlmg out, as a tuucuon ot tune, From this. one nnds tile percentage weight
of particles greater than a certain diameter. One of the advantages of this method IS that
the mass of particles is continuously recorded.

Both the Andreason and Cahn techniques allow one to measure the amount of sol
ids settling from a homogeneous dispersion during a reasonable time. Under the influ
ence of a gravitational field, these methods are appropriate when the particle size di-
ameter is hroad and when the smallest particles are 5 urn or larger. Many of these details
are best found in texts dealing with particle size analysis or in the respective vendor's
literature . Appendix I lists some firms that offer partie le-sizinz euuinmcnt
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centrifugal method is employed to speed up the data collection. This involves use of a
centrifuge to overcome the effects of convection and diffusion of small panicles. Some

. ... . .
a e more c on e v v
mittance of light is measured through a cell filled with a dispersion of the material of
interest. As the material settles with time, according to Stokes' law, the light intensity
mcreases, ena mg one to ca cu ate a partie e size ism unon,

A recent study on the use of a sedimentation balance for the evaluation of a phar
maceutical suspension indicated mixed results, depending on the dispersed species.
Although reasonable reproducibility was obtained with barium sulfate. more complex
sulfur drug suspensions were not in agreement with microscopic analysis [61. Therefore.
the method is not suitable for all pharmaceutical suspensions. One must work with sev-
eral methods to prove the reliability of the data.

One of the disadvantages of sedimentation devices. such as the Andreason pipette.
is the len th of time to do an anal sis. It is not uncommon for this roccdure to last
for 12 h or more. An improvement to this technique is claimed by the use of multiple
sensing devices along the length of the path of the settling panicles. Good agreement

. . I' . 1 'n° ion . I' nc' for an inor zanic
powder suspended in water [71.

n a typica paruc e size ana ySIS, tree actors require ca cu anon: t ie sc nnenta
tion time. the centrifugation time, and the cumulative percent finer. The sedimentation
time is the time required for a particle of a certain size to settle in a liquid. This calcu-
lation uses Stokes' law to calculate the time of settling for a particular-sized panicle.
One can calculate a theoretical time of settling for each particular size and, thus, con
struct a t-x chart (time of sedimentation vs. particle diameter).

All the calculations are based on a spherical shape. If the panicles are spherical.
as in a typical latex or emulsion. the assumption is valid. However, when there is a
deviation from s hericit measurements are corrected to an e uivalent s herical diam-
eter. In such instances. one is generally more concerned about relative shifts in a par
ticle size distribution than about absolute measurements of particle size.

than 4-5 urn. To calculate, one must take into account a centrifugal force factor, the
cell height. and the revolutions per minute (rpm) chosen for centrifugation. The details

Finally, the cumulative percent finer must be calculated. The easiest way is to de
velop a table, showing the amount of material in a particular size range. Starting with

. .. . .

specific total is divided by 'the running cumulative total to give the cumulative percent
finer. This indicates what percentage of particles is under a certain size. After this cal-

spherical diameter is plotted, generally on semilogarithmic paper. A typical graph is
shown in Fig. 3. Recent studies on the theory of sedimentation in colloidal suspensions

ers the interactions between particles while settling [8].
To obtain meaningful data, it is imperative that the sample be dispersed in a liq-

ui a las no e ec on e s ape or size 0 e partic es un er examina ion. n some
cases, prior confirmation of the absence of such an effect can be gained by microscopic
techniques. In sedimentation analysis, one must keep the concentration of the particles
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in the liquid medium low enough to minimize interaction among panicles. which could
change the velocity of sedimentation. In addition. depending on the technique involved .
Or"." ...,,1 .h .r." .. 1 • ,.Fa "" ,1,1 ~1 .•• I;n ; .... ; "" •n ,h. .. " , . • f II, •

~. ~ ,.
settling times of the fine panicles. In sedimentation techniques better resolution is oh-
rained by the use of what is known as a "line start" technique in centrifugal methods.

. ,.
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sizes were examined 191.
Another instrument uses an x-ray beam and follows the change in beam intensity

as a r'unction or' time. Inc limitation IS me type 01' materi,lIs mat can nc er'r'eulveIY
examined. since the atomic number must be high enough to interact with the x-ray ra-
diation. This technique is generally reserved for minerals Of substances with an atomic
numner greater man I.:... t-or auuiuonat mrormauon on tnc theory 01 sccuncmauon In
suspensions. the reader is referred to a work on sedimentation in suspensions, wherein
an attempt is made to develop equations describing the velocity of the particles to the
forces acting on the particles In suspension 110I.

Another commonly used device takes advantage of the change in an electrical scns-
ing zone that occurs when a panicle passes through a orifice positioned between two
electrodes. The device counts the number of particles and their volume hy changing the
value of the resistance in an electrolyte by displacement of a volume of Iiquid PIOPor-
tional to the size of the particle passing through the orifice. The signal is then ampli-
tkd. sized. and counted. Generally. several cells are needed to cover a broad particle
size distribution range. This technique must he calibrated by well-known particle size
data obtained bv another method. Examnles of such instruments are the Coulter Counter
and the Elcctrozone Counter 121.

Most of the available particle size instrumentation assumes that the particles being
'Y~lI11il1"d :lrt' snhcrical li ohr scattering h:1S :Jlso made ~}rc:ll advances ill thr- !:lsI Ii,· " Ii,·
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as a tool for particle size evaluation. Equipment provided by several companies incor
porates different light sources, some of which are based on tungsten-halogen and some
of which are based on helium neon lasers. These newer ieces of e ui ment rely u on
light scattering as the principle of measurement and can now cover some fairly wide
ranges. In some cases, various detectors need to be employed. To elaborate on these
methods is reall be ond the sco e of this cha ter. The reader is referred to several
references that provide an update on the advances that have been made. An excellent
review article deals with the issues that are generally encountered in trying to establish

optical methods using laser light scattering, giving consideration to the interaction be
tween laser beams and small particles, is also suggested 1121.

distribution of suspensions. This procedure can look at very small particles. The sample
is preferably dilute. A review article on this subject has been written covering the fun-

surements 113].
Relative to the measurement of particle size distribution. a large number of new

various t es of sus ensions. Basicall these instruments are of two main t es one
employing primarily forward angle light scattering and the other using wide angles and
back scattering.

to be applied for sizes smaller than dimensions of several microns to correct for the
transmission of light through the particles. Equipment that features wider angles and hack. . .. . .

Most scientists using these techniques are looking primarily for differences among
a set of samples that will confirm that a change in a process or raw material has led to

knowledge of the absolute particle size.
The importance of understanding the particle size distribution of material used in

tling of the suspended particles. Since this is not always possible. the next most reli
able procedure is to assure that, when settling does occur, it is of a reversible type, re-
quiring on y minima 0 mo era e agi a ion 0 ac ieve resuspension. is si ua ion is
particularly important in pharmaceutical suspensions and will be addressed in detail later
in this chapter. The term hindered settling. which is encountered in particle size analysis
y se irnentanon, re ers to can mons ot er t an ree sett mg a ISO ate partie es. t can

result from flocculation or from a colloidal structure. These floes. if formed by elec
trolyte or pH changes. will respond to shear in a way different from floes formed with
polymers.

In looking for the best method to apply to a particular system, one should consider
work done outside the field of pharmaceuticals. For other types of materials. one can
find a technique that can help in the approach to assessing a particular size distribution.
For example. in the field of ceramics, a comparative study was conducted on a variety
of article size determination techni ues as a lied to ceramic materials. The techni ues
evaluated were sedimentation using an x-ray source and laser light diffraction [15].

Another field of interest is that of water. With the ever-increasing emphasis on the
ualit of both wastewater and otable water the a lication of article technolo T has
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jcct of particle size determination in wastewater compares different treatment processes
and their effect on the panicle size distribution [16]. Similarly in potable water, floc-
cu anon an sc imentatron 0 suspen c particu arcs IS an important step c ore tIC 1

tration of potable water supplies. In-line particle size measurement is appropriate in this
case.

Again. comparing analyses conducted on different types of particles, a study on
aluminum oxide revealed the effect of particle shape on the size distribution obtained
by an image analyzer. As the shape of particles become less spherical. variability in
measurements seems to increase 1171.

In pharmaceuticals, polymer lattices are used to provide taste-masking or drug
deliver' control. In Iookin t at methods used in other industries, one can use a method
developed for measuring agglomerated and dispersed particles from electron micro
graphs. The technique was verified on controlled latex samples [181.

For the resent. knowled ze nf the avera ze size, and rreterabl ' the ranee of sizes
of a suspended particle, will he of value to a formulator of pharmaceutical products. With
this information, one can anticipate settling trends and perhaps employ alternative-pro-

) ) )

and, thereby, improve overall product quality, effectiveness, and stability. Some of the
new particle-sizing equipment features automate samp mg systems for measuring t e
particulates in liquid suspensions. In addition, improvements have been made in the com
puter control for data storage and for the presentation of data in real-time to the opera-
tor.

A thorough review of a variety of the methods mentioned in this chapter was con
ducted. This review article includes over 300 references dealing with sedimentation.
electrical zone sensing methods. optical methods, microscopy, chromatography, and
photoncorrclation spectroscopy 1191. A comparison of several different methods (light
scattcrin t clcctroconductive scnsin t and sievinu was conducted on sam lcs in a round-
robin test by a task force of the ASTM Committee [201.

It was previously suggested that in dealing with particle size analysis, the labora-

wastewater. potable water, and catalysts have been mentioned.
In other industries. such as potable water. destabilization of suspensions i~ dcsir-

final product. In the pharmaceutical industry. one is trying to achieve the opposite ef
fect. namely suspension. The point to he made here is that techniques. such as scdimcn-

ness of techniques that arc used to solve problems in other industries can sometimes also
he applied to pharmaceuticals.

IV. THE SOLID-LIQUID INTERFACE

The physical properties of till: material being suspended constitute the next area Ill' con
cern. In Ii zht of the zcneral chemistrv textbook rule of "like dissolves like" Oil' mus
consider what factors facilitate the "mixing" of two mutually nonsolublc materials. Simi
lar to principles followed in emulsion science, one tries to promote some degree of
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interaction by wetting and mechanical agitation.
In preparing a suspension of a powdered substance, the material to he suspended

must first be se arated into finel divided articles. As art of this rocess. the articles
must be individually wetted.

The wetting process can be subdivided into a series of more discrete steps. The first
. '" .. . IS'

place air at the surface of the solid. Any material or substance that facilitates this wet
ting acts as a surface-active agent. There are many such substances that are commonly
.. . .. . .

The tendency of a solid to be wetted by a liquid is a measure of the interaction of
the substances. If the solid surface is hydrophilic, it will be readily wet by water or an

ted by an organic or nonpolar liquid. In the pharmaceutical area, one is primarily con
cerned with aqueous systems or hydroalcoholic mixtures. Since many drug substances

glance, it is evident that liquid Y has a greater tendency to interact with solid X then
liquid Z.

B. Contact Angle

The angle the liquid makes with the solid surface is called the contact angle, 0 in Fig.
4. It is defined by the boundaries of the solid surface and the tangent to the curvature
of the liquid drop. In part (a) of Fig. 4, it is apparent that the liquid is showing some
interaction with the solid surface. The contact an Ie 0 is less than 90 0

• In art (b), there
is little or no interaction of the liquid with the solid surface, and the contact angle is
close to 1800

• As indicated in Fig. 4, these situations are called wetting and nonwetting,
res ectivel .

If the particulate material can be pressed into a wafer, one can measure the angle
the liquid phase makes with the "horizontal" tablet surface. The experimental procedure

on which the solid rests is completely level in all directions. The drop of liquid is gen
erally deposited from a microsyringe. In this way. one can control the volume of the

examines an inverted image of the drop through a lens with adjustable crosshairs. By

SOLID X
(0 )

SOLID X
(b)

Fig. 4 Wetting of a solid by two liquids with different wetting potential. (a) Wetting. (b) 110n
wetting.
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gent to the drop, one can read the contact angle directly off a scale within the lens
system. Compressed powder tablets are generally not truly flat, as can be seen through
t tc tc excopc- ens system. ie sur ace may consist 0 ot 1 crevices an n gcs As a
relative tool, however, this technique is applicable if the powder is compressed II1to a
tablet with a high-compression force. This can he accomplished with a Carver press.

Although one could obviously speak of degrees of wetting or partial wetting, as
evidenced by contact angles between 0° and 90°. contact angles greater than 900 are
classified as nonwctting situations. If. however, the contact angle is GO. the solid is
completely wet by the liquid. If the angle were close to 180°, the solid substance would
he described as unwettable by the liquid in question.

Sur (Ice tension (,) is defined as free cner J' Jer unit area at an interfacial area. It
can also he viewed as a measure of the attractive force between molecules of a liquid
In dealing with liquid, various force methods or shape methods can he used to obtain

. , l' s rf , isions. \-\lith the duNou . rin J method 011' measures he for' ,
needed to pull a ring of known dimensions from a film or surface of the liquid under
study. This is generally accomplished by slowly lifting the ring out of the surface of the

tended film counterbalanced. Then the investigator measures the force necessary to pull
the test ring free from the liquid surface film.

An adaptation of the duNouy technique is the Wilhelmy plate method. in which a
plate. rather than an annular ring, is used. A discussion of various methods used for
determining surface tension is included in a monograph on emulsions by Becher [211.

Under shape methods. the sessile or pendant drop technique is used. From the
dimensions of the dro , one can calculate the surface tension-i-usuallv bv rhotoura h-
ing the drop geometry and then measuring the key distances from the print. This can
now be accomplished with more modern techniques such as video cameras. For a solid

surface energy on the solid surface in question. By plotting cos 0 of the contact angle
against Ytv- one can obtain the critical surface tension of the solid hy extrapolating to

..,..,

Since many pharmaceutical substances are hydrophobic. the wetting by aqueous
media alone may be insufficient tll prepare the preliminary dispersion. One must pro-

within the liquid phase itself. Therefore, the interaction between solid A and liquid B
must be greater than both A-A and B-B types of interaction.. . .

liquid phase. Thus, there is an adhesional wetting and an immcrsional wetting. There
also exists a spreading wetting. for a liquid already in contact with a solid. These are
U':. L e l (

in a liquid III. Adhesive welling is defined by the state in which a liquid makc-. con
tact with a solid and adheres to it. The degree or wetting is measured by the c.mtact
ang e. IfIlfIersim/(/ well/JIg is c "inc y rne sta e in w lic 1 a so i , not in contact Will

the liquid, is completely immersed in it.
For the contact angle, one should keep ill mind that the condition or the solid sur-

face IS. more 0 ten man not, irrcgu ar. 'I sue 1. the usc () rc alive measurements IS tnc
rule. Generally. one might usc a surfactant to modify the wetting characteristics or the
powders. Also. deflocculation, defined as the dispersion of primary panicles. improves
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Fig. 5 Cosine of the contact angle versus surface tension for polyethylene and paraffin. (From

overall wettability. Surfactants function by lowering the solid-liquid interfacial tension
YSI' For the three types of wetting described by Shaw, a reduction of Ysl always leads
to an improvement in wetting. If the contact angle 0 is less than 90°, the wetting is spon
taneous.

Since a surfactant generally possesses both hydrophilic and hydrophobic character,
it is believed that the mechanism of surfactant activity involves the preferential adsorption
of the non olar h drocarbon chain b the solid dru surface, which is h dro hobic. Ad-
sorption of the surfactant (onto the solid) can actually promote det1occulation owing to
charge repulsion or steric factors. This will be discussed in detail in the next section,
dealin with the stabilization of dis ersions.

In the measurement of contact angles, one may encounter hysteresis, since the
contact angle is larger for an advancing liquid surface than for a retreating (receding)
.. rf' . ' . vanci . .

vancing over a dry surface; and the receding angle is that measured when the liquid is
receding from a wet surface. The process is similar to adsorption and desorption. One. .. .. .. .

microsyringe. The needle remains in contact with the drop during the measurement. This
is quite observable with impure surfaces or rough surfaces. One needs to be consistent. . . .

as a guide to the selection of appropriate wetting agents. Zografi and Johnson [23] have
studied the wetting of pharmaceutical solids and have found that the receding angle is

vancing contact angle is a more reasonable estimate.
The wet point method, a quick technique for measuring the wettability of a pow-. .. . .

e
the powder [24]. In a sense this is quite similar to the process encountered in wet granu
lation. Generally one measures the amount of a liquid needed to carry a powder through
a gauze. e euer t e wetnng agent use , t e ower t ie wet pomt va ue wou e.
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where ¥" and ¥I! arc not directly measurable. When Eq. (3) is combined with the Young
equation for a system that is in equilibrium, ('1" + )'/1 cos 0 - 'fIV = 0). one arrives at
the Young- Dupre equation by substituting for 1',/:

WI/ = YII (I + cos 0) (4)

Thus, by measuring surface tension and measuring the contact angle between a solid
and a wetting liquid, one can obtain the work of adhesion of a liquid to a dry solid.

F ir s re: in' of, Ii uid alrcadv in contact with a solid surface the followinu
relationship exists:

S(spreading coefficient) = WII - 2 '1/, (5)

For spreading of a liquid on a solid surface, the work of adhesion between the two
substances must be greater than the work of cohesion of the spreading liquid. In Eq.

The 5 could he considered the free-energy decrease on spreading. Thus, whenever
5 is positive, there is a decrease in free energy, and spreading will occur.

If one considers Eli. (4) again, W,I equals 2'1,1' when cos 0 = I or when 0 = O. If
o were some finite an zle. then W would be less than 2· " since cos 0 would be ureater
than 0 but less than 1.

The spreading coefficient is related to the wetting of solid particles in the Initial
I· se lr IS) .rsrun or sus cnsion ire aration: therefore it is used as a measure of

overall wetting power.

Once the particles have been wetted, they must he separated and distributed uniformly. ..

can be called the degree of dispersion. A solid that is broken down into primary par
ticks without the existence of many twins or aggregates is generally considered ttl have

particles are in a state dominated by individual particles, wetted and distributed in a
uniform way. This does not guarantee that the suspended substance will remain uniformly

distribution is called the dispersion stability. How the initial suspension or dispersion is
maintained over long periods will directly influence the quality of the suspension.... . .. ,~" . ., . .

u rcren agt a Ion 0 ie nux urc 0 so I an rqut mus e provi e IIlI III Y 0

obtain a high degree of dispersion, assuming that wetting is favorable. There arc mall}
types of mixing devices available ranging from minimal shear, which can he used 10 mix
two rqut s. to ug 1-S iear iomogemzauon un er mo crate pressure. orne 0 t 11S cquip

ment is also capable of particle size modification. In the laboratory. it is generally suf
fieient 10 use moderate shear because of the small quantities of material s used. ,\ s the
process is developed, 111 scale-up, higher-shear devices, such as homogenizers. an: gen
crally used. However, there are exceptions to this, depending on the suspension in liucs-
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tion. Appendix II lists typical mixing devices. To achieve a favorable initial degree of
dispersion, it is important to follow several general recommendations. The first is to pre-
., . .

tides that are in suspension will exhibit a tendency to settle or rise in accordance with
Stokes' Jaw [Eq. (2)], it is necessary to provide some mechanism to resist this natural

eral options are available to accomplish this. One can reduce particle size, lower the den
sity difference between the suspended particle and the liquid medium (p, - PI)' or in-

.. ..

in solution, or of the finely divided material interacting with itself in an aqueous envi
ronment to bring about some degree of association that manifests itself as a higher vis-

als, would eventually be added.
A second general recommendation is to avoid the entrapment of air when adding

e various componen s 0 a suspension 0 e iqui me ium. ir en rapmen may impar
increased viscosity to a suspension initially; however, it can be problematic throughout
the addition of subsequent components and could result in an ineffective finished sus-
pension. ntrappe air can ea to vanous potentia prob ems, t e most serious being
inaccurate drug dosage for medication that is dispensed by volume. In addition, other
problems can arise because of entrapped air: namely, those involving rheology, sepa-
ration, or color inconsistencies. Equipment is available to effectively remove air from
such suspensions. Some typical places of deaeration equipment are manufactured by C.
Ross and Son and by the Cornell Machine Company.

Third, the use of predispersions of hydrophobic materials in other liquids should be
considered, to improve the initial degree of dispersion. Liquids such as glycerin and
sorbitol can enerally be used in instances where a h dro hobic dru would not be
adequately wet. Of course, the use of a surfactant might achieve the same end result.
Each case should be considered independently. One can work with small quantities of
materials to see which a roach surfactant or redis ersion works best. In this wa
one can gain direction toward the best approach for achieving a uniform dispersion.

Finally, the suspension should be examined at various checkpoints in the process.
.. . . .

and settling. It is wise to examine samples under a microscope as well, to confirm the
general results found during preformulation testing.

be sucrose or other sweeteners, water-compatible liquids, opacifiers, the material to be
suspended, pigments, or flavors, or combinations thereof.
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VI. STABILIZATION

Because suspensions arc thermodynamically unstable systems. they always tend toward

examination of the product. If properly formulated, the suspension should appeal UIlI

form.

the desired degree of dispersion. The suspension may appear to remain stable for a long
time: however, thermodynamics dictates a change to a lower energy state. These changes
mayor may not c reversi e. tnc system were 0 m itse - in an energy minimum,
the change might he irreversible It would then require too much energy to get out of
the energy well or minimum energy state. While the system is thermodynamically un-
stable, it is the kinetics of change that dictates the usefulness of a suspension. II' the
change is slow enough relative to the anticipated use or shelf life of a suspension, the
thermodynamics may haw little practical influence.

If the thermodynamic-driving force is small enough. the rate of change may he so
slow that it is indistinguishable over the anticipated shelf life of a particular product. For
exam lc, iI' certain dispersed particles tended to gradually settle and sediment over time,
several situations might he anticipated. First. the material might flocculate and settle

l:

energy state of the separated system. Second. the material might settle at an cxtnrncly
slow rate. This might lead to eventual caking of the suspended material. but the mate-
ria mig it appear visua y sac over a ong perio. ic 111' POSSI i i Y IS or an In
termediate situation in which the rate of flocculation or coagulation is slower. yet on a
time scale that is similar to a reasonable storage time for the product. In a pharmaccu-
tical application, uniformity of pro uct an ong-tcrm sta I tty are rcqurrec to pruvi e
accurate dosage rates. Particle size can impinge on the absorption or assimilation of
drugs; thus. uniformity is necessary.

In a suspended system. the particles are thermally mobile and may occasionally
collide because of their Brownian motion. As the mobilc partie lex approac h one another.
both attractive and repulsive forces are at work. If the attractive forces prevail, ag,:;lom-
crates can grow in the suspension, This phenomenon is termed flocculatiou or . oagu
lotion and it represents an unstable system. If repulsive forces dominate, a more <table
sus cnsion will result. The balance between these forces determines the overall char-
actcristics of the system, Figure 6 shows photomicrographs of colloidal Avice!" nucro
crystalline cellulose in various states of dispersion 1251. It is apparent that there are

, , ive for' 'S ) er: tin J in the case of the flocculated s"'stem.
Hydrophilic agents are often used to impart stability to dispersions and emulsions.

A study conducted to examine the stabilization of nil in water emulsions hy different

as a function of the hydrocolloid type and concentration 1261.

Among the various types of attractive interaction operating are (a) dipole-dipole furccv,
(h) dipole-induced dipole forces. (c) London dispersion forces, and (d) electrostatic
forces.
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Table 3 Values 01 Hamaker Constants

A,l (X 10 13 erg)

Material Microscopic Macroscopic

Water 3.3-6.4 3.0-6. I
oruca JU l:S.O

Polystyrene 6.2-16.8 5.6-6.4

Source: Ref. I.

..
As I 11It:VlllU~I)', lllJ~ vc IUll..~ I~ auuruvc dillOllg parucre l'dll~, 1I1~JC

tore, even though the van der Waals attractive force might he small, when the number
of panicles is high. the sum of the interactions can become quite large. For example,
III r-ig. I, one can see one particle interacting wilD a group or parucies separated 0)' some
distance H. Some of the possible interactions are indicated.

For each panicle, one would sum up or integrate over all the interactions cxpcri-
cnccd. The van del' Waals forces, resulting from oscillating dipoles and permanent dI-
n. ,) •. . , . .. . Th." ;,. .,11 Ill., 'It. un "',;n' ", 11,. 1 "',rl' ,1.,. Ih·" ;,,"'r' '1' ,1,1
I . . .. '-' -co

Up to the total attractive force. This can lead to a considerable attractive force. Whereas
the potential energy' is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the distance 01 sepa-

• 1 HI...1. . .•1, .. 1 d· 01u,,,, . "." lu u" UU" " '" ,,'- ". "". t' "I'"
,,, m, '" , .." ,." " " .. t' ."

of the distance. This IS because the product of force and distance IS work or energy.
for larger panicles, the attractive potential energy is inversely proportional to the sec-, .,...,
"IIU IIl'W\' \1 ! III lll", u""".. '''' III ""'pal (l1I1l1i. ,alII a ... ll .... , "' ... liP! , ... all1",

to the pharmaceutical suspensions that are of interest to the formulation scientist. While
the formulator may be evaluating the suspension of a macro- or grand scale, the micro-
or small-scale interactions, COllectivelY summec up. uetermine wnctncr aggregatil)n (at-
traction) or pcptization (repulsion) will dominate the system in a kinetic sense. F.xpcri-
mental attempts have been made in recent years to measure the attractive forces between
large objects at small distances 01 separation. Some 01 these measurements involve tile
use of mica plates as representative of the surface of large panicles /281· Thcsc mea-
surcmcnts arc generally conducted in electrolyte solutions. The results indicate that the
existence of long-range repulsion forces diminishes as the concentration of electrolyte
increases. as represented graphically in Fig. 8. A recent effort JI1 the usc of thi-. tech-
nique was the use of surface force equipment to measure force as a function of surface
separation. This is usually conducted with the usc of mica surfaces. This technique
enables one to study the interactions between adsorbed layers and, thereby, gain S\)111e

------=
0
rv

~ 0
0

~ 0
~

----- 'J

- H 0

Iflleractions among partiCle., xcparateu ny uiSlanCl: rt .rig. I
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\I t DOUBLE -LAYER REPULSION AT
THREE DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE
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Fig. 8 Repulsive energy as a function of a particle separation at three electrolyte concentrations.

insight into the interactions of different materials. This can be of importance to many
suspensions, including biological and medical. A paper on the adsorption of human serum.. . .. ,"'" ...... c- " '

, ,

UI;.,\,.IIUI;., UII; [.<.7J. 1111;.,1; 1111"'1110 " cUI; all III1PI~ l\J 1111; "Ile-illal

DLVO theory [named after its originators, Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey, and Overbeck).
which related the balance of attractive and repulsive forces [1.24].

Strrce suspensions trrvotve a Jiquiu meuium, all me ioregoing comments anu equa-
tions must be modified whenever the particles are in the presence of anything other than
a vacuum. The interaction energy is then modified by the tendency for the panicle to
mteract wun me urspersion mecrum. Mucn or tnrs depends on me distance or separa-
tion of the particles involved.

Just as there are forces of attraction, as evidenced by agglomerated suspensions,
there are repulsive forces, which are also operational in systems that do not show ag-
glomeration, coagulation, or flocculation,

These repulsive forces have a stabilizing influence on suspensions because they work
against the aggregation of suspended particles. Repulsive forces can originate from sev-
eral sources-for example. from electrostatic repulsion or from steric hindrance to the
close approach of particles. There are also other sources, such as repulsive hydration
forces in the interfacial region. The key requirement for stabilization is that the net
repulsive term exceed the net attractive term. The origin of the charge on a suspended
particle may be that of the particle itself. or may be due to the interaction of the par-
ticle with the liquid medium; or a combination of such. If a polar medium such as water
is involved. various electrical interactions can occur.

roo ~t the .c: of ~ .. c~n inni7P in the of ~ nnl~r
~ .

liquid. The pH of the aqueous medium typical of suspensions is important in this in-
stance. Low-pH systems will promote a positive charge on the dispersed panicle and
hioh.nU .,

'0' r - .I '0' ",'

B. Adsorption

Other agents, such as protective colloids or polymers. can be adsorbed onto the surface
of dispersed panicles. This can be accomplished in several ways. The first is by adsorp-
tion from solution. In this method, one adds a solution or slurry of the adsorbable spe-
cies into a slurry of the dispersed particles. Adequate time is provided for the system
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10 equilibrate and to complete the interaction of the adsorbent with the adsorbate Ad
sorption of species onto a dispersed particle is responsible for many of the resultant

, I • S ')'

or negative, the electrostatic repulsion of the like charges contributes to the stahility of
the dispersion. These additives can also serve as Ilocculants. Goossens and l.uncr 130/

pensions with cationic polymers. An increase in suspension stability was found with the
extent and degree of agitation.

at a solid surface. The possible modes of attachment (polar. hydrogen bonding. ctc.: have
been described [311. Depending on the shape of the macromolecule. the thickness of the

ness of the adsorbed layer would he approximately the diameter of the coiled macro

molecule.

particles as a function of
Sever al key

I. From the curve. it is evident tllat the attractive porcntial is predominant al s!Jort
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Fig. 9 Potential energy curves for the interaction of two cbarged surfaces
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2. The potential energy barrier (Vmax) must be surmounted before contact in the
primary energy minimum. This is where one can compare the potential en-

. I x
\0-16 erg deg').

3. At larger distances of separation, there is a secondary minimum. If this is

As part of this discussion of potential energy curves, it is appropriate to describe
the effect of the char e that is carried b the dis ersed articles. As reviousl men-
tioned, this can arise from the ionization of surface groups, such as carboxylic acid
groups or amine groups. The charge is a function of the pH of the medium. In addi-

face charges.
Regardless of origin, charged particles have the potential to move in the presence

. .

a more diffuse region or diffuse layer that extends out to the bulk liquid. If the particle
is negatively charged, the fixed layer, also known as the Stern layer, will have a posi-

I

K
=

(DkT) 1/2

2ne2z 2
(7)

where IIK is called the Debye length, D is the dielectric constant of the medium, T is
the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, n is the concentration of ions in the bulk,
e is e e ec ronic c arge, a z is e va ence.

In water at room temperature, the thickness of the double layer generally ranges
from 1.0 to \000 A, depending on the concentration of ions in the bulk phase. Figure

sows t e typica structure 0 tee ectnc ou e ayer.
The potential is \jJo at the surface of the particle and decays to \jJd' termed the Stern

potential, in the fixed or adsorbed layer. It then decays to zero in the diffuse part of
the double layer.

If one were to increase the overall electrolyte concentration, the Vmax barrier would
be reduced romotin flocculation. This is the result of com ression of the double la er
of charge that surrounds each suspended particle.

If the secondary minimum is small, relative to the kinetic energy, a small amount

more energy is required to displace the system from the primary energy minimum that
is found at small distances of separation.
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Fig. 10 Diffuse double layer for a positively charged surface.

Again. the double layer of charge consists of a charge localized at the surface of
tile oisperseo paniclC anu a more oir"r"usc layer or" opposite sign, wnic/l extends away (rom
t hr- n:lrti"ll' tnw:lrd rh» di,npr,inn rm-rlium

The potential gradient is very dependent on the presence of any electrolytes thai may
he present in the dispersion medium. The double layer is generally said to have a thick-
...... ;" .,h:·h .,~ •. ;n'" .. ' "" ,h,> ,1.• " r "f ,h.> n. " .... , .. al A ... th.>· • .-<;' ..,- . '" r..r rh ••

'J •

thickness can be calculated from the following equation:

" "lA / \1/2

'''-' '-

D = dielectric constant
:: = ion valence (same for both anion and cation)
In = concentration of ions (mol L I)

It is apparent from Eq. (8) that the thickness of the double layer will be decreased
.. . • ~ 1· ..
II 1I1l: \I'l:IItll 1\11/ Y<1Il:lI\..l: \\...t; .• 1'''1 -, rl.1 .1 <1IlU/\l1 1\111 \..\Ill\.l:llllltll\J1I cu c 11I\..IL.l:'ll:U.

This is equivalent to a compression of the double layer of charge.
Since the repulsion between two charged particles depends OIJ the distance between

rue paniCles, ne tney potm cnarges or Uil'l'use UOUIJle layers, il snOU1U nc apparent mar
6. the double-layer thickness, is a key parameter in the determination of VI?'

Patton (241 has expressed this relationship in the following way:

V ,[ ( - S )]k; c::: 0.01 Dd ~. III 1 + exp ,~

D = dielectric constant
d = particle diameter (~1I11)

I.., = zeta potential (mV)
S = separation between surfaces (A)

(~ = double-layer thickness (A)

(9)
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Both particle size and zeta potential are directly related to the repulsion potential.
Measurements of zeta potential have shown a relationship to dispersion stability such that

The cell used for the study of colloidal dispersions usually consists of a horizontal
tube of circular cross section, with an electrode at each end. It is important that the

details on the measurement of electrophoretic mobility are found in other sources 136].
Basically, however, electrophoretic mobility is measured by timing individual particles
over a certain istance, usmg a ca I rate eyepiece wit a sea e. enera y, t ie resu ts
of approximately 10-15 timing measurements are averaged. The direct current voltage
is adjusted to obtain a velocity that is neither too fast nor too slow, to allow for errors
in measurement and Brownian motion, respectively.

From Fig. 8, it can be observed that repulsion potential is generally reduced as the
ion concentration increases. This is a result of the com ression of the electrical double
layer. The charges of added ions or electrolytes serve to diminish the thickness of the
double layer. As this occurs, the repulsive forces decrease, and if the particles are able

r m n . r iv f will r v il
The concentration of foreign electrolyte required to cause flocculation decreases as

t e va ence 0 t e coagu atmg Ion increases. or examp e, ess wou e require
to flocculate a suspension than Na", This has been observed in many instances and is
known as the Schulze-Hardy rule. It has been shown that the quantity of electrolyte
required to bring about flocculation decreases by a factor of 100 as one goes from a
monovalent electrolyte to a divalent one (e.g., Na' vs. Mg2 + ) 137J.

Similar to man other chemical occurrences, the re ulsive force oes throu h a
maximum before the attractive force takes over. The same situation is found in expla
nations dealing with reaction mechanisms in chemical kinetics as well as in other physical

To this point, much of the discussion has centered on the interaction of electrical
forces. As previously mentioned, however, adsorbed species may be nonpolar. In such

eral methods of stabilization is shown in Fig. II 136]. One can observe that the adsorbed
species can extend into the dispersion medium. Part of the protective material is adsorbed

the bulk liquid.
The adsorbed chains are believed to prevent the close approach of two particles.

n erac ions e we sue par ic es 0 ys i increase or er or grea er ree
energy, which is observed as a loss of movement or freedom of movement, respectively,
as the polymer chains interact. This implies a more ordered system. In essence, this is
energetically unfavorable and, III a sense, constitutes a repulsive force that could stabi
lize the system. The mechanism centers on the decreased entropy. or increased order
ing or alignment, which results from the interaction between two extended adsorbates.
The interaction of the dispersion medium with the adsorbates can provide insight into
whether flocculation by bridging might occur. If insufficient attraction exists, bridging
mi ht occur.

For example. when the chains interact, there is a tendency for a recovery force or
a repulsion to manifest itself. This is true as long as there is some affinity or attraction
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Fig. 11 Schematic of three methods of stabilization of colloid panicles. (From Ref. 36.)

mechanism is more common as the suspension becomes more concentrated. The over
lap is too ordered or entropically unfavorable and. therefore, a repulsive force surfaces.
Inter article forces have been discussed in an effort to ex lain the stabilitv of sus en-
sions of fine particles. The steric repulsion. which arises partly from the repulsion be
tween adsorbed polymer layers, was also examined in an effort to explain the polymer

To complete the section on attractive and repulsive forces, it is necessary to include
these entropic or steric repulsive forces. The main controlling factor remains the same.

that is at least several times greater than the thermal energy, designated by the term kT.
Relative to the forces that are involved in dispersions. van Oss maintains that many

mary forces are van der Waals forces, electrostatic, hydrogen bonding. and Brownian
motion-induced interactions. The DLVO theory combines both the van dcr Waals--

C. Sedimentation

particle size distribution of suspended materials. This section describes the effect of
sedimentation on both the physical and functional properties of suspensions.
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Since adequate and uniform dosage is a prerequisite for any pharmaceutical suspen-
sion, the necessity for control of sedimentation is obvious. Because settling velocity is

-' .c .L A: .L
p" VPVI LlVLlal 'v LlI" pv '". VI "'" 1'a• .,,,.,, 'au... .." , •• " 'r , ...u ~~

and flocculates will settle more rapidly than properly dispersed particles. Both gravity
and buoyancy are operating on the particle. As a result, one could have either upward. ,

or uv Ol , ... u OlV .... , ........ \,,1 or -0' '~I'y' J lit: Ul;ll;l tal>

tor is the difference in density of the suspended particle and the liquid medium. [f a floc-
culate acts as a single particle, the velocity of settling may be greater, since the veloc-
ity IS propornonat to me uensity uirrerence between me parucre ana me suspenumg
medium and the size of the particle. Similarly, if there is a particle size distribution of
the suspended particles, it is highly likely that the settled material will eventually con-
sist of particles of varying size.

A deflocculated system, that is, one in which the dispersed particles are discrete and
in which there is little or no association, might exhibit slow sedimentation of particles
over time. The supernatant liquid would be cloudy, and the settled particles might ar-
range themselves into a hard-packed cake, since the particles have an opportunity to
nack. For example, thev could settle into a hardened mass, making wetting and subse-
quent dispersion into primary particles difficult to achieve. Caking requires a high de-
gree or agitation ror reuispersion. J ne porydtspersity; or range or paniCle sizes, migm
have an influence on the tendency toward caking. In some instances, the particles could
settle in a manner such that they would not be readily redispersible. This would result
m a proouct tackmg In uose consistency necause or rauure to ontam ana mamtam a good
degree of dispersion, for the reasons mentioned earlier.

When matter is in a dispersed state, the dispersed material will have an equilibrium
solubility that varies relative to its particle size. Small particles will have a higher equi-
librium solubility than larger particles. As a result, there is a finite tendency for the
smaller particles to solubilize. They can subsequently precipitate from solution on the
surface of the larger particles, Thus, the larger particles grow at the expense of the
smaller particles. This phenomenon is known as Ostwald ripening [43]. Again consid-
ering work done in other fields, an adaptation of this phenomenon was observed in paper
technology. in which changes in particle size distribution are important in defining the
overall qualities and properties of the paper. In a polydisperse system. particles aggre-
gated with larger narticles rather than with identical-sized narticles. Thus the number
of smaller particles was reduced. Awareness of this principle leads to a better under-
standing of the interactions in a suspension [40]. Thus. within certain limitations. it is

, . , to keen rhe the tn a If ' were

occurring during sedimentation, a caked deposit might result.
One could prevent this slow settling by building up the viscosity of the suspension

" ,nt;l thP " .. ' r.,tp tIf.,,, . T'h;" ;" thP .,rp., "prtlPr! hI.
.~ -"

thixotropic suspension aids, which provide resistance to flow when the suspension is at
rest or at very low rates of shear,

D. Flocculation

An alternative to providing a yield stress that functions against settling is an attempt to
achieve some degree of flocculation, which facilitates resuspension,

Particles that associate and settle do not have an opportunity to pack at the bottom
of the container or nackaze. As a result a loose sediment or laver is formed' amons
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colloidal chemists and formulators. this process IS called controlled flocculation. It is a
method of accepting the reality that settling will occur eventually. From a thermodynamic
standpoint, settling is inevitable: the time that it takes is the primary factor in dealing
with the stabilization of pharmaceutical products.

If a loose structure or "floc" is formed, it acts as a single particle and commences
seulins at a faster rate. In some cases, floes have been known to rovidc some sus end-
ing properties because of their tendency to form networks, which can entrap some sus~

pended particles. The floes are formed when suspended particles that arc allowed to come
into .ontact durin} motion remain in contact b ' associarinu in loose clusters. Gcncrallv.
these clusters can be ruptured into primary particles by the application of low to mod
erate shear.

perature, the viscosity of the liquid medium, and the physical properties of the particles
themselves. With time, as flocculation occurs, the total number of discrete particles is

time during flocculation. This quantity is frequently used in equations dealing with the
rate of flocculation. Distinctions arc made between aggregates and agglomerates.

arc more stronzlv bonded particles and arc more difficult to rcdispcrsc or resuspend.
Agglomerates are intermediate between aggregates and floes,

For flocculation to occur, the repulsive force must be diminished until some aurae
lion revails. This can be brouuht about bv the introduction of an electrolyte or hv
bridging between particles.

Electrolytes serve 10 reduce the effective range of the repulsive forces operating on

can study the acquisition of charge by following the electrophoretic mobility. lorrnu
larors of pharmaceutical suspensions attempt to induce flocculation. which can he con-

soft and easily rcdispersed with mild agitation, thereby providing a uniform and ctfcc
nve drug dose at the time of administration.

( ,

according to Stokes' law, hindered settling, buoyancy forces, rheological yield pomts.
and particle size-it is apparent that many factors contribute to the overall qualitv of the

cisive one in determining the appearance of the dispersion.
Since many pharmaceutical suspensions arc packaged in opaque containers. the

. . . . " .
separa IOn IS no VISI e 0 ie user. enera y, IITC Ions or usc 111 rca c
tents should be shaken before usc.

Other methods of bringing about flocculation arc coagulation. bridging, and charge
ncutra izauon. n gmg genera y resu Is rom t ie mtcracnon 0 an a sor cc species t iat
extends into the bulk medium away from the suspended particle 1301. An example of
this is an adsorbed polymer that has groups thaI could associate with each other lhrough
the dispersion medium (c.g .. hydroxyl groups). These distances or approach call he in
fluenced by the electrical environment which, in turn, controls the effective repulsion
distance. The bridging mechanism generally operates at large distances of separation rcla-
tive to flocculation by electrolytes. The adsorbed species may be charged or uncharged.

Control measurements made during product development should veri Iy that an ad
equate and effective dose is available throughout the use or the product. This is an
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important step in product evaluation while the product is undergoing an accelerated
stability test regimen. For example, during the product development program. one should

parameters can be evaluated both on in-process samples as well as on the finished dis
persion.

ing of the particles that one wishes to suspend, the controlled-flocculation approach seems
to be a step in the wrong direction. It might seem preferable to develop a system that,
once a equate y wette an ispersen, remains 111 a e occu ate state wit Itt e ten
dency toward sedimentation. The rate of sedimentation could be extremely slow when
compared with the anticipated storage time of the dispersion. Nevertheless, controlled
flocculation is used as a method of product stabilization. In contrast, as discussed in the
next section, reducing the settling tendency by the addition of rheological agents can
obviate the need for flocculation.

VII. RHEOLOGICAL ASPECTS

The rheological behavior of pharmaceutical suspensions is a key factor in assessing the

achieve acceptable flow properties can be substantial for a suspension, the consumer is
quite aware of product efficacy and elegance. Therefore, the product characteristics
s ou e out me an ac ieve ear y 111 t e pro uct seve opmenta stage.

This section briefly reviews some fundamental principles of rheology. with emphasis
on the principles that influence the functional attributes of pharmaceutical suspensions.
In addition, a brief description of some typical suspending agents is provided.

A. Types of Flow

The term fluidity describes a material's ability to flow. Viscosity. which is defined as
the resistance to flow, or the reciprocal of fluidity, is expressed as the ratio between

layer of fluid past another compared with the area of material in contact. It is expressed
in dynes per square centimeter:

! =
force (dynes)

area (cm-) ( 10)

Shear rate is the ratio of the speed (V) of relative movement of one surface past
another to the distance (Y) between the surfaces. Generally, the surfaces are assumed

V(cm sec I)
D=----- (II

Viscosity (11) is the ratio of shear stress to shear ratio: 11 = tiD. Its unit is the poise

Different pharmaceutical products respond differently to applied shear. Most of the
fluids or semisolids encountered are classified as non-newtonian materials. Newtonian
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and the rate of shear. Plastic, pseudoplastic. dilatant. and thixotropic systems are clas
sitied as nonnewtonian .

observed in dispersions of finely divided solids in liquids. The minimum stress is des
ignated '0 and is often referred to as a yield stress or yield point. The yield stress origi-

.. . . .

tion of flow, these bonds must be broken or disrupted. The force necessary to accomplish
this is called the yield stress. For a suspension. this characteristic is important in that

surpassed, the flow is newtonian and is termed Bingham flow.
Pseudoplastic tlow is quite common in pharmaceutical suspensions. In this case. a

e
of shear (D) increases. This is shown by dispersions as well as by some high-molecu
lar-weight polymer solutions. Solutions of hydrocolloids, such as sodium carboxyrneth-

. . .
y ce u ose an 0 ier ce u ose e ers, s ow IS c arac ens IC.

Dilatant tlow is less common and may occasionally be observed in defloccularcd
dispersions of powders at high volume concentrations. Here, the apparent viscosity in-
creases as the rate of shear increases. T liS IS attributed to the close packing of panicles.

manifests itsel f as an increase in apparent viscosity.
Thixotropic flow is the most unique of all and finds wide application in the phar-

the features previously mentioned. Among the features of thixotropic flow are the fol
lowing.

1.

"
4.

The material possesses a yield point.
A reduction in viscosity occurs on shearing with time.
T r i r b ildin of vis .osi on standin .
The material combines features of both plastic and pseudoplastic flow behav
lor.

tlow.

A recent theoretical paper describes the theory of suspensions in terms of the vis-
coelastic properties of a colloidal dispersion. The theory examines the interactions he
tween dispersed spheres in a newtonian liquid as well as the frictional effects of the liquid
medium [41].

In considering the viscosity of pharmaceutical suspensions. the general expectation
is for a nonnewtonian system. An approach for the study of concentrated suspensions
recentlv ro oscd that at some critical concentration of the sus ended article, a clus-
tcr or secondary structure is formed throughout the system. The properties of the clus
ter determine the viscosity of the suspension 1421.

B. Important Factors for Suspensions

The flow pattern of a particular suspension can be determined by examining a plot of
s ear stress versus rate 0 sear. igure SlOWS t e re anons rp 0 serve Wit sev
eral types of flow. The slope or ~Y/~ of the plot generally determines the type of flow
of the system. Here, the change in shear stress divided by the change in shear rate
determines the type of flow.
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Fig. 12 Flow curves for several types of flow.

Thixotropy is of particular value for pharmaceutical suspensions. During shearing,
such as occurs in shaking by hand, the yield stress is exceeded, and the suspension flows.
The structure begins to re-form after the cessation of shear. However, it does not re-
form immediately. It takes time to rebuild the order or structure that existed when the.. p ..

W111-1 I1L 1t::1-IL. ...,,1-1 IVII~ 111-1 lilt:: '-'J '-'L~'" 1L1ot::1I LV 11 pV1I1L l1L W 1111.11 • -
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tion is avoided or substantially diminished, one can achieve a pharmaceutical suspen-
sion of good quality. The key is the rate at which the structure is rebuilt. This is a
iuncIion or me narure 01 me rtrrxotroptc agent, its concemraLion in me vetrrcte or me-
dium of the suspension, and the amount of agitation before use.

Since it takes time for the structure to rebuild, thixotropic systems are known to
show nysteresis, or a ditrerence between upward and downward shear rates dunng a
continuous rheogram (Fig. 13).

Proper formulation design of a suspension requires that one evaluate the character-
istics of the product throughout its use cycle. The use of thixotropic agents, such as
Veegum, magnesium aluminum silicate, clays, xanthan gum, or colloidal Avicel micro-
crystalline cellulose, can provide the unique properties needed for an elegant suspension.
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In some cases, combinations of these or other materials provide added benefits, such as
resistance to electrolytes. In general. one must also determine the rheological and sta
bility characteristics at temperatures other than normal (ambient), if it is likely that the
product will be stored for any length of time at lower or higher temperatures. This should
he part of the accelerated-aging protocol for such products. Preferably the rheological
characteristics should not be overl.' sensitive to chan res in tern crarure. Viscosit . chan es
of 10% or more are to be avoided. Some polymeric materials, particularly water-soluble
cellulose derivatives, undergo significant viscosity decreases over a 10° (25-35°(') tern-

each product must be evaluated separately.
Water-insoluble thixotropic agents generally consist of rod-shaped or irregular par-

arc randomly arranged. providing a three-dimensional network. The yield stress is high
enough to overcome any Brownian motion. As the shear rate is increased from the rest
posi ion y s ia -ing or pouring, ie ro -s ape par ic es en 0 a ign, wit a corrcspon 
ing reduction in viscosity. On cessation of shear, the particles again rearrange, owing
to thermal motion, and structures showing a yield point will be gradually regained.

VIII. EFFECT OF ADDITIVES

A. pH

The correct pH for drug stability is a requirement for all liquid dosage formulations;
however, additional considerations need to be addressed for suspensions.

important to consider the optimum pH for the product, since the properties of a suspen
sion. particularly rheology, can be quite dependent on the pH of the system. The vis-

sions of these materials have flocculated. In general, most systems are stable over a pH
range of 4-10; however, the viscosity of some materials change as a function of pH.

lis can e a resu 0 re concep .nown as e poin 0' zero c large , t a is,
the pH at which the net surface charge is zero [351.

For example, some hydrocolloids, such as colloidal Avicel microcrystalline ccllu-
lose and some xanthan gums. show a higher viscosity at neutral pH conditions. The dif
ference may not appear to be dramatic, hut it can have an effect.

Appendix III lists the characteristics of typical materials used as thickeners or sus-
pending agents. All these materials have some limitations, such as sensitivity to elec
trolytes. In some instances, one material can serve as a protective colloid for another
sus endin J a rent, as with xanthan urn or meth lcellulose, which can he used with an-
other agent, such as colloidal Avicel microcrystalline cellulose.

Each particular suspension should he examined for its pH stability with time, he-

B. Temperature

The influence of temperature on the preparation and long-term stability of suspensions
has already been mentioned. Some suspending agents can tolerate higher temperature
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sensitive to higher temperatures. Since it is sometimes necessary to heat a suspension
preparation to bring about the solubilization of one ingredient (e.g., a preservative), the

suspensions generally decreases with an increase in temperature. How this coefficient
of viscosity changes with temperature could be of importance in both the processing and

. '" . . .

lated to temperature [34] by the following equation:

II = A exp
RT

or

E
In II = InA +

RT

where

R is the gas constant (1.987 cal deg! mol:")
E IS the acnvauon energy or ow
T is the absolute temperature

(12)

is increased. However, some materials are much more sensitive than others; therefore,
one should understand the changes in rheology as a function of moderate temperature

Any other materials added to suspensions, such as flavor oils, humectants, or dyes, can

strive for a base vehicle that is more tolerant of such additives. Generally, salts provide
a destabilizing influence on dispersed particles by bringing about flocculation. Although

mentioned DLVO theory [44], the total effect of some types of additives, particularly
those that function in a steric role, is more complex.

edly. Polymeric materials can adsorb at various functional groups. The mode of adsorp
tion depends on the polymer chain and the number of sites available for interaction on
t e parnc e Itse. ost 0 t e none ectro yte po ymers promote stenc sta I izanon, w IC 1

is generally categorized by either entropic stabilization or an osmotic repulsion [31]. The
entropic stabilization or change in the ordering of the system has been discussed previ-
ously. This stabilization arises from a repulsive force when two adsorbed species try to
become associated. The osmotic term represents a driving force to balance any changes
that mi ht occur b tr in to have two adsorbed s ecies occu nei hborin s ace. The
effect of additives on a suspension can be significant. Not only product appearance, but
also product efficacy can be affected. It is necessary to make certain that the additives
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IX. SUMMARY

Some of the factors that are important in preparing a good suspension have been re-
~ . ,.. .. r-

• ''-'''',-u. VI VdIIVU::> 'YPC;::> WC;IC; 1,Id::>::>IIIC;U, dliU , VI p''-l'aauUII WCIC

discussed. The importance of satisfactory welting and the influence of particle shape and
size were also covered by some detail. An extended discussion of the techniques and
modincanons in particle size analysis nas been proviaea.

The different forces, both attractive and repulsive, that affect suspended particles,
were examined. The origin of these forces was also discussed. For a stable dispersion,
the repulsive force must exceed the attracnve force. Protective colloids or polymers can
be adsorbed on the surface of dispersed particles and can playa major role by either
charge or steric stabilization mechanisms. The effect of added electrolytes was exam-
incd in light of their effect on the repulsive force.

Sedimentation, caking, flocculation, and redispersibility are key performance cri-
teria in suspension preparation.

Finally, the different types of flow that can be encountered in suspension systems
were described. The use of rheological additives was emphasized as a means of prevent-
inc settlinc and eventual cakinz. Yield stress and thixotroov were seen to be two ex-
trernely desirable suspension characteristics.

I ne mnuence OJ pu , temperature, ana cnermcar addinves on overall suspension
quality was considered briefly.

Suspension theory is a field of work in which the experimental techniques are in
need of some advancement. New particle-sizing mstrumentation and particle analysis
techniques have been brought forth in the past few years. Use of these techniques should
enable scientists to better understand the mechanisms of flocculation and redispcrsion.

APPENDIX I

TYPICAL PARTICLE SIZE DEVICES

Sievina EauiDment

Tyler Ro-Tap
Alpine Air jet

Sedimentation EqUipment

,: II" ' h~bn,'p

Cahn sedimentation balance
Micromeritics x-ray sedigraph
~, . ,~~~ ,;~ .•~ Ir;;:~' ,ha~\. ~ ~ ~ "/

Joyce Loebl disk centrifuge

... , ~ "7_-- 1::_,
_' ....... 11 , ..... , ....... ' ,.., .. ,~ -v, '''' .

Coulter Counter
Electrozone Celloscope
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Manufacturers of Light-Scattering Equipment

Brookhaven Instruments.. .
IYla. ',",,, II '"~L1

Brice-Phoenix
Coulter
nUl rua

A II

MIXING EQUIPMENT: MANUFACTURERS AND DEVICES

T inhtnin' Mivinn ~ Tn" ~ ",;vpr "pr"t"r
~ ~ . , , , ,

195 Mount Read Boulevard Lightnin' Mixer, portable
Rochester, NY 14603 air mixer, impellers

v.nanes KOSS 6C oons v.ompany MIxer, emuisnrer
710 Old Willets Path
Hauppauge, NY 11787

Arde Barinco Mixer, blender, emulsifier
'n
.7 , • '-uu'-

Mahwah, NJ 07430

Greerco Corporation Homogenizer, mixer
Executive Drive
Hudson, NH 03051

~ Mill c. ~.

.~

Exeter Industrial Park
Birchmont Drive
Readinz PA 19606

Caframo Limited Stirrers
P.O. Box 70

~

." <II LV'., ,-,IIUII'V Appendix III
NOH 2TO, Canada

It,..,v, ,I
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J.\t"t"C .... UIJ\ III

PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL HYDROCOLLOIDS
-

Properties III pH
Item" water stability Rheology"

-

Methocel Soluhle in cold, Ill- 3-11 Pseudoplast ic. 11 decreases
soluble in hot with temperature

l arnopoi lJ54 Wets OUI .1-11 Plastic Jtow. signutcant TO

~. ~ " ".,,,'- IVI\. • ,,-, ,-u,,-, .~I"UIII<; II LUlU 7 'j cr, lIL, "'I lie II 'h\

cellulose gum tropy, temperatu rc-depend-

enr
\/ • > "" n:", 'r<',' ,,,,,I h ,,1·, .. 1 <; 11 0" 1(/ '" .n .ru

C
_.. -

for thixotropy. thickens on
agmg

uispersmje,x antnan gum SOIUl1le -) j j very pseuuopiasuc , rugn '1,
(Keltrol) small Til

C' ", 'u,u Ule-; no,- ,'t-' .. " "'6, u"'j''- . ",,'- 'I u'-'-,'-u.,,- .
with temperature

Natural gums, Dispersible 4-10 11 decreases with aging
guar. tragacanth

Avicel 5YI Disnersible 11 stable < 1'i{ nseudonlast ic
4-11 > I 'I{ thixotropic

._--

"Methocel. Carbopol, Hercules cellulose gum. and Keltrol arc trademarks of Dow Chemical, B.F. Goodrich.
I-l 'ro' d,.· and K ,1,' ro>~,,,, .,;" .1

h11, viscoxity; t , shear stress (yield).
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retards crystal growth.
protective colloid

electrolytes. dispersion colloidal magne- Vanderbilt
incompatible sium aluminum

Excellent suspending agent,
stable in salts. compat
ible with nonionics

o oi a e ec ro y e,
film-former, newtonian

Kelco, NJ
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, emulsions have been defined as dispersions of macroscopic droplets of one
I," '--I . I' '--I '.~

. .J.. .c {\ C 1 {\f\
.. '1 ......... .. '1 ...... , ......... 'r .. yy' 'J ..............0 ...." v.oJ vv

urn [1-3]. A large number of emulsions do, in fact, consist of only two liquids (Fig.
I). The stability of such simple systems is easy to understand from a theoretical point.. . '- ., -'- r- .,- ... -,' .. ., .
VI YI\;;W, 111;;11"'''', 1I11;;y all;; IVI llll;; II1111al aUVUL . Y III LIII;')

chapter,
However, one must realize that most emulsion formulations used in practice are_. .

IJIOre corrrpttcared L"'-0J. I rns ract IIIilUC lIIC Internattonal Urrirm UI rUI e anu /"\plJlicu
Chemistry (lUPAC) formulate the following definition of an emulsion: "In an emulsion
liquid droplets and/or liquid crystals are dispersed in a liquid" [7]. In addition, many
"emulsion torrnulanons also contain sonc parucles or even three nquics.

With this information in mind, the initial discussion of two-phase systems in this
chapter covers only the essentials of the emulsion stability theory. Readers who want
a more extensive treatment of two-phase emulsions should read the excellent review by
Reiger [8]. In the present chapter, systems with more than two phases will be given more
attention because of their special properties. These are determined by the presence and
the properties of the "anomalous" phase to a decisive degree. As a matter of fact,
emulsions with more than two phases provide useful characteristics that are not found
in two-phase emulsions.
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Fig. 1 The majority of emulsions consists (If one liquid dispersed In another in the iorrn (If
macroscopic droplets,

II. GENERAL ASPECTS OF EMULSIONS

cally agitated [8). During agitation, both liquids tend to form droplets. hut when the
agitation ceases, the droplets separate into two phases. If a stabilizing compound. an

ous and the other one remains in droplet form for a prolonged time. Droplets arc formed
by both phases during agitation and the continuous phase is actually obtained because
i s rop e s are uns a e. len wa er an oi are s irre oge cr. 0 1 oi rop e s in
water and water droplets in oil are formed continuously, and the final result, an oil-in
water (O/W) emulsion. is obtained because the water droplets coalesce with one another
muc taster t an t te 01 rop ets. en a su icient y arge num er ot water drop cts
have coalesced. they will form a continuous phase surrounding the oil droplets. This
continuous phase is also called the external phase; it surrounds the dispersed (internal)
phase (see Fig. I). This process of forming the continuous phase is rapid, of the order
of seconds, and is not relevant to the stability of an emulsion, The stability of an emul
sion is a measure of the maintenance of the dispersed droplets. In the long term, these
will coalesce with each other and separate as a layer.

The decisive factor in the formation of an emulsion is mechanical agitation 13) and
stirrers and extrusion e ui ment of man' different kinds arc commerciallv available. The
essential factor in the efficiency of mechanical agitation [91 to produce small droplets
is the ratio between the LaPlace pressure and the stress from the shear gradient. the
Weher number We

'lCr
We =~- (I)
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in which 11 is the viscosity of the continuous phase; G the velocity gradient; r the droplet
radius and y the interfacial tension. The laPlace pressure is the pressure difference across

. . .

'i 'i

in which !'ip is the pressure difference, y the interfacial tension, and r and '2 the prin-
cipal radii. For a sphere '/ = '2 and

2y
==

r

A Weber number in excess of 1 is indicative of the breaking up of droplets. Hence,. .

There is no advantage to stirring for a long time at lower speeds. This factor is even
more accentuated when turbulent flow is employed [10]. Now the maximum droplet size. . .

is much more efficient than Ion -time stirrin and what is more im ortant for labora-
tory practice, emulsification in a fraction of the continuous phase first, followed by
dilution, is optimal to form small droplets.

. .

at room temperature, heating is used during agitation to obtain a more efficient disper
sion. Margarine production is a typical example of an emulsion preparation in which

ance (HLB) temperature for emulsification is discussed in another chapter.
The type of emulsion, OIW or W10, is determined by the phase ratio if these num-

ratio of 19, the emulsion will become WIO, unless extreme measures are taken to en
sure the formation of an O/W emulsion. For low-stability emulsions, Smith [11-14] has. . .

plicated systems.
For emulsions with significant stability and with moderate phase ratios ( < 3), the

ype 0 emu sion is eci e ysevera ac ors , sue as e or er 0 a i ion or e
type of emulsifier. One phase, when slowly added to the other with agitation, will usually
result in the last-mentioned phase being the continuous one. Another factor is preferred
so U 1 tty 0 t e emu siler: t e p ase In w IC t e emu siler IS so u e WI most pro 
ably be continuous. This phenomenon has nothing to do with the bending energy at the
interface; "Bancroft's rule" does not apply to this situation. Bancroft's rule relates the
radius of an emulsion droplet to the preferred angle between emulsifier molecules at the
oil-water interface; the "wedge effect." However, the average angle between emulsi
fier molecules in a l-urn-radius droplet is on the order of 0.01. This value has no in-
fluence on the curvature of the droplet. Instead, the importance of the specific solubil
ity of emulsifier for the kind of emulsion formed is that a very soluble emulsifier is a
weak rotector of a dis ersed dro let; it is easil dis laced into the dro let at contact
with another droplet. This leads to preferential coalescence of the phase in which the
emulsifier is soluble. This phase becomes continuous during or immediately after agi
tation.
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This phenomenon is excellently illustrated by the influence of temperature on the
relative solubility of a nonionic emulsifier of the structure polyethylene glycol alkyl (aryl)

soluble in water, whereas at high temperatures the solubility is entirely with oil. Hence,
low' temperatures favor the formation of O/W emulsions and vice versa for high tern-

/151. who has built a system for emulsifier selection on this phenomenon. The system
selects the emulsifier so that the water-oil combination with the emulsifier shows an HLB

immediate and rapid cooling to room temperature results in an emulsion with small
droplet size. It should be realized that the extremely low interfacial tension makes the
emu S10n uns a e w iei re arne a empe a u e.

The most common types of pharmaceutical or cosmetic emulsions include water as
one of the phases and oil or a lipid as the other. An O/W emulsion consists of oil drop-
ets Isperse 111 a contmuous aqueous p ase, an a emu sron consists 0 water

droplets dispersed in oil (see Fig. I). Occasionally. O/W emulsions change into W/O
emulsions. and vice versa. This change in emulsion type is called inversion. More com-
plex emulsions are formed when an emulsion is emulsified in the additional liquid that

because the water droplets that are found in the new continuous oil phase themselves
contain dispersed oil droplets from the original O/W emulsion (Fig. 2). Such an ernul-

same manner. a WIO/W emulsion may be formed. Such double emulsions have found
special use as slow-delivery systems and as extraction systems [16.17).

c e eel
system. This added energy is called the surface free energy. or the surface tension, he
tween the two phases and can easily be measured [J8). This "extra" energy needed to

orrn an emu sion IS sma compare wit t c energy require to overcome t ie VISCOUS

forces in the emulsification process [3), but it is important because its variation with
added emulsifier is a conveniently measured gauge of the amount of the latter adsorbed
to the interface.

Fig. 2 A double emulsion is formed when the continuous phase (oil) contains droplets I water)
whic 1, 111 turn. contain roplets of the continuous phase (oil).
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The surface free energy or the surface tension arises because the attractive forces
between similar molecules are greater than between different ones. Hence, as shown in

In the interior of the phase, the forces are equal in all directions and cancel each other.
This means that energy must be added to bring a molecule from the interior to the

one molecule to the surface, since another molecule must leave the surface; consequently,
as much energy is gained as lost. An increase in the total surface, on the other hand
e.g., y orming rop e s ,means a energy mus e a e ecause mo ecu es mus

be brought to the new surface (see Fig. 3b).
Emulsifiers are molecules with one nonpolar hydrocarbon end and one polar end

(Fig. 4). As a result of their structure. they are attracted to both the oil phase and the
water phase and will preferentially reside at the interface. Their presence causes a re
duction of the surface tension and. by measuring it. one can gauge how much emulsi-
fier is present at the interface. This information is all that is obtained from such a
measurement; any conclusions that a low interfacial tension per se is an indication of
enhanced emulsion stabilit are not reliable. As a matter of fact extremel low inter-
facial tensions lead to instability [19]. The stability of an emulsion is influenced by the
c arge at t e inter ace an y t e pac mg 0 t e emu SIler mo ecu cs. ut t e inter a-
cial tension at the levels found in the typical emulsion has no influence on it per se.

In a microernulsion, on the other hand, the ultralow interfacial tension is a sine quo
non for the stability. The interfacial tension has now reached a level of 10- mN m',
and thermodynamic stability is a possibility. The thermodynamic stability of micro
emulsions is a fascinatin subiect, but is not a direct route to understandin their re a-
ration.

That subject is better approached from a study of the phenomena of surfactant self-

at low concentration. the surfactant behaves like a salt; the negative dodecyl sulfate ion
and the positive sodium ion exist independently of each other. This behavior is changed. .

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 A molecule at the surface is exposed (a) to a resultant force inward while the forces on
a molecule interior cancel each other. Bringing more molecules to the surface by forming more
droplets (b) means a greater number of molecules at the surface. and energy must be added to

nng t ese rno ecules t ere. ThIS IS the surface free energy or surface tension.
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Fig. 4 An emulsifier contains a hydrophobic portion (hydrocarbon and a hydrophilic portion
( iolarj.

concentration (cmc). Approximately all the added surfactant in excess of this concen
tration forms (frequently spherical) association structures or micelles. In these, the hy
drocarbon chains arc in the inner part. and the polar groups are positioned at the SUf-

face (Fig. 5). The micelle has a diameter of approximately 50 A. This value is only 1%
, (

solution is transparent.
Hydrocarbons. long-chain alcohols, esters. carboxylic acids, and other organic

. .
con pou S, W IC a e oc S( c . y IS. ( I e 11 ley ro
carbon part of the micelle. This phenomenon is called solubilization. In general. micellar
solubilization is limited: a maximum soluhilization of 10% hy weight is a reasonable cs-
urnauon. igncr so u I izauon IS ac neve a tcr c ianging t lIS mice ar so uuon to a
microemulsion. in which the solubilization may reach very high values /201.

The change from micellar solution to microemulsion results from adding a cosur-
facranr. typically a medium-chain-Iength alcohol. such as pentanol. The presence of
pentanol leads to the formation of microemulsion droplets (Fig. 6), in which the hydro
carbon is located in the center. In the same manner, water or aqueous solutions of water-
soluble substances may be dissolved in hydrocarbons to form a water-in-oil I W10)

Fig. 5 In a micelle. the hydrocarbon chains form the core of the sphere. whereas the polar groups
reside at (he surface. (After Gruen. The annual report. Department of Applied Mathematics,
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Fig. 6 In a microemulsion droplet, huge amounts of oil may be solubilized. (After Gruen. 1982).

microemulsion, by using a combination of an ionic surfactant and a cosurfactant (Fig.
7).

droplets. In a microemulsion, the droplet size is below 0.15 11m, and the entire vehicle
appears transparent. The emulsion, with its relatively large droplets, usually several. .., ..

during preparation; stirring or other mechanical disintegration of a liquid system can
not create such small droplets. This means that both the ratio and the nature of the sta-

I izers are cntica or a rmcroernu sion system. not er Important 1 erence etween
the emulsion and the microemulsion is the longevity of the individual droplets. An
emulsion droplet exists as an entity from the time it has been formed until it coalesces
with another droplet. A microemulsion droplet, on the other hand, is a dynamic sys
tem; it is dissolved after a short time, typically within a fraction of a second, and an
other droplet is spontaneously formed somewhere else in the system.

Microemulsions require higher amounts of surfactant, in the range of 6-8 % hy total
weight, contrasting with a value of 2-3% for emulsions. This difference means an in-
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creased cost tor tne 111lCrOemU(SIOn, 111 tne range or L-j cents/in. However. III icro-
emulsions do replace emulsions in a large number of cases, because of the reduced cost
for mixing equipment processing, and even more importantly, because of their xtahil-
ity. An emulsion must he tested for stability, whereas in many situations, a III icro-
emulsion is thermodynamically stable.

III. STABILITY OF TWO-PHASE EMULSIONS

Two-phase emulsions for pharmaceutical use typically contain an aqueous solution and
an oil solution as the two phases, In such a two-phase emulsion. if it is allowed or forced
to separate complete!y, two and only two transparent layers are found. The emulsion
alwavs contains more than two cornnonents. The auueous solution mav contain water-
soluble salts. whereas different organic compounds. including pharmaceutically active
ones, may he dissolved into the oil. In addition, emulsifiers. in the form of surfactants
nr ., , ·r". III '''I h .. "dd,·r! ~"\l)'v"r Ih·",.. . . 'lrp ."(,,hl., in t h t» ".I,·r "r th ... .
oil, or in both. and are found in one or both dear phases when the emulsion is sepa-
rated, Hence, the two-phase emulsion contains oil droplets dispersed in the water. an
f'l\ ,? I~~ .'~, .~~, ~lJU

•1. , . ,.\,:,', . ' .•1: .. ••1 ' ,.. '? I
,,? I':"';'?"~, .\..ar c ,,, , " ''"' . . u ..." ',",U "

as well as adsorbed to the interface (Fig, 8 and see Fig. I).
This arrangement means that the stability of the two-phase emulsion is determined

by the properties of the interface. The added surfacrants or polymers change both the
interfac ial properties (e. a., interfacial tension) and the properties of the continuous so-
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Fig. 8 In flocculation, two droplets become attached to each other, separated by a thin film,
ih.,rt" ' in ·,,,,1·,, 'n," 'h,' Ihin lilm " ·d 'IIHI I"" . ',rl' IInil,·d.
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lution close to the interface. So. for example. ionic surfactants at the interface give rise
to an electric charge that acts at some distance from the interface , In the same manner.
loops or tails from adsorbed polymer s will occas ionally reach out in the solut ion, giv
ing repul sion forces at a distance from the interface, These two mechanisms of stabili
zation are the major ones operating in two-phase emulsions and will be discussed in the
following sections.

The discussion of the nature of stability of an emu lsion must be compared with the
question of instability of an emulsion. What happens with an unstable emulsinn? The
final sign of an unstable emulsion is easy to observe . When an emulsi on starts to sepa
rate. typically an oil layer appears on top. and an aqueous layer appears on the bottom
(Fig. 9) . Thi s separation is the final state of an unstable emulsion. It may lake months
or years to develop. and the detection of earlier phenomena is necessary to remedy the
situation in time. This means that attention must be focused on the initial mechanism
in the many processes involved in the destabili zation of an emulsion.

The first process is flocculati on. when two droplet s become attached to each othe r.
but are still separated by a thin film of the liquid (Fig. 8) . When morc droplets are
added. an aggregate is formed in which the individual droplets cluster. but retain the
thin liquid films between them (Fig. lOa). The emulsifier molecules remain at the sur
face of the individual droplets during this process. as indicated in Fig. 8 . In the final
step. coa lescence occurs when the thin liquid film between the two droplets is removed.
and they form a single large droplet. This process. when continued, leads 10 larger and
larger droplets . The coalescing emulsion is characterized by a wide distribution of droplet
sizes . but no clusters are present (see Fig. lOb).

The large drop lets cream or sediment much faster than the original small ones ; the
rate is proportional to the square of the radiu s

v =
2!;pt' g

9'1
(2)

Fig. 9 In destabilization (left). an oil layer or an aqueous layer appear on top and bottom: a stable
emulsion (right) shows no layers.
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Another question is also important. How does one give a quantitative measure to
emulsion stability? The emulsion literature has entertained various arguments for using. ... . . ""

sion stability." Such a dispute has very little value. The question about which stage in
the destabilization process to use should be entirely decided by the application of the. .., .

a blood substitute, the degree of flocculation is the appropriate measure, because ag
gregates of droplets are not tolerated in the blood vessels, since they may induce clot-

o • ... •

or coalescence of the oils present, per se. does not influence the consumer's perception
of the product. However, phase separation leaving an oily layer around the bottle neck. . . ..

tomer. Here, flocculation is an irrelevant measure of emulsion stability; sedimentation
and phase separation are the important criteria.

. " ". , .
which is concerned with the free energy of a system. The basic thereom is that a spon
taneous change in a system must lead to lower free energy. Hence, if a system is at its. . .

outside influence (stirring, shaking, heating or other), it will return to the level of lowest
free energy when left undisturbed. A system at its lowest free energy is thermodynami
cally stable. Hence, if moved from that state by an external force, it will return to the
stable state after the erturbation has ceased. If an emulsion is se arated into two hases
by centrifugation or other means, it does not reform spontaneously; therefore. emulsions
are not thermodynamically stable. An appealing theoretical explanation for the lack of
stabilit is found in the treatment of microemulsions b Ruckenstein 21 , who summa-
rized the different terms the sum of which constitutes the free energy of a dispersed
system. Table I shows this series of terms, which together make up the free energy of
the s stem. The free ener of a s stem in whatever form is e ual to the sum of the
product of the chemical potential with the molfraction of each compound. For a mo
lecular solution, the chemical potential is influenced by the forces between the molecules
en/hal ic contributions and how dis ersed the molecules of different kind are entro ic

contributions). For emulsions or a colloidal solution (see Table I), the chemical potential
is also influenced by the presence of the interface (surface free energy), by the forces
betw n dro I sinter ro let 0 'a n he di r i r
tropic contributions). The important results of this evaluation is that the interfacial free

Table 1 The Free Energy Terms of a
Liquid Dispersed System

t e components

Adsorbed polymers
Interfacial free energy

Source: Ref. 21.
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energy must be extremely small for an emulsion to be thermodynamically stable: val-
ucs of approximately 10 3 mN m I arc needed. This value is found in a microcrnulsion.
Common emulsions, on the other hand, have an interfacial free energy of about 1-10
mN mi. This value is higher by a factor of 1000 than the maximum value for a ther-
modynamically stable emulsion, and the emulsions are unstable . Hence, when emulsion
stability is estimated the term is used to describe the retardation of the destabilization
process. A stable emulsion separates more slowly than an unstable emulsion. The slow-
down may affect the flocculation, the coalescence, or the sedimentation process. This
Inc>'. h" tllIf' In rf'nllki\/p fnrl'," h.'IU/P,>" Ih, rvr il In' rl' ' .J I fr,,,,, . 1 il'_

T , 'J

zation of droplets owing to increased viscosity, such as gelation of the continuous Iiq-
uid. These two concepts of emulsion stability arc easily understood once the dcstabili-
,.,,' ,n l,;,." ' ., "f" ',n h, " .. h" 'n ,"'"",,., ,I

A. Destabilization Kinetics

There is a direct relation between the initial flocculation-coalescence process and the final
separation of oil or water from the emulsion. Once coalescence has taken place, the
cnlarucd dronlets move faster to the surface /or to the bottom dcnendinz on the rcla-
tive density of the dispersed and the continuous liquid). Table 2 shows the time it takes
tor uroptets Of oillerem raoii Of a lypical Oil, wim a oensity or U.l:S g ern ' (~lJlJ Kg 111 ' )

to move 5 em in a vertical direction in water, viscosity of O. aI P. The conclusion is
obvious; keeping the droplet size small by preventing flocculation and coalescence is
essential to delaying an emulsion s separation. The mathematical treatment 01 floccula-
tion rates has been gathered in the Appendix to this chapter, and at present. only some
useful conclusions will be considered.

An emulsion containing only oil and water, with no added stabilizer, shows ex-
trcrnely fast flocculation and coalescence. As a matter of fact, in an unstabilizcd ernul-
sion with an oil/water weight ratio of I and a droplet radius of I ~111l, the time for half
the droplets to flocculate and coalesce, the half-life, is approximately 1 s. Hence. an
emulsion that is not protected will be destabilized in a very short time. This is easy to
verify by shakinz a nure paraffinic nil and water in a test tube. In only seconds oil and
water layers will appear. Hence, the emulsion must be made more stable by addition
of at least one substance. These added substances, the stabilizers, act to slow the floc-
culation and coalescence of the dronlets bv nreventine their movement throuuh the in-

~ ,L ~ ~'
au,c I<. ,,'- lJl a IJ 'IJl'-' l\1

Move 5 em in Vertical Direction"

1'1 ~1I1l) {

100 11.5 s
10 10 min
I ... "
0.1 133 d
0.01 36 yr

"Density difference = 200 kg m J;

viscosity = 0.01 P.
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creased viscosity of the continuous phase, or by protection of the droplets through the
establishment of some form of energy barrier between them.

B. Increase of Viscosity

The flocculation rate of an emulsion is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the
continuous phase [see Eq. (2)]. An increase of the viscosity from 0.01 P (water at room
temperature) to a value of 100 P (very thick syrup) reduces the flocculation rate by factor

f 10 000. This a ears im ressive but in realit is not of much im ortance. Such a
change would increase the half-life of the previously mentioned emulsion to approxi
mately 3 h, a less than useful value.

.. .

sions require gelation of the continuous medium. Such action changes the character of
the emulsion, in principle, from a liquid to a more pastelike consistency. However, a

. .

o timal wa of retainin the a earance of a Ii uid emulsion. The 01 mers used for

observed when handling the emulsion, but it may be sufficient to prevent the droplets
from moving. A polymer giving a highly thixotropic solution, with short breakdown and

. . . .

this purpose are natural gums or synthetic polymers. Some of these are listed in Table
3, which shows that the natural gums are mainly polysaccharides for which the thick
enin ower criticall de ends on several factors such as H electrol te content and
the presence of specific cations. Among the synthetic polymers the example of two cross
linked carboxyvinyl polymers should be noticed, because they give a yield value (cause
. .

Both the natural gums and the synthetic polymers in Table 3 are water-soluble, and
they stabilize only O/W emulsions. The water droplets dispersed in an oil phase are. . . .

and does not form a protective barrier in the oil phase. On the other hand, the oil drop
lets dispersed in the aqueous phase are prevented from flocculation and subsequent. .

also act as viscosity enhancers. The members of the bentonite family, derived from
montmorrilonites, swell in water and strongly enhance the viscosity at pH values in. . .

c. Energy Barrier

An energy barrier between emulsion droplets means that they experience repulsion when

lation rate and the half-life time is given in the Appendix at the end of this chapter. The
formula is not easy to interpret directly, but a few examples help illustrate how the
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Table 3 Natural Gums and Synthetic Polymers
----

Source Name Comment

Tree exudate Gum arabic (acacia) Essentially neutral polysaccharide
Gum ghaui Essentially neutral polysaccharide
Karava Essentiall v neutral nolvsaccharide
Tragacanth Essentially neutral polysaccharide

Seaweed Agar, carrageenan Sulfated polysaccharide
Aiginates Acidic polysaccharide

Seed extracts Locust hean Essentially neutral polysaccharide
Gliar Essentially neutral polysaccharide
Quince seed Essentially neutral polysaccharide

Synthetic (fermentation) Xanthan gum Essentially neutral polysaccharide
Cellulose Methyl-: hydroxyethyl-: Neutral polysaccharide

hydroxypropyl ether
v.arnoxyrnetnyt etner f\nionic porysaccnanuc

Collagen Gelatin Amphoteric protein
Synthetic Polyoxyethylene polymer Neutral

n

".All "\II1.Y '"J I""J "'-,

(cross-linked)

----

Source: Ref. s

narrier functions. t an re '+ snows me cnange OJ' nall'-tit'e 01' an emUlsion wnen energy
harriers of different heights are introduced in the system. The half-life of an emulsion
is the time it takes for one-half of the original droplets to disappear through floccula-
non. IThe method ot calculation IS given III the Appendix: see Eqs. (7)-(IO)J. An un-
protected emulsion has a half-life of about 1 s, and adding a barrier of a few kiloteslas
(kT: 4.1 X 10 14 erg = 4.1 x 10 21 J) is not of much use, since it increases the half-
life to only a few hours. which is not sufficient for most applications. However. increas-
ing the harrier to 20 kT results in a half-life of 4 years. which is sufficient for a great
number of applications. A harrier of 50 kT gives a half-life of more than 10,000 times
the age of the universe. obviously stable enough for any purpose. The last example IS

an impressive show of stability of an emulsion, hut it must he emphasized that even such
an emulsion is not thermodynamically stable. It will over tri 11 ions of years move slowl v.

Table 4 Influence of
Barrier Height on Half-Life

W'(kTI '1i2

() 0.8 s
<; 1S1 J

10 1.55 h
20 3.91 yr
50 4.17 x IOu vr
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but steadfastly, to its destabilization and separation. In I ern' of such an emulsion, it
takes, on the average, 2 days for the first pair of droplets out of the total number of

In contrast, a thermodynamically stable emulsion would not change with time and
would, if separated by centrifugation, form again spontaneously. Thermodynamic sta-

I ity means reversi i i y; ut, since separa e emu sions never re orm span aneous y,
they are not thermodynamically stable. With this important distinction clarified, the dif
ferent kinds of barriers available in emulsion technology can be described.

1. Examples of Energy Barriers

There are several methods for creatin an ener barrier between two dro lets. For the
simple emulsion now being treated, two kinds of barriers are essential; namely, the
electric double layer and stearic repulsion from adsorbed polymers. An ionic surfactant

h in f of n i r I in w r ori nts h 01 r ro owar th
water. Some counterions of the surfactant (e.g., the sodium ion in sodium dodccyl
sulfate) will separate from the surface and form a diffuse cloud reaching out into the. .

counterions extending from it. The surface charge plus the counterions are called the
electric double layer. When the counterions start overlapping at the approach of two
droplets, a repulsive force results (see Fig. 11). The repulsion from the electric double
la er is well known because it lays a decisive role in the theor of colloidal stabilit
that is called DLVO. after its originators Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey, and Overbeck
[22.23]. The theory provided a quantum leap forward in the understanding of colloidal
stabilit and its treatment dominated the colloid science literature for several decades.

A second type of barrier arises from the action of a polymer adsorbed at the oil
water interface. If its polar-nonpolar constituents are balanced. it will reach into the

to attain all possible conformations and. within this space, will not tolerate the presence
of or parts of another polymer molecule adsorbed to another droplet. Hence, if a sec-

tion, causing a strong repulsion force.

Before discussing some details of DLVO theory, it is necessary to point out the prac
tical limitations to its application. The DLVO theory was originally introduced for sus-
pensions 0 so i par ic es, w ic i er rom rop e s in eing rigi. owever, emu 
sion droplets retain their shape during the initial part of the flocculation and, for this
process, the theory developed for spherical particles is applicable. During the coales-
cence process, t e mteracnons etween two at pates are suita e or t e ca cu auons.
For both of these cases, it is absolutely essential to realize that the theory is useful for
O/W (oil-in-water) emulsions. but for W/O (water-in-oil) systems its applicability is
highly doubtful [24]. The essential value of the DLVO theory for emulsion technology
lies in its ability to relate the stability of an O/W emulsion to the electrolyte content of
the continuous phase. In summary, the theory says that the electric double-layer repul-
sion will stabilize an emulsion where the electrolyte concentration in the continuous phase
is less than a certain value. It is essential to realize that, if an emulsion is stable at salt
concentrations in excess of this value, the stabilization is due to henomena other than
the electric double-layer repulsion. The fact that the electric double-layer repulsion is
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Fig. 11 The two potentials involved in the DLVO theory are from an overlap of the electric
double layer (top line) and from the van der Waals interaction (lower line). A sufficient positive
value of the total potential (dashed line) gives colloidal stability (top part). Addition of ~all (hot-
tom part) reduces the electric repulsion potential. the total potential IS negative, and no -tabiliza
lion takes place.

value, is understood if the total interaction between two emulsion droplets is taken into
consideration (see Fig. 11).

forming the diffuse part of the electric double layer (see Fig. II bottom) begin to over
lap. This overlap means that the electric potential (the work done to bring one electric

which, in turn, means that more energy must be added with reduced distance between
(he droplets. An increase in energy with reduced distance means a repulsive force he-
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At the same time, there is always an attractive force between emulsion droplets, and this
force becomes stronger with reduced distance between them. A negative force means
a negative potential between the droplets (see Fig. 11).

The interaction between droplets is decided by the total potential (e.g., the sum; with
signs of the two potentials in Fig. 11 top). In this example, the energy from the elec
tric double-Ia er is numericall reater than the van der Waals otential for a certain
distance range, and the sum of the two energies becomes positive. This means that the
resulting force is repulsive. On the other hand, for small distances, the resulting energy
is lw n ativ and th articles will s ntaneousl move toward each other if the
for one reason or another, come that close. These interactions may be easily understood
if one consideres one droplet as a stationary ball at distance zero, whereas the other is

. . . .

up the hump (energy must be added); but, once it is over the top, it will roll by itself.
A positive range of the "hump" in Fig. 11 top, is insufficient to ensure stability of
.. .

positive energy in Fig. II top, must have a minimum value to prevent a sufficient
number of them from exceeding the maximum value. One or two droplets will always

. .

scribed as the half-life of the emulsion for exam le the time when half the dro lets
have coalesced [see Appendix, Eq. (10)). Table 4 shows that a barrier height of 20 kT
is sufficient for most particle emulsion systems. This energy maximum cannot be mea-. . . ..

estimated from the so called zeta or ~-potential which, in turn, can be determined ex
perimentally with commercial instruments. For O/W emulsions with low electrolyte

. " .

negative potential will stabilize as well as a positive one) is sufficient to bring the en
ergy maximum to this level.

disappears entirely for an added electrolyte for which the concentration of the electric
double-layer counterions exceeds a certain value. Addition of an electrolyte to the con-

11 bottom), whereas the van der Waals potential remains essentially unchanged. Hence,
a maximum in the total potential is reduced more with increased electrolyte concentra-.. .

a w IC

the stability is lost, according to Table 4. This change of the total potential for emul
sion droplets with salt concentration is pronounced. For example, a change of NaCI con-
cen ra ion rom . 0 . ypica y causes a re uc ion 0 e 0 a poten ia y more
than 100 kT. In light of the drastic change of stability that occurs in moving below a
potential barrier of 20 kT (see Table 4), one may easily accept that the change from a
sta e to an unsta e emu sion ta es p ace at a we - e med e ectrolyte concentration.

Calculations of the relative height of the barrier with electrolyte content are scien
tifically interesting, but of limited value in daily formulation efforts. The essential in-
formation for daily practice may be formulated very simply. An O/W emulsion can be
stabilized by the repulsion from the electric double-layer only if the aqueous phase
contains monovalent counterions at a concentration less than 0.1 M, divalent ones at less
than 0.01 M, or trivalent ones at less than 0.001 M (the Schultz-Hardy rule). For these
cases, a ~-potenlial of 30 mY or greater will provide the stability that the electric double
la er can offer. For electrol te content hi her than these values or in an O/W ernul-
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ston or or emu sion 111 genera, t e -potenna las no Importance
other stabilizing mechanisms must be found.

In the same manner, if an emulsion is to be destabilized, the addition of salts is
useful [0 remove the stabilizing influence of the electric double-layer. However, if the
emulsion remains stable at electrolyte contents higher than those cited in the preceding
paragraphs, the stability is not due to electric double-layer repulsion. Hence, it may be
economically advantageous to find the real reason for the stability to be able 10 take
optimal counteraction instead of swamping the emulsions with electrolyte.

3. Adsorption of Hydroxy Complex Ions

Aluminum ions are trivalent and should be powerful destabilizing agents. A concentra
3

to an extent that it is equal to or less than the van der Waals attraction potential. Hence,
there is no stabilization by the electric double layer. Investigations on the stability of

ues above this limit, the latex actually showed improved stability at an aluminum ion
concentration of 10 3 M; as a matter of fact, the latices remained stable at aluminum salt

ion concentration and H value ex lains that result 25. With increased H values,
destabilization requires lower concentrations of aluminum ions, but such destabilization
takes place only over a limited concentration range. Concentrations higher than this range

x

concentration stability range, whereas the original latex was covered by a negative
charge. The explanation to this obvious deviation from the Schulze-Hardy rule for. .

plexes formed by these ions in a certain pH range are adsorbed extremely strong to the
latex surface. The amount adsorbed is not only sufficient to enhance the reduction of

-3

STABLE

'-------~------.-------~
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the electric double-layer repulsion potential (see Fig. II), but actually recharges the
surface to the opposite sign.

4. Polymer Stabilization

Thus far, polymers have been used comparatively less than the common surfactants to
., . . .

the area point to excellent stabilization of emulsions by polymers [26-28]. Application
probability is limited because the adsorption of polymers to emulsion droplets has not
een we un erstoo , especia y Since sma c anges In po ymer structure or In so vent

properties may lead to drastic changes in adsorption. A polymer may be adsorbed in
the form of loops, tails, and trains (Fig. 13). The stabilizing action depends on the pres-
ence of sufficiently long tails or loops, as explained in Fig. 14. The stabilizing action
of the protruding part of the polymer is extremely efficient [28]; a single loop or tail
gives a barrier of approximately 20 kT. With literally thousands of such chains adsorbed
to one emulsion droplet, the stabilization should be excellent. The limited application
of polymers as emulsion stabilizers, despite such excellent stabilization, calls for an
ex lanation. In short, what is the roblem?

One problem is the sensitivity of the adsorption to the properties of the polymer. . . . ...

and Lumb in early calculations of polymer conformation at an interface [29]. They
compared the fraction of adsorbed polymer as a function of its total adsorption energy

W IC equa s t e num er 0 a sor mg groups tunes t err m IVI ua a sorption energy ,
at constant molecular weight. Their results (Fig. 15) showed that the range of adsorp
tion energy for useful polymer stabilization was extremely narrow. For adsorption en-
ergies lower than the optimal range (see Fig. 15), the polymer does not adsorb at all,
and there is no stabilization from adsorbed polymer. With adsorption energies in excess
of the optimal range (see Fi . 15), all grou s of the 01 mer are adsorbed; it now lies
flat at the interface. Such adsorption is without stabilization effect, because the protec
tive action reaches only a short distance into the continuous medium. Figure 14 explains
wh such a state offers no stabilization. At short distances, the van der Waals oten-
tial has already reached such large negative values that the flocculated state is perma
nent. The potential well is so deep that the droplets remain attached to each other. For
the same reason a minimum molecular wei ht is necessar to obtain stabilit be a se
the protective action of the polymer must reach far out to prevent the van der Waals
potential from becoming dominant.

face-binding groups are severe, and it appears difficult to synthesize such a polymer that
would have general application. The solution to the problem lies with a different kind

TAIL

polymer can be adsorbed in the form of trains, loops, and tails.
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which two or more blocks of a different polymer arc attached. These two polymers are
chosen to be selectively soluble in the aqueous and oil phase. respectively. With suffi-
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ccllent stability is achieved. Table 5 provides examples of commercially available co-
polymers that have found use as emulsion stabilizers.

D. Stability Testing

The dilemma for the formulator of an emulsion is that the success of a formulation effort
or approach can be judged only after a long time. If a shelf life of I year is needed. in
principle. it is necessary to wait I year to find out whether a number of samples pre-
n:lrt>1! hv :l varierv of . . or r- -hes :lrp "till intact S1\clI:1 lone

~

waiting period is not practical. and there is a great need for methods to estimate the
stability shortly after preparation.

T'h» rl\l\lY'I Irp ind<:lhilih. I\f <:In pm d"i"n IIndpr linn,'
..

'J

emanates from two phenomena. The droplets bounce against each other owing to their
constant movement. During the course of this diffusion. they sediment toward the hot-
"U" ,,~.•1, ••• , •.•1 ;~••h~· .. ~~ h~. ,,: ,r .h .. n th, . ~h ...~ n~ .~., .. n, .. ~.l .1, >
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Too high an adsorption (b) leads to a train type of adsorption alone. Stabilization is achieved only
in the limited range between the two.

top if lighter. The sedimentation or creaming brings the droplets closer together, enhanc-

ing the number of collisions (proportional to the square of the number of droplets per
.~;. r . ,\ ,~ -'-" . • l.", r, ,\ ~"'.. co.>. • .l.", ~£_.... ~._, --, ... , ,- ~ 1"' ~- .- ~

collisions, because huge droplets move faster than small ones. The driving force for

sedimentation or creaming is proportional to the droplet volume (the radius cubed),
.L . .1 .L

' ...... ' ...... u LU"" LV U''''' U'Vl"""L ro p' • LV LU"" • <lU'U", auu u.""

stationary speed is proportional to the radius squared. With these facts in mind it is

obvious that any method that enhances one or both of these factors will effect faster de-
stabtltzattorr.

Tallie 5 Some Commercially Avauabte Polymers

Stabilizer for
rvnf".

Compound Source or« w«:
,

Carboxvmethvlcellulose Courtaulds X
Methylhydroxyethylcellulose Hoechst X
Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose ether Courtaulds X
Polyethylene oxide Union Carbide X
Polyvinyl alcohol Revertex X
Copolymer of 12-hydroxystearic acids with ICI Paints X X

polyalkylene (usually ethylene) glycol
tatty acm-modmed potyetnytene glycol esters icr Pamts X
Polyolefin-modified polyester ICI Paints X
Alk(en)yl-substituted mono- and dicarboxyl ICI Paints X

a"".u" auu "J

Acrylic polyethylene glycol graft polymer ICI Paints X
Polymethyivinyl ether/maleic anhydride G.A.F. X

n~;r1 (k:~h ...~~~h, D r: r:' v
OJ 'J 'e' 'e'- ~.
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The easiest way to accelerate the number of collisions is to heat the sample. The
enhanced thermal motion of the droplets will increase the collision rate and speed up

ponional to the absolute temperature and, in principle. it should be possible to calcu
late the shelf life at room temperature from determinations at higher temperatures. Un
c

temperature. In addition, heat reduces the protective action of adsorbed surfactants. en
hances the mutual soluhility of the components, changes the electric double layer, lowers
t te a sorption 0 sta i izers, an causes 0 rer e .ects. it 1 a t iese actors eing in
fluenced, a general rule for the influence of increased temperature cannot be expected
to he valid for all kinds of stabilizers. Instead. an empirical evaluation of the shelf life
to he expected from such tests must be made for each category of emulsions. In indus
trial practice, it is considered reasonable to use the time for destabilization at 45°C mul
tiplied by 4 to give an estimate of the shelf life at room temperature. In pharmaceutics
a factor of 2 is used in the same manner for solid preparations at 3rc.

However, accelerated testing is not always reliable. and the formulator better uti
lizes earlier experience with the same kind of emulsions before a suitable temperature
level for accelerated testing for a new system can he established. Some emulsions in

cntly. Anyone will realize that trying to relate the shelf life at room temperature with
the emulsion's behavior at the HLB temperature for a preparation stabilized by a non-
ionic emu si ter 0 e po ye 1Y cne g yeo ype is a comp c e y rut css en eavor.
such emulsions are extremely unstable at the HLB temperature.

The second factor, sedimentation, may be accelerated by centrifugation, but attempts
to re ate t e rate 0 p ase separation unng centn gallon to s ie sta I ity lave not JUs
tified expectations. The phase separation seen during such forced sedimentation does not
subject the product to gravitational stresses it will never encounter in practice and may
give completely erroneous results.

The best evaluation of an emulsion's stability is probably to determine its particle
size distribution frequently during the first few weeks of storage. If there is no change
in the size distribution. the formulator may be at least hopeful for the stahility 01 the
product. An increasing number of huge droplets. giving the long "tail" of the distrihu
tion toward lar c sizes, is a had sian indeed. Such an emulsion invariablv becomes
unstable with time. An even and narrow size distribution is not a guarantee for stabil
ity, hut such an emulsion may be stable.

One as ect of stabilit r that is fre uentl ne lected but rna be of renounced irn-
portancc, is the ability of the emulsion to remain stable during transport and handling.
This property is called the shake stability and is tested by shaking the emulsion in the

the movement of the emulsion in the package causes a shearing action; that is. drop
lets are moved with different speeds and, hence, collide more often. Second, the shak-

This latter phenomenon causes no instability if the continuous phase of the emulsion will
he destabilized because a thin film of dispersed phase forms along the container surface

sity compared with the continuous phase. New film is continuously formed and the
dispersed phase separates into a bottom or top layer. The emulsion has separated. In-

t e
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including the inside of the cap or cover, and it is not only wise, but necessary, to check
this find of stability when selecting the final package.

is the freeze-thaw stability. When an emulsion is stored under freezing and thawing
conditions, the destabilizing action is concentrated in the freezing and thawing periods.

ong s orage un er rozen con i ions per se oe no caus ru ur . s
matter of fact, some systems that are difficult to stabilize are stored frozen to avoid de
stabilization). A good opinion about the stability under varying temperature at such low
eve stat reezmg may occur IS 0 tame y stu ymg t e emu sion to erance against

repeated freeze-thaw cycles at short intervals. Special equipment that automatically varies
the temperature between set limits is commercially available. The temperature variation
is usually between -20 oe (_4°F) and 25°e (77°F), and the time at each temperature
is I h.

Recently, Karbstein and Schubert [30] have calculated the middle-term stability-a
few weeks-from the influence of double-layer repulsion on coalescence kinetics. The
calculations integrated the nonlinear, coupled differential equations for coalescence and
sedimentation at a set number of la ers and obtained sur risin a reement with ex eri-
mental results for emulsion with 10% oil.

E. Summary of the Stability of Two-Phase Emulsions

the electric surface potential formed by an adsorbed ionic surfactant is useful if it is
sufficiently high and if the electrolyte content does not exceed D.I M (monovalent

. " '"

IV. STABILITY OF THREE-PHASE EMULSIONS

Three-phase emulsions are more common than is generally believed. Many pharmaceu
tical and cosmetic lotions and creams consist not only of the water and the oil phase,
s crib d in th rli r iii .

ference between a two-phase emulsion and systems with more than two phases is easy
to understand. A two-phase emulsion will separate into two clear layers, with one in-. . .... .

(three layers), which means that two interfaces are found at separation. Such three-phase
emulsions exist nolens volens in formulations, and knowledge about their properties is

. . .

tion, a discussion of their properties is justified, because they provide opportunities to
formulate emulsions with properties outside the scope of normal two-phase emulsions.

.. ... .

but three main categories have been chosen in which the third phase is, respectively, a
solid, a liquid, or a liquid crystal. These three cases impart different properties to the

. .
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sions both enlarge our knowledge of emulsions as such and exemplify the specific prop
erties £0 be found in emulsions.

A. Third Phase a Solid

Solid articles are often art of an emulsion formulation, and the simultaneous stahili-
zation of both an emulsion and a suspension often causes problems. In fact, the solid
panicles may be used to stabilize an emulsion and can serve as an aid, rather than an
me mhr: nee in the formulation efforts. The ke factor for the use of articles as a s a-
hilizing agent is their ability £0 be wetted hy the two phases. They will stabilize the
emulsion if they are located at the interface between the two liquids (Fig. 16). At the

If they an: electrically charged against a continuous aqueous phase. the electric double
layer will further assist in the stabilization against flocculation. This latter kind of sta-

. ., " .

mechanical action against coalescence will be the focus of attention.
The protection against coalescence (see Fig. 16) is based on the energy to expel the

~ ...... .

contact an Ie and is easil I calculated for s
interface. The expression is /4).

~ = Ttr 2,y , (I - cos 0)2
L P OIW

(3)

in which tJ.E is the energy to expel a spherical particle with radius r from the interface
into the phase by which it is predominantly wet and toward which its contact angle is

.. . .

for /I.E should grow continuously as 0 increases to a value of 180aC. This is theoreti
cally correct, but experimental investigations [15) have shown 90 0 to be a practical. . .

ous phase.
These energies are of a magnitude to make solid paritcles efficient stabilizers; their
.. . . ..

tact angle to be constant during expulsion from the interface, the combined van der
Waals and wetting force becomes

dE
- ::= ) Tt'y " (h - r cos 0)dh ~ Il'W

(4)

in which h is the distance perpendicular to the interface that the particle has moved from
its equilibrium position.

Fi Jure 18 is drawn for aritcles of 50 A radius action on a nat interface of size
104 A2. The total force is repulsive even for contact angles of 60°, and for 900 angles

Fig. 16 Solid particles stabilize an emulsion when they are adsorbed at the interface.
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Fig. 17 The contact angle at the oil-water-solid line determines the stabilizing action.

77

the repulsion force is extremely strong. Hence, the stabilization is excellent, bearing in

values make it evident that the contact angles must be observed rather carefully to ob
tain a value close to 90°. Equipment is available to measure the contact angle. but di-
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The protective action of a spherical solid panicle is rapidly lost with reduced contact

rect visual observation is sufficient to obtain ood results. The followin J ex erimental
procedure is practical to obtain good stability.

The solid particles are assumed to be heavier than the aqueous phase which, in turn,
) I

are put into a small container and evened out to give a surface that is even with the top
of the walls of the container. No attempt should be made to pack or press the particles

surface properties of the particles. If that happens, the results will be erroneous because
the contact angle depends on the surface properties. Hence, a change of the surface

a marked reduction of the stabilization energy (see Fig. 19). The container with the
particles is placed on the bottom of a vessel with parallel walls (a container With pow-

oil is poured in the vessel. This oil must have exactly the same composition as that in
the emulsion formulation. Optimal results are obtained by bringing the oil with {III added
c e. .C ,,\

tain equil ibrium before the experiment. The separated oil phase is used in the vessel,
and a drop of the aqueous phase is placed on the powder with a syringe or pipette. The
contact ang e etween t e rop et an t e so i ig..... e ermines w 1ic 1 correc ion
should be made to obtain optimum stabilizing by the solid particles.

The first case, a contact angle of 90° between the water and the solid material (see
a. Fig. 20) is trivial. It means that the solid panicles arc optimally useful to -tabilize
the emulsion with no further treatment. This does not happen often. hut is gratefully re
ceived when it does. A contact angle smaller than 90° between the water and the solid
particles (see b, Fig. 20) means that the interfacial free energy is too great between the
solid material and the oil. To increase the contact angle between the aqueous phase and
the powder, an oil-soluble surface-active agent must he added. This surfactant should
not be water-soluble at all, and it should hind strongly to the solid surface. Such a sur
factant will bind strongly to the solid-liquid interface, and a low concentration in the
oil hase will be sufficient to reduce the interfacial free eneru , at the oil-solrd inter-
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Fig. 20 An oil-water-solid contact angle of e = 90° means that the particles as such are opti
mal stabilizers (a). If the contact angle toward water is less than 90 0 (b), an oil-soluble surfac
tant is added. If e exceeds (c), a water-soluble surfactant is added to reduce the interfacial free
energy between water and the solid. reducing e.

face. Use of as Iowa concentration as possible is essential, because higher concentra-
tions also lower the interfacial tension at the water-oil interface. A reduction of the 01
W interfacial tension has a disadvantage: it makes the contact angle e more sensitive
to small differences between y and y (Fi. 21). After a certain concentration of
surfactant in the oil phase has brought the contact angle to 90°. the process is repeated,
but now with the amount of surfactant added to the oil before the phases are brought
into contact. The contact an Ie is usuall not 90° because of h steresis and the amount
needed for the unrestricted reading of surfactant is adjusted further in the correct direc
tion [4]. If the water droplet does not spread and its contact angle is in excess of 90°.. .

tical with the ones described for the oil phase.
However, an added surfactant will also adsorb at the oil-water interface and reduce

ow·

and it would be an advantage to avoid additional surfactant. Hence, for emulsions pro
duced in huge quantities or repeated batches, a change of the surface of the solid par-. .

phase means too great an interfacial energy between the oil phase and the solid particles.

y
0'. s..

Fig. 21 A reduction of YO/w makes, the e very sensitive to small differences between Yo IS and
YW/S'
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The surface of the solid particle must he made more hydrophobic. which may he
achieved by esterification of polar groups on the particle surface, by silanization, or hy
similar nrocesses. In the onnosite case a large contact anzle toward the auucous nhase
is corrected by making the particle surface more polar through oxidation, hydrolysis,
or other reactions.

R"<':"~lr('h in rh» :.Irp:.l nf n:.lrtil'1,,-<.:f:.lhili7Pr! »rnu lcirmc h~<.: hppl1 <.:(':.Inf T'h i c
..

,

will most certainly change in the future. There are a great number of problems to he
investigated, and diverse phenomena will have to he clairifed. A common problem in
r .~. ,1",·' ,,,'. ,h, ,I:'~'~"·",n ,1" • . ,1;,1 ,I~". ;n • l' ',,1 n n ,1 ,,~o. ~. ;n' .~., "f"n" -sL ,n
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to prevent sedimentation of the particles. A comhination of an emulsion with solid par-
ricles, the Iatter adsorbed to an emulsified droplet. adds two stabilizing factors. First,

:. . ,. . . , . , .J
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uid droplets lighter than the continuous liquid-droplet-particle combination, the drop-
lets may approach a density similar to that of the Iiquid and reduce sedimentation.

r-v
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protein particles are excellent stabilizers. Not to be forgotten, for example, is in fact,
known since ancient times, that mustard powder is a good stabilizer for mayonnaise and
simIlar products.

B. Third Phase a liqUid

The third-phase case has been well known for 30 years [151 for nonionic surtacrants of
the polyethylene glycol alkylaryl ether type. It is a very useful case because it allows
low-energy emulsification [321 hy using the strong temperature dependence of the col-
loidal association structures in water-surfactant-hydrocarbon systems. The basic back-
ground follows: At low temperatures, below the cloud point (the temperature above
which a nonionic surfactant of this kind ceases to be water-soluble at low concentrations),
these surfactants are nreferentiallv water-soluble; hence, they are hcavilv partitioned
toward the aqueous phase in an emulsion, At high temperatures, well above the cloud
point. the surfactant's solubility in water is extremely small, and it is then partitioned
almost cntirelv into the oil. At some intermediate temnerature the HLB temncrarurc 1331
or the phase inversion temperature (PIT) [151, a third phase, the surfactant phase. [34)
appears between the oil and the water (Fig. 22). This phase is an isotropic liquid phase.
cl ioht lv c r avixh in ~nnp;lr;1nn'

~ ~. . ..
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+ WATER
r: .nr 'T +

WATER SURFACTANT
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(al (lJ I (e)

Fig. 22 Water, hydrocarbon, and a nonionic surfactant form two phases at (a) low and (h) high
temperature, In a small temperature range between (a) and (h). three liquid phases arc found (c)
in me n LO temperature range.
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The key to low-energy emulsification is to emulsify at this HLB temperature and
to follow this by rapid cooling to about 25°-3Doe, if an O/W emulsion is desired. For

approximately 55°C. A W/O emulsion requires the opposite condition: the HLB tem
perature should be lower than the room temperature by the same amount (e.g., an HLB

With this background information, the following process is used for the selection
of the emulsifier. Equal amounts of the oil and the aqueous phases with all the compo-
nents 0 t e ormu a ion prea e are mixe wi 0 0 e emu si iers 0 e es e in
a series of samples. The samples are left thermostated at 55°C to separate, for an
O/W emulsion (at +5°e for an W/O emulsion). After complete separation, the emul-
sifiers that give systems separating into three transparent layers are selected for emul
sification and determination of emulsion stability; the rest, giving two phases, are dis
carded. At this sta e one fact cannot be overem hasized. An emulsion se aration into
one oil phase on top and one aqueous phase on the bottom part separated by an emul
sion layer is not a three-phase system. To find whether there are two layers or three.

n is fir' r m v
to a separate test tube with a tight screw cap. The emulsion layer is removed. heated
to 95°C (screw cap), then frozen to -20°C and returned to 55°C to separate. The 011
layer that is separated is added to the original one, any aqueous layer separated is added
to the original test tube and any remaining emulsion heated and frozen again until it is
completely separated when stored at 55°C.

The emulsifiers giving separation into three layers are used for emulsification to find
which ones ive the most stable emulsion. The emulsions are extremel unstable at the
HLB temperature [15], and cooling to room temperature must be rapid. This can be
achieved by spreading the emulsion in a thin layer on a cold plate or by letting it pass

the following method may be useful. Before emulsification, an amount corresponding
to half the total emulsion is removed from the aqueous phase and cooled close to DOC.

cooled aqueous part. The average droplet size of these emulsions is less than I urn with
very little stirring. With these small droplets the stability is good and can be improved

r er y a I Ion 0 sma amoun soan rome sur ac an su,
The water-in-oil emulsions are prepared by emulsification at a temperature close to

DOC, followed by immediate and rapid heating to room temperature. For these emul-
sions the O/W ratio is usually greater than 1. Rapid heating is obtained by removing
part of the oil phase and heating to 55°C or higher. Here the entire phases are mixed
rapidly to avoid partial formation of an O/W emulsion, which happens when the ernul-
sion formed at low temperatures is gradually added to the hot oil.

These emulsions have long been known [15], and low-energy emulsification has
been romoted b Lin and others in a series of a ers 32-34. One of the more inter-
esting future developments is in the area of separation using microemulsions. By using
a temperature change of only 25°C, instead of the normal solvent extraction-with its

[35]. The extraction process of hydrocarbons contains several specific features 136],
which have been treated theoretically [37]. The latest development is to apply these pro-
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C. Third Phase a Liquid Crystal

In addition to micelles and microernulsion droplets (see Figs. 5-7), surfactants may form
~. ~~

IlljUIU ~JY:>ldl:>, III WIJI\.JI 1I11;; lIlI\;: WIlJl d Idyc;l\;:U :>IIU\.IUI\;: \llb . ';'Jj I:> u ic IIHJ:>! II II fill 1

tant for emulsion science. Micelles and microernulsion droplets arc microscopic entities
within a solution; a liquid crystal is a separate phase, which comes out of solution. A
liquio crystal is not a true crystal. In a lamellar crystal, tile nyurocarnon cnains an:
packed with crystalline order and the diffusion is limited as III a solid. In a liquid crys
tal, the chains are III a liquid state (but with preferred orientation), and the diffusion
along the layers IS of the same magnitude as III a liquid.

The introduction of liquid crystals as a stabilizing clement for emulsions occurred
m 1969. when it was found that the sudden stabilization at emulsifcr concentration III

excess 2.5 % of a water-p-xylene emulsion. by a commercial octacthylenc glycol non
ylphcnyl ether, was due to the formation of a liquid crystalline phase in the emulsion
[381. Later investigations confirmed the strona-stabil izinz action of these structures [391.

The essential features of such emulsions arc:

I. The structure of the liquid crystal
_. lIS sraDlllzlIlg acnon
:1 The snecific ~nnli"~ti~n,, of sueh ptn1l1 "iqT1S

4. Useful surfactants

The identification of the liquid crystal IS primarily based on its anisotropic optical
propertres, Thrs means that a sample ot trus phase WIll look radiant when viewed agamst
a light source placed between crossed polarizers. An isotropic solution IS black under
such conditions (Fig. 24, left), whereas the liquid crystal system is radiant (see Fig. 24,
right). The structure of the phase may be identified by optical microscopy III which the
lamellar liquid crystal has a pattern of oil streaks and Maltese crosses (Fig. 25a), whereas
the hexagonal array of cylinders give a different optical pattern (see Fig. 25h). 5111all-
angle x-ray diffraction patterns also distinguish between these two varieties. The lamellar
phase has a ratio of I, 2. 3, 4. . between the interlayer spacings, whereas the hexagonal

'J ..- ...

..:;'" ~<..: ..., ~.~ '. ".,"'~'" ~ ,;....,. ?-, .x. '-<.--' ... ~. ,r .. ,(~i

::\:;c'·):> ('>'~ ~ /;'c\ !:)":"~1'0~r:) ((.:6',\ ~:i(j,~?~

Fig. 23 In a lamellar liquid crystal the surfactants form double layers separated hy their water
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Fig. 24 The liquid crystal is radiant between crossed pclarizers (right), whereas an isotropic so
lution (left) appears black.

array of cylinders has ratios I , 3, 4.... The presence of the liquid crystals may also
be detected directly in the emulsion by using optical microscopy . An emulsion without
a liquid crystal shows only the two phases (Fig. 26a), whereas the liquid crystal is con
spicuous from its radiance in polarized light (see Fig. 26b).

(a)

(b)

Fig, 25 Optical patterns of (a) a lamellar and (b) hexagonal liquid crystal.
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(b)

Friberg et al.

Fig. 26 An emulsion with only two liquids (a) shows only the droplets. (b) An emulsion con
taining a liquid crystalline layer also shows the characteristic optical patterns in pola rized light.

The stabilizing action of liquid crystals is limited to protection against coalescence
(e.g. , short distance action). It serves in four manners.

I . The lamellar structure leads to a strong reduction of the van der Waals forces
during the coalescence step. The mathematical treatment of this problem is
fairly complex [40J and will not be treated in this chapter, but the diagram
of the van der Waals potential (Fig. 27) illustrates the phenomenon [41] .

Without the liquid crystalline phase, coalescence takes place over a thin liq
uid film in a distance range at which the slope of the van der Waals potential
is steep (huge van der Waals force). With the liquid crystal present, coales
cence takes place over a thick film, and the slope of the van der Waals po
tential is small (small force) . One should also realize that the liquid crystal is
highly viscous. and it is no surprise that an emulsion with a viscous film of
liquid crystal combined with a small compressive force exhibits enhanced sta
bility against coalescence in comparison with a two-phase system.
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dashed line) is much smaller than in the system with monomolecular layers of surfactant.

2. The network of liquid crystalline leaflets [42] hinders the free mobility of the
emulsion droplets and makes a stabilization contribution similar to that of in-
creasing the viscosity of the continuous phase (two-phase emulsions).

3. The high-energy dissipation during emulsification gives rise to the formation
of vesicles. They most certainly serve as stabilizers, but no systematic in-
vestigatoins of this effect have yet been reported.

4. The final consideration of the stability of these three-phase emulsions is prob-
ably the most important one. Small changes in emulsifier concentration lead
to drastic changes in the amounts of the three phases. As an example, con-
sider the noints 1-3 in Fiz. 28. At noint 1 with 2 % emulsifier 49% water
and 49% oil, 50% oil phase and 50% aqueous phase are the only phases
present. At point 2 the emulsifier concentration has been increased to 4 %. Now
thp rril nh~c:p .:17~ of thp t"t~1 ~nn thp nh~c:p ic .. . .
to 29%. The remaining 24% is the liquid crystalline phase. The importance
of these numbers is best perceived by a calculation of thickness of the pro-
tpl'ti"p h",pr nf thp .~ {nnint 1\ <:Inrt nf thp linl1irl nr.." .... l (nn;nt 'J\ Thp

-of 'r -. ',/ 'r

2.0% added surfactant, which would add a protective film of only 0.07 um
to emulsion droplets of 5 um if all of it were adsorbed, has now been trans-
~ ·.~~A01 ~+ • l-.~.~ "T'l-.' ~l-. .1A +• 4':1.
.~...."'....~ - ,v~• ., 'OU"'~"" p""""" ...." p"""'" u.,..... u ..... ""J 'J,,",U", ..
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OIL

----- SURFACTANT~

Friberg et al.

Fig. 28 The nature of the emulsion is completely changed from an oil and water system at 2%

0.85 J.1m thick. The protective coating is more than ten times thicker than one
from the surfactant alone. The reason for this unusual phenomenon is that the

ter and 18% oil. At point 3, the aqueous phase has now disappeared, and the
entire emulsion consists of 42.3% oil and 57.5% liquid crystalline phase. The. . .

The first application of these systems is high-internal-ratio emulsions (O/W emul
sions with high content of oil) is apparent in light of the fact that the liquid crystals sta-
bilize against coalescence, but offer no protection against flocculation. In a high-in
ternal-ratio emulsion, the dispersed phase occupies a large share of the total volume.
An emulsion of this kind consists of ver close- acked dro lets, and flocculation is
unavoidable. The structure often consists of a single aggregate of flocculated droplets
that slide against one another to achieve mobility. Protection against coalescence now
becomes the essential characteristic of the emulsion and the structures involvin li uid
crystals are useful.

The second application involves dissolution of substances that are only sparingly
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the only possible association structure for a wide range of the packing ratios, R [43,44]
whree

(5)

v = volume of the hydrocarbon
Qo = cross-sectional area occupied by the head group
l = len th of the surfactant

A perfect lamellar liquid crystal should have a packing ratio of 1, but geometric
considerations show the lamellar structure to be the only one for R values in the range
rom to .. arne ar tqui crysta s wit . are ar rom t err owest ree

energy, providing a potential for dissolution of substances that otherwise are very dif
ficult to dissolve. In a first example, published in 1984, the solubility of hydrocortisone
was increased by more than 200% [45]. This characteristic will probably find several
interesting applications in the future.

A third application is concerned with spontaneous emulsification, a phenomenon
treated by Groves in a series of articles [46J. A fourth application, which has been

using a lamellar liquid crystal to delay drug delivery should be seen against the diffu
sion rates in a lamellar liquid crystal [48J. The diffusion rate parallel to the layers is. ... .
o e sa e magru u e I IqUI , U e
ders of magnitude smaller is found. Hence, a lamellar liquid crystal covering an emul
sion droplet could be expected to have a decisive influence on the mass transfer across
t e Inter ace.

The conditions for surfactants to be useful to form liquid crystals exist when the R
value is in the range 0.5-1. This means that double-chain surfactants are eminently
suited, and lecithin is a natural choice [42J. Combinations of a monochain ionic surfac
tant with a long-chain carboxylic acid or alcohol yield lamellar liquid crystals at low
concentrations, but suffer the disadvantage of the hydrophobic part being too soluble in
the oil phase. A combination of long-chain carboxylic acid plus an amine of equal chain
length suffers less from this problem because of extensive ionization of both amphiphiles.

In summar , three- hase emulsions have as et been investi ated in onl a relimi-
nary manner. There is no doubt that, in the future, when their properties are better
known, they will be used extensively for drug delivery systems. Not only maya liq
uid cr stal dissolve more of some substances that are onl oorl soluble in Ii uid sol-
vents, but the delivery rate of drugs from them may be varied and controlled. The first
developments to use liquid crystals as a matrix for solvents to enhance transdermal trans-. . .

plications will be found in the future.

A DIX: FL
OR DROPLETS

simplest possible form of dispersed particles (spherical), the simplest interparticle inter
action (particles stick when they touch, but there are no other distance-dependent forces
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The flocculation range now depends only on the diffusion of particles

( )

where

dnlclt = flocculation rate (particles per second and volume unit)
a = radius of droplet

I sion coe icient or one rop et
n = number of particles per volume unit
k = Boltzmann constant
T = absolute temperature
11 = viscosity of continuous medium

volume, to the radius of the droplets, and to their diffusion coefficient. The second
version of the equation is obtained from the first by the use of Einstein's relation

E uation 4 shows extremel fast flocculation rates for an emulsion. In 1 ern!
of an emulsion with equal amounts of water and oil and a droplet radius of 1 urn,

the flocculation would be of the magnitude of 1011 particles per second; that is, a great

The half-life (1112 ; the time needed for half of the original number of particles to
flocculate) is obtained as follows:

311
t l 12 = -- = 9.0 x 101° 11

8kTn
(7)

If an energy barner of height W (expressed m units) IS introduced etween the par-
ticles, the flocculation rate is reduced by a factor and now becomes

J' e
- = --n2J2a -dl
cit 311 2a [2

(8)

J
x eW 1

2a - dl = - (e 2 + 2)
2a [2 3

(9)

This is the factor by which the flocculation rate is reduced. A barrier of 20 kT
reduces the flocculation rate from approximately 100 billion droplets per second per. .. .. . .

second per cubic centimeter for a barrier of 20 kT.
The half-life gives a better illustration of the barrier. It now becomes:

l1(eW + 2)
lvn = -'----

8ktn
(10)
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and, hence, on (112' Table 4 is a good illustration of this influence.
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Theory of Colloids

John W. Vanderhoff
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I. INTRODUCTION

T'h» IIC:P nf .. '. in thp h:lC: o rrvwn '~. nvpr thp l:lc:t c:pv-. ~ -eral decades and is expected to accelerate in the future. One area of importance is the
newly developed polypeptide chemotherapeutic agents and their delivery in the form of

•1 .' h •. o. nf' . .
-r OJ

A second area is the use of colloidal dispersions for drug delivery, which was re-
viewed recently [I]. Most studies have used irreversible colloidal systems, such as.' J p" .......-, , auu • ' uu~ UUI~I;) lIay~ U;)~U UJU'_"'U L<:.J. III~;)~

four colloidal systems, as well as polymer microspheres, are important ways of deliv-
ering drugs, both orally and parenterally, Several investigators have noted that the ad-

, . p , ,

I auulI UI UI ugl'> HI UHl'> UI 111\,,1 ~(1;)~U 1I1t=H .... a' lJ PJ,

Various mechanisms may contribute to such enhanced absorption, including prolonged
gastric residence of the drug and reduced intestinal motility. stimulation of bile salts
reaumg to ravoraoie orug-nue san mteracnons, ana ennancea iympnauc transport. In-

terfacial adsorption of drugs and emulsion systems may also playa role in the enhanced
oral absorption of insulin and heparin after intraduodenal administration of such disper-
srons [4,5]. More recently, the preferential absorpnon ot lipsome-containing drugs by
the reticuloendothelial system, notably the liver and spleen, has stimulated interest in
examining other colloids for the targeting of drugs to specific body organs. Both simple
and multiple emulsion systems have already found considerable use in cancer cherno-
therapy [I].

A third area of importance is the use of colloidal systems as pharmaceutical excipi-
ents, product components, vehicles, and carriers. Water-based polymer latexes have
found application in a wide range of pharmaceutical-coating applications. The latexes
used are nrimarilv conolvmers of methacrvlic acid or 2-trimethvlammoniummethvl meth-
acrylate with acrylate or methacrylate esters. These latexes provide a series of synthetic
polymers, with water solubilities ranging from insoluble, to slowly soluble, to pll-de-

91
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pen ent (entenc so u e. to comp ete y so u e, a rom concentrated aqueous disper
sions without organic solvents.

These latexes have been accepted more rapidly abroad than in the United States
because they are prepared from liquid monomers and, hence, contain residual monomer,
as well as the residues of emulsifiers, initiators, and buffers. A newer class of colloi
dal dis ersions, known as seudolatexes (false latexes), has been develo ed even more
recently. These dispersions have all of the characteristics of a true latex in terms of
colloidal stability, particle size, high solids concentration, and film-forming ability, but

r n m de mulsion 01 merization: rather the are made direct I i-
fication of preexisting polymers by mechanical means, as will be described later in this
chapter. Thus. these pseudolatexes are totally free from monomer; they are generally

in food applications. A commercial ethylcellulose pseudolatex has found a range of
applications in pharmaceutical development, from taste-masking to controlled-release. . . . .

for drug and chemical entrapment [8-14].
In addition, the principles of colloidal science govern many practices in industrial

their surface area; (b) increase their rate of dissolution; (c) increase their rate
of absorption; (d) increase the rate of drying of their powders; (e) improve
t e texture, tas c, an r eo ogy 0 err suspensions

2. The preparation of emulsions and suspensions of pharmaceuticals, in particu
lar, the use of emulsifiers (a) in the preparation and stabilization of these
emulsions an suspensions; ( ) t e Importance 0 t e sur ace or Inter acta
tension and its experimental measurement; (c) the origins and effects of the
surface charge on stabilization; (d) the forces between the particles and the state
of their aggregation; (e) the mechanisms of crystal growth by Ostwald ripen
ing, polymorphic transformation, and temperature cycling; (f) the wetting of
owders b emulsifier solutions; ( ) the absor tion of emulsifiers at the solid-

liquid interface [16].
3. The coating of pharmaceutical tablets to (a) mask the taste, odor, and color

of the dru . b rovide h sical and chemical rotection of the dru . c con-
trol the release of the drug; (d) protect the drug from the gastric environment
of the stomach (enteric coatings); (e) incorporate another drug in the coating

4. The microencapsulation of drugs to (a) convert liquid drugs to a solid; (b) alter
their colloidal and surface properties; (c) protect drugs from the environment;. . ... .

suspension; (b) coacervation-phase separation; (c) multiorifice centrifugation;
(d) pan coating; (e) spray drying and spray congealing; (f) solvent evapora-. . .

5. The solubilization, complexation, and hydrotropy of drugs in emulsifier solu
tions [19].

(a) the wetting of the solid particles by emulsifier solutions; (b) the repulsive
and attractive forces between the particles and their combination to give sta-
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bility or flocculation; (c) the clustering of the particles in open or closed net
work aggregates; (d) the sedimentation rate of the dispersed particles; (e) the

. .

cipitation or dispersion; (g) the rheology of the suspensions; (h) the evalua
tion of suspension stability and sedimentation volume; (i) the evaluation of the

7. The preparation and stabilization of pharmaceutical emulsions, in particular,
(a) the relation between droplet stabilization, interfacial tension, interfacial film. .

cation of emulsions as oil-in-water or water-in-oil types; (c) the classification
according to microemulsions, macroernulsions. and miniernulsions: (d) the. . . . . ..,
ac ors InVO ve In mu Sl I I y, sse , v

(e) the use of auxiliary emulsifiers, such as finely divided solids and hydro
philic colloids; (f) the evaluation of emulsion instability, creaming, floccula-
non, an coa escence; g t e eva uanon 0 emu sion s e I e as a ncnon
of aging, temperature increase or decrease, centrifugation, and agitation [21].

8. The preparation of pharmaceutical aerosols, in particular. (a) the aerosol com-
ponents such as product concentrate, propellant. container, valve, and actua-

tal acceptability, and the possibility of interaction with the product; (c) the
different types of product formulations, such as solutions, water-based systems,

stable, quick breaking, and thermal foams; (d) stability testing of the aerosol
components [22].

All of these operations and forms of matter are governed by the same underlying
principles of colloidal science. The purpose of this chapter is to review these principles,

colloidal sols and dispersions; (b) the adsorption of nonionic surfactants and the steric
stabilization of colloidal sols and dispersions; (c) the preparation of pseudolatexes by

ciples described are equally applicable to all colloidal dispersions, emulsions, suspen
sions, foams, and aerosols prepared by dispersion. emulsification, coating. and encap-

II. ELECTROSTATIC STABILIZATION OF LATEXES

A. General Introduction

1. Colloidal Nature 0 Latexes

A colloidal dispersion, by definition, is a two-phase system that comprises a dispersed
phase and a dispersion medium. The overall physicochemical properties of the colloi-

phase; (b) the chemical and physical properties of the dispersion medium; (c) the na
ture of the interaction at the interfaces between air and the dispersion medium. and the
isperse p ase an e ispersion me ium.

The dispersed phase in a latex comprises spherical polymer particles, usually with
average diameters of 200-300 nm. The dispersion medium is water that contains vari-
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ous water-soluble compounds (nonaqueous latexes will not be considered here). The
properties of the aqueous phase are determined by the type and concentration of dissolved
com ounds sim Ie electrol tes surfactants 01 electrol tes and the H.

In a latex, the interfacial area between the aqueous phase and air is small; however,
it controls such important practical properties as wetting and foaming during formulation

. . ~. .

polymer particles and the aqueous phase is large because of the small size of the panicles
and the inverse proportionality of the specific surface area to the particle diameter. Thus,

. . .. .

less the contribution of its bulk properties to the overall colloidal behavior of the latex.
A knowledge of the chemical composition of the dispersed phase allows speculation on

particles and aqueous phase determines many important properties of the latex system,
such as stabilization-destabilization, rheology, and particle movement in an electrical
Ie

2. Stabilization-Destabilization of Latexes

Colloidal dispersions have a true interface, with a defined interfacial tension y between. . ... . . .

is characterized by the excess free energy G of the system:

dG = dS

where S is the specific surface area. In the thermodynamic sense, all colloidal disper
sions of small-particle size are unstable because the system tends to minimize its excess
ree energy an, ence, i sarge speci tc sur ace area y aggrega ion 0 e sma

particles. This aggregation may comprise flocculation (clustering together) or coalescence
(fusion). Hence, the particle size increases with decreasing excess free energy unless
there IS an energy arner etween t e paruc es to prevent t em rom aggregating. ith
this energy barrier, flocculation-stable and coalescence-stable colloidal dispersions may
be distinguished. Figure I shows schematically the processes occurring during the for-
mation and destruction of these colloidal dispersions [23].

The colloidal stability of a latex that comprises colloidal particles undergoing Brown
ian motion is defined by its resistance to a change in the state of the system. Precau-
tions are taken in the preparation of latexes to ensure good colloidal stability during
polymerization, storage, and application. The term good colloidal stability means that
little or no article a re ation has occurred in the latex between re aration and use.
The aggregation is a kinetic phenomenon; in practice, the colloidal stability is assessed
by measuring the rate of aggregation of the latex particles. Thus, the stability of a la-.. .
and the method by which colloidal stability is determined. Many latexes have excellent
colloidal stability; their particles show no tendency to aggregate, even after years of

In a colloidal dispersion, the Brownian motion results in frequent collisions between
particles. The stability of these dispersions is determined by the interaction between the. ....

When attraction predominates, the particles adhere after collision and aggregate. When
repulsion predominates, the particles rebound after collision and remain individually
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the processes involved in the production or destruction of dispersed
systems. (From Ref. 23.)

In a latex, the attractive forces of interaction are mainly the van der Waals forces

Therefore, a latex can be stable only when the repulsive forces are sufficiently strong
to outweigh the van der Waals attraction. These repulsive forces operate by one or both
o e 0 wing mec anisms: a e ec ros a ic repu sion, w ic arises rom e presence
of an ionic charge on the surface of the particles; (b) steric repulsion, which arises from
the presence of uncharged molecules on the surface of the particles, and which, by
ent a pIC or entropic c anges, prevents aggregation 0 t e paruc es. e atter case IS

unusual in that the latexes that are thermodynamically unstable are stabilized by ther
modynamic means.

The 0 jecuve 0 this secnon IS to dISCUSS the principles determining the electrostatic
stabilization of latexes that derive their electrostatic charge from the adsorption of sur
factants.

B. Adsorption of Surfactants

In emulsion polymerization, the type and concentration of surfactant determines the
mechanism of particle nucleation and the number of particles nucleated and, thereby,. . ... .

I lIZ 10 e
tex system during preparation, stripping to remove monomer, formulation, storage,
shipping, and finally, application. In these functions, the underlying fundamental prop-
erty 0 t e sur actant IS Its a sorption at t e vanous Inter aces 0 t e atex.
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Most of the surfactant in a latex is adsorbed at the particle-water interface; only
small fractions are adsorbed at the water-air interface or remain in the bulk aqueous. .

an important role in determining the overall latex properties. Thus, a knowledge of the
adsorption of surfactants in a latex is necessary to understand its colloidal properties.

I . Classification of Surfactants

Surfactant molecules comprise a hydrophobic "tail" and a hydrophilic "head." These
sur actants can e c asst re m 0 our ca egories accor ing 0 e c arge 0 t e ea:
(a) anionic surfactants (e.g .• alkyl carboxylates, sulfates, and sulfonates: alkylaryl sul
fonates, alkyl phosphates); (b) cationic surfactants (e.g., alkyl quaternary nitrogen bases,
amines, and nitriles; and nonquaternary nitrogen bases); (c) nomomc surfactants, includ
ing alkylaryl-polyoxyethylene adducts; (d) ampholytic surfactants, such as those contain
ing both amino and carboxylic acid groups.

An annual listing of commercial surfactants [24] includes several thousand differ
ent products. The selection of a surfactant for a given application has often been a trial
and-error rocess, involving the screening of hundreds of surfactants. A more system-
atic approach is the hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) system [25-27). Most anionic. . . ~

indicates that the surfactant is soluble in oil; an HLB value of 20, that it is soluble in
water. Surfactants with low HLB values are good stabilizers for water-in-oil emulsions;
sur ac an s wi ig va ues are goo S' i izers or oi -in-wa er emu sions. queous
latexes are in the latter category. Ross et al. [28) demonstrated that the HBL value of a
surfactant can be correlated with a fundamental physical property: the spreading coef-
icrent 0 t e isperse p ase on t e sur ace 0 t e sur actant so uuon In t e ispersion

medium.
The HLB system has been used to select surfactants for the emulsion polymeriza-

tion of vinyl monomers [29.30). Polystyrene and poly(vinyl acetate) latexes of optimum
stability were prepared using surfactants of HLB 14-15 and 16-17.5 in their respective
emulsion 01 merization rocesses [29]. The article size and viscosit of the latexes
varied strongly with the surfactant HLB and the composition of the surfactant mixture
used to reach a given HLB [29]. In poly(styene-co-butyl acrylate) emulsion copolymer
ization the surfactant HLB values were correlated with the ercenta e conversion la-
tex particle size, and copolymer molecular weight [30].

Some practical surfactant systems are mixtures of two or more surfactants of the

ent from the single parent surfactants. These differences are due to specific interactions
(e.g .• the complexation or phase transitions that occur when the two surfactants are

2, General Features of Surfactant Adsorption

Above a certain critical concentration, surfactant molecules form aggregates of 50-100
molecules in water. These aggregates are called micelles, and the concentration at which
they first appear is called the critical micelle concentration (CMC). A dynamic equilib-
rium exists between the surfactant molecules in the micelles and in the bulk aqueous
phase. In a latex, the surfactant molecules also adsorb at the particle-water and water
air interfaces' conse uentl another d namic e uilibrium exists between the surfactant
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molecules adsorbed at the interfaces and those in the bulk aqueous phase. The overall
equilibrium condition of the surfactant concentration in any latex can be represented by

Micellar surfactant ( kl k,

where kl and k2 are constants that depend on the surface composition and structure of
the particles, as well as the activity of the surfactant molecules.

The adso tion of surfactant molecules on the latex articles is a thermod namic
process driven by the decrease in the overall free energy of the system. The interaction
forces involved in surfactant adsorption are van der Waals forces. These interaction
forces are weak' therefore the surfactant molecules can desorb easil from the article
surface. This ease of adsorption and desorption of physically adsorbed surfactant is
important in latex-coating compositions in which the latexes are blended with colloidal
... . .

sorption of surfactant molecules from the latex particles and the readsorption on the
pigment or filler particles often causes significant flocculation of the latex particles.

. .

as the extent of surface coverage. are important fundamental properties of the latex
system. The variation of the amount of surfactant adsorbed per unit surface area over
a range of bulk surfactant concentrations constitutes the adsorption isotherm. The Gibbs
adsor tion e uation is a thermod namic ex ression that relates the surface concentra-
tion of the surfactant to the surface tension and the bulk activity of the adsorbate (32).
Thus, it can be used to determine the surface concentration and, consequently, the ad-

. . .

in cleaned latexes). the adsorption isotherm is given by:

(3)

tension of the latex. C the bulk concentration of surfactant (assuming that the activity
of the ions is equivalent to their bulk concentration, which is valid for dilute solutions),

adsorption isotherm is given by:

r=- (4)

an increase in the amount of surfactant adsorbed per unit area of the latex particle sur
face at a given surfactant concentration. This increase was verified experimentally for

tex particles as a function of electrolyte concentration [33,34].

Adsorption isotherms of a surfactant on a latex particle surface are usually defined in
directly (e.g .. by determination of the change in bulk surfactant concentration in the
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aqueous phase after the added surfactant has been allowed to equilibrate with the latex
particles. The concentration of surfactant adsorbed on the latex particle surface is de-. .
centrations. In practice, the conductivity or surface tension of the dilute latex-surfac
tant system is determined as a function of added surfactant concentration [33-42]; the. . . .

at which the latex particle surface is saturated with surfactant molecules. This method,
known as the soap titration method of Maron et al. [37-40], is used to determine (a)

particles, provided that the particle size is known; (b) the average (volume-surface area)
particle size, provided that the cross-sectional area of the surfactant molecule is known;. .
c e percen age sur ace coverage 0 e a ex par IC es WI e sur ac an .

The serum replacement method developed to clean latexes for characterization has
been used to determine adsorption isotherms of surfactants [43-46]. The latex is con-
me mal tranon ce WI a serrupermea e uc epore mem rane, an ou e- ISH e ,

deionized water is pumped through the latex to replace the serum. This method allows
complete recovery of the serum, as well as the determination of the concentration pro-
file of the desorbing surfactant in the effluent stream by conductance, spectrophotometric

known amount of surfactant is added to a cleaned latex, and the concentration profile
of the surfactant in the effluent stream is determined. A material balance between added

measure the adsorption isotherms of ionic and nonionic surfactants on the particle sur
faces of different latexes. In a recent modification [47], a surfactant solution of known
con n I IS S c-
tant concentration in the effluent stream is measured.

Most adsorption isotherms of conventional surfactants on latex particle surfaces are
o t e angmurr type. e num er 0 sur actant mo ecu es n a sor e per unit sur ace
area at a given bulk concentration C is given by:

w

(5)

saturation point (i .e.. the plateau of the adsorption isotherm) and b is the Langmuir
constant, which is related to the free energy of adsorption t1Go of a surfactant molecule

Y t e equanon:

where k is a constant. A plot of lIn versus lIC allows the determination of the cross-. . . .
sec I na re
which is a fundamental property of the surfactant-substrate system

The adsorption isotherm of surfactant molecules on latex particles is influenced by the
followin factors:
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a. The Interaction Between the Particle Surface and the Surfactant
Molecules

e p ysi a i
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termining the adsorption isotherms of surfactants. The cross-sectional area of the ad
sorbed surfactant molecules on the latex particle surface increases with increasing hy-

rop I rcity 0 t e sur ace corre anon was oun e ween t e saturation
adsorption of a surfactant molecule and the polymer-water interfacial tension and the
polarity of the polymer surface [48,49J. The saturation cross-sectional area of sodium
lauryl sulfate on the latex particle surface decreased with increasing polymer-water
interfacial tension and increasing polarity of the particle surface. In the adsorption of
anionic and nonionic surfactants on polystyrene latex particles, the adsorption decreased
with decreasing hydrophobicity of the surfactant (i.e., with increasing HLB value)
[47 .50J. The optimum HLB ranges for maximum adsorption of nonionic surfactants on

01 st rene and 01 vin I acetate latex article surfaces were 13-14 and 16-17, re-
spectively [50], consistent with the optimum HLB values of surfactants found to give
stability during emulsion polymerization [29J.

. . I I'

emulsion polymerization. in particular, the particle nucleation step. In sernicontinuous
po y(vmy acetate-co-n- uty acryate emu sion copo ymenzauon. t e average partie e
size increased. and the polydispersity decreased, with decreasing n-butyl acrylate con
tent in the polymer [51,52J. An explanation was given in terms of the mechanism of
particle nucleation and the effect of copolymer composition at the particle surface on
the surfactant adsorption and the stability of the particles formed initially. It was pro

osed that article formation was redominantl due to initiation in the a ueous hase,
followed by coalescence of the smaller-sized particles. With comonomer mixtures rich
in the more hydrophobic n-butyl acrylate, the closer packing of the surfactant molecules
on the n-but I acr late-rich surface would ive small articles with a hi h concentra-
tion of adsorbed surfactant and. therefore, better stability against coalescence; thus. the
average particle size would be smaller and the particle size distribution would be broader.

of the surfactant molecules on the vinyl acetate-rich surface would give small particles,
with a low concentration of adsorbed surfactant and a relatively hydrophilic surface and,. .

larger and the particle size distribution would be narrower.
Swelling of the latex particles with monomer or other organic solvents also affects. . .

effect depends on the hydrophilicity of the solvent-polymer mixture at the particle-water
interface which, in tum. depends on the nature of the polymer, the solvent. and the poly-

. .
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This effect has important implications in emulsion polymerization in which there is a
continuous desorption of surfactant molecules from the particle surface. as the mono-

. . . . .

ing the latter stages. Similar effects were found for latexes formulated with plasticizers.
Specific interactions between the surfactant molecules and the surface of the latex. . . .

changes in the adsorption isotherm. The anionic particle surface groups provide specific
sites for the head-to-head adsorption of cationic surfactants by charge neutralization; after

. . . . . ..
al - 0- al

type. and the charge on the particles is reversed [35]. Both complexation and solubili
zation affected the adsorption isotherms of sodium lauryl sulfate on poly(vinyl acetate)
atex partie es ; apparent y. strong mteracuons etween tea sor e so rum

lauryl sulfate and the poly(vinyl acetate) gave a solubilized polymer-surfactant complex
[50,53.54]. The particle size affected the cross-sectional area at saturation for some
surfactant-latex systems [34.55]; the cross-sectional area of potassium oleate on poly
styrene latex particles decreased from 0.452 nm? on l78-nm-diameter particles to 0.360
nm2 on 43-nm-diameter particles. Urban [55] found similar results for the adsorption
of potassium oleate on polystyrene latex particles and for the recalculated data of Willson

b. The Mutual Interaction Between Surfactant Molecules in the Adsorbed

The charged heads of the ionic surfactant in the adsorbed layer repel one another be
cause of electrostatic repulsion. with the result that the packing is less dense (i.e .. the
cross-sectional area is increased). The addition of anionic surfactant in mixture with
nonionic surfactant gave a smaller cross-sectional area of the anionic surfactant 136); the
nonionic surfactant molecules a arentl acted as a shield to reduce the electrostatic
repulsion between the adsorbed anionic surfactant molecules and. thereby. enhance their
adsorption. Similar effects were found in the behavior of surfactant mixtures in solu
tion and adsorbed at interfaces 57' mixed micelles and mixed monola ers of anionic
and nonionic surfactants showed a strong deviation from ideal behavior.

The chain length of the surfactant molecule plays an important role in determining

longer the chain length. the lower is the equilibrium concentration at which the satura
tion adsorption is attained. Also. the number of surfactant molecules adsorbed per unit. .

chain length was found [35.37] to affect the packing density of surfactants on the par
ticle surface. presumably because of the lateral interaction among adsorbed surfactant

. . .

c. The Interaction Between the Ions in the Bulk Solution with the

An increase in the ionic strength of the bulk solution usually gives an increase in the
number of surfactant molecules adsorbed per unit area and, thus, a decrease in the cross-
sectional area 0 the sur actant mo ecu e at saturation -] . he a dition of electro
lytes reduces the electrostatic repulsion between the ionic heads of the surfactant mol
ecules in the adsorbed layer and. thus. results in closer packing.
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A practical problem associated with this type of interaction is the possible under
estimation of the concentration of adsorbed surfactant. As the concentration of adsorbed
surfactant a roaches saturation the char ed surface rna ex el ionic surfactant mol-
ecules. Thus, the bulk solution concentration may be an erroneous measure of the ad
sorption isotherm. Studies of the temperature effect on the adsorption of surfactants

. .... .

adsorbed ionic surfactant (0.05 nm-) with an increase in temperature from 25° to 70°C
[34,55].

c. Electrostatic Stabilization

The electrostatic stabilization of colloidal systems was described quantitatively and in-
dependently by Deryaguin and Landau [58], and Verwey and Overbeek [59]. The re
sultant theory is known as the Deryaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory.
A colloidal dis ersion is stable when the otential ener of re ulsion arisin from the
approach of charged particles exceeds the inherent attractive energy between the par
ticles over a given distance of separation. According to the DLVO theory, the interac-
. ... . .

sion and the van der Waals attraction. The details are described by Verwey and Overbeek
[59] and others [ 3,6 -6 ].

1. Electrostatic Repulsion

a. Origin of the Charge on the Colloidal Particle Surface
The basic principles behind the electrostatic stabilization of a colloidal dispersion is the

for this accumulation of charge:

1. Preferential adso tion of otential-determinin ions 60' for ex m Ie silver
iodide particles adsorb an excess of Ag" or J- ions, depending on their rela
tive concentration in the equilibrium solution. The Ag" or J- ions are called. .

and independent of the presence of an indifferent electrolyte.
2. Ion deficiencies in the crystal lattice or interior of the particles (65]; for ex-

ment of a Si4 + ion inside the solid lattice by an AI3+ ion, resulting in a defi
cit of charge. This charge is constant and dependent on the presence of an

3. Adsorption of ionized surfactants; for example, carbon black particles or la
tex particles acquire a negative charge by adsorption of anionic surfactant.

aqueous phase are preferentially adsorbed on nonionogenic colloidal particles
owing to the ion-induced dipole interaction.

. i e c arge- e ermmmg mec anism
for various oxides and latex particles; for example, silica particles acquire a
negative charge by dissociation of surface silanol groups [68], and latex par-
ic es y issoclation 0 sur ace su ate groups mtro uce y t e persu ate-

ion initiator [69] or carboxyl groups introduced by copolymerization of car
boxyl-containing monomers.
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6. Contact electrification or electron injection [67.70,71]. In a dispersed system
comprising two nonconducting phases, the phase of lower dielectric constant
ac uires a ne ative char e owin to electron iniection from the hase of hi her
dielectric constant; for example. nonionogenic cleaned polystyrene latex par
ticles may acquire a negative charge from the injection of electrons from the

i I r h . Thi n r
uted to the overlap between the distribution of acceptor states of the polysty
rene particles with the distribution of the donor states of the water.

A colloidal dispersion becomes unstable 1 the particles lose their charge. The zero
point of charge is defined as the pH at which the surface charge is zero; the isoelectric
point. as the pH at which the electrophoretic mobility is zero. A zero point of charge
is expected for origins of charge I, 2, 4, and 5. The zero point of charge of silver iodide
is 5.5 (the value of pAg). Alkaline alumina has a zero charge at a high pH; acidic silica.
at a low H. The isoelectric oint is similar to the zero oint of char e; however. these
two parameters may be different when nonpotential-determining ions are adsorbed on
the particle surface. as in origin of charge 3.

b. Diffuse Electric Double Layer

ions of opposite charge that accumulate in the medium near the particle surface, The
surface and counterion charges together constitute the electric double layer. The

, . .
coun enons a ear
fuse away from the surface because their concentration in the bulk solution is lower than
that near the surface. This combination of electrostatic attraction and diffusion results
10 t e ormation 0 a countenon c ou aroun t e paruc e. wit a e me istn uuon
of counterions as a function of distance from the surface. which is known as the diffuse
electric double layer.

The thickness of the double layer is given by the Debye length 11K. where K for
symmetric electrolytes is

(7)

where n is the number of ionized groups. Z their valency. e the elementary charge, £

the dielectric constant, k the Boltzmann constant, and T the absolute temperature. Thus.
the Deb e len th is an inverse function of both the square root of the electrolyte con-
centration and the valence of the electrolyte.

The charge at the particle surface gives rise to two electrostatic potentials relative
to a oint in the bulk solution: the surface otential which exists at the surface.
and the Stern potential (\jI6)' in the diffuse double layer at a distance 8 from the sur
face. Neither of these two potentials has been measured experimentally. A third poten-

surface outside the Stern layer; this potential can be measured experimentally by elec
trophoresis as the potential at the shear plane where the double layer parts when the

. . . .. .

potentials. and the experimental zeta potential. is unknown; however. the zeta potential
is usually taken as a good approximation of the potential across the diffuse part of the
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When two particles approach one another, their electric double layers interact so
that work must be performed to bring the particles closer together. The repulsive en-.. . . . .

the particles to that point. It is difficult to develop an exact expression for the variation
of VR with interparticle distance; however, many approximate expressions have been de-

In[1 + exp( -KHo) (8)

where a is the particle radius and Ho the distance of separation between the two par-

For higher surface potentials:

y exp( -KHo) (9)

y = ..:..-..:..-_--'--'-------'--
{exp [(ze\jl8/2kT) + In ( 10)

R 0
and that it decays exponentially with increasing distance of separation between the par-
ticle surfaces.

2. van der Waals Attraction

To explain the phenomenon of coagulation requires that there be an attractive force
between the particles. Moreover, the magnitude and range of action of this attractive
force must be comparable with those of the electrostatic repulsion force. These require
ments are met by the total attractive van der Waals forces between the particles, which
are obtained by summation of the London dispersion forces between all atom pairs in
the particles. These dispersion forces arise from the charge fluctuations in an atom as
sociated with the motion of electrons which roduces a time-de endent di ole moment.
A phase difference in the fluctuating dipoles leads to mutual attraction. Neglecting re
tardation effects, the expression for the attractive energy VA between two particles of
radius a at a distance of se aration II for a » II is

A*a
VA =-- (11)

where A* is the effective Hamaker constant describing the attraction between the par
ticles and the dis ersion medium. This sim Ie e uation for V is not valid at se aration
distances greater than 10 nrn: beyond this range, allowance must be made for the re
tardation effects that are caused by the finite time required for the electromagnetic wave
to travel from one atom to the other atom in which it is inducin a di ole. Schenkel and
Kitchener [73] have developed empirical equations for the calculation of attractive en
ergies with corrections for the retardation effect. Hamaker constants have been deter-
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considerable disagreement [74]. Fowkes developed a simple method to calculate the
Hamaker constant from surface tension data (75): the surface tension y is divided into
::I v ::Inn::l from other ff\rr~c I:llrh::ll: nino!p, .,lino!p

'U .
attractions; the Hamaker constant is then calculated from Yd'

1 Tnml Fnorov nr •
~~ J

The DLVO theory states that the total energy of interaction between colloidal particles
is given by the sum of the attraction and repulsion energies:

VT = VA + VR (12)

Figure 2 shows the total interaction energy curve for a stable colloidal system. At very
small distances. the Born repulsion between adjoining electron clouds predominates. and
the net interaction is repulsion. At small distances. the van der Waals attraction predomi-
nates over the electrostatic repulsion (the Born repulsion being negligible). and the net
interaction is attraction in the deep potential energy minimum Vp' At greater distances.
the electrostatic repulsion energy falls off more rapidly (exponential decay). with increas-
ing separation distance. than the van der Waals attraction energy (power law). and the
net interaction is attraction in the shallow secondary minimum Vs. At intermediate dis-

" ..
Ldll~t:;~. rue

~
, dliU rue Ut:;L I~ • ~t'~"""" Willi

the maximum potential Vm .

The stability of a colloidal system is defined by the height of the maximum in the. . . .
potenuai t:;Ut:;L,l>Y curve. 11lI:S. t:;Ut:;I,l>Y u'u 111;;1 must oe II lilt: CUIIUI-

dal particles are to approach each other sufficiently closely to fall into the deep primary
minimum of irreversible coagulation. The value of Vm necessary to prevent this irrevers-
IDle coaguiauon IS consiuereu to De about IV-LV KI. wrncn corresponas to a zeta po-
tential of about 50 mY; such a system is considered kinetically stable. If the secondary
minimum is deep enough (about 5 kT or greater). the particles coagulate. but the co-
agulation is weak and reversible. Aggregation in the secondary minimum usually does
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not occur with small colloidal particles because the energy minimum is of the same order
as the mean thermal energy of the particles, and the aggregation is easily reversed by
- - In+",v ",+, 1(\ 0...... ;.., thA C'A,-

~'J OJ • ~ r- ~~ ~

ondary minimum [73], and the reversibility of aggregation of other polystyrene latex
particles has been shown by optical microscopy combined with high-speed cinematog-._"
I <fllllY LI U J •

The attraction energy arises from long-range van der Waals forces; hence, it does
not vary significantly with changes in the parameters of the colloidal dispersion. In

, me .. . CIlCl~'y varies wun ill uie surrace potenttat
of the particles and the valence of the electrolyte in the bulk solution. Consequently, in
many practical applications, the stability of the colloidal dispersion is determined hy the
magmtuce or tne repulsion energy.

The DLVO theory describes the basic phenomena related to colloidal stability. Over
the past 40 years, much theoretical and experimental research on colloidal stability has
been carried out to confirm and extend the basic concepts of the DLVO theory. The
theoretical work comprises the development of more detailed models to evaluate both
VA and VR. The experimental work includes measurement of the van der Waals attrac-
tion forces and the electrostatic repulsion forces, the rate of coagulation and the criti-

, _. • • I

~al_o IaUVil, allu UU;;.- LJ allu £.\;;La • ' LV ~alll

information on the electrical properties of the particle surface.

- -u. -ana. Ul

According to the DL VO theory. colloidal particles coagulate whenever their kinetic
i... ~,... to the V Thill; thE' _.

.... .~........'

of colloidal particles may be accelerated in two ways: (a) by reducing the height of the
potential energy barrier; (b) by increasing the kinetic energy of the particles.

I. Coagulation by Simple Electrolytes

The reduction of the height of the potential energy barrier is usually accomplished hy
.. UI mar (a) IICUlI atrze me panicle cnarge or cause me lOSS or me

hydration layer; (b) compress the double layer; (c) cause the surfactant to desorb from
the particle surface. The substances used to coagulate latexes include electrolytes, which
reduce me micKness or me GOUDIe layer, sucn mat auracuon predormnates over repui
sion. The efficiency of coagulation is sensitive to the valence of the counterion: the
concentration of counterions required for coagulation decreases drastically with increasing
valence. In carnoxyt-contammg latexes, tne aOOUlOn or divalent metal Ions causes the
formation of insoluble nonionized metallic salts, with resultant collapse of the double
layer and coagulation of the latex; the addition of strong acids gives similar results owing
to the formation of the nonionized carboxyl groups. The addition of trivalent metal ions
results in the precipitation of fine metal hydroxide particles that compete with the latex
particles for their surfactant. Other substances that can cause coagulation are water-
miscible organic solvents (e.g., alcohols or acetone), which reduce the dielectric con
stant of the medium and dehydrate the stabilizing layer; and polymer-miscible organic
solvents (e.g .. benzene or carbon tetrachloride), which swell the latex particles, increase
the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, and soften the particles, so that collisions
may no longer be elastic. The addition of surfactants of opposite charge causes coagu
lation bv charse neutralization.
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a. Kinetics of Coagulation
The coagulation of colloidal particles proceeds by three different mechanisms: (a) Brown-. - .. . ~ .

(c) surface coagulation. von Smoluchowski [77] derived the following expression for
diffusion-controlled coagulation:

-dN = (ko )N,2
dt W 0

ko = 81tDR [ 13]

where -dN/dt is the rate of disappearance of N primary particles, No the initial number
of particles per unit volume, ko the rate constant for diffusion-controlled rapid coagu-

. .' ..

coefficient of a single particle, R the collision radius (often taken as 2a). and W the
stability ratio.

i . y i i.e ..
when only a fraction of the particle-particle collisions leads to coagulation) compared
with rapid coagulation. The stability ratio is related to the height of the maximum of
t e tota potentia energy curve 0 ig. Y

{ }

2
eJ.. V, dH

W = 2a exp --.L 010 (kT) (Ho + 2a) (14)

For VT = O. W = I. which is the condition for rapid coagulation. The rate constant k
for slow coagulation is thus given by

k = ko
W

( 15)

Thus. the value of W can be determined experimentally from the rate constants for rapid
and slow coagulation.

ferent electrolyte concentrations by turbidimetry or light-scattering measurements. The
data are usually given as the variation of log W with log electrolyte concentration Ce

e

plots:
I. The slope of the descending leg is proportional to (aylz2), which shows the

In contrast with the dependence on the square of the particle radius expected from theory.
the experimental stability of latexes was either independent of particle radius [79] or
ecrease wi increasing par ic e ra ius

2. The intersection of the two lines representing slow and rapid coagulation is taken
as the critical coagulation concentration (Ccq. By using an approximation of the DLVO
t eory, t e cnnca coagu anon concentrauon was oun to proportiona to (y A z ).
which relates it to the surface potential. Hamaker constant, and electrolyte valence. Thus.
the Hamaker constant can be obtained from the experimental determination of the critical
coagulation concentration. Also. the dependence of the critical coagulation concentra
tion on counterion valence can be determined experimentally and compared with the
theoretical prediction of the inverse sixth-power dependence; according to the
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Schultze-Hardy rule, the ratio of critical coagulation concentrations for monovalent,
urvarent, ana tnvaient coumerions snoum oe in me rado or I :U.UlO:U.Wlq.

Experimental determinations show that the critical coagulation concentration did
indeed follow the sixth-power dependence of the Schultze-Hardy rule for latex particles
ot rngn-surrace-cnarge density. t-or latex parucies ot row-surrace-cnarge density (e.g.,
cleaned latex particles), however, the dependence was on the second power of the coun-
terion valence, rather than the sixth-power [80]. This lower-power dependence has a
theoretical basis in the DLVO theory [66].

b. Coagulation by Hydrolyzable Cations
Multivalent cations often undergo hydrolysis and ohgomerization in aqueous solution to
give species of different net charge and adsorptive properties. The extent and nature of
the hydrolysis of the cation is strongly pll-dependent. If the hydrolysis increases the
charge of an ion, the coagulating power is increased; if the hydrolysis decreases the
charge, the coagulating power is decreased. Hydrolyzed species often exhibit strong
specific adsorption on latex particles; these species, in sufficient concentration, can even
reverse the sign of the charge on the latex particles and redisperse the flocculated par-
ticles. Matijevic et al. [81-83] studied this coagulation phenomenon extensively using
tri- and tetravalent nolvnuclear cations (e. z. A13+ La3+ Sc3+ Th 4 + or HF+).

c. Mechanical and Surface Coagulation
Some colloidal disoersions (e.g., latexes and iron oxide sols) that are stable indefinitelv
when left undisturbed coagulate rapidly when subjected to mechanical agitation or
sparging with gas bubbles. Heller et al. [84-88] postulated that this coagulation occurred
at the water-vapor interface and thev develooed a cuantitative theorv of surface coaau-
lation, assuming that the adsorption of primary particles at the water-vapor interface
follows a Langmuir adsorption isotherm and that the coagulation follows second-order
,.' Thp !Mpy ..

mnsr hI' hp!nw ~ ... , !pvp! fnr .r fn
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occur. Substances that adsorb preferentially at the water-vapor interface and. thus, re
duce the number of particles adsorbed there also render the latex immune to this type

---,_.:'.-- . .

stable in bulk became unstable at the water-vapor interface: (a) the dielectric constant
of the liquid at or near the surface is lower than that in the bulk solution; (b) the elec-. .

is redistributed between the surface and the bulk solution.

Both synthetic and natural water-soluble polymers are used as flocculants for electro
statically stabilized colloidal dispersions. These polymers flocculate stable colloidal dis-
persions in concentrations as low as 0.1-1.0 lb polymer per ton suspended solids; the
large floes settle rapidly and are easily filtered and washed; moreover, the supernatant
phase is clear. Examples of natural polymer flocculants include unmodified and modi-
fied gelatin. starches, proteins. and gums. Examples of synthetic polymer tlocculants
include (a) anionic polymers. such as partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide and poly
(st rene sulfonate); (b) cationic 01 mers, such as 01 amines, 01 (dimeth laminoeth I
methacrylate), and polyethyleneimine; (c) nonionic polymers. such as polyacrylamide.
me y ce u ose, po y viny a co 0 ,an po y e y ene oxi e ; amp 0 eric po ymers,
such as partially hydrolyzed poly(acrylamide-co-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) [89J.

Several mechanisms have been proposed that require the adsorption of the polymer
flocculant on the surface of the colloid particles.

Charge neutralization [91. 95J. Polymers of charge opposite in sign to the colloi
dal particles adsorb on their surface by electrostatic attraction and neutralize their charge.

. . .

lyte (ionic strength effect) and the loss of part of the electrical double layer by specific
interaction (surface charge density effect). Both effects decrease the electrostatic repulsion. .. .. ...

insensitive to the molecular weight of the polymer.

Polymer bridging. The polymer bridging mechanism [90.92-94.96.97,102-105J.
involves the adsorption of a single polymer molecule on more than one colloidal par
ticle to form polymer bridges and destabilize the dispersion (Fig. 4). One argument that
su orts this mechanism is that ne ativel char ed colloidal articles can be flocculated
with anionic polyeletrolytes. The efficiency of flocculation by bridging is enhanced when
(a) each polymer molecule has more than two adsorbable segments; (b) the polymer
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molecules are rigid, extended, and long enough to adsorb on more than two particles;
(c) the amount of polymer added is considerably less than the maximum amount that can
be adsorbed on the colloidal articles so that there is a reater chance that a sin Ie
adsorbed polymer molecule extends from one particle to another. Thus, flocculation by
bridging occurs most efficiently over a narrow range of low polymer concentrations in. . . .

a result, this type of flocculation is critically sensitive to the molecular weight of the
polymer.

polymer molecules adsorbed on different particles to cause flocculation (Fig. 5). The
efficiency of flocculation by this mechanism is enhanced when (a) the polymer molecules

.. .

surface coverage of the colloidal particles is so high that few adsorption sites are un
occupied.

b. Flocculation with Free Polymer Molecules
Several mechanisms have been proposed that do not require the adsorption of polymer
flocculant on the sur ace 0 the col oida partie es.

Polymer network. The polymer network theory [98,99] comprises the formation.. .

ticles and, thus weighted, subsides, leaving a clear supernatant layer. The polymer
molecules, whether randomly coiled or extended and rigid, are bound together by as-

tends throughout the solution. These associative bonds may be hydrogen bonds, interchain
cross-links by di- and trivalent metal ions, van der Waals bonds, or other types. This
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as more and more particles become attached. the mass increases to the point where the
network begins to subside. entrapping more particles and sweeping the aqueous phase
clear of unattached articles.

Depletion flocculation. The addition of a given concentration of polymer to a stable
colloidal dispersion often results in the flocculation of the dispersion [85.86]. This type.., . ..
o e 0 ecu es on e ur ace
of the colloidal particles. Instead. the flocculation is the result of the expulsion or deple
tion of the free polymer molecules from the interparticle region. which leads to an ef-
ecuve auracuon etween t e co 01 a partie es, causing t err occu anon, eigm an

Napper [108] coined the term depletion flocculation to describe this phenomenon and
developed a theoretical treatment of it [107] based on earlier work by Asakura and
Oosawa [109], who demonstrated that the average segment density of polymer molecules
near a particle surface is less than in the bulk solution. Others [110,111] showed that
sterically stabilized polystyrene latex particles were flocculated by the addition of poly-
(ethylene oxide) and also developed a theoretical treatment [112] that comprised the
construction of a three-component latex particle-solvent-polymer phase diagram and
anal zed the stabilit or instabilit behavior of the dis rsions in terms of the free en-
ergy of flocculation, which is equal to zero at the instability boundary line... .. . .

IJ Sl IX re 0

sterically stabilized particles and polymer molecules would show phase separation.
DeHek and Vrij [114] also showed that lyophilic silica particles dispersed in cyclohex-
ane were occu ate y a mon 0 po ystyrene; t e system separate into a ower Sl rca
rich layer and an upper layer of polystyrene solution in cyclohexane. More recently,
Sperry et al. [115] confirmed the depletion flocculation of acrylic copolymer and poly-
styrene latexes stabilized by hydroxyethyl cellulose.

Walz and Sharma [116] used a force balance approach to calculate the depletion
force between two changed spheres in a solution of charged spherical macromolecules
and found that the depletion effect can either enhance the stability of the colloidal dis
persion or induce flocculation.

These rinci les are a licable to the flocculation of latexes b water-soluble 01 -
mers, not only in the treatment of wastewater-containing latex particles. but also in the
use of polymers in the preparation. poststabilization, and formulation of latexes. Gen-

I x r I n nr w - I
bilized by higher concentrations; an example of the classic sensitization-stabilization
effects of protective colloids on colloidal sols. In latex preparation. the concentration of

conversion. so that flocculation is unlikely. In latex poststabilization, the first increments
of added water-soluble polymer are in low concentration relative to the latex polymers;

... .. ...

formulation, the water-soluble polymer may be added as one of the components of the
system (e.g., a pigment dispersion prepared using a water-soluble polymer dispersant. . . . ..

that flocculation is possible.

Theories have been developed for diffusion-controlled and agitation-induced coagulation.
The von Smoluchowski theory of diffusion-controlled coagulation [77] assumed that. in
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a stable colloidal sol comprising uniform-sized primary particles, each primary particle
acts as a center to which other particles diffuse and flocculate, and that all particle-

~, .,.I_.'·r._. .

portion of the particle-particle collisions result in flocculation and coagulation because
of the potential energy barrier between the particles. The theory for agitation-induced. . .

N particles per cubic centimeter with another particle j is

J = (4/3)N(~,)3 -
~ dz (16)

I)

difficult to test experimentally because the velocity gradient varies from one part of the
sample to another; however, the probability of agitation-induced coagulation can be

. . .. .

(17)

(18)

where 11 is the viscosity of the medium and k the Boltzmann constant.
For a colloidal sol of Oc l-um-particle size and a velocity gradient of IS-I, the ratio

JII is about 10- ; that is, initially, the agitation-induced coagulation is negl igible com
pared with the diffusion-controlled coagulation; however, as the coagulation proceeds
and the article a re ates row in size, JII increases; for exam le, at an avera e di-
ameter of about I urn, the contributions of diffusion-controlled and agitation-induced
coagulation are about the same, and JII is about I; at an average diameter of about 10

m the contribution of a itation-induced coa ulation is much reater than that of dif-
fusion-controlled coagulation and J/I is much greater than unity.

The foregoing estimated JII ratios show that, for an agitated industrial coagulation

mechanism shifts from diffusion-controlled coagulation to agitation-induced coagulation,
and the growth of aggregates by agitation-induced coagulation is autoaccelerating.

coagulation with diffusion-controlled coagulation, (e.g., Van de Ven and Mason [119]
Zeichner and Showalter [120,121] developed trajectory analyses for two-sphere mod-

E. Summary

The stability of colloidal sols against flocculation or coagulation usually results from
electrostatic or steric stabilization. The electrostatic stabilization is based on the pres
ence of char es on the surface of the colloidal articles. When two articles a roach
one another, the interaction of their electric double layers results in a positive change
in the free energy of interaction which, in turn, results in repulsion between the two

articles.
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The electrostatic stabilization has been described quantitatively by the DLVO theory.
The coagulation of electrostatically stabilized latexes results from the addition of sub
stances that destrov their stabilizing mechanism or increase their kinetic enerzv bv tem-
perature or agitation, which increases the probability of particle-particle interaction at
small separation distances.

III. STERle STABILIZATION OF LATEXES

1-\. III"

Steric stabilization refers to the prevention of flocculation of colloidal particles by the
of r1))1 Thp term was lI"Pl!. ~

to denote the stabilization by naturally derived molecules [123J. Steric stabilization may
be distinguished from protection by the absence of any electrostatic component in steric
,to ' '," ~ rt,).11 nl1t th<lt thp tprtY1 <!torir <l" ,,,pn in thi" h<l<!

rr: t: , .• &

a broad thermodynamic connotation, rather than the usual organic chemical meaning.
Steric stabilization may be combined with electrostatic stabilization (e.g., in the case

• • L' ..J • • .r. • ~

VI • uy t""J 'y'''''' QIJU '''' "UI .1'. '-',"'" ,,,,allY

stabilized colloidal dispersions are more stable to added electrolytes, mechanical shear,
and freezing-and-thawing than comparable electrostatically stabilized dispersions. Another
advantage of steric stabilization is that it functions well in both aqueous and nonaqueous
svstems.

Even though steric stabilization has been traced back to the oldest technology known
to mankind, that of ancient Egypt [125J, only recently has an understanding of the

hv which _L..J' • • .1 .• nartir-Ies heerr rl •
~. .

Steric stabilization is the subject of several excellent review articles [126-132 J and a
comprehensive monograph [133J, with a special section on the preparation of sterically

• • 1

B. AdsorptIon of Polymers on Latex Particles

The adsorption of polymers on colloidal particles is important in flocculation and sta
bilization. Naturally occurring polymers have long been used as surfactants. Synthetic
polymers have also been used as surfactants; these can be tailor-made for a specific
function (e.g .. homopolymers or random copolymers for flocculating agents and block
or graft copolymers for stabilizers). These tailor-made polymer surfactants include an
IOniC cationic nonionic and amphoteric tvpes, according to the functionality of the
stabilizing polymer molecule.

I. General Features of Polvmer Adsortnion

The general features of the solution properties of polymer surfactants and their adsorp
tion on colloidal particles are as follows:

1. The molar critical micelle concentrations of polymer surfactants are much lower
than those of conventional low molecular weight surfactants because of the high
molecular weight of the polvmer molecules.

2. The adsorption of polymer surfactants occurs only if the adsorption energy at
the interface is sufficient to compensate for the loss of entropy of the poly-
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mer molecules on leaving the bulk solution and adsorbing on the particle sur
face. Here, the adsorption of polymers is similar to that of conventional low
molecular wei ht surfactants. For the 01 mer molecules, however, the loss
of entropy (increase in free energy) is due to the restriction of the three-di
mensional random coil on the two-dimensional particle surface.

i f m r m I cules on an substrate is determined
by the polymer-solvent and solvent-surface interactions. A complicating fac
tor is the conformation of the adsorbed polymer molecule on the surface. The. . .

increases rapidly with increasing molecular weight and is a strong function of
the flexibility of the polymer molecule. These conformations largely determine

these, in turn. are needed to calculate the extent of adsorption.
4. The larger the polymer molecule, the greater is the number of possible ad-

5.

mer molecule is attached to the surface by a sequence of adsorbed segments
(trains), separated by sequences that extend into the solution (loops)... . . .

surface slowly, which accentuates the importance of the porosity of the adsor
bent.

polymer molecules remain in a metastable entangled conformation at the sur
face, rather than adopting the conformation of lowest energy.

2. Theoretical Considerations of Polymer Adsorption

Several theories have been developed to describe the adsorption and conformation of
polymer rno ecules on the co 01 a partie e sur ace I 5-1 ost 0 these theones
are based on the following assumptions: (a) the structure of a polymer molecule can be
represented by a flexible chain of segments; (b) all or some of these segments can ah-
sorb on the particle surface; (c) the particle surface is plain and structureless: (d) an
adsorbed polymer molecule consists of alternating trains of segments in contact with the
surface and loops of segments extending away from the surface. Some theories treated
the adsorption of isolated polymer molecules without consideration of interactions with
other adsorbed polymer molecules. Other theories made assumptions about excluded
volume effects 141, 01 mer-solvent interactions 142, and the distribution of surface
adsorption sites.

The main objectives of these theories was to predict the dependence of the concen-
r i n of 01 m r sor er ni r h i n fir n s in r ins

and the thickness of the adsorbed layer on polymer concentration, molecular weight.
structure, polymer-solvent interaction, temperature, and energy of adsorption. Thus, the

ecule and, hence, its chemical potential. Equating this potential to the chemical poten
tial of the polymer molecules in the bulk solution gives the adsorption isotherm.
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or an ISO ate a sor e po ymer mo ecu e. t eory pre icts t at (a) the ism unons
of train and loop sizes are broad; (b) low adsorption energies favor longer loops and
shorter trains; high energies, shorter loops and longer trains; (c) the number of segments
in contact with the surface increases with an increase in energy, sharply when the ad
sorption energy is low and much less rapidly when it is high; (d) the lengths of the loops
and trains are inde endent of the molecular wei ht: e reater flexibilit of the 01-
mer molecules favors shorter loops and trains.

For polymer adsorption at low surface coverage (neglecting adsorbed polymer-

the logarithm of the initial gradient of the adsorption isotherm is proportional to the
polymer molecular weight; (b) for a given differential free energy of adsorption between

polymer molecule below which no adsorption occurs; similarly, for a given degree of
flexibility, there is a critical differential free energy of adsorption (which is lower with
increasing exi i i y; c jus a ove e cri ica va ue 0 e ree energy 0 a sorp ion,
the fraction of segments adsorbed in trains increases rapidly before leveling off at higher
values of the free energy of adsorption; at these higher values of differential free en-
ergy, the average loop size is small and the average train length is large; (d) the nurn-. . .

flexibility and differential energy of adsorption.
For polymer adsorption at higher surface coverage (at which adsorbed polymer-
.. ..

po ym I erac I

solution concentrations and then levels off, although no horizontal plateau is reached and
the gradient remains positive; (b) the adsorption of segments in trains reaches a limit-
ing value and then slowly Increases with mcreasmg solution concentrauon because of
the increasing number of segments in loops; (c) the higher the polymer molecular weight,
the reater is the concentration of 01 mer adsorbed in the near- lateau re ion, owin
to the increased volume of the polymer in the loops; (d) at the 0 point (the point at which
the second virial coefficient of the polymer molecule in the solvent is zero), the size of
hIs in r ses with increasin 01 mer molecular w i ht. The mean s uare dist n e

of the segments from the surface <Z2 > is approximately proportional to the polymer
molecular weight. The better the solvent relative to a e solvent, or the more flexible the

~2

polymer adsorbed. For high molecular weight polymers adsorbed from better than 0 sol
vents, the isotherms resemble Langmuir isotherms. The limiting adsorption arises from

The segment density distribution of the adsorbed polymer molecules normal to the
interface is of special importance in the theory of steric stabilization. Hoeve [1401 cal-
cu a e is is ri u ion or an a sor e omopo ymer 0 oops an rains, using ran
dom-flight statistics, and showed that there was a discontinuity in the distribution at a
distance from the interface corresponding to the thickness of the trains, beyond which
the segment density fell exponentially with distance. Meier [143] developed an equation
for the segment density distribution of a polymer molecule with a single terminally
adsorbed tail. Hesselink [144,145] corrected Meier's theor and develo ed a theor for
the segment density distribution of homopolymers and random copolymers adsorbed with
single tails and loops.
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3. Experimental Techniques of Polymer Adsorption

The most important characteristic of polymer adsorption relative to stabilization and. .

are defined by (a) the adsorption density; (b) the fraction of segments in trains; (c) the
segment density distribution normal to the interface; (d) the thickness of the adsorbed. .
experimental techniques used in the determination of these parameters are described in
detail in two books [146,147] and outlined in a review article [132].

tion before and after adsorption. The fraction of segments in trains is determined by
shifts in the infrared adsorption spectra of adsorbed polymer molecules in bulk solution,
y aser aman spec roscopy, or y or nuc ear magne ic resonance spec roscopy.

The segment density distribution normal to the interface is determined by direct mea
surement of the interaction force between particles with adsorbed layer as a function of
distance of separatton. The thickness 0 the adsor ed polymer layer IS usually measured
by hydrodynamic techniques (e.g., viscosity, photon correlation spectroscopy, ultracen
trifugation, electrophoresis, and ellipsometry) that give the distance of the plane of shear
from the interface. The net interaction energy between the surface and the adsorbed

The effects of experimental parameters such as the polymer concentration, molecular
weight, solvency, and temperature, on the adsorption isotherms of polymers on latex

C. Preparation of Sterically Stabilized Latexes

The most effective steric stabilizers comprise two parts; (a) one that is insoluble in the
dispersion medium and anchors the stabilizer to the particle surface; (b) another that is. . . . . .

best stability are graft copolymers with insoluble backbones and soluble sidechains, or
block copolymers with soluble and insoluble blocks. These polymer molecules can be. . . . .

stabilizer can be displaced from the particle surface by the approach of another particle.
which may lead to flocculation. Unlike the physically anchored stabilizer, the chemi-

another particle; thus, it can impart better stability to the colloidal dispersion. The physi
cally anchored stabilizer can impart good stability, however, if the particle surface is

another particle.
The monograph by Barrett [133] describes the two general methods of preparation

o stenca y sta I rze a exes: a e generation 0 atex parauc es In t e presence 0

the steric stabilizer, which may be prepared beforehand or in situ; (b) the addition of
steric stabilizer to an already prepared latex as a poststabilizer.

D. Types and Origins of Steric Stabilization

lized dispersions is still uncertain; however, Napper [124,125,158] used the second law
of thermodynamics to identify these basic mechanisms of steric stabilization: (a) entropic
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~GR = M1R - T~SR (19)

where MI is the chan e in enthalpy, ~S the chan e in entro , and T is the tern era-
ture. At constant temperature and pressure, the change in the Gibbs free energy must
be negative for the close approach of the particles (i.e., flocculation) to be thermody
namicall feasible' conversel it must be ositive for the articles to be stable. Table
I gives the three different mechanisms of steric stabilization and the ways of obtaining
a positive ~GR for each of them [124].

I . Entropic Stabilization

Entropic stabilization arises when the change in entropy opposes flocculation and the

dispersed in n-heptane and stabilized with a chemically bound poly(methyl mcthacry
late)-poly(l2-hydroxystearic acid) graft copolymer [159]. To prepare the graft copoly-

. . . .

to form a macromonomer, which was then copolymerized with methyl methacrylate to
form a "comb" or feather-like polymer comprising a linear poly(methyl methacrylate)

. .. . '" .

the polyirnethyl methacrylate) latex particles nucleated in its presence. Moreover. heating
the system in the presence of a base catalyst covalently bound the comb polymer to the

. ..

[159].
Napper [124] attributed the repulsion between entropically stabilized latex particles

on c ose approac 0 a ecrease in e co igu iona en r py 0 e cain on in erpen
etration or compression coupled with a corresponding decrease in entropy of mixing of
the polymer segments with solvent. The solvency of the dispersion medium for the sta-

I izing cams IS an Important parameter m stenca y sta I ize atexes. ccor mg to
Fischer [161], then later, Ottewill [127,162], the solvent must be a better than 0 sol
vent for the stabilizing chains for the dispersion to be stable. In 0 solvents, the poly-
mer molecules behave as if they are noninteracting point molecules; consequently. ~GR
is zero and the dispersion is unstable.

Table 1 Three Types of Steric Stabilization

AHR ASR (tiHR)IT(tiSR) Stability type

Negative <I Entropic
osi ive n a pic

Negative § 1 Combined enthalpic-entropic

Source: Ref. 124.
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Table 2 Classification of Steric Stabilizers

Dis ersion medium

Stabilizer Type Example type Ref.

Poly(lauryl methacrylate) Nonaqueous n-Heptane Entropic 163
Poly(12-hyroxy stearic Nonaqueous n-Heptane Entropic 163

acid)
Polystyrene Nonaqueous Toluene Entropic 170
Polyisobutylene Nonaqueous n-Heptane Entropic 171
Poly(ethyiene oxide) Nonaqueous Methanol Entropic 166
Polyisobutyiene Nonaqueous 2-Methylbutene Enthaipic 169
oye yene OX) e queous g nt a pic

Poly(vinyl alcohol) Aqueous 2 M NaCI Enthatpic 158
Poly(methacryiic acid) Aqueous 0.02 M HCI Enthalpic 168

Polyacrylamide Aqueous 2.1 M(NH4h S0 4 Entropic 168
Poly(vinyl alcohol) Mixed Dioxane/water Combined 158

T/).SR term (i.e., by cooling the latex). Another method is to increase the /).HR term at
constant temperature, which can be achieved by adding a nonsolvent to the dispersion

. . . .
Y I S a uize WI po y m iy

methacrylate)-poly(l2-hydroxystearic acid) graft copolymer stabilizer can be flocculated
by addition of nonsolvent ethanol to the n-heptane medium.

2. Enthalpic Stabilization

Enthalpic stabilization arises when the change in enthalpy op oses flocculation and out-
weighs the product of the temperature and the change in entropy. When an enthalpically
stabilized dispersion is heated, T/).SR usually increases more than /).HR, and at the 0
tern erature, the two terms become e ual. Thus in contrast with entro icall stabilized
dispersions, enthalpically stabilized dispersions are characterized by their tendency to
flocculate on heating.

A til enth Iii bili r I i
persed in water and stabilized with a physically adsorbed poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(vinyl
acetate) or -poly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymer [164]. These block copolymers

. . . .. .

the poly(vinyl acetate) or poly(methyl methacrylate) blocks serving as anchors and the
poly(ethylene oxide) blocks servicing as stabilizing chains. Table 2 gives other examples

Napper [124] attributed the repulsion between enthalpically stabilized particles on
close approach to the release of hydrogen-bonded water molecules (water of hydration). ..

required to break the hydrogen bonds corresponding to the repulsive energy barrier for
stabilization. Thus, the more highly hydrated ions, such as Li+I, Mg+2, and Ca+ 2, should
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CS+I, poorer flocculants. Experimentally, the reverse was found [143], which suggests
that flocculation is not merely the result of dehydration of the poly(ethylene oxide). .

and the change in solvency with its addition, to make the dispersion medium a solvent
for the stabilizing chains.

3. Combined Enthalpic-Entropic Stabilization

Both the change of enthalpy and the change of entropy oppose flocculation if tiHR is
positive an R IS negative. ntis case, occu anon wou not occur, at east at prac
tical temperatures, because the e temperature would be negative. Examples of latexes
stabilized by combined enthalpic-enrropic stabilization are rare. Napper and Netschey
[158,166) described a few poly(vinyl acetate) latexes stabilized by this mechanism (see
Table 2).

E. General Considerations of Steric Stabilization

1. The general term sterie stabilization encompasses enthalpic, entropic, and com-

2. Enthal ic stabilization is more common for a ueous latexes and entro ic sta-
bilization is more common for nonaqueous latexes [172J; however, the prepa
ration of aqueuos entropically stabilized latexes [168J and nonaqueous enthal-

3. A given polymer may stabilize latex particles by different mechanisms in dif
ferent media (e.g., poly(ethylene oxide) is an enthalpic stabilizer in water and

4. Napper, along with Evans and Davison [158,164,167-169], found a strong
correlation between the critical flocculation point of sterically stabilized latexes

et at. [173J argued that this correlation was fortuitous and an artifact of the
method of determining the e point. In return, Napper [I60J argued that the. .. .

e point.
5. This correlation between the critical flocculation point and the e point is ob-

serve on y i e sur ace 0 e a ex par ic e is u y covere y s a I izer:
in dispersion media that are better than e solvents, flocculation occurs at less
than full surface coverage, perhaps because of lateral movement of the stabi-
izer. esorpnon 0 poor y anc ore sta I izer, or n gmg 0 t e paruc es y

the stabilizer chains.
6. If the stabilizer chain is anchored to the latex particle surface at too many

points (multipoint anchoring), the best stability is observed in media that are
poorer than e solvents (rather than e solvents) for the stabilizing chains: this
behavior was observed [174J at low pH for aqueous latex particles with car-
boxylic acid surface groups stabilized by poly(ethylene oxide); this phenom
enon, which is called "enhanced" steric stabilization [78], was explained by
Smitham and Na er (175) in terms of two different effects that contribute to
the stability in poorer than e solvents: (a) the "loopy" conformation of the
polymer that results in small segment densities in the outer regions of the sta-

ilizi I h n I
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ticles; (b) the changes in the thermodynamic parameters governing the
segment-solvent interactions.

pressure, or by the addition of a nonsolvent for the stabilizer molecules.
8. The (} point should be independent of the molecular weight of the stabilizer,

ecause it IS a measure 0 t e magrntu e 0 t e segment-so vent mteraction;
Evans and Napper [176] showed that a 1000-fold change in the molecular
weight of poly(ethylene oxide) scarcely altered the (} temperature or the criti-
cal flocculation temperature of poly(ethylene oxide)-stabilized latexes.

9. Napper [163,167] also showed that the critical flocculation point is essentially
independent of the latex particle size, the polymer composition, and the com-
position of the anchor polymer, which is insoluble in the dispersion medium.

The determination of the steric repulsion force as a function of the particle separation. ..

attraction forces. Certainly, the steric repulsion force is of shorter range than the elec-
trostanc an van er aa s orces; moreover, It increases rapt y wit ecreasmg IS-

tance of separation [177].
The total energy of interaction VT between two colloidal particles stabilized by both

electrostatic and steric repulsion is

VT = VR + VA + Vs (20)

where VR is the electrostatic repulsion energy, VA the van der Waals attraction energy.
and Vs the steric repulsion energy. Both VR and VA can be calculated according to the
D V r f r i ink in .oun h r n of h s r 01 -
mer layer on the surface of the particles. The main effect of this adsorption was a de
crease in the Stern potential and, hence, the electrostatic repulsion r128, 179]; its effect. ..

and Ottewill r128]; the increase in the thickness of the adsorbed layer results in a drastic
decrease in the attraction between the particles, and, hence, a considerable increase in

Napper [160] noted that the magnitude of the van der Waals attraction forces be
tween the latex particles stabilized by polymer molecules of molecular weight greater

an are neg igi y sma. onsequen y, e cone u e a e mec anism 0 oc-
culation of sterically stabilized latexes can be explained by the attraction between polymer
molecules in slightly poorer than e solvents, rather than the van der Waals attraction
forces between the particles, in the mechanism for electrostatically stabilized latexes.

Several theories have been proposed over the past 30 years to account quantitatively
for the steric stabilization term V. in Eq. (20), but no clear picture of the underl in
physical principles has yet emerged. A review of the state of the art can be found in
several publications [126-132,180]. All attempts to calculate the magnitude of Vs were
based on model-de endent statistical thermod namic theories. Most m dels inv lve
polymer molecules anchored (irreversibly attached) to the particles and projecting into,
and being dissolved by. the dispersion medium. Three different approaches were used
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I . The Entropy Theory Approach

The collision of two particles with adsorbed polymer layers is elastic in the same sense
that rubber IS elastic. ese e asuc co IS10ns resu t m t e oss 0 con igurational entropy
of the adsorbed polymer molecules, which is used to calculate the free-energy change,
assuming that the enthalpy effects are negligible. Mackor [181] and Mackor and van der
Waals [182] considered the simplest case of a rigid rod attached to a flat plate and ca
pable of free rotation about the point of attachment. Clayfield and Lumb [183-187]
allowed for the flexibilit of this attached rod b com uter simulation. Osmond et al.
[173] asserted that this was the best approach developed thus far, but Napper [160]
disagreed on the grounds that the Clayfield and Lumb approach lacked the physical. ..

o point. which was observed experimentally.

The solvency approach was first described by Fischer [161] and later applied to steric
stabilization calculations by Ottewill [127]. When two panicles with adsorbed polymer
layers undergo Brownian collision, the chemical potential of the solvent in the interac-

that in the external dispersion medium. The net result is that solvent in the external
dispersion medium diffuses into the interaction zone, thus forcing apart the polymer
cams a r

3. The Combined Entropy-Solvency Approach

All recent theories agreed that both the entropy and the solvency approaches should be
combined to account for the steric stabilization forces. Meier [188] combined the Mackor
and Cia field-Lumb entro a roaches with the Fischer solvenc a roach' he assumed
{hat repulsion is due to two phenomena: (a) {he loss in configurational entropy (the elastic
term which Hesselink et al. [189] referred to as the volume restriction effect): (b) the

segment density increases in the interaction zone (the mixing term, which Hesselink et
al. r189] referred to as the osmotic pressure effect). The elastic term was estimated from

mixing with solvent molecules of the randomly oriented polymer molecules. for which
the centers of gravity are fixed in space. Meier used an incorrect derivation of the seg-. . .

Hesselink et al. [189,191] corrected Meier's error and extended the calculation for
both tails and loops of the adsorbed polymer molecules to give the repulsive potential
energy R'

(21)

.1 M the tree

U,dl
I (22)
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where a is the intramolecular expansion parameter for the polymer in free solution (equal
to the ratio of perturbed to unperturbed end-to-end distances of the free polymer mol

1/2 .

mean-square end-to-end length of the polymer molecule; v the number of molecules per
unit surface area; d the distance between two plates; i the number of segments per tail; X

I.

the mixing function.
Hesselink et al. [189] tabulated numerical functions of VU.d) and MU,d)' Their cal-

texes depends on the molecular weight of the stabilizer molecules; (b) stability should
be observed in poorer than e solvents; (c) there should be no correlation between the. .

and Napper [176] on the grounds that the theoretical predictions were in disagreement
with their experimental results. Napper [165] and Evans and Napper [192] attributed this

ries are combined" (i.e., the osmotic term calculated by Hesselink et al. incorporated
the effect of the volume restriction term).

that Hesselink et al. and Evans and Na er actuall com ared different modes of floe-
eulation behavior: Evans and Napper were concerned with incipient phase separation
type flocculation; Hesselink et al. were concerned with predicting the conditions for weak

are still strong enough to cause coagulation. Later, Napper [160] agreed that his pre
vious explanation of the discrepancy between his experimental results and the predic-
· . .

et aJ. r173]; instead, he attributed the discrepancy to the use of the segment density dis
tribution function that extended to infinity, which in the theory of Hesselink et al. gave. . '" ..
viated any correlation between the e point and the critical flocculation point, and would
be strongly dependent on molecular weight, as predicted by the calculations of Hesselink

Both Napper [160] and Osmond et aI. [173] agreed that the main problem in the
calculation of the steric stabilization forces lies in the development of the model and the

zone between the two particles without artificial separation. Both had high hopes that
the newly developed theoretical calculations by Dolan and Edwards [193, 194J offered
· . . . . . .

Figure 6 shows the potential energy-distance curve for sterically stabilized particles,
assuming the potential energy curves are additive [195]. The net interaction at small
· . .. .

electrostatic repulsion with London-van der Waals attraction; with increasing distance,
this repulsion decreases, sharply at first. and then more slowly, to zero. The electro-. . .
lyte concentrations, the double layer is compressed to a minimum. If the addition of
electrolyte has no effect on the steric stabilization layer, the potential energy-distance

. .
I .

7 [195]. The net interaction at small distances is repulsion. which decreases sharply to
a shallow minimum of attraction.
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G. Flocculation of Sterically Stabilized Latexes

The flocculation of sterically stabilized latexes differs from that of electrostatically sta
bilized latexes in many respects: (a) Electrostatically stabilized latexes are sensitive to
etectrotytes: slericallY slaollizeo iatexes are not. ~U) r-or eleCtroStaricallY staoilizeo la
texes, the effectiveness of the counterions in flocculation increases with increasing va
lence, accor-ding to the Schulze-Hardy rule; for sterically stabilized latexes, counterions
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Fig. 7 Potential energy-distance of separation curve for steric stabilization of neutral particles.
(From Ref. 195.)
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of higher valence are usually less effective in flocculation. (c) Sterically stabilized la
texes often flocculate on cooling or heating; electrostatically stabilized latexes are gen
erall much less sensitive to tern erature, althou h the rna coa ulate on heatin .

According to Napper's classification of sterically stabilized latexes, flocculation may
be induced by (a) changing the temperature at constant pressure; (b) changing the pres-

. h em rature and ressure: d add-
ing nonsolvent (including salt) at constant temperature and pressure.

For well-anchored stabilizers that ful1y cover the particle and do not exhibit multi-. .

and the O point for the stabilizing chains in free solution.
Latex particles stabilized with high molecular weight polymers cannot approach each.. . .

greater than the thermal energy; therefore, these dispersion forces have a negligible effect
in inducing flocculation; instead, the flocculation is due to the attraction between the

There are two main mechanisms for the flocculation of colloidal sols by polymers:
(a) charge neutralization; that is, the loss of all or part of the electrical double layer by.. . . .

charge density effect) and the compression of the double layer by added electrolyte (ionic
strength effect); (b) polymer bridging; that is, the adsorption of one or more segments

. .. ..

lecular weight polymers; bridging occurs at low surface coverages because there is free
surface available for the adsorption of loops of polymer molecules adsorbed on other

Feigin and Napper [196] found experimentally that mixing sterically stabilized la
texes resulted either in heterosteric stabilization or heteroflocculation. Heterosteric sta-

i iza ion was 0 serve n mixing a exes s a i ize y incompa i e po ymers; e ero
flocculation, on mixing latexes stabilized by compatible polymers, especially those that
coprecipitate or coacervate. The importance of this finding lies in the possibility of
se ecuve occu anon 0 rmxe atexes.

Croucher and Hair [197] found that polyacrylonitrile latex particles stabilized by
poly(a-methyl styrene) in n-butyl chloride flocculated on both heating and cooling; the
upper and lower critical flocculation temperatures correlated with the e temperatures
associated with the lower and upper critical solution temperatures (LCST and VCST)
of poly(a-methyl styrene) in n-butyl chloride, respectively. They also suggested [198]
that this correlation indicated that the phenomenon that causes phase separation in poly
mer solutions also causes flocculation in nonaqueous sterically stabilized dispersions.
Croucher and Hair [198] anal zed the inci ient flocculation behavior of stericall sta-
bilized latexes in terms of the free volume theories of polymer solutions and were able
to predict both the temperature and pressure dependence of the incipient flocculation.

Chen 199 re ared cross-linked 01 st rene miniemulsion latexes usin azobis- 2-
methylbutyronitrile) initiator to avoid the surface sulfate end-groups resulting from the
use of persulfate-ion initiator; these latexes were used as seed latexes for the incorpo-
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Iyte was obtained with a tail-structured latex (critical flocculation concentration 80 mM
NaCI at room temperature; ca. 2000 mM at 60°C); a train-loop-train. structured latex
with 22 ethylene oxide units in the loop was slightly less stable (critical flocculation con-
centration 60 mM at room temperature; 3 mM at 60°C).

Sung and Piirma [200J used sulfate-capped alkyl polyoxyethylene emulsifiers with
an alk I chain len th of 12 or 15 and a 01 ox eth lene chain len th of 3 7 9 or 15
to prepare polystyrene latexes and found that the stabilization mechanism switched from
primarily electrostatic to steric between 9 and 15 ethylene oxide units.

. .

lized by low molecular weight ethylene oxide-propylene oxide block copolymers was
both electrostatic and steric, Ethylene oxide-propylene oxide triblock copolymers of the

to collapse the electric double layer; long chain lengths gave robustly stable latexes.
requiring the reduction in polymer solvency that occurs at high electrolyte concentra-

Li and Caldwell [203] determined the surface density and layer thickness of poly
(ethylene oxide) and ethylene oxide-propylene oxide triblock copolymers on different-

ation and hoton correlation s ectrosco
Adachi et al. [204] studied the flocculation of polystyrene latex with poly(ethylene

oxide) and developed a reproducible method of mixing by end-over-end rotation. The
. . ..

electrolyte; this enhancement. which was dependent on the time of incubation. was as
cribed to an increase in the collision radius of the particles. The estimated thickness of

. . ~... .

in bulk solution, rather than the equilibrium thickness of the adsorbed layer. The for
mation of poly(ethylene oxide) clusters influenced the rate of flocculation. The abrupt

. . . . .

port of polymer toward the particle surface.
Tarnai et al. [205] studied the flocculation of polystyrene and poly(styrene-co-

trolyte concentration and pH. No flocculation of the human serum albumin-coated la
texes was observed with NaCl; with MgCl2 and CaCI2, the latexes flocculated at
concen ra ions grea er an ; ri ing y iva e ca ions was sugges e as e
mechanism. The better stability of the human serum albumin-coaled poly(styrene-co
acrylamide) latexes to the three cations was ascribed to steric stabilization; these latexes

occu ate at p s e ow t e tsoe ectnc pomt,
Nonaqueous systems were also studied. Dawkins and Shakir [206) studied non

aqueous dispersions of poly(vinyl acetate) in n-alkanes stabilized with diblock
polytstyrene-o-ethylene oxide-propylene oxide): the stability m a n-heptane-propanol
mixture was determined as a function of temperature by viscosity measurements; the
thickness of the adsorbed layer at 25, 35, and 45°C was greater than the dimensions
of the free copolymer chains in solution. Shin et al. [207] studed the stability of mag
netite dispersions in kerosene containing Tween and Span emulsifiers; the Tween acted
as a primary stabilizer to provide the anchor group and the Span, as a secondary stabi-
fizer that adsorbed on the surface of the magnetite particles.

Systems other than latexes were also studied. Rogan et al. [208.209] studied the
stabilit of calcite dis ersions with 0-28 m 01 acr lie acid er ram of calcite. b
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ViSCOSity, electrop oretic mo I tty, an IOniC concentration. e sta I uy at ow eve s
« 2 mg/g) was explained by the DLVO theory and ascribed to electric double-layer
repulsion; at higher levels (2-6 mg/g), the stability was ascribed to electrosteric repul-
sion and, at still higher levels (> 6 mg/g), to steric stabilization. Biggs and Healy [210]
studied the adsorption of poly(acrylic acid) on zirconia particles, by atomic force mi
crosco ,as a function of H; the size of the adsorbed 01 electrol te increased with
increasing pH; the segment-surface affinity decreased and segment-segment repulsion
increased; the data at low pH was used to estimate the size of the uncharged collapsed

01 mer coil at the interface. Giersi and Mulvane 211 found that the e uilibrium
distance between gold particles in a two-dimensional lattice was the same as the dimen
sions of adsorbed steric stabilizers, which suggested steric, rather than electrostatic re-

Gallego et aI. [212] studied, theoretically, a one-component sterically stabilized
colloidal dispersion using the Scheutjen-Fleer lattice model for interaction of two sur-. .

the short-range steric repulsion and, thereby, the polymer layer thickness. Zhulina and
Borisov [213] studied, theoretically, the steric stabilization of dispersions by uncharged. .. . . .. .

H. Summary

atexes are sta I tze agamst coagu anon or occu anon y e ectrostanc or stene sta
bilization. Electrostatic stabilization arises from the presence of charges on the latex
particle surface; steric stabilization, from the presence of physically adsorbed or chemi-
cally bound nonionic polymer molecules.

The basic mechanism of steric stabilization is not well understood, and a complete
quantitative theory has not yet been developed; however, when two particles approach
each other, the interaction of the adsorbed polymer layers leads to a positive change in
the free energy of the two interacting particles and, thus, the repulsion between them.
Stericall stabilized latexes rna be flocculated b chan in the tern erature or ressure,
adding nonsolvent, or adding a low concentration of a second polymer.

A. Introduction

o comp y Wit govemmenta restncnons on t e emission 0 so vents to t e atmosp ere,
the coatings industry has developed replacements for organic solvent-based coatings to
decrease or eliminate solvent emissions, including water-based coatings, high-solids
coatings, powder coatings, electrodeposition coatings, and radiation-cured coatings.
Presently, water-based coatings are among the most promising candidate systems for
functionality, effectiveness, convenience, and economics.

Water-based polymers used in the formulation of coatings can be divided into three
categories, according to the state of subdivision of the polymer: (a) latexes (i.e., col
loidal dis ersions of 01 mer articles characterized b low viscosities, which are in-
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epen en 0 e mo ecu ar weig 0 e po ymer ; po ymer so u ions Le., rno ecu ar
dispersions of polymer molecules characterized by high viscosities, which increase
strongly with increasing polymer molecular weight and concentration; (c) water-solubi-
rze po ymers i.e., rspersions mterme late III size etween t e co 01 a particles 0

the latexes and the polymer molecules of the solutions, and characterized by interme
diate properties).

Latexes that are used in water-based coatings can be divided into three categories
[215], according to their origin and method of preparation: (a) natural latexes, which
are the metabolic products of various plants and trees; (b) synthetic latexes, which are
prepared by emulsion polymerization of their corresponding monomers; (c) artificial
latexes, which are prepared by dispersion of the bulk polymer in an aqueous medium.

Until recentl the artificial latexes were the least im ortant of the three cate ories
and were typified by aqueous dispersions of reclaimed rubber, butyl rubber, and stereo
regular rubbers, such as cis-l ,4-polyisoprene. Since emulsion polymerization is limited

. .

polymerization, latexes of polymers that cannot be prepared by this method can be pre
pared only by dispersion of bulk polymer in an aqueous medium (e.g .. by ernulsifica-. . ... .

latexes (or pseudolatexes) of interest to the pharmaceutical industry by direct ernulsifi-
cation in water.

B. Pre aration of Oil-in-Water Emulsions

I . Principles of Emulsification

The emulsification of an oil in water is the result of two competing processes: the dis-
persion of the bulk oil phase into droplets and the coalescence of the droplets to form
the bulk phase. Coalescence is favored over dispersion from the point of view of the
free ener . Thus, the coalescence of dro lets must be revented or dela ed if the dis-
persion of droplets is to be stable. The efficiency of this complex dynamic emulsifica
tion is determined by the relative efficiencies of formation and stabilization of droplets,
which are determined b a the intensit and duration of a itation: b the t e and
concentration of surfactants: (c) the mode of addition of the surfactant, and the oil and
water phases; (d) the density ratio of the two phases; (e) the temperature. Much work

emulsions [216-221].
The droplet size decreases with increasing intensity of agitation. Many different types

• •• • • •• I

Also used are ultrasonifiers, which convert electrical energy to high-frequency mechani
cal energy. and electric dispersers, in which the oil streaming through a capillary is. . .

in an immiscible medium [204]. One interesting feature of electric dispersion is the
uniformity of the emulsion droplet size [222,223].

ing to the decrease in the oil-water interfacial tension, to a low plateau value. There
are several guidelines to the choice of the surfactant [215]: (a) It must have a specific

water phase so that it is readily available for adsorption on the oil droplet surface; (c)
it must adsorb quickly on the droplet surface with the polar end of the molecule ori-
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ented toward the water phase and the nonpolar end toward the oil phase; (d) it must
adsorb strongly and not be easily displaced when two droplets collide; (e) it must re-.. .

trokinetic potential to the emulsion droplets; (g) it must work in small concentrations;
(h) it should be relatively inexpensive, nontoxic, and safe to handle. A wide variety of. .

Selection of a surfactant from the many available is not an easy task, however.
Selection by trial and error is costly and impractical. One empirical selection system. ..

is the hydrophile-lipophile balance of the surfactant. Most of the common anionic and
nonionic surfactants have HLB values in the range of 1-20; an HLB value of 1 indi-
ca es oi so u i i y; an va , m s e ubi i y. sy
is essentially a means of selecting surfactants with the proper solubility.

The temperature has only an indirect effect on emulsification that is attributed to
Its e ect on VISCOSIty, sur actant a sorpnon, an mter acia tension. n Increase III t e
density difference between the oil and water phases results in a decrease in droplet size
owing to the different velocities imparted to the two phases during emulsification.

The emulsification of an oil in water by mechanical shear usually gives average drop
let sizes in the range of 2-5 urn, and, at best, as small as 111m. The emulsions have
roa is ri u ions 0 rop e sizes, so a an emu sian wi an average rop e size 0

1 urn contains some droplets as small as 0.5 urn and some as large as 5 11m. In con
trast, most coatings latexes have average particle sizes in the range 100-300 nrn, about
ive- to ten a sma er t an droplets prepared by ernulsi ication.

This five- to tenfold difference in particle size between latexes prepared by emul
sion polymerization (100-300 nm) and the smallest droplet sizes that can be prepared
by emulsification (1000 nm) is critical because it encompasses the critical particle size
for settling or creaming of most polymer latexes; for example. a monodisperse polysty
rene (density 1.050 g/ml) latex of Boo-nm diameter sedimented after standing within 1-3
months, whereas similar latexes of 200- to 500-nm diameter never settled [225]. Thus,
the first requirement for an artificial or pseudolatex to be used for coatings is that it must
be shelf-stable i.e., the articles must not sediment or cream within a iven time.

The critical size for settling may be calculated from the criterion of Overbeek [226].
which states that colloidal particles that settle at a rate of only I mm in 24 h, accord
in to tokes' law will never settl in ractic bee use the Brownian motion of the
particles and the chance thermal convection currents arising from small temperature
gradients in the sample offset the settling. The Brownian motion, which results from the

tensity with decreasing particle size. The convection currents depend on the sample size
and the storage conditions.

Rate of settling or creaming = - d )g 23

where D is the particle diameter, 11 the viscosity of the medium, dp•an~ drn the densi-
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Substituting the foregoing sedimentation rate of I mm in 24 h [226] into Eq. (23) gives
values of the critical particle size for settling. Figure 8 shows the variation of log-critical

wi - nsi i f ren e tw n h rticl s n i
tion of viscosity of the medium calculated from this equation.

For polystyrene latex particles in water, the density difference is 0.05 g/rnl. and the. .
ameter for settling is 650 nm. This calculated size is in good agreement with the fore
going experimental observations [225] that monodisperse polystyrene latex particles of. ..

smaller never settled.
Since most of the polymers to be emulsified to form artificial or pseudolatexes have. .. .
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Fig. 8 Variation of log critical size for settling with log density difference as a function of
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at 30-dynes/cm surface tension [229]. This maximum shear modulus decreases inversely
with increasing particle size (i.e., the maximum shear moduli for coalescence for par-. . . .

larger the latex particle size, the softer must be the polymer for the particles to coalesce
after drying. If the shear modulus of the polymer is too high for the latex particle size,

C. Latexes Prepared by Conventional Emulsification

1. Conventional Methods of Preparing Artificial Latexes

Polymers, such as polyurethanes, epoxy resins, polyesters, polypropylene, ethylcellulose,
. .. . . ..
I -I I I ,VI Y-a I I

emulsion polymerization. An alternative method for the preparation of latexes of these
polymers is the emulsification of polymer (or a solution of the polymer) in water by
USIng convenuona sur actants an emu Sl icanon met 0 s. e emu Sl icanon met 0 s
for the preparation of latexes from polymer solutions have been reviewed by Warson
[230] and Blackley [215], who described three different methods for the preparation of
artificial latexes by emulsification.

I. Direct emulsification [231-234]. The liquid polymer or polymer solution in a
volatile water-immiscible organic solvent (or mixture of solvents) is emulsi
fied in water that contains surfactant b usin conventional emulsification
methods, and the emulsion is steam-distilled to remove the solvent (if used).

2. Inverse emulsification [235-238]. The liquid polymer or polymer solution in
a volatile water-immiscible or anic solvent or mixture of solvents is com-
pounded with a long-chain fatty acid (e.g., oleic acid) using conventional rub
ber-mixing equipment and mixed slowly with a dilute aqueous base, to give. ...

sion as more aqueous base is added; the emulsion is then steam-distilled to re
move the solvent (if used).

by the introduction of basic (e.g., amino) or acidic (e.g., carboxyl) groups in
such concentration and location that the polymer undergoes self-emulsification

With all three methods, the emulsification may be carried out at elevated temperatures
to lower the viscosity of the polymer or polymer solution.

The latexes prepared by direct or inverse emulsification have average particle sizes
in the range 1-10 urn, with a small-particle-sized tail extending to about 0.5 um. These
sizes are about five- to tenfold lar er than the 100- to 300-nm-avera e article size of
commercial coating latexes prepared by emulsion polymerization. This five- to tenfold
difference in particle size is responsible for the inferior film properties and poor shelf. .

those prepared by emulsion polymerization. Consequently, a substantial decrease in the
average particle size of latexes prepared by direct or inverse emulsification would be. . . .

The average particle size of polymer emulsions prepared by direct or inverse emul
sification of polymer solutions would be reduced by removal of the solvent. However.
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the critical size for settling; for example, a polymer emulsion of 10:90 polymer/solvent
ratio and average particle size I urn would have an average diameter of 460 nm after. . .

dilution of the polymer solution would be impractical; even the 10:90 polymer/solvent
ratio places a heavy burden on the economics of the process... ..

than the other two methods and fully competitive with those produced by emulsion
polymerization; however, the hydrophilic functional groups of the polymer make the

. . .

groups is critical: with too Iowa concentration or improper location of the functional
groups, the polymer is not self-emulsifiable; with too high a concentration, the polymer
orms a po ymer so unon on emu si icanon-neu ra izanon. us, at oug se -emu si-

fication gives average particle sizes that are competitive with those produced by emul
sion polymerization, its applications are limited by the water sensitivity of the films.

B. Emulsification Using Mixed Emulsifer Systems

smaller than about I urn using practical concentrations of anionic surfactants, such as
sodium lauryl sulfate. However, it was recently shown [242-248] that fluid, opaque,

. ..

let size were prepared by simple stirring, by using 0.5-2 % of the sodium lauryl sulfate-
cetyl alcohol mixed emulsifier system. Similar cationic styrene emulsions were prepared. .. .

and similar anionic and cationic styrene emulsions were prepared using sodium lauryl
sulfate- or hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide-n-decane mixed emulsifier systems

ese emu sions were ca e miniemu sions 0 is inguis em 'rom micro-
emulsions, which are viscous, translucent, thermodynamically stable emulsions of 8- to
80-nm-average droplet size prepared using 15-25 % anionic emulsifier-alcohol mixtures

,an t e convenuona emu sions or macroemu sions, w IC are UI, opaque
thermodynamically unstable emulsions of 1- to lO-um-average droplet size, prepared
with 0.5-2 % of surfactants such as sodium lauryl sulfate.

Thus, miniernulsions differ from both microemulsions and macroernulsions, Out
wardly, the miniemulsions resemble macroemulsions; they are fluid and opaque, and are
prepared by using low concentrations of emulsifier; however, their average droplet sizes
are only slightly larger than those of microemulsions (and are well below the critical size
for settling or creaming) and their shelf-lives are correspondingly longer. Micro
emulsions, which consist of oil solubilized in micellar emulsifier solutions, are stable
in the thermodynamic sense; miniemulsions and macroemulsions are not. The mixed
emulsifier systems are also different: those of the microemulsions use anionic or cationic
emulsifiers in mixture with alcohols such as entanol hexanol or he tanol: those of
the miniemulsions use anionic or cationic emulsifiers in mixture with higher alcohols,
such as lauryl alcohol or cetyl alcohol. Moreover, the order of addition of the ingredi-
n i . f nt: h r i n of ini lin ir s . I r r of . . i n

of the ingredients; the order of addition is immaterial in the preparation of micro
emulsions. Thus, these miniemulsions represent a new and important technology that can. .
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Several mechanisms have been proposed for the emulsification and stabilization of
oil-in-water microemulsions with mixed emulsifier systems [249-255]. For the micro-

. .... .

phase and then emulsify this solution in the aqueous emulsifier solution. For the mini
emulsion, however, the required method of preparation is to disperse the cetyl alcohol. . ...

the emulsifier-fatty alcohol complex, then emulsify the styrene in this solution by stir
ring for 30 min, to give a stable emulsion of 100- to 2oo-nm-average droplet size [242].

i ion 0 y a c 0 u ion in s e gives e s me -um or grea er
average droplet size obtained with sodium lauryl sulfate alone.

Mixed emulsifier systems, comprising a conventional surfactant and a cosurfactant, were
used in the preparation of a wide variety of polymer latexes [256-260]. The 01 mer
was dissolved in a solvent (or mixture of solvents) to lower its viscosity to a level suit
able for emulsification. Two general emulsification procedures were used, according to
whether the cosurfactant was added to the a ueous hase or to the oil hase.

1. Addition 0 cosu actant to the a ueous hase: Table 3 ives a tical reci e
used in this process. The emulsifier solution was prepared by stirring the
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide-cetyl alcohol mixture in the water for
30-90 min at 60 0

• the E on I I lin' >c', ,....h•• t,,'

ketone mixture was then added, and the mixture was stirred for another 30
min, to give a crude emulsion of 1- to 50-).lm-droplet size; this crude emul-
. w . . '"

ultrasonified to an average droplet size of 100-200 nrn: the solvent was then
removed by vacuum steam distillation.

in this process. The n-decane was dissolved in the poly(vinyl butyral) solu
tion in a toluene/n-butanol/ethanol mixture at room temperature, and the so-

• " 0 •

was then prepared by stirring the poly(vinyl butyral) solution containing the
n-decane into the water phase containing the sodium lauryl sulfate for 30 min,. .. .

vacuum to remove the solvent.

The particle size distributions of the latexes prepared according to the recipes of
Tables 3 and 4 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Table 5 gives the particle

Ingredient Parts

50:50 toluene/methyl isobutyl ketone mixture
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide

93.75
0.78

Water 300.0

KEpichlorhydrin/bisphenol A epoxy prepolymer; MW 900; Shell Chemical Co.
Source: Ref. 256.
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Table 4 Recipe for Emulsification of Poly(vinyl butyral)

Ingredient Parts

Vanderhoff

Butvar B-793

75:20:5 toluene/a-butanol/ethanol mixture
~ ,. 'r_

'QUi Y "U"QL~

n-Decane
Water

'Poly(vinyl butryal); MW 3.8-4.5 x 104
; Monsanto Co.

Source: Ref. 256.

v.vv

1.00
300.0

sizes of other latexes prepared by direct emulsification by the mixed emulsitier systems.
It is clear that these mixed emulsifier systems gave average particle sizes of 100-200
nm, similar to those of latexes prepared by emulsion polymerization. This mini
emulsification procedure can be applied to any fluid polymer or polymer solution in a
water-immiscible solvent of viscosity 104 cps or less and free from gels [256]. Examples
of such polymers include polystyrene, poly(vinyl acetate), epoxy resins, epoxy resin-

" .., . .. ,
,,",UlIllg <lg~lllll, ....UIJ. , tJl"ll. <lII\YU 1~1l1l1~. lUlll1l

derivatives. synthetic natural rubbers, poly(vinyl butyral), and silicones. Fully cured and
air-drying polyurethane latexes can also be prepared by miniemulsification [257.258.
~OU,~OlJ·

The factors that determine the particle size of latexes produced by miniemulsification
are (a) the ratio of fatty alcohol to surfactant in the mixed emulsifier; (b) the total con-
centration ot mixed emulsifier: (c) the cham length ot the tatty alcohol; (d) the VISCOS

ity of the polymer solution; (e) the type of solvent or mixture of solvents.

r>;
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Fig.9 Particle size distribution of Epon 1001 pseudolatex prepared according to Table 3. (From
~ . -~
rvc r . .t.JU.)
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Fig. 10 Particle size distribution of poly(vinyl butyral) pseudolatex prepared according to Table
4. (From Ref. 256.)

The same polymer can be used to produce both anionic and cationic latexes, pro-
vided that the polymer molecules do not contain charged groups. For polymer molecules.. ~ .- • 1, .e I . .t.

~ "'U"'lS"''"' v. lS"v,",p"', v ...) v ..", ')1'''' V. ' ..."',.. .........'" o.....'" .."'.

charge can be prepared by emulsification.
The variation of pseudolatex particle size with emulsification method has been de-r_,_. ~ . , . . ~ -, ~ ~ . .

LL."IIlIlIL.U L""U""J. J aurc U glvt::s LIlt: . UI (ill LU~L.:Yl OIU , (iIJU

Table 7 gives the particle size as a function of ultrasonification time (Bronson Sonic
Power Co. Model W-350; power level 7; 50% duty cycle; assisted by magnetic stirring
oar). Joe parttcte sizes were measurec oy pnoton correlarion spectroscopy u~icomp

Particle Size Analyzer).

Table 5 Latexes Prepared by Direct Emulsification (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate Emulsifier)

~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~

• ~'J'''~' '--Vi>UI ,a-.,all' U'n U'w U'w'U'n U'min U'max

Epon 1001 n-Decane 122 273 2.24 46 487
Ethvlcellulose Cetvl alcohol 180 696 3.88 6 912
Ethylcellulose n-Decane 135 445 3.29 5 709
Polystyrene Cetyl alcohol 115 223 1.94 5 326

(MW 3.5 x 104)

Polystyrene n-Decane 83 421 5.09 3 653
(MW 3.5 x 104)

Polystyrene Cetyl alcohol 165 460 2.78 31 718
tM W L.U X IU~)

Poly(vinyl butyral) n-Decane 110 241 2.19 19 386

Source: Ref. 256~
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Table 6 Recipe for Emulsification of
Ebecryl 810

Ebecryl 810a
Water

24.0
36.0

Sodium lauryl sulfate
Hexadecane
Water

20 mmol"
60 mmol"
75.0

aEbercryl 810 polyester prepolymer with acrylate func
tionality plus monomer; vise. 550 cps 25°C; Radcure.
"Based on water.

speeds up to 16,000 rpm. Table 8 shows that the particle size decreased to a minimum
with shearing time at 16,000 rpm and then increased. The emulsion sample was im-

bilize the emulsion.
This sample was also emulsified using the Microfluidics Model MP II O-A (Micro

fluidics Corp.). The 425-ml samples were ultrasonified for 2 min, then charged to the
inlet valve at 80 psi and pumped to the high-pressure interaction chamber at 6000-8000
psi; here, the emulsion was split into two streams, which impinged on the orifice "plate"
to break up the dispersed phase by shear and collision forces; the two streams were then
brou ht to ether and forced throu h a small orifice at hi h velocit 30000 cm/s . This
produced a combination of shear, cavitation, and collision forces, resulting in the breakup
of the droplets to a submicroscopic size. The reaction chamber was wrapped in an ice. . .

viscosity of the sample increased with each pass, indicating that the particle size had
decreased; the final particle size was about 60 nm.

. .

Corp.), which uses a mechanism similar to the Microfluidics instrument, can be run
continuously at a rate of about 1 Llmin. Table 9 gives the recipe for the emulsification

ton-Gaulin Submicron Disperser. The heat generated by this homogenization made
chilling with ice water necessary. Each batch of emulsion was ultrasonified in 600-ml
.. . .

l800 psi for the first pass and 7500 psi for the second pass.

Table 7 Pseudolatex Particle Size and Ultrasonification Time

Ultrasonification time (min) Particle size (nm)

1
2

260
241
24

4 214
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Table 8 Particle Size and Shearing Time in the
Omni-Mixer

~nearing rime \min) Particle Stze (nm)

5.0 420
100 390
20.0 325
30.0 290
40.0 370
50.0 352
60.0 395

Table 11 summarizes the particle sizes of the polyketone resins prepared by emul-
sifications in different mixers (exception: the Omni-Mixer used Ebecryl 3700-25R, a low
molecular weight epoxide prepolymer with vinyl functionality: Radcure). The Man-
ton-Gaulin Submicron Disnerser and the Micrfluidizer gave the smallest particle sizes,
which were both well below the critical size for settling.

E. Formation and Stabilization of Miniemulsions
r.' • and T"' • r2-;11 • two .,.,.

noints of view on the ,..
and stabilization of emulsions using mixed emulsifier systems. The first point of view
was based on the interfacial aspects, according to which the role of the long-chain al-
,..nhnl n/"., tn In' IPr thp . . .. thp nil "nrl u/"tpr • Thi., Inn._

A

ering of the interfacial tension was attributed to the formation of a fluid bimolecular in-
terfacial film of the emuslifier and long-chain alcohol between the oil and the water. . r.1. ••t, ,.,.. . "~ .t. ... " _t.
&

• LI1'~ "1111 '-11~UI, ,-U Ll''- u~'- VI Ll''-
~"'c , LV U'~P'-' ~'- Ll''- VJl p"a~,-

to fine droplets [263-265]. The stability of the emulsion was attributed to the forma-
tion at the oil-water interface of a complex, that prevented the oil droplets from coa-
, .,..", ,.." ..., ... r- .,

c> L~uu,~UIJ.' c> IV 111/'" V II;W. rue c IVI <11 1111; VII" W <111;1 111-

terface resulted in either an increase in the strength of the interfacial film against rupture
during collisions of the droplet. or a decrease in the movement of the surfactant away

~ ..
II VIII uic JJVIIIl:> VI lilt:: ~ VII . ' UVlIl VI WIIIl:1I CII-

hance the stability [268,269].

Table 9 Recipe for Miniemulsification of Polyketone Resin

. . nr Parre

Polyketone resina 40.0
I: 1 Toluene-methyl isobutyl ketone mixture 60.0
water ou.u
Sodium lauryl sulfate 20 rnrnol"
Cetyl alcohol 80 rnrnol"

aPolyketone resin (Lawter International)
bBased on water
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Table 10 Particle Size of Polyketone Resin
Pseudolatexes (Manton-Gaulin)

Vanderhoff

2
4
6

206
170
139

These views on the role of the complex formation in the stabilization of micro
emulsions were criticized [270], and it was declared that the complex formation has "no. ..

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic investigation [271]. which showed that the
specific interaction between the surfactant and fatty alcohol molecules was weak at a low

.. ....
O. IS

weak interaction between the surfactant and the fatty alcohol molecules was used as an
argument against the strength of the interfacial layer and its role in the stabilization of
t e emu sron.

microscopy and electron diffraction. to form a crystalline complex with cetyl alcohol that
was not formed by either component alone [272.273]. The formation of this complex

trimethylammonium bromide/cetyl alcohol molar ratio. The stability of the emulsions was
also highest for the same molar ratio of the two components. These results suggest that

. . .

bromide-cetyl alcohol complex; however. more work is required to confirm this mecha
nism.

the association of surfactant. cosurfactant, and water caused the solubilization of rela
tively large volumes of the oil phase. which could be predicted from phase diagrams

e sta I tty 0 e emu sion was a tn u e to e presence ate 01 -water
interface of liquid crystals. with ordered arrays of ionic surfactant. fatty alcohol, and
water molecules [255.278.279]. The presence of these liquid crystals at the oil-water
Inter ace re uce t evan er aa s energy avat a e or coa escence 0 t e 01 rap-
lets. thereby enhancing the stability of the emulsion [280].

The use of the mixed emulsifier system reduced the oil-water interfacial tension to
a very low value, which gave emulsions of fine droplet size after mechanical shear.

Table 11 Particle Size of Polyketone Resin Pseudolatexes
(Different Mixers)

Ultrasonification (2 min)
Omni-Mixer (10 min)
Manton-Gaulin (6 passes)
Micro-Fluidizer (5 passes)

506
393
139
60
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However, these emulsions are unstable in the thermodynamic sense, and the fine droplets
can recombine into the bulk oil phase by either collision of the droplets and rupture of

. . .. .

through the aqueous phase from the smaller droplets to the larger droplets [281]. Ob
viously, in the present miniemulsification system, which gave stable emulsions of 100-. . .
o r I I

emulsion droplets against degradation by collision or diffusion or both.
This excellent stability was attributed [282] to the elimination of emulsion coales-

cence y I sion; t e incorporanon m t e 01 p ase 0 a cosur actant e.g., eery a
cohol or n-decane) of such low water solubility that it could not diffuse from the smaller
droplets through the water phase to the larger droplets. This concept was based on earlier
work [281] on the degradation by diffusion of fine oil-water emulsion droplets; the
solubility of the oil droplets in water increased with decreasing droplet size; however,
the addition of low concentrations « 1%) of a noninteracting low molecular weight
compound, with much lower solubility in water than the oil phase, enhanced the sta
bility of the system undergoing molecular diffusion. In this case, the rate of degrada
tion of the emulsion was overned b the diffusion rate of the less-soluble com ound.
The changes in the emulsion system occurred only as fast as the changes in distribu-
ion 0 e s owes ising componen . e egra a ion ra e 0 an oi -wa er emu sion

was retarded by a factor given by the ratio of the partition coefficient of the less wa
ter-soluble component to the partition coefficient of the more water-soluble component

e ig er t e rauo 0 t e parnnon coe icients, t e more e icient was t e ess
soluble component in stabilizing the oil-water emulsion.

F. Preparation of Latexes by Emulsion Polymerization

The annual production of artificial or pseudolatexes is small compared with that of la-. .

scribe emulsion polymerization in detail, but to give a brief description of it for refer
ence [see Ref. 284 for a more complete description].

is a major industry: polybutadiene, polytbutadiene-co-styrene), poly(butadiene-co-acry
lonitrile), and polychloroprene for synthetic rubber; poly(styrene-co-butadiene) for paints.
p c a i gs, carpe ac ing, an nonwoven a rrcs: po y viny ace a e an viny
acetate copolymers for adhesives and paints; acrylate and methacrylate ester copolymers
for paints and nonwoven fabrics; poly(vinyl chloride) and vinyl chloride copolymers for
p asnso s an coatings; vmy I ene c on e copo ymers or arner coatmgs: po yet y
ene and ethylene copolymers for adhesives and paints; polytetrafluoroethylene and re
lated fluorinated polymers for low-friction coatings; polyacrylamide, acrylamide copoly-
mers, and derivatives for flocculation, sludge treatment, and enhanced oil recovery.

The preparation of latexes by emulsion polymerization is both a science and an art.
It is a science in the sense that the kinetics of free-radical-initiated vinyl-addition po-
Iymerizations are superimposed on the heterogeneous latex system. It is an art in the
sense that it uses a recipe that comprises water, monomer, emulsifier, initiator, and other
ingredients, and the quality of the latex produced depends on small variations in the
polymerization parameters as well as the skill of the operator.

Emulsion polymerization constitutes emulsification of a water-immiscible monomer
in a continuous water medium usin an oil-water emulsifier and 01 merization us-
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ing a water-soluble or oil-soluble initiator to give a colloidal dispersion of polymer
particles in water. The average size of these particles is usually 100-300 nrn, in con-
trast with the original droplet size 0 urn. us, t e mec amsrn 0 po ymenzanon
is not simply one of polymerization of the monomer droplets, but involves some mecha
nism of particle nucleation.

Therefore, the emulsion polymerization can be divided into particle nucleation and
particle growth stages. The particles are nucleated by some appropriate mechanism and

row until the su lvof manomet' or free radicals is exhausted. The particle nucleation
and particle growth stages occur concurrently or at least overlap (i.e., the particle growth
stage begins with the nucleation of the first particle). in the particle nucleation stage,

Y' f rti I s N formed dends on a the t e and concentration of emu lsi-
tier, (b) the rate of radical generation, (c) the type and concentration of electrolyte, (d)
the temperature. (e) the type and intensity of agitation, (1) other parameters that are not. ., .

p

and the number-average degree of polymerization, to N divided by the rate of radical

in consecutive experiments.
In contrast, the particle growth stage is tractable and reproducible. As a first ap-
. . . . --. .

generationR. This unusual dependence of Rp and X; on N (which is in contrast with
the inverse variation of Rp and Xn with R, in mass, solution, and suspension polymer
ization is known es emulsion 01 merizaiion kinetics and requires two criteria: the free
radicals must be segregated, and -the number of loci available for segregation must be
within a few orders of magnitude of the nu-mber of free radicals existent in the system.
In .mulsion 01 rnerization rowin Dol mer radicals in adiacent articles are unable
to terminate with one another because of ihe intervening aqueous phase, and the val
ues of N may easily reach 1014/ml of water, within a few orders of magnitude of the

. .
The many mechanisms proposed for the nucleation of polymer particles can be

divided into four main categories, according to the locus of particle nucleation: (a)
. •. f') '")

aqueous phase [289-293]; (d) monomer droplets [242,243,294].
The particle nucleation stage can be avoided by seeding; that is, by polymerizing. ., .

latex, so that the seed particles grow in size, without the nucleation of a new crop of
particles. Thus, the difficult-to-reproduce particle nucleation stage is obviated, and the.. .

There are three types of emulsion polymerization processes: (a) batch, in which all
ingredients are added to the polymerization reactor, and the mixture is heated with stir-
ring 0 e po ymerrza ion.e p r u , .. ...

or preemulsified monomer (and sometimes initiator and emulsifier) are added continu
ously or incrementally to the reaction mixture at the polymerization temperature; (c)
continuous. m w IC a mgre rents are a e continuous y to one part 0 t ie po ymer
ization system, and partially or completely converted latex is removed continuously from
another part; the polymerization system may constitute a single continuous stirred-tank
reactor, a series or cascade of continuous stirred-tank reactors, a loop or tu e reactor,
or a combination of any of the foregoing systems.

Seeded emulsion polymerization can be used with batch, semicontinuous. or con-
tinuouspolymerization to give the desired value of N. In batch or sernicontinuous po-
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lymerization, seeding ensures batch-to-batch reproducibility of the final particle size; in
the continuous emulsion polymerization, it ensures the reproducibility, not only of the.. .

G. Latexes for Pharmaceutical Coatings

Several types of latexes have been developed for use in coating pharmaceutical pills and
ta ets to protect t em an to contro t e rea own 0 t e pt s an ta ets in t e stom
ach or intestine.

Roehm Tech Inc. (formerly Roehm Pharma) offers 30% aqueous dispersions of: (a)
Eudragit E30D, a 67:33 poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylate) latex, prepared by. . . .

methyl methacrylate) latex, prepared by emulsion polymerization; (c) Eudragit L30D
55, a 50:50 poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methacrylic acid) latex, prepared by emulsion poly-

. .. .. . .

of a 31 :63:6 poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylate-co-2-trimethylammoniumethyl
methacrylate) in water [296]; (e) Eudragit RS30D, a pseudolatex, prepared by self-

i I . . po y e y aery a e-co-me y me aery a e-co- - rime y-
ammoniumethyl methacrylate) in water [297]. The Eudragit E30D and RL30D pseudo
latexes were recommended for rapid-disintegrating coatings, and Eudragit L30D and
I'\. L_-' v'''''' , or sustame -re ease coatmgs,

Colorcon Inc. offers (a) Surelease, a 25 %-solids dibutyl sebacate-plasticized ethyl
cellulose pseudolatex, prepared by inverse emulsification using oleic acid in the poly-
mer phase and ammonia in the water phase to form ammonium oleate emulsifier in situ
[298,299]; (b) Coateric, a dry concentrate, containing poly(vinyl acetate phthalate),
plasticizer, and pigment, which is dispersed in water to form a pseudolatex [300]; (c)
Opadry, a dry concentrate containing ethylcellulose, plasticizer. and pigment developed
for both aqueous and organic solvent systems [301]; (d) Opadry II, a further develop
ment of 0 adr that ives hi her-coatin s solids and shorter-coatin times 302' e
Opaspray, a dry concentrate for spraying from aqueous or organic systems [303].
Surelease pseudolatex was recommended for sustained-release coatings; Coateric pseudo
latex for enteric coatin s 304.

FMC Corporation offers (a) Aquacoat, a 30%-solids ethylcellulose pseudolatex,
prepared by miniemulsification using the sodium lauryl sulfate-cetyl alcohol mixed

. . . .

safe materials for use in pharmaceutical film coatings and foods [305]; (b) Aquateric
aqueous enteric coating, a redispersible cellulose acetate phthalate pseudolatex, prepared. . . ..

glyceride mixed emulsifier system [306]; Aquateric powder, formed by spray-drying
Aquateric pseudolatex, can be redispersed in water to reconstitute the pseudolatex. Both
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a broad distribution of particle sizes (range 50-3000 nm). Aquacoat pseudolatex is
recommended for controlled-release coatings when plasticized (e.g., with dibutyl sebacate
or triethyl citrate), and for water-soluble films when formulated with an equal amount
of hydroxypropylmethylcellulose. Aquateric pseudolatex also requires plasticization (e.g ..
with diethyl phthalate or triethyl citrate) and is recommended exclusively for enteric coat
in s.

Other pseudolatexes of pharmaceutically acceptable water-insoluble polymers can
also be made using the same process employed by FMC Corporation. These include

spray-dried, liquid Aquateric pseudolatex (30% solids) could be used as an alternative
to the spray-dried Aquateric powder, but storage of this latex at 5°C would be required. .

Many studies on the use of latex and pseudolatex coatings have been published.
Banker and Peck [6] were the first to describe pseudolatexes as a new class of coatings

based solvent-free controlled-release and enteric coatings comprising material on the FDA
list of safe materials for use in pharmaceutical film coatings and foods. Onions [307]

et al. 309 reviewed the re aration of latexes and their use as coatin s to rovide
sustained-release theophylline pellets. Also, Lehmann [310] described the preparation of
methacrylic acid copolymer latexes and their use as controlled-release coatings.. . .

latexes. Zhang and Zhang [311] studied the particle size distribution, viscosity. and pH
of acrylic latexes used for this purpose. De-Smidt and Crommelin [312] studied the. . ... . . ...

and related these properties to latex stability. Bodmeier and Chen [313,314] studied the
chemical stability of pseudolatexes containing polymers that are prone to hydrolysis... . ..

investigated the mechanical and transport properties of pseudolatex films and offered a
new hypothesis for the mechanism of film formation (the coalescence was known to be

. .

curing temperature on the drug release and the morphological properties of ethylcellulose
pseudolatex-coated beads; both retardation and enhancement of the rate of release were
o serve , accor ing 0 e curing con i ions use .

Numerous reports have described the formulation and processing parameters that
influence the performance of the latex- and pseudolatex-coated pharmaceutical products.

o meier an aerata u escn e t e eac 109 0 water-so u e p asucrzers rom
latex and pseudolatex films and their influence on drug release rates; the leaching rates
varied considerably, according to the latexes and pseudolatexes studied, as well as with
plasticizer concentration, the nature of the drug that was coated, and whether or not there
were other soluble components in the film. Hutchings et al. [318] also studied the in
fluence of plasticizers and media pH on drug release from ethyicellulose pseudolatex-
coated pellets; the effect of plasticizer solubility and concentration was determined in a
model that used six plasticizers at three concentration levels; the mechanical strength of
the latex and seudolatex films was influenced b lasticization. Bodmeier and Paeratakul
[319] described these effects for both wet and dry films; the effects of curing were also
described, as were the relations between the mechanical film properties and the rate of
release b dissolution.
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Coated beads are commonly used in oral controlled-release. Bodmeier and Paera
takul studied the process and formulation variables that affect drug release from beads

that was observed in one coating composition to the presence of sodium lauryl sulfate.
Bianchini and Veechio [320,321] studied the effect of drug loading and particle size on

rug re ease rom pseu 0 a ex-coa e a s: e sma es par ic e size an e ig er rug
concentrations gave the fastest release rates; the effect of adding more soluble plasti
cizers, or a small amount of soluble polymer or surfactant, were also evaluated as a
means of further controlling dissolution release.

The compression of pseudolatex-coated pelletized materials into tablet compacts was
also investi ated [322]; the eth lcellulose seudolatex coat in contained additives to give
a highly plasticized, elastic film; compression resulted in a substantial loss of the con
trolled-release properties.

and Suenens [323] reviewed the use of a cellulose acetate phthalate pseudolatex as an
enteric coating; they described the thickness of the plasticized coating required to give

erties of or anic solvent solutions of 01 mer, a ueous ammonium salt solutions, and
a pseudolatex system. Chang et al. [325] described the preparation and evaluation of a
shellac pseudolatex as an aqueous enteric coating; a range of products was produced,

The use of latex and pseudolatex dispersions to produce controlled-release coatings
is rapidly growing. Much of this work by pharmaceutical companies is proprietary or. ...

variables and effects of acrylic copolymer pseudolatexes. Harris et al. [328] described
the use of a pseudolatex coating applied in a rotor-granulator, overcoated with a wa-

coating, with reproducible drug-release profiles. Kelbert and Bechard [329] described
a cellulose acetate pseudolatex, modified with flux enhancers, to produce controlled-
re ease pro ucts. ese reports escn e t e WI e range 0 po ymers use as co 01 a
dispersions and the wide variety of coating methods used to achieve controlled- and
sustained-release. Pseudolatexes and latexes are also being used as granulating agents
and binders, as an alternative to polymer solvent solutions, or as an alternative to con
ventional aqueous hydrophilic polymer solutions. Adikwu and Ossai [330] described a

seudolatex- ranulatin s stem that rovided ra id dru release, and Patel et al. [331]
described an ethylcellulose latex used as a binder for granulation that produced a con
trolled-release product.

Since latexes and seudolatexes combine hi h concentrations with low viscosities
and their particle sizes are in the colloidal range and thus their surface areas are enor
mous, they can be used to entrap, incorporate, or serve as a solvent phase for drugs.

into films or other structures. Therefore, it is not surprising that these latexes and
pseudolatexes are finding application in ophthalmic and transdermal drug delivery. Gurny
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controlled release of isosorbide dinitrate [334]. albutenol (salbutamol) [335). and pilo
carpine [336J.

The 3M nitroglycerin patch used a dispersion containing nitroglycerin. which also served
as the adhesive for the patch. Vyas et a!. 1337] described the development and charac-

system reportedly maintained a constant and effective plasma level for 24 h. Thassu and
Vyas [338] also described a pseudolatex-based transdennal mucolytic delivery system.

. .

drine, based on an acrylic copolymer latex; plasma-time profiles were reported for both
an oral control form and a transdermal patch. Finally. the application of latexes and
pseu 0 atexes m new 10 egra a e sys ems is growing in impor ance. an er an ec
[6] were the first to describe biodegradable, injectable latexes for controlled release of
potent drugs; they described controlled-release biodegradable systems for direct instal-
lation In the brain. of In and Mcflinity [ 40] descnbed the effects of surfactant sys
tem. temperature, pH, and particle size on the chemical stability of biodegradable
polytu.t.-lactide) and other polymers in aqueous dispersion form; pseudolatexes prepared
with nonionic surfactants were the most stable, and some of these systems showed only

• W • •

reviewed various biodegradable polymers and their different physical forms, including
pseudolatexes, and assessed the long-term parenteral drug delivery of various classes of

The foregoing review of the ongoing work in the use of latexes and pseudolatexes
as coatings in controlled-release and targeted-drug delivery applications is not intended
o e a -inc trstve; u is a 'ere 0 provi e an apprecia ion or e ongoing researc

in the field, and for the expanding drug delivery approaches that these unique systems
offer.

H. Summary

I . m '
coatings because of their economic and environmental advantages. Latexes of polymers
that cannot be prepared by emulsion polymerization can be prepared by direct emulsi-.., . .

prepared by conventional emulsification are about five to ten times greater than the 100
to 300-nm-average particle size of latexes prepared by emulsion polymerization; the

ties.
Recently. a new emulsification process has been developed, which is based on the. .,

factant with a very low water solubility. Practical concentrations of the mixed emulsi
fiers were used to prepare a wide variety of polymer latexes by direct emulsification,. . . .
wier e
as the latexes prepared by emulsion polymerization.
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Rheological and Mechanical Propertiesn" n~-----_-l l'"'I-- - --r-- -.J
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Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research, Warner-Lambert Company,
Morris Plains, New Jersey

I. INTRODUCTION

Thf' of ' . 11~ to an . • stress or strain is
& • &

reflected in their rheological and mechanical properties. The study of the response is
referred to as rheology and the application of measurement techniques and instrumen-
t"t,nn i c ~ -' tn 0:1" • nr ~ h" ~.. j" thp "tllfh,

.I '.I' '0-".1 , -.I

of the flow and deformation of matter. All pharmaceutical materials undergo flow or
deformation when subjected to externally applied stress or strain. This includes phar-

,. _ L r_ ~ _',' • -' r, -'
'J ':>U~l, (I':> 11\,,~- '''' ~lIAll':>, (lIlU ~ .. ~(llll':>, Ivai,'':>, allU ~VIII-

pacted powders.
Pharmaceutical systems undergo flow and deformation in all phases of production

~... . ~~ ~ ~

,UIU U1>t:. ~ ~ VI VI J1VW dlJU III pI VUU~l IVilIlIUla-

tion or stability testing may lead to not only an inelegant, unstable, or therapeutically
deficient product, but may also cause extensive damage to manufacturing and packag-
ing equipmem u r- VI me many pnarmaceuttcat systems, none is suojecleu IO more
consumer scrutiny and evaluation than the group consisting of oral suspensions, oint
ments, creams, pastes, gels, and foams. This is also the group of pharmaceutical sys-
terns mat nas undergone me greatest amount or researcn ana tesnng. In generations past,
a formulator would describe the properties of these systems in terms such as slip. body.
or rubout. Today the formulator has more exacting terms to use, such as compliance
or modulus. Quantitative parameters can now be measured that relate the structural
properties of the pharmaceutical system to end-use performance.

Of particular importance are the parameters that describe the viscoelastic proper-
ties of a system. The deformation of any pharmaceutical system can be arbitrarily di
vided into two types: spontaneously reversible deformation, called elasticity; and irre
versible deformation, called flow. Many classic testing procedures failed to address
viscoelastic phenomena and applied idealized newtonian behavior to all systems. Since
newtonian describes only idealized behavior, it becomes important to measure those
parameters most relevant to the system. The most relevant rheological measurements are

153
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those that can be most closely related to end-use performance. For example, viscosity
is the most commonly measured parameter, even though the measured amount of vis-
cosity is a function of the test procedure, Soci and Parrott [2] demonstrated that the clini-
cal effectiveness of nitrofurantoin suspension could be extended by increasing the vis-
cosity of the suspension. Ludwig et al, [3] showed that viscosity strongly affects the
retention time of oolvmeric susoensions in the orecomeal area of human eves. Likewise
Pennington et at. [4] found that the clearance rate of colloidal solutions from the nasal
cavity could be decreased by increasing their viscosity. A similar result was observed
hv ~ ....... and others r-"l for the nercutaneous absorntion of benzocaine n ' et111 c

al. [6] developed new properties of deformation that were capable of differentiating the
properties of puncture and shear in polymeric coatings used to taste-mask granules used
in t"hl ...r c.

This chapter not only explains viscosity, but also describes parameters that define
viscoelasticity and other mechanical properties. In addition, it provides references to. . .o~. .... nt .ho ~n~ ,~o t~ . .1 ~ ..~

~.

.~ . ~ .~- r .~. uJ'

terns. There are many techniques and a greater number of types of equipment to mea-
sure rheological properties. The burden is on the pharmaceutical scientist to select those.. . ,. ... lIl<1l III uv IUt; lilt; IIIU~l • _._ ,~... IIIIUI 1Iidl Will dllUW 111111 lU III C:UIl-l 1I1C:

effect of rheological changes on end-use performance.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

The elementary rheological properties of most materials can be described in terms of
at least three parameters: stress, strain in solids or its liquid equivalent (shear rate), and
rirn» A hl'l<:.il'

,.
of thp<:.p l'lnn thpir . i<:. tn rh».

measurement and interpretation of all rheological data. To illustrate the following defi-
nitions, some simple problems are included to demonstrate the principles of rheologi-

.1
-~.

A. Stress

There are two types of stress: normal stress and shear stress. Without invoking advanced
mathematics, the two can be explained in the following way. If a unit cube (Fig. I) is

z

/~~/
/ /1 / T

LJ-- X
-----/~

~/ //

"/
'y

Fig. 1 Force components acting on a cubic volume element.
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will be slightly displaced. The stress is defined as the internal force acting on the area
A of the cube (i.e., F/A). The force is internal, since it acts to balance out the applied
orce an eeps e cu e in equi i rium. i ou e a ancing 0 orces e cu e wou

disintegrate. There are 18 components of stress, one perpendicular to each of the 6 faces
of the cube and 12 shear components, 2 perpendicular to each other in each of the 6
faces. Since the forces on the opposite sides of the cube are equal, there are only 9
independent stress components. The component perpendicular to a plane on which the
force acts is a normal stress (tension out of and compression into the plane). A stress
component tangential to a plane is a shear stress. The unit of stress in units of the
Systeme International d'Unites (51 units) is the pascal, Pa (1 pascal = newton (N)
m-z = 10 d ne cml). In the centimeter- rams-second CGS) s stem, the unit is the d ne
per square centimeter (dyn/cm"). The symbols for stress adopted by the Society of
Rheology [7] are (J for shear stress and (JE for elongational stress. However, much of
h i n ifi r r F f

B. Strain

elongation strains, the strain E is

E =-
I

(1)

where ~l is the change in length of the material and 1 is the ori inal len th before the
stress was applied; ~l will be negative if the sample is being compressed. Note that there
are no units associated with strain.

Shear strain is deformation roduced when successive la ers are forced to slide over
one another without changing thickness h of the sample. An illustration of this param
eter is the displacement of a deck of cards (Fig. 2). The shear strain is 8l1h and is
sometimes denoted as tan since 8//h e uals h n n f
y = y, in radians. Shear strain is unitless.

Determine the shear strain (y) for the film.

0.05
= =

I

To show that tan y for this small angle is indeed equal to y, calculate
tan- y = . 5 10 radians. The answer is 0.049996, which varies from 0.05
by 0.08%.

1--81-..j
T~; ---)-----....,.

-. hi

1-1L. -./

Fig. 2 Illustration of shear strain.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of shear rate.

Liquids cannot be strained per se; that is, one cannot elongate or shear strain a liquid
for any finite time before the liquid relieves the strain by flowing away. However, if
parallel layers or a liquid are moving in the same direction at different velocities
(Fig. 3), a velocity gradient dVldl can be maintained indefinitely. This gradient is called
the shear rate. The symbol for shear rate is 'Y, D, or S. The unit for shear rate is re-
ciprocal seconds (S-I).

Problem 2' Kostenhauder and Martin r91 calculated the anoroximate shear rate for
spreading a layer of ointment 0.2 em thick on the surface of the skin by
using a 6-cm stroke at four strokes per second. What was the calculated
.,hp!lr r!ltp?

Solution: y V 6-cm stroke! x 4 strokes-I
= - =

l 0.2 em

24 cm- 1

= 120- 1=
0.2 cm

C. Time

Time is the third important parameter that affects the rheological properties of material.
Shear rate itself has units of reciprocal time. Many so-called viscoelastic materials are
affected by both stress and time; that is, the response to stress depends on both the
magnitude of the stress and the length of time the material is subiected to the stress.
Many liquids are affected by shear rate and time. These effects will be covered later
in this chapter (see Sec. IILe).

D. Poisson's Ratio

Poisson's ratio ~ is an elastic constant obtained from a tensile stress-strain test in which
a detormanon rorce IS appneu two-drmensionany. It IS aennea ror small elongations as
the decrease in width of the specimen per unit width, divided by the increase in 'length
per unit length on the application of a tensile force. When Poisson's ratio is equal to
0.5, the volume of the specimen remains constant while being deformed. This condi-
tion of constant volume holds for typical pharmaceutical systems, such as liquids and
semisolids.

III. ELASTICITY AND VISCOSITY

A. Hookeian and Newtonian Systems

Two very important relationships are derived from the interactions between stress and
',&. .~. ._ nl. TI. 4':_n.· II.•1 ' 1. "I-. . ,I. , ,I. •• ',&.' .1 • 1:

............ " ...... , v. ....."'... • ....... • ...... , ..... " ••vvn... "... , ......... " ...."'....... ............."............".
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t e ratio 0 stress to stain mane asnc matena IS constant. 0 rea matena IS e asnc
at all stresses. At some point the material will yield or fail. The proportionality con
stant between stress and tensile strain is known as Young's modulus E, or the elastic
modulus. The corresponding constant for shear stress and strain is the shear modulus
G.

E=
tensi e stress (jE

=
tensile strain E

G=
shear stress c

=
shear strain y

(2)

(2a)

The units of measure for the moduli are the same as those for stress, that is, pascals
or dynes per square centimeter, since strain is unitless. Engineers use kilogram force. . .

The relationship is described mathematically in Eqs. (3) and (3a).

F

A

or

o shear stress
11 = Y= shear rate (3a)

Viscosity is a measure of a liquid's resistance to flow. As the value of 11 decreases;
less and less stress is required to maintain y at a constant value. The converse also is. . . .

The 51 unit for viscosity is the pascal-second (Pa-s). In the CG5 system, it is poise
(P). One pascal-second = 10 poise = 10 dyn-s cm-2•

Problem 3: A shear stress of 1 x 103 dyn cnr? is required to maintain a shear rate
of 100 S-I; that is, l00/s. What is the viscosity of the fluid being sheared?

o
Solution: 11 = -:- =

y

shear stress

shear rate
=

1 X 103 dyn cm-2

100-1 =
10 dyn-sec

cm3

= 10 P = 1 Pa-s

ter from a bottle.
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Shear ~~ .c...c,o
(0") ~~~qa<l'

Shear Rate
(t)

Fig. 4 Rheological behavior of a newtonian liquid.

B. Nonnewtonian or Generalized Newtonian liquids

Very few, if any, liquids are truly newtonian; very few, that is. exhibit a direct pro-
portionality between shear stress and shear rate at all shear rates. or a constant viscos-
ity at all shear rates. However, a number of low molecular weight liquids can be con-
sidered newtonian for all nractical purposes. Tvnical newtonian liquids include water,
alcohols. glycerin, and true solutions. Emulsions suspensions, dispersions, and polymer.

UI 1I1t;1l1S alt; ~ , a1S ~ llll:S 1:S UII -.
tration; that is, the higher the concentration the more likely the material is nonnewtonian.

Nonnewtonian liquids can display a wide range of behaviors. The essential char-
a~ll;1 I:SUl-::l UI a ._ 114U1U I:) luallllt; VI::ll-V. LoY I:) IIUl UUl,;\..lIJ PIVpVIlIVJlal lU

the shear rate. In other words, the viscosity changes with shear rate. Some nonnewtonian
liquids also show time dependencies. It is often difficult to differentiate a nonlinear
oenavior rrom a lime uepenuency wrrh a single experiment. lime cepencency will ue
covered in Section III. C.

~. n . ro,
~

U I &U.)Ul. I tun'

There are several types of nonnewtonian rheological behavior that can be described by
relatively simple mathematical equations. A pure Bingham liquid is probably the sim-
plest of these (Fig. 6a). An ideal Bingham flow requires an initial stress, the yield stress
crv ' before it starts to flow. Once it has started to flow, its behavior corresponds to that
of a newtonian liquid. This type of behavior is known as plastic flow and may be ex-
pressed mathematically by Eq. (4):

- - t t; ~r 11
cr - cry

y ,
y V'I'!

Tensile ~~ "-"0
'-' ,,'-''-'

~q"(0"8 ~ ..J,01,)0

S\oQe

Strain
(c)

FIg. 5 Rneotogical behavior at an Ideal etasnc solid.
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Shear CIy ----- .i->:
::>tress vy V

(a)

Shear Rate (y) y
(a) (b)

/;2 rr.'/
v

1//
¥

Y Y
(e) (d)

Fig. 6 Typical nonnewtoruan responses: (a) ideal Bingham flow, (b) real BIngham flow. (e)
. fl mil ~nrl (r1) . flml,' {\n ~. flow, , ~

where cry is the yield point, y is the shear rate, o is the shear stress, and U is the plastic
viscosity, which is equal to the slope of the flow curve. At stress less than the yield stress
tne marenai oenaves as an eiasnc SOIIO.

Problem 4: Show that the viscosity (11) of a Bingham material actually decreases as the
shear rate increases. Graph 11 as a function of shear rate.

Solution: Remember that the viscosity 11 always equals shear stress over shear rate.
T T. :1 ,L .L •• 1 .L
~ HLH LH~ "H~'" .,.. ~.,.,

~
'H"H l~ J'~'" o .. ~.,., \'-'yJ' 'H~ ',.,.

cosity (11) is undefined, since y equals zero. At very low shear rates
(y ~ 0), 11 is relatively large; for example, if o = 1000 dyn cm ? and

• 1 -1 .L .L ••• """.,.n.J. _J nnnno .nn ...
1 ' o • •u"'u .u... v ro ...v""y '" 1 VVV uy U-" "'" lVVV' IVVla-;-,.

At high shear rates the viscosity becomes relatively small; for example, if
cr = 2000 dyn crrr? and y is 100 S-I, the viscosity is 20 dyn-s cm' = 20
~ ~ ~ ~. .. ~ ..
r '" ra-;:,. J II\; l-'ld;:'U~ .~' "y & &

V as Y -, W.
&

• 1II1;:,

behavior is illustrated in Fig. 7. The value of U, the plastic viscosity, is
constant over this range.

\

77 -.----i'
Fig. 7 The viscosity (11) of a Bingham liquid.
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In real Bingham liquids, the transition from a stationary liquid to a flowing liquid
is not nearly as abrupt as that illustrated in Fig. 6a. Figure 6b illustrates the behavior. .. . . . .
linear portion of the curve to the shear stress axis. The yield point is often used to
characterize the rheology of creams and suspensions. Plastic flow (i.e., Bingham flow),. .. . .

The flocculated particles add an increased degree of structure to the system. The yield
point is a measure of the degree of flocculation, since an increase in structure requires

2. Pseudoplastic Flow

any emu sions, ispersions, an po ymenc so utions ave r eo ogica properties t at
can be represented by the two curves of Fig. 6c. For these two curves, the slope at any
given point is the apparent viscosity of the liquid; that is, the viscosity is changing
continuously. the viscosity is shear stress over shear rate and is constant only for varying
shear rates in newtonian liquids.

Curve 1 in Fig. 6c illustrates the rheological behavior known as shear thinning. The
slope of the curve and, therefore, the viscosity is high initially and decreases with in-

. . . . .

havior, which is appropriately known as shear thickening. In shear thickening, the vis
cosity is low for low shear rate and increases with increasing shear rate.. . .

otropy. Thixotropy is the reversible loss of viscosity, as a function of time, at a con
stant shear rate. Reversible means that the viscosity will return to its original value with
tune In tea sence 0 agitauon. n a SImi ar way, negative t ixotropy IS a reverst e
increase in viscosity, as a function of time, at a constant shear rate. More will be said
about these phenomena in connection with time-dependent phenomena (see Sec. III.C).

The reader should also be familiar with rheomalaxis or rheodestruction. Rheomalaxis
is the permanent loss of viscosity owing to shearing. There is no rebuilding of the struc
ture responsible for viscosity in the material. An example of rheomalaxis is the perma-
nent loss of viscosity of a high molecular weight polymer solution subjected to high shear
rates. High shear rates are capable of breaking covalent bonds in polymers. The resulting
lower molecular wei ht 01 mer will show a decreased solution viscosit .

Many shear-thinning and shear-thickening liquids behave according to the "power
law." One of the several representations of the power law to given in Eq. (5):

y = \jIa (5)

where \jI and N are constants characteristic of the material and y and a are shear rate

Problem 5: Another common form of the power law is a = ky ''. where 11
k = \jI-l/N. Show that this equation is equivalent to Eq. (5).

liN and
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Solution: Make the substitutions in the second equation; that is, Tl = ",-lINy »« Put

this equation in a logarithmic form, that is, log a = (-I IN)log \jI +
f 'AT\I .J
\ • ' , "'V5 T, uuu

Solve for log y: log y= N log a + log \jI

Solve for Ioz V in Ea. (5): loz v = N loa a + loa \JJ

The two equations are identical. Q.E.D.

The iogantnnuc equation IS or the rorm y - mx + 0, the equation or a line; in mis
case, y = log y, N equals the slope (m), x = log a, and b equals the intercept (i.e.,
log ",). Therefore, the values for Nand \jI in Eq. (5) can be easily determined from a
plot of data of log a versus log \jI. Alternatively, a pocket calculator capable of per-
forming linear regressions can quickly determine N and \jI for a set of measured val-
ues of shear stresses at given shear rates. The two parameters, Nand \jI, can be used
to characterize a given material, just as a yield point and slope can be used for a Bing-
ham material.

Problem 6: Shear stresses were measured at six different shear rates for a lotion. The
vaiues were <1~

y (S-I): I 10 30 50 80 100
~Irl..~ 1",...,2). 9 78 43.0 87 I 121.0 1637 188.9

(a) Plot y versus a; (b) calculate the viscosity at each shear rate; (c) plot
the appropriate logarithmic curve and determine the values for '" and N;
(d) state whether the Ionon IS shear thickening or shear thinning and tell
why.

CO_I, •• "__ • (' c: 0
• u. U'~~ • 'E;' v.

b. Tl = aly; therefore:

y (S-I): I 10 30 50 80 100
(j (dyn cm-): 9.78 43.0 87.1 121.0 163.7 189
Tl (dyn-s crrr-): 9.78 4.3 2.90 2.42 2.05 1.89

ro ...... no '7"" ,. ro
~. 0~~ 1"10 , 7. 111~ llll~al '"' 01 100Y V~I1)U1) 1°0 U glVI;1) d 1)IOPI;

of 1.555 and an intercept of -1.540; therefore, N = 1.56, and \II =
10-1.540 = 0.0288.

u. ;,ince tne vaiue 01 lV is 1.,)0, wuicu exceeus I, me malerial is snear win-
ning. This can also be determined from answer b, which indicates that
the viscosity of the lotion is becoming lower with an increasing shear
rate.

Dilatancy is a phenomena best defined and illustrated by an example. Anyone who
has walked along a beach knows that if the feet are placed gently on wet sand they will
sink. However, if one steps on the same sand very rapidly, the sand will become rigid.
Materials that behave in this way are called dilatant, The mechanism is as follows. The
grains of sand in the undisturbed state are close-packed. When the sand is vigorously
agitated, the water no longer fills all the interstices. The sand appears to become dry
because its volume has increased. It is the increase in volume that makes dilatancy dif-
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Fig. 8 Shear rate versus shear stress.

ferent from shear thickening. Dilatancy is not a synonym for shear thickening, since
normal shear thickening IS not accompamed by a volume change.

Dilatancy can take place when the ratio of solid phase to the liquid phase is large.
This may occur in paints, inks, mineral slurries, or concentrated starch pastes. One must
be very careful when milling dilatant materials, since they tend to solidify suddenly.... . '-1, .• .r .L -I .r• ,

""Ui .ap1u1'y v. UI'" 5,,,,a,, auu UII"'U ,

in viscosity of the material being stirrred. The flow curve for a dilatant material re-
sembles curve 2 in Fig. 6c, but exhibits a much more rapid increase in slope with in-
creasmg suear rate.

3. Non-Bingham Flow

Figure 6d illustrates a material that initially behaves like a Bingham material; that is,
it possesses a yield point, but after yielding, it behaves like a power law material. The
simplest mathematical model for this type of material is known as the Herschel-Bulkley
model and is given in Eq. (6):

a = a y + IcY" (6)

where kyn is defined as in Problem 5. Again the parameters in the equation (i.e., a)"
+ k, and n) characterize the rheological properties of the material.

C. Time-Dependent Phenomena

The term thixotrotrv was mentioned brieflv in the preceding section. Thixotronv is a
phenomena that occurs very frequently in dispersed systems. It is defined as a revers-

/
log (J

V
log y

Fig. 9 Log shear rate versus log shear stress.
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ible, time-dependent decrease in viscosity at a constant shear rate. As a rule, a thixo
tropic material is a dispersion that shows an isothermal gel-sol-gel transformation. A
ge IS a co 01 a system t at possesses a yie pomt, w ereas a so IS a co 01 a sys
tem that does not possesses a yield point. The mechanism of thixotropy is the break
down and re-forming of the gel-sol-gel structure.

Figure lOa shows the shear stress in a thixotropic material as a function of time at
several shear rates. If shearing is continued long enough, the shear stress becomes con
stant. The significance of thixotropy as a time effect as well as a shear rate effect is
frequently not made clear. Thus, thixotropy is often confused with shear thinning.

Figure IDb shows the results of a typical experiment conducted on a thixotropic
material. An initial shear rate of' roduces a shear stress of A. After a eriod at a
shear rate of Yl' the shear stress will decrease to B. An increase in shear rate to Y2'

will raise the shear stress to point C, where a loss of shear stress will again occur. This
r irnes unti v

process is then reversed by decreasing the shear rate in steps and maintaining shearing
times equal to those used in the up-curve. Figure lOb shows a rise in the shear stress. . ..

since some materials will not regain their structure while under shear. Figure II shows
thixotropic loops for materials sheared for two different time intervals. Curve A results
from short shear times, whereas curve B is observed during long-time shearing. The
formation of a thixotropic loop is the acce ted criterion of thixotro . A ure shear-
thinning fluid will not show a loop. These curves were constructed from data generated
by the type of experiment shown in Fig. lOb. Instruments that generate a continuously
chan in shear rate are available. The area enclosed within the u -curve and the down-
curve is known as a thixotropic hysteresis loop.

Care must be taken to avoid long shearing times, which produces irreversible
chan es and to main ain n n r . .
changes can produce spurious results, since shear stress at a constant shear rate, is also
a function of temperature. Whorlow [8] presents a detailed explanation of the measure-. .

Thixotropy is quite common, but pure thixotropic materials are unusual. Usually the
thixotropic nature of a material is superimposed on another rheological behavior. Idson

. . .

a Bingham material, a pseudoplastic material, and a dilatant paste. Examples of com
mon thixotropic materials are gelatin, mayonnaise, latex paint, and many emulsion sys-

Shear
Stress

(1

(a)

'(2) '(,

'(,

(b)

varying shear rates.
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(a)

Shear Rate (Y)

Fig. 11 Thixotropic loops at short (A) and long (8) times of shear.

I . Quantitation of Thixotropy

Several methods have been proposed for the quantitation of thixotropy. The area of the
hysteresis loop has been mentioned as one way of measuring thixotropy. However, as. .. ..

the time taken to make the measurement as well as the maximum shear rate. As Whorlow
[8] states, "There is no reason to suppose that two materials which give identical loops
in a 15 second sequence of speed changes would necessarily give identical loops in a
5 second se uence."

Sherman [II] indicates that it is "possible for the hysteresis loop to be an artifact. ..
He cites the effects of viscous heating and inertial forces as a source of the artifact. Vis-. . .... .

suring device. Changing the inertia of a liquid can also convert mechanical energy to
heat energy. When energy is added to a liqiud that is not adequately cooled, the tern-

o 0 •

of the liquid and is not a true hysteresis, which requires a constant temperature.
There is one condition in which a thixotropic material will yield a consistent curve.. . .

recovery of shear stress (E-F) both approach the same respective limiting value for a
number of shear rates and shear stresses, then a plot of these equilibrium shear stresses.. . . ..

13b). Such a curve obviously has no hysteresis loop and is also rarely found in nature.
Despite all the possible pitfalls in making hysteresis loop measurements, the method

. .

Shear Rate (tl
(a)

a
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Fig. 13 Equilibrium hysteresis curves,

quantitating thixotropic behavior in Bingham (plastic) materials is to measure the plas-
r, r .. ~ , .. ~ . L .. / . ~.

1I1.- .y U UI lU'" UUWU-I.-UI YI.-" IVI lWU YaIU"';:> VI "UI.-al 111 0 llllll.-" V I aHU '2" I 'OUI'"

14 shows the shearing sequence for this determination. The uppermost down-curve (A)
occurs when the shear rate is immediately reversed after it reaches its maximum value.
vown-curve n occurs wnen me maximum snear rare is appJieo ror rime [\ oerore re-

and clown-curve C occurs when the shear rate is for time f..
Note that in a Bingham material, the down-curve as well as the up-curve are linear (after
the extrapolated yield point). The slope of each down-curve is the plastic viscosity U
fror p"rh

..
rof t;n'lP J:;'rAn'l th;" h/np Af " rropL

'0 <r r -r , -r

ficient B is calculated: this is the rate of breakdown of structure with time at constant
shear rate and is calculated as follows:

B=
UB - Uc
InU2 /t ) )

(7)

where Ua and Uc are the plastic viscosities of the down-curves after /1 and /2 shearing
times, respectively. Since the choice of the maximum shear rate is arbitrary, the same
.1 .• r";,,p~ fror . IAn",,, r-"n hp r";,,p~ hprp

J '.I -r

A second measure of thixotropy in Bingham materials is the so-called coefficient
of thixotropic breakdown M, shown in Eq. (8).

M=
2(UI - U2 )

In('Y 2 /y I )2
(8)

~
tat
~2---

C ----/Shear 1-'" ,

Stress
(Q") /

Shear Rate Time of Constant Shear
('1) (t)

Fla. 14 r.rllnhil' for
..

thE" R
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Fig. 15 Experimental curve for determining the "coefficient of thixotropic breakdown."

rates. This equatoin has been stated incorrectly in several references. The method is again
faulted because the values of YI and Y2 are arbitrary.

2. Complex Thixotropic Curves

In a previous section, the superimposed effect of thixotropy on classic rheological curves
was escn e see ig. 0 a t ixotroprc matena s are so we eave. oy an
[13] demonstrated some of the abnormalities of thixotropy in his study of white petro
latum USP, as shown in Fig. 16a, which is typical of a "bulge" -type hysteresis curve.

Boylan explamed the shape of the curve m terms of the breakdown in structure of
the three components of white petrolatum: normal paraffins, isoparaffins, and cyclic par
affins. Normal paraffins can align themselves in the direction of the shear. Isoparaffins
and cyclic paraffins do so less readily. The unaligned iso- and cyclic paraffins provide
the initial "body" to the up-cruve until, at high shear rates, all the paraffins align and
disentangle. The disentan led chains remain that way during the down-curve and, there-
fore, yield a much flatter curve.

Ober et a1. [14] demonstrated the classic "spur"-type thixotropic curve (see Fig.
16b in a stud of a rocaine nicillin el. The s ur value Y is the oint at which ra id
breakdown or consolidation of structure is taking place. The authors showed that peni-

y

(a)

a

(b)
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cillin gels that behave in this manner formed intramuscular deposits after injection. These
deposits intended to prolong blood levels of the drug.. .

points. The mechanisms by which bulges and spurs occur are usually not obvious and
continue to be controversial.

3. Negative Thixotropy and Rheopexy

Negative thixotropy or antithixotropy is a time-dependent increase in viscosity at con-
s an sear. ispersions a s ow nega ive ixo ropy ypica y con ain e ween an
10% solids (in contrast with dilatant systems, which contain more than 50 vol % solids).
Negative thixotropy is not the same as dilatancy, which is shear rate-dependent.

ere IS some isagreement a out t e equiva ence 0 negative t ixotropy an r eo
pexy. Rheopexy has been defined as negative thixotropy, on one hand, and, on the other
hand, as "a phenomenon in which a sol forms a gel more readily when gently shaken
or otherwise sheared than when allowed to form the gel while the material is kept at
rest" [15]. In the latter definition of a rheopectic system, the gel is the equilibrium form,
whereas in anti thixotropy , the equilibrium state is the sol [16].

The first definition uses a phenomenological approach; that is, during the rheological
. .. .. .

D. Viscoelasticity

a. Modeling Elements

To understand com lex rheolo ical behavior more clearl th of m ni
is sometimes useful. The simplest model for elasticity is the ideal spring (Fig. 17a),
since, by definition, it obeys Hooke's law. This model is known as a Hooke body or a. .. .

Fig. 17b). A dash pot comprises a piston inside a cylinder filled with a fluid of viscos
ity, 11. As the piston is moved through the fluid, the fluid between the piston and cyl-

Fig. 17 Various elements used in modeling rheological behavior: (a) hookeian, (b) newtonian,
(c) Saint-Venant body, (d) model for Bingham plastic. (e) Maxwell element, and (f) Voigt or

e VIn e ement.
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inder walls is sheared, thereby producing a stress proportional to the viscosity of the
fluid. When the force applied to the piston becomes zero, the piston stops and does not. ... . .

force becomes zero.
By using one additional element, known as the Saint-Venant body or element most

. .
is a weight lying on a flat surface. The weight will not move until a force large enough
to overcome the static friction of the weight-surface interface is applied. Once the static

. . .

fluence of a constant force.
The parallel combination of the Saint-Venant body and the newtonian body (see Fig.. . .

of newtonian fluids, behavior such as that shown in Fig. 6d is modeled.
Two other models, the Maxwell model and the Voigt or Kelvin model, are useful. " . .

viewed as a combination of viscous and elastic properties. A good example for illus
trating viscoelastic properties is polymethylsiloxane, an organic silicone polymer used

like a rubber ball. When left undisturbed. this material will deform to a puddle under
the influence of gravity. Other examples of viscoelastic materials are molten polymers.
c ewing gum. an os ge s.

b. Stress Relaxation and the Maxwell Model

element (see Fig. 17e). The Maxwell element is used to model a property of viscoelas
ticity known as stress relaxation. Stress relaxation is the change in stress under a con-
s an s ram as a nc IOn 0 ime.

Example: A strip of viscoelastic plastic 10 cm long is instantaneously strained to 10.05
em. e stress to mamtam t e stram IS recor eater , • , an
600 s. The stress is plotted versus time to give a stress relaxation curve (Fig.
18).

Stress
((1)

Time (t)

FI . 18 Stress relaxation curve.
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The Maxwell model behaves exactly as the example. At zero time the total stress
is supported by the spring. As the dashpot slowly extends, less and less stress is sup-

1...L • ,,1.' .1. A ~..._ ~ 1~~~ • ~~_: ~r1 ~11 .l,~ ~._~~~ :~ _~
pv, .~... v J ...~ "p' '''0' ..."'.. . ..."'.... '~"b Q 1'-- ,~~, ..... , ..- u .. _uu .u

lieved by the flow of the dashpot, at which time the stress becomes zero.
The mathematical expression for the stress as a function of time is

c = YOG<-Glf ll ) (9a)

for shear stress relaxation and for tensile stress relaxation is

aE = EoE<-Elfl1) (9b)

•••l,~_~ _ ~__ ;~ .l,~ ~'r~~~ ~r ~ ;~ .l,~ ; ... ;.;,,1 ",J.,,,,,,,r nr ,,,,, ... ,,,;1,,,, ",'r",;... r- Ar r;' ;'" ,h""
..._.- ~~, ~E'U ...- u" _uu, IU _. ~U.U -- ." U•• _ • ~

shear or elastic modulus, and 11 is the viscosity of the fluid in the dashpot.
The ratios l1/G and l1/E are known as the relaxation time, that is, the time for the

c. II f r' • ··.f .f • • .1.. 1.. .£' ,
"u ~"" LV 'all LV ,. <; V, "" 111'ua, 'a..,~, 'II~'~ <; ao LlI~ va..... v. Ll'''' ,vOa" 'Ll. 11 ••

Mathematically, the strain as a function of time is given in Eq. (10) for shear strain
and tensile strain respectively:

c crt crE oEt
y G-r- UI t.

E
T (lU)

11 11

c. Lreep ana me voigr IVloael
The second model is known as the Voigt or Kelvin model, which models fairly solid
materials. The Voigt element consists of a newtonian element in parallel with a hookeian
element (see Fig. l7f). The Voigt model is useful in modeling the viscoelastic property
known as creep. Creep is the change in strain under a constant stress as a function of
time.

Example: A viscoelastic plastic 10 em long is subjected to a stress of I kPa. The strain
is measured at 1 5 10 30 60 and 600 s. The strain is nlotted versus time
to give a creep curve (Fig. 19).

Azain the Voizht model follows the behavior of the examnle, The annlied stress is
shared between the elements, since each experiences the same strain; that is, both ele-
ments are extended the same distance that is controlled by the spring. The final strain

1.05- /
1.04- .:Tensile 103

C:::tr",in

(e) 1.02 /
1.01

1.0
Time (t)

Fia.19 Creep curve.
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is limited by the elongation limit of the spring. The shear strain as a function of time
is given by Eq. (11).

y = 0'0 [I - exp(-Gt/TI)]
G

(11)

= 0 =
Real viscoelastic materials are not accurately modeled by any of these models, but

the models facilitate anal sis of the rocesses of cree and stress relaxation. Cornbina-
tions of Maxwell and Voigt elements are capable of closely modeling real viscoelastic
materials.

2. Complex Viscosity

A brief phenomenological description of viscoelastic behavior was given in the preced
ing section. It is apparent that stress, strain, and shear rate (time) are involved in the
rh 010 ical behavior of viscoelastic materials. In ractice stress is not alwa s directl
proportional to strain, but may be related to it in a more complicated way. Abnormali
ties in time occur whenever stress is a function of both stress and strain rate. When only

proportional to strain but varies with time. The theories and mathematics of nonlinear
viscoelastic material are beyond the scope of this text. All viscoelastic behavior in this

a. Dynamic Measurements

was also desribed in the preceding section. Transient loading measures relatively long
relaxation and retardation times; that is, minutes to hours. For a number of pharmaceu-

onds to a few minutes. For phenomena of such short duration, dynamic or periodic
motions of the material are used. Such as sinusodial motions. A dynamic experiment at
a requency co ra s IS quan I a ive y equrva en 0 a transien experiment a
l/w (s rad'). If an elastic element is loaded in a periodic way, or any other way, for
that matter, the stress will always be in phase with the strain. That is, the stress will
be zero when the strain is zero and the stress will be at a maximum when the strain is
at a maximum. At any time the ratio of stress to strain will be constant (Fig. 20a).

The newtonian element responds in an entirely different way to a periodic shear.
It is fundamental that a liquid responds to a strain rate not a strain. A newtonian liquid
exhibits the highest stress when subjected to the highest shear rate. In Fig. 20b, the
ordinate of the ra h is strain not strain rate whereas the s10 e of the sine curve at
any point is the shear rate. The shear rate is at a maximum when the shear strain crosses
the time axis. As would be expected, the shear stress also reaches a maximum when the
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which is a cosine curve, appears to become negative at regular intervals should not

opposite direction; for example, either a push or a pull requires the absolute value of a
force, a positive number. For a newtonian element, the stress is said to be 90° out of. . .. ,. . .

mum stress would occur 90° before and 90° after the maximum strain.

Electronic engineers use a mathematical tool, known as an imaginary or complex num
ber, to analyze the phase relationships between voltage, current, resistance, and imped-

e • • •

elastic modulus and the viscous modulus in a viscoelastic material.
Complex numbers are the sum of a real part and a so-called imaginary part. The
. .

plex number could be 73.5 ± 14.3i. The presence of i prevents one from combining
the 14.3 with the 73.5. This property is just what is needed to separate the elastic
mo u us rom e VISCOUS mo u us In e mat emancs 0 VISCoe asnc materia . e 50-

called complex modulus G* is expressed as a complex number in Eq. (13).

where G' is the elastic shear modulus and G" is the viscous modulus.
There is nothing imaginary, in the usual sense of the word, about these systems.

The use of i is merely a tool to keep the in-phase and out-of-phase components sepa-
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rated. The easiest way to demonstrate this is to use a graphic method. One normally
labels a graph with the coordinates X and Y. When graphing imaginary numbers. Y be-
came the i axis (Fiz. 21). The in-ohase comoonent is olotted on the X axis and the out-
of-phase component is plotted on the i axis. The complex modulus G is the vector sum
of G' and G" [see Eq. (14)]

IG*I == J(G')2 + (G")2 (14)

The phase angle D is given by tan 8 = G"IG':

G" G"
tan S ==- or D ::: tan -I - (15)

G' G'

Experimentally. G* is measured as a torque (or compression-tension). and D is
measured as the phase angle between the elastic and viscous components. The individual. r. dll; LUI;II uy LUI; IVUVWllle

G' = IG*I cos 8 (16a)

G" = IG*I sin 8 (16b)

Problem 8: An instrument capable of making dynamic measurements (sinusoidally)
determines that G* = 5.0 x 1()2 dyn cm", and the phase angle (8) as 45°.
What are the values of G' and G"?

Sol ution: Both the cosine and the sine of 45 0 are 1IJ2 ::: O. 707.

Therefore: G' = G" = G* sin 8 = G* cos 8 = 5.0 x I()2 dyn cm? x 0.707 =
3.535 x 1()2 dyn cm-'.

To check this value Eq. (14) can be used:

1(;*1 = r((I')2 + ((;')21 1/2 = rn.215 x Jfl2rlvncm-2)2

+ 3.535 x lOZ dyn cm-2)2p l2

= , x 1()2 dvn rm-2

o, 6i-
E

5i-0
o(j)

~ 5 4i-

G/_"
COu

&.:5 3i-
-~0 ?-
:J

V
IU

0 1 j-

G1

I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
In Phase Component (Elastic)

Fin 21 Pint of
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Note that G*, G', and G" are moduli, not viscosities; their units are units of stress not
viscosity. Complex dynamic viscosity 11 * is defined by Eq. (17):

G*
11* =- (17)

co

where ro IS the trequency ot the sine wave m radians per second. The urnts ot complex
dynamic viscosity are the same as those of classic viscosity (i.e., dyne-s crrr", P, or
Pa-s).

E. Mathematical Treatment of Viscoelastic Theory
T. .1- A a. A .1-
0"" .. ..."'1'.... """',,,, u .... o .....o o ....u o ............. ., ...... v. ...v., ...... , ....u ......]

can be treated as rotating vectors [17, 18]. The magnitudes of the vectors are equiva-
lent to the amplitudes of the maximum stress and maximum peak strain. One revolu-

~ .. ~ .. ~

UVll VI UII;; VI;;'-IVI 117 I;;\.jU<11 IV <1 lUll ,-Y'-II;; VI

The stress, strain, and rate of strain are complex variables (as previously discussed
in Sec. III.D) that can be defined by the following equations:

a* = a&(WI+O) (18)

y* = y~(I)1 (19)

ulh..r.. IT* ;" th.. "tr..c c "*;,, th..
,

dr"i... IT ;" th... , . , ·u '0'

tude of the stress, Yo is the maximum magnitude of the strain, 0 is the phase angle
between strain and stress, t is time, ro is the angular frequency, and; equals (-1)112. Dif-.. ~~ 1:'. /1 CI\ • ., CICIO .~ .1-
.~. ~. ~'1' \ JJ .~ '1' L~ U J~ VL L........ .....LV.

so that:

rfv*
- = ;roYo,)/ = roYd""+lt''':) (20)
dt

where roYn is the magnitude of the rate of strain vector.
The complex shear modulus, G*, is defined as the ratio of a* to y*.

~*
cr*

~

y* ~"I )

By substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (21) we obtain

G* = (ao/yo)i(<oll + O)exp(-u« (22)

or

G* = (ao/yo)(io) (23)

From Euler's formula, one knows that

exp(io) = cos 0 + i(sin 0) (24)

Some special values of the complex exnonential are exo(ro;/Z) euuals ; and exn (n;)

equals - I. Equation (Z4) can be substituted into Eq. (23) to obtain:

G* = (ao/yo) cos (5 + i(ao/yo) sin 0 (25)
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Hut:

G' = (oO/YO) cos 0 and G" = (0olyo) sin 0 (26a and 26b)

Consequently,

G* = G' + iG" (13)

where G' is known as the elastic modulus, storage modulus, or the real modulus. The
viscous modulus G" is also known as the loss modulus, or the imaginary modulus.

The relationship between G' and Gil may be illustrated vectoricallv as two
orthoganol vectors. The tangent between G" and G' defines the phase angle 0 as

"
G"

ran U

G'
~ ... I }

The physical significance of tan 0 becomes clearer when one considers the energy dis-
sipated and stored per cycle of deformation for lmearly viscoelastic materials. The en-
ergy dissipated per cycle is:

W = Jody = Jo(dyldt)dt (28)

So if it is assumed that the stress is the forcing function according to

iTlt) - rt : ein (ttl!) nQ)
v

and the resultant strain can be represented by

'" ,"'".YVI Yo ~1I1 \WI VI \JVI

then Eq. (29) and (30), with the proper trigonometric identity, can be used to expand
1=11 I?R) to.

6W = 0oyoco Jsin(cot)[cos(col)coso + sin(cot)coso]dt (3 I)

The first term inside of the closed integral is an odd function and becomes zero after
integration. The value of the integral of the second term is (zt/ro) sin 0, so that the energy
uissrpatec per cycle or oerormaIion is given as

6 Wcycle = rrooyo sin 0 (32)

The maximum energy stored per cycle, analogous to the potential energy of a spring
at the maximum displacement is

1
W = - G(y )2 (33)2 0

.. .. . .
wnere U IS me erasuc moouius or me matenar, equivaient [Q me spring constant. Smce
G' = G* cos is and G*yo == 00' then

I

W = - 0oYo cos 0 (34)
2
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Equations (32) and (34) can be combined to give the ratio of energy dissipated to maxi
mum energy stored per cycle of deformation as

~W (Gil)-- = 21t tan 6 = 21t -
W G'

F. Temperature-Frequency Equivalence

(35)

The viscoelastic properties of pharmaceutical systems containing high molecular weight
molecules, such as polymers, are extremely temperature-sensitive as well as shear fre-. . .

semisolid dispersions, such as ointments or creams. Even though the effect of tempera
ture on viscosity has been well documented for pharmaceutical systems, limited infor-
matton is avai a e on e e ec 0 empera re on eir viscoe as ic proper ies. ccor
ing to the theory of rubberlike elasticity, the elastic moduli of ideal elastomers are
proportional to absolute temperature [18]. Since the deformation of a rubberlike mate-
rial is an activated process in which molecular segments can move only by overcom-

pendence of viscoelastic properties.
Modulus data taken over a range of shear frequencies (which is equivalent to re-

ciproca ime can e superpose in e same manner a ime- empera ure superposi
tion is applied to creep and stress-relaxation data [19-22]. This phenomena is extremely
useful because the limitations of instrumentation or time often do not allow the measure-
ment of a complete modulus versus frequency spectrum. In spite of this limitation, a
curve-shifting procedure can be used to construct a master curve (complete log modu
lus versus 10 fre uenc s ectrum at a iven tern erature). A chan e in tern erature
shifts the distribution of modulus curves without changing the shape of the function. The
shift of a modulus curve is quantitated in terms of aT' the shift factor. Radebaugh and

imonelli a Ii he tern er r -fre uen r lationshi t he viscoel s i ro erties
of anhydrous lanolin [23]. In these studies it was found that viscoelastic parameters, de
termined over a wide range of temperatures and shear frequencies, could be superposed.

cies were equivalent to moduli obtained at high temperatures and frequencies. Empiri
cal shifts of modulus versus frequency data obtained at different temperatures were used

"
reduced variables, in conjunction with an Arrhenius-type relation, proved useful in
calculating the energy of activation for the structural processes involved in a major

. . . .. .
ec a I 10 . I XI ca IS

compares favorably with the magnitude of energies of activation of high molecular
weight polymers undergoing a glass transition. This comparison is significant when one
considers the general1y low molecular weight composiuon of lanohn (99% of molecules
have a molecular weight between 400 and 950). The magnitude of the energy of acti
vation for lanolin suggests that the intra- and intermolecular forces are as great as those
in high molecular weight polymers. Hence, the nature of the functional groups and the
chain length of the molecules determine the strength of the structure of the system.
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Fig. 22 Reduced frequency master curve of elastic modulus for anhydrous lanolin USP. Key:
(0) 0°. (0) 5°. (Ll) 10°. and (A) 15°.

At this point, it is necessary to examine the mathematical relationships behind
temperature-frequency superposition. In general the concept can be expressed as

G(TR , v) = G(T, vlar) (36)

where G is either the elastic or viscous modulus, v is the shear frequency, TR is the
r- p . . ~ . .. .,.,

I • VI IIUpl;;J. ' I III UII;; 1~lIl .~, allu Ur 111 UI~ IIlllll

factor. The effect of a change in temperature is the same as applying a multiplicative
factor to the shear frequency scale. Ideally, there is often an inherent change in rnodu-
'us nrougnt about ny cnanges In temperature. ~acn or tnese cnanges are compensated
by vertical shifts during the construction of the log modulus versus log frequency curve.
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Fig. 23 Reduced frequency master curve of viscous modulus for anhydrous lanolin USP. Key:
(0) 0°. (0) 5°. (.1) 10°. and (A) 15°.
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Consequently, Eq. (36) can be modified to

177

G(T, v/ar)=
Tp(T)

where p(TR) and peT) are the densities of the test sample at the reference temperature
and test temperature, respectively [20]. Division by the test temperature corrects for
changes in modulus caused by the inherent dependence of modulus on temperature,
whereas division by the density corrects for volume changes. To construct a master
curve, a reference temperature is arbitrarily chosen, and moduli are measured at vari
ous frequencies and temperatures.

B rearran in E. 37 the modulus at an
temperature can be expressed as

)

The shift factors are a function of temperature and are determined relative to the ref-
erence temperature. The values of the shift factors must be found empirically by match-.. .

so the procedure is often referred to as a Ferry reduction scheme [17,21,24]. Super
position, which is also referred to as the method of reduced variables, can reduce ex-
penmenta wor an exten tee ective requency range 0 resu ts 0 tame wit an
instrument of limited frequency capabilities. When the temperature of testing is varied
through an appropriate temperature range, a reduced fre uency ran e of man more
decades usually can be covered.

The power of this technique was demonstrated with the semisolid anhydrous lano-
lin 23. It was demons r ted h tone c ul r . h vi I r
hydrous lanolin at shear frequences up to 100,000 S-I, far greater than could be attained
with any commercially available mechanical property tester. In reality, shear rates of

shear rates for a variety of situations: up to 120 S-I for topical application of an oint
ment: 1,000-12,000 S-I for a roller mill; and 5,000-100,000 S-I for high-speed filling

It has also been theorized that the relationship between temperature and shift fac
tors can be expressed as an Arrhenius-type equation:

(39)

d(lIT) (40)

T
E; for thermomechanical transitions (typically glass transitions for amorphous polymers)
within the material can be calculated from the slope of the plot.
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for amorphous polymers. It is known as the W-L-F equation, and is written as

log aT = I g
(C2 + T- Tg) (41)

where C1 and C2 are constants and Tg is the glass transition temperature. The glass tran
sition temperature is that temperature below which the configurational arrangements of
the molecules essentiall cease. The ern irical constants C and C, were ori inall
thought to be universal, but have since shown slight variation from polymer to polymer
[18]. The apparent energy of activation for a transition can also be calculated for data

tains

dT (~+T+r;,)2
(42)

E = 2.303 RC.~T2

a (~ + T + r;,)2 (43)

The magnitude of the energy of activation is an indication of the magnitude of the
transition. Primary transitions usually have an energy of activation greater than 40 kcal.

or secondary transitions with much lower energies of activation are more sensitive to
frequency and show greater movement on the temperature scale with changes in fre-
quency.

The usefulness of Eqs. (40) and (43) was demonstrated by Radebaugh and Simonelli
for anhydrous lanolin [23]. When the shift factors were plotted according to Eq. (40),
E, was approximately 90 kcal/mol. The significance of this value becomes more evi
dent when the E, is compared with values for polymeric systems. For main glass tran
sitions in which T, is taken as T, the E is of the order of 100 kcal/mol 29, second-
ary transitions at cryogenic temperatures are of the order of 1-10 kcal/mol. Comparisons
of the E, for anhydrous lanolin with experimentally obtained E, values for polymers
. . .. .

transition. This is not what one would expect, since the molecules are of low molecu
lar weight, and the limiting value of the elastic modulus is not as large as one would

When the shift factors were plotted according to the W-L-F equation [Eq. (43»), it
was found that anhydrous lanolin does not fit the "ideal" plot. The lack of fit to the W-

qu io u n i' i u a i is r y no a g ass
transition, because most polymers that undergo a glass transition obey the W-L-F equa
tion. Even so, the magnitude of the E, for anhydrous lanolin suggests that intra- and
intermolecular orce are as great as t ose III hig molecu ar weight polymers. Hence,
the nature of the functional groups and the chain length of the molecules determine the
strength of the structure of the system.
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IV. VI

There are several reasons for making rheological measurements:

I. To quantitate the effects of time, temperature, ingredients, and processing pa
rameters on a formulation

2. To describe uantitativel the flow behavior of a material for the ur ose of
quality control

3. To measure the ease of product dispensation from a tube, bottle, or jar
4. To measure s readabilit
5. To understand the fundamental nature of the system

The last of these is probably the most important for formulation

A. Fundamental Requirements

tionship between stress and strain or shear rate and, in the case of viscoelasticity, fre
quency. Some viscometers measure shear stress at only one shear rate (e.g., I kPa at. .

am Ie, the shear rate rna var from I to 1000 S-I. No sin Ie viscometer is ca able of
all ranges of shear rates. A combination of viscometers may be used to generate shear
rates over a range of I x 10-4- 1 x I()4 S-I or more.

N matter what ins mentation is us he rna ri I b in measur
certain characteristics:

I. The fluid must be noncompressible. One should not attempt to assess rheo-
ogica properties 0 matena stat s nn In vo ume un er stress. IS type

of error might occur in a heavily aerated emulsion. Pure shear involves no
volume change.

2. No body forces can exist in the material: that is, the fluid is subjected to not
only surface forces, but also to the force of gravity acting on each molecule.
The force of gravity, or inertia, is a body force. Some body forces are al-
ways present, but they are usually small relative to the viscous forces and are
ignored. Body forces can become important when high centrifugal forces are
involved in the measurement or when a dis ersed hase has an a reciabl
different density from that of the continuous phase.

3. The viscosity must be independent of pressure. Some rheometers can produce
extremeI hi h shear stresses e.. ressure-driven ca ill r rheometers. If
the viscosity of the fluid is a function of pressure, the measured viscosity will
depend on the pressure generated in the instrument and will not be consistent. .

4. There must be no slipping at the shearing surfaces. In Fig. 3, the lower layer
of fluid has a velocity of zero, the upper layer has a velocity of V3• If either. . .

causes, the shear rate of the fluid will not be the same as the apparent shear
rate being generated by the instrument, and the results will be meaningless.. . .. .

tween the surface of the fluid and the shearing surface of the instrument. The
problem also exists in tensile testing whenever the sample slips in the jaws of. .
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layer is flowing parallel to every other layer. The shear rate is defined in terms
of the velocity gradient dvldl, which assumes laminar flow.

measurement. Viscosity is strongly dependent on temperature. This relation
ship can be expressed, in many cases, by an equation analogous to the Arrhen-. . .. . . '.
IUS equa Ion, w IC IS use 10 c emica me ICS:

(44)

were y IS t e acnvanon energy require to uunate ow tween molecules,
and A is a constant that is a function of molecular weight and molar volume
of the fluid; R is the gas constant (1.987 cal mor '). and T is the absolute tem-
perature (K). Note that e is raised to the positive E)RT not the negative value
used in the Arrhenius equation and that E; is also a function of temperature,
since the bonds linkin the molecules of the fluid are broken with increasin
temperature. Thus, a plot of log 11 versus liT generally does not yield a straight
line for large temperature differences.

B. Types of Rheological Instruments

Instrumentation used for rheological meaurements has been comprehensively covered by
Whorlow [8] and also by Sherman and by Van Wazer [11,22]. The types of instruments. ... .

rotation, dynamic, and miscellaneous.

where PI is the density of the ball, pz is the density of the fluid, g is the acceleration
cause y gr vi y, r i iu i'

This equation assumes no wall effects; that is, an infinite value of fluid and a ver
tical tube. However, if the tube is calibrated against a fluid of known viscosity, Eq. (46)
can e use :

(46)

where K is an instrumental constant and t IS the time required for the ball to travel
between two marks on the cylinder. This method can be used for either falling or roll
ing balls. For the rolling ball, the tube would be at an angle other than 90°.

When the tube is at 90°, the shear rate is at the maximum and is defined as fol
lows:
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3v
y =

2r
(47)*

where v is velocity of the sphere and r is radius of the sphere. At angles other than 0°,
at which the shear rate is zero (since the tube is horizontal and the ball cannot roll), the

for the ball to attain a constant velocity before reaching the first timing mark.
This method is not applicable to the complete characterization of nonnewtonian. .. .... ..

ball generates only a single shear rate. However, the viscosity at a single shear rate can
be determined for a nonnewtonian system.

. .

10-4_103 P), by varying the distance between the marks on the cylinder or by varying
the density of the ball being used. It can also be used at high temperatures and high
pressures.

2. Capillary Viscometers

Capillary viscometers span the range from simple glass tubes to very cost y pressure-. . .. ...

and Poiseuille, who also developed the law describing the viscosity of a fluid flowing
through a capillary, Eq. (48) (for derivation see Ref. 8, p. 60):

(48)

where r is the radius, I':!.P is the difference in pressure between the top of the capillary
and the bottom, L is the length of the tube, and Q is the volume flowing through the. . .. .

centimeter, Q in cubic centimeters per second, and II in poise. The viscosity is mea
sured by measuring the time for the liquid to flow between two points on the capillary.

for an unknown material, as shown in Eq. (49)

or flu = u u
(49)

u u
of the known and unknown fluids, respectively, and tk and tu are the flow times for the
known and unknown fluids, respectively... ..

k k

is known as the kinematic viscosity and is expressed in units of stokes. The stokes (St)
has units of square centimeters per second.

o •• •

When a viscous fluid flows through a pipe, the flow may be laminar or turbulent. The

*This equation was derived by H. Lamb. Cambridge University Press, London, 19(6), who showed that the
maximum shear rate of a falling ball is y = (PI - P:0 gr/3. By substituting Eq. (45) for 11 into Lamb's equation,
Eq. (47) is obtained.
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conditions that describe whether the flow will be laminar or turbulent are expressed in
a single value known as the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is defined as

NRe =

where

pvD

NRe = Reynolds number

t-'

V = velocity of the fluid
D = diameter of the pipe
'I UJ~ v

and p/TJ = lover the kinematic viscosity; that is, as the kinematic viscosity increases,
the Revnolds number decreases. When the Revnolds number is less than 2000 the flow
in the pipe will be laminar, between 2000 and 3000 the flow is unstable, above 3000
the flow becomes turbulent. Turbulent flow requires more power to pump and may result
in . of ~ir into ~. .

The shear rate in a capillary viscometer is

. 4Q
YwaJl = -3

1tr

Yaxis = 0

"1"1. ,L .L· • .1.,~ .1. .1. -' .L
...'" " "'....... • ~ " • .., va "''''"'. vaa y''''

file of the flow. The viscosity is determined by the shear rate at the wall. For non
newtonian fluids the equation becomes much more complicated and will not be covered
In lnIS • • L~t:l. 0 ot: lur llllS UUUI allu lilt: U~I I v auuu UJ

Eq. (50)].

n ,.... .......... ••• .Fe

• a a ',J

The simplest of capillary viscometers is a so-called Dudley pipette. The Dudley pipette
consists of a standard transfer pipette with two timing marks. The time is measured for
me pipeue 10 empty me vorume oetween me lWO liming rnarxs. I ne lime is comparee
with the time for a standard such as water. The viscosity is then determined from Eq.
(49).

A number or u-tuoe capuiary viscometers are avauame (r-ig. L4). J ne SImplest or
these is the Ostwald viscometer (see Fig. 24a). The fluid is added to the bulb on the
right side of the U and is pulled by suction to the upper mark on the bulk in the reser-
voir. The fluid is then allowed to flow back down through the capillary. The time for
the liquid to pass between the two timing marks is measured, and the viscosity is cal
culated versus that of a standard liquid, as with the Dudley pipette.

Variations of the Ostwald (e.g., the Cannon-Fenske and the Ubbelohde viscometers)
are designed to minimize errors caused by kinetic effects and head error. The pressure
head in an Ostwald-type viscometer is always changing . Ideally, the backpressure should
be kept constant. This is approximated in the Cannon-Penske instrument by having a
relatively small amount of fluid, with relatively low kinetic energy, flow into a relatively
larze reservoir such that the level of the reservoir chanzes verv little. Glass caoillarv
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Fig. 24 Capillary viscometers: (a) Ostwald, (b) Cannon-Fenske, and (c) Ubbelohde. (From Ref.
15)

viscometers are available for kinematic viscosities between 0.6 and 10 x 104 cS. See
,,~ ..... .. in J(;rlr.{) r;', , ,.

Elf rJ, .1 -r , ,... . -0' , -J '00'

[15] .

b. Advantages and Disadvantages
There are some advantages to using capillary viscometers:

1. They are relatively inexpensive, except for pressure-driven viscometers.
2. High shear rates can be obtained
'1 Tho flnn, ;" tn fl""",_. .- r- ~

The disadvantges are many:

r- ~ N·. .. .. ., r ...
! • aul,.! I;;Jl.U UIU;)~ l}l;; uy ~ ~Ul;; I auv VI LUI;; II;;Ul5UI

to the width of the capillary greater than 200. As this ratio increases, the rela-
tive contributions of entrance and exit effects become small. Also at larger
ICUIUS, JlUW IS

2. The solids in dispersed systems sometimes tend to migrate toward the center
of the capillary. This effect tends to lower the viscosity of the fluid in con-
tact wim me wails.

3. The shear rate is not constant. This makes data reduction difficult, particularly
for nonnewtonian fluids.

4 . me presure IS not constant. ThIS errecr IS closely nee to Shear rate drrrerences.
5. .At high shear rates, laminar flow can become turbulent flow, which violates

the initial assumptions for determining shear rates.
6. Disperse systems may yield different viscosities in capillary viscometers of

widely different dimensions. If the dispersed particle is not several orders of
magnitude smaller than the diameter of the capillary, the particles may inter-
fere with basic assumptions for laminar flow, clog the capillary, or interact
with each other. Capillary viscometers can supply answers for some types of
systems, but one must be aware of their limitations and interpret the data with
caution. They can be useful for emulsoins and suspensions containing a small
percentage ( < 1%) of suspended material. These fluids do not deviate too much
from newtonian behavior
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3. Rotational Viscometers

The most frequently used rotational viscometers are the coaxial cylinder viscometer, the...
cone auu prate rype, dUU lilt: 1

~ . lypt: •

a. Coaxial Cylinder Viscometers
The coaxial cylinder viscometer consists of one cylinder Inside another with a small gap
between them (Fig. 25). The test material is placed between the two cylinders. Either
cylinder may be driven at a constant angular velocity (co). The stress generated on the
other cylinder is measured as a torque (M).

The shear rate in a coaxial cylinder viscometer is different for newtonian and non-
newtonian liouids when the cvlinder is driven at the same anzular velocitv (w). The shear
rate at the outer wall for a newtonian fluid in a coaxial cylinder viscometer is

200
Yo

I - (R/~)2

where to is the angular velocitv, and R· and R are the inner and outer radii, resoectivelv.
Derivations for Eqs. (5Ia) and (5Ib) can be found in Reference 8. The shear rate at the. .., .
Inner wall IS given In me .~ ..~ ''''0 .

The difference between R, and Ro is typically 1-2 mm tR, IRo ~ 0.98). This small
gap assures a relatively constant shear rate within the gap.

Example: Calculate the shear rates in a coaxial cylinder viscometers with w 10 rad
S-1 and R·/K ratios of 0.98 0.90 0.50 and 0.10 at the inner and outer radii
of the gap between the cylinders.

'1 '1

Solution: - -
Yo = Yi =

I - (~/~)2 (~/R;)2 - I

., If) '1 '1l\- .~ - -~= =
I - (0.98)2 (110.98)2 - I

,l\, ~-l AO, ~-l
v~_ v

~_ v

0

~ ~
~ t%
~ r;;;
~ r;;;
~ t%
~ //
'/ // '/

Fla. 25 Cross section of a coaxial cylinder viscometer.
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RJRo 'Yo 'Yi Myo(%)

0.98 505 485 4.0
- - ~- - -- - ~

u.~u 1UJ.':' OJ.':' 1"

0.50 26.6 6.7 75.6
0.10 20.2 0.20 99

The shear rates y0 given in the accompanying table are the shear rates of the driven
(outer) cvlinder. The corresnondinz shear rates at the inner cylinder t, are also shown
along with the percentage difference between the inner and outer cylinders. Ideally. the
liquid in the instrument should experience a single shear rate. Since this is impossible
in thi<: tvne: of . the in shear rares .J he held to :l

...
Therefore. an R/Ro ratio of 0.98 is the accepted minimum value.

For a nonnewtonian fluid (power law fluid) the shear rate is

200
'Y = N[I - (RJ~)FIN

where N is defined as in Eq. (5). that is. Y = 'II aN. Fluids of known viscosity can be
usea to caliorate me torque scale or me viscometer. wmcn can men oe usea TOr non-
newtonian fluids.

The shear rate for a Bingham material is even more complicated and will not be
covered here: complete derivations are given In Whorlow [S].

The shear stress for all materials is given in Eq. (52):

.
WI

(J= (52)
21t~L

where M IS the measured torque. /(0 IS the outer ramus, ana L IS the length ot the in-

ner cylinder.
The viscosity, therefore, is given by

(J M
11 = Y= 21t~Ly (53)

where y is the appropriate shear rate, depending on the type of fluid being measured.
The concentric cylinder instrument has the advantages of being easy to use (at

11 < lOOP) and it can be made very sensitive.
Concentric cylinder viscometers exhibit a number of disadvantages: (a) if the value

of R./R is less than 0.98, data reduction is difficult because the shear rate is not con-
stant over the width of the gap-that is, the wider the gap. the greater the percentage
change in the shear rates within the gap (see preceding example); (b) the instrument is
hard to load with high viscosity liouids: (c) end .ce. c:!n he :! ...
with nonnewtonian fluids; (d) dispersed systems may show slippage at the cylinder owing
to phase separation; and (e) thixotropic materials will give varying viscosities as a func-
rion of rim» ~<;: thpv no in ~1I Tb ic pffprt rrmct hI' " .. tA

'" '"avoid misinterpretation of the material's behavior. For example. a thixotropic material
may be interpreted as being a simple thinning liquid.
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I I

~
I I

Fig. 26 Geometry of cone and plate viscometers.

Thixotropic characteristics of a material can be determined in this instrument by
recording the torque readings as a function of time with the instrument rotating at a
constant angular velocity.

D. IDe L:ODe aDO rtare v iscometer
The cone and plate viscometer (Fig. 26) consists of a cone, with an angle less than 50,
preferably 4-300, and a flat plate. A small cone angle is required to generate a shear
rate that is essentially constant throughout the gap. The shear rate of a cone and plate
viscometer is

W
y =- (54)

u.

where W is the relative angular velocity between the cone and the plate (either the cone
or the olate mav be rotated while the nonroratinz element is used to measure the stress
generated), and 0. is the angle of the cone.

The viscosity measured by a cone and plate viscometer is given by

3M
II = 2 rtR3y (55)

where M is the measured torque and R is the radius of the cone or plate. A complete
derivation of Eq. (55) may be found in Ref. 8 (p. 131).

Problem 7: Prove that the shear rate for a cone and plate viscometer is constant.

Solution: The shear rate is vii, where v is the velocity and I is the thickness of the-, - . . -
IlIaL~llal. r ne OJ UI ure (;UII(; UI UI:S1\. 'll 'lily r'lUIU:S Ii 1:S rilU. rur ~1I1<l1l

angles, tan 0. = 0. (radians). Therefore, the separation (1) between the cone
and plate at any radius 'j is approximately 'j a, since tan 0. = l/'j = 0.

u-ig. L I). 1nererore, me snear rare is ~w,/a'i WI a ror au vames or 'j'

,
I
I
I
I

-'-~r,a : a I

t l I I

Fig. 27 Separation of cone and plate in terms of '1 and a.
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fore, the shear rate is constant throughout the gap.

187

1. The shear rate is constant. This simplifies data reduction.
2. Only a very small sample is necessary to fill the gap between the cone and

plate.
3. Newtonian and nonnewtonian fluids can be measured over a wide range of

viscosities.

The disadvantages are:

together.
4. The cone and plate must be precisely aligned to obtain correct value.

case is

Y=
I

(56)

converted to parallel plate viscometers by simply replacing the cone with another plate.
For parallel plates, the shear rate is not constant throughout the gap, and the equations

c. The Rotating Spindle Viscometer

or within a structure that maintains a precisely defined geometry. For instance, in a
coaxial viscometer the sample is placed between two cylindrical surfaces of precise radii;
a • • ••

I e c pr a y; n y
in the falling or rolling ball is it difficult to define the precise sample thickness; as a
result, it is not suited for nonnewtonian fluids. The rotating spindle viscometer is an-
other instrument in which the sample thickness is poorly defined.

Despite this problem, one brand of rotating spindle viscometer, or a variation there
of, is probably the most often used industrial pharmaceutical viscometer. It is manufac-
tured by the Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Inc., and is commonly called the
Brookfield. The Brookfield consists of a motor (with four to eight fixed speeds), a scale
to indicate tor ue and a section of four to seven s indies. The full-scale tor ue ran e
varies from approximately 675 to 57,500 dyn-cm for models LV and HB, respectively.

The shear rate and shear stress for cylindrical spindles are determined as follows:

. 2wI?;~

Y = X(I?; - ~) (57)
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a = ---
2rtRtL

were

w = angular velocity of spindle (rad S-I)

c
Rb radius of spindle (em)
X = radius at which shear rate is being calculated

L = effective length of spindle

The viscosit is defined in the usual wa , a/' .

Radebaugh

(58)

The flow properties of nonnewtonian fluids, although given by the foregoing equa
tions, do not always give consistent results between spindles. Therefore, a complete shear
stress/shear rate dia ram should be lotted usin a sin le c lindrical s indle. The s ed
(rpm) of the cylinder is usually used instead of the actual shear rate, and the viscom
eter reads in scale units instead of the actual shear stress. A scale factor dependent on. .

The advantages of the Brookfield-type viscometer are

I . This type of viscometer is relatively inexpensive
2. The apparatus is rugged and easily used by inexperienced operators.. .. .

The disadvantages are

the shear rate at a given point in the sample.
2. Operators may ignore the effects of container size and other variables associ-

3. For nonnewtonian fluids the measured "viscosity" is dependent on spindle size.
4. Data reduction is difficult for nonnewtonian fluids.

4. Dynamic Measurements

The viscosity and shear rate-stress relationships of viscoelastic materials can be mea-
sured by any of the preceding methods. However, much of the information about vis
coelastic materials is lost by making only steady-state shear measurements. Steady-state
measurements do not establish that a material is viscoelastic but onl that it is non-
newtonian. As discussed in the section on viscoelasticity, viscoelastic materials exhibit
both elastic and viscous characteristics. The measurement of the individual components

ri 1 "vi "
The methods for evaluating viscoelastic characteristics are as varied as the ways to

measure newtonian fluids and hookeian solids. There are two major techniques for mea-

generating harmonic strains using a steady rotation.

a. Harmonic Strain
A harmonic strain may be applied in various ways. It may be applied through simple
shear (Fig. 28a), tension-compression (see Fig. 28b), concentric cylinders (see Fgi. 28c),
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a c

Fig. 28 Methods of applying harmonic strains: (a) simple shear, (b) tension-compression. (c)
. 0 il i IX r .

clinder configuration can be substituted for flat plates. Usually the harmonic strain is
driven at a constant amplitude; that is, the maximum displacement is constant for the

uranon 0 t e measurement ig. a. orne ynamic measuremen s use a ree vi ra-
tion instrument in which the oscillations are continually dampened by the fluid (see Fig.
29b). The latter will not be discussed in this chapter (a full discussion of this subject
can be ound m Re. ).

stress are measured. From these two values, the storage and loss moduli (G' and Gil)
can be calculated using Eqs. (l6a) and (l6b). The measurement is normally made by

at another point.
The complex modulus divided by the frequency of oscillation is the complex dy-. .

I

The advantages of this method are similar to those given for concentric cylinder.
cone and plate, and parallel plate viscometers, since the geometry is essentially the same.

IS me 0 a so covers a WI er time sea e. or examp e, t e range 0 OSCI anon re
quencies can vary from 1 x 10-5 to 200 Hz. The information obtained by this method
is unobtainable by most classic measurements. For instance, it can tell the investigator
w et er a prototype suppository base possesses enough elasticity to maintam Its shape
during insertion and still maintain a suitable viscosity to allow spreading in the bowel.

Figure 30 illustrates the test geometry of the eccentric, rotating disk (ERD). A sample
is placed between two disks that rotate at the same anglular velocity co, but around offset
axes. The flow between the disks results III a shearmg monon WIth material elements
moving in circular paths relative to each other. The deformation is of a constant mag-

(Strain)

(al (b)

FI . 29 (a) Constant and (b) attenuated harmonic oscillations.
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Fig. 30 Eccentric rotating disk geometry. (From Ref. 32.)

nitude, but changes direction continually. Any given element of material is sheared
harmonically, but not in the same manner as in a conventional dynamic testing method.
The stress experienced by all elements ot the matenal IS identical (r.e., mdependent of
position).

The strain in an ERD is equal to the distance between the centers of the rotating
disk a divided by the gap h between the disks (i.e., a/h). The elastic and viscous moduli
~_~ ~;. ,~~ lo." I::~~ 140:0~\ ~~,.l 140:0"\
... "" o' "".. ~] ~"1."" '~"'''I ....~ ,~ ~/'

G' =:
hFy

(59a)D2.......
where

...." .. ~'- '" .
1 Y IVI "'''' III UJ'" l

R = radius of the disk
a = distance between the centers of the disks
n . uie UISKS

G"
nr,

(59b)== ---:-:;-
7l.1{"U

Both Fy and Fx are measured by sensors that monitor the two perpendicular forces on
one of the disk shafts

An example of the this type of instrument is the Mechanical Spectrometer of Rheo-
metries, Inc., which may be used either in the eccentric mode or as a conventional cone
~ncl nl ~tp nr ,. 'nl~tp ,

c c

The advantages of this type of instrumentation are

I. The equipment is easy to use.
2. The linearity of the instrumentation is good.
3. A wide range of strains may be obtained; especially very low strains.
4. A wide range of force amplitudes may be obtained: I x 10-4 to I N-m.

Many of the dynamic rheometers described here are found only in industrial research
laboratories or well-funded universities. They are not typically used for quality control

p

WVI K VI III IVULlU\,; lVl . . , uic uaia uy sucu ~iill

provide information about the structure of the material that is not available from any
other source.
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5. Miscellaneous Methods

a. Penetrometer
It L' . . . .. • .L

I" y~"" .Jp.........J VI a '"' IVU \'VILll a ll...... UI... , ...Ull... , U. "p....." .... u,

tached to the end. The penetrating element is allowed to drop vertically from a prede-
termined height into the sample. A graduated scale is used to measure the depth of
penetration after a given rime or until a given rate or perretratton nas oeen

The yield value So for a cone penetrometer is calculated from the depth of penetra-
tion p using the equation:

So
K(wt)

= (60)
p"

where
So = yield value

I

K = J cot 2a cot a (K is an instrument constant and 2a is the cone angle)
1t

wt = weight of the cone and attached parts that impinge on the sample
p - oeptn or penetration
n ~ -' -" on the ~ value near J. '"' . '"'

A rod penetrometer consists of a metal rod with a platform for adding weight. The
geometry is defined well enough to calculate shear stress (from the load) and velocity
gradients. Pseudoplastic behavior can be defined as in Eq. (61)

1
v - -rt" 1£ I \

\JI
\V' !

where v is velocity gradient (i.e., shear rate), o is shear stress, and \jI and n are con-
stants cnaractensnc or me material ('II is sometimes caueu a pseuaoviscositYJ.

Equation (61) is the "power law" as determined by a penetrometer (see Sec. III.B
for other examples of power laws). Penetrometers are used to characterize waxes,
greases. suppositones, ana other semisoncs.

b. Creep Measurement
J ne pnenomenon or creep was mtroouceo m connection wnn me mooenng or rneolOgical
behavior. The present section is limited to a discussion of the instrumentation for creep
measurements in dispersed systems. In a creep test, a sudden constant stress is applied
to a system, ana the strain IS measured as a tunction or time. creep measurements are
useful for viscoelastic fluids, since nonviscoelastic fluids would release the stress instan-
taneously.

Creep measurements are probably the most inexpensive means of quantitating vis-
coelasticity. Barry [33] has pioneered the study of viscoelastic properties in pharrnaceu-
ticals and cosmetics. His work includes studies on the control of the consistency of
emulsions of liquid paraffins in water through the formation of viscoelastic networks
[34].

The creep of viscoelastic fluids can be measured in various ways: the double sand-
wich (Fig. 3la) or a variation thereof, the sliding coaxial cylinders (Fig. 31b), which
can also be used in torsion (Fig. 3Ic). For semisolids, such as suppository bases, a mass
nlaced on the unner surface of well-defined zeometrv (FiQ:. 31d) can be used for the con-
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(a) (b) (e) (d)

Fig. 31 Methods of measuring creep: (a) double sandwich. (b) sliding coaxial cylinders, (c) tor-
sian. and (d) mass on upper surface.

stant load. (Note that a constant load is not the same as a constant stress. Stress is de
fined as a force/area; if the cross-sectional area is changing, the stress is no longer

. . "

linear viscoelasticity must be verified in all measurements of viscoelasticity. The strain
must be directly proportional to the stress, or the material is not linearly viscoelastic.. .

sis. When a constant stress is rapidly applied to a viscoelastic material, the material
responds with an instantaneous strain crolGo, where Go is the shear modulus at time O.. . . ..

1

second region (A-B), for an ideal material, is known as retarded elasticity. described
by G,. the retardation shear modulus. Upon reaching linearity (B-C), the region of the
curve IS nown as secon ary creep, or VISCOUS ow, W IC IS 0 serva e In rea mate
rials [8]. After the load is removed (point C), there is an instantaneous recovery of a
portion of the strain cro/Go, followed by a slower recovery of the retarded elasticity
cro/G, , and finally a region of unrecoverable strain owing to viscous flow. crcl/llN' is
reached.

Sherman [11] describes the creep curve in terms of molecular behavior as follows:
I. The instantaneous strain region (origin-A) is due to the elasticity of the primary

structure. If, at any point in this region, the stress is removed, the sample returns to
its ori inal dimensions. The instantaneous cree com liance 1 . of this onion is IIG
for shear or ilEa for tensile experiments. The curve in Fig. 32 is often plotted in terms
of J. rather than cro/G. If J is used, the shape of the curve will be identical with that
of Fi . 32' onl the relative rna nitude of the axis will chan e.

_- ~ 8--

Time
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2. In the retarded elasticity region (A-B), bonds break and re-form. However, not
all bonds break and re-form at the same rate, since some are stronger than others. This

i I 2 .

J .J. 1 - exp =
a

where JR is the creep compliance for the retarded elastic region, L; indicates that all the
e ements rom to l are to e summe, ; IS t e creep comp lance or t e it e ement,
exp indicates that e (the base of the natural logarithm) is raised to the (-th) power. t
is the time, and 1:; is the retardation time; that is, the time for the stress of that element
to reach lie of its initial value. In addition, L; equals JjN;. which is often substituted into
Eq. (62). The concept of L is very important. The values of Li' where L; means that there
are relaxation times ttL ... rna var from fractional seconds to Iiterall da s.
These times are the length of time the strain in a given element of viscoelastic struc
ture will decrease to lie (i.e .. 36.8% of its initial value). Since each L; represents a. ....

ing rate is expressed in Eq. (62) by the expression ER (t). For example, in Fig. 32 the
value of ER varies from A to C. Equation (62) states that the total shear compliance is
made up of a number (i) of individual compliances (J). The individual compliances are
the results of a ran e of bondin ener ies. Low bond ener ies ield elements with low
shear compliances.

3. In the third region (B-C), newtonian flow takes place. The rupturing of all low-

tonian flow. The strain will increase as a function of time and viscosity:

=
at

(63)

Note: Liquids are not normally described in terms of strain; however, in the case
of viscoelastic systems, this term can be appropriate. Equation (63) can be expressed. ...

The total creep compliance-time plot is given by the sum of the three individual
compliances, as shown in Eq. (64):

J(t) = Jo + L Ji[l - exp -t] +_1
t; YJN

(64)

where Jo represents the instantaneous elasticity region, LJ;[ I - exp(-tlti ] represents the
retarded elasticity region, and tlYJN represents the newtonian flow.

grap IC me 0 was eve ope y no c I to etermme t e va ues 0 t; rom
experimental data. The experimental data points are plotted as creep compliance J as a
function of time (Fig. 33a). The total curve is the sum of all the values for J, (e.g .• J I

at I S. J2 at 2 s, ...) or J = LJj • The distance QI-that is. the distance at t, . t2• t3• • . . •

between the extrapolated linear portion of the curve (B-D) and the retarded elastic
ortion of the curve A-B)-is
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(65)

that is, the line (DBC) less the curve (AB) equals the retarded strain as a function of
time divided by the stress. Therefore, we write

A plot of In Q1 versus time gives a straight line (if there is only one value of r), with
a slope of lI't, and an intercept of J1 (see Fig. 33b). The process may be repeated (see
FIg. 33c) for any curved portion or the line to determme the values for 't2, 't3, · · · . Nor
mally only three values of t are meaningful, since t becomes very small and beyond
the precision of the measurement.

The values for t can help the formulator determine whether a given system is able
to maintain a long-term viscoelastic structure or will flow away rapidly.

n ,. .. .J:

., ".UQUVII or """1 v. 'J'O " 1' o U1 ~

a retardation spectrum. The retardation spectrum L(t) is a continuum of relaxation times
r, rather than a series of discrete values. An approximation to the retardation spectrum
., ~ • r _ ., •

I~ Ut;IIVc;U uy III ~l • ..., LJ\l J ~1I11NJJ Vt;1 sus III I i:lllU 1Ilt;1I piornng lilt; ~IUpt: VI urar

curve as a function of time. Mathematically the approximate curve is

a t
L(t) =-- J(t) --

dIn t llN
(66)

The value of the newtonian viscosity l1N can be determined from the recovery curve by
substituting the value of the initial stress 0'0 and the time of creep (after the curve be
comes flat).

The procedure for graphically obtaining L(t), sometimes called the compliance
density, is shown in Fig. 34. Note that by using Fig. 34, the contribution of the retar
dation time r of anv element i mav be determined bv simolv notinz the relative value
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Log Time Log Time

Flg.34 Procedure for obtaining a retardation spectrum from a creep compliance curve. (From
Ref. 33.)

of Let) for a given time (r). The higher the value of L(r), the greater the contribution
for a given retardation time rio It should be noted that L has dimensions of compliance

2 i-I . .. .

ena.

Relaxation spectrum. Stress relaxation was discussed under Section III. D in con
nection with modeling of rheological behavior. To review, in a stress relaxation experi-. .,.

as a function of time (Fig. 35a). The stress may be in tension, compression, shear, or
bulk. A relaxation spectrum H(t) may be obtained in a method analogous to that used. .

is approximated by

curve (see Fig. 35a), is plotted (see Fig. 35b) versus the natural logarithm of time. The
negative values of the instantaneous slopes of Fig. 35b (i.e., -dG/dt) are then plotted. . .,. .

H(t) or H(r) ~ --
d ln r

(67)

source.

c. Surface Rheometer
Surface rheometry is a technique that measures the surface rheological properties of
molecules adsorbed at an interface. The techinque was successfully applied by Burgess

human immunoglobulin G (HIgG) adsorbed at the air-water interface [37]. It was also
shown by the same researchers that the technique could be used to determine the sta-. .

ing coil galvanometer; a platinum Du Noy ring, which is placed parallel to the inter
face and attached to the galvanometer; a control unit that varies the driving frequency
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ation spectrum. (Adapted from Ref. 36.)
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s

and surface viscosity (11~) are obtained as a function of time. G~ and l1's are defined as

68

and

=
where I is the moment of inertia, f is the sample interfacial resonance frequence, fo is
the reference interfacial resonance frequency, NC is the number of cycles of integra-
tion, X is the mean amplitude at the sample interface, Xo is the mean amplitude at the
reference interface, and & is the geometric factor.

ynanuc Ig a ermg
In diffusion within polymer solutions, both macroviscosity and microviscosity affect
hydrodynamics [40]. Microviscosity can be calculated from diffusion data by applica-
tion of the Stokes-Einstein relation [41]:

KT
67t11a

where D is the diffusion coefficient, k represents Boltzmann's constant, T is the tem
perature, 11 denotes the (micro)viscosity of the diffusion media, and a is the radius of. .. ...

dynamic light scattering [42,43]. De Smidt and Crommelin used dynamic light scatter
ing to measure the (micro)viscosity of aqueous polymer solutions [44]. They found that

carboxymethylcellulose sodium, microviscosity effects could be observed.

Kristl et al. developed an experimental technique whereby electron paramagnetic reso
nance (EPR) was used to study the motion of drug molecules in hydrocolloid suspen-.. ~. .

dispersed in water to form gels of different concentrations. The model drug tempol, and
the spin-labeled drugs lidocaine (sl-lid) and dexamethasone (sl-dex) where studied in the

their motion, and there is a proportionality of the microviscosity of the hydrocolloids
to the polymer concentration.

f. Electron Spin Resonance

An electron spin resonance (ESR) technique. essentially devoid of external mechanical.. .
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.1..1 CC'O "1"1. ~I.~~ .4" .1.. 0 ~ ,,.I • c. .4" .1-
..~ ... ~ ... n 'I"' ...... ~""p" ~ ...... . ~........~ .. ~......
diffusion of the probe and, consequently, a measure for fluidity or viscosity. Hence, the
shape of the ESR signal of the spin probe serves to measure fluidity or viscosity with-

" o' r , 0

VUl UlI; VI ~Al~lual :lU~:l:l.

V. RHEOLOGY OF DISPERSED SYSTEMS

A. Theory

Unfortunately, the rbeolozical and mechanical properties of pharmaceutical disnered
systems are not as well understood as the those of new newtonian systems. Dispersed
systems include such diverse systems as liquid suspensions, liquid emulsions, semisolid
nowder-filled svstems semisolid liuuid-filled svstems foams and nowder-filled solid
polymeric systems. Powder-filled solid polymeric systems are typified by pharmaceu-
tical film coatings. Evaluation of the rheological and mechanical properties of these sys-
tr-ms is in an artir-le r471 ~. ~l<;;n . .. rhn<;;p.
systems in which one continuous phase is dispersed within another. An example of this
type of system would be a blend of two materials such as lanolin and polyethylene gly-
~~I D. ~ ..

'" 11 ~l" .h~,,~ ~"' ... ",1,,~ h~ ~nll~~ 1.111:11 Tl.a . ..
~... -J , _. '" _.~~~ '.I ~_•• _.v'" V~ ~_..~_ . l ''''J' '''~

of this chapter will concentrate on liquids, semisolids, and foams.
The rheological and mechanical properties of dispersed systems are not well under-

stood, especially when the droplets or solid particles of the dispersed phase interact with
one another, or interact with the surrounding bulk phase. The flow behavior of suspen-
sions or droplets or particles in liquids is important because most theories of viscoelas-
tic behavior also have their origin in the theory of the viscosity of suspensions. Einstein's
equation for the viscositv of a susoension of spherical oarticles is fundamental to the
theory [49,50].

11 = 111 (I + ke 4>2) (71)

The apparent viscosity 11 is a function of the viscosity of the suspending medium 111'
the Einstein coefficient ke , and the volume fraction of the suspended phase 4>2' The

,.
n.fth.. ' , nh.,c.. ;c ..n".,1 tn. th.. h,. th.. .. r " . '.I .

phase divided by the total volume of the dispersion. The equation holds only for dilute
dispersions, where 4>2 « 1, ke = 2.5, and the spheres are noninteractive. In addition,
,1- I.. ••1.. ~ . , .1 "C A...... .....~. ~.. . , ...... '''', • ~."'~~, ~ ...,.'" ..'1 ....w ~.J • . .~

extend the validity of Eq. (71) are numerous [51]. For example. as the volume fraction
increases, the behavior can be modeled by a power series expansion:

11 == 112 (l + 2.5 4> + K4>2 + .00) (72)

where the second-order coefficient K accounts for two-body interaction between particles
in me oisperseo pnase.

One of the most useful extensions is the Mooney equation:

In[
II

) == k,4>2
1

III (1- <Il2) l<Ilm (73)

where 4>m is the maximum volume fraction that the particles can attain when packed: <Ilm
is equal to the true volume of the dispersed phase divided by the apparent volume oc-
cupied by the dispersed phase [52]. Equation (73) is a constitutive equation that ad-
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equately describes the viscoisty 0 many III s 0 suspensions, over a WI e range 0 con
centrations. Theoretically, ~rn is 0.74 for spheres in hexagonal packing, but generally
the value is much less because of irregularities in particle shape and particle-particle
interactions. Viscosity generally increases rapidly with concentration and state of aggre
gation. The Einstein coefficient has been estimated for shapes other than nonagglo
merated s heres, includin rou hI s hericall sha ed ag lomerates of rigid spheres [53].
Irregularities in shape generally increase k, values.

When the concentration of the dispersed phase becomes high, suspensions become
nonnewtonian and their viscosit becomes a function of shear rate r . For nonnewtonian
suspensions that show a decrease 11 with an increase in shear rate, the Cross equation:

(74)

cosity at zero shear rate, and 11oc. is the viscosity at high shear rates. It is generally as
sumed that the shear rate-dependence of viscosity seen in these systems is due to struc-

. .. .

forces. Other shear-de endent theories have been ro osed b Krie er and Dou hert
[56] and Gillespie [57,58].

For a given rheological test instrument, the theoretical equations for shear viscos
v

[59,60]. Therefore, shear strain in the modulus equation replaces shear rate in the vis
cosity equation. For a dispersion of a rigid filler in a viscoelastic phase with a Poisson's. .

be expressed as:

G
-=- (75)

unfilled matrix phase. Consequently, the same theory that is used to determine the vis
cosity of the dispersion can be used to estimate its shear modulus. For example, GIG).. . .

relative shear modulus. The correlation between shear viscosity and shear modulus does
not hold for systems in which Poisson's ratio is less than 0.5, but a theoretical equa-

rigidity of the dispersed phase is not much greater than that of the matrix, Eq. (75) is
not applicable, as the modulus ratio will be substantially less than the viscosity ratio.

c ua mo u i, ower t an pre IC e , can occur ecause 0 ree reasons: a e
Poisson's ratio of the matrix is less than 0.5, (b) thermal stresses reduce the apparent
modulus, or (c) the modulus of the filler is not significantly greater than the modulus
of the matrix. On the other hand, when the matrix is a rigid material, the Mooney
equation [Eq. (73)] predicts shear moduli that are too high [62].

When the internal hase becomes deformable, such as in an emulsion, the viscos-
ity is affected by the viscosities of the internal and the continuous phases as well as the
shearing and interfacial forces. These conditions are expressed by two parameters, a'
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a' = 110 = continuous phase viscosity

TJi internal phase viscosity (76a)

and

n,Y shearing force
p

u/a interfacial force
(76b)

where v is the shear rate a is the radius of the internal nhase and IJ is the . .. . ...
tension between phases. These parameters assume the absence of effects from buoyancy.

As the shearing force becomes larger, the interfacial tension is overcome, and the
An", .. . • nh..." .. '

,
Th.. .

"At"t""" "",I t .. "",.."',. ,. '0 .
out an effective volume larger than that of the spherical particle. As the shearing rate
increases, the effect becomes more pronounced. This explains the reason for the non-

., ., " '-'
~ VI VI lWV JI\"WlVJlIQI. IIUIU,:).

If the interfacial force is large compared with the shearing force, the internal phase
remains spherical and behaves as a newtonian fluid. which follows, Eq. (77) [63]:

'}

5 1+ =a'
5

TJ = TJo 1+-$
I + a' (77)2

If the internal phase becomes very viscous compared with the continuous phase then
a --et u ana tsq, (!!) reauces to me ongmai Emstem equation. eq. (! I ).

The viscosity of viscoelastic dispersions is dependent on the elastic properties of the
internal phase, rather than the elasticity of the interfacial area. This elastic effect is in-
dependent of particle size, since the elasticity is dependent on only the shear modulus,
which is an intrinsic property.

Finally, the effect of inertia of the internal phase is important. Batchelor [64[ modi-
fied Einstein's equation to account for inertial effects; Eq. (78)

( 5
1 '" ..,3/2'

'I '10 l' 2'+' ' ..... Re ) ~ f~)

where NRr is the shear Reynolds number; that is,

NRe

a2y
= (79)

lJ

where

n .."<I;",, Af th""
. ,.- f"

Y = shear rate

v = kinematic viscosity of the continuous phase = viscosity/density

The unitless Reynolds number here characterizes the flow around the particle. This
discussion touched only a few of the many factors contributing to and affecting the vis-
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cosity of disperse systems. Sherman's book [11 pp. 127-169] covers very thoroughly
all factors that affect the viscosity of dispersed systems.

r i h m Ius f i r-
sion of solid particles in the Kerner equation [65]. When the dispersed particles are more
rigid than the matrix and deformation occurs by shear, the Kerner equation can be

G 1 + 15(l-1J1)
(80)

where IJI is Poisson's ratio of the matrix phase and <PI' the volume fraction of the matrix.. ....

are spherical and that there is good adhesion between the particles and the matrix phase.
Good adhesion is assumed to exist if the externally applied stress does not exceed the

holds because there is little, if any, relative motion across the dispersed particle-matrix
interface. Viscoelastic response can vary dramatically from the case of perfect adhesion

If Poisson's ratio e uals 0.5, then the slo e of the line predicted by a plot of [(G'I
G'I) -I] versus (<P2 /I/>I) , from Eq. (80), is 2.5. Deviations from a slope of 2.5 suggest
that one or more assumptions on which the equatoin is based do not hold. For example,
slo es of > 2.5 could be due to stron interactions between articles which causes an
increase in elastic structure. In contrast, slopes of < 2.5 could be caused by slippage
at the particle-bulk interface, which gives an apparent loss in elastic structure. Other. .

tides of variations in Poisson's ratio.
The Kerner equation has been modified into other forms to account for deviations

stants have been incorporated to encompass the factors of filler geometry and packing
fraction. These factors also account for the formation of strong aggregates between

According to theory. the elastic modulus of a composite system is independent of
the size of the filler (dispersed) particles, but experimental data indicates that there is

. ..

phase volume fraction is held constant, an increase in the elastic modulus of the disper
sion may be attributed to an increase in total particle surface area when particle size is. . .. .

which causes a corresponding decrease in maximum packing volume and a resultant
increase in the elastic modulus.

as a so een emons ra e a e IS ri u Ion 0 par IC e SIzes as an e ecr on
the moduli and viscosity of suspensions [67-70]. Dispersions of various particle sizes
can pack more closely than monosized particles. Consequently, there is a larger maxi-
mum pac mg racnon an, ence, a ower mo ulus at a grven concentration of the dis
persed phase.

Therefore, the modulus of the disperse system (or composite system) is dependent
on the ratio of the moduli of the dispersed phase and the matrix phase. The larger the
modulus ratio, the greater is the modulus of the disperse system. This is especially true
for high concentrations of particles.
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B. Energy Dissipation Considerations

Similar to the Kerner equation [Eq. (80)], the ratio of G" to G', tan 0, is also an indi-.. .
s

(solid, liquid, or gas). Changes in the dynamic mechanical properties of polymeric sys
tems as a functional of <1>2 are often most evident in damping [71]. The change in tan 0
o so I - I e po ymers can approximate y a vo ume averaging re anons ip

2 2
Experimentally, this equation was applied to powder-filled pharmaceutical semisolids

by Radebaugh and Simonelli [74]. In general, Eq. (81) did not exactly predict the moduli.. " .

I 2
volume fractions of the pure polymer and pure filler, respectively. Since the damping
of most rigid fillers (such as a powdered solid) is very small compared with that of the. .

where (G"/G') = tan 0, the damping of the filled polymer; (G"/G')I and (G"/G')2 are
. .

of intera tion between the filler and the bulk hase. For exam le with starch-filled
anhydrous lanolin, damping predicted by Eq. (81) was less than that determined experi
mentally over the entire shear frequency range tested. The increases in damping were. . .

in the anhydrous lanolin alone. The new damping mechanisms may have included (a)
particle-particle friction, where particles touch each othre, as in weak agglomeration;. . . ..
excess damping in anhydrous lanolin near the interface because of induced thermal
stresses or changes in the bulk molecular configuration.. . . .

2

4>2 + interaction term 82

where the interaction term accounts for deviations from idealized behavior. The inter-

predicted by Eq. (81). Conversely, the interaction term will be positive when experi
mentally observed damping is higher than that predicted by Eq. (81).. . . ..

characteristics and damping of powder-filled semisolids [75]. The two powders studied
were zinc oxide, with a hydrophilic surface, and colloidal sulfur, with a hydrophobic. . . . .

instance, experimentally determined damping was greater than predicted by Eq. (81).
Even so, the damping achieved by zinc oxide dispersions was substantially greater than. . .. . .

of interactions between particles and between particles and the bulk.

There are many interactions that occur within dispersed systems. Cheng [76] suggested
r i fir in' h r mi in ra tio we t .n

and internal phases, interparticle attraction, and particle-particle contact. These inter-
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actions, in turn, are affected by particle shape and size; particle concentration; viscos-
ity or modulus of the suspending medium; rigidity or modulus of the suspended par-
t;"!PC'

~ ,....f thp , . . ~nl'i, r 'r . I .
1. Suspensions

The rheological propertres of the continuous phase or a pnarmaceuncat suspension are
primarily determined by a suspending agent, such as a soluble gum. It is not unusual
for the rheological properties of the suspending agent to dominate the rheological prop-
erties of the entire suspension. An ideal suspending agent should be shear thinning. This
means that it should have a high viscosity at low shear rates (such as sitting on a shelf)
and low viscosity at high shear rates for easy dispensing (pouring) [16]. An example
of such a material is the family of carboxyvinyl polymers marketed as Carbopol.

Sedimentation plays an important role in the physical stability of pharmaceutical
products. The sedimentation rate v of spherical particles in a dilute suspension is given
by a variation of Stokes' law, Eq. (83):

2r 2(,1D)1.'
v (83)

911

where: ~p equals the density difference between the suspended phase and the continu-
ous phase; g equals the acceleration owing to gravity; r is the radius of the particles;
ana 11 equals tne VISCOSIty or tne contmuous pnase. i-or irreguiar paructes, a mooineu
form of Eq. (83) can be used:

v=
sr- (L\p)

(84)
11

where K IS an empirical constant that incorporates 2g and is determined experimentally.
The limitation of Eq. (84) is that it has limited application to real pharmaceutical sus-
pensions because the particles show hindered settling. This means that the faster-settling
particles are held back by the slower-settling particles.

An excellent review by Hiestand [77] point out the importance of flocculation on
the physical stability of coarse suspensions. In flocculated suspensions, particles are
linked together into floes, and they settle initially at a rate determined by the floc size
and the porosity of the aggregated mass. Subsidence is a term often used to describe
the settling of flocculated suspensions. The subsidence rate usually refers to the settling
rate measured by following the boundary between the sediment and the clear medium
overhead. There are many factors that affect flocculation, but one of them is the rheo-
logical nronerties of the susoendins medium The nrimarv r~tp. of •. of rtrj-. ..
mary particles has been treated by von Smoluchowski [78,79] as a collision rate calcu-
lation that is diffusion controlled. The rate is given by

(:) = 4nDRn2 (85)

where n is the total number of particles, t is the time, D is the diffusion coefficient. and
R is the collision radius, usually assumed to be equal to the particle diameter. If the
.~~. PI'"' j" h.,~·· "c . n '.'7"" ,1) ",hprp b ;c thp. 'J ,

. I '

Boltzmann constant, 11 is the viscosity, and T is the absolute temperature, it may be
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shown that, /112' required to reduce the total number of particles to one-half their original
number, is

311
/ ---

112 - 4kTn (86)

ere ore, It can e co isron ra e can e re uce y increasing e
viscosity of the suspending medium. In water (ll = 0.01 cp) at 25°C for a 0.1 % (by
volume) suspension of spheres with r = 1.0 x 10-5 em, one obtains /112 ~ 1 s.

The usual method or mcreasmg t e ViSCOSIty 0 t e suspen mg me turn IS to m
corporate a polymer into the suspending medium. In aqueous systems, a wide variety
of hydrophilic polymers are available to increase viscosity. Even so, these polymers also
stabilize suspensions by other mechanisms. For example, polymers can adsorb onto par
ticle surfaces, thereby changing the nature of the interaction between the particles. Also,
a iven 01 mer chain can attach itself to more than one article, thereby actin as a
bridge between particles. These interactions are complex and have been thoroughly stud
ied, but they are outside the realm of this chapter.

D. Rheology of Semisolids

Pharmaceutical semisolids include ointments, suppositories, pastes, and gels. In addi
tion some raw materials. such as lanolin and petrolatum, are semisolids. Thus, not all

assumed to be nondispersed, may be mixtures of high- and low-melting triglycerides.
The mixtures behaves like a newtonian fluid in the molten condition. Under use condi-

The mixture then exhibits the properties of a Bingham solid: that is. it has a yield point
and a plastic viscosity U.

ties of the suppository base in the release and absorption of drugs. For instance, the yield
point must be less than 300 N m-2, which is the reported rectal pressure. Tukker et a1.

u . .. . .

spreading of the molten suppository. This inhibition, no doubt, was due to the high yield
value, above 300 N m-2, of the resulting base. Up to 3% silica can be added to improve
t e ow c aracterisncs 0 t e supposuory In t e case 0 a cocoa utter an mg ycer
ide base [83].

Barry [33] stresses the point that the true rheological nature of most semisolids
cannot be obtained with a steady-state shear viscometer. tea y-state s eanng measure
ments-that is, measurements in which the shear rates change only in direction-per
formed on viscoelastic materials, lose much of the information about the "rheological
ground state" of the material. Typical rheological measurements destroy the structure
of the material as it is being measured. Ideally, the measurement should be made in such
a wa that the structure is flexed. but not destroyed; that is. it is measured in its ground
state. Creep, stress relaxation. and dynamic viscosity (sinusoidal oscillations) accomplish
this. An examination of creep measurements on white, soft paraffin by Barry and Grace
84 demonstrates a ractical a lication of the theor , instrumentation, and anal sis of

creep measrements (Fig. 36). Suzuki and Watanabe [85] showed that the sensory-per
ceived property of product "consistency" is closely related to Barry's rheological ground
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Fig. 36 Creep compliance curves for a sample of white soft paraffin BP. variation with tern-
Th", ",;r",l",c "r",,,,n v!>h,,,,c !>c . frAtn th.. "r",,,,n ..m,!>,, ... "

tion. Insert is a diagram of a mechanical model used to represent the viscoelastic properties of
the material. (From Ref. 84.)

Modeling of the creep compliance for the curves at 25 and 5°C required five Voigt
. ,n ,l .. .' ._. . . . .1- ~~ .1- I, c;~

.....L~ ....... ~..~ .....~ ,_., L"'" L~ . ..._~_. >U'~ L"_ ~. L .._
\~~- • '0'

17e and 17t). A Voigt unit is a hookeian element in parallel with a viscous element; a
Maxwell unit is a hookeian element in series with a viscous element; a Maxwell unit. . ',L . ....L " . .. ...., '1'"
I~ a I, ~'-II'-" Willi a 'I~'-VU~ • .11'- Ullll '10 , .JV

consists of spring Jo and dashpot flo. At 45°C, the model consists of three Voigt units
and one Maxwell unit. An explanation for the differences in the three curves in Fig.
"'0 is me mening or some '-l'y~lal-'-l'y~~al anu '-I'y~~l' . areas III me pill illllJl •

The individual points in Fig. 36 were calculated from the theoretical behavior of the cor-
responding series of Voigt and Maxwell units.

nus type or analysis IS userut ror determmmg me OU110Up or structure With nme
and has been used to differentiate between paraffins [86] that show essentially the same
steady-state viscosity, but an eightfold difference in creep compliance.

Dynamic mechanical testing of lanolin by Radebaugh and Simonelli showed that
pharmaceutical semisolids have many of the rheological and mechanical properties of
polymers [80]. In particular. they demonstrated that anhydrous lanolin can exist in a
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molecular state whereby the molecules are immobilized, similar to that of a glassy state
[23]. These authors showed that temperature-frequency superposition could be used to
predict a priori the viscoelastic properties of anhydrous lanolin at shear frequencies up
to 100,000 S-I, far greater than could be attained with any commercially available mech
anical property tester. Predictions such as this are possible for pharmaceutical semisol
ids in eneral. The techni ues that allow one to make these redictions are described
in Section III.F. In addition, it was shown that mathematical models used to predict the
mechanical properties of filled polymers are also useful to explain the molecular inter-

velopment of models that were able to differentiate the mechanical properties of the filled
semisolids based on the surface properties of the powdered filler [75]. Additional dis-. . .

E. Rheology of Emulsions

Emulsions can show the whole gamut of rheological properties, from essentially new
tonian to highly viscoelastic. The particle size of emulsions can vary from less than 0.05

phases may be visibly distinguishable owing to the relatively large particle size.
Gums are frequently used to increase the viscosity and stability of emulsions. Gums

or macromolecules can add long-range order to an emulsion. The long molecular chains
of the gum can interact with each other by entanglement or electrostatic force to me-
chanically inhibit the coalescence of the internal phase and, thereby, stabilize the emul
sion. A great deal of viscoelasticity can be induced into an emulsion system by using
a ro riate urns. The 10 ical extreme of this t e of formulation is a total el which,
after a small displacement, will recover its original size and shape. Montmorillonite clays
(e.g., bentonite) are useful to impart this type of structure.

Pseudo lastic flow is also seen in emulsions containin macromolecules. Since
macromolecules tend to show greater entanglement at rest than when subjected to shear,
the viscosity is initially high and decreases, nonlinearly, as the shear rate increases. At

lowering the viscosity of the system.
When surfactant thickening agents are used in emulsions, thixotropy can be induced. .

the gel nature of the gel-sol transformation is responsible. It is important to remember
that some degree of gel nature exist throughout the thixotropic hysteresis loop... .

occur simultaneously in a dispersed system. Emulsions normally do not show dilatancy,
but they can exhibit shear thickening. Dilatant systems are normally suspensions con-

Microemulsions [87] are at the lower limit of the particle size range for dispersed
systems. At very low particle size (e.g., 0.04 JAm), the dispersed phase tends to be very
uni orm- a is, sp erica wi a narrow size is ri u ion. en a microemu sion ag
gregates, a characteristic viscoelastic gel stage is produced. A change in the rheologi
cal properties can accurately determine the occurrence of this intermediate stage in the
mversion 0 a rmcroemu sion. eo ogica y, t e yre pomt 0 an emu sron increases
as its viscosity increases. Dynamic viscosity measurements are used to determine the ex
act nature of the gel stage by providing values for the elastic and viscous moduli.
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Disperse systems show a wide range of rheological properties, depending on the
nature of the dispersed particles they contain and on the composition of the dispersion
media. The rheolo of dis ersed s stems is amon the most important of their physi-
cal properties, which influences not only the physical stability of the systems, but of
ten also profoundly affects the performance features, their quality, and their utility. At
I ast a workin knowled e and understandin of rheolo is essential not ani for those
who design this class of production, but also for those responsible for their manufac
ture and evaluation.
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M. & A. Rieger Associates, Morris Plains, New Jersey

I IIUN~ AND 11\ I II~~ OF C::IIDCl\CTANTS

The term surfactant is routinely used as shorthand for the more descriptive term sur-
face active agent. Sometimes a surfactant is defined as any material that "lowers the
surface tension of water." ThIS definition or a surfactant IS unsatisfactory, since the
lowering of surface tension is a property of matter. Reduced surface tension is merely
evidence for the adsorption of soluble or insoluble molecules at the interface of two
phases (e.g., in the most common examples under discussion, at the border between air
and water). Attempts to leam more about this phenomenon occupied some of the most
creative scientists since Pliny the Elder's efforts to understand the calming effect of oil
on turbulent seas [I].

To the theoretically inclined, the most satisfactory definition of a surfactant is based
on the Gibbs adsomtion eauation. According to this thermodvnamic eouation anv mat-
erial that makes a surface contribution to the free energy of the surface phase of a two-
component system is a surfactant. A derivation of the Gibbs absorption equation, based
on nihh",' in 1~7fi ('~n be found in rnnst nf

_.
~nc!.. . .

is based on ideal conditions. Some additional approaches are discussed by Adamson [2].
The best known form of the Gibbs equation:

a dyr ---- (I)
2 - RT da

where I 2 IS the excess surface concentration of the solute (surfactant), y IS the surface
tension, a is the activity of the solute, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute tem-
perature.

The Gibbs equation permits some concrete interpretation: If dslda, the change in
surface tension with increase in activity (concentration). is negative, r2 is positive. The
practical result is that the concentration of the solute at or in the surface is greater than
that in the bulk phase. Experimentally, this phenomenon has been demonstrated by

£7/
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sample.
The Gibbs equation has universal applications. It can be applied directly to nonionic. . .. .. . . .

o u s; I C I I re 0 0 Ions mus e con-
sidered, and the resulting modification of the Gibbs equation becomes much more com
plex. The Gibbs equation (and its use in surface chemistry) is also applicable to both
aqueous an nonaqueous systems. mce sur actants are custornan y viewe as ex I It

ing their surface activity in aqueous systems, the subsequent discussion of surfactants
will be concerned primarily with water-based systems.

The abstract concepts of the Gibbs equation can be clarified by a concrete expla
nation. Each molecule of solvent in the bulk solvent (water) is equally attracted in all
directions to adjacent molecules by hydrogen bonding. On the other hand, the water
molecules at the hypothetical surface [the air (vapor)-bulk interface] are experiencing
attractive forces only laterally and into the bulk of the solvent. (The work required to
enlar e this surface b 1 em? a ainst the 0 osin attractive forces is called the surface
tension of water.) If a solute, such as ethanol, which is less hydrophilic than water, is
now added to the water, the Gibbs equation demands that this solute, at equilibrium, be

. .

Langmuir enunciated the "principle of independent surface action" some years ago.
ccor 109 to t IS concept, eac segment 0 a mo ecu e can act an interact 10 epen ent y

from other portions of the same molecule. Thus, there is a strong attraction (hydrogen
bonding) between the OH portion of ethanol and water. On the other hand, the hydro-
carbon portion of the ethanol molecule bonds only weakly (by London dispersion forces)
to water molecules. The result is that the ethanol molecules are not only squeezed to
the surface, but are aligned on it such that the OH end faces (or is in) the aqueous
medium, whereas the hydrocarbon end (CH 3-CH2- ) faces outward. The same principle,
with minor modifications, applies to all systems containing surface-active agents.

Althou h uite h dro hilic ethanol conforms to the Gibbs e uation and lowers the
surface tension of water. On the other hand, glycerol, which forms strong hydrogen
bonds with water, does not concentrate at the surface and has almost no effect on the

The reduction of surface tension, as in an ethanol-water mixture or of more typi
cal surfactants, results from the powerful (hydrogen bond) attraction of water molecules

of a surfactant are literally squeezed out of the bulk and find a "more comfortable
home" -that is, concentrate-at the surface. As the hydrocarbon chain length of the
.. . '"

concentration of the surfactant in solution is raised beyond the level at which the sol
ute can be accommodated on the surface, an argument can be developed to explain the

These thermodynamic considerations and their relation to molecular structure pro
vide a meaningful definition of a surface-active agent. This definition fails, however,

tical applications, because it includes molecules (e.g., ethanol) that do not function as
surfactants. As a result, it is most useful to define a functional surfactant as a substance
o' air y ig rno ecu ar weig a possesses a po ar an a nonpo ar region on t e same
molecule. With this as a working definition, one can readily understand why such mole
cules will concentrate at or near the surface of the solvent. In the case of water, the polar
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end of such molecules will be in contact with "liquid" water, whereas the nonpolar
portion will more likely be in contact with a second water-immiscible phase. In 1936,

" . . '" .

another antipathy for water. Today the term amphiphilic is used. The polar portion of
an amphiphilic molecule is generally called the head, whereas the hydrocarbon chain of. . .

exhibit the phenomenon of amphiphilicity, and molecules can be classified in accordance
with their arnphiphilic profile without much difficulty.

tion of disperse systems in drug and cosmetic products. They are required during the
formulation and manufacturing processes and are essential for imparting physical sta-

II. PHY

In addition to the phenomenon of adsorption to the liquid-air interface (examined by
Gibbs), surfactants exhibit two other key properties that account for a variety of sur-
ace p enomena. ne 0 t ese IS adsorption to sur aces other than the air-water inter

face, that is, adsorption to lipophilic or polar substrates; the other is self-association.
The thermodynamic principle responsible for both phenomena is a balance between the
removal of the hydrophobic portion of the surface-active molecule from its aqueous
environment and the electrostatics of the system. As previously noted, the polar head
group of an amphiphile at an air-water interface is dissolved in the aqueous medium,
whereas the hydrophobic domain is in contact with the air. Similarly, the hydrophobic
domains of amphiphiles at a hydrocarbon-water interface preferentially contact the
h drocarbon. This accounts, in an, for the abilit of am hi hiles to effect emulsifi-
cation.

In pharmaceutical practice, the use of surfactants is limited to dilute solutions. Only
soa and deter ent bars are distributed in concentrated forms b the harmaceutical and
personal care industries. As a result, the complex physical behavior of surfactants in
concentrated solutions or in pure form needs to be discussed only briefly. The am-

association structures in aqueous media in high concentration.
The temperature-solubility relationship of most anionic surfactants is not smooth.. . .

increases at the so-called Krafft temperature. Concentrated solutions, once formed,
exhibit complex phase behavior that has been extensively studied, especially by inves-. .
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sists in the description of phase changes of other anionic surfactants, which is based on
X-ray diffraction patterns (neat, neat and nigre, middle). These phenomena and the
formation of mesomo hie li uid cr stals smectic nematic and cholesteric detected
in polarized light are of limited interest to pharmaceutical product formulators. They are,
however, critical in the development of the highly concentrated solid and liquid deter-. . .

At temperatures below about 50°C and at concentrations below about 10-15 %,
surfactant solutions are still highly unusual. Early investigators of the physical and chemi-. . . .
somewhat abnormal. For example, ionic surfactants in dilute solutions behave as true
electrolytes in terms of conductivity; however, at higher concentrations the equivalent

gency, interfacial tension, and surface tension, also show sudden changes at or near a
specific concentration (Fig. 1). The explanation of these phenomena on the basis of self-. .

surface-active agents is universally accepted. Surfactants in very dilute aqueous solution
can exist primarily as monomers; at higher concentrations several surfactant molecules

picted as perfectly formed (Fig. 3).
In an aqueous medium, the polar groups of the micellized surfactant face outward,. ..,

physical and chemical properties of a dilute aqueous solution of a surfactant undergo
sudden discontinuities is referred to as the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Any

____,-----DETLRGENCY

i SURFACE TENSION
.D
.:c:

o 5 10 15 20 25 .30
Sodium loury! Sulfole Concentration (mM)

function of concentration. (Modified from Ref. 138.)
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Fig. 2 Early models of micelles: (a) McBain lamellar micelle and (b) Hartley spherical micelle.

further increase in amphiphile concentration beyond the CMC usually has only a lim
ited effect on most physical properties of the surfactant solution, as shown in Fig. 1.
A more com rehensive ictorial descri tion Fi . 4 b Friber and El-Nokal 5 re-
lated the phenomena on the surface to those occurring in solution. The important point

o W SWOLLEN
MICEllE 1A1CELLE

SURFACTANT MICELLE
IN AQUEOUS MEDIUM

spherical or rod-shaped.)
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Fig. 4 Schematic showing surfactant adsorption. Surfactants adsorb strongly to a water-air in-
ter ace or a water-or Inter ace owing to t err amp ip I IC nature top. e accompanying re uc
ion of interf ci I tension in accordance with E. I the Gibbs e uation ceases in a narrow

concentraton range (the critical micellization concentration: CMC). At concentrations above this
range. added surfactant will aggregate to form micelles. (From Ref. 5.)

The events leading to the formation of micelles could be conceptualized as follows (see. . .. .

in accordance with the precepts developed by Gibbs. As the concentration of the am
phiphile is increased, the molecules of the amphiphile at the surface become more and

molecules are then forced to remain in the aqueous solution, in which they cause sig
nificant disruption of the hydrogen-bonding between water molecules. To minimize this

The dominant cause for this self-association is not the interaction between the hydropho
bic tails of these surfactant molecules (i.e., hydrophobic bonding or London dispersion

getically much larger) hydrogen bond formation. Tanford some years ago computed the
free energy of attraction between water and a low molecular weight hydrocarbon to be
a out - ergs em>. owever, t e attracuon 0 water or use IS more t an tree times
as high: -144 erg cm". The unusual properties exhibited by aqueous solutions of
amphiphiles are the result of disruption of water-water attractions. Thus, the driving
force for micelle formatton must be sought in the entropy gam resulting from the dis
ruption of the water structure.
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The CMC of anionic surfactants increases with increasing temperature, whereas that
of nonionic surfactants decreases with increasing temperature. In aqueous solutions, the
CMC of anionic surfactants is reached at about 0.2-0.3% (about 7.5 mM), depending
on molecular weight and structure. Cationic surfactants tend to reach their CMC at about
half that concentration, about 3 mM. Finally, the CMC of nonionic surfactants, espe
ciallv those obtained bv nolvoxvethvlation is much lower (about 0.024 mMl.

Amphiphiles also form micelles or association structures in nonaqueous systems. The
driving force for this type of complex formation are dipole-dipole interactions of the
nnl~r hp~rl \I1hirh in th ic . fllnn thp rpntpr nf thp ,,' " .. ~nrl
r Q .~

dispersion forces between the nonpolar tails and the solvent. These complexes are be-
lieved to be responsible for the ability of amphiphiles to solubilize water in hydrocar-
h .....n· ...nA f'.....-noI th"" h ...";,, l'...... :1 I\lllf"\\ h .. t th",,; .. n ...
~~ .. ~~ _...~ _..,~ .~ ~-~.~ .~ _._ ... ~ .. \ ~, , ~-, ,- ..-
ture nor their structure is well understood. The existence of a CMC in these micellar
systems is controversial.

r. . . ~.t. .11. c . 1:1, .1.
HI ~. ~ , ·v VI IIIV'."" ""1 , '""" IV"II''''''' ....... '""""'J IV

include more than one surfactant. Such mixed micelles (i.e., micellar aggregates of two
or more surfactants) form readily, even if the surfactants are chemically different. Thus,

UI '1U"~~ll1aly ~Ul 1..:i:l1J IUrJlJ nuxeu Willi ::'Ul • III

the micellization of cetvltrimethvlammonium bromide (CTAB) and nolvethvlene elvcol
(PEG)-l0 lauryl ether, the CMC varies as a function of the mole ratio (Fig. 5). Inves-

-3 r-
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Mole FI act 1011 of CTAB

Fig. 5 Variation of the CMC of mixtures of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and PEG-IO lauryl
ether. [After Ref. 139.)
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B. Thermodynamic Aspects of Micelle Formation

but only two of them will be discussed here. In the original one, the so-called mass action
model. micelles are considered to be in equilibrium with the unassociated surfactant.. . .

un-ionized surfactantts) react in a single step to form a micelle. M:

If the activity coefficient is ignored. the equilibrium constant for micelle formation Km

is then given as

(3)

In this and subse uent e uations, the terms in brackets refer to the molar concentration
of the species. Conventional thermodynamic arguments then show that-when n is large
the free energy of rnicellization at the critical micelle concentration is

I1Gm = RT In[ S]cmc (4)

where G~ represents the standard free energy change for transferring I mol of S from

For an ionized surfactant. the ionic micelle derived from an anionic surfactant is
formed by the association of n surfactant ions S- and of (n - p) firmly bound counterions
e.g.. as 0 ows:

nS- + (n - p)X+. - M-P (5)

num constant

2 =
[M-P]

If micellization of an ionic surfactant takes place in a system of high electrolyte con-

The second model. identified as the phase-separation model. considers micelles as
a separate phase at the critical micelle concentration. Here Ils and Il~ are defined as the
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~s = ~~ + RT in [S] (8)

On the other hand, the micellar material is in its standard state, and ~m = ~m' The stan
dard free energy of micellization is I1G~ = ~~ - ~~. Upon combination with Eq. (8),
this also ields . (4) for 110°. The analo ous a roach for an ionized surfactant yields.

I1G~ = [I + (n - p)]RT In [S-]cmc (9)

where n and are defined as reviousl .
The CMC of most surfactants is lowered by the presence of electrolytes. This phe

nomenon has been known for some time, and many have reported that CMC values may.. . .

sodium chloride lower the CMC of alkyl sulfates (i.e., the CMC is reached at lower
surfactant concentrations). Typical data are shown in Table I, which demonstrate the

of salt. The resence of electrol tes also affects the micellar a re ation number: So-
dium dodecyl sulfate micelles in water may consists of about 60-80 molecules. This ag
gregation number is doubled in the presence of 0.5 M sodium chloride.

micelles. For the nonionic mixed micelles, the phase-separation model, assuming ide
ality, provides a satisfactory approach. On the other hand, mixed micelles of a nonionic

Under these circumstances, the equations describing micelle formation become rather
formidable. [Interested readers are referred to publications by D. G. Hall, e.g., Col-
oi s u aces,

Micellization is exothermic and occurs more readily the colder the system. This is
true for ionizing surfactants that show a CMC minimum [6,7] at approximately room
temperature; the CMC nses sharply when the temperature is raised to about 50° or
60°C. For the nonionic micelles of the polyoxyethylene type, the CMC decreases with

Table 1 The CMC of Sodium Lauryl

o
0.02
0.03
0.1
0.2
0.4

Source: Based on Ref. 135.

234
112
90
42
26
17
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creases up to approximately 100 mPa and, then, decreases as the pressure is raised.
The rates at which micelles form and break and at which monomers enter and leave

have shown that two processes are taking place [8]. One of these, the slow process, is
related to the complete dissolution or dissociation of the micelle into monomers and, con-
verse y, Its re- ormanon, n a ItIOn, a ast process as een etecte t at IS

times faster and is believed to result from the exchange of monomers between micelles
and the bulk solution but does not cause complete destruction of some micelles. In sum-
mary. micelles are not permanent structures. Instead, they constantly disintegrate and
re-form. The average residence time of surfactant molecules in a micelle is only about
10-8 s.

Finally, nonmicellar association or, more specifically, premicellar aggregation should
be considered. As a rule, dimers and trimers are formed in dilute solutions of molecules
containin h dro hobic chains 9. These a re ates form below the CMC. The evidence
for the existence of these types of aggregations in ionic surfactants is highly controver
sial, since one would expect the electrostatic forces to repel these oligomeric complexes.

. rsi n f t is ff i xis n ould f r t im or n
for surfactantlike drug molecules. Their in vivo diffusion and distribution could be se-
nous y rmpe e y t e ormation 0 ig mo ecu ar weig t imenc an tnmenc struc
tures. Thus, diphenhydramine HC I has a micellar aggregation number of 3 (10] and
tripelennamine HCL also has an aggregation number of 3 [II]. Much higher aggrega-
tion numbers have been reported for chlorpromazine, imipramine, and many other drugs.
Micelle formation by "simple" drug molecules affects drug transport by virtue of an
increase in "molecular" size. On the other hand, the drug's surface activity may alter
the membrane's resistance to diffusion. Thus, estimates of a drug's activity based ex
clusively on the concentration of monomeric species generally underestimate the drug's
efficac 12.

c. Micelle Structure

orne princip es 0 mice e or rna ion ave een iscuss in e p ece ing sec ion.
McBain originally suggested that surfactant molecules form micellar structures by as
sociating with each other in double leaflets to form lamellar micelles (see Fig. 2a). This
concept was ater mo 1 ie y art ey, w 0 propose t e existence 0 oose sp enca
aggregates (see Fig. 2b). In Hartley's spherical micelles the molecules are not aligned
radially, and the negatively charged heads and the positively charged counterions are not
fitted to yield a perfect sphere.) [13].

Alternative shapes, such as oblate or prolate forms, have been suggested, especially
for the polyoxyethylene derivatives (Fig. 6). Representations of micelles as perfect
spheres or cylinders (see Fig. 3) should be identified as "idealized" models [14]. The
idealized micelle shown in Fig. 6 also illustrates the uncertainties of the location of the
counterions and differentiates between bound and unbound counterions. These roblems
are reflected in Eqs. (6) and (9), for the free energy of micelle formation.

Shape is related to size, and the latter is controlled predominantly by the aggrega-
tion number n cf. E s. 2 and 5 that is the number of molecules that associate
to form a single micelle. Unfortunately, one cannot depend on reported aggregation
numbers because they vary from author to author; more importantly, there is no assur-
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Fig. 6 ElIiptical cross section through a (proloid spheroid) idealized anionic detergent micelle.
(After Ref. 14.)

Studies of static li ht scatterin with laser Ii ht su est the followin se uence of
events in a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) solution in the presence of sodium

rorm e queous so u ions 0 a ove e con am sp erica mice es
formed from 91 CTAB monomers. Rodlike and spherical micelles coexist at low sodium
bromide concentrations. As the concentration of sodium bromide is raised, rodlike
mice es orne e prepon erant species, an etr associanon num rs can nse to a out
9500. These huge, tortuous, threadlike structures are flexible and have a cross-sectional
diameter of 4.5-6.0 nm. A few years ago, such structures, postulated on the basis of
light-scattering studies, were actually observed by electronmicroscopy [16,17].

Interesting proposals for micelle structure include the pincushion model proposed
by Menger [4,18] and the block model proposed by Fromherz [19]. Many ublished ide-
alized micelle structural models (Figs. 3 and 7a) suggest that water does not contact the
hydrophobic portion of the amphiphilic molecules in the micellar center and that the
h dro hobic se ments in the center are crowded. It can be safel concluded that the
classic representation (see Fig. 7a) is unrealistic. Dill and Flory, therefore, proposed their
so-called lattice model (see Fig. 7b) [20]. These authors were less concerned with the
sha of the micelle than with the arran ement of alk I chains in the micellar core. Their

(al (bl

Fig. 7 Lattice model of micelle: (a) classical representation and (b) Dill-Flory lattice. (Cour-
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mo e a ows cain n ing 0 I elm] e space in e mice ar core. eir cons rue
also excludes water from the hydrocarbon core of micelles, but permits some contact
between hydrophobic chains and the surrounding aqueous phase near the micelle's sur-
ace.

Imae and co-workers demonstrated that the geometric shape of micelles depends on
the presence of electrolytes and on concentration [15]. In addition, Hoffman concluded
that spherical micelles are preponderant in dilute surfactant solutions, whereas rodlike
micelles are likely to form at somewhat higher concentrations [21]. Lamellar structures
probably require still higher concentrations and represent a stage that precedes liquid
crystals and microemulsion formation [22,23].

The discussion of micellar shape has so far neglected any contribution from the shape
of the monomeric surfactant buildin blocks. This relation was formalized b Israelachvili
[24]. A "critical packing parameter" -defined by the expression VIAL, where V is the
volume of the hydrophobe of the amphiphile, L is the effective extended length of the
hvdronho e kin int count ouble bon s n other r s ric ions nd A is h ar

occupied by the hydrophilic head of the amphiphi1e-relates the expected aggregate struc
ture to the surfactant's geometry (Table 2). This table also relates the surfactant's gen-

. . '" . .

rectly to the selection of surfactants useful for emulsification, solubilization, and vesicle
(liposome) formation. The concept of the critical packing parameter provides a scheme
for predicting the shapes of the association complexes formed by surfactants and related
substances. Not all association structures fit neatly into this scheme, but Israelachvili's
generalizations help in understanding the geometry of most association complexes. More
than 40 years ago the foresighted W. D. Harkins asserted that the number of molecules
in a micelle is determined b their eometr . He asserted that the chains come to ether
because of expulsion by the water and that the heads repel each other, thus increasing
their spacing.

incinles of mic lliz i n f i I im r r
as discussed in Sections IV, V, and VI. In addition, micelles have an important and
essentially unpredictable effect on the chemical stability of drug molecules. Also, they

. . .. .

ture.
Micellization is an important mechanism of drug solubilization (see Sec. VI.B). The

availability of drugs in at least two ways: first, release of the drug for pharmacologi
cal action requires "destruction" of the micelle, and second, a micellized drug may not. ..

D. Adsorption of Surfactants on Low-Energy Surfaces

The mechanism by which surfactants concentrate at an interface and form monolayers
was previously described in connection with the derivation of the Gibbs adsorption iso
therm for a surfactant solution in contact with air. For harmaceuticals a ueous solu-
tions of surfactants are of primary interest. The interface between air and an aqueous
surfactant solution is not ideal and cannot be precisely defined. The water at the inter-. . . .

with air as a function of the distance from the true liquid, Thus, in fact, the interface
is a region, and its precise nature is affected by the presence of solvents (e.g., propy-

, .,
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Table 2 Relation of CPP to Surfactants' Geometry

Critical Likely

features shape parameters" aggregate surfactant

Cone < 113 Spherical or ellip- Hydrophilic
soidal micelles
(O/W)

runcated y rophilic
cone

Truncated 1/2-1 Flexible bilayers Hydrophilic
cone (close or vesicle

dimethylammonium
salts)

hydrophobic
> ydrophobic

"The critical packing parameter of a surfactant is defined as

volume
cpp =----------------

(area of hydrophilic head) x (length of hydrophobe)

these complications, it is useful to examine surfactant solution adsorption phenomena at
three interfaces: that with air, that with a Ii uid and that with a solid.

1. Surfactant Solution-Air Interface

lowers the surface tension; for example, that of water from 72.8 mN/m to values as low
as about 20-30 mN/m, as the surfactant's concentration approaches the CMC (see Fig.. .

the surface of a liquid, that minimizes the interfacial area between the liquid and air.
The lowering of the surface tension results from the coating of the air-solution inter-
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diffusion, since the gas pressure inside the bubble (P) obeys the Young/Laplace equa
tion, P = 2y/R, where y is the surface tension and R the bubble radius. As a result, the
as from smaller bubbles tends to diffuse into lar er bubbles. The formation f s I

foams in pharmaceutical products is generally undesirable, but foam is desirable in
cosmetic products, such as shaving preparations and shampoos.

2. The Surfactant Solution-Liquid Interface

Monolayers similar to those between a gas and a surfactant solution are also formed when. .

formation of emulsions. As a rule, an O/W emulsion wiII be formed if the surfactant
has high water solubility [high hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB); see Sec. III]. By

a gy, o' -s u usaso concen ra e a an oi -wa er in er ace an
yield W/O emulsions. The use of surfactants as emulsifiers in pharmaceutical dosage
forms is discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and in Volume 2, Chapters 2 and 7.

e e ect 0 sur actants on sur ace tension not on y accounts or t e sprea 109 0

insoluble liquids on surfactant solution (or the reverse phenomenon), but also for the
spreading of liquids on solids, as described in the following.

Several phenomena are involved in the interaction of a surfactant solution with a solid.
One of these is the surfactant's ability to adhere to the solid, which is commonly called
a sorp ion. is a p enomenon a epen s on c arac eris ic in erac ions e ween a so i
and a surfactant. The second phenomenon facilitates access of the surfactant's solute to
the solid. This phenomenon, generally identified as wetting, is dominated by the inter-
acia energies 0 t e genera y t ree-p ase system: so 1 , air, an so unon, ot types

of phenomena may occur simultaneously and require some additional comments.
Surfactant absorption onto solids is partly due to the amphiphilic nature of the sur-

factant and partly due to the surfactant's ionization. The adsorption of surfactants to
solids (see Chap. 2, this volume, Vol. 2, Chap. I) probably involves adsorption of single
ions or molecules, rather than (mixed) micellar aggregates. Ionizing surfactants can be
adsorbed to surfaces by ion-exchange or by ion-pairing mechanisms. The former involves
the replacement of a counterion that is already adsorbed onto the substrate by an iden
ticall char ed surfactant ion. In ion airin • the surfactant ion is adsorbed direct! onto
an oppositely charged site on the substrate.

The third means of bonding is hydrogen bonding, in which hydrogen bonds are
f r h io h -

nism involves dispersion forces in which there is some preferential interaction between
the hydrophobic (water-repellent) portion of the surfactant molecule and a similar hy-. . . . .

by polarization of 1t electrons between a strongly positively charged adsorbent and an
electron-rich aromatic ring is possible.

(powdered or continuous) and a surfactant solution can now be assessed in a more prac
tical vein. The lowered surface tension of a surfactant solution facilitates wetting. Wetting. . . . . . .

of powdered substances facilitates removal of adsorbed or entrapped air and wetting-out
of a powdered solid. This is vitally important for the creation of suspensions of insoluble. . . .
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The wetting phenomenon is preferably viewed as a balancing of the free energies
of the system's components; liquid, solid, and air (vapor). Details of these interactions
and their descri tion b Du re and Youn can be found in Cha ter 2, this volume.

The presence of surfactants alters the surface characteristics of the solid and of the
solution. Thus, all spreading and wetting phenomena encountered in pharmaceutical prod-

d v 0 men re ri i II e nden on rf tn. n f th e is h 0- II
critical surface tension, which is determined by the relationship between a (wetting)
liquid's surface tension and its contact angle on any solid. The critical surface tension. .

the surface tension of various liquids and extrapolation to cos e = O. The critical sur
face tension of a solid is a characteristic property and is used to predict wetting of a. . .
or less than, the critical surface tension of the solid.

The critical surface tension plays a role in the incorporation of various pharmaceu-.. .

co-workers [25,26], and some of their data are included in Table 3. The concepts that
water-soluble materials exhibit a relatively low contact angle and that materials with high. .

additional information on this topic see Chapters 2 and 3.
Mechanisms responsible for the adsorption of surfactants onto various substrates have. .

the surface properties of solids of all types, which may be either the substrate or a (drug)
component of a finished pharmaceutical product. Such adsorption depends on pH, ionic. .

as well as the adsorbate. Initially. such adsorption is limited to a single layer of the
surfactant (i.e., a Langmuir monolayer). Once the surfactant molecule is bound by elec-

o •• • ••

r 0 IC ar IS expose 0 e ongr-
nal aqueous medium, which was the solvent for the surfactant. This increases the in
terfacial tension between the liquid and the solid. Not unexpectedly. the remaining

Material Angle (deg)

Paraffin
Human skin (not defatted)

110
75

Lactose (powder)
Prednisolone (powder)
Prednisone owder

30
43
63

Aspirin (powder)
Magnesium stearate (powder)

74
121
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surfactant in the aqueous phase may then begin to concentrate at this modified interface
and form what may be called a bilayer on the surface of the solid. Such bilayers rou
tinel result from h dro hobic bondin between two molecules of the surfactant. This
type of sandwich adsorption reverses the polarity of the solid. For example, a negatively
charged solid can be expected to adsorb a positively charged surfactant ion in the first
ste . In the second ste another la er of the surfactant is adsorbed h dro hobicall . The
resulting double layer now provides the solid with a positive charge.This can be ex
tremely important for drug absorption in humans. Double-layer formation may also cause

. . . .

surfactants. For example, the adsorption of cationic surfactants onto dental enamel causes
considerable staining. This has been explained on the basis of the formation of a bilayer. . . .

normally anionic enamel has now become a positively charged solid and is able to re
act with pigmented anionic constituents of ingested food.. .

ers [27]. These investigators demonstrated changes in the surface hydrophobicity of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains that had been exposed to nonlethal concentrations of. .

1/20 of the minimal inhibitor concentration of the uaternar com ound.
The tendency of amphiphiles to bind to proteins and polymers is of great practical

and scienti fie importance. These topics are discussed later in Section IV.G.

III. CHEMICAL DESCRIPTION OF SURFACTANTS

physical behavior in Section II. This description of assemblies of surfactant molecules
and of their orientation at various interfaces depends on the presence of hydrophilic and
., ,.

reasonably be expected to dissolve in, or at least attach itself to, the aqueous phase of
the system, whereas the hydrophobic portion will dissolve in, or at least make contact
., .. .

HLB = wt. % hydrophile
5

Griffin studied primarily ethylene oxide (EO) adducts and routinely substituted "%
EO" for" % hydrophile." Since that time, the HLB system has become so useful that. . . . .

is shown in Table 4. The HLB classification is not only useful in the formulation of emul
sions and the like, but is also indicative of the solubility characteristics of surfactants
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Davies and Rideal have provided a technique for calculating HLB values of surfac
rants of all types, and theoretical support for this concept was provided by the work of

" .
computing HLB values of surfactants from their structures (as described in Vol. 2, Chap.
2) frequently fail to yield correct HLB values. Evidently, the group numbers are not

. '"

I. If the surfactant molecule is not ionized the surfactant is classified as a nO/1-
ionic surfactant. Of these, the polyoxyethylene (POE) derivatives are unques
tionably the most important.

2. If the surfa t n mole ul rri v
dispersed in water, the surfactant is classified as anionic. The most important
groups of anionic surfactants include the alkylsulfates and the soaps.... . .

as cationic. The most important members in this class are the quaternary ni
trogen compounds and amines, which can ionize to assume a positive charge.. .. .

tion V.A.
4. Finally, the last group of surfactants includes those that carry both positive and

minology should be applied to these surfactants only at those pH values at
which a positive and negative charge reside on the same molecule (and are

e amp10-

eric surfactant is much more acceptable: this clearly indicates that at some pH
conditions the molecule may carry a positive charge, whereas it might carry
a nega ive c arge a 0 ers.

The subdivision of surfactants into these four groups is universally accepted and will

A. Nonionic Surfactants

Nonionic surfactants, as a group, find wide application in pharmaceutical and cosmetic
products of all types. They are compatible with the other three classes of surfactants and
retain this utility over a broad range of pH values. Their HLBs can range from about
2 up to about 18, depending on structure. Chemically, they include esters, ethers, amides
and related compounds. As a rule, chemicals in this class act as surfactants only if they
carry at least one free OH rou or an ether rou in ,normall derived from eth 1-
ene or propylene oxide.



Table 4 HLB Values of Selected Surfactants

Characteristics
Chemical name"

Oleic acid
Eth lene I col distearate
Sorbitan tristearate
Ethylene glycol monostearate
Propylene glycol monostearate

Glyceryl monostearate
GI cer I monooleate
Pro lene I col monolaurate
Sorbitan monostearate

Sorbitan monopalmitate
N,N-Dimethyl stearamide

r . I .

PEG-4 monoleate
Sorbitan monolaurate

PEG-4 monolaurate

HLB

1.0
1.5
2.1
2.9
3.4

3.8
3.8
4.5
4.7

6.7
7.0
7.4
8.0
8.6

in water

Immiscible; does not disperse
Immiscible; does not disperse

Forms milky dispersion that separates on standing

Forms milky, stable dispersion

Function

Antifoam

W/O emulsifier

O/W emulsifier



Nonoxynol-9

PEG-8 monolaurate
Polysorbate 21
PEG-32 dioleate

13.1
13.3
15.0

Forms translucent or clear dispersion O/W emulsifier

Sucrose monoiaurate
Polyoxyethylene (20) oleyl ether

.~~ ~

Sodium oleate
Ol:r-_IM

Potassium oleate
Sodium lauryl sulfate

1;l.U

15.4
I;J.O

lV.:>

18.0
'00

20.0
40.0

\.
Ylelas clear SOlution O/Wemulsifier,

detergent

SOurce: Comprehensive listings of commerical surfactants are included in the CTFA Intemationai Cosmetic Ingredient Handbook, 4th ed., 1992, The Cosmetic, Toiletry and
Fragrance Association. Inc., Washington, DC, 1992; and the Cosmetic BenchReference, Allured Publishing, Carol Stream. IL. 1992.
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Fatty alcohols exhibit only marginal surfactant effects; they will form oriented films at
interfaces and act as coemulsifiers in the resence of more h dro hilic am hi hiles.
When fatty alcohols are included in drug or cosmetic compositions, they are frequently
used as opacifiers and thickeners. Originally, fatty alcohols (Cg-C1g) were obtained by
h dro enation of fatt acids. Toda the Zie ler* and the Oxo rocesses ield a ran e
of synthetic fatty alcohols. By contrast, the branched-chain Guerbetj alcohols are almost
never viewed as surfactants. A variety of these alcohols are used today to synthesize a
wide ran e of surfactants.

2. Nonionic Esters

polyhydric alcohols or polyethylene glycol. These fatty acid esters are relatively stable
under neutral conditions, but can hydrolyze in acidic or alkaline media.

a. Ethylene Glycol Ester

pastes.

b. Propylene Glycol Esters

Propylene glycol can form monoesters as well as diester with a variety of acids. Again,
the monoesters of propylene glycol are relatively hydrophobic. For emulsification pur-
poses, propylene glycol monostearate is, therefore, available In a pure form and in the
form of a so-called self-emulsifying (SE) grade. This SE grade is prepared by adding
a small amount of a soap to the pure ester. In this form, propylene glycol monostearate
is an important emulsifier for creams and ointments of all types and has the added benefit
of imparting viscosity to aqueous preparations.

Glyceryl esters are probably the most widely used surfactants in topical preparations of.. . . .

propylene glycol monostearate, is available in pure and self-emulsifying grades. Although
glyceryl stearate is identified as a monoester, the commercial grades are mixtures of. . ..

commercial grade of glyceryl stearate contains only about 40-45 % of the monoester.
However, purer grades (up to 90% of monoglyceride) are available and are more ef-

. .. ....

types of self-emulsifying grade are available: one contains a soap (potassium stearate)
as the emulsifying agent; the other is based on nonionic water-soluble surfactants. In

manufactured.

·In the Ziegler process, metallic aluminum, hydrogen, and triethyl aluminum are reacted in the presence of
ethylene to yield long-chain trialkyl aluminum derivatives, yielding alcohols on hydrolysis.
tin the Oxo rocess, carbon monoxide, h dro en, and olefins are combined to ield aldeh des, which are then
reduced to alcohols.
:j:The Gourbet reaction yields branched-chain alcohols from the condensation of two straight-chain alcohols.



Table 5 Structures of Selected Nonionic Ester Surfactants

Formula Names Uses

Ethylene glycol monostearate
Ethylene glycol stearate

Opacifier- thickener

Ethylene glycol dilaurate Opacifiel

R-CO-OCH2-CHOH-CH3, where R = CH3(CH2) 14-

R CO OCH2 CHOH CH20H, where R CH)(CH2) 16

-CH2-CHOH CH2-O COR. where R CHiCH2hCH
=CH(CH2),- and n averages 2

Propylene glycol myristate

Glyceryl mOll6Stearate
Glyceryl stearate

Tetraglyceryl monooleate
Polyglyceryl-4 oleate

Opacifier, emulsifier

Emulsifier

Emulsifier

EmulsifierSorbitan (mono-, di-, tri-) acylate

RO OR

-----QCHOH-<OHPR

where R = H or a fatty acid radical (R'-CO-)

(contmued)



Table 5 Continued

Formula

where R = H or a fatty acid radical (R'-CO-)

RCO-(OCH2-CH2)n-O-COR, where R = CH 3(CH2) 16

and n averages 150

and n averages 8

Names

Sucrose (mono, di-, tri) ac late

PEG-150 distearate
PEG-6000 distearate
Polyoxyethylene-( 150)-distearate

PEG-8 laurate
PEG-400 monolaurate
l'olyoxyethylene-(8)-monolaurate

Pol sorbate 40
Sorbimacrogol palmitate 300
Polyoxyethylene-(20)-sorbitan monopalmitate

Uses

Emulsifier

Solubilizer

Emulsifier

Emulsifier and
solubilizer
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The unesterified OH group(s) of monolgycerides can be esterified with low molecu
lar weight carboxylic acids, such as tartaric or citric acid, to yield several groups of
im ortant food emulsifiers. Monoesters of fatty acids with lycerin have a long history
of safe use in foods as well as in topical products, and this undoubtedly accounts for
their wide use.

Although esters of sorbitol with fatty acids can be prepared and have been used occa-

im ortance. 1 4-Sorbitan is obtained from sorbitol b deh dration or is formed durin
the acylation reaction. Although multiple esterification is possible, the monoesters are
the most important and are widely used ingredients in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and

f. Sucrose Esters

Sucrose, a polyhydric alcohol, can be esterified with a number of fatty acids and, de
pending on the degree of substitution, a variety of commercially important surfactants
can be re ared. In Ii ht of their com osition, these esters are articularl useful in foods
as well as in a variety of pharmaceutical applications.

g. Ethoxylated Esters

When ethylene oxide is allowed to polymerize it forms a polyether, commonly referred
to as polyethylene glycol (PEG) or polyoxyethylene (POE). The number following this
name e.g., In t e past re erre to t e average mo ecu ar weig t 0 the ether. n
modern usage, the (usually smaller) number refers to the average number of moles of
ethylene oxide making up the polymer:

Ethylene
oxide

PEG 200 or PEG-4 or polyoxyethylene (4)

These ethers are mixtures, and it is preferable to indicate the chain length as fol
lows:

n would have an average value of 4. Derivatives of PEG are
e h x
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e use 0 ese et ers or 0 et y ene OX) e or t e manu acture 0 sur ace-active
compounds has made it possible to create a wide range of surface-active agents with most
unusual properties and stabilities. The fatty acid monoesters of PEG are normally pre-
pared by the catalyzed polymerization of ethylene oxide in the presence of a fatty acid.
They can also be made by esterifying fatty acids with preformed PEGs; however, this
latter reaction can readily yield diesters. A host of surfactants can be synthesized in which
the number of moles of ethylene oxide ranges from 2 to more than 100. Structurally,
these compounds include a synthetic hydrophilic ether moiety and a fatty acid, which
rna or may not be of natural origin. The synthetic polyoxyethylene chain is a polyether;
and, therefore it is widely assumed to be chemically stable under most conditions. On
the other hand, the ester group is subject to hydrolysis whenever the pH conditions are
adverse.

A very important group of ethoxylated esters is derived from sorbitan. These ma
terials are obtained commonly be esterifying sorbitol or sorbitan with a fatty acid (cf.
for oin section: Sorbitan Esters and then reactin this ester with eth lene oxide. The
reverse, ethoxylation of sorbitan followed by esterification with a fatty acid, is evidently
not commercially practiced. These materials are commonly referred to as polysorbates
and have achieved wide use in harmaceutical cosmetic and food re arations. One
must always remember that these surfactants represent complex mixtures and that their
me 0 0 syn esis is proprie ary or eac supp ier.

3. Nonionic Ethers

Nonionic ethers (Table 6) are generally derived from polyethylene glycol or polypro
pylene glycol.

a.

,
including substituted phenols, can be reacted with ethylene oxide, and the levels of
ethoxylation can range from I to 100 or even more. In light of these variables, an enor-
moosrune ., . .

The fatty alcohol ethoxylates, also known as polyoxyethylene ethers, are prepared from. ..,

available for reaction with ethylene oxide range from lauryl alcohol to behenyl alcohol;
the alcohols may be straight or branched-chain and derived from natural or synthetic
sources XO, ieg er, or uer a 0 s s i
derived) or alkyl phenols. All these ethers are considered to be chemically inert and can
be used for emulsification and compounding at highly alkaline or strongly acid condi-
nons.

b. Propoxylated Alcohols

Propylene oxide can be polymerized similarly to ethylene oxide; however, the poly
oxypropylene derived from propylene oxide is not a hydrophilic material, but is, in fact,

o •• • • •

a fatty alcohol, a group of low HLB surface-active ethers results.

A most interesting group of surfactants with particular usefulness for drugs and foods. .. . .



Table 6 Structures of Selected Nonionic Ether and Nonionic Amide Surfactants

FOnDula

, were n has an average value of 9

HO(CH~H:zOlx-(CHCH:zO»)' -(CH~H:zOlzH, where x = z
I

and has the average value of 6 and y has the average value of 67

CH3(CH)1O CH2-O (C6HIOOS)xH
where x may have a value of 1-3

OH
RCO NH (CH2CHPlnH, where n hils an average value of 5 and

RCO represents the hydrogenated tallow fatty aCId radIcals

Names

Polyoxyethylene-(9)-octylphenylether
PEG-9 octylphenylether
Octoxynol-9

PEG-WOOcetyl ether
PEG-20 cetyl ether
Cetomacrogol 1000
Ceteth-20
Polyoxyethylene-(20)-cetyl ether

Polyoxyethylene-Bj-tridecy] ether
PEG-3 tridecyl ether

Trideceth-3
Polypropylene glycol-(l8)-butyl ether
Polyoxypropylene-( l8)-butyl ether
PPG-18 butyl

Poloxamer 401

Lauryl polyglucose

Polyoxyethylene-(5)-hydrogenated tallow amIde
PEG-S tallow amIde

1Ises

Solubilizer,
spermicide

EmulsIfIer

Emulsifier

Emollient

Emulsifier

Foam booster
Skin and hair

Foam booster
Emulsifier

Solublhzer
Foam booster
Skin conditioner
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molecular weight of about 1200 or higher, and reacting the terminal hydroxyl groups
of this polymer with ethylene oxide co add hydrophilic groupings. The resulting surfac-
cants known as poloxamers, are block polymers and possess a wide ranee of hvdropho-
bic and hydrophilic properties, depending on the ratio of the building blocks. They are
widely used for emulsification and solubilization in food, drug, and cosmetic products.

4. Alkylpolyglycosides

The alkylpolyglycosides represent a small, but growing, group of surfactants prepared
ny reacnng a nyoropnooic arconoi wim giucose or a grucose Oligomer. 1 ne average
degree of polymerization of the carbohydrate portion is about 1.4. They are fully bio-
degradable. These surfactants are acetals and, thus, subject to degradation at low pHs.
They can also undergo the Maillard reacnon.

5. Nonionic Amides: Alkanolamides

The amides prepared from the reaction of a fatty acid or fatty acid ester with mono- or
diethanolamine and other alkanolamines should be classified as nonionics (see Table 6).
Most commercial nroducts are however mixtures that include amine soans esters of
the alkanolamines, and the like. Thus, commercial alkanolamides should not be viewed
as truly nomomc surtactants. In aOOIUon, two oroao Classes exist, uepenumg on tne mote
ratio of the fatty acid to the amine: the 1:1 condensates or superamides, and the 2: I
condensates or Kritchevsky types. The commercial amides prepared directly from alkano-
lamines yield derivatives contammg only one or two hydroxyalkyl groups for each 01-

trogen atom. These compounds have found an important place in the preparation of
water-based, surfactant-containing products intended for the cleansing of the skin and
of the scalp.

Alkanolamides with long POE chains can be prepared by ethoxylation reactions of
simple or complex fatty acid amides. Substances of this type find use as emulsifiers and
solubilizers in the cosmetic industry. Finally, acyl amides can be alkylated directly. The
most interesting surfactant in this group is N-lauryl pyrrolidone. This water-soluble
amohiohile has found use as a cleansinz azent in oersonal care oroducts.

B. Anionic Surfactants

Anionic surfactants, as a group, are the most widely used surface-active agents in per-
sonal products and for industrial purposes. Their primary application is in products

-' fnr <Inn- - ...
1. Carboxylares (Table 7)

a. eoaps

The salts of long-chain fatty acids, commonly referred to as soaps, have been known
for centuries and are used primarily for cleansing purposes, although most soaps are also
good dispersing and emulsifying agents. Soaps have the general structure RCOO-M+,
where R is usually a straight-chain saturated or unsaturated aliphatic group. The cation,
M". most commonly found is sodium, although ammonium and potassium salts as well
as other amine salts are occasionally employed. Short-chain fatty acid groups (i.e., those
ranging from C1 to about CIO) are not particularly useful as surfactants because they are
too water-soluble, and their hydrophobic chains are too short. The upper limit on chain



Table 7 Structures of Selected Anionic Carboxylate-Type Surfactants

Formula

[CHj(CH2hRO( OCHCO)n OliCai, where II has the average valueof2

COONa
/

c

CH3

tH-CH2- CH2-COOH

Names

Sodium palmitate

Aluminum distearate

Caleium steamyl 2 laetylate
Calcium stearoyl lactylate

N-Cocoyl-N-methyl glycine
Cocoyl sarcosine

N-( 1-0xododecyl)glutamlc aCid, monosodIUm salt
Sodium lauroyl glutamate

3u,7u,12u-Trihydroxy-5-13-cholan-24-oic acid

Uses

Cleanser
Emulsifier
Gelling agent

Emulsifier

Skin cleanser

Skm cleanser;
detergem bar

Natural constituent
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engt IS approximate y 20' cause atty aCI sa ts contairung on y one car oxy group
and more than about 20 carbon atoms are quite insoluble in water. For use in pharma
ceutical systems, sodium or potassium soaps are normally formed in situ by the addi-
tion of a melt of the fatty acid to an aqueous solution of the appropriate alkali. This
technique is also used for the preparation of emulsions and suspensions. "Stearic acid"
soa s are widel used emulsifiers but commercial stearic acid normall consists of a
mixture of 40 % of stearic acid and 55 % of palmitic acid, with an admixture of a wide
variety of other fatty acids, including finite amounts of oleic acid, which is subject to

cause pure sodium stearate is quite insoluble in cold water and has a tendency to crys
tallize. This phenomenon is reduced by the use of mixed fatty acids, especially low

been based on isostearic acid, which is a synthetically prepared fatty acid containing satu
rated branched-chain C l8 fatty acid isomers. Salts of oleic acid are much more fluid than

e soaps 0 s earic aci an are exce en emu si iers. n or una e y, e use 0 0 eic
acid is not advantageous; it can form malodorous peroxidation products, which may
further decompose to form (sometimes irritating) derivatives, including aldehydes and
acidic components that are undesirable in pharmaceutical preparations. Sodium stearate

. . .

form gels, some of which are rigid enough to yield useful sticks for cosmetic or phar
maceutical applications.

e major isa vantage 0 soaps IS t at t ey can use over on y a mute p
range (i.e., above about 9). At pH values below about 9 the soap anion is converted to
the free fatty acid, which is insoluble in water, but soluble in most organic solvents and
lipids. A second disadvantage is that soaps form insoluble salts with polyvalent ions, such
as calcium, magnesium, or aluminum and, therefore, cannot be used in hard water
because "soa scum" calcium stearate is formed. Aluminum stearate de ndin on the
ratio of aluminum to stearic acid in the preparation, is a useful component for gelling
hydrocarbons of all types. Aluminum tristearate, for example, can be dissolved in hot

bon. Finally, the very insoluble magnesium stearate crystallizes in plates and, therefore,
finds use as a lubricant and glidant in pharmaceutical tableting processes.

b. Acyl Lactylates

Ac I lact lates are formed b the esterification of the h drox rou of lactic acid with
a fatty acid or fatty acid mixtures. During this esterification reaction, some self-esteri
fication of lactic acid can occur and, as a result, the acyl lactylates normally comprise

ent. These anionics may be viewed as soaps in which the hydrophilic head has been
enlarged. Sodium and calcium salts are commercially available. They are metabolized. . .

c. Ether Carboxylates

The ether carboxylate surfactants are commonly prepared by oxidation of the terminal
OH group of fatty alcohol ethoxylates. Depending on the degree of ethoxylation, the
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resulting acids may not require neutralization to achieve solubility in aqueous systems.
These surfactants can act as solubilizers and cleansing agents.

d. Acyl Amides of Anion Acids

This class of surfactants includes a variety of specialty amphiphiles. The acyl sarco-
sinates, the amides of N-methylglycine, are probably the most important representatives
of this group. They are stronger acids than their parent fatty acids and are, at times,
called "interru ted" soa s. Their alkali metal salts are useful in neutral and mildl acid
pH solutions. The fatty acid amides of sarcosine are remarkably mild on contact with
the skin and are preferred components in neutral skin-cleansing preparations. Other acyl

specialty cosmetics and synthetic detergent bars.

The terminal amino groups of low molecular weight polypeptides can also be acyl-
ate , ea mg to t e so-ca e atty aCI po ypep I e con ensates in w IC t e pepn e s
remaining free carboxyl groups are commonly neutralized with either a potassium or an
alkanolammonium ion. The polypeptides, generally derived from an animal collagen
hydrolysate, have molecular weights of about 350-2000. These surfactants are used

sifiers.

i

Surface active materials found in the plant kingdom, such as the saponins, are glyco-
iii n re i i e in eres in rug ro uc s n

topical preparations. The natural biological surfactants of primary interest include the
bile salts and the phospholipids. Bile salts are derivatives of cholanoic acid and gener-
ally contam one to three hydroxyl groups. The most important of these is cholic acid;
it is a half-moon-shaped molecule in which all hydroxyl groups are located in the con
cave portion, whereas the carboxyl group rotates freely along a series of singly bonded
carbon atoms. This unique structure provides surface activity and helps micelle forma
tion, which enables the body to absorb lipid materials from the intestinal tract. These
micelles do not ossess the classic alisadelike structure but have been described as
being composed of layers [30]. The presence of these compounds also influences intes
tinal drug absorption, because bile salts can form mixed micelles with a wide variety

. ..

Bile salts increase the dissolution rates of insoluble drugs (e.g., griseofulvin) and
alter membrane permeability. One of the most important functions of bile acids, espe-

2. Esters of Sulfuric Acids

Table 8 lists the esters of sulfuric acid, a group that comprises the alkyl sulfates and the
so-called alkyl ether sulfates. Both types are widely used in cosmetic products as well



Table 8 Sulfur- and Phosphorus-Containing Anionic Surfactants

Fonnllla

between I and 4

Names

Sodium lauryl sulfate
Lauryl sulfate, sodium salt (SLS)
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

Ammonium lauryl ether sulfate
Ammonium laureth sulfate
Ethoxylated lauryl sulfate, ammonium salt

llses

Cleanser
Emulsifier

Cleanser
Emulsifier

SO~
Dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBS)
LAS (common name for salts of DBS)

Sodium lauroyl isethionate

Hard surface
cleanser

Skin and hair
cleansUlg; syn
thetic soap, bath

°II
RC-I-CHI:H~O~a, where RCO- represents the coconut

CHJ

fatty acid radicals

CHJ(CH2)IOCH2(OCH2CH2>.-SOJNa, where n has an average
value of 10

Sodium N-eocoyl-N-methyl taurate

Sodium methyl cocoyl taurate

Sodium polyoxyethylene-( IO)-Iaurylether sulfonate

products

Skin and hair
cleansing, lime
soap dispersant

Foaming agent
Cleanser



O=C-OCH~H(CH"hCHJ

H t SOjNa

yH"
O-C OCH!j'H(CH:hCH3

o

H-C-SO~a

I

COONa

RO-P-OR
1 H1N(CHzCHzOHlz. where R =

or H wheren has all average valueof'abotrt 10

Dioctyl sodium slllfosllccinate
Di-(2-ethylhyexyl) sodium sulfosllcc;nate

Docusate sodium

Disodium undecylenamideo-MEA-sulfosuccinate
Butanedioic acid, sulfo-, 4-(2-((I-oxo-lQ-undecenyl)-

amino]ethyl]ester, disodium salt

Diethanolarnmonium polyoxyethylene-( IO)-oleylether
phosphate

Emulsifier
SlIspending agent
Stool softener

Foam booster
Antifungal

surfactant

Emulsifier;
thickener
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a. Alkyl Sulfates

reaction of a fatty alcohol with sulfuric acid. The neutralizing cations may include so
dium. potassium, or alkanolamines. The alkyl sulfates of primary commercial interest
are erive rom aury a co 0 , since e 12 moie y appears 0 pro uce op imum oam
ing. The source of the "lauryl" alcohol group can vary widely and includes reduction
of fatty acids, Ziegler process alcohols, and oxoalcohols. Most of these alcohols are mix-
tures, and their properties may vary as a result of their chain length or branching. They
foam in hard water, are unaffected by calcium or magnesium salts and, as a consequence,
have become the key ingredients in shampoo compositions. They are also widely used
as primary emulsifiers in oil-in-water preparations.

b. Ethoxylated Alkyl Sulfates

alcohols in which the level of ethoxylation is generally less than 4. These so-called ether
sulfates are prepared by reactions similar to those used for lauryl sulfate, and they ex-

of alkyl sulfate is relatively water-insoluble at low temperatures, but that of the ether
sulfate exhibits higher solubility under these conditions. Thus, the ether sulfates are now
slow y rep acmg tea y su ates m cornmercia s ampoos. eports exist t at suggest
that the ether sulfates are somewhat less irritating than their unethoxylated counterparts.

3. Sulfonates

Various salts of sulfonic acids and sulfonic acid derivatives are widely used in surfac-

tions as a result of the chemical inertness of the carbon-sulfur bond. The most commer
cially important representatives of this group are the linear alkyl benzene sulfonates.

used in the United States.

The linear alkyl benzene sulfonates (commonly called LAS) are manufactured by the

long. Branched-chain alkyl benzene sulfonates are no longer widely used because they
are not biodegradable and, therefore, have been replaced by the linear alkyl group de-

can be supplied as free acids or as their salts, both generally in aqueous solution.

The LAS group includes the most widely produced surfactants in the world. They
are the major ingredient in laundry and household detergents. They are prepared from
the tetramer of propylene, which is condensed with benzene and finally (ring) sulfonated.
The resultin com ound, dodec I benzene sulfonic acid, is a mixture that rna contain
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CI2 and CIS chams. Other aliphatic hy rocarbons can be use , as we as nap t a ene,
to provide a wide range of compounds. These compounds are rarely used in pharma
ceutical or cosmetic products.

The sulfonates of unsubstituted aromatics or of aromatics substituted with short alkyl
chains include xylene and cumene sulfonates. These materials have the unusual prop
ert of thinnin soa els and deter ent solutions and of increasin the solubilit of
phenols in aqueous products. These materials, commonly known as hydrotropes, are
commercially important in light of their "solubilizing" characteristics.

b. a-Olefin Sulfonates

a-Olefin sulfonates are mixtures prepared by sulfonation of linear olefins and contain
alkene and hydroxyalkane sulfonic acids as major components. They are useful deter
gents, especially in shampoos.

c. Alkyl Iyceryl Ether ul onates

d. Alkylether Sulfonates

can be described chemically as ethoxylates of a fatty alcohol in which the terminal OH
group has been replaced by a sulfonic acid group. These substances foam well and re-

e. Acyl Isethionates

The fatty acid esters of isethionic acid, called acyl isethionates, have characteristics more
closely resembling those of the alkyl sulfates than those of the linear alkylaryl sulfonates.. .

detergent bars because they are relatively water-insoluble at room temperatures.

f. Ac I Taurates

The acyl taurates are interesting compounds produced by the reaction of N-methyltaurine
re ared from sodium isethionate Ius meth lamine with an acid chloride. The can

solubilize calcium soaps and exhibit surprising stability over a fairly broad pH range from
about 4 to 10. N-Methylacyl taurates belong to the group of efficient anionic solubilizers
f r variet of li i s Th r n I
ity.

Sulfosuccinates
A wide variety of sulfosuccinates can be prepared by the modification of one or two
carboxyl groups of sulfosuccinic acid. Maleic anhydride is converted to mono- or dis-. .. .. . .

double bond yields a broad range of sulfosuccinates. These compounds are widely used
in agricultural emulsions. One sulfosuccinate, the bis(2-ethylhexyl) ester, commonly
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a 0 p ex
undecylenic acid amide (see Table 8) has been reported to possess antifungal proper
ties.

4. Phosphoric Acid Esters

Most of the hos horic acid esters used in rsonal roducts are s nthesized b esteri-
fication of a fatty alcohol or of a fatty alcohol ethoxylate with phosphoric anhydride or
with polyphosphoric acid. The resulting mono- and diesters are typical anionic surfac-. . .

solubilizers. emulsifiers. or gelling agents for high-lipid-containing gels and sticks. Like
the sulfates. the phosphates are subject to hydrolysis. especially under acidic conditions.

vegetable oil is converted to the phosphoric acid ester on the free OH group(s) of glyc
erin. A typical representative is the product that results from the reaction of glyceryl

. . . .

achloride and subsequent neutralization with alkali. This complex mixture is called di
sodium oleoylglyceryl phosphate. Some of these mixtures have achieved food additive
status 10 t e mte tates.

c. Cationic Surfactants

As a rule. they cannot be used together with anionic surfactants because they interact
to form water-insoluble salts (or complexes). Cationic surfactants are strongly adsorbed

y nega ive y c arge su s ra es, w ic inc u e s in an air. g ass. ceramics, me a 
lie oxides and clays, and most importantly, many types of microorganism.

Long-chain primary, secondary. and tertiary amine salts exhibit surface activity and
find numerous industrial applications (ore flotation, corrosion inhibition in fuels and lu
bricants). On the other hand, quaternary ammonium salts are the major types of cationic
surfactant used in cosmetics and toiletries.

1. Quaternary Ammonium Salts

widely used in drugs and cosmetics in light of their antimicrobial properties and their
substantiviry to negatively charged surfaces. In contrast to primary. secondary. and

2. Betaines

In the ast it has been customar to classif the alk I derivatives of N-trimeth I I cine
as amphoteric compounds. Since the nitrogen atom in these substances carries four
substituents it is always positively charged, and these surfactants should be classified as



Use

Germieide; SlIfIitizer

NameStructure

Table 9 Cationic Surfactams

~[~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3

where R represents a mixture of alkyls, including all or some of
the group beginning with capryl and extending through higher
homologues, with lauryl, myristyl, and cetyl predominating

OCH CH -O-CH CH -N-CH Cl
2 2 2 2 I 3 ammonium chloride

+

l-Hexadecylpyridinium chloride/CPC

(continuedl



Table 9 Continued

Structure

+

CH
3

where R repreesnts a stearyl (CIS) alkyl chain

where R represents the coconut radical and .r + y has the average
vallie of 15

I
CHiCH1h,cHr-N +-CHzCOO

I

Name

Stearyl dlmethylbenzyl
ammonium chloride
Stearalkonium cmoriae

PEG-15 cocamine
Polyoxyethylene-( 15)-coconut amine

Polyethylen glycol-700 coconut amine

I .amyl betaine
N-Lauryl,N,N-dimethylglycine

Use

Hair conditioner

Emulsifying agent

Skin cleansers

..
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of their substantivity. They are synthesized from a suitable tertiary amine by alkylation
with chloroacetic acid.

3. Ethoxylated Amines

Ethoxylation of a primary amine increases its water solubility and provides nitrogen
~.. .

e IV I

such ethoxylated amines with an alkyl halide leads to water-soluble quaternary com
pounds that have found application in the textile industry to reduce static charges and
or ye eve mg.

D. Amphoteric Surfactants

The amphoteric surfactant group (Table 10) is made up of a number of zwitterionic
specialty materials. They are commonly used in skin and hair products as relatively mild

substantivity to substrates. At high pH values they behave as anionics; at intermediate
pH, they exhibit both anionic and cationic properties; finally, at low pH, they perform

I. Acrylic Acid Derivatives

The acrylic acid derivatives include the so-called alkylaminopropionic acids as well as. .. . .

of a fatty alkyl amine to acrylic acid. The resulting, relatively mild, water-soluble de
tergents can be used for skin-cleansing purposes and function as either cationic or an-. . . . ... .

2. Substituted Alkylamides

When aminoethyl ethanolamine is reacted with a fatty acid, it forms a substituted irni
dazoline under anhydrous conditions. Under commercial conditions, this heterocyclic
structure is unstable, and the secondary amide, RCO-NH-C H -NH-C H OH, becomes
the major end product. Subsequent reaction of the reaction mixture with, for example,
sodium monochloroacetate was, for many years, believed to yield an amphoteric irni
dazoline. Recent studies of these reactions indicate that the end roducts are mixtures
of soap, the secondary amide, and of the mono- and di-p-carboxymethyl derivatives.
These surfactants, nevertheless, find wide applications in shampoos, especially in sham-
o s th t exhibi low irri ti n ini I rni in i i

3. Phosphat/des

plants. Their amphoteric characteristics are not significant when they are used industri
ally. The phospholipids playa particularly important role in living tissues in which their. .

Phosphatides are the phosphoric acid esters of a diacylglyceride. These glycero
phosphoric acids are further esterified with the hydroxyl group of amines (choline, etha-
no amine, or serine or 0 inosi 0 , e C 0 ine es ers are qua ernaries, w ereas e



Table 10 Amphoteric Surfactams

Structure

,CH~H~OONa

CH2CH2COOH

~ rH2CHPH
CHr-(CHz)Ir-C-NH-CH~Hr-N-CH~OONa

CHr-O-COR

tH 0 COR'
I •

where RCO- and R'CO are naturally occurring acyl groupings

Name

Sodium N-dodecyl-~-alanine

Sodium lauraminopropionate

Sodilll1l N lauryl ~ imin6dipropi<mate
Sodium lauriminodiprepionatl!

Myristoarnphoacetate

lecithin
I ,2-Diacyl-l-pbospbatidylcboline

Uses

Skin and hair cleansers

Skin and hair c1eansels

Hair cleansers

Edil>l@ surfactant
Emulsifier
Topical therapeutic agent
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inositol derivatives must behave as anionics. Phospholipids in nature are derivatives of
1,2-diacyl-L-glycerol and display optical activity. The most important phosphatide is
lecithin, which is identified chemicall as diac I hos hatid lcholine. Commercial e
or soybean) lecithins are mixtures of several phosphatidyl esters; in addition, the fatty
acids may vary widely. Lecithin is water-dispersible in its pure form, but forms water-

I Ii r in in m Th Ii . r m ifi f r r i in I d-
ing cholesterol. In the intestinal tract, natural phospholipids combine with sodium cho
late and related bile salts to form mixed micelles, which are effective solubilizers for

Removal of the (normally unsaturated) acyl group from the second carbon atom of
glycerin results in the formation of lysolecithin. Various grades of lecithin available from

. . ..

of parenteral nutritional systems. The choline esters of naturally occurring glycero
phosphoric acids are the effective emulsifiers and solubilizers found in lecithins, The high

. . . .

ids is widely practiced. Thus, dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine is commonly employed
in the formation of liposomes intended for drug delivery.. .
drophilic head. This accounts for their tendency to form micelles at low concentrations,
which is vital for their biological (self-association) function. Phospholipids also play

and plasmalogens are typical examples.

Several other types of surfactant are available, in addition to the major group described
in the fore oin . Onl a few noteworth exam les will now be discussed briefl . Some
of these surfactants, especially those based on higher molecular weight derivatives, may
find increasing use in the pharmaceutical industry as the need for "nonabsorbable" sur-
f . r

I , Amine Oxides

usually with hydrogen peroxide. As a result of the coordinate covalent bond between
the nitrogen and the oxygen atom, these compounds, as a rule, behave as nonionic. . ,

ter and are useful in detergent compositions as well as in hair products.

Surfactants of various types in which the fatty alkyl group is replaced by a perfluorinated
alkyl group have the property of lowering surface tension of water far below the nor-
mally achieved range of 25-30 dyn cm'. These materials find applications whenever
low surface tension in water is desired. They are relatively expensive compounds and
are used in low concentrations.
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3. Starch-Derived Surfactants

As noted previously, low molecular weight polypeptides can be converted to useful
~. . . .

polar polysaccharides, can be modified chemically by reaction with, for example, 2
chlorotriethylamine. The resulting tertiary amine can then be reacted with, for example,. .. .. ..
taine shown in Table 9). If the starch is reacted with 3-chloro-2-hydroxypropyltrimethyl
ammonium chloride, a quarternized starch is formed directly.

5. Beeswax

Lanolin is obtained during the purification of sheep wool. It is a complex mixture of
esters of sterol alcohols and h drox acids. Lanolin is a com onent of so-called abso -
tion bases, which are useful in emulsifiers because lanolin absorbs water directly by
water-in-oil emulsification.

7. Ethoxylated Polysiloxane

These unusual emulsifiers have been particularly valuable for emulsifying polysiloxanes.. ..

with a silanol. Further reaction with ethylene oxide or propylene oxide provides an
important series of chemically relatively inert emulsifiers.

IV. SPECIAL TOPICS

A. The Oxidative Stability of Polyoxyethylene Derivatives

dergo many of the classic chemical reactions. On the other hand, it is also well known
that ethers can form peroxides which, if improperly handled, can decompose violently.. . . .

phenomenon has sometimes been ignored by formulators. Stored polyoxyethylene de
rivatives may develop acrid odors that are unacceptable in pharmaceutical and cosmetic
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products. The instability of penicillins in the presence of polyethylene glycols was re
duced materially by the addition of catalase, because it destroyed preformed peroxides.
This findin demonstrates that eroxides can la a vital role in the stability of poly-
oxyethylene derivatives by themselves or in contact with other components of the prepa
ration.

A s stematic investi ation of this henomenon was conducted b Hambur er and
co-workers, who examined the stability of PEG-20 ether (Cetomacrogol 1000, Ceteth
20) [32]. They established that the reaction was catalyzed by light and by heavy met-. . . .

These results have been confirmed by others, and today, nonionics are not used in bio
logical work without careful purification because of their tendency to oxidize sulfhydryl

The decompositions of polyoxyethylene ether peroxides not only cause oxidative and
reductive problems, but also effect polyoxyethylene chain breakage. This rupture occurs

.. .

rupture, a variety of undesirable oxidation products are formed, including aldehydes and
acids. Gradual ether peroxide decomposition can be responsible for lowering the pH of. ... "

I I U ra 0 I

formed species and a drug. In addition, the rupture (or shortening) of the
polyoxyethylene chain alters the stability of the product because of accompanying changes. . . . .

cloud point of oxidized polyoxyethylene derivatives demonstrates that, in the course of
this oxidation, lower molecular weight surfactants are formed, and these may not be. . . . .

to form hydroxylamines.
The oxidative attack on polyoxyethylene surfactants appears to proceed more rap-.. .. . . .

of nonionic surfactants by various chemical techniques. As a rule, polyoxyethylene
derivatives should be stored in the dark, in the absence of heavy metal contaminants,

In Section III, devoted to the chemical description of surfactants, esters were identified
. . .

esters toward hydrolysis is complicated by the observation that monoesters of diethylene
glycol or tetraethylene glycol, even at relatively low temperature-that is, 25°C in the

case of the monopelargonate) to form diesters and the corresponding unesterified poly
oxyethylene glycols [34]. This type of internal transesterification must be taken into

s 0

similar esters. [The extent of this type of ester interchange is not assessable by the com
monly used analytical assays (ester or saponification values) used for these ingredients.]
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Transesten ication reactions may also occur whenever drug molecules WIth free hydroxyl
groups are incorporated into, or blended with, emollients or emulsifiers that are them
selves ester-based.

Transesterification reactions of surfactants occur under surprisingly mild conditions
and may cause not only instability, but also formation of unexpected products. The

arabens have been re orted to react with sorbitol to form esters of sorbitol with
hydroxybenzoic acid. Entirely analogous reactions might occur between sorbitan esters
and drugs carrying alcoholic or carboxylic acid functions.

sulfosuccinate. This frequently used drug ingredient has exhibited significant hydroly
sis as early as I month after storage at 25°C in the presence of water and n-decane [35J.

bon is not made clear. Nevertheless, these findings are another indication of the gen
eral instability of ester-type emulsifiers and a warning to the formulator to exercise care

The hydrolysis of sulfuric acid esters, the alkyl sulfates, and alkyl ether sulfates,
has received attention from investigators [36,37]. The rate of acid hydrolysis of alkyl

'" .e z 1 c u enon. e co -

little practical value. These surfactants are unstable at pas below 4 and should not be
used in such systems. They can, however, tolerate higher pHs and have been used in

If an alkyl or an alkyl ether sulfate is combined with a nonionic surfactant, the rate
of hydrolysis increases, presumably because of mixed micelle formation. Micellar so-. ... ..
solution. The theory of micellar catalysis will be discussed later in Section IV.D. It is
important to remember than kinetic rules, rates, and energetics established for chemi-
., . .

catalysis.
Amide-derived surfactants (e.g., alkanolamides) are more tolerant of extreme pH

con 1 Ions an es ers. rm e- ype sur actants are no WI e y use 10 p armaceutica
preparations, and no serious incompatibilities in personal products have been reported.
It is noted here in passing that amide-type drugs can be protected against hydrolysis by
incorporating them into surfactant micelles.

C. Phase Inversion Temperature

The phase inversion temperature (PIT) may be defined as the temperature at which an
O/W emulsion changes to a W/O emulsion or vice versa. It is one of the most impor-

fulness cannot be overemphasized. An emulsion's PIT is closely related to the surfactant's
cloud point.

queous so u ions 0 nonionic sur ace agen s come r 1 an c ou y w en eare ,
even in the absence of inorganic salts. The reproducible temperature at which this cloud
ing occurs, the surfactant's PIT or cloud point, is concentration-dependent and gener-
ally increases as the concentranon of the nomomc surfactant is raised. The clouding
phenomenon is best described as representing insolubilization of the originally water
soluble surfactant or of a mixture of surfactants. The phase inversion phenomenon is
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limited to polyethylene glycol-derived, ether-type surfactants. Their solubility in water
rests on the formation of hydrogen bonds between water and the ether oxygen atoms.
When these h dro en bonds are broken or at least destabilized b heat or the resence
of some electrolytes, the solubility of the surfactant is materially reduced. In this man
ner the PIT represents the temperature at which a phenomenon occurs, which is related

a high HLB) is heated in water, it becomes less and less soluble, until it finally is no
longer soluble (reaches a point of low HLB). Thus, there is a distinct parallel between

. ..

Consequently, the PIT of non ionic surfactants is also known as the HLB temperature.
The PIT can also be viewed as that temperature at which a surfactant that is an oil-in-

. .

Current understanding of the PIT has an important bearing on emulsification and
solubilization. Nonionic emulsifiers and their mixtures exhibit temperature-dependent

is in equilibrium between the oil and water phases. Migration of a surfactant after
completion of the emulsification process generally results in instability. Controversies

for optimal particle size reduction. No scientific publications dealing with optimization
of complex pharmaceutical emulsions are available, but some practical rules for preparing

1. Emulsification at the PIT (or at a temperature near it) and subsequent cool
in 0 timizes article size reduction and emulsion stabilit .

2. The PIT should be above the temperature at which an emulsion is stored.
3. Ambient climate and seasonal variations should be considered at all times.

Forster and co-workers noted the relationships between temperature and emulsifier
concentration which, in tum, impinged on interfacial tension, emulsification, and solu-

I ization . n t err simp e system 0 mmera 01, water, any a co 0 , an any
alcohol ethoxylate emulsifier, and at constant temperature (75 eC), the minimum inter
facial tension (10-5 mN/m) was reached at a mixed nonionic emulsifier concentration of
9%. A higher minimum interfacial tension (10- mN/m) at constant emulsifier concen
tration of 11% occurred at about 64 "C. Both minima coincided with the range of
microemulsion formation. Formulators will find much useful and practical information
in the publication by Forster et al. [39].

The cloud point of nonionics is affected by the presence of ionized electrolytes.
Some ionic s ecies raise this tern erature, whereas others lower it 40. For exam le.
the cloud point of a 2 % aqueous solution of ethoxylated (10 mol) cetyl phenol is low
ered appreciably by 0.5 M ammonium sulfate, is raised moderately by 0.5 M zinc ni
trate and is essentiall unaltered b 0.5 M ammonium bromide. The resence of or-
ganic constituents also affects the cloud point. The cloud point of polyoxyethylene (24)
cetyl ether is lowered by benzoic acid to about 40-44"C and by cresols and phenols to
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a ayss

During the discussion of the hydrolytic instability of alkyl sulfates, the important role. .. . . . .

A similar phenomenon, which influences the stability of other molecules, occurs when
substances are solubilized or incorporated into surfactant micelles. One widely accepted

catalysts by bringing reactants together in a geometric arrangement that is conducive to,
or interferes with, the reaction. Thus, in systems containing surfactants, one can expect,
or examp e, a y r y ic rea io i c i as e s in or

on the surfactant micelles. It is also feasible-and commonly observed-that incorporation
of a reactive (drug) molecule into a micelle may actually protect it from hydrolysis; that
IS, t e mice e exerts a negative cata yuc or sta I IZIng e eel.

The effect of micelles of common hydrolytic reactions involves both electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions. For example, a positively charged cationic micelle can increase
the concentration of a nucleophilic reactant at the micelle-water interface, which pre
sumably is close to the reactive site of the substrate. Hydrophobic aspects of micellar
catalysis are exemplified by solubilizing the hydrophobic portion of a reactive compound
in a micelle which, in turn, may make the reactive site more or less accessible to the

n mit et a . reporte t at e a a me y ro YSIS 0 nzocame an
of other p-aminobenzoates was retarded by the presence of PEG-24 cetyl ether. This
effect was attributed by these authors to incorporation of the esters into the micelles
which, in turn, provided protection against hydrolysis. About 10 years later, the hydroly
sis of benzocaine in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate and small amounts of pro
pylene glycol, between pH 10.5 and 12.5, was reexamined. The presence of sodium
lauryl sulfate consistently increased the stability of benzocaine, and the optimum stability
was found at a sodium dodecyl sulfate concentration of 5 x 10-2 M [44,45J. Indo
methacin is a dru that is stabilized b hi h concentration of Poloxamer 407 46 and
generally by all surfactants [47]. Modern formulators often depend on micellar stabili
zation of drugs by formulating gelled solubilizates (see Sec. VI.B).

One final exam Ie demonstrates the un redictable effect of micellar catal sis. Gani
and co-workers studied the effect of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide on the base-cata
lyzed hydrolysis of 4-nitroacetanilides and reported both acceleration and retardation of

" .

amples and interpretive comments are included in the comprehensive review of De
Oliveira and Chaimovich [49].

micelle can sometimes protect the drug against instability, or can facilitate degradation
under other circumstances. In the absence of a predictive mechanism, long-term stabil-... . .

taining surfactants. Although hydrolysis reactions have received primary attention by in
vestigators interested in micellar catalysis, other types of chemical reactions may also
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E. Preservative Inactivation

It has been known for approximately 35 years that the presence of surfactants can "in-
acnvate tne typrcai paranen preservauves usee in pnarmacemicaJ anu cosmetic prou-
ucts. As reviewed some years ago, loss of preservative activity is now commonly ex-
plained on the basis of micellar binding of preservatives by surfactants [50].

Although several mechanisms have been suggested for a mathematical description
of this phenomenon, the simplest one, based on the phase separation model, is entirely
adequate for most needs. Here, the solubilized preservative is considered to be in a
separate phase, and the condition is best described by a partition coefficient as follows:

y ~/Vm
'&m

If/~

where Ph is the amount of preservative (bound) in the micellar phase and P, that (free)
in the aqueous phase, Vm is the volume of the micellar phase, and Va the volume of the
aqueous phase. In this equation Vm is unknown, but is assumed to be proportional to be
concentration of the surfactant S to vield:

I n 17.' co

K = "b JU

m
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where K~ is called the apparent partition coefficient, Ph in Eq. (10) is defined as the
concentration ('10) or rmceiuzec preservative; ~. IS the concentration (~) or the surrac-
tant, and PI is the concentration (%) of the preservative in the aqueous phase. Now Ph
is experimentally accessible from:

[~] = [P'] - [Ij{t- ~~)

where P, is the total preservative concentration (%) in the system.
These equations, based on the derivation of Shimamoto and Ogawa [51], are no

uiuerenl rrom tnose ueriveu eanier oy Kazmt anu IVlilcneu P~J, which uenne me oinuing
capacity of the surfactant for the preservative. Various techniques have been used to
determine the distribution of the preservative between the aqueous and the micellar phase
or ot the absolute value ot Pb' Solubuity, equinbnum diatysrs, potentiometric tecnmques,
titration techniques, and ultrafiltration as well as gel filtration have been employed.

The practical importance of the solubilization of preservatives by surfactant micelles
cannot be overemphasized. Some of Shimamoto and co-workers' significant experimental
results are shown in Table 11. In these experiments the fairly water-soluble methyl-
paraben was included in a nonionic mineral oil-in-water emulsion (Formula 1). As a
result of the preservative's inclusion into micelles, its presence in the aqueous phase and
its antimicrobial activity were significantly reduced. Conditions for solubilization
(micellization) are even more favorable for a water-insoluble preservative, such as
propylparaben, as shown by the data of Blaug and Ahsan in Table 12 [53].
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Table 11 Free Methylparaben (MP) Concentration
in Aqueous Phase of Formula 1

'T'. ...n· r:. ... n .u.... ... . ,~~ ......
emulsion (%) aqueous phase (%)3

0.0051 0.0010
0.0205 0.0043
0.0512 0.0116
0.102 0.0242
0.203 0.0566
0.307 0.0958
0.508 0.196

"Determined by an ultrafiltration technique [1361.

- .. ~... I .' UI VII-UI-", ,Ut:l

Light mineral oil 30.0
Polvoxverhvlene (2) nalrnitvl ether 0.8
Polyoxyethylene (4) stearyl ether 0.9. ~ ~

cU', , \v, ,,,,,,,.)', ",,,...., ..:..V

Polyoxyethylene (10) butyl ether 1.9
Methylparaben 0-0.5
~. '" ",Ma.. EW "A II¥l () o.t,

Procedure
1. The emulsions were prepared by a phase-inversion

process.
2. They were equilibrated for 7 days before chemical

or microbiological study.

.. ~ . .
UI LIlt: pal aU\:;U:l IIIIU 11'i IIU ( I rUIII lilt:

of drugs into micelles. With preservatives, the practical effect is that microbial over-
growth can occur, even though "normal" concentrations of the preservatives have been
aooeo. r-or soiumnzec drugs, me pnarmacorogicai response may occasionany De less man
that expected from the total concentration of the drug in solution.

Practicing formulators are familiar with the inability to predict preservative perfor-
mance ot a finished product contammg surtactant. Models that attempt to correlate in
vitro preservative availability with antimicrobial protection afforded to products become
more and more complex and less reliable as the number of ingredients in the cornposi-
tion increases. Instead, formulators must depend on microbial challenge testing during
product development, as reviewed by Haag and Loncrini [54].

F. Surfactant Interactions with Proteins and Polymers

Surfactant interactions with proteins and polymers may result from various adsorptive
~. (1UU . III lilt: uncai nero

suggest that the number of potential interactions is high, since all major groups of sur-
factants (nonionics, anionics, cationics, and amphoterics) may react above and below
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Table 12 Solubilization of Methylparabens and Propylparabens (PP)
by Polysorbate 80

Polysorbate 80 Total/free PP Total/free MP

1 8 1.6
2 14 2.1
3 17 2.5
4 22 3.3
5 27 3.7

Hydrophobic bonding to oleophilic sites is one process for removing an amphiphile
•

from its aqueous environment. This process presumably competes with self-association
• • • • • a,

depend on ionic interactions, which are particularly important for binding between so
called conditioning surfactants and the human integument and between certain clays and

I. Water-Insoluble Proteins

ater-mso u e proteins, sue as erann or zein, can a sor amp tp I es y e ectrostanc
attraction or hydrophobic bonding and the like. The phenomenon of substantivity of
surfactants is one of the results of adsorption [55]. Surfactant substantivity, especially
o quaternary ammonium compounds, is widely used in the treatment of skin, hair, and
fabrics. The hoped for result is monolayer adsorption to provide these substrates with
a hydrophobic surface to reduce static electricity during friction. Although substantivity
to the human integument is generally desirable, some surfactant-protein interactions can
cause unwanted effects on skin or hair due to excessive buildup and bilayer formation.

Aqueous alkyl sulfates bond to stratum corneum proteins rimarily h dro hobically
and effect extensive swelling. Nonionic or cationic amphiphiles cause no swelling of cor
neal proteins because their bonding, if any, generates no new hydrophilic sites for water
swellin . Cationics resumabl react rimaril with ne ative sites in skin convertin
hydrophilic sites in stratum corneum to hydrophobic sites [56]. The effect of surfactant
binding per se on transdermal permeation of drugs remains obscure. For example, Zatz's
re n r vi w 7 ,. . .

penetration in the presence of surfactants to effects on the solubility and solubilization
of drugs or to effects on the barrier properties of skin lipids.

2. Water-Soluble Proteins

The interactions of water-soluble proteins and surfactant result from cooperative bind-
" ..

I P on s eCI IC c arac-
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tensucs 0 t e protem and 0 the sur actant. Reactions 0 this type are commonly called
protein denaturation. As with surface adsorption, the surfactant molecules participating
in this process must be monomeric, and detergent-induced denaturation can take place
below the CMC. Sometimes the interaction itself is referred to as micellization, espe
cially when the soluble protein and surfactant molecules form aggregates. These inter
actions la an im ortant role in the use of sodium dodec I sulfate in 01 acr lamide
gel electrophoresis. The interested reader is referred to Reynold's review of the subject
of interactions between proteins and amphiphiles [60}.

The enz mes a second rou of water-soluble roteins are subiect to deactivation
by surfactants. These types of enzyme inhibitions have been used to rate the relative
safety of surfactants. Saccharase inhibition evidently has been used to confirm the mild-.. ..

zyme denaturation by surfactants have been reported. For example, polyoxyethylene-(9)
octylphenyl ether and polyoxyethylene-(23)-lauryl ether inhibit the hydrolysis of.. . . .

totally unexplainable effects of surfactants on L-glutamic acid deydrogenase: Polysorbate
20 and 40 enhanced reactivity, and polysorbate 60 inhibited activity; the enzyme was

3. Water-Insoluble Polymers

The water-insoluble polymers that interact with surfactants may be inorganic or organic.
.. . . . .

bentonites, montmorillonite, and hectorite exchange water-soluble cations with quater
naries, such as cetyltrimethylammonium chloride. The amount of quaternary held is quite. ...,

in water [64]. The resulting "quaternized" clays are widely employed today as suspend
ing and detlocculating agents.. .

surfactants by hydrophobic bonding.

The water-soluble polymers that interact with surfactants include nonionic polymers as
well as polyelectrolytes. Binding studies between substances, such as polyoxyethylene,
PVP, polyvinylacetates, and cellulosic ethers, and especially, sodium dodecyl sulfate,
suggest that the interaction is controlled by a hydrophobic-binding mechanism and that
the polymer's chain conformation is modified by surfactant sorption. Usually, the hy-
drophobic binding of a charged surfactant causes expansion of the polymer coil in wa
ter. An alternative concept views the mechanism as one in which the polymer chain sur
rounds the surface of a micelle. Cationic surfactants seem to roduce com arable effects
in the presence of nonionic polymers. As expected, interactions between nonionic SUT

factants and nonionic polymers are of limited interest.
Pol elec r I I m rs r wi h rf . i I n

the charges of the interacting species, neutralization or salt formation by a surfactant
tends to collapse the polyelectrolyte's expanded coil. Polyelectrolyte-surfactant interac-

thickening agents, dispersing aids, and binders. The interaction processes are highly pH
dependent and may result in the formation of micellelike structures at reactive sites on
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the polyelectrolyte polymer. The interactions of a charged polymer and an oppositely
charged surfactant may also result in insolubilization or in unusual viscosity phenom-
ena at or near the stoichiometric equivalence point r651.

Vo BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SURFACTANTS

Surfactants exhibit a variety of biological effects by themselves and additional effects
through modfication of the activity of other substances present in the system. In this

nnt> hi ...h!.. • t>fft>"t .•.. ",,,tinn "'nil nnt> -'. -C>' -J , , -J

effect, toxicity, will be briefly reviewed.

A ......- . . A ...,_ -, ... ....
r 0 • ..... ~o .. , .. 0 ... __0_0 _0 __00 ........_' ......

Signficant antimicrobial effects of surface active agents have generally been associated
only with quaternary compounds. Depending on their structure, quaternaries exhibit
antimicrobial activity at relatively low concentration. By contrast, almost all surfactants,
regardless of their chemical classification, resist attack by microbial organisms when-
ever their concentrations are hizh enouzh (about ~O%) bv virtue of . effects

Only a few selected surface-active materials exhibit broad-spectrum antimicrobial
acnvuy III duute sotunons. Quaternary ammonium ana some pnospnomum compounds
find application as topical disinfectants, and these materials are employed in commer-
cial dermatological and pediatric products [66]. Quaternary compounds are also used in
preoperative scrubs and in the irrigation of skin wounds. The most commonly used
quaternary agents for this purpose are benzethonium chloride, cetylpyridinium chloride.
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, and benzalkonium chloride (see Table 9).

The antibacterial activity of commercially available benzalkonium chlorides varies
as a result of the alkyl chain distribution [67]. The antibacterially most effective (against
Staohvlococcus aureus, Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruuinosav was a nrenara-
tion showing the following alkyl composition: 3.5% C IO' 67.5% C12, 24.0%, C 14 , and
5.0% C 16• The importance of alkyl chain distribution in this type of compound is also
recoznized comnendiallv (USP XX/), As a rule r with more rh an

one long-chain aliphatic group are less active than those carrying only one hydropho-
bic chain, and the optimal chain length for germicides is C l2 and C 14 •

Mo"t . llv m:pn .. ... ".' hr{)!In-
~ . . .

activity at relatively high dilution in vitro. Their antimicrobial activity is adversely af-

Table 13 Phenol Coefficients of Quaternary Antiseptic Surfactants (at 37°C)

Staphylococcus Salmonella
Compound aureus typhosa

Benzalkonium chloride 150-360 175-275
-::I..,,, ..,""
--~ -~~

Cetylpyridinium chloride 350 130
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

nJ..J " 0 'iOO

pH 6.7 500 -
Source: After Ref. 66.
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fected by the presence of proteinaceous impurities. Typical data (Table 13) on the ac
tivity of quaternary detergents against bacteria, fungi, bacterial spores, and protozoa have
been reviewed by Lawrence [66]. The antimicrobial action rna de end on rorein de-
naturation, enzyme inhibition, or disruption of the cell membrane, with subsequent cell
lysis.

Surfactants that contain more than one uaternar or ositivel ionizable rou are
among the most active substances known in terms of antimicrobial performance. This
group includes compounds such as dequalinium acetate and chlorhexidine gluconate.

surfactantlike properties. Quaternary compounds, as a group, are substantive to the skin
or other negatively charged surfaces, including dental enamel. Therefore, they provide

. . .

microbial mouthwashes are believed to exert their long-term activity as a result of
substantivity to the oral mucosa as well as to the teeth.. .

anionic agents are believed to exhibit only weak antimicrobial effects. For example,
Kabara showed that fatty acids, especially dodecanoic acid and unsaturated acids, inhibit

4 150 151 see the A endix discloses that sodium dodec I sulfate 0.3% effects the
kill of a mixed oral bacterial population in less than 15 s.

The antimicrobial action of individual surfactants, described in the foregoing, is. . ..

nonmicellar concentration available for antimicrobial action. The effect of the CMC on
antimicrobial activity is difficult to demonstrate, but efforts have been made in the self-. . . .

micelles and other combinations that may affect the CMC.
Another interesting group of antimicrobial agents based on surfactanrs are the "so-. . . .

types can be used to solubilize iodine, the most interesting ones are phenolic derivatives
of polyoxyethylene, which can dissolve more than 20 or 30% of iodine by weight. Most. . ..

centrations of iodine in essentially aqueous solution makes iodophors useful antimicro
bial systems.

8. The Toxicology of Surface Active Agents

requires knowledge of a specific amount which, under the conditions of test, can pen
etrate into the human body" [70]. This fundamental precept of toxicology is not an. ..

have not been absorbed into the human body can, nevertheless, be responsible for ad
verse responses. For example, the presence of a completely unabsorbed surfactant in the
mtesuna tract can a ect igesnve processes, or may en ance, or mter ere Wit , t e
penetration of ingredients present in the chyme. Similar reasoning is pertinent to sur
factants applied to the epidermal surface. Here, the surfactant may alter the so-called
arner properties 0 t e ept errms an , as a resu t, a ow normal y excluded matenals

to penetrate into the skin. The assessment of a surfactant's safeness, therefore, should
not be exclusively based on the surfactant's toxicological profile.
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An extensive review of the toxicology of topically applied surfactants was published
a few years ago [71]. A more recent review of topically applied surfactants addresses
the roblem of irritation and swelling of stratum corneum [72]. Particularly notewor-
thy is the absence of irritation during human patch testing of polysorbate 20, in con
trast with severe irritation from sodium lauryl sulfate. Reference 71 includes a brief
surve of the toxicit of s stemicall administered surfactants. Toda formulators en-
erally rely on surfactants with established safety records for use in ingested or parenteral
products or whenever systemic absorption is suspected.

cause as a rule, surfactants applied to the external surface of the body can penetrate or
cause toxicological effects only in nonmicellar form (i.e., as monomers). Size restric-

tants can be adsorbed from the intestinal tract by endocytosis, which does not require
that the molecules of the surfactants be present in unassociated form.

. . .

determination of carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic, and reproductive effects, in ad
dition to the usual parameters of chronic toxicity. Such studies have been conducted for

. .

the safety of anionic surfactants [74]. Since surfactants are frequently used in food prod
ucts, much safety information has been submitted to various governmental agencies to. .

in food distributed in the United States, based on the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
is provided in Table 15 [75]. It is generally assumed that surfactants accepted as food

not listed as food additives, are used in drugs or topical preparations.
After gastrointestinal absorption, surfactants are fairly rapidly metabolized, and the

e
in the liver; however, other organs of the body show presence of surfactants after ad
ministration of radioactively labeled surfactants. Not unexpectedly, gastrointestinal ab-
sorp ion 0 inges e sur ac an s is ose- epen en , w ic IS especia y sigm icant or
cationic substances in light of their extremely high substantivity for the usually anioni
cally charged proteins of the body.

e potentia or arm e ects rom mgeste sur actants IS st I ustrate y some
examples from the literature. Tagesson and Edling demonstrated that food additive types
of surfactants (polysorbate 60 or 80) affect the integrity of intestinal mucosa by exam-
ining their effects on various enzymes leached from rat intestinal cells [76]. The polysor
bates have essentially no effect on alkaline phosphatase or 5'-nucleotidase, but increase
the level of N-acetyl-f3-glucosaminidase in the extracellular fluid. Octoxynol-9 also
materially increases the activity of N-acetyl-p-glucosaminidase. The surfactants, as a
group, reduce phospholipase A2 activity.

Gut ermeabilit is increased b surfactants, as demonstrated b assa e of sodium
fluorescein into the animal's blood. Thus, ingested surfactants may facilitate penetration
or absorption of potentially toxic or pathogenic compounds. This, in turn, may result
in adverse effects on other or ans.



Table 14 Selected Data of Subchronic and Chronic Oral 24-Month TOXICIty Studies on Surfactants

Compound Species NOEL' MOELb

Sodium lauryl sulfate Rat 1.0 g kg-1d I 4.0 g kg-1d I

Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate Rat 0.5% (diet) 1.0% (diet)
Benzalkonium chloride Rat 0.063% (diet) 0.125% (dIet)
Nonoxynol=4 Rat 1.9% (dIet)

Dog 0.12 % (diet) Emesis
Nonoxynol-9 Rat 0.27 % (diet)

Dog 0.09% (diet) 0.27% (diet)
Polysorbate 60 Rat 2.0% (diet) 10.0% (diet)

PEG 8 stearate Rat 10.0% (dillt) 25.0% (dillt)
Dog 1.0 g kg-1d-'

PEG-40 stearate Rat 100% (diet) 250% (diet)
Sorbitan stearate Rat 10 0% (diet) 250% (diet)

Dog 5.0% (diet)

'No-observed-eflect level.
bMinimum-observed-effecl level.
Source: After Ref. 73.

Response

Retarded growth
Retarded growth
Retarded growth

Liver weight
Diarrhea
Weight retardation

Retarded growtb
Retarded growth
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Table 15 Surfactants with Food Additive Status in the United States

CFR.- ron'1'1dille 1'o.C:;1.

Glyceryl monostearate GRAS F.S. 182.1324
Diacetvl tartaric acid esters of mono- and dialvcverides GRAS E. 182.4101

of edible fats or oils, or edible fat-forming fatty acids
Mono- and diglycerides of edible fats or oils, or edible GRAS E. 182.4505

fat-forminz acids
Monosodium phosphate derivatives of mono- and digly- GRAS E. 182.4521

cerides of edible fats or oils, or edible fat-forming
fatty acids

Glycerol ester of wood rosin 172.735
Stearyl monoglyceridyl citrate H.F. 172.755
Succistearin (stearoyl propylene glycol hydrogen succinate) H.F. 172.765
Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate H.F. 172.810
Hydroxylated lecithin H.F. 172.814
Methyl glucoside-coconut oil ester H.F. 172.816
Sodium lauryl sulfate H.F. 172.822
coo ,- •_..1 U~ '"1"\ O"\A...~,.~ ~.~ ..... . ,-.~-

Sodium stearyl fumarate H.F. 172.826
Acetylated monoglycerides H.F . 172.828
"" . . U1: 1 j,., Q1.n

Monoglyceride citrate H.F. 172.832
Ethoxylated mono- and diglycerides H.F. 172.834

£\0 HF 17) R~(\

Polysorbate 65 H.F. 172.838
Polysorbate 80 H.F. 172.840
Sorbitan monostearate HF J7') R.:1J

Calcium stearoyl-2-lactylate H.F. 172.844
Sodium stearoyl-z-lactylate H.F. 172.846
Lactvlic esters of fatty acids H.F. 172.848
Lactylated fatty acid esters of glycerol and propylene H.F. 172.850

glycol
Glyceryl-Iacto esters of fatty acids H.F. 172.852
Polyglycerol esters of fatty acids H.F. 172.854
Propylene glycol mono- and diesters of fats and fatty H.F. 172.856

acids
Sucrose fatty acid esters H.F. 172.859
Fatty acids H.F. 172.860
Oleic acid derived from tall oil fatty acids H.F. 172.862
Salts or ratty acids H.F. 172.863
Synthetic fatty alcohols H.F. 172.864

·(";RA.<:: P .<:: " ••"f" f"",l . lillAl;: ):;' " ••"f..
~

,
and H.F., permitted for direct addition to human food.
Source: After Ref. 15.
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A most important issue is the tumor-promoting action of surfactants. A recent com
prehensive genotoxicity study indicated that more than 50 tested surfactants had negli

ible otential for causin enetic dama e b themselves 77 . On the other hand. sur-
face-active agents can act as tumor promoters. Some years ago polysorbate 85 was shown
to exhibit some tumorigenic properties when applied to rabbit skin [78].

f .

after ingestion. Topical application of surfactants may result in irritation or allergic re
sponses, including additional adverse effects owing to exposure to light (photoderm-.. . .
corneum, causing irritation or enhancing their own skin penetration. Their nonspecific
binding depends not only on the site of application and electrostatic interactions, but also

• 0

12
adverse side effects on skin [see Refs. 72 and 79 for possible mechanisms].

Topically applied surfactants in emulsions or solubilizers remain on the skin sur-
. .

lipids, emulsifers, and other nonvolatiles are concentrated on the skin, and this affects
skin penetration [80]. The interaction of surfactants with skin membrane lipids was rec-

o • •

VILA
About 30 years ago, Bettley (who had been studying the interaction of soaps with

the skin surface) asserted that the barrier zone-as expected at that time-is not perrne-. . ..

able to water, to other solutes in the water, and ultimately, to the soap. The concept that
surfactants increase permeability as a result of lipid or lipoprotein solubilization has been

. .. . .
at least partially, by removal of the surfactant. Thus, alternative mechanisms for these
phenomena were sought.

denaturing (uncoiling) effects on proteins [79], whereas Rhein and Simion sought the
explanation in keratin binding [72]. Regardless of the mechanism, enhanced penetration

. .
n

surfactants can facilitate their own entry and that of other materials into the body must
be kept in mind whenever the toxicological properties of surfactants are discussed. Once
t e sur actant as reac e t e s m arner, It an accompanymg mgre len s can en er
the systemic circulation without any alteration by the digestive system. A similar ratio
nale can be applied to surfactant absorption by mucosal membranes.

By contrast, mgeste sur actants are su ject to igesnve y ro YSIS, an It IS note
that most of the surfactants listed in Table 14 are modified by digestive processes be
fore they can enter into the systemic circulation. Toxicologists have consistently observed
that surfactants can affect bodily performance, enzymatic activity, metabolism, and other
important functions required by mammalian species, depending on concentration and
fre uene of administration.

In summary, regardless of the route of administration, there are no surfactant mole
cules that are 100% safe under all conditions of use unless they undergo significant
chemical modification before the reach otential tar et or ans. Ra idl h drol zed
surfactants that yield innocuous substances (e.g., sucrose monoleate) probably produce
only minor adverse effects. Some surfactants used in the industry are natural constitu

i if!
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occasional administration of low levels of surfactants required for drug formulation is
probably safe. However, the selection of a surfactant for use in a drug or a cosmetic

VI. USE OF SURFACTANTS IN DRUG PRODUCTS

Relatively few surfactants exhibit pharmacological effects that have been exploited for
therapeutic purposes. As a result, the major use of surfactants in drugs arises from their
., . .. .

or solubilize drugs and, finally, on their tendency to increase drug absorption. This last
effect of surfactants is dependent not only on a surfactant's ability to interact with the

rug, u 0 an e u eg ee on i s a i i y 0 a er e rrier proper ies 0 mem ranes
through which the drug must diffuse. The ability of surfactants to enhance membrane
diffusion is critical to sound pharmaceutical development: on one hand, this effect can
be highly bene icia ; on the other, mem rane damage accounts for most of the toxico
logical phenomena associated with the use of surfactants. The desired pharmacological
actions of a surfactant, as well as the occasional adverse side effects resulting from its
use, depend on the surfactant's ability to solubilize lipids, remove lipids from

~. ...

accounts for the ability of surfactants to effect fusion of mammalian cell membranes,
destruction of viruses, lysis of bacterial cells, and various phenomena of biological
impo ance.

Many investigators are reported to have studied the surfactantlike properties of
numerous drug molecules [8]. These properties may contribute to drug distribution and
efficacy in the body. By contrast, relatively few surfactant molecules that meet the sur
factant characteristics mentioned earlier (detergency, foaming, wetting, emulsifying, solu
bilizin , and dis ersin ) find an use as dru s.

A. Surfactants as Active Drugs

1 ivi y an a e qua ernary
nitrogen derivatives are particularly useful germicides has already been noted (see Sec.
V.A). Use of quaternary antimicrobial antiseptics in the oral cavity is widespread. Some
a mona app icanons ave en mennone In ection n mteresnng examp e was
provided by Vitzthum and Rupprecht, who showed that adsorption of cationic surfac
tants on various silicas and on E. coli enhanced sorption of disodium EDTA and sug-
gested that this finding explains the synergistic effect of EDTA-cationic surfactant mix
tures [8I].

Numerous experiments have established that cationic molecules are adsorbed onto
a variety of proteinaceous substrates, such as hair and skin, from which they are not
removed by simple rinsing with water. This substantivity (sorption), which occurs be
low the CMC robabl results from cation reaction with ne ative rotein sites an it
is generally of the monolayer type. Cation exchange can also occur above the CMC,
but, in addition and quite commonly, ion pair absorption occurs simultaneously, lead-
... . .. . .
keratin, is clearly pH-dependent, and more is adsorbed at higher than at lower pH val
ues. Keratins are also known to absorb anionic surfactants; in this latter case, adsorp-. .
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The microbicidal action on microorganisms after sorption depends on their release
from the substrate. This slow elution of the quaternary from the substrate can provide
an environment of continuin antimicrobial action sometime after the initial a lication
of the surfactant. An antimicrobial agent that is so tightly bound (substantitive) to a sub
strate that none of the germicidal material is released may still provide a bactericidal.. .

stantivity play a role in the antimicrobial testing of quaternaries by the classic zone of
inhibition technique.. .

material as as laxative was mentioned. The mechanisms of this action have not been fully
explained. Certain nonionic ethers of nonyl- and octylphenol are widely used as sperm-. . . . .

nonionic ethers might be attributed to their ability to disrupt viable membranes or at least
to dissociate lipids from lipoproteins.

B. Use of SUrfactants as Drug Adjuvants

The maior use of surfactants in dru and cosmetic roducts is as adiuvants, When used
for this particular purpose, surfactants can perform various important tasks. The use of
sur ac an s rna es I POSSI e 0 I U e a par ICU ar rug wi an iner cons I en 0 pro
vide an acceptable dosage form. For example, oil-soluble drugs can be diluted with an
aqueous system either by emulsifying the drug directly in water or by diluting the drug
first With a solvent an t en emu Sl ymg t e resu tant mixture. xamp es 0 t ese uses
of surfactants in drugs are provided in the appendix (West German patent 1,667,911 and
U. S. patent 4,496,556). Surfactants assist in the dispersion of insoluble substances,
which facilitates their oral or parenteral administration. Surfactants provide a means of
achieving fine dispersion of drug particles to accelerate their rate of absorption. Surfac
tants are also useful to increase atient acce tance of dru s (to ical and oral) b modi-
fying their texture, taste, or other characteristics. Patient acceptance is particularly critical
in topically applied products, whether they be drugs or cosmetics. Surfactants play an
im ortant role in rovidin a suitable texture or skin finish to the consumer. It comes
as no surprise, therefore, that almost all drug forms can, and frequently do. contain
surfactants,

of a nonreacting surfactant. This feature is dependent primarily on increased wetting.
Conceivably, micellization can playa secondary role in this rate process. More impor-.. ... . .

a drug "dissolved" in the medium from that normally achievable from the solvent and
the solute in the absence of other influences.
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The principles of the HLB system for the sake of characterizing surfactants have
already been described (see Sec. III). It will be recalled that some surfactants are oil
in-water O/W emulsifiers whereas others are water-in-oil W/O emulsifiers, a fea-
ture directly attributable to the emulsifier's HLB (see Table 4). In addition, many lip
ids and lipidlike ingredients require a specific HLB (of a surfactant or surfactant mixture)
.. . r vi Ii of h HLB valu s is

given in Table 16. This listing clearly demonstrates that O/W emulsification of the dif
ferent lipids used in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals requires approximately the same. ... .

, of oils. Nothing could be further from the truth. Formulators have learned through trial
and error that the effects of emulsifiers on a particular lipid blend are quite unpredict-.. .

sifiers. The HLB of a blend of emulsifiers can normally be evaluated by allegation (see
Vol. 2, Chap. 2). For example, an HLB of 9.5 could be reached by merely using. . .

ether (HLB about 10.5) contains about 2% free alcohol and about 1-2% of the 14-mol
ethyleneoxide adduct [82]. All the other adducts are present in a gaussian distribution,. .

mol adducts accounts for about 62 % of the total. Thus, the commercially available
ethyleneoxide-based emulsifiers are mixtures and, depending on source, could be used. ....

Table 16 HLB Values Required for Emulsification of
Various Lipids

Emulsion

Lipid O/W

Cetyl alcohol 15
Stearyl alcohol 14

Lanolin, anhydrous 10
Mineral oil 12

Petrolatum 12
Beeswax 12
Paraffin wax 11

W/O

8

5
4
4
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of emulsification. Typical examples utilizing a number of emulsifiers are included in
Formula 1 (p. 256) and in the Appendix (European Patent 072,462, p. 279).

The choice of emulsifiers exerts im ortant effects on the stabilit of an emulsoin.
The most significant side effect of surfactants affecting emulsion stability is the recently
discovered phenomenon of liquid crystalline gel phase formation in emulsion systems.
About 15 ears a a Barr and his co-workers studied the rheolo ical ro erties of
various emulsions that had been stabilized by mixed emulsifiers and fatty alcohols [83
86]. They concluded that the increase in the viscosity of these emulsions with increased. .

of a gelled network structure of liquid crystalline phase in the system. A few years ago.
Friberg asserted that the traditional concept of an emulsion as a two-phase system should

. . .

the oil phase and the water phase. he distinguishes a multi molecular-layer phase. com
prising emulsifier, oil, and water. The existence of these liquid crystalline association. .

modem definition of an emulsion recognizes the presence of several phases (including
lamellar liquid crystals) in emulsions (International Union of Pure and Applied Chern-

Oru s in emulsified form have become 0 ular since it was re orted that the ex-
hibit better topical or mucosal bioavailability than unemulsified drugs [88.89]. Emulsions
intended for internal use can be prepared only with systemically nontoxic emulsifiers (see. . . . .

for external use. because absorption of emulsifiers through the skin can occur.
Selection of emulsifiers for parenteral emulsions requires still more rigid control of. ..

oxide-polypropylene oxide block polymer types of emulsifier. as well as phosphatides
derived from soybeans or eggs. Side effects are materially reduced by purification of. . . .

tartaric acid ester of cotton seed oil fatty acid monoglycerides [90].

Theoretical and practical aspects of the formation of stable suspensions are discussed in
Volume I. Chapter 2. and in several chapters in Volume 2. Some phenomena discussed
in this chapter impinge on the formulation of suspensions. The ability of surfactants to
wet various types of solids was discussed in Section 11.0. Similarly, the effects arising
from the absorption of ionic surface-active agents on solid particles and the resulting
changes of the charge on the particle have also been described. As a rule, the presence
of wetting agents in suspensions not only helps the wetting of the particles, but also
affects article- article interactions. which are critical for maintaining the dispersion in
a stable state or for facilitating redispersion if the suspension flocculates. A few practi
cal examples demonstrating the unpredictable effects of surfactant-solid drug interactions
follow.

A dispersion of a drug, such as sulfamerazine, in the presence of a low level of an
alkyl ether sulfate forms a resuspendable flocculated system. Higher levels of the sur-

. Ii' n wi h incre s iffi I .
Particularly striking is the effect of sodium chloride on this system: it causes a tightly
packed sediment to appear, but when the concentration of sodium chloride is raised
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Nonionic ethers that are adsorbed onto drug particles by hydrophobic bonding also
exert an important effect on the redispersibility of pharmaceutical suspensions [8]. Sur-

I r vi si of a ueous sus ensions as demonstrated b Mori ama
[92].

Wetting agents can also alter the dissolution and bioavailability of drugs from tab-. .

solution of gelatin, with and without polysorbates 20, 60, or 80 [93]. Tablet dissolution
times decreased with an increase in surfactant concentration. In addition, significantly

tests. On the other hand, Heng and Wan reported that low concentrations of polysor
bate 80 reduced the dissolution rate of sulfanilamide granulates [94]. They noted that.. . .

dition of the surfactant accelerated dissolution.

For the purpose of this discussion, solubilization is defined as the process of preparing
a visually clear solution of a substance that is only slightly soluble in the "solvent." The
resulting system is expected to remain clear to the naked eye within a reasonably nar-

o .....

each other to become clear (e.g., the hydrolysis of a triglyceride in alkali and water);
nor does solubilization imply dissolution of a solid below its limit of solubility in the.. .

clear solution of the solute-does not constitute solubilization. Two concepts to the for
mation of solubilizates within the foregoing definition exist: one of these is formation
o a rmcroemu sion; e ot er IS orma Ion 0 a swo en rmce e. t oug t e approac es
to creating a microemulsion or a solubilizate by forming a swollen micelle may be dif
ferent, modem practitioners do not always make this rigid distinction. Microemulsions
are thermodynamically stable Isotropic solutions; this differentiates them from macro
emulsions, which are thermodynamically unstable. Microernulsions, like macroemulsions,
may be O/W or W/O.

The formation of a microernulsion depends on the creation of extremely low inter
facial tensions between the components. The adsorption of a single surfactant at an in
terface follows the Gibbs equation (see Eq. 1). The r , the excess surface concentra-
tion of the single surfactant, is insufficient to achieve the required lowering of the
interfacial tension because of limitations owing to the CMC or the geometry of the
s stem. The use of a ro erl selected cosurfactant chan es not onl the eometr at
the interface, but also increases the CMC (to make more monomolecular surfactant
available for adsorption). This principle was employed in the preparation of micro
emulsions of hexadecane in water in the resence of 1-3 % so lecithin and about 10-
15% i-propanol [95].

In the early development of microemulsions a coarse OIW emulsion of a hydropho-
. .. .

were believed to contain droplets of the internal phase surrounded by the surfactant
molecule and the cosolvent (e.g., hexanol), which is intercalated into the surface film. .

more modem view of microemulsions includes not only the spherical droplets postulated
by earlier investigators, but also lamellar phases and other association structures, in
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about these concepts and the mechanism of solubilization continues. and no resolution
is in sight [96,97J.

For the practitioner. solubilization is a useful tool. regardless of the theoretical
aspects. To form a micellar solution, the polyoxyethylated surfactant is dissolved in
water. After addition of the oil at an appropriate (low) temperature, it may be solubi-
lized into the interior of the micelle nroducinz a swollen micelle "dissolved" in the
aqueous phase. Clarity is lost at or above the PIT. and additional phases may be formed
[98J. For practical applications, microemulsions are best prepared from mixtures of

.~

Thprp ic ~n fnr
..

h\/. " .
Ionizing surfactants are too hydrophilic to act singly as solubilizers; instead, a somewhat
lipophilic cosurfactant or cosolubilizer must be added. It is not at all unusual to use the

nf
. . ",nn . . T"n;,..",1 ;n,..h,np. 'J '. ,II' .

modern mouthwash preparations, which contain alcohol or glycols, or both. in addition
to solubilizers to provide clarity at low temperatures by solubilization and at higher

h
',I -,I ,

Once a swollen micelle (or microemulsion) has been formed. the solubilized sub-
stance is shielded from adverse influences of the environment [see micellar catalysis and
n .1". An Anl ~ '.' .. , __1 1:1._ ' ,
I',~,,,, " .. '.f J' I . '0 o~· "n~ -vuT -.we .-aT]" -
much interest from formulators. A typical transparent oil-water gel (15 % polyoxy-
ethylene-(7)-glyceryl rnonococoate, 15% polyoxythylene-(30)-cetyl/stearyl ether, 5 %
isopropyl palmitate. and 65% water) for drug (indomethacin) solubilization was recently
described [99J.

The solubilization of flavor oils is commonly believed to have no effect on perceived
intensity, although a lowering of odor intensity of solubilized fragrances has been care-
fully documented by several investigators. Since flavor intensity of volatile oils is judged
in the turbinate area of the nares. any material that lowers volatility of flavor oils (in-
eluding solubilization) can be expected to reduce the perceived flavor level. The sub-
iect of the effect of solubilization on frazrance intensitv was recentlv reviewed bv Bell
[1OOJ. who included a number of earlier references. Headspace analysis has been used
to demonstrate that water-soluble flavor cosolvents alter not only the CMC of the sur-
factant but also the amount of flavorant (rnenthone) found in the headsnace HOl l. Bv
analogy, the solubilization of hydrocarbons in aqueous surfactant systems lowers their
vapor pressure [102J. The solubility of a variety of gases is enhanced significantly by
the nf i» Some .. , tiM:l :lrt> . in T:thle.
17.

Further information on microemulsion will be found in Volume 2. Chapter 2.

4. Use of Surfactants in Liposomes

Liposomes have been examined for their ability to act as drug carriers since their dis-._- ~-~ ..' ... ~-~.. :- ...\":~\".. -
~ .... ''''' J "v, ..~ J ~•.u" ..ov. .. ~ " --.-. ""'
ter layers alternate with lipid bilayer membranes. Multilamellar vesicles form sponta-
neously when phospholipids are allowed to hydrate [103J. Water-soluble drugs can be

_. -' -' . .L • 1 ... :1 .... L ......... .1
U1 Ll1.... "I pU..o ..... "UU u. "6" u'''] u.... auu....u 'v Ll1.... .-

forming phospholipid. Unilamellar vesicles are generally formed from multilamellar
vesicles by ultrasonification and may be thought of as "bags" of water in a bilayer lipid

When prepared by the classic technique. liposomes have been compared with cells;
however, such structure can evidently also be formed from synthetic surfactants, such.. . ., rtA., . ,. A'" ••

a;, all~J1 PV1J b'J IJ I;; 1111;;1 llV tJ QUU uJ -I' . L IVJJ, L.",pV-
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Table 17 Solubility of Gases III

HzO at 26°C

g

concentration
Surfactant (M)

Decyltrimethyl-ammonium 0
bromide 0.10

0.30

Ceryltrimethyl-ammoniurn 0.10
bromide 0.30

Sodium dodecyl sulfate 0.10
0.30

Source: Ref. 137.

Gas solubility (mol x 103)

°2 C3Hs CF4

1.41 I.
1.41 2.07 0.28
1.41 3.70 0.41

1.52 6.20 0.42
1.72 11.44 0.42

0.37
0.48

somes assume the surface charges of the surfactants used in their preparations. Even
antigenically active components can be included, and their presence makes liposomes

. ..

drugs in the body until they are absorbed intracellularly by endocytosis or fusion.
Efforts to use liposomal therapy topically, orally, or parenterally have been in. . . . .

Volume 3, Chapter 2.

VII. EFFECT OF SURFACTANTS ON DRUG EFFICACY

The preceding sections have shown that surfactants may be used to produce solutions
or ispersions 0 rugs In so vents In W lC t ey are norma y InSO U e. ternauve y,
surfactants can be used to stabilize drugs physically to facilitate their application. The
principle remains that, regardless of the drug form or the presence of surfactants, the
drug must ultimately penetrate a body membrane to perform its pharmacological func
tion. Large drug particles are not readily absorbed by the skin or, with the exception
of the gastrointestinal tract, by mucous membranes, nor would one expect them to dif-
fuse readily from a depot injection. As a result, insoluble drugs are customarily admin
istered in the form of emulsions or solubilizers (i.e., in relatively finely divided form).

Wagner, in his 1961 review article on drug absorption, questioned much of the
information found in the literature [106], and a few years thereafter, Levy et al. [107]
asserted: "Numerous studies of the effects of surfactants on drug absorption have shown
that these a ents can either increase decrease or exert no a arent effect on the transfer
of drugs across biological membranes." In Levy's study of the effect of various con
centrations of polysorbate 80 on the absorption of ethanol or sodium secobarbital by. . . .

whereas higher concentration actually decreased the absorption. On the other hand, the
absorption of ethanol was unaffected by the presence of the surfactant. The authors of

. .
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t e IS, ecause a co 0 pene ra ion was no a ere y e presence 0 e sur ac nt:
(b) that low concentrations of polysorbate 80 provided some enhancement of penetra
tion, conceivably by virtue of complexation between a few molecules of the polysorbate
and the drug; and (c) that a significant increase of the concentration of polysorbate
decreased absorption, presumably as a result of incorporation of the drug into a polysor
bate micelle. In fact, not much more scientific knowled e has been added to the under-
standing of the absorption phenomenon, except for the key observation, probably first
reported by Bettley, that the barrier itself may be affected by the presence of a surfac

nt in hi artie lar stud soa . This inherent characteristic of surfactants in turn
can increase penetration of materials, not only through the epidermis, but also through
other membranes.

modem pharmaceutical products. As a result, the levels of surfactants in the gastrointes
tinal tract are low and have only limited influence on drug absorption. On the other hand,
.. ... .

be expected to increase the rate of drug dissolution as a result of the lowering of sur
face tension [108]. The bioavailability of a solubilized drug can be affected by a vari-
e y 0 in vivo m i c . . .

I r
solubilized drugs are not likely to persist in the digestive tract because of dilution ef
fects and the hydrolysis of surfactants in the gastrointestinal environment. Thus, the

surfactant has a direct effect on the residence time at the absorption site.

Percutaneous absorption is of increasing importance in modern pharmaceutical technology
because of the reat interest in the transdermal administration of dru s. Therefore an
understanding of the kinetics of the penetration mechanism and how these kinetics are
affected by the presence of surfactanrs is important. Absorption of a topically applied

drugs can be incorporated into micelles, form complexes, or undergo other modifica
tions in a finished formula, drug activity in the presence of surfactants is best related

tion of radiolabeled hydrocortisone-17-butyrate through cadaver skin from solutions in
ethanol or various vehicles containing propylene glycol [109]. They found that the in. .

without propylene glycol was slower than that from the alcohol-propylene glycol blend.
The addition of PEG-2 cetyl ether to the petrolatum-polyethylene base enhanced in vitro
penetration, an t IS e ect was a so 0 serve III t err III VIVO testing on psoriatic pa
tients. No effort was made to explore this phenomenon further, except to note that the
surfactant enhanced the solubility and improved the penetration rate. A more compre-
hensive interpretation of the penetration phenomenon was provided by Lippold and
Schneemann in 1984 [110]. They found in their study of ~-methasone-17-benzoate on
human volunteers that the penetration rate, as determined by blanching. depended pri-
marily on the tendency of the drug to remain in the vehicle; in other words, the high
solubility of the drug in the vehicle resulted in its low bioavailability. The distribution

w n he vehicl an he e i ermis is critical for dru effi-
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cacy. As a rule, water-soluble drugs, such as urea, penetrate more effectively from an
oil-in-water emulsion than from a water-in-oil emulsion, as shown by Wohlrab [111].

Percutaneous adso tion is si nificantl influenced b the abilit of a surfactant to
"delipidize the epidermal tissue." This effect was reported by Vinson and Choman, as
early as 1960, in their study of the penetration of nickel ion through guinea pig skin in
h res nc of sodium lau I sulfate or sodium dodec lbenzenesulfonate 112. Non-

ionic surfactants have been reported to have similar effects [113]. Modem investigations
suggest that lipid loss from skin during surfactant contact is minimal (114].. . .

clarified. Thus, Komatsu reported that some micellar drug penetration may occur through
male guinea pig skin in vitro in the presence of polysorbate 80 or of PEG-8 dodecylether

benzocaine from nonionic micellar solutions was proportional to the concentration of the
"free" drug (116]. They showed that the steady-state flux of the drug through hairless

. .

saturation concentration of benzocaine in water by various nonionic surfactants did not
affect the average flux, which remained the same (within statistical variations) as that
ro sa ra aqueous so u ion a e

several vehicle-related factors:

1. If the vehicle is occlusive (i.e., reduces water evaporation from the skin),
permeation IS enhanced. The presence of surfactants in an occlusive vehicle
normally reduces occlusivity.

2. Micellization of a drug lowers its thermodynamic activity in solution and should
reduce its permeation.

3. The permeation of emulsified drugs may depend on two drug transfers: mi
ration of the dru into the continuous hase of the emulsion and subse uent

transfer of the drug into the stratum corneum. Similar considerations apply to
suspend drugs. The specific effect of surfactants on these transfers is uncer
tain.

4. Emulsions applied to the skin may lose solvent. In addition, the emulsions's
components diffuse as separate entities through the skin. In practice, the loss

Table 18 Effect of Polyoxyethylene Nonylphenols on Benzocaine Penetration Through

Surfactant

59.1 ± 3.2
51.8 ± 3.2

+
58.7 ± 3.5
63.6 ± 1.0
58.5 ± 7.0

1.265
2.168
3.308

4.275

Total
benzocaine

concentrauon
(mg/ml')

0.0227
0.00227
0.01135
0.0277
0.0227
0.0227

1.4
0.2
1.0
2.0
3.5
5.5

% w/v M

9
15
15
15
30
50
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ot water Increases the concentration ot nonvolatile constituents of the emul-
sion, including surfactants. As a result, the drug distribution coefficients (emul-
sion-continuous phase and emulsion-skin) can be expected to change.

5. Many emulsifying surfactants (including fatty acids) may act as penetration
enhancers by virtue of some interaction with skin.

6. The presence of both a solvent (e.g. propylene glycol) and a surfactant af-
fects the rnicellization of the surfactant, alters the solubility of the drug, and
influences the skin's Iipid barrier.

7. Some surfactants may enhance drug permeation in vivo as a result of irrita-
tive effects.

Additional factors may influence skin permeation, but the variety of available sur-
r '0' • o' rr 0 0 0' • 0

'-' ~. ~. U~ \:;11\:;\-1" UI<1I\.\:;" UI U<1U c,\:; U\:; 1
I

B. Mucosal Absorption

As a rule, surfactants of all types increase the permeability, at least in vitro, of a vari-
ety of epithelial tissues. These effects are normally studied by treating the tissue with
rhe r and then deterrnininz the ilitv to ~ ziven ion or molecule hpforp

~ . ~

and after exposure. The tissues so studied include the cornea of the eye, the jejunum,
tne epmerrms (as arreaoy noted), me gastromtesnnat mucosa, ana the oral mucosa. I nese
effects are unrelated to the presence of any drug and are merely evidence that the
mucosal tissue has been modified by the surfactant.

The baSIC oojecnve or mucn or trus work IS unrelated to drug admmrstranon trom
disperse systems. Instead, the effort is directed to the enhancement of absorbance of an
administered drug, regardless of its solubility state. Mucosal drug absorption may oc-
cur from oral, nasal, vagmal, or gastromtesnnat tissues. As a general rule, mucosal drug
absorption is increased by the presence of surfactants that are identified as penetration
enhancers [117]. In practice, this generalization may be confounded by (a) the differ-
ences that can be expected from the polarity and the molecular weight of the drug; (b)
the presence of extraneous materials in the oral cavity, in the stomach, or in the intes-
tines; (c) the survival of micellized drugs after administration; and (d) any micellization
or complexation by other chemicals that may occur before the absorptive process. In
addition, the system drug-surfactant-mucosa can often be quite specific. For example,
a surfactant useful in a suppository may not be appropriate for use as a permeation
enhancer in the mouth because mucosal membranes differ in their physical characteris-
tics [118]. A specific example is Siegel and Gordon's demonstration that surfactants can
increase the in vivo permeability of the ventral tongue mucosa of adult male rats to a
variety of substances having different chemical and physical properties [119]. Included
in these studies were butyric acid, butanol, urea, sucrose, and inulin. Today, most in-
vestizators azree that the oresence of surfactants increases mucosal absorntion of druzs.
Included are such diverse drugs as vitamin B12, insulin, iron, dicumarol, and griseofulvin.

Particularly critical to the absorption of drugs is the presence of bile salts, which
are involved in the absomtion of Iioids from the intestines and can increase the absorption
of a variety of drugs. Much of the earlier work dealing with this use of bile salts was
performed by Gibaldi in 1970, and his work and more recent studies were summarized
bv Attwood and Florence fRef. 8 n. 425l.

Current interest in orally or mucosally administration of macromolecular (protein)
drugs centers on

I. Preventmg acrd-catatyzed degradanon m the stomacn
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3. Enhancing permeability across the mucosa
4. Inhibiting first-pass metabolism

As a result, any oral vehicle for protein drug administration should be stable in the
gastrointestinal tract, protect the protein drug against degradation, and exhibit safety.

. . . v m v riet f ernul-

sions or suspensions. Both drug toxicity and drug bioavailability may be modified by
the presence of the presumably safe excipients of these dosage forms. The influence of

. . .

drugs. As noted earlier, however, these effects are specific, and no generalizations can
be made.

observed that heparin, which is not absorbed gastrointestinally from aqueous solutions,
is absorbed by rodents when administered orally in emulsion form [120]. Rectally ad-. .

tic fibrosis patients from an orally administered O/W emulsion [122].
According to De Greef, "The oral use of emulsion systems offers the advantage of. . .

fonamides, vitamin A, and macromolecules" [123]. No specific reasons for this phenom
enon are given,

emulsified or suspended drugs and provided a most instructive scheme of the various
factors influencing bioavailability from disperse systems (Fig. 8) [124]. He also discussed.. .... .

c. Parenteral Administration

soluble drug as the micellizing surfactant is diluted, resulting in delayed release. Rela
tively few studies have been conducted to establish the effects of surfactants on intra-

the intravenous injection of diazepam and provided better anesthetic effects than solu
tions in propylene glycol [131]. Similarly, the intramuscular injection of diazepam in

tion in a propylene glycol vehicle. In other studies of diazepam in emulsion form, it was
also observed that the toxicity of the drug was clearly related to the composition and

. . ...
I us, e re enc 0 sur ac an s In mjec a es can ave

some unexpected and, sometimes, adverse effects.
The toxicity of solubilized injectable drugs can also be altered by instability of the
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I
Drug Characteristics

I Adjuvant Characteristics I
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I
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- Viscosity

~
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solubilizing system. Teelmann and co-workers concluded that a mixed micellar systems
of lecithin and glycocholic acid was well tolerated at reasonable dosages by various spe-

r .., ... , 'T''' -'. ,.... . ..
.......o L''''--J' , .....] u.u, , vu"", .... "_ ~. U~ .............

'-' - ""p"

deliberately degraded at elevated temperatures to yield high levels of lysolecithin.
The choice of surfactant (nonionics or phospholipids) can influence absorption and

,,~~, . . . . . ....... ,.. , r ' ..
'C

ll.;J.;J J. 'J VI"" all;; Willi

excess surfactant. As a result, emulsions of this type may include idealized emulsion
droplets (i.e., a core coated by a single emulsifying layer), droplets with bi- and oligo-
iayereo structures, anu large uniIamellar vesiCles Lu'JJ. 10 me stuuieu moue I emUlsion
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Table 19 Surfactant-Assisted Mucosal Penetration

Surfactant Drug Species Ref.

Sodium cholate Insulin Rat 125, 126
PEG-(24) cholesterol ether Ergot peptide alkaloid Rat 127
PEG-(22) tocophervl ether Cyclosporine Man 128
Sodium deoxycholate Cholecystekinin octapeptide Dog/rabbit 129
Sodium glycocholate Tyrosylarginine (Kyotorphin) Rat 130

plus linoleic acid

(based on 25% soybean oil, 1.8% egg phospholipids, 2.24% glycerol, and water) the
emulsifier can evidently disperse the internal phase into several forms.

A" with or druo cc: the ~ of :\. ~ . . -
administered drug in the presence of surfactants is unpredictable. Each combination of
drug and arnphiphile, therefore, must be studied for unexpected effects .

.. . DDl\CTICAL I:YAlJDII:C:::

U. S. Patent 4,150,151 of April 17, 1979 (to Lever Brothers Co.)

T'h ic n!ltpnt '
.,

rh» " nf !l £,!p!lr th!lt ' ... ...
activity in the absence of a quaternary germicidal agent.

~ ~ .. .,nli ~

Ethanol, 190 proof 12.50%
Flavor oil mixture 0.25%
Nonionic surfactant 0.25%
Sodium alkyl sulfate blend 0.30%
Sorbitol 12.00%
isuners. sweeteners. sans V.l/70

Water. qs ad 100.00%

The flavors are dissolved in the ethanol. The aqueous phase. which comprises all the
remaining components. is then added with stirring to the alcoholic mixture.

comments

The inventors report that, in the absence of the nonionic surfactant, pure sodium dodecyl
sulfate did not oroduce a clear nroduct at room temperature. A clear oroduct resulted
if the mixed alkyl sulfate included the following alkyl chain percentages: C!2' 97.5%;
C 14 • 1.3%; CIQ and C l8 ' 1.2%. Even this clear solution became cloudy on cooling at
35 D C . Claritv was maintained at low temperatures onlv when nolvsorbate 20 or 60 PEG-
20 isohexadecyl ether, or PEG-tOO stearate, or PEG-tO stearyl ethers and mixtures
thereof were added. Clarity was not achievable unless the alkyl sulfate blend was used
at a level of about 0.1 % or hioher This is 3 of the . rica irv of

the blend of chemicals required to maintain clarity in a solubilizing system (surfactants)
in the presence of a cosolvent (ethanol). This patent also includes the following data on
thp •. 1 ..

of 'ro !lllcvl "1I!fMp"- .
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Gradient Plate Evaluation

PPM required to inhibit"

Ingredient Activity Rich Ca Ssal Anti Lepto

Sodium decyl 100% 1,800 1,000 1,900 2,100 1,800
su ate

Sodium dodecyl 100% 190 250 250 470 2,500
sulfate

0

sulfate
Sodium hexadecyl 100% 10,000 170 190 240 2,900

cal activit uaternaries (see Sec. V.A), but also for anionics.

West German Patent 1,667,911 of June 16, 1971 (to Rlchardson
Merrell)

This older patent describes a clear, stable pharmaceutical gel that contains about 15%
of mixed essential oils, two nonionic emulsifiers, and water. The transparent gel requires. . . .. . .

calyptus oil, methyl salicylate, and others) makes production of a firm paste difficult.
The product reportedly maintains its gel-like nature and clarity at temperatures up to

Typical Composition and Preparation

PEG-14 cetearyI ether
PEG-20 oleyl ether
Mineral oil
Aromatic oils (mixed)
Water
1,2,6-Hexanetriol
Poloxamer (70% ethylene oxide)

17.7 parts
4.2 parts
3.0 arts

16.0 parts
51.6 parts

4.7 parts
2.8 parts

Th s nil il re iss lv in h I ifi in f
remaining ingredients are dissolved in the water, and the oil-emulsifier blend is added
to the water. Stirring at 55-60°C is continued until the mass is poured into suitable

Comment
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u.s. t'atent 4,4~tj,~~tj or .January zs, 1see l10 orentrercm

This formulation shows how emulsification can provide a potent steroid (dehydroepian-.
>Y; r»..,,,,n'\ f"r\ .. . n~~ ~ rl .." <'lrin. in <:I rl;]l1tPrl <:Inrl -

·0 'e' J .
acceptable form .

~ .. . r roo ~. v, ,--,,,,au, auu, •

Dehydroepiandrosterone (alcohol) 1.0%
Preservatives 0.2%
Squalane 2.0%
Stearyl alcohol, NF 2.8%
Cetyl alcohol, NF 4.2%
PEG-20 cetyl ether 5.0%
Mineral oil, NF 5.0%
Petrolatum, USP 5.0%
water 1q..~70

The method of preparation is not provided. Presumably, all components-except any

water-soluble preservative are blended at about 60-70°C and then added with agitation
.~

lV ..'" 'al'" ,p'"'' pL""" ValLV").

Comment

ThiS IS a simple emulsion, USing a Single emutsiner ana tatty alcohols as gelling agents
and coemulsifiers. The oily components (mineral oil and petrolatum) probably provide
a somewhat greasy finish to the product. In this cream form a low concentration of a
drug can be administered readily to a large area of the body.

European Patent 072,462 of February 23, 1983 (to Taka Vakuhin
Ind. Co.)

This patent describes a topical anti-inflammatory cream based on a mixed emulsifier
:l Y:ll\;UI.

Typical Composition and Preparation

Flurbiprofen 1.0% w/w
Peppermint oil 3.0% w/w
Stearic acid 5.0% w/w
Cetyl alcohol 5.0% w/w
Liquid paraffin 15.0% w/w
White vaseline 3.0% w/w
Polysorbate 60 2.0% w/w
Sorbitan monostearate 0.6% w/w
Preservatives 0.1% w/w
1rtettrarrotarrrme \ JU 70 aqueous) j.)'~ WfW

Sodium lauryl sulfate 0.1% w/w
Purified water 61.7% w/w

The drug is dissolved in the peppermint oil at 70-80°C. The stearic acid, cetyl alco-

hol, paraffin, vaseline, and any oil-soluble preservative are added, maintaining the tern-
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_'" n"n" ...... .. ,.
<1l tv·-ov '-.-. IUl; W<1lta- p''-'''-' vau vc , 1I1l; II , <1UU li:1UI YI

sulfate are dissolved in the water at 70-80°C and added to the oil phase with stirring.
The emulsion is then cooled.

Comments

This preparation demonstrates the use of a diluent to dissolve a drug. The product is a
complex emulsion using four emulsifiers. The mole ratio of stearic acid to triethano-
lamine is about 0.02:0.002. This emulsion, thus, contains little if any soap, since 0.004
mol of the acidic nonsteroidal anti-inflammatorv is present. The presence of the free
stearic acid probably raises the viscosity of the product and provides a pearly appear-
ance. The use of the small amount of the alkyl sulfate is interesting in light of its ten-
dencv to c.:mse . (and skin I) durino lise

British Patent 2,143,433 of February 13, 1985 (to Patel, H. M.)

This patent describes the preparation or hposomally entrapped methotrexate (MIX) and
its efficacy in psoriasis therapy.

Composition and Preparation

Negatively
Neutral charged

liposome Iiposome

Cholesterol 2 parts 2
Phosphatidylcholine 10 parts 10 parts
~.

1 "<lrt
-" r-

MTX (50 mg/5 ml of + +
saline per gram of lipid)

The lipids are dissolved in a suitable volatile solvent and dried. The MTX in saline is
added, and the mixture is allowed to stand with occasional shaking. The suspensions are
• L £ . .'- rv .,.,..
U.'-" u"u,-' '0 lV' aVVUL 1 v 11 11. J ,,'-

~

a.,-

allowed to stand for 1 h. Unentrapped MTX is then removed by extensive dialysis against
saline. . .. ~ . . .

rive Ul • \ 1VVV IIIg I1plU auu o -,) IIIg . IVJI.I\.) III uuxeu
with white soft paraffin or an amphiphilic cream before administration to patients. Both
preparations reduced or eliminated psoriatic lesions.

Animal resting wim taggeu IVI I A snows increaseu cutaneous absorption OJ tipsomally
entrapped MTX over comparable dosing with a normal MTX containing product.

The data show that this type of "emulsion" provides good therapeutic efficacy. Inter-
estingly, multilamellar (unsonicated) liposomes appear to effect better penetration than
unilamellar preparations in animals; nevertheless, unilamellar preparations were used in
human therapeutic trials.

The author orovides no data on the lone-term stabilitv of this dosaae form. Never-
theless, Iiposomes may provide the formulator with highly effective drug delivery, even
in the absence of the desirable long shelf life.
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Polymers are used in suspensions. emulsions. and other dispersions. primarily to mini
mize or control sedimentation. The rheolo ical character iven to dis erse s stems also
plays a role in maintaining pharmaceutical preparations at their application site. For
example. highly fluid skin lotions may run. whereas viscous preparations tend to remain
. r .. . . I . r i r

which polymers are used to enhance drug retention.
In addition to their effect on dispersion rheology. polymers may also play a role

activity. some polymers can directly improve emulsion stability; the ability of acacia to
function as an emulsifier is well known.

systems. Included are such familiar compounds as sucrose and other sugars. and polyols
such as glycerin. These materials suffer from two major disadvantages. They are needed
~ a 0 •••• •

tions are newtonian in nature (see Chap. 5).
On the other hand, only small amounts of many polymers (depending on chemis-. .. . .
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The nonnewtonian nature of polymer solutions makes it difficult to compare the
properties of different polymers. Viscosity is a function of shear rate and, quite often,
shear histor , so that the numerical value of viscosit that is measured is a function of
the method and conditions of measurement. Typically, manufacturers quote viscosity
figures obtained from a single measurement at relatively high shear; this is insufficient

. iii' lv since i .
tation control will take place under quiescent (low-shear) conditions.

As a consequence, the viscosity data provided by raw material suppliers is useful

grades yield more viscous solutions than other grades made by the same manufacturer.
However, it is extremely difficult to compare data on different polymers supplied by

which have nearly the same quoted viscosity value, affect a disperse system in mark
edly different ways.

molecular asymmetry; hence, in viscosity. Different viscosity grades, based on a dif
ference in average molecular weight, are described in several ways. With methylcellu-. . .. ..

VI C Sl Y a u 0 a u n r IS pr VI e .

ignations, such as low, medium, and high, are used in connection with viscosity grades
of carboxymethylcellulose. All aqueous systems containing polymers require a preser-. . . .

lulose derivatives are degraded by cellulases, enzymes that may be produced by microbial
agents. Even if the polymer chosen is totally resistant to bacteria and molds, the aque-

Certain inorganic agents are also used as viscosity builders. Examples are colloi
dal magnesium aluminum silicate (Veegum) and microcrystalline silica. These substances

standpoint.

II. POLYMER SOLUTION RHEOLOGY

Typically, polymer solutions are nonnewtonian. The three most commonly observed
e aviors or po ymer so u ions are pas tc; pseu op as ic, an ixo ropic. as ic sys-

tems flow only after a critical shear stress is exceeded (yield value). In pseudoplastic
or shear-thinning systems, the viscosity decreases with increasing rates of shear. Thix-
otropy IS t e case In w IC a p asnc or pseu op asuc system ex I Its a ume- epen ent
recovery, resulting in a hysteresis loop if shear stress is alternatively increased and
decreased.

The type of rheological behavior, as well as the magnitude of the viscosity, is a
critical factor determining the usefulness of a particular polymer for each potential ap
plication. For example, pseudoplasticity, the existence of a yield point, and some de-
gree of thixotropy are useful characteristics for a polymer used as a suspending agent.
Thus, xanthan gum, which has a yield value and is highly pseudoplastic, was a more
effective retardant of cream in in mineral oil-in-water emulsions than either meth lcel-
lulose or carboxymethylcellulose [I], despite that comparisons were made at concentra
tions yielding the same range of measured viscosity values. Thus, it is not possible to. . . .

arbitrary conditions.
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The situation is complicated because rheological characteristics of polymer solutions
may vary, depending on the concentration and degree of substitution. For example,
solutions of medium- and hi h-viscosit grades of carbox methylcellulose that are not
highly substituted tend to exhibit thixotropic behavior, whereas more highly substituted
grades are pseudoplastic.

It is sometimes advanta eous to combine viscosit builders with different ro er-
ties. The addition of xanthan gum to dispersions of magnesium aluminum silicate re
duced the extent to which the viscosity of the latter increased over time [2]. Magnesium
aluminum silicate is hi hI thixotro ic in dis ersions b itself' this was reduced b the
gum. In addition, steady-shear measurements suggested synergy between the two ma
terials in both viscosity and yield value.

Viscoelastic ro erties of the same materials were investi ated b oscillator shear
[3]. The storage modulus G' was essentially independent of frequency for 1 and 3% clay
dispersions containing no gum. The addition of gum shifted the behavior, and the data
for the combined materials contained some of the rheolo ical characteristi s of e h of
the pure substances. The results were interpreted in terms of a reduction in structural
rigidity of the clay and an increase in flexibility.

A recent stud evaluated combinations of m n i mIn
carbomers [4]. The data suggested enhancement of the structure (yield value) in com-
parison wi e proper ies 0 e wo su s ances a en separate y.

Specialized applications require specific rheological characteristics. For example,
viscoelastic substances are used in eye surgery to prevent mechanical damage to sensi-
rve nssues an avoi a esions . 0 ymer so unons are use In cataract, cornea, an

glaucoma surgery. Among the agents employed are sodium hyaluronate, hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose and chondroitin sulfate.

ower aw re anons are requent y use to escn e tee avror 0 pseu op asuc
polymer solutions. As part of a research program on natural polymer properties, the
effects of concentration and temperature on the behavior of guar gum dispersions were
eva uate plot of the logarithm of shear rate was a linear function of the loga-
rithm of shear stress and the following equation was applied to each flow curve:

b

where

o = shear stress
a and b are constants

The power constant b was directly proportional to gum concentration and inversely
related to temperature. From the data, the authors were able to formulate a single
em irical e uation that ermitted calcul tion f
tion, and temperature over a relatively wide range of values.

The control of sedimentation is of primary importance in maintaining the integrity of a
dis erse s stem. Stokes' law 7 defines the sedimentation rate of a s here in a fluid
as

911
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where

v = sedimentation rate

ds = density of sphere
dL = density of liquid

11 = viscosity of continuous phase

Zatz et al.

not dilute enough to follow Stokes' law. the equation is still useful. From the equation.
three methods of controlling sedimentation present themselves: (a) particle size reduc-. ..

Since particle radius is raised to the second power. a modest change in this param
eter translates into a much larger change in sedimentation rate. In practice. it is diffi-. . .. .

If the densities of the medium and the suspended particle are the same, no sedimen
tation will occur. An exact match is usually difficult to obtain, but it is occasionally. .. " . .

that of the dis ersed hase. Salts, if a ro riate to the formulation su ar, and other
polyols may be used in aqueous suspensions for this purpose. Often the amount of
density-increasing agents required to make the densities of the two phases equal would

b r i I.
A common method of controlling sedimentation is through use of viscosity-build

ing agents, alone or in combination with one or both of the aforementioned approaches.. ..

terns are very important. Systems that exhibit shear thinning are useful. They allow the
dispersion to have a high "resting" viscosity and also enable redispersion of any settled. ...

the viscosity of the dispersion at rest may be considerable. It is not always feasible. or
even necessary. to completely arrest the sedimentation of suspended particles. However,
., ..

V).
Zatz [8] has reviewed the merits of several thickeners. as well as how rheological

in the concentration of xanthan gum dramatically reduced the sedimentation rate of
sulfamerazine suspensions. The logarithm of the initial settling rate was a linear func-
IOn 0 gum concen ra ion.

The shelf-life of a dispersion depends on the chemical stability of its ingredients. as well
as the physical stability of the system as a whole. Because of the importance of viscos-
ity in terms of stability and certain use characteristics, major changes in viscosity over
a time period are cause for concern.

Several factors may be responsible for changes in dispersion viscosity over time.
Some are obviously due to alterations in the viscosity-building agent or its interaction
with the rest of the system. Other factors. such as particle growth, may be independent
of 01 mer content, althou h the I .mers resent rna reduce the rate of chan e of ar-
tide size.
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Depolymerization results in a decrease in average molecular weight; hence, a de
crease in viscosity. Although processing under high shear may result in depolyrneriza-. . .

cal degradation of the polymer were to take place. Degradation of cellulosic derivatives
by cellulase is an example of such a process. Cellulases may be introduced by micro-

. .....

changes, such as hydrolysis of polymers at low pH values, are also possible.
Chemical changes in the system over time, producing a drift in pH or generating. . . .

I

ations. Polymers may introduce a second-order effect on viscosity by acting as either
flocculating or deflocculating agents in certain instances (see following section).

nne- epen ent y ration 0 po ymers or ot er viscosity- UI 109 agents can a so
result in a change in measured viscosity over time. In contrast with many of the other
influences, continuing hydration results in an increase in viscosity after manufacture.
Typically, viscosity reaches a plateau value after I or 2 weeks.

Because of the variety of factors that can alter viscosity over time, some of which
increase viscosity, whereas others have the opposite effect, it is often difficult to pin-
point the exact cause in a particular situation. Small drifts in apparent viscosity are often

cause for concern because of changes in the resistance to sedimentation and, also, be
cause they suggest that chemical or physical changes of some kind are taking place. In

. . . . .
o er wo s, y a tg I Y I I r
be.

In a study of polymer stabilization of 10% mineral oil emulsions, the apparent vis-
COStly at was measure over time . n emu sions contaming 0 emu siler an
1% carbxoymethylcellulose (CMC), high-viscosity grade, the apparent viscosity dropped
from about 780 mPa s 1 week after manufacture to about one-tenth that value after 448
days. Apparent viscosity of emulsions containing other CMC concentrations also de
creased over time. The effect of storage on apparent viscosity of another anionic poly
mer, xanthan gum, depended on gum concentration. Apparent viscosity decreased when
the gum concentration was 0.1 %, remained essentially constant at a 0.2 % gum level,
and increased over time at higher concentrations. Although several factors may be in
volved in these chan es, the atterns observed su est that small amounts of ionic rod-
ucts were produced during storage [1,9].

Elevated storage temperature can have an adverse effect on polymer stability that
will result in a viscosit chan e over time. In a stud of meth Ih drox eth lcellulose
single-point measurements were used to track stability of several polymer grades at
different temperatures over time [10]. There was little change in viscosity following

usually caused losses of 15% or more. Storage temperatures of this magnitude may be
encountered in tropical areas. Another concern is that high temperatures produced during

V. FLOCCULATION AND DEFLOCCULATION PHENOMENA

Flocculation is a process in which particles are allowed to come together and form loose
agglomerates. Unlike coalescence, the total surface area is not reduced during the floc-. .... .. .

dividual particles. Table I lists the properties of both types of suspensions.
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Table 1 Properties of Flocculated and Detlocculated Suspensions

Property Flocculated Deflocculated

Sedimentation rate Rapid Slow
Supernatant Clear Cloudy

Redispersibility Easy Difficult

It can be seen from the table that the chief advantage of a flocculated suspension
is its redis ersibilit . Deflocculated sus ensions settle more slowl and look more el-
egant while settling, but typically the sediment is close-packed and cannot be redispersed
by shaking the container. The goal of controlled flocculation is to produce reasonably
sized a re ates or floes. In this wa redis ersibilit is maintained while sedimentation
rate is kept within reasonable bounds.

The difference in sediment density can be used as a means for characterizing the. .

at the same concentration to settle completely, it is possible to compare the volume of
sediment to identi y t ose t at are occu ate . n practice, t e parameter measured IS

the sedimentation volume, the ratio of the volume of sediment to total suspension vol
ume, often abbreviated as F [7]. In a series of suspensions, those that are detlocculated
have the smallest values of F. Flocculated suspensions generally have F values at least
twice as large as those for the deflocculated systems. The extent of flocculation is some
times assumed to be ro ortional to the F value of a flocculated s stem.

Flocculation can be achieved by various means. The use of a polymeric agent is one
common method. Polymers that contain chemical groups that interact with the suspended

articles can be added to the continuous hase. In such a case 01 mer se rnents can
then attach to individual particles to form a polymer-particle complex. As a polymer
links two or more particles, a floc can be formed. This flocculation process is called.... .

mer is high, particles can be completely surrounded by polymer and, thus, little floc
formation can occur. Felmeister et al. [11] observed this concentration-dependent be-. . . . .. .

An increase in sedimentation volume was noted as polymer concentration was increased,
but as concentration was increased still further, sedimentation volume decreased.

cellulose derivatives can lead to deflocculation. The authors examined various concen
trations of polymers. At high polymer concentrations deflocculation was usually ob-
o. ••

A second method of flocculation is based on electrical charge. Suspended particles
often have an associated charge. These charged particles will repel each other and,

r ,e is' i sur ere y a c p is e y a e
electrolytes or surfactants of opposite charge. Reduction of particle repulsion permits the
particles to become close enough to allow the attractive van der Waals forces to domi-
nate. e comp ex nature 0 t ese partie e mteracnons are exp ame y t eory,
which is covered by Hiemenz [13].

Components other than the suspended drug can influence flocculation by polymers.
In a study of sulfamerazine suspensions, two surfactants, one anionic and the other non-
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rome, were employed as wettmg agents l14J. Pnmatloc Cj, a canonic polymer usee m
water purification, was added at different concentrations that spanned a wide range.
Some of the results for suspensions containing the anionic wetting agent, docusate so-
dium, are shown in Fig. I, in which sedimentation volume F is plotted as a function
of the logarithm of polymer concentration. At very low concentrations, the suspensions
were deflocculated and settled to form a nondispersible cake; variations in polymer con-
centration had no significant effect. But, at a concentration of about 0.1 % polymer in
suspensions containing 0.2 % surfactant, the suspension volume was increased signifi-
cantly. sianalinz a change from a deflocculated to a flocculated state (see curve 1, Fig.
I). The addition of more polymer had little effect until its concentration reached I %,
at which point the suspension was once again deflocculated.

A similar oattem was observed in susoensions containing I % docusate sodium but
flocculation occurred at higher polymer concentration (see curve 2, Fig. I). The choice
of wetting agent influenced the results obtained. When a nonionic surfactant, polysor-
bate 40 was used in olace of docusate sodium addition of the oolvmer resulted in a
minimal increase in sedimentation volume. Combinations of the two surfactants at the
same total concentration were employed in some experiments. The polymer concentra-
rirm ~t thp L't np~1r W~~ ~ L' ofthp r of _.. ~

in the surfactant mixture.
Figure L con tams diagrams that suggest the mecnarnsms involved m determmmg

flocculation state of the suspensions. In the absence of polymer, or at low polymer
concentrations (see Fig. 2a), the negatively charged particles repel each other, preventing
flocculation. At higher polymer concentrations (see Fig. Zb), electrostatic attracnon
results in simultaneous polymer adsorption to more than one particle, leading to floc-
culation. At much higher concentrations, the ratio of polymer to particle area is such
that adsorption tends to cover each particle with a positively charged polymer layer, once
again producing a deflocculated system (see Fig. 2c).

The same surfactants were employed in a study of flocculation of magnesium car-
bonate suspensions by xanthan gum [15]. The gum carries a negative charge, whereas
the particle surfaces are positively charged in aqueous dispersion. Aqueous magnesium
carbonate dispersions were flocculated in the absence of additives. The addition of the
gum increased the sedimentation volume (enhanced flocculation), whereas the opposite
effect resulted from incorporation of docusate sodium, an anionic surfactant. When both

0.4 I- f\.
I \- 1 2/lJ..

0.2 -
~.j b a.-.0

~

0 I I I I I

-3 -1 1
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Fig. 1 Sedimentation volume (F) of sulfamerazine suspensions containing docusate sodium as
a function of polymer concentration (C). Curve 1,0.2% docusate sodium; curve 2,1.0% docusate
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(c)

(a) Deflocculation at low polymer concentration; (b) flocculation by. .

the gum and docusate sodium were present, the net result in terms of flocculation state
depended on the relative concentrations of the two materials. This was rationalized in. .

surface. A bridging mechanism implies adsorption of the polymer; if this is blocked by
surfactant adsorption, flocculation enhancement by the polymer is reduced or does not. . . . .

flocculation of the panicles or block the effect of the gum. Apparently, the lack of charge
on this surfactant reduced its adsorption, thereby, allowing molecules of the gum to

VI. EXCIPIENT COMPATIBILITY

Suspension dosage forms and other disperse systems may contain a large number of
additives. Among them typically are surfactants, polymers, electrolytes, and polyols.. .

them and the drug [16].
As a general guide, precipitation reactions can be anticipated when charged poly-

mers are mixe wi 0 er po ymers or sur ac an s 0 0PPOSI e c erruca type. us,
anionic polymers tend to be compatible with other anionic polymers or nonionic poly
mers, or with nonionic or anionic surfactants, but not with cationic polymers or surfac-
tants. Occasionally, precipitation can be avoided if one of the interacting species is
present in much larger concentration than the other. Added salts sometimes block the
reaction.

A troublesome interaction, although it does not usually lead to precipitation, is the
binding (complexation) of phenolic and carboxylic preservatives by nonionic polymers
and surfactants. Com lexation rna result in a shorta e of sufficient free reservative
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to effectively protect against microorganisms. If it is not possible to substitute another,
less interactive, preservative, or to remove the offending adjuvant, one must resort to. . .

Some caution should be exercised when charged polymers are combined with op
positely charged particles. The adsorption that results may lead to flocculation, which. .. ..
avoided, or the suspensions may turn into an inelegant, yogurtlike mass.

VII. POLYMER SELECTION

A number of decisions have to be made in selecting a viscosity-building agent for a. . .... .

other components of the dispersion are major factors. The following considerations help
provide general guidance, but the selection process may not always follow a step-by-

. . . .

selecting likely candidates from those that remain, empirical testing is necessary to iden
tify the best candidates.

It is obvious that certain polymeric agents will be removed from consideration, depending
on the route of administration or application. With the possible exception of novel poly-
mers with truly unique properties, only those that have been approved for a particular
use should be tested.

B. Physicochemical Compatibility

In general, the chemical type of the polymers and surfactants in a disperse system must
. e pa ic e sur ace is e p

in anticipating changes in flocculation character. These considerations were discussed
more fully in the section on flocculation-deflocculation phenomena.

C. Natural Versus Synthetic

If the desired material is obtained from a plant exudate, consider the site where the plant
grows. Political changes, climatic changes, or local disasters of one kind or another can.. . .. .

able. Thus, given recent events in Iran and Afghanistan, traditional sources for gum
tragacanth, it is not surprising that the price of this substance has skyrocketed and that. . . . .

cally by fermentation, such as xanthan gum, do not suffer from the same limitation.
Another consideration is the degree of chemical uniformity. In general, synthetic. .

be expected to have more reproducible characteristics than plant exudates, provided that
suitable care is taken in raw material selection and manufacture. Certainly, the ability

. . . . n s wi pre ic a e, consis en r eo ogica
properties is an important factor in selection.

The vulnerability of materials of natural origin to microbiological attack is often
ci eo: owever, natura raw materia SOl er III suscepu 1 rty. urt ermore, many
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synthetic and semisynthetic polymers may also undergo degradation. Consequently,
preservatives are required in all aqueous systems.

D. Viscosity Type and Concentration

Major considerations that come into play here involve effectiveness in retarding sedi-
mentation (low-shear rheology), patient handling (medium-shear rheology), and process
ing during manufacture (high-shear rheology). A complete rheological description at
various concentrations, therefore, is of reat hel , but em irical testin is likel to be
necessary in fine-tuning the selection process.

In this section, the most frequently employed viscosity-building agents are reviewed, and

emphasized, but thickeners for nonaqueous and partially aqueous systems are also avail
able. Many of the same substances can be used to produce gels. Many polymer prop-

. .. .. .

I f rmul ions i Iso vail ble 17.
Synthetic and semisynthetic polymers are generally available in several grades,

varying in chemistry and molecular weight and, therefore, in rheological properties. Most

different degrees of substitution and molecular weight. In the natural polymers, func
tional differences are introduced by a process of selection or by chemical treatment.

sequently, viscosity) are offered commercially.
Most of the specific agents, the descriptions of which fol1ow, are generally recog-

mze as sa e or use III 00 s. any are is e III e mea es ram
copeia/National Formulatory (USP/NF). In some instances, specific grades have been
approved for use in foods and pharmaceuticals, whereas others have not. Before using
any of these substances, its current status should be verified.

A. Natural Polymers

Water-soluble polymers are widely found in nature; they are derived from plant exu
dates, seaweed extracts, seed extracts, and fermentation processes of certain microor
gam s.
ing, and molecular weight are responsible for the various properties of each polymer
[18-20].

I. Alginates

Al in 21 is an anionic seaweed 01 saccharide made u of linear rou in s of manno-
syluronic and gulosyluronic acids (Fig. 3). Monovalent salts and some salts of divalent
ions (notably magnesium) are water-soluble. A firm gel is produced if a hydrated algi-

. .

gel formation may be controlled, or its onset delayed, by the use of slightly soluble
calcium salts or sequestrants. Sodium alginate gels below a pH of 3-4 because of the



Table 2 Summary of Properties of Selected Viscosity-Imparting Agents

Regulatory Ionic Temperature ~Ield Relanve
Agent Derivation Structure status charge pH factors factors Rheology point viscosity Important features

Alginates, Kelp extract Polysaccharide Alginate salts Anionic Stable at pH Poor temperature Pseudoplastic No Medium to high Polyvalant ions will
NF and alghlic acid 3-10 smbJllty crosslink polymer to

are GRAS form gels
Propylene Modified Polysaccharide PGA approved Ansonic Stable at pH Poor temperature Pseudoplastic No Medium to high
glycol kelp extract as a direct food 3-6.7 stability
alginate. additive

FCC
Gum arabic Plant Polysaccharide GRAS as a Anionic Viscosity is Reversible viscosity Newtonian at No Ver'jlow Low viscosity· ability

(acacia. NFl exudate direct food affected by loss at elevated <40% conc.; to be made at high
additive pH temperature pseudoplastic concentration;

at >46% COlIC. excellent sugar
compatability

Carrageenan. Seaweed Polysaccharide GRAS Anionic Stable at pH Reversible viscosity Thixotropic No Moderate Will complex with

FCC extract 3-10 loss at elevated casein in milk; strong
temperature gel fOllllatioll possjble

Guargum Seed extract Polysaccharide GRAS Anionic Stable at pH Viscosity Pseudoplastic No High High viscosity for

NF 4-10 degradation at natural gums
elevated temper-

anJres and time
Gum karaya Plant Polysaccharide GRAS Anionic Becomes Very poor. viscosity Thixotropic No High Insoluble, but swells in

FCC exudate ropey above drops irreversibly water; degrades at low
pH 7.0 at elevated pH; limited dry shelf

temperatures life; used as a bulk
laxative

I «list bean Seed extract Polysaccharide GRAS Nonionic Viscosity will Pseudoplasric No High Subject to shear de-
gum degrade at elevated polymerization;

temperatures with viscosity affected by
time temp. history

Gum Plant Polysaccharide GRAS Anionjc Stable at pH G()()(,) temperahlre Pseudop1asric No High Surface active- good
tragacanth exudate 1.9-8.5; stabihty: reversible low pH stability;

excellent viscosity loss at composed of soluble

low pH elevated and IOsoluble
stability temperatures fu;,rtioos

Xanthan Biosynthetic Polysaccharide Approved as a Anionic Good Good temperature Pseudoplastic Yes High Good enzyme resistance;
gum NF polymer direct food stability at stability; viscosity yield point, viscosity

addlllve Zl pH I lZ not affected by unaffected by pH; hIgh

CFR 172.695 temperature changes viscosity at low cone.
(efficient)



Table 2 Continued

RegalalOl) IOllie Tempelatolt .ield Relative
Agent Derivation Structure status charge pH factors factors Rheology point viscosity Important features

Carboxy Cellulose Cellulose GRAS 21 CFR Anionic Srable at pH Good temperature Thixotropic at Yes Low to high Not stable with some
methyl- ethel 182. 1145 4 16 stability: reversible I>S' 6.4 salls
cellulose loss of viscosity at Pseudoplastic No
USP elevated at DS' = 0.7;

temperatures 0.9. 1.2
Ethyl-eell- Cellulose Cellulose Approved for Nonionic Stable at pH Irreversible loss at Not reported No Low to medium Hot water-soluble;

ulose NF ether human 4-10 viscosity at elevated in organic soluble in many organic
consumption in temperature over solvent solvents; can be used to
21 CFR extended rime thicken alcohol
121.230

lIydro.y Cellulose Cellulose Appro. ed fer Nani6ftie Stable at pll Good temperalUre Pseudoplastie No Low to high Not appIOved COl human
ethylcellu ether direct food 4-10 stability consumption· efficient
lose, NF contact only, thickener

176.170.
116.186.
177.20
175.300,
173.103

Mydwxy Cellulose Cellulose ApPI uvedas a Nonjonic Stable at pH Precipitates at Pseudoplastic No Low to high Good organic solvent
propyl ether direct food 4-10 elevated temperamre solubility; good micro-
cellulose, additive 21 (reversible) biological resistance
NF CFR 172.870

Hydroxy Cellulose Cellulose USP grades NomoDic Stable at pH GOOd temperature PseudOpiastlc No LOw to very Reversible thCrmat
propyl etber 2906, 2910, 4-11 stability; viscosity high gelation; wide range of
methyl and 2208 reduces reversibly viscosities available'
cellulose approved as with increasing good microbial resist-
2906 USP direct food temperature until a ance; food additive
2910 USP additive 21 reversible thermal Slams
2208 USP CFR 172 814 gel is fonned
1818 USP

Methyl Cellulose Cellulose GRAS as a Nonionic Stable at pH Good temperature Pseudoplastic No Low to high Thermal gelation; food
cellulose edltl direci ibod 4 II stability; viscosity additive status, vanery
IISP additive 21 reduces r:e,'enibly Qf "iscgsi,i~s available

CFR with increasing
1892.1400 temperature. until a

reverSIble tliennal
gel occurs



Micro Cellulose Crystalline Individual Anionic Stable at pH Good stability: Thixotropic Yes Low Yield point gives good
crystalline cellulose and components 4-10 viscosity unaffected suspension properties:
ceUuJose cellulose approved as by _peratu,o IliSpOTSi""s "1''''1''0
blends ether food additives
(MCC +
CMC)

Chil<lsan Sllelis of DoOGCtyI,",," Catienie Sol""Ie Cood Not reported Net Moderate to Catioftie; ptXlf teleraftee
crustaceans chitin only at pH reponed low to anions; low pH

< 6.0 stability
CarbOmer, Acrylic aCId Crosslltlked Cleared for food Anionic Soluble at Good temperature Pseudoplastic Yes Very high Very efficient thickener:

USP polyacrylate contact only pH > 4.0 stability poor salt tolerance
reduces viscosity
rapidly; good sus-

pending agent organic
agent solubility:
o,,"ollonl ,hoology
for topical medications

Polyvinyl n-vinyl-2- Polyvinyl Used in Nonionic pH does not Good temperature Not reported No Very low Extremely low
pyrrolidone pyrrolidone pyrrolidone medicine: not affect stability viscosity; can complex
(PVP) approved as "isGgsi~ with seme drugs
povidone food additive:
USP substantial

toxicological
iBfeFOlation
available

Polyvinyl Polyvinyl Linear Cleared for food Nonionic 5-7 Good temperature Not reported Not Low NO! approved for human
alcobol USP acetate polybyroxy COnTacr OriIy stability reported consumption: used in

polymer some eye preparations
Sodium Rooster Polysaccharide Solution Anionic 4-8 Unstable at elevated Pseudoplastic No High

hyaluronate combs, approved for temperature
fermentation intraocular tens

implantation
Magnesium Mineral Complex GRAS Anionic 3.5-11 Good temperature Thixotropic Yes Low-medium White; synergistic in
aluminum deposits silicate stability presence of polymers;
silicate, rheology sensitive to
USP/NF cations; many grades

....ailaale fer spe.ili.
applications

Bentonite Mineral Montmorillon- GRAS Anionic Dispersions Good temperature Thixotropic Yes Low-medium Buff colored
deposits ite clay best at stability

neutral pH
or above

'OS, degree of substitution on the cellulose backbone.
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Fig. 3 Structure of polymers segments contained in alginic acid. (From Ref. 18.)

a gmate IS a nonge

2. Gum Arabic

arabic results from an infection of the tree and is produced only by unhealthy trees. The
tree bark is cut to accelerate exudation and formation of the gum exudate. Acacia gum
may e e me as an anionic exu a e po ysacc ari e a is a ig y ranc e comp ex
of arabic acid. Its molecular weight is on the order of 240,000.

Gum arabic is soluble in hot or cold water, with almost no solubility in organic
solvents. d inon 0 et ano to aqueous so utrons 0 gum arabic rapidly decrease VIS

cosity, and finally causes precipitation at a 60% ethanol concentration. Unlike most
natural gums, acacia exhibits very low solution viscosities; concentrations of 40-50%
polymer in water are possible. At concentrations under 40%, solutions exhibit newtonian
flow; higher concentrations behave in a pseudoplastic manner. The solution viscosity of
nonsterile gum arabic declines with time because it is very susceptible to bacterial con-
tamination and growth, but this effect can be slowed with proper use of preservatives.

Gum arabic is most often used in emulsification and colloid stabilization. The gum
is surface-active, and this hel s to form and stabilize emulsions.

The low viscosity characteristic is also useful in obtaining minimum particle size
in emulsification. It has been especially useful in the emulsification of flavor oils for bev
era es or bakin . Gum arabic is listed in the USPINF.

3. Carrageenan

of carrageenan can be identified by the structure of the basic repeating units. The pos
sible structures are identified by the Greek letters /l, v, A, ~, K, i, and e, as pictured
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CH,OH

OH

Mu

CH,OSO,-

050,- OH

Koppe

050,-

Fig. 4 Idealized structure of carrageenan repeating units. (From Ref. 18.)

°

in hot water, only the A salt forms are soluble in cold water. The A form is also the

as calcium and potassium, gels from that can exhibit great strength and have definite
melting temperatures, depending on composition. Carrageenan is not soluble in organic

. .

lutions or gels.
Solutions of carrageenan have a yield point when used in sufficient concentration,.. .

exhibit increasing hydrolysis rates at a pH of less than 6. They are least stable under
strongly alkaline conditions, and strong oxidizing agents can cause depolymerization. Gel
orma Ion ex I I S a we - nown comp etmg reaction WIt t e casem m mi . t ow

levels, carrageenan stabilizes milk emulsions and alters mouth feel; consequently, its
polymers are often used in milk products.

4. Guar Gum

Guar gum, listed in the National Formula ,is a nonionic seed 01 saccharide made u
of a straight-chain mannose backbone, with regular branching of a galactose unit on
every second mannose (Fig. 5) [22]. Guar gum is soluble in water. Solutions may ex
hibit turbidit owin to the resence of insoluble endos rm com onents. It takes at
least 3 h at room temperature for guar to reach its maximum viscosity in water, but
hydration time can be shortened at elevated temperatures. Since guar gum retains some
of i s rti I .. .

ensure a smooth, homogeneous dispersion is important. Guar gum is not soluble in or
ganic solvents, and viscosity will rapidly decrease with the addition of miscible solvents
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Fig. 5 Idealized structure of guar gum. (From Ref. 18.)

for even a brief period. Maximum viscosity is obtained at a pH close to 6, with a loss
of viscosity above pH 10. Guar solutions then reversibly with increasing temperature

5. Karaya Gum

araya gum IS an amomc exu ate po ysacc an e comp ex 0 ga actose, r amnose, an
glucuronic acid, partially acetylated [18,22]. Gum karaya is the least soluble of the
exudate polymers. It does not form a true solution, but its particles swell in water to
form a colloidal dispersion. The viscosity of gum karaya in water increases rapidly with
concentration so that a dispersion with a concentration of 2-3% acts as a gel. Higher
concentrations can be made as in bulk laxative a lications b cookin kara a in steam.
This reduced dispersion viscosity so that 20-25% dispersions can be made. Karaya gum
dispersions in water have a pH between 4 and 5. Viscosity increases with pH, but so-

. .. .

does not tolerate water-miscible organic solvents. The major pharmaceutical applications
for gum karaya are bulk laxatives and denture adhesives.

6. Locust Bean Gum

Locust bean gum, a nonionic seed polysaccharide, with a straight-chain mannose back-
ne, as mute so u I rty 10 co water omp ete y ranon requires eaung to

82.2°C (l80°F). The method of solution preparation dramatically affects the final so
lution viscosity. Locust bean gum is not soluble in organic solvents. It is one of the more
efficient thickening natural polymers, along with guar, tragacanth, and karaya gums.
Solutions of locust bean gum are pseudoplastic and have no yield point. Solutions of lo
cust bean urn tend to react with inor anic salts es eciall divalent ions which rna
cause insolubilization, precipitation, or gelation. Combinations with other gums, such
as xanthan, form gels.
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ragacant um

Gum tragacanth NF is an anionic polysaccharide made up of a soluble portion, traga-. . " .

duce a highly viscous, colloidal dispersion. It is insoluble in alcohol or organic solvents.
Gum tragacanth is one of the most efficient natural polymer thickeners. The highest vis-. .. .

tion preparation causes a certain amount of degradation and, owing to chain scission,
a loss of at least 1/3 the viscosity achievable at lower temperatures. Tragacanth is graded. ... . ..

grade is slightly lower. Solutions of gum tragacanth exhibit pseudoplastic flow.
Tragacanth solutions are stable over a wide pH range. In fact, these solutions ex-. .

low pH food products, such as salad dressings and sauces. Divalent and trivalent cat
ions, as well as storage at elevated temperatures, may cause a reduction in viscosity.

8. Xanthan Gum

Xanthan gum NF is a natural anionic biopolysaccharide made up of different monosac-
charides, mannose, glucose, and glucuronic acids (Fig. 6) [26]. Soluble in water, but.. . .

vents. Xanthan gum exhibits pronounced pseudoplastic rheology, with a definite yield
point.

n

CH,OCCH 3 0

o MO - Na, K, 'I2Ca

Fig. 6 Idealized structure of xanthan gum. (From Ref. 26.)
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B. Cellulose Derivatives

fied natural polymers. It is common to use highly purified cotton or wood cellulose in
the manufacture of food- or pharmaceutical-grade cellulose ethers. The cellulose mol-

. . .. . .

its three possible sites for substitution. The degree of substitution of cellulose is defined
in terms of the average number of hydroxyl groups substituted per unit (up to a maxi-. . .. .

The Properties of cellulose derivatives depend on the nature of the substitutent, the
degree of substitution, and the uniformity of substitution. Native cellulose is not water-. .. . .

are rather polar. This apparent contradiction may be attributed to extensive hydrogen
bonding and associations that tightly bind polymer chains to one another in "crystalline". . . ..

grons, e y revenung I I U • U I I U ie ie
interf res with this self-association of 01 mer chains and allows water to interact more
easily with the remaining hydroxyl groups.

Even the addition of hydrophobic substiruents, such as methyl groups, can impart

tion. The number of substituted groups per monomer unit necessary to produce water
solubility varies with substitutent type. A degree of substitution (OS) of hydroxypropyl. ..

hydroxyethyl substituent makes this cellulose polymer water-soluble. As substitution is
increased. the cellulose ether begins to swell in organic solvents. At a OS of 2.3-2.5.. .

The uniformity of substitution is important to many polymer properties, including
aqueous and organic solubility. and enzyme resistance. Uniform substitution results in. . . . . .

is high (greater than 2.0) and the substitution is uniform, enzymes are blocked from
breaking the cellulose backbone. Thus, highly substituted cellulose derivatives are more

. .. .

Polymers for which the chains are not uniformly substituted, especially at lower OS
values, may not uniformly solvate. The result may be solutions containing undissolved. .

a clear solution.
All of the cellulose ethers are generally quite stable in aqueous solution. They are
. . .

HO

7

OH
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values below 3. The viscosity stability of solutions exposed to long-term elevated tern-
peratures is very good. Cellulose ethers with methyl substitution generally form a gel
at elevated temperatures. Gel formation is reversed when the temperature is reduced.
Nonionic cellulose ethers show good tolerance to most salts, although at higher levels
increased competition for the available water can salt out the cellulose ether. The level
at which this saltine out nhenomenon occurs deoends on the abilitv of the nolvmer to
compete for available water. Cellulose derivatives with more hydrophilic substituents,
such as hydroxyethyl groups, can tolerate greater levels of salts (Table 3).

l. Carboxymethylcellulose

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), an anionic polymer, is available in three grades:.. , ........, . ' . .. '.L r
IVVU, pllal ,allU L""J.lll;:)al;:)vu \'VILli a 'a••-...yv. -

lar weights and degrees of substitution. Carboxymethylcellulose is soluble in hot or cold
water, but not in organic solvents, It is offered in several degrees of substitution: 0.4.
V.I. u.v, anu I.L.. nigHer strbstmrrron reaos to greater water sOluuiIilY anu nener rorer-
ance to other solution components, such as salts. The sodium content of the polymer
increases with increasing substitution.

Carboxymethylcellulose IS more resistant to microbial attack than most natural gums,
hilt cot;lI ...,.• cot h", ;n U"''lt

.. 'lnA .• nr",c",r_
r . 'J r

vation of solutions is recommended. As with most hydrocolloids derivatives, long-term
exposure to extremes in temperature, pH, or oxidizers will result in chain scission and

1. 'T'!. .1'. " ..,,.,,. ...... _ v. .:" .......J

reversibly with increasing temperature. Permanent viscosity loss is seen only after ex-
tended times at elevated temperature or in combination with low pH. Salts containing

, .. ,. II ......,
un:; pVly 'a''''11l \1:;'0" rvt ) ",au;:)1:; Pl. VI ~ VI OUIII. 1111:;

rheology of aqueous carboxymethylcellulose solution depends on the degree of substi-
tution. Low-substituted carboxymethylcellulose products exhibit thixotropy; higher sub-
srirution ieacs to pseuttoptasttc Denavior.

2. Ethylcellulose

Ethylcellulose (EC) is available in several grades and types, but there are only two types
of "premium" food or pharmaceutical grades [28]. The commercial forms of ethyl-
cellulose are water-insoluble because of the high degree of hydrophobicity of the ethyl
substituent on the cellulose backbone. The average DS (degree of substitution) for
ethylcellulose NF is 2.3-2.5. Lower levels of ethyl substitution, not commercially avail-
able in the United States, exhibit water solubility. Ethvlcellulose has been used to thicken
alcoholic systems and to provide film formation for water-resistant sun screens. Organic
solutions of ethylcellulose will tolerate very little water before precipitation occurs. The

Table 3 Chemistry of Some Cellulose Derivatives

• ""J ..."'. llillllC

O-CH2-COONa Carboxymethylcellulose, cellulose gum
-OCH 1 Methvlcellulose
-O-C2Hs Ethy\cellulose
-O-C2H4-OH Hydroxyethylcellulose
-O-CH(CH3)-CH2OH Hydroxypropylcellulose
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use of ethylcellulose in typical liquid dispersion systems is very limited because of these
solubility properties.

3. Hydroxyethylcellulose

Hydroxycellulose (HEC) is a nonionic ether derivative of cellulose. Additional hydroxy. ... .

xyethylcellulose is shown in Fig. 8.
Hydroxyethylcellulose is soluble in water over a broad temperature range, to form

c ear, omogeneous so u ions a 0 no ge a e eva e emper ures. is no so u e
in organic solvents, but can tolerate addition of some water-miscible organic solvents
to aqueous polymer solutions. Solutions of hydroxyethylcellulose exhibit pseudoplastic
flow and have no yield point.

4. Methylcellulose

Methylcellulose (MC) is a nonionic cellulose ether made by reacting methyl chloride with
alkali cellulose [30). The degree of substitution specified in the USP monograph for

Meth lcellulose is soluble in cold water but not in hot water. Once in solution and
heated, methylcellulose solutions form an opaque, rigid gel that reversibly "melts" on
cooling to the original viscosity. The gelation temperature depends on polymer concen-. .

concentration on gel temperature. Methylcellulose is not soluble in organic solvents
except for solvent blends, such as methylene chloride-ethyl alcohol. The rheology of

.. . '"
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Fig. 8 Idealized structure of hydroxyethylcellulose. (From Ref. 29.)
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Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) is a nonionic cellulose ether available in a
variety of types and viscosities [30]. There are four distinct USP grades of hydro-
xypropyl methylcellulose, with varying levels of methyl and hydroxypropyl substitution.

The methyl substitution imparts to HPMC one of its unique features, thermal ge-
lation Th~ strenzth of the 11~1 and the ar which it forms (tlo· 90°(') denends
on the polymer substitution and concentration in water. Figure 9 shows the effect of
product type and concentration on gel temperature. Solutions of hydroxypropyl meth-

, .' ,Incp m~v hI'! .. • hv loss of .-
Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose is a surface-active agent and reduces surface ten-

sion and interfacial tension. Solutions of HPMC exhibit pseudoplastic rheology, and there
ic nn ,/;p]ti n,,;nt.- .-

C. Microcrystalline Cellulose

Dispersions of microcrystalline cellulose do not have viscosities that are significantly
greater than that of water. However, combinations with carboxymethylcellulose are used
to thicken aqueous solutions [31]. Cellulose in nature is made up of polymer chains
arranged in amorphouse and crystalline regions. In the manufacture of microcrystalline
cellulose, the amorphous segments are hydrolyzed and removed. To prevent aggrega-
tion after drying the microcrystals are coorocessed with sodium carboxvmethvIcellu-
lose and spray-dried (Avicel RC-591 and CL 611 grades) or bulk-dried (Avicel RC-501,
RC-581 grades).

These four zrades mav be disnersed in water to form colloidal disoersions Annroxi-
mately 93% of the product is the insoluble, but swellable, microcrystalline cellulose. The
spray-dried versions may be dispersed in water, with high shear. The bulk-dried ver-
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sions re uire ev n
crystalline particles.
formed.
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e co 01 a rsperstons 0 microcrys a me ce u ose en s ex I It t IXOtroPIC
rheology. Viscosity is not affected by temperature. The dispersions also exhibit a yield
point. Therefore, colloidal microcrystalline cellulose can be an effective suspension aid,
although it is a relatively inefficient thickener. Care must be taken to obtain a proper
colloidal dispersion. The microcrystalline cellulose should be fully dispersed in water
before the addition of other ingredients. Cations in the dispersion may cause product
flocculation, but protective colloids, such as cellulose gum or methylcellulose, can
minimize the problem. A pH of less than 4.0 may be expected to lead to flocculation.

D. Chitosan

solution must be kept below 6.0 to prevent precipitation or gelation. Chitosan may best
be formulated at the pH 2-3 region. The acid solutions of chitosan are compatible with

polymers.

1. Carbomer (Polyacrylic Add)

a pH of 2.8-3.2, but it does not dissolve [32]. Neutralization of the acid functionality
with a base, such as sodium, potassium, or ammonium hydroxide, produces negatively
c
aqueous systems. Carbomer also has solubility in a wide variety of polar organic sol
vents. Carbomer is an extremely efficient thickener in the neutralized state. The viscosity
o a car orner so ution rops rapt y In e presence 0 a monovaent sa , an even more
rapidly with salts containing di- and trivalent cations. Below a pH of 10, carbomer so
lutions are subject to viscosity loss under prolonged ultraviolet light exposure.

Solutions of carbomer are very pseudoplastic, They exhibit a yield value. Because
of the extreme shear-thinning, thick gels may be pumped easily. This shear-thinning has
made it an excellent choice as a thickener in creams and lotions.

H NH,

0-
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2. Polyvinylpyrrolidone

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is formed by polymerization of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone [33J... .

rinated compounds. Solutions of PVP in water exhibit a very low solution viscosity.
Polyvinylpyrrolidone acts as a protective colloid; it can also form complexes with many. . .

to cause precipitation. Complex formation with PVP has been used to modify the tox
icity of certain drugs or to enhance or prolong the action of others.

. .. .

from molds. Solutions are stable at elevated temperature, but viscosity drops reversibly
with increasing temperature. The pH of polymer solutions will not appreciably affect.. . . ., .
VIS Sl y, u pr CI 1 I 1 .

3. Polyvinylalcohol

Polyvinylalcohol (PVA) is manufactured through the hydrolysis of polyvinylacetate.
Manufacturers create different products by altering the chain length and degree of hy
drol sis of 01 vin lacerate [34]. Pol mers with 99% h drol sis are considered com-
pletely hydrolyzed, and varieties of partially hydrolyzed versions also are available. Com-

o •• •• •

agnestum

Magnesium aluminum silicate is a complex silicate that is refined to a white product.
The manufacturer states that stable a ueous dis ersions rna be re ared within a H
range of 3.5-11 [35]. Specialized grades permit this range to be extended. A new prod
uct, Veegum Plus, provides increased viscosity and a higher yield value when compared
with the standard material 36.

IX. SAMPLE FORMULATIONS

A. Trisulfapyrimldlnes Oral Suspensions

Veegum (magnesium aluminum silicate)
Syrup USP
Sodium citrate
Sulfadizaine
Sulfamerazine
Suifamethazine

1.00 g
90.60 g

0.78 g
2.54 g
2.54 g
2.54 g

the sodium citrate into the Veegum-syrup mixture. Premix the sulfa drugs and add to
the syrup. Stir and homogenize. Add sufficient 5% citric acid to adjust the pH of the

• I "
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to support and separate the drug particles. Veegum is partially flocculated by electro
lytes. Although the suspension eventually sediments, it can be redispersed without dif
ficulty.

B. Kaolin Mixture With Pectin

Sodium CMC 0.22 g
Purified water 79.12 g

aOln g
Pectin 0.44 g
Saccharin 0.09 g
Glycerin 1.85 g

Directions: Add Veegum and sodium CMC to water with continuous stirring. Add the. . ...

continuous mixing (from Remington's Pharmaceutical Sciences, 18th ed., Mack Pub
lishing Company, Easton, PA, 1990, p. 1542).. .
bilizer as well as an active in redient, The combination of Vee urn and CMC results
in augmented viscosity (greater than the sum of the viscosities of the two ingredients
measured separately) and an increase in yield value, which tends to keep the finely.. . . .. .

Veegum is xanthan gum.

A: Al-Mg Fluid Gel (Reheis Chemical)
B: Sorbitol solution 70%
C: Antifoam AF emulsion (Dow Chemical)
D: Methylparaben
E: Propylparaben

36.20 g
7.00 g
1.70 g
0.22 g
0.04 g

F: Flavor
G: Methocel K4M (Dow Chemical)
H: Deionized water

0.30 g
0.60 g

53.94

Directions: (1) combine C and H, using an Epenbach Homomixer: (2) add A, mix 10
min; (3) transfer to overhead stirrer; (4) combine Band F mix thoroughly and add to
ormu a w i e mixing; an com ine , , an upon so u Ion, a 0 res 0 or-

mula and mix 5 min (from Drug and Cosmet. Ind., (May): 48, 1985).
The sorbitol helps to avoid caking in antacid suspensions. The concentration of

et oce y roxypropy met y ce u ose In t IS ormation IS re anve y ow, so
that viscosity-building probably plays a minor role in stabilization. It may function here
as a protective colloid. The properties of this nonionic polymer are not affected very
much by electrolytes. There is also little effect of this polymer on the flocculation state
of the particles. Aluminum hydroxide particles are often positively charged, and many
anionic 01 mers will interact with them to roduce a 0 urtJike mass, because of ex-
cessive flocculation. Polyphosphates and other deflocculants may serve to avoid this
incompatibility [37].
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D. Glycerin (Glycerol) and Rose Water Lotion

Glycerin (glycerol) 48.8 g

0.2 g
0.2 g

g
qs

stir until the Carbopol 941 resin is fully dispersed; (2) add the glycerin; (3) add the
glyceryl monostearate; (4) mix in the perfume; and (5) lastly add the triethanolamine

. .

Triethanolamine is used to neutralize the Carbopol resin (carbomer). The resulting
product is a viscous liquid; at higher carbomer concentrations (about 0.5%), a gel would... ..

salts. Polar organic liquids can be thickened by neutralizing carbomer with an organic
base, such as an amine.

E. Cream Lotion Sham 00

68.85%
35.00%

0.20%
0.15%

Directions: (1) Add the Keltrol to the water slowly and with good agitation. Mix thor
oughly. (2) Add the Stepanol WAT. (3) Add the other ingredients (including color as

. . .

Kelco Div., Merck and Co., 2/81).
Xanthan gum is responsible for the texture of this dispersion. Solutions of this gum. . ....

F. Lubricant Jelly

Water, deionized
Propylene glycol

403.5 g
90.0 g

Keltrol T xanthan gum
Preservative and fragrane

1.0 g
to suit

Directions: (1) Slurry Kelcosol and Keltrol T in propylene glycol. (2) With good agi-
ation d m r f .

fragrance (from Kelco Product Formulation 55-5262, Kelco Div., Merck and Co., 3/
86).
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elhes 0 t e type exemp I te y t IS ormu anon are sometimes c aracterized as
"soft gels." They are very viscous solutions, with a small yield value. The gums (so
dium alginate and xanthan gum) provide the viscosity. They also contribute to the lu-
bricity of the product.

G. enslon

2.50 g
0.75 g

g
1.40 g
1.00 g

m
5.00 ml
0.18 g
0.02 g

q.s. to make 100 ml

an efficient agitator. Mix for at least 30 min or until the Avice! is completely
dispersed.

crystals form asymmetric aggregates (in the presence of low electrolyte concentrations)
that link to produce a three-dimensional network throughout the suspension. The net-

. . . . .

relatively low Avicel concentrations are required. High electrolyte concentrations reduce
interparticle repulsion, making it difficult to disperse Avice!. Sequestrants may be of

. ..

The CMC acts as a protective colloid, facilitating dispersion of the microcrystal
line cellulose. Xanthan gum also functions well for this purpose.
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of Dis erse Dosa e Forms

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

I. INTRODUCTION

Disperse systems have been broadly classified as systems in which one substance, the
dispersed phase, is distributed throughout another substance, the continuous phase or
ve IC e. ey are Important to p armacy ecause 0 err WI esprea use. armaceu
tical dosage forms that can be classified as disperse systems are suspensions, emulsions,
creams, ointments, pastes, foams, suppositories, and aerosols. These dosage forms are
used for many routes of administration (e.g., oral, ermatological, opht almic, paren
teral, respiratory, and rectal). Depending on the route of administration, the disperse
phase may vary in particle size from less than I urn for inhalation and ophthalmic use,
to about 10-100 urn for dermatological use, and up to 200 urn for oral use. A small
particle size will hasten dissolution and also reduce the chance of abrasion to suscep
tible tissues.

Although disperse pharmaceutical dosage forms are relatively complex to formu
late and prepare, bulky, and prone to various routes of physical degradation (i.e., seg
re ation a re ation coalescence and cakin which lead to inaccurate dosin there
are certain advantages to their use. If the drug is easily oxidized or hydrolyzed, a dis
perse system, when compared with a solution, may provide adequate shelf life for the

ro 1. Also for e von n h el rl n ral fl id i rs form lin
is easier to administer than a tablet or capsule. For drugs that are poorly soluble, dis
perse dosage forms are smaller in volume than a solution of the same dose and, there-. . . . . .

masking the taste of drugs.
Although a disperse pharmaceutical dosage form can be considered readily avail-. . . ...

clear. Frequently, the drug must first dissolve in the vehicle before it can be absorbed.
Here, the dissolution rate of the drug, first in the vehicle, then into the environment in. . . .

be present at the site of administration or absorption for a relatively short time. This
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may limit the bioavailability or therapeutic effectiveness by limiting the amount of drug
present at its active site. Because of the relative instability of disperse systems when they
come into contact with the body fluids present at the absorption site, correlations be-
tween in vitro dosage form performance and in vivo behavior can be difficult to ascer
tain. As a result, physiological and anatomical constraints at various sites of adminis
tration si nificantl influence the bioavailabilit of a dru when formulated in dis erse
systems as much as do the formulation factors. Consequently, the formulator must have
a fundamental understanding of the environment in which the drug resides before the
absor tion of dru or a oorl bioavailable roduct rna result.

II. FORMULATION FACTORS AFFECTING DRUG RELEASE FROM

A. Wetting

medium. If the material from which a suspension is prepared exhibits hydrophobic
characteristics, it is difficult to remove air from the particle surface. Entrapped air of-.. . . . .

tion or in other wa s the eneration of an unstable sus ension. Poor wettin of in-
dividual drug particles gives rise to disperse formulations with poor physical stability
and poor dissolution properties. Entrained air decreases the effective surface area for dis-. . . .

B. Particle Size

ISSO unon rate IS a irect ncnon 0 tota sur ace area or a isperse p ase. e
surface area increases inversely with the particle size according to the expression,
S; = 6/d, where S; is the specific surface area and d is the average particle diameter.The
United States Pharmacopeia (USP) requires that griseofulvin, for example, have a spe
cific surface area between 1.3 and 1.7 m2/g. This area corresponds to an average par
ticle size between 3 and 4 urn. Such a particle size is important to achieve adequate
absorption of a poorly soluble drug such as griseofulvin. Insulin suspensions also have
particle size requirements that affect their onset and duration of action. Extended action
zinc insulin suspensions are crystalline and have a particle size of 10-40 urn. which
delays onset of action for 4-6 h and prolongs action to 36 h. On the other hand, prompt
zinc insulin suspensions are composed of amorphous particles, with a particle size smaller
than 2 urn. which gives a prompt onset of action in 1-3 h and a duration of action of
12-16 h.

C. Viscoslt

The overall viscosity of a dispersion arises from two sources-the intrinsic viscosity of
the dispersion medium and interaction of the particles of dispersed phase. The intrinsic. . .. . .
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III. PRINCIPLES OF DRUG RELEASE FROM DISPERSE SYSTEMS

A. Particulate Dissolution Models

1. Diffusion-Controlled Dissolution

To evaluate the dissolution characteristics of solid particles, one must consider two
aspects or such systems. The nrst aspect concerns the most appropnate OaSlC mooers
for single particle or monosized multiparticulate systems. The second aspect is: How
does the size distribution affects the dissolution profiles for polydisperse systems, and
how are these effects included in the basic dissolution models? First, dissolution mod-
els without size distribution effects will be considered, then various approaches to ac-
count for polvdispersitv will be reviewed.

The basic diffusion-controlled model for solid dissolution was developed by Noyes
and Whitney [1,2] and was later modified by Nernst [3]. This model is represented by
the followinz eouation:

dQ DA[Cs - Cb ]
(I)=

fit h

ulhprp

dQIdt = dissolution rate
D = diffusion coefficient
h ,. ~~ . 1.,,,~.....

'J

CS = solubility
Cb = bulk solution concentration

c, .C
rA "U, , .."'''' ..,"'.. v, 1'''''''''''''

This model assumes that a rapid equilibrium is achieved at the solid-liquid interface,
nroducinz a saturated solution that diffuses into the bulk solution across a thin laver of
solution, called the diffusion layer. This diffusion process across the diffusion layer is
rate-controlling, which effectively converts the heterogeneous process of dissolution to
nnp hv the of l irmirl-nhase Fven the

~ - ~ . . . ~

concept of a stagnant or unstirred layer of liquid adhering to the solid surface is some-
what naive, models using this concept have been useful and have been the basis for

, " rnn..~
, ,.

'-' . -J

For spherical particles with a changing surface area, Hixson and Crowell [4] de-
rived the well-known cube-root relationship shown below:

W1/3= WOl /3 - KId (2)t

where...
Yl't pa,"",,,... Wt::I~11l 'U trruc , I

Wo = initial particle weight
KI/3 = dissolution rate constant

Under sink conditions (i.e., where Cs » Cb) , the dissolution rate constant KI/3 is given
by the expression, (47t/3p2) 1/3. DCs/h, where p is the solid density and other symbols
::Irp ::I" c: Thp -r, ~" f'nhp-rnnt .. ic rrmct n"pfnl fnr. .
the dissolution of macroscopic solid spheres [5] in which the diffusion layer is consid-
ered constant and small compared with the size of the sphere.
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i-or muinparncurate systems, tne iuxson-Crowen cube-root reranonsrnp nas snown
some utility [6]. In such systems Eq. (2) can be applied with WI and Wo representing
the total mass of monosized spherical particles, and the rate constant, K1I3, would in-
elude a factor, N"? (number of particles). Not all such dissolution data can be explained
by the cube-root relationship which led Niebergall and Goyan [7] to derive the square-
root relationship shown below:

WI/Z = W
O

l /2 - K
II2

t (3)I
.. . . .

unuer SlIlK , lne rate 1\1/2 IS given ny me expression,
(37t/2p)1/2. DCs/k, where k is the proportionality constant between diffusion layer thick-
ness and particle size. In this model, Niebergall and Goyan assumed that the diffusion
layer exhibits a square-root dependency on particle srze. This conclusion was reached
empirically, based on the observation that a square-root dependency on weight gave a
constant dissolution rate constant for different particle size fractions of a particular solid.
The cube-root constant varied under these conditions.

Neither the cube-root nor the square-root models were intended to describe particle
dissolution down to verv small sizes. Hizuchi and Hiestand rSl attemoted to deal with
particulate dissolution systems in which the size was much smaller than the diffusion
layer thickness. wun sucn an assumpnon, tney aenvea tne rouowmg retauonsrup:

W 2/3 - w: 2/3 K t (4)I - 0 - 2/3

Under sink conditions, the dissolution rate constant KZI3 is given by the expression,
2J2/3JP )2/3 D~. They showed that this model correlated well with data for the dis-

• ro.+'" •• ;.. 'u........ rOl
°J'r L" J'

Under nons ink conditions more complex mathematical models have been derived to
describe the time course of particulate dissolution [10, II]. These models are mathemati-
cauy . :lUIIlI;; allu UI ust:: Iur _ .. lU pitl

systems,
Other conditions for describing the dissolution behavior of particulate systems have

come trom tne work ot Mauger ana Howard L12,UJ. .mey nave appneu NIelsen s modet
[14] for the hydrodynamics around a falling sphere to modify the Higuchi-Hiestand
model to explicitly include a factor for the effect of hydrodynamics on diffusion layer
thickness. They have applied their approach to the dissolution behavior of suspensions.

To account for the size distribution effects in most real particulate dissolution sys-
tems has been a more challenging problem than the development of the basic single or
monosized particulate models. In general, the initial size distribution can be described
by

rN = nj 'dQoj (5)
Om

where
Qos = smallest initial size
" : ..:.: ...1 ,,:~..
r ot ......_. ~.~-

n, = number of particles of size Qoi

N = total number of particles
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The total particle mass is

raol raal( no"
tv - laos wn.aa.; - J

aos
l- 6 .Jal n.aa; (6)

where
wi = weight of particles of size ai

To properly account for distribution effects, two time periods during the dissolu-
non process must oe consioereo: one pence oerore any parucies compretery Oissolve ana
a second after the first (i.e., smallest) particles have dissolved. The time at which the
first changes to the second is called the critical time, t.. The t, for a particular system
can be calculated, It the mttial particle size distnbunon IS known, by apptymg one or
the previous models [see Eqs. (2-4)] to the smallest-sized particles in the system. Af-
ter tc' the lower limit for the distribution integrals [see Eq. (5) or (6)] becomes the small-
est particle from the original distribution that still exists at time, t.

Higuchi and Hiestand [7] considered that many drug powders exhibit log-normal size
distributions, which could be approximated by n, = K/(ao;)4, Later they observed that
the distribution of micronized methylprednisolone could be approximated by

rf " rn, ~ .. I. r, ~,

Hi H-t \I-'oil L0 J. ,-,al allU lYlUlOa L1.JJ u~aH 11IVI ~ • \IV lUI a IV,!:;-lIVlll1al pal-

ticulate system, which led to the following expression:

W = fOg aol ( NrcP)[a
o

; - 2ociJ. 1
logaos 6 h .J21t log 0' geo (7)~

eXPL-IfL (tog ageo - log ao/lOg 0' geo H" a log aoi

where
crgeo = log-normal standard deviation
ageo = geometric mean size

......... ' .L L
-' ""• II"'] ~lIa~ UIIOU 'wall ~ __ '.Y'~J __ II Ul~ UIIOU 110 U UII-

cated at 310gcrgeo' Computer simulations of Eq. (7) for various log-normal powder dis-
tributions were presented by these authors to show how their equations would work in

~.. , , .. - .. ' I Ul;lI -.- .- 1Ii1:S UI;I; 11 'wI i1:S ... '0 :SUIIIC::: L10J.

Brooke has also dealt with log-normal size distributions [17]. His equation for the
weight undissolved (W,) is given below:

~ = r[exp 3(/l+3cr212)] (l-F[lnt-(/l+3cr2)/O'])

- 3rr[exp 2(/l+O'2/2) [ (l-F[lnt-(/l+2O'2)/crD

+ 3rr2 [exp (/l+cr2/2] (l-F[lnt-(/l+cr2)/cr])

- n 3 (l-F[lnt-/lcr]) (8)

where
r = npN/6.. ' ~ ."_.. . ,,. ...,, a. Lilli" •

(t = 2DCl/p)

11 = log-normal mean size
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cr = log-normal standard deviation
F[ ] = standard normal distribution variable

~ .
even .., Llllli • Iii . , 1L Iii LIIC:lL IIU .., ,11t: I eyulrt:u,
and the expression can be evaluated with a calculator and standard mathematical tables.
Brooke points out potential problems with using truncated distributions versus the ex-
act log-normal distrrbunon. One must know whether a truncated drstnbuuon or the exact
distribution better represents the actual drug powder employed. If one or the other is
used incorrectly, the effect can be to omit or add a significant mass of large particles.
which could give poor fit between the dissolution model and experimental data.

Veng-Pedersen and Brown have represented a series of papers attempting to deal
with size distribution and nonspherical particle shape problems in a comprehensive fash-
ion [18-23]. They have proposed an approach requiring dissolution data normalization
and time scaling that deals with the aforementioned size distribution problems in a uni-
fied fashion. Figure I shows general normalized dissolution profiles of powders. initially
log-normally distributed, dissolving according to the three aforementioned panicle models
[23]. By normalizing and scaling the time axis c. where c is the fraction of time required
for dissolution the effect of size distribution on each model can be easilv.
observed and compared. The Higuchi-Hiestand model (m = 3/2) appears most sensi-
tive to size distnbuuon errecrs ana the Hixson-crowell mooet (m - .5) the least sensi-
tive. Such a plot also shows that initial dissolution data appears quite linear for each
model, but the initial slopes deviate markedly from the theoretical slope of -I for an
ideal monodisperse system (dashed line). Thus, good linearity m such plots IS not suf-
ficient to demonstrate the powder is monodispersed nor that size distribution effects are
negligible. The approach of Veng-Pedersen and Brown is supported by only limited
experimental dissolution data (i.e., on tolbutamide [20] and glyburide [21] powders).
There needs to be further experimental evaluation of this approach to determine its
robustness and ease of use.

1 :--

· 8 ~'"
"

~~"
~
~

· 60

3:
<, m·2 .......
3:

~"
~

· 4

· 2
~

~

u 0 • 2 . 4 . 6 .8 1

TIME FRACTION
Fig. 1 Normalized dissolution profiles of powders initially log-normal: m = 3/2, Higuchi-
Hiestand model; m = 2, Niebergall-Goyan model; m = 3, Hixson-Crowell model; dashed line
represents a monouisperse powuer.
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a suura as recen y eva ua e e ISSO u IOn e avior 0 mono isperse
and polydisperse powders of alkylparabens. He has shown good correlation of expres
sions derived on the basis of the cube-root relationship [see Eq. (2)] with multiparticulate
dissolution data. He was also able to show that powdered mixtures prepared from two
different particle sizes followed predicted dissolution profiles.

Even though diffusion-controlled dissolution processes appear to predominate, there are
., .

appear to be rate-controlling. Wurster and Taylor, in their review [26], refer to examples
for which diffusion-controlled dissolution does not completely account for the observed. .. . .

of prednisolone polymorphs [27] as well as conditions under which adsorbed surfactants
alter the surface properties of the dissolving solid [28]. Wurster and Kildsig [29] also. .. . . ..
high concentrations of caffeine as a complexing agent have been employed.

Piccolo and Tawashi [30-32] studied the effect of adsorbed dyes on particle disso-. ... .. .

low levels of several d es on dieth lstilbestrol and other dru s. The demonstrated that
both anionic and cationic dyes can produce dissolution inhibition of diethylstilbestrol at
concentrations as low as 0.1 mg/ml [32]. Figure 2 shows the relative dissolution rate.. " . .

dissolution could be inhibited almost tenfold with the typical maximal inhibition being
three- to fivefold. Further support for surface inhibition of drug dissolution by dyes or

L" __.__ .•• _.'·___ ••

Work on the dissolution mechanism of cholesterol into complex bile salt-lecithin
systems has also been clearly shown to be surface-controlled in some systems [33-36].

DYE CONe. (~.tg/ml)

Fig. 2 Relative dissolution rates of diethylstilbestrol as a function of dye concentration. Key:
A, D&C Green No.5; B, FD&C Red No.3; C, Malachite Green; D, Ext. D&C Blue No. I;
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surface-controlled dissolution processes. Surface control has often been invoked to ac-
count for unusual dissolution behavior, but on more detailed study of several such claims,
no clear evidence ot surtace control has been round Ljf>J.

3. Experimental Methods

Experimental test systems for measuring the dissolution characteristics of multiparticulate
solids or suspensions have been quite varied. A simple method has been reported to
.t. .t. ~ .c ,a, .11 • ,L ,t. .e

vu."......... p' v ......" v. I:"~ _ .•• v,,,,,, ",v. ,"'...........'" . o .....'" v

the powders [37]. For nitrofurantoin formulations, dissolution profiles have been obtained
for both tablets and suspensions by the USP method for tablets [38]. More recently,
rvrauger anu nowaru P~'''UJ nave sruuieu me uissolUdon cnaraclerisdcs OJ prednrsotone
acetate suspensions. They have employed the spin-filter system of Shah [41], which is
particularly useful for suspensions and disintegrating dosage forms, since the rotating
cylindrical filter IS noncioggmg and, tnus, permits etncient mterrmttent or continuous
sampling, Both particle size and suspending agent gave rise to significant differences in
dissolution profiles for three commercial ophthalmic suspensions. These same authors
have subsequently used this same method to evaluate dissolution profiles for various-sized

r ,~,

VI r L'tVJ.

B, - ,A .. .... From - -
The study of drug release from or through emulsion systems has received considerable
treatment, both theoretically and experimentally, in the past 40 years. There have been
models for drug penetration through viscous emulsion systems, typified by topical for-
mulations, as well as models for less viscous systems, typified by oral emulsions. In-
terfacial transport mechanisms in such systems have been of interest as models for bio-
logical transport into and through lipoidal membranes.

The earliest emulsion release or permeation models in the pharmaceutical literature
were hv •• ' , and ••. •. f421 Thev drew an the dielec-. ~ ~

tric behavior of heterogeneous systems and their permeability coefficients (P). They
found that the Clausius-Mosotti [see Eq. (9)] and Bruggeman [see Eq. (10)] equations
"hr""., h",I,...", ,,,,,,11 ",;.h r1., .... F,...,. ... :1 I\ll/A\ "'.,.,' .1";".,,,

(~ -In
=
(~- 1;) <1>

, D "l D \ ID "lD\ 2 (9)
\ • C ~ 'II \ ' 2 ~, II

/ n 1/3 / n nI 'I I = (I - <1>2) 'I '2 (10)
~ ,~ -IL

wnere
PI: = effective permeability coefficient
PI = external phase permeability coefficient
Y2 - mternar phase perrneaouity coerncrent

<1>2 = internal phase volume fraction
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In this equation, the permeability coefficients (P) are defmed as DjKj (D - diffusion
coefficient; K = partition coefficient). Equation (9) can be rearranged to explicitly give
P, as a function of PI' P2, and <1>2:

P. =
~[~ (1 + <1>2) + 2~(I - <1>2)]

r. R(l- <1>~) + P'(2 + <1>~)
(11)

A similar simplification of Eq. (10) is not possible. Both expressions [Eqs. (9) and (10)]
are reasonable representations for the permeation characteristic of such disperse systems
[42]. For the amount released (Q) as a function of time, the assumption of a quasi-in-
finite reservoir gave adequate fit to the data up to at least 30% released. Such an as-
sumption leads to a concentration profile [C(x.t)] for this system described by the fol-
lowing error function (ert) expression:

rot .\ ro~_~
X

.....,~ ,I .....r.-.. 2~Dr.t (1 L)

where
Cr. = effective initial concentration
x uistance

Dr. = effective diffusion coefficient

A ... Fil'lc'l: firer IIIW of .,~~ t t _nlJr/lJr\ to Fn (l 'J\ IInrl . ovpr.. ~ . '" '-'

time gives

rs:
Q = 2Cr.A~-:- (13)

Ulhprp

Q = amount released as a function of time
A = release area

Such equations Ignore specific details, such as emulsion droplet size or distribution,
the possible presence of oil-water interfacial barriers, and the effect of micelles in the
external phase. Models have been derived for uptake of drug into the internal phase of
an O/W emulsion, assuming that external (aqueous) phase diffusion of micellar-solubi-
lized drug is rate-limiting [42] as shown in the following:

In
a pA o,

= - --+ Ddm t (14)
a - PCdo <1>2 • sc;

where
K = micellar partition coefficient

r rI .."o in ",i1
-00 ·0

Csa = surfactant concentration
Dd = free drug diffusion coefficient

1"'1 .. . . .. ~~ . ~~ .
~am ~·~o

a,p = precalculated functions of K, Csa' D, true oil/water partition coefficient,
and total initial drug content.
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In I (15)

where 8, E, and yare complex constants of experimental parameters (Csa' Cdrn, K, elec
trical surface potential, and so forth), which can be independently determined. Again,. .. .. ... .

with experimental results.
More complex models have been proposed that include droplet size distribution and. . .,

dt) caused by an emulsion droplet of particular size (a) is:

de.
---=

dt Ka, (D, + aiP)

where
Da = aqueous diffusion coefficient

= permea I tty coe icient 0 an Inter ace
C; = aqueous drug concentration

Cwi = aqueous drug concentration at the surface of droplet of size aj

(16)

K = oil-water partition coefficient

For an emulsion of known size distribution, a series of equations based on Eq. (16) can.. .

release profiles from such emulsions. It is apparent that emulsifier effects arise in the
interfacial permeability term P, which will vary with emulsifier type and concentration.

IV. IN VITRO-IN VIVO CORRELATIONS

or over years, s ies ave een con uc e 0 corre a e in vi ro isso u ion es re-
sults with in vivo parameters. Since Levy and Procknal [45) showed a linear correla
tion between the percentage of aspirin absorbed in vivo with the percentage dissolved
In vitro or ta et osage orms, Improvements In met 0 s an corre auons wit In VIVO
data have been sought. Excellent reviews [46-48) were written about in vitro-in vivo
correlations.

Cabana [48), in his 1973 review, revealed that 80-90 % of documented nonbio
equivalence resulted from poor dissolution. By the late 1960s and early 1970s. assay
technology had also developed to the point that plasma concentrations of most drugs
could be adequately detected. Consequently, studies were conducted on many generic
and standard products to determine the extent of nonbioequivalence.

The results of these studies indicated that a si nificant number of eneric and stan-
dard products were nonbioequivalent. Therefore, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 1977. initiated regulations that required manufacturers of generic products to
show bi ivai n f re r eivin r val m w n ri r T
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bioavailability regulations pub IS ed y A [ SpeCI ie e types 0 stu ies t at cou
satisfy a bioequivalence requirement for a particular product. In addition to well-con
trolled human studies, FDA stipulated that an in vitro test that had been correlated with
human in vivo bioavailability data could be used to satisfy a bioequivalence requirement.

Studies involving in vitro-in vivo correlations often included suspensions as a ref
erence standard for com arison with tablets and ca sules. For exam Ie, Bates et a1. (50
successfully correlated the percentage of salicylamide dissolved in 15 and 20 min with
the amount of drug excreted in I h. In a similar study, a suspension of micronized
ox ze am was com ared with four tablet formulations 51 . Peak serum concentration
was used as a measure of absorption rate, which correlated linearly with the percent
age dissolved in vitro in 5 min using a 3-L-flask apparatus.. .

bioavailability differences. The following example illustrates that correlations and, hence,
dissolution standards are necessary for oral suspensions to ensure bioequivalence. Col-. . . ,

tion of in vivo data of seven different commercially available oral trisulfapyrimidine
suspensions. The in vivo measurement of peak serum levels of sulfadiazine was linearly

. "',

was used at 37°C and 25 m in 900 ml of H 3.4 a ueous medium. The ran e of
percentage dissolved was 20-100%, with an observed range of peak serum levels of 6-12
mg/ml for the commercial suspensions. An equally good correlation was obtained for
sulf m r zin " .

differences that can exist for suspension dosage forms containing sulfonamide drugs.

Disperse dosage forms are usually administered parenterally, orally, and topically. Figure. " .. .
systems. The absorption barrier for each route of administration is the layer that is most
resistant to drug penetration. Frequently, this barrier is the layer that is in contact with. . ... .

livery, the rate-limiting barrier can be muscle or adipose tissue, or it may be the cap
illary endothelium. Although it is important to identify the rate-limiting barrier to ab-. .

clearance properties, can also have significant effects on bioavailability. The formulator's
knowledge of both the physicochemical properties of the dosage form, along with the
'" . . .

development of an optimally bioavailable disperse dosage form.

For all but very hydrophobic compounds transferring across the skin, the rate-limiting
barrier is the stratum corneum- I r
metabolically inactive cells. The cells are flattened and hexagonal and represent the
remains of the living epidermis, which is the layer directly below the stratum corneum.

. ....

of the body the thickness is about 10 urn. The hydration level of the stratum corneum
is about 10-25 %. Several possible pathways for percutaneous absorption exist across the
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Fig. 3 A comparison of the superficial layers of the skin, eye, and gastrointestinal tract perti
nent to drug absorption.

cells themselves. Most of this movement takes place through the hydrated keratin lay
ers ana is rrequenuy r\;I\;U \;U to as me poiar rome. , -me- ruuie,
follows a pathway between the cells where compounds interact with a liquid crystalline
phase of lipids. Hydrophobic drugs dissolve in this lipid phase and diffuse across the
stratum corneum by passing through the spaces between the cells. The epiderrms ana
the dermis are situated just below the stratum corneum. They frequently provide much
less resistance to drug penetration than does the stratum corneum, yet they can provide
a formidable barrier to hydrophobic compounds for which the solubilities in the lipoi
dal stratum corneum are much greater than their affinities for the more aqueous envi
ronment of the epidermal and dermal tissues. The third pathway, the transfollicular route,
follows along the hair shafts to reach the systemic circulation through the capillaries and
venules that supply the hair follicle.

B. Eye

The epithelium of the cornea provides the greatest diffusional resistance for most oph-
thalmic arugs. H comains nve to six layers ana is aoout :>v urn micK. s U1t:U1-

brane, the stroma, Descemet's membrane, and the endothelium are adjacent layers, but
only with lipophilic drugs do these layers provide significant resistance to penetration.
J ne nyaratton level or tne cornea IS 1'/5 '1V, wrncn IS sigmncanuy greater than mat or me
skin. The surface area of the corneal absorption site is about 1.2 cm-, compared with
typical application site areas for the skin that are 2-25 em". Although the transcorneal
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route is considered to be the primary pathway to the internal eye tissues, scleral per
meation as well as access through conjunctival blood vessels are possible alternatives.. .

bioavailability owing to the clearance of the solution by the lacrimal duct. Depending
on the volume instilled, the cleared volume may contain sufficient drug for absorption

C. Gastrointestinal Tract

I. Stomach

The gastric mucosa is composed of a simple columnar epithelium, with numerous in-
.. .

2. Small Intestine

renewal rate of 2 days. The total length is approximately 300 em, and the total surface
area is about 2 million cm-, owing to the many folds (villi) on the mucosal surface.

pproximate y one- a 0 e tota a sorp ive sur ace area 0 e sma mtes me exists
within the first 25% of its length (duodenum and proximal jejunum). The mucosal cells
in the small intestine are capable of absorbing both nonionized and ionized compounds.
The absorption of nonionized compounds generally occurs by passive diffusion across
the lipoidal cell membrane, whereas the absorption of ionized compounds frequently
requires the presence of a specific carrier on the cell surface, or a specialized pathway
accessible to small electrolytes. The pH within the small intestine varies along its length.
Generally, the pH ranges within each segment are as follows: duodenum, 4.5-6.5; je
junum, 5-7; and ileum, 6.5-7.5. The pH changes are mediated by the secretions present
within the small intestine, some of which contain bicarbonate, bile salts, water, and many
digestive enzymes. Because of the rather harsh environment within the intestinal lumen,
dru instabilit within the small intestine can be a limitation to ood oral bioavailabilit .

Gastrointestinal absorption is not complete until drug reaches the systemic circula
tion. Therefore, the drug must cross the hepatoportal system intact and enter the infe
rior vena cava before bein s stemicall bioavailable. Conse uentl rmeabilit across
the epithelial cell layer, although rate-determining, is only the initial step in the process
constituting gastrointestinal absorption.

3. Large Intestine (Colon)

The large intestine is approximately one-half the length of the small intestine (150 em)
. . .
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ever, which can be responsible for the metabolism of drug agents before their absorp
tion. Significant water is reabsorbed within the colon, and some charged species are also. . .

4. Rectum

region is considerably thicker than that of the rest of the large intestine, and the rectal
tissue is more highly vascularized. Approximately one-third of the rectal blood supply

. . .. . . .
v u ys em. IS

blood flow pattern enables some fraction of drug compound absorbed from the rectum
to bypass the hepatoportal system and to enter the systemic circulation without under-
gomg epanc meta 0 Ism.

D. Oral CaVity

The mucosae within the oral cavity are characterized by regions of both keratinized and
nonkeratinized stratified squamous epithelium. The regions of keratinization include most

palate, the floor of the mouth, the lips, and the cheek (buccal region), all are non-
keratinized. As with other mucosal tissues, the oral mucosa is most permeable to lipo
philic, nonionized compounds. The total surface area of the oral mucosa is in the range
of 200 ern", and the mucosa ran es in thickness from 100 to 600 m. The keratinized
tissues appear to be a barrier to some, but not all, permeants [54]. Similar to the skin,
the intercellular space also represents a significant permeability barrier. Although the

w r i
pass hepatic metabolism, the tissues themselves are quite metabolically active, and a
significant fraction of applied drug may be lost to local metabolism before absorption.

. .

that of the cornea and the skin.

Although drug delivery to the vaginal mucosa is frequently limited to treatment of lo
cal infection or inflammation, s stemic abso tion from this site is also a ossibilit . The
vaginal mucosa is an approximately 150- to 200-Jlm-thick layer of stratified squamous
epithelium, which overlies a connective tissue layer (lamina propria), and layers of cir
cular and Ion itudinal muscles fibers. The mucosa does not contain lands rather the
surface is bathed by cervical secretions. These secretions are generally acidic (pH 4-6),
as a result of the metabolism of glycogen, present in high concentration in the epithe-

.. . . . v .

bacterial flora; therefore, it is important that vaginal dosage forms neither affect the
bacterial populations present, nor significantly alter the pH at the mucosal surface.

VI. METHODS OF ASSESSING DRUG BIOAVAILABILITY

absorption. Both the rate and extent of absorption are assessed separately from profiles
of the concentration of drug in systemic fluids (usually blood or plasma) over time fol-. .
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Figure 4 illustrates a typical plasma concentration-time curve following drug ab
sorption in which the maximum drug concentration (Cmu ) is reached at 'max' Plots of
drug concentration-time curves, such as shown in Fig. 4, can be characterized well by
the following equation:

where

V(k
a

- K) 'co

.VI
co J (II)

C = plasma concentration
F = fraction of the dose D absorbed
k = first-order absorption rate constant
K = first-order elimination rate constant
V = the apparent volume of distribution

Aunougn rsq. ~ 1 I) tneoreucany represents a orug tnat rouows one-compartment
model pharmacokinetics, it is often correct empirically to represent the plasma profile
of a drug that may also follow multicompartmental pharmacokinetics.

Equation (17) accurately predicts changes 10 the plasma concentration of a drug
tho ovtont ",f "' .. tho .. ,.,to ",f' • :~. ~ h .. tho

.' .v ~. • , .~ ~J .,y

from the dosage form. The extent of absorption is measured by F, whereas the rate of
absorption is proportional to ka• Figures 5 and 6 show the expected changes in the drug

,.., '" ".L r: T'

aUVII" ''111'" p'VIl'" II "'Ll'''' "'a v, ~ ~

These two parameters are theoretically ideal for measuring the rate and extent of
absorption, but difficulties arise that discourage their use in bioavailability assessment.
~ • ~ n ••~
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centration-time curve, and the subscripts 0 and iv represent the oral and intravenous
routes of administration:

(18)

Although AVC can be easily determined by summing trapezoids (Fig. 4), many
drugs cannot be administered by rapid intravenous injection without submitting the sub
iect to the risk of toxicit from a hi h dose of dru . The arameter k can be determined
by the method of residuals, or by established deconvolution methods [55J. Either way,
temporal variations in plasma level or the need to accurately assess F before determin
in k results in unreliable estimates of k 56-58,

Consequently, parameters with less error associated with their estimation have re
placed F and ka. Cmax ' {max' and AVCIl, although less than ideal theoretically, have proved

. ... . .

max =
FDk

V(ka - K) ( 19)

=

A (21)

In E. 19, C is a function of both k and F, such that chan es in either rate
or extent of absorption also result in changes of Cmax.' However, as long as the same
subjects are crossed over in a comparative study and K remains constant, {max changes

. .

Observed (Cma)\, (max' and AUC) and pharmacokinetic parameters (ka and F) can be
used to measure the bioavailability of oral products. However, observed parameters are

pendence from modelistic assumptions. A statistical analysis is applied to the rate or
extent, or both, measurements to determine if a difference exists between two generic

., ,

max max

sorption for two or more products, whereas, a difference in the extent of absorption
occurs if Cmax and AUCo are statistically different. Standard deviations associated with
t e measurement 0 {max are 0 ten re anve y ign; t ere ore, {max associate wit two
different products may not show statistically significant differences with this parameter,
This occurs because {max is a discrete measurement, not necessarily associated with the
theoretically correct value represented by Eq. (20). Values of {max for individual sub
jects will be associated with the sampling times, which may not be chosen over small
enou h intervals, resultin in lar e differences in the observed t values for individuals.

Whereas F measures the absolute bioavailability of a drug product, a ratio of the
AUC for the test (or generic) product to a reference standard of the same drug is a mea-
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Relative bioavailability ::: AUCtest

AUCstnd

Donovan and Flanagan

(22)

It is important to distinguish between absolute and relative bioavailabiliry. For ex
ample, a generic and standard product may yield an average AUC of 55 and 65% of

availability. However, when the relative bioavailability is determined (55/65 = 0.85),
the generic product may be acceptable, provided the parameter differences for rate and

sidered bioequivalent and, therefore, therapeutically equivalent. Consequently, oral prod
ucts may be acceptable for clinical use, yet possess poor absolute bioavailability because

. - ... .. ..

On the other hand, if the reduction in bioavailability is due to formulation variables, the
formulator should consider correcting the problem. A reduction in bioavailability is. . .

administration. Before approval by the FDA, many generic drug products are tested for
bioequivalence to an appropriate standard. However, not all generic drug products must

Some drugs do not present a known or potential bioequivalence problem. Each year the
US? publishes a list of drugs, identifying currently marketed drug products, relative to
.. . . .

ucts and Legal Requirements is available from the United States Pharmacopeial Conven
tion.

A. Dermatological Bioavailability

delivery systems is governed by one of two factors: (a) penetration rate of drug through
the skin and, in particular, penetration through the stratum corneum which, in most

solution, ointment, gel, polymer, or device).
The skin is a living dynamic organ that has permeability characteristics that depend

I . Thickness of stratum corneum
2. lnte rit of stratum corneum
3. Hydration level of skin
4. Partition coefficient

iii

Factors I and 2 are manifested in age, sex, race, and body region effects on skin
permeability. Factors 3 and 5 are manifested when formulation or treatment conditions
are altere that at ect the sxms overa permea I uy c aractensncs, actor IS marn
fested in the lipophilicity of the drug or the relative solubilities of drug in stratum
corneum versus donor vehicle.
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Since skin is a heterogeneous, laminated substance, its permeability characteristics
can be viewed as a series of barriers. The total diffusional flux through these barriers
m:w he • hv:

I
J = tJ.C (23)

L,;, I II £j

where. . ...
J . i:1In;; II UI\

p. = permeability coefficient of a particular barrier
I

tJ.C = concentration difference

Total mass flow can be obtained from Eq. (23) by multiplying by the area A of cover-
age. Each of the barriers of the skin may, in turn, be complex barriers containing par-
~\Ipl

... , nMh<;. The fillY ~rr()<;.<;. curh i<;. o iven hv. ~

J = (I~=l hP. )tJ.C (24)

whr-rr-

Ji= fractional area of a particular pathway

Even though Eqs. (23) and (24) present a complicated diffusional picture for skin
permeation. they can be reduced to simpler models involving only two or three barri-
ers in series [see Eq. (23). 11 = 2-3] or two parallel routes [see Eq. (24), !I = 21 for
a particular barrier. These models can be further simplified by assuming that most of
the diffusional resistance, R, resides in the stratum corneum. When such is the case, the
series-barrier model reduces to a one-barrier system. The stratum corneum may also be
considered to have two possible parallel pathways, one being lipophilic and one being
hydrophilic,

More complex models have been proposed for predicting intrinsic skin permeabil-
itv. These have been reviewed bv various authors 159-621. All such models incorporate
varying contributions of polar versus nonpolar permeation routes, partition coefficient
dependency, interfacial resistance factors, and aqueous solubility, combined with the
series- and Ia ra rei-

The permeability characteristics of a barrier or parallel path is, thus, described by
its permeability coefficient P or its diffusional resistance R, which is the reciprocal of
thO' '.' ~~ .

ThO'"O' <IrO' h"t". - T ."

DK
P=- (25)

h

and

R = fI (26)
DK

n,h..r ..

D = diffusion coefficient
K = partition coefficient
I. . .... u ....."', v, ... l)
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From Eqs. (25) and (26) it is apparent that differences in drug permeation rates arise
from differences in diffusion coefficient, partition coefficient into the skin, and varia
tions in skin thickness between individuals and within the same individual from site-to-
site. Since the stratum corneum is the usual rate-limiting barrier for drug permeation
through skin. these physicochemical parameters can be more closely identified with this
la er than other anatomical la ers of the skin.

In general. skin permeability rises proportionately with the oil/water partition co
efficient K, except at extremes in the partition coefficient [63J. At intermediate parti-. .. . . .

drug in stratum corneum versus a reference solvent (usually water). At low partition
coefficients, permeation is often higher than expected from the partition coefficient

route of transport. At high partition coefficients, the permeation rate is often lower than
expected because there is a change in the rate-limiting barrier from the stratum corneum

vation that it is primarily the nonionized form of a compound that diffuses across the
stratum corneum. There have been several reports of the permeation of ionic species

lidocaine across excised human and mouse skin. After thorou hI characterizin the
degree of ionization in the propylene glycol/water suspensions at various plls. it was
found that both the ionized and nonionized forms of lidocaine diffuse across human and

mouse skin than in that of humans. Alternatively, the observed lower permeation rate
can be accounted for by release from the vehicle becoming rate-limiting.

~ . ~ .

umes in solution. The diffusion coefficients of most drug molecules do not vary greatly
because of this low dependency on molecular size or molecular weight. When there are

interactions that occur between the diffusing species and the barrier.
The third factor affecting permeability coefficients is the thickness term 11 in Eqs.

ies across the body, between individuals, and with hydration levels. Stratum corneum
varies from 10 to 30 urn across various body regions. Hydration caused by occlusion
o e s in or in some way a eri m is ure oss of e xii s varia e e fee s on s in
permeability. Even though the thickness of the stratum corneum increases with hydra
tion, its permeability often increases as well. The classic work of Wurster and Kramer

s owe t at y rate s 111 emonstrate rg er permea t tty or a series 0 sa icy-
late esters. The degree of permeability enhancement was proportional to the ester's aque
ous solubility and inversely related to its partition coefficient. Similar hydration effects
on permeation were observed for methyl ethyl ketone (66), alkylacetates from the va
por phase (67) and sarin (68).

A later study has shown that the rate of permeation of polar compounds. such as
methanol and ethanol. are unaffected by hydration. whereas less polar compounds. such
as butanol. hexanol, and heptanol, exhibit twofold permeability increases in hydrated
hairless mouse skin [69J. A different permeability picture was obtained for these same
alcohols when Swiss mouse or rat skins were employed under conditions that caused
hydration levels to increase [70.7IJ. One must be cautious in attempting to generalize
how skin h dration affects ermeabilit for molecules of wide! differin olarit and
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size, since diffusion coefficient, partition coefficient, and thickness, each are altered and
may have opposing effects on permeation (72-74].

1. lIehicle ~J.rects

In addition to the intrinsic permeability of the skin, drug release from the vehicle may
L

. . 1:_ J •• t ..
lJ\,. I 'u""- ~ IVI """"1 y" • _'y _uv ~'OV u ...~,.u

ing the rate of release of solid drugs suspended in ointment bases [75,76]. One expres-
sion he proposed is given below:

Q = ~Cs(2A - C,)Dt (27)

",hprp

Q = amount released per unit area
C, = solubility in external phase of vehicle

A t~tnl A~.~ / n,.,A ;,.,
.~ "e> . Of

D = effective diffusion coefficient

If the drug is completely dissolved in the vehicle, models have been presented that
assume fickian diffusion from the base [77]. Equation (28) is based on a Fourier series

~. ,
LU rll;r. 1'J IdW.

0 he 1 8 )'''' I exn(-(2m + 1)2 1t2Dt1 /")Q\

1t" 6.ooIm-O (2m + I)" "- 411" ) v-

where

~ amount OJ urug rereasec per unn area
h = thickness of vehicle

Co = initial drug concentration in vehicle
U - ettecuve dirtusion coetticrent
m = Fourier series index
t = time

Such an expression is somewhat unwieldy for simulation of release profiles. A simpli-
fied expression [Eq. (29)] has been proposed that approximates Eq. (28) up to a 30%

r'7'71.• _._....- L
J'

JDt.T'20= 2C, - OQ)
L 1t J

The foregoing expression was obtained by considering the layer of vehicle as being of
.t- •.• .. - r ~

auu U",IUe UII;; or r Ilau; [;11 VI • C.Vl;;U c> Lin:;

author predicted accuracy only up to 30% release, it can be shown that Eq. (29) is
reasonably accurate up to about 60% release.

. .
01 uiese nave oeen II;\,..I;IIUY • _ '..... _u LI oJ. cquanons ~L I) anu

(28) can be modified to include diffusional boundary layers or the diffusional contribu-
tion of the skin in series with the vehicle. Comparisons of diffusion profiles can then
De mane TOr soiunon systems versus suspension systems. I ne general approacn can De
applied to any topical delivery formulation, including those systems that include rate-
controlling polymeric membranes.
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xpenmenta ec ntques

Whenever drug penetration across the skin is dependent on the release rate of drug from
. .. .

need for understanding those formulation variables that can optimize release, a product
should be selected that has the best chance of success in the clinic. For these reasons it

efficacy.
In vitro release can be studied by placing a semisolid preparation in one half of a. .

of the cell usually contains a well-stirred liquid that provides a large reservoir for the
released drug and is mechanically separated from the semisolid by a semipermeable mem-

o' ••

Another in vitro apparatus, which has been used routinely for correlation purposes,
is the "skin cell" [81], which consists of excised skin mounted between two halves of

side of the excised skin. A saline reservoir is placed on the receiving, or dermal. side
of the skin into which drug penetrates with time. Excised skin is difficult to maintain

the in vitro release apparatus just described. However, results associated with the skin
cell method correlate more closely with results obtained clinically 180,821.

mal human abdominal skin for a series of topical gels containing fluocinolonc acetonide
or tluocinonide. The composition of the gels varied by the inclusion of 0-100% propy-
ene g yco. rgure sows e re a ions ip e ween e amoun pene ra e an percent

age glycol for the two steroids. The maximum penetration rate for each drug corresponds
to the minimum glycol concentration necessary to solubilize each steroid. Under these
conditions the thermodynamic activity of the drug III the vehic e IS at ItS maximum. he
results in Fig. 8, relating the vasoconstrictor response at 24 h for both drugs to percent
age composition of propylene glycol, correspond very well with the in vitro results shown
in Fig. 7. The investigators (821 concluded that the similarity in results in Figs. 7 and
8 indicated that the rate-determining step for absorption was in the skin. They also
concluded that efficacy was optimal when the drug was near saturation in the vehicle.
This occurred at a propylene glycol concentration of 30%. which just solubilized the
0.025% tluocinolone acetonide. At 5% glycol most of the drug was in suspension;
however enetration and vasoconstrictor res onse was e uall hi h. The similarit in
results at 5 and 30% glycol was attributed to a very high partition coefficient of the 5 %
glycol gel offsetting the decrease in concentration of the drug in solution.

B, Ophthalmic Bioavailability
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availability differences. Also, animal data must be used to determine bioequivalence:
however. other problems in interpreting results further complicate the issue. In particular.
the onset of activit . as measured b the rate of abso tion is of much less im ortance
than an overall improvement in therapy. which is primarily dependent on the extent. and
not the rate. of absorption. Therefore. AVe should be the primary determinant of oph-. .. . .

time curves. which are not necessarily smooth throughout. The Ave comparisons should
provide a reasonably accurate assessment of ophthalmic bioequivalence.

VII. IN VIVO BIOAVAllABllITY ASSESSMENT

Administration by the "alternative" parenteral routes: subcutaneous. intrademal, intra-

of an equivalent intravenous (IV) dose. Toxicity following IV administration or the desire
for an extended-release parenteral dosage form are two common reasons for the devel-

.. ... . . ..
in detail elsewhere in these volumes. yet a brief review of the bioavailability character-
istics of disperse parenteral dosage forms also seems appropriate in this chapter.

I . Suspensions

Suspensions for subcutaneous or intramuscular administration can use either water. a
limited number of nontoxic oils (sesame. peanut. or olive). or an equally limited num-

vehicles. Typically. if an aqueous vehicle is used. the water and dissolved drug rapidly
diffuse into the body tissues. leaving a depot of undissolved drug at the injection site.

which drug is absorbed into the systemic circulation and its resulting bioavailability.
The various types of insulin available for subcutaneous administration arc excellent

. ~ ....

istered subcutaneously in an aqueous solution. yet its absorption is so rapid that it re
quires dosing every 4-6 h. Various insulin complexes (zinc or protamine zinc insulin)
are e ivere as suspensions a lave ypog ycemic ac ivi res 'or perio s 0

The extent of duration is determined by the crystal structure of the complex along with
the size of the crystalline or amorphous particles. Intramuscular administration of aqueous

rug suspensions can a so provi e sustame 00 eve s or severa ays. rocame peru-
cillin G. an insoluble salt of penicillin G. is administered intramuscularly as a suspen
sion and frequently results in measurable blood levels of penicillin G for longer than 48
h. Penicillin G potassium solution. in comparison. is absorbed rapidly following intra
muscular administration. yet is frequently administered twice daily, rather than once
daily. as for the suspension dosage form.

Nonaqueous suspensions are also frequently used for parenteral therapy. especially
for drugs that have limited aqueous solubility or stability. Su et al. [831 reported on the
develo ment of a nona ueous sus ension of cefazolin sodium. a dru that has insuffi-
cient stability in water for formulation in an aqueous vehicle. An acceptable formula
tion was developed using ethyl oleate as the vehicle. The performance of the suspen-
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sion was compared with that of both an intravenous or intramuscular aqueous solution.
There were no differences in the plasma AVes for any of the dosage forms. There were

the nonaqueous suspension. In this case, a nonaqueous formulation was developed that
mimicked the behavior of an aqueous intravenous or intramuscular dose, yet showed

In an attempt to develop an extended-release formulation of another cephalosporin
antibiotic, cefotaxime, Guerrini and colleagues studied the absorption of the drug from

. .. .

cular administration to sheep [84]. The Cmax was somewhat lower and the (max some
what longer for the oil formulation given intramuscularly, yet the bioavailabilities from

. . .( -

lution gave continuous low and prolonged plasma levels of cefotaxime, whereas the
aqueous solution behaved similarly to both the arachis oil and aqueous suspension fol-
owing mtrarnuscu ar a mnnstrauon.

Toutain and co-workers reported an interesting phenomenon following the intra
articular administration of methylprednisolone acetate [85). While investigating the
mechanisms of prolonged anti-inflammatory activity in the joints of cows that had been

. " . " .

gators found that methylprednisolone levels were measurable in the synovial fluid for
longer than 100 days. Plasma levels of methylprednisolone were not detectable for this... ~

In an attempt to prolong the activity of physostigmine while limiting its toxicity, Benita
et al. 86 develo ed an emulsion dosa e form that doubled the tical 1- to 2-h iv-
ity of an aqueous solution. The oil-water emulsion consisted of a mixture of soybean
oil, purified phospholipids, Pluronic F68, water, and mannitol to adjust the osmotic.. . .. . . .

normal saline was approximately 25 %. The bioavailability from the physostigmine
emulsion system was approximately 50% as was the bioavailability from a solution of.. .. .. .

tigmine from a micellar Pluronic vehicle indicated that Pluronic gave high initial plasma
concentrations, yet they were not measurable for periods any longer than those from an. . .

to give both therapeutically effective and prolonged plasma concentrations of physostig
mine.
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3. Colloidal Dispersions

Injectable dosage forms of vitamin E (a-tocopherol acetate) have been scrutinized ow-
. .

associated with the deaths of 38 infants (all of whom received extremely high doses) 187].
Intramuscular injectable formulations using oily vehicles (olive oil, glycerol, cottonseed

neonates [87-89]. In comparison, an aqueous colloidal dispersion of a-tocopherol ac
etate administered intramuscularly resulted in a bioavailability (of a-tocopherol) of ap-

. . . . ,

injection site is the rate-limiting step in the availability from this dosage form, yet com
peting hydrolysis to form the parent compound complicates the data analysis, and fur-
t er stu res are necessary 0 con rrrn is 0 serva ion.

4. Liposomes

The disposition of liposomes following parenteral delivery has been studied by several
investigators [90,91]. Following intravenous delivery, most of the liposomes are trapped
within the tissues of the reticuloendothelial system. Therefore, depending on liposomal
size and charge, high concentrations are found within the liver, spleen, lungs. or bone

Following subcutaneous administration, liposomes are cleared from the injection site
by the lymphatics and, frequently, are concentrated in the regional lymph nodes, where
t ey can provi e s ow an pro onge re ease 0 en rappe rug er ne ium
99mTc-labeled Iiposomes of various sizes, charge, and lipid composition were injected
into the foot pad of rats by Osborne et al. [91]. The distribution of 99mTc was followed
by scannmg t e aruma s Wit a y-camera. tter c s rowe oca izauon 111 t e
primary and other regional lymph nodes. Sonicated, neutral or positively charged lipo
somes were taken up by regional lymph nodes more efficiently than negatively charged
ones at 5 and 30 h. Larger unsonicated liposomes were not taken up by the lymph nodes
and disappeared slowly from the site of injection.

Sasaki et al. com ared the absorption of mitomycin (MMC) and its more lipophilic
prodrug, nonyloxycarbonyl mitomycin (n-MMC), following intramuscular administra
tion to rats in liposomes and in an oil-water emulsion system [92]. Mitomycin, a rela
tivel olar com ound, was rather oorl incor orated into either the Ii osomes or the
emulsion system, whereas the more lipophilic n-MMC showed complete incorporation
into the Iiposomes, as well as good emulsion stability. Following intramuscular adrnin
. . M w S I' idl < 1 h removed from the iniection site re ardless of dosa e
form. Both liposomal and emulsified n-MMC were retained at the injection site for sig
nificantly longer periods (> 2 h), as were the lipids in both of the formulations (> 24

immediately following injection, and remained at reasonably high levels over the next
2 h. Although this study shows little difference between the liposomal and emlusion for-. .

n-MMC.
The use of liposomally encapsulated insulin for prolonged hypoglycemic response. ..

at the injection site. The duration of hypoglycemia in diabetic dogs was significantly
longer with insulin entrapped in large, negatively charged liposomes than with free in-
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ous y, p asma insu in eve s 0 11 m we e main aine or up 0 • wi e ec 
able levels remaining at 24 h. The plasma glucose concentration fell from 16 mM to 3.3
mM and remained low for 9 h. Insulin in neutral liposomcs gave a much smaller bio-
logical effect. Free insulin gave a high I-h plasma level of 480 I1U/ml, which fell rap
idly to control levels in 3 h. with the plasma glucose showing similar rapid decline with
a fast return to preinjection levels. Thus. liposomally entrapped insulin seems to have
a more prolonged time course of activity. compared with unentrapped insulin when given
in large negative liposomes.

B. Gastrointestinal Bioavailability

the drug throughout the entire gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Gastric contents move along
the GI tract at various rates. depending on the physiological status of the individual and

When food is present, increased contractile activity in the stomach assists in the early
stages of food digestion by performing particle size reduction and mixing of the storn-

num. In general, particles smaller than 2 mm can pass out of the stomach into the duode
num in the fed state. The emptying of the stomach contents during the fed state appears

w - r er-ern ying pa ern con ro eye vo ume wi 111 e stomac i.

During the fasting state, four primary phases of gastric motility can be observed.
The first (phase I), a period referred to as quiescence, is characterized by no signifi-
cant contractile activity within the stomach. During the next phase (phase II). there are
an irregular number of intermittent contractions. Phase III is denoted by a relatively short
period of very intense contractions. It is during this phase that much of the remainin
particulate matter within the stomach is forced into the duodenum. Phase IV is a rela
tively transient phase that represents the transition between phase III behavior and that
of hase I. The contractile activit that be ins within the stomach traverses down h
gastrointestinal tract by the segmental contraction of portions of the small intestine. This
contractile activity aids in the propulsion of intestinal contents along the length of the

peats itself on the order of every 2 h. In the fed state, however, there is no movement
of large, indigestible particles out of the stomach until a fasted state motility pattern takes

I. Oral Suspensions

Oral suspensions contain the drug in particulate form, suspended by dispersing agents
present in the vehicle. This dosage form is frequently selected for development because
the drug. or a more stable precursor. is poorly soluble in acceptable drug vehicles, or
because a soluble form of the drug formulated as a syrup may not mask the taste of a
drug as well as a suspension dosage form. In addition, sometimes a liquid dosage form
is desirable because of the difficult the ver Dun and the ver old have in swallow-
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ing a e s or capsu es. ra suspensions vary wi e y In cornposiuon. e ve lIC e can
be an oil, water, or consist of an emulsion base (discussed later in more detail); it can
vary in viscosity, pH, and buffer capacity. The drug particle size can range from mi-
cron-sized to nearly granule-sized. In addition, wetting agents, preservatives, flavoring
agents, and coloring agents are also present in solution. Even though the dosage form
is widel accepted, there are disadvanta es to its use. Because of the h sical instabil-
ity of suspensions, they must be shaken vigorously before dispensing, or an inaccurate
dose will result. The finished suspension can be flocculated or detlocculated. In fact, the
formation of a lomerates in the sus ension can sometimes reduce the hi l v· il: ili
the suspension to less than that of a tablet formulation 195J.

The aqueous suspension is often used as a reference formulation to which all other

drugs, the oral suspension is considered the preferred dosage form because of safety.
The oral suspension is often chosen in human studies over intravenous administration

ally.
When the oral suspension is chosen as the reference formulation, a relative bio

l

and not biological differences is most likely responsible for the decrease. Although Eq.
(18) accurately expresses the fraction of the dose reaching systemic circulation, when-. .

the dosage form, but also hepatic metabolism, or a slow or negligible rate of perme
ability across the gastrointestinal barrier. In Eq. (22) the AUC measurements in both. . .

the same measurements in Eq. (18) represent oral and intravenous routes of adminis
tration.

ysicoc emica proper ies 0 te rug an ve ic e e ermine te p rystca proper
ties of an oral suspension. These properties have been extensively studied relative to
sedimentation rate and physicochemical stability. However, human studies that carefully
an systematica y eva uate eac property tor roavai a 1 ity are ac mg. e ettect 0

viscosity of suspending agents has been studied in human subjects. There is difficulty,
however, in accurately assessing the effect of viscosity, partly because a variety of sus-
pending agents are often studied concurrently, and partly, because once the dose is mixed
with the stomach fluids, the physical properties of the mixture are unknown.

Recentl , Sirois et aI., 96 have re orted on the effect of viscositv, article size,
and particle density on the gastric emptying of nondigestible solids. Using various grades
of methylcellulose to adjust the viscosity of a large volume mulliparticulate suspension,

At low viscosity (normal saline - I cP) very few particles emptied from the stomach
with the fluid fraction. As the viscosity increased (3,300 and 30,000 cP), greater amounts

(1.6 mm) emptied with the fluid fraction than did the larger particles (4 mm). In gen
eral, drug particles that are small, the densities of which are near that of the gastric

tion, selecting appropriate drug particle sizes, particle densities, and to a more limited
extent, vehicle viscosities can be used to optimize the bioavailability of oral suspensions.
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oci an arro me sure
administering the drug suspended in five different viscous, suspending agents. An in
crease in viscosity delayed absorption, resulting in the extension of clinically effective
concentrations or a onger time. omp exauon etween nitro rantom an met yce u
lose or carbomer was demonstrated by dialysis; however, the extent of absorption was
not affected by the interaction.

In another study, the bioavailability of sulfathiazole was studied as a function of the
viscosity of various suspending agents [98]. As the viscosity of the suspending agent in
creased. the extent of absorption increased. When the drug was suspended in water. the
rate and extent of absorption significantly decreased. The investigators concluded that
the suspending agent imparted improved wetting and particle deaggregation to yield
increased effective surface area, rolon ed astrointestinal transit time, and Treater
dispersibility, all of which contributed to the improved bioavailability of the products.

Oral suspensions intended for pediatric use, particularly commercial preparations of
. . . .. . . .

v av, I'

these studies, the bioavailability of the dosage form followed the order of the solubil
ity of the salts they contained. Solutions. tablets. or capsules of potassium salts, for.. . . .

suspensions of slightly soluble calcium or benzathine salts. The authors noted that the
poor bioavailability of the slightly soluble penicillin salts was probably responsible for
the loose stools that practicing physicians had observed with these products. since a larger
ro onion of unabsorbed antibiotic in the lar e intestine would be ex ected to induce

changes in the howel flora.
In anticipation of substituting a suspension of carbamazepine for tablets in pediat

ric use Wada er al. 101 measured lasma levels of the dru followin administration
of 200 mg of suspension or tablet dosage forms in nine adult male volunteers. The
suspension yielded a more rapid rate of absorption, producing peak concentrations one-

also found that a suspension formulation of carbamazepine resulted in higher Cmax and
shorter (max values than found with commercial carbamazepine tablets, yet the extent of

phenytoin when a suspension dosage form was compared with commercial tablets or
capsules. For the suspension study. the commercial preparations were purchased in

Aqueous suspensions of griseofulvin and phenytoin have been studied in animals to
determine whether a change in formulation could improve the erratic and incomplete ab-

. . .

Several investigators demonstrated that griseofulvin absorption could be enhanced if
administered with meals high in fat content [105-107]. Shinkuma and colleagues (1081

oil or oleic acid (a principal fatty acid in sesame oil) suspensions. The Cmax for the oleic
acid suspension was about one-half that found with sesame oil, and the (max was some-
w a onger. owever, t e or e 0 eic aci suspension was signi icant y rg er
than the sesame oil suspension. The differences in Cmax and (max were attributed to a
delay in gastric emptying in the presence of oleic acid that did not occur with sesame
01. ere aCI suspensions a mirustere mtra uo enal y. instead 0 orally, resulted 111

plasma levels greater than those from the sesame oil suspension. This can most easily
be explained by the difference in solubility and distribution coefficient for phenytoin in
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e wo oi s. e so u I I Y0 P eny oin in sesame oi was repor e 0 c . mg m
and in oleic acid was 745.2 mg/mt. As long as excess phenytoin was present, the higher
concentration of phenytoin in solution in oleic acid resulted in a greater driving force
for drug absorption across the intestinal membrane.

AI-Hammanu and Richards (109) tested the effect of similar physiological and physi
cochemical mechanisms on the absorption of a sodium salicylate, the salt of a water-
soluble weak acid, suspended in fractionated coconut oil. This formulation's hioavail
ability was compared with that from an aqueous solution. Rabbits were given equal oral

s ri I v n s lie I' te blood levels were meas red rv r im The I
Ave indicated that the oil suspension was responsible for a 1.32-fold increase in the
extent of absorption. The peak time and peak concentration obtained for these two dosage

ever, only differences in peak time were statistically significant. The investigators sug
gested that the increase in extent of absorption occurred because of the increased resi-

sequently, it is a candidate for enhanced absorption from an oily vehicle. In a bio
availability study by Steiner et al. [110) in nine volunteers, peak plasma levels ranged

results, Kreuter and Higuchi [III) compared peanut oil solutions and aqueous suspen
sions of methoxsalen with a capsule dosage form of methoxsalcn in both the rat and dog.

e peanu oi so u ion consi era yen lance e a sorp io ra c an ic maxima 00

levels in the rat and dog when compared with the aqueous suspension. An identical dose
was also given intravenously. For methoxsalen, the intravenous dose yielded plasma
Aves that were about one-fourth the AVe observed for the oral formulations. The
authors [III J proposed two reasons for the lower bioavailability of the intravenous dose.
Either methoxalen did not follow a linear relation between dose and plasma concentra-
tion, or the drug precipitated after intravenous administration and only very slowly re
dissolved to produce plasma levels below the detection level of the assay.

Similar results were observed for the oral re arations of a Ii 0 hilic steroid for-
mulated in a sesame oil solution and in an aqueous suspension [I 121. Both formulations
were administered to rats orally in a O.4-ml volume. The suspension contained 0.5 %

Q

plasma AVe was greater for the sesame oil solution than for the aqueous suspension.
Additional studies indicated that, as the drug exceeded its equilibrium solubility in sesame

showed a decrease.
With a fasted beagle dog as an animal model, the bioavailability of prednisolone was

e ermine '0 owing an ora ose 0 . a a et, a ri UTa e a e suspen e in m
water, and an aqueous solution of prednisolone sodium phosphate [113/. All dosage
forms were administered through a stomach tube. Although prednisolone sodium phos-
phate is rapidly converted to prednisolone in vivo by ester hydrolysis. the plasma AUC
for the solution was about 75% of that obtained for the suspension. This was attributed
to the fact that a considerable portion of the prednisolone sodium phosphate was in the
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ionized form in the stomach; therefore, it was not readily absorbed. The results also
showed that about twice as much prednisolone was absorbed from the suspension as from

i r ' ristics were assumed res onsible

for the results.
Bioavailability studies of oral suspensions have been conducted in various animal. .

lutions, or solid dosage forms. Although a solution can be considered more bioavailahle
than a suspension, tablet, or capsule dosage form, enough exceptions can be cited to lead.. .

bioavailable dosage form. If doubt exists about which dosage form is the most bio
available. animal studies should be conducted to answer the question. Once these stud-

granules from a crushed tablet suspended in applesauce was approximately twofold
greater than the AUC from a suspension of the crushed tablet in water. Previous stud-

the gastrointestinal tract [114].

For emulsions, the drug can be suspended or dissolved in either the oily or the aque
ous phase. In most studies. the details on the physical characteristics of the emulsion
are lacking. The factors that affect the stability and release of drug from an emulsion.
such as droplet size and emulsifier type. have not been well studied with regard to
bioavailability. Even so, once the emulsion mixes with the contents of the gasrrointes-
tinal tract. its physical form would not be expected to remain intact for very long.
Consequently. the effect of formulation variables may not be detectable from the evalu
ation of plasma AUCs. Yet. enough examples of increased bioavailabilities from emul-
sion systems exist to warrant further investigation.

Carrigan and Bates [115.116] studied the absorption characteristics of micronized
riseofulvin from an O/W emulsion dosa e form. an oil sus ension, and an a ucous

suspension in the rat. These investigators observed that there was no significant differ
ence between the fraction of the oral dose of griseofulvin absorbed from the aqueous
and oil sus ension, However a statisticall si nificant 1.6- and 2.5-fold increase was
observed for the emulsion dosage form when compared with the aqueous and oil sus
pension dosage forms, respectively. A follow-up study on the effect of absorption of

forms was conducted by Bates and Sequeira [117] after completion of their rat studies.
Figure 9 shows the mean results of the excretion rate of 6-desmethylgriseofulvin, the.. . . .
a corn oil-water (30 g) emulsion and an aqueous suspension (30 g) were carefully ad
ministered to five subjects at different times. The results showed that the emulsion dosage
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the assumption was made that absorption occurred throughout the gastrointestinal tract.
One individual was given propantheline (30 rng) just before taking the aqueous suspcn-. . . r
~IUII Lll Il;Lal U • l;IIIPLJIII]:;. III LIII~ ~a~l;, PULII LIn; laLl; allu l;;hLl;11L III all~lIlFlIllll lJl

griseofulvin were identical from either the emulsion or the aqueous suspension. There-
fore, absorption from the stomach was considered significant. In the same individual 6
g 01 dpiu ennanceo urug absorpriorr

Chakrabarti and Belpaire [118 J studied the absorption profile of micronized pheny-
toin after its oral administration to rats as an aqueous suspension, a corn oil suspension.
or a corn 011 ernursron, i-rgure IV ShOWS tneir results. I he corn 011 suspension as well
as the corn oil emulsion were statistically better than the aqueous suspension reference
standard in both rate and extent of absorption.

Several investigators have attempted to increase the bioavailability of cyclosporine,
a lipophilic. cyclic peptide compound used as an immunosuppressant. Johnston and
colleagues [119] compared the bioavailability of an oily solution and the same oily so-
lution dispersed in orange juice. or in regular or chocolate-flavored milk. They found
no difference between the bioavailabilities of the four liquid formulations. There was
significant variability in the absorption of cvclosporine from each of the dosage forms,
and this variability may have masked any differences caused by the vehicles themselves.
Ritschel and co-workers [1201 also found no significant differences between the bio-
availabilities of an oilv solution' a caosule containinz Gelucire (alvcerides and nolv-
glycide fatty esters), Pluronic F 68, and sodium taurocholate; and a capsule containing
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solution of cyclosporine with fast in vitro release both increased the bioavailability of
the peptide compared with the marketed soft gelatin capsule dosage form r121]. A slow-

c. . . , •.
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ing form, showed no difference in bioavailability from that of the soft gel capsule. The
investigators [121] attributed much of the increased bioavailability to the release of.. . ~ ..
J< lin; III L111; UllP\;;/ 1'I1IIdll , u rc l\;;b1VII VI LII\;; e' " ....... L1dl..-l WII\;;I\;;

cyclosporine is most readily absorbed or to changes in intestinal physiology in the dis
tal GI tract that provide a less-than-optimal environment for complete cyclosporine
aosorplion.

The mechanisms responsible for the improvement in absorption of these poorly
soluble drugs suspended in an O/W emulsion vehicle is not entirely clear. but has been
explained by both physrological and physicochemical properties. Hillary secreuons may
have contributed to an increase in the dissolution rate which, in turn, permitted a faster
rate of absorption to occur and also contributed to a greater extent of absorption. AI-
tematively, Bates and Sequeira [117] proposed that the bile components, through emul
sification, increased the digestion rate of the lipids in the emulsion vehicle. This latter
process is required to stimulate the fat-sensitive receptors in the duodenum, which would
be responsible for the inhibition of gastric emptying. Therefore, it is conceivable that
an emulsion vehicle results in a delay of gastric emptying, with an accompanying in
crease in bile secretion. The resulting increase in residence time would then permit a
greater amount of the ingested dose to be absorbed.
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3. Oral Gels

Liversidge and co-workers [1231 investigated the bioavailability and ulcerogenicity of

irritation is frequently high following exposure to oral doses of indomethacin. severe
ulceration is also observed following intravenous administration. These investigators

its bioavailability compared with the oral suspension, and no gastric irritation was ob
served. The gel was composed of oleic acid, egg phosphatide, arginine. and water. The
ina concen ra ion 0 i 0 e acirri was . c , owever, e ge was repor e
to have an indomethacin capacity of approximately 200 mg/g which would permit the
administration of significantly greater amounts of the drug than those studied. The
In omet acm exists In t e ge as a I ute mo ecu ar ispersion. twas 0 serve t at t e
gel spontaneously formed a dispersion when it came into contact with gastric contents,
and it is believed that the phospholipids present in the gel spontaneously form liposomes
on dilution. The specific mechanisms by which the gel increases indomethacin bio
availability and decreases ulcerogenicity are still unclear, however. The indomethacin
oral suspension, in comparison, resulted in a bioavailability of 68%. almost one-half that
of the gel formulation and was severely irritating to the gastric mucosa.

4. Macroparticulate Drug Carriers

Very small particulates. < I urn, have been observed to be absorbed through the tis-
sues 0 ot t e sma an arge mtesnne osage orms contauung rugs entrappe
in microparticulates (liposomes, nanocapsules, or similar systems) have gained increasing
attention as oral delivery systems for drugs that are not well absorbed or are subject to
luminal degradation in the GI tract. Polystyrene nanoparticles are taken up by the Poyer's
patches (Iymphoidal tissues dispersed throughout the intestine) and are subsequently trans
ported from the mesenteric lymph to the venous circulation 1124]. Approximately one-
third of the mass of 50-nm latex particles was taken up over a IO-day-dosing period.
In comparison, only 7% of l-urn particles was absorbed. There was no evidence of the
s sternic absor tion of 3- im articles 125. The bulk of the articulates trans orted
through the intestinal tissues lodge in the organs of the reticuloendothelial system (liver,
spleen. bone marrow). The entrapment of drug within biodegradable nanocapsules. or
nanoca sules that are ermeable to the dru would allow the s stemic distribution of
the drug, regardless of the distribution pattern of the particulate carriers. Aprahamian
et at. [126] reported that nanocapsules beween 100 and 200 nm in diameter within which

.. . .

intestinal villi through the intercellular spaces to the mesenteric venous circulation.
Although these studies were conducted using an intestinal loop system, their results

systemic circulation for poorly bioavailable drugs.
Fukui et al. 1127] studied the effect of a mixed micellar solution of oleic acid-

ent colloidal particles within various regions of the lower GI tract. The particles selected
were Rotring ink (100-800 nrn), platinum ink (2.4-10 nm), and colloidal gold (5,20,.. . . .
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ess 0 SIze, cou e etecte In ert er ymp or 00 0 OWIng a munstrauon to tne
large intestine. When formulated in the mixed micellar solution, however, all three size
ranges of colloidal gold were found both in the lymph and blood, although the amounts
of the 40-nm particles found were significantly less than for the 5- or 20-nm colloid.
Finally, in a comparison of the ability of the mixed micellar formulation to enhance the
absor tion of colloidal articles in either the colon or rectum, the u take of articles
had greater enhancement in the rectum than in the colon. This suggests that there may
be anatomical or physiological differences between these two regions that mediate the
u take of articulate matter into the s stemic or I m hatic circulation.

The development of several different controlled-release dosage forms has involved
the use of granule-sized (> 100 urn) particles treated in a way such that they cause pro-

coating the particles with various polymers that dissolve at varying rates within the GI
tract. Frequently, the controlled-release particles are contained within a traditional dosage

units. In an elegant study combining both radiolabeled and cold drug containing extended
release spheres (1.0-1.4 mm), Graffner and co-workers 11281 showed that remoxipride.

unit, ca sule dosa e form. The observed that the rimar ca sule containin the
remoxipride units dissolved in the gastric fluids within 30 min, and the remoxipride
microcapsules emptied from the stomach of the fasted subjects within the next 30 min.
The microca sules were then observed to dis erse throu hout th sm II .n >.' >. 1

subsequently, disperse throughout the large intestine within the following 5 h, where they
remained for up to 48 h. Complete remoxipride absorption was ohserved within 24 h

5. Microparticulate Carriers

There have been several reports of liposomes improving the oral absorption of certain
drugs. Insulin was reported to be absorbed orally in diabetic rats, demonstrated by sig-
111 icant re ucnons in 00 g ucose eve s , I I. These results have been difficult
to produce in normal animals, even though insulin could be shown to be absorbed. He
parin, an anionic anticoagulant hiopolymer, has shown some oral activity after entrap-
ment in cationic liposomes [13 I]. Oral immunization may also be feasihle with
liposomally entrapped antigens. When tetanus toxoid-loaded liposomes were administered
orally to cats, an antibody titer equivalent to that found after subcutaneous inoculation
was obtained [132J. Similar results have been shown for oral immunization against snake
venom [133]. Such oral absorption can be due to one of two effects: stabilization of the
entra ed dru to GI enz mes and H or enhancement of abso tion b Pe er's arches
or other lipid absorption mechanisms.

b. Nanocapsules

Andrieu et al. 1134] investigated the feasibility of delivering indomethacin, an NSAID
which can cause severe GI irritation, in a nanocapsule formulation to protect the GI
mucosa from dama e. Indomethacin-loaded 01 isobut Ie anocr late nanoca sules 200-
300 nm) were infused either intravenously or intragastrically to rats over a 60-min in
terval. Interestingly, the bioavailability of the nanocapsules administered orally was
133 % as com ared with th se dmini r v
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clear from the data presented. The investigators noted that several of the pharmacoki
netic parameters for indomethacin were altered in the nanocapsule formulation. most
notabl the volume of distribution for the nanocapsules was nearly twice that of an
indomethacin solution. The difference in disposition patterns of the indomethacin nano
capsules following either intravenous or gastrointestinal delivery was thought to influ
ence the measurement of the bioavailabilit .

I. Rectal Suspensions (Enemas)

I IS ion of ru 0 ,I i ns or s . 'n °i ns b w, 0

accomplished with an enema system. Enemas are frequently large in volume (50-100
ml) and have limited patient acceptability. In particular disease states which directly affect

. . .

colon in a large volume can be useful. For example, Bondescn et al. [1351 reported on
the absorption and efficacy of a 5-aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA) enema in patients with

of a IOOO-mg/dl solution of 5-ASA at pH 7.4: the second formulation was a IOOO-mgl
dl suspension of 5-ASA buffered at pH 4.8 with about 200 mg/dl in solution. Plasma
concentrations of 5-ASA and its acetylated metabolite following administration of the
solution enema ( H 7.4) indicated that 5-ASA was ra idl absorbed from the rectal tis-
sues of patients with chronic ulcerative colitis and resulted in plasma concentrations two
to three times greater than those observed in individuals receiving oral suifasalazine
thera . In com arison the buffered sus ension H 4.8 resulted in lasma concentra-
tion profiles that resembled those following oral therapy. Seven of 16 patients. in a 10
day multiple-dose study of the 5-ASA suspension. achieved clinical remission during this

remission status of the patients. This observation may indicate that plasma concentra
tions may not be the best measures of the local effectiveness of a rectal dosage form.

. . .

microenema suspension as a possible replacement therapy for individuals unahie to in
gest the marketed oral tablets. A comparison of the bioavailability of conventional oral

. '

administered orally or rectally revealed that the rate of absorption and bioavailability
from the oral tablet and the rectal suspension were equivalent. The bioavailability from

It is likely that slow dissolution of the hydrophobic carbamazepine from the rectal sus
pension and oral tablet limited their bioavailabilities. The oral suspension. in compari-

.. .
c (gas flC UI S

in the presence of the cosolvents present in the formulation.

The absorption of drugs from rectal suppositories is a complex process of suppository
melting or dissolution. drug release from the suppository base. drug dissolution in the
rectal fluids. and drug permeation across the rectal membranes. In general, there are
three primary types of suppository bases: fatty. oleaginous bases (Witepsol. cocoa but
ter and such' water-soluble bases PEGs' and emulsif in bases. The fatt bases melt
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a 0 y empera ure an are tmmtsct e wi e ui s n e cu. i c ( 
rated into these bases partition between the oily base and the rectal fluids or tissues. The
water-soluble bases dissolve rapidly in the rectal fluids, and the emulsifying bases. al-
though not miscible WIt water. orm m situ emu sions as water rom t e recta UI s
is incorporated into the suppository. Often drug release is more rapid and more com
plete from fatty base suppositories owing to the rapid melting of the base following
insertion. One drawback of cocoa butter or fatty bases is that oil-soluble drugs depress
the melting point of suppositories prepared from such materials. Chloral hydrate, men
thol, cam hor, and phenol are examples of such drugs. This problem can be amelio-
rated by the addition of white wax or other higher-melting waxy materials that raise the
melting point of the base.

Minkov et al. 137 com ared the bioavailabilit of henobarbital and sodium hcno-
barbital from four different suppository bases. They observed that the Cmax and relative
bioavailability (compared with Witepsol H-15 base) in each of the suppository bases was

phenobarbital following administration in Witepsol H-15, Witepsol H-15 with 2 % Tween
80. or Novosup (a mixture of polyethylene glycol esters with free fatty acids of sun-

ferent from those measured following the administration of a phenobarbital aqueous
suspension or a sodium phenobarbital aqueous solution. These results indicated that drug
release from the suppository base was not rate-limiting, rather drug permeability across
the rectal tissues was controllin the bioavailabilit of henobarbital (Fi . II).

In a similar study. Ghazy and colleagues [138] studied the in vitro release of etho
suximide from four different suppository bases: Witepsol W-35. Witepsol E-76. PEG
400:4000 and PEG 400:6000. The bioavaila ilities of the two PE s ·i iri s w r
nearly equal (89 vs. 82 %, respectively). The bioavailability of the Witepsol E-76 sup
pository was 59%. and that of the Witepsol W-35 suppository was 47%. These bio-

normal saline at 37°C. It appears that, in the case of ethosuximide. a very water-soluble
compound. drug release from the suppository base affects its bioavailability and that the. . . .. . .

bases.
Similar results were obtained by Vromans et al. [1391 while investigating the ab-

o

cellulose). a triglyceride base suppository (Elysol), and three PEG bases: PEG 1000.
PEG 6000, and a I: I mixture of PEG 1000 + 6000. The bioavailabilities from the PEG

availabilities of each of the PEG bases were not statistically different from each other
or from the rectal suspension. These results seem to confirm previous in vitro studies

e a - i i ing s ep in rug re ease rom a
fatty base suppository was the transport of the metronidazole away from the lipid-water
interface.
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Fig. 11 Phenobarbital plasma levels after single-dose rectal or oral administration of 20 mg/kg
phenobarbital (A) or 22 mg/kg sodium phenobarbital (8) in rabbits: I. Witepsol H 15: 2. aque
ous oral suspension (phenobarbital) or aqueous oral solution (sodium phenobarbital): 3. Novosup:
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the drug from the dosage form significantly reduced the rate of absorption into the sys
temic circulation.

bining a fatty base (Pharmasol B115), a water-soluble base (PEG 4000), and an emul
sitying base (Unilube) to produce a suppository of aminopyrine. with desirable release

the fatty base with the water-soluble base seemed to yield a suppository with excellent
bioavailability, the addition of the emulsifying base to the system reduced the bio
a

3. Rectal Foams

Currently available rectal foams contain corticosteroids for use in inflammatory condi
tions in the lower bowel. Various investigators have studied the systemic absorption of
these steroids following delivery by foam dosage forms (143]. Although there is disagree-
ment over whether all of the steroids are absorbed following rectal foam administration,
there is convincing evidence that these dosage forms are as efficacious as retention
enemas. Because of the lower volume needed of the foam, it is also more acce table
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to patients. In a rather detailed letter, Rodrigues et al. [1441 describe both rectal tissue
concentrations and plasma concentrations in patients receiving prednisolone metasulfo-

averaged 4874 ng/rnl, whereas the corresponding plasma level was only 107 ng/ml. The
rectal tissue levels were also higher than those measured following rectal administration. .

D. Dermal Bioavailability

In general, topical application of drugs to the skin is intended for local effects either on
or within the skin. Flynn [145], in a detailed discussion of drug absorption of derma-

. . ..,
progressing through the various layers of the skin to the sweat glands, with systemic ab
sorption representing the least accessible target. Unfortunately, measuring drug bio-
~. .... .. . .

S I

part. by the inability to adequately sample these various regions. Attempts to directly
measure local drug concentrations at specific depths within the skin by carefully section-
mg excise s III samp es, omogeruzmg, an assaying or rug content ave ecn rc-

tation will likely result in improved capabilities to measure drug concentrations within
the skin directly.

I. Skin-Directed Bioavailability

Bioavailability measurements of skin penetration were initially conducted with the eor-
icos eroi s eeause 0 eir easi y measure an gra e ane ing response. toug iton

[1471 compared the results of the blanching assay with in vitro penetration of five cor
ticosteroids across excised hairless mouse and human skin (Table I). The steroids were
app led to t e S III 0 ert er species III 0.02 ml of 95% alcoholic solutions so that drug
release was not a significant factor. From these studies. an important distinction was
made between pharmacological activity and skin penetration. Although either factor can
predominate in contribution to an increase in steroid effectiveness, Stoughton concluded
that pharmacological activity was a greater contributor to overall effectiveness than

Table 1 Comparison of Vasoconstrictor Bioassay and In Vitro Penetration of
Glucocorticosteroids

In vitro penetration"

Hairless mouse Vasoconstrictor bioassay"

teroid Human skin skin Human skin in vivo

Fluocinolone 1.0 1.0

Betarnethasone valerate
Fluoc inolone

acetonide acetate

1.7
9.1

2.1
13.0

125
625

Fluocinolone acetonide 14.0 23.0 125

'Scores are relative to tluocinolone.
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penetration. For example. betamethasone valerate was 625 times more effective in
blanching than betamethasone alcohol. yet Table I indicates their skin permeability is
PII' .<>, <>nt! hi"hpr i n rnc\I1"p ,,1<;n {' -I \u;th hn'"'''' ~1<;n 11.171

T ~ - '0 ,
"

Place [148] used the hlanching test to relate chemical structure of corticosteroids to
vasoconstriction following the application of alcoholic solutions of drug to human skin.
..... c:

'a;; IIl'l ;;\,.paJ al\.-U J I Vi II 1111,,; l1Y I,,; I all
. ..

I III;; L.U1IU lJl ;'1\.111 P\,.IIL.U allVII v 1,,;1-

feet. Nevertheless. the results, which were obtained from over 32.000 sites on the arms
of 642 volunteers, clearly identified the overall effectiveness of various steroids. Each
site was graced as navmg responoeu or not. I ne nnat results were tanuiatco as a per-
centage of sites responding and expressed as median effective dose responding (EDso).

The EDso values from this study. as well as a similarly conducted study [149], arc
summarized in Table 2 for several topically active corticosteroids. The results show that
marked enhancement of topical activity of a particular steroid could he achieved, although
not in a consistent manner. with various substitutions to the relatively unsubstituted ste-
roid structure, For example. triamcinolone is only slightly more active than a placebo.
The addition of another tluorine to the 6-a position of triamcinolone produces some en-
h:ul{'prnpnt of IT :l ., in ,,~.: ; .. , (){'{'llr<.: whr-n thl' Ih- :lnd

.- .-

17-a-hydroxy positions are joined through the acetonide functionality. The addition of
an acetate to the 21 position of paramethasone produced a significant increase in activ-
ity. Likewise. fluocinolide. the 2 l-acerate of tluocinolone acetonide, had a fivefold in-
crease in potency over fluocinolone acetonide. However. the addition of a 21-acetate to
hydrocortisone did not alter the activity of the parent molecule. These results seem to
indicate that no single functionality that produces an increase in activity in one steroid
:0.[ can he exnected to oroduce a similar increase in another.

There are a large number of semisolids for use as topical vehicles for steroids and
an equally large list of ingredients used as adjuvants in these semisolids. Consequently.
•h" ~'" .;hl~ ,~",h;~".:,,~. "f rt~ ,~,. ,,~.l . ' .•1',1, • .~, "f th > rt;ff.. r ..~t.L:n

,~ t",,·v, ~ '/:l' " , 'J '0

diseases and possible infected sites. presents all enormous set of permutations to study,

Table 2 Log Concentration of the Dose Required to Produce
Vasoconstriction in 50% of the Sites (ED50)

Steroid ElY50

Fluocinolone acetonide -5.11
Hydrocort isone -0.25
6u,9u-Difluoro-Ibu-hydroxy prednisolone -2.11
Triamcinolone acetonide -5.41
90.-11 fl-Dlchloro-6u-lluoro-16u.17a,21-tnhydroxy- -5.59

pregna-I .4-diene-3,20-dione-16, 17-acetonide
21-Acetate 0 f above -5.58
rarametnasone ·l.W

Paramethasone acetate -5.16
Betamethasone acetate -4.23
~ ..., C LL. - J.vv

Fluocinolide -6.27

alog (% w/v).

Source: From Refs. 148 and 149.
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In an e ort to reduce the confusion, arry I an ynn I J provi ed guide-
lines for optimal release of drug from a particular semisolid. They stated that a drug
must be soluble in the vehicle, since diffusion through the bulk phase determines its
release. However, if the drug is very soluble in the vehicle, it will tend to remain there
and not partition into the outer skin layer. Optimal release occurs when the drug is at
or near its u er limit of solubilit . At saturation solubilit , the esca in tendenc (i.e.,
activity) of the drug is at its maximum. Consequently. for optimal release. the vehicle
and adjuvants should be chosen so that the drug is nearly saturated in the final formu
lation 150.

Barry [150] further modified the blanching test by creating a range of response
observations from 0 to 4 with half point ratings from 6 to 96 h after application. The. . . . ,

each preparation applied to the skin. A pharmacokinetic approach of this type permit
ted the identification of the input rate, which was controlled by the physicochemical

Figure 12 gives the kinetic profiles for occluded applications of betamethasone l7-oen
zoate in foam, ointment, cream, and gel formulations. The results were expressed as a

(30)
UCI

active formulation
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Fig. 12 Vasoconstriction response for 0.025 % betamethasone 17-benzoate applied to occluded. .
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An a mona concept nnportant to rug re ease rom vanous topica ve IC es IS t at
of thermodynamic activity. Higuchi [75) indicated that drug diffusional nux should be
proportional to its activity in the vehicle. assuming other parameters remain constant.
The maximal activity occurs when excess drug is present in the vehicle (i.e .• a suspen
sion) because the activity of dissolved drug and suspended drug arc equal. Since the
activit of a solid is taken as I. the dru in solution also has an activit of I. Chan es
in the vehicle that alter drug solubility should not alter drug release rates. as long as
excess suspended drug is present. For subsaturated drug concentrations, there would be
a decrease in activit ro ortional to concentration and activit coefficient. This con-
cept of activity, being important to skin permeation. has been evaluated in a series of
papers by Barry and co-workers [152-155). Vapor-phase permeation of benzyl alcohol

. ~. . .

the tlux was proportional (0 the thermodynamic activity. as measured by equilibrium
vapor pressures of benzyl alcohol in the various vehicles. When the vehicle with dis-

. . .....

obtained than from the vapor phase [153.154). Such results suggest the presence of
interfacial barriers thai contribute (0 overall permeation rates from the vapor phase that. . . . .

be deduced from work on the ercutaneous enetration of diflorasone diacetate as a func-
tion of solubilizers (156). Proportional. but opposite. effects of propylene glycol and
polyoxypropylene-15-stearyl ether on solubility and partition coefficient were observed
in mineral oil. These 0 osin factors led to enetration fluxes as a function of the wei ht
fraction of solubilizer, which could be predicted reasonably well on the basis of activ
ity considerations (i.e., a product of solubility and partition coefficients).

must be included in any comprehensive consideration of topical drug delivery. To ra
tionalize vehicle modification effects on skin penetration, thermodynamic activity con-

75

60

>< 45
::J
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o
a.
~ 30
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1.8.-4 .6.2
O'--_-4.-_....L..._---'-_--"__........_ ........._--'-_............_---'_---J

o
THERMODYNAMIC ACTIVITY

Fig. 13 Benzyl alcohol vapor flux through human skin from neat benzyl alcohol (activity = 1)
~ ,,' $
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drug release or of skin permeation, diffusional considerations must be included. Thus,
one must decide whether rank-order correlations with formulation factors are satisfac
tor or whether more detailed time course anal sis is re uired to 0 timize or rational-
ize drug release from dermatological delivery systems.

In addition to the aformentioned physicochemical factors that affect skin permeabil-

systemic effects [157]. Penetration enhancers increase skin permeability by reducing the
diffusional resistance of stratum corneum by inducing reversible or irreversible changes

permeability enhancers must be viewed cautiously in light of their potential to cause
permanent alterations in the skin and their ability to promote penetration of formulation

The more classic penetration enhancers have been dimethyl sulfoxide [158] and
liquid amides, such as dimethylformamide and dimethylacetamide (159,160]. Even

. ~ ~ .. ..
e

use has been dampened by irritancy, toxicity, and odor. An alkyl sulfoxide, decylrnethyl
sulfoxide, which is similar to dimethyl sulfoxide enhances the efficacy of topical tetra-
eye me m t e treatment 0 acne . t IS current y a component 0 a mar ete or-

Other, longer-chain length n-alkanoic N,N-dimethylamides also have enhancing effects
on dermal penetration [162]. N,N-Dimethyloctanamide and N,N-dimethyldecanamide. ~.. . .

isolated rat skin. The dimethylamides showed good enhancement of both ibuprofen and
naproxen in suspension vehicles composed of 50% propylene glycol. However, none. ... .. .

leum vehicle. These observations again demonstrate the importance of the drug parti
tion coefficient between the formulation and the skin in determining permeability.

. rc y i i so promo e s in pene ra ion an increase
drug uptake into the stratum corneum [163]. Azone (l-dodecylazocycJoheptan-2-one),
which is a cyclic amide, has produced skin penetration enhancements of lOO-fold for
po ar rugs, w IC norma y 0 not penetrate s In at sigm icant rates zone
also appears to be an effective enhancer for some nonpolar drug agents. In a study in
vestigating the enhancement of triamcinolone acetonide absorption in the presence of

zone, ICC ers et a. oun t at tea sorption of t IS sterol al agent was sigm 1-

cantly greater than for triamcinolone alone [166]. In addition, they showed that Azone
did not enhance triamcinolone depot formation in the stratum corneum, as had been pre-
viously observed for dimethyl sulfoxide [158], N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone [163], and
dimethylformamide [159]. Hou and Flynn [167] studied the absorption of a similar ste
roid, hydrocortisone, in the presence of various concentrations of Azone (0. 1-10 %) in
an oil-water emulsion system. They found that, although Azone consistently enhanced
the permeability of hydrocortisone through excised skin segments, the permeability values
were inverse! ro ortiona! to the Azone concentration. The authors ex lain this obser-
vation based on the activity of hydrocortisone in the oil-water emulsion system. Azone
itself is present in the oil phase of the emulsion, and the Azone/water partition coeffi
cient of h drocortisone was 331. Therefore increasin Azone concentrations lowered
the thermodynamic activity of hydrocortisone within the water phase of the emulsion.
which correspondingly lowered the concentration gradient of hydrocortisone across the. .. ~
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permeability of vasopressin. a peptide drug compound. across the skin. Species differ
ences were observed between the permeation enhancement across mouse (70 x enhance
ment) and rat (15 x enhancement) skin. When applied in vivo. vasopressin in the res-
ence of Azone exerted its pharmacological effect in rats by significantly reducing urine
volume and increasing urine osmolality. Other N-alkyl caprolactams similar to Azone

v t i f ir their abilit to romote skin ermeation 169. Perme: bili n-
hancernent with these N-alkyl caprolactams (methyl, propyl. hexyl, and dodecyl) was a
function of donor vehicle polarity, permeant polarity, and enhancer concentration. More

lated with these caprolactams.
Another group of investigators has recently reported on the effectiveness of cyclic

cyclic terpene gel formulations appear to be a result of a combination of effects owing
to the presence of both a high concentration of alcohol in the formulation along with
teen ancer. t e inc usion 0 eu er - nnonene or -rnent 0 resu te m ig er 10

availabilities of indomethacin and diclofenac sodium, respectively, than did Azone.
The use of fatty acids as topical absorption enhancers has also received consider-

able attention. Kurosaki and co-workers investigated the effectiveness of lipid dispersions

meation [173]. In an elegant series of experiments using rat abdominal skin, stratum
corneum from hamster cheek pouch, and Silastic membrane, they demonstrated that

Ispersions con ammg ei er umo mop osp a i y c 0 ine or urno mop os-
phatidylcholine with 2 umol/rnl of glycosylceramide enhanced the permeation of flu
fenamic acid in both rat skin and hamster stratum corneum. Dispersions containing ei-
ther 40 umol/ml or 60 umol/ml did not enhance permeation. however. Interestingly. the
permeation of tlufenamic acid was not enhanced through Silastic membrane in the pres
ence of the Ii id dis ersion at an concentration. This stron ly su ests that the Ii ids
in the formulation intereact with the lipids within the skin, thereby increasing the per
meability of drug substances through this phase. Similar results were reported by Ogiso

7 i . v h hom n 0 i iti s )f· s or' . l'

fatty acids on propranolol permeability. In this case. the authors propose that a pro
pranolol-fatty acid complex is formed that enhances propranolol's permeability through

propranolol can effectively traverse the tissues of the epidermis and dermis.
More traditional additives, such as ethanol, propylene glycol, and surfactants, have

act as cosolvents in a formulation. Ethanol also acts directly on the skin by altering the
conformation of the keratin fibrils within the stratum corneum. disrupting the crystal-
me ipi struc ure in e in erce u ar spaces. an y irec y ex rae ing ipi s rom e

stratum corneum [175.176]. Propylene glycol may also act by disrupting the packing of
the keratin fibrils (177). It is rather clear that surfactants, particularly anionic surfac-
tants, do penetrate the skin [178]. Anionic surfactants bind to skin proteins and promote
swelling of the stratum corneum [1791. Cationic and nonionic surfactants exhibit less
dramatic effects on stratum corneum and skin permeability. Regardless of their direct
effects on the skin, however, the presence of surtactants in a topical formulation alters
the thermodynamic activity of the drug. The resulting permeability through the skin is

f n in r s rm iii owin 0 he irec tfcc s m h
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stratum corneum and a decrease in activity gradient because of the solubilizing capa
bility of the surfactant within the formulation [180).

2. Systemic Bioavailability

With a transdennal dosage form, the drug is intended to directly enter the systemic blood. ..

and continuous, resulting in blood levels that eliminate the wide differences in maxima
and minima experienced with oral administration. Drugs with short half-lives can be
given y t e trans erma route WIt out requent a rrumstrauon. not er a vantage ap
plies to drugs with high hepatic extraction ratios that can be given transdermally with
out a large loss of drug by first-pass metabolic effect. Consequently, the variable ex-
tent of absorption inherent with these types of drugs is minimized. Nevertheless, the
transdermal route is not suitable for drugs that irritate or sensitize the skin, or for drugs
that are not ver otent or re uire a relativel lar e ermeabilit rate that could not be
attained across the skin barrier [181]. Flynn and Stewart [182] have described a rela
tively simple method to identify drug compounds that may show reasonable bioavail-
. ili fr h r n I 0 . B . n w f 1

estimate of its permeability through the skin from a measured octanol/water partition
coe ficient, t e maximum amount 0 rug t at cou d penetrate across the skin per day
can be estimated. Comparing this amount with the known daily dose of the drug can
be useful for rapidly identifying good candidate drug compounds for further investiga-
tion as transdermal drug products.

Nitroglycerin was one of the first drugs tested for transdermal delivery, primarily
because its bio harrnaceutic ro erties necessitate a nonoral route of deliver . It is 0-

tent, undergoes extensive first-pass metabolism, has a very short half-life of less than
20 min, and readily penetrates the skin [183.184]. A 2% nitroglycerin ointment has been

0.

ment to the rhesus monkey indicated that the absolute bioavailability of nitroglycerin
could be increased to 60% from the observed 2% for oral tablets and 30% for sublin-

proximately 8 h and is recommended for prophylactic protection from anginal attacks
[185]. Fifteen milligrams of nitroglycerin, suspended in 1 in. of petrolatum ointment.

avoided. Because of its slow onset. however, the ointment dosage form is not recom
mended for acute anginal attacks.

e opica ioavai a i i y 0 0 ni rog ycerin oin men as cen ques ione y
various investigators [185-187]. When a l-in. ribbon of ointment is spread over different
areas, a potential difference in bioavailability can occur, even though 16 mg of drug is
applied in each case. Sved et al. [185], using a simple crossover design. applied 16 mg
(2% nitroglycerin) to three volunteers over 25 or 100 ern- of surface area. An additional
volunteer was administered two different doses, each spread over 100 cm-. Table 3 gives
the results for plasma concentrations of nitroglycerin measured at 30-90 min for each
application. Even though the applied dose was identical, plasma levels increased about
twofold for the lar er area of a lication. When the dose was doubled but the surface
area was held constant, the AUC between 30-90 min increased by 76%. These results,
although conducted on only a few subjects, illustrate the importance of the relationship

tw n r if i .
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Table 3 Effect of Dose and Surface Area on
the Bioavailability of Nitroglycerin Ointment in
Volunteers (n = 4)

Donovan and Flanagan

Treatment"

A
B
C

AUC
(0-90 min; ng mL-' min)

<0.2l>

0.40
0.72

aA = J6 mg of nitroglycerin ointment (2%) spread over
25 cm-; 8 = 16 mg of nitroglycerin ointment (2%)
s read over 100 crn-: C = 32 m of nitro I cerin oint-
ment (2%) spread over 100 crn-.
h90-minute sample was below assay sensitivity. making
calculations inaccurate.
o rc .

intrasubject variation was large, statistical differences in plasma levels were observed
for each dose when surface area was held constant. However, as shown in Table 4, and

area had no effect on AVe, time to peak, or peak concentration. Differences in appli
cation of the ointment were not well controlled. As a result, minor differences in thick-

were applied over large and small areas, were considered the reason surface area had
no effect on bioavailability.

Table 4 Comparison of Bioavailability Parameters Following Different
Treatments of Nitro I cerin Ointment to Volunteers n = 10

Treatment"

A
B

C
D

AUCh
(ng : mL I min)

C'rnax
(ng/ml.)

3.7 (1.4)
5.4 (4.6)

J 1.2 9.4
13.6 (8.8)

231.0 <125.0)
204.0(121.7)

243.0 132.2
229.5 (112.7)

'A 112 inch of nitroglycerin ointment spread over a I~ x 2 1,4 inch area (3.94 in.1) ;

C = I inch of nitroglycerin ointment spread over a I~ x 2 1,4 inch area (3.94 in.1) ;

D = I inch of nitroglycerin ointment spread over a 3112 x 2\4 inch area (7.88 in.').
"Standard deviation.
'A versus C and 8 versus D are statistically different; whereas, A versus Band C versus
D are statistically insignificant.
dA versus C, B versus D, A versus D, and C versus D are all statistically insignificant.
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In an elegant series of experiments, Chiang and colleagues have characterized the
permeation of minoxidil through excised sections of human cadaver skin from several
different topical formulations r188-1901. Initially, minoxidil transport from a water-
oil cream, an oil-water cream. and an ointment were studied in vitro using a finite dose
technique and analysis scheme. The resulting data are shown in Fig. 14. Minoxidil was
nresenr in excess of its solubilitv in each of the formulations. The nerrneation from the
water-oil cream was far superior to those from either of the other two formulations. The
authors suggest that. since the differences in permeabilities are greatest at high minoxidil
concentrations (increasing amounts of excess solid) that dissolution into the vehicle mav
playa role in minoxidil permeation, In a follow-up report. the permeation of minoxidil
across human cadaver skin was studied from a suspension of minoxidil in an ointment
, form ~nn from ~ o lvr-o] l/w~tPr • c.~. Fl, -<:t~tp

'-' . .. '-' .
transport of minoxidil from the ointment was achieved after a relatively long time in-
terval (6-8 h), whereas the flux of minoxidil from the solution increased monotonically

thp nf thp Thp th·· kah. ·.r tn th"
'-' "r

evaporation of the solution vehicle resulting in a changing thermodynamic activity of the
minoxidil over time. At short times (i.e., immediately following alcohol evaporation),
:. ;~ I:\,al .kn' .ha . :\ . ',~ ". . - • ,I I. •
•• ov "-'J •••~, .- 'u u~y_'u~.~.~._~. I' " .• ~, ..C' ~ '''C' .. , '-~""J .~'C'-.

driving force for permeation than that present within the initial solution or within the
ointment. Further investigation of the effect of vehicle evaporation on minoxidil flux
revealed that the precipitation of excess drug from solution with evaporation significantly
reduced the flux across human cadaver skin. The flux increased systematically from I.
2. and 3% solutions in the mixed propylene glycol/ethanol/water vehicle, yet as 5%
minoxidil, the flux was significantly reduced. Careful examination of the solutions re
vealed that both the ethanol and water phases were subject to evaporation, and minoxidil
at high concentration rapidly precipitated from the vehicle once evaporation was initi
ated. Again, the precipitation of minoxidil reduced the thermodynamic activity in the
vehicle therebv reducinz the flux comoared with the svstems in which suoersaturated
conditions were likely to occur.
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er inves iga ors ave a so a emp e 0 capi a ize on e in si u orma IOn 0

supersaturated systems to increase the bioavailability of several different drugs by for
mulating them as water-free microemulsions that imbibe water to form microemulsions
on app icauon to t e s mesou 1 tty 0 t e rugs was 0 serve to e
lower in the water-containing microemulsion; therefore, transiently supersaturated sys
tems were frequently created in situ. These microemulsion systems increased the phar-
macological activity of the drugs compared with that observed following release from
a transdermal matrix system. Although the direct effects of the components on drug
penetration were uncharacterized, the use of self-emulsifying systems shows the oten-
tial for increasing the bioavailability of topically applied agents.

Many variables exist that can affect the bioavailability of ointments intended for
transdermal deliver such as surface area and thickness of the a lication as well as
the physicochemical parameters of the ointment. Given the multitude of parameters
involved, most of which are difficult to control in a clinical setting, it is not surprising
., ..

with the use of polymer-controlled, drug delivery devices instead of delivery from an
ointment [194-196].

3. Liposomal Formulations

The ability of fatty acids and phospholipids to act as absorption promoters indicates that
liposomal delivery systems may be effective in the improvement of topical and systemic
i v il iii fr m form la ions lied to the skin. Altho h it is nlik I .. s

of their size, that liposomes would be absorbed intact across the skin, they may remain
intact within the epidermis, resulting in a localized depot of active drug. One of the first

acetonide in the dermis and epidermis were four- to fivefold higher when applied to the
skin in a liposomal formulation, compared with control ointment. Also, systemic uptake

. .. .

mal cortisone penetrates 10- to 15-fold more efficiently than from an ointment [198].
Therapeutically, herpes lesions have been more effectively treated with liposomal inter-. .. . . .

emulsion [199]. A similar enhancement of activity has been seen in the therapeutic treat
ment of burn wounds with liposomal aminoglycosides (200). The mechanism by which

it is clear that they are efficient, assisting the penetration of both hydrophobic and hy
drophilic drugs into various strata of the skin.

4. In Vitro-In Vivo Correlations

Because of the ready availability of excised skin samples, either animal or human, much
of the information on the performance of topical formulations has been gathered from
in vitro diffusion experiments. As with any other in vitro system. the extrapolation of
permeability data as an estimator of bioavailability is tenuous without further in vivo
validation. This is of particular significance for skin-directed bioavailability where the
ability of the drug to permeate through all of the layers of the skin is frequently inversely

ro ortional to the activit of the dru within the skin itself. The use of in vitro s s-
terns to predict systemic bioavailability is often quite successful, however. Bronaugh and
Franz [201) compared the permeability of benzoic acid, caffeine. and testosterone in each
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Carbopol 940 gel) through excised human skin sections to the bioavailability measured
in human volunteers. Because of experimental constraints, the data from the in vitro ex
eriments were often not a timized for reatest in vitro erformance, but rather, were

selected to permit the most straightforward in vitro-in vivo comparisons. In vitro, the
best predictor of permeability through the skin was the partition coefficient of the drug
between the vehicle and the skin. When the ercenta e of each of the com ounds trans-
ported through the skin sample was compared with the percentage excreted in the urine
following topical application, good correlations were observed. In general, the in vitro

. . . .

between in vitro and in vivo performance were quite good.
Another group of investigators [202] did not observe the same degree of in vitro--

. . .

934 gel with the plasma levels of verapamil in rats following topical application of the
gel. Surprisingly, the gel formulation that showed the most rapid verapamil release

. ~... .

bioavailability in the rats. The in vitro performance of other gel formulations contain
ing various solvents and putative absorption enhancers was also not easy to correlate with

. . . .
c qu e

for the most 0 timal in vitro-in vivo correl ions involv h h s -I s " '
the in vivo case. The use of synthetic membranes in vitro limits the ability to detect
changes induced in the stratum corneum that will affect drug permeation. In addition,
. . . .

vivo performance often results in rather poor correlation with the actual in vivo response.
Finally, even if more biologically relevant membranes. such as excised animal (rat,

good predictors of in vivo human performance.

.,

such as anticholinesterase inhibitors and most cholinergic drugs, treatment of the eye by
systemic routes would be impossible because of their toxicity. On the other hand, cer-

. .

not appreciably penetrate the eye; therefore, internal eye tissues can be treated only by
the systemic route.

across the cornea is severely limited by anatomical and physiological constraints. The
narrow pH range of the eye, rapid drainage and facilitated elimination by blinking,
a • • ••

s a sur ace area
available for absorption, all contribute to relatively poor ocular bioavailability (i.e.,
2-10% of the applied dose) [203].

e a ino ra i as een use over t e years to etermme w et er sigru icant
corneal penetration has occurred for a particular drug and also to determine whether for
mulations differ in bioavailability. The rabbit has been chosen over other species for the
testing 0 op t a rruc pro ucts ecause It IS sensrtrve to changes in physicochemical and
formulation differences and because historically, it has been an adequate model for ocular
toxicology.
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oug e ra i eye is ana omica y I eren 'rom e uman eye re anve to tear
fluid dynamics, the blinking rate, and the presence of a nictitating membrane 1204), the
net effect of these differences on ocular pharmacokinetics has not been very significant.

IS IS reasone rom t e resu ts ot a stu y y I owitz et a . l- In which 0.05
ml of I % prednisolone acetate was administered to both rabbit and human eyes. Aque
ous humor was obtained from human eyes of patients undergoing ocular surgery and as-
sayed for drug. Drug was instilled at various times before surgery so that enough time
intervals could be represented in the total patient population. Figure 15 shows a com
arison of dru levels obtained from each s ecies with time. With the exec tion that the

extent of absorption appears greater for the rabbit than for humans, the aqueous humor
time curves for the rabbit and human eye show similar rates of absorption and elimi
nation based on a similar u slo e t. and downslo e for each curve.

Although ocular penetration studies have been reported for anesthetics, antibiotics,
antibacterials, anti-inflammatory agents, antivirals, and autonomic drugs [2061. these

commercial preparations in either pH, tonicity, buffering capacity, or in the specific
adjuvants that were added. Commercial preparations were not often compared from

. . . .

aqueous humor samples, which necessitated special preparation of a laboratory batch.

I . Ophthalmic Suspensions

w
water-soluble analogues would not adequately penetrate the cornea to reach therapeutic
levels within the eye. The bioavailability of ophthalmic suspensions is influenced pri-

.. . ..

tides. Polymers, such as cellulosic derivatives, polyvinyl alcohol, and polyvinylpyrrol
idone, have been used as vehicles to impart adequate viscosity to retard settling of

. .... .....

tors also learned that polymers retard the drainage rate of the instilled drop from the
eye and, therefore, promote a longer retention time of the drug on the cornea.

l/l
::J 0.4 • HUMAN
0

:::J
0 •<{ 0.0

0 40 160

Fig. 15 A comparison of tritiated prednisolone acetate concentration in the aqueous humor of
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The particle size of suspended drugs is usually below 10 urn to ensure that no abra
sion of the cornea occurs. Particle size is also important hecause of its relation to the

or are expelled out of the eye at the lid margin or at the inner canthus. The time re
quired for dissolution and corneal absorption must be less than the residence time of the

. .

solution of a suspension likely provides the initial response, whereas the retained par
ticles maintain the response as particles dissolve and drug is absorbed.

ieg an 0 inson s u ie e ioavai a i i y a uome 0 one as a 0

aqueous suspension and ointment in the rabbit eye and compared the aqueous humor
levels of drug representing the suspension with an aqueous humor-time curve generated
from a saturated solution of the same drug. The aqueous humor-time Aue for the
saturated solution was approximately 22 % of the AVe determined from the suspension
that contained the same concentration of steroid in solution. Although 78% of the Aue
presumably comes from dissolution and subsequent absorption of the retained particles,
only 2.4% of the fluometholone present in the saturated solution was responsible for 22%
of the total AVe. However the dissolution rate of the articles in relation to their resi-
dence time has the most significant effect on the rate and extent of ocular absorption.

UI an 0 JOson stu re tea sorption 0 a . 0 suspension 0 uomet 0 one.
in addition to the 0.05 and 0.1 % concentrations previously studied hy Sieg and Rohinson.
Although no statistically significant differences in aqueous humor drug levels were found
for the 0.05 and 0.1 % suspensions. the 0.4% suspension resulted in aqueous humor
levels in excess of either of the other two suspensions. This is initially somewhat SUf

risin . since the free-dru concentration in solution is the same. re ardless of the sus-
pension concentration. The increased bioavailability of the 0.4% suspension is best
explained by the realization that because of the higher particulate content of this sus-

applied volume. These remaining particles then dissolve in the tear fluids and provide
an additional driving force for tluometholone transport across the cornea into the aqueous

formulation considerations, and the onset of side effects from the systemic absorption
of the excess drug, it seems practical to attempt to administer a suspension with as high

. .

concentration is not much greater than that of a saturated solution. As expected, the
bioavailability of a tluometholone suspension was increased as the particle size of the. .

<. •• e
of predicting aqueous humor drug levels following fluornetholone suspension adminis
tration. With this model, 2-6 urn was determined to be a reasonable size for these drug
parnc es or optima ioavai a I tty using conventrona partie e srze re ucnon tee 1I1IQUCS.

In a study of Schoenwald and Stewart [209J, three suspensions of 0.1 % (3H]dexa
methasone were prepared, with mean particle sizes of 5.75, 11.5, and 22.0 urn. After
instilling each preparation into the right eye of rabbits, their aqueous humor and cor
neal levels were measured over 5 h. The results showed a statistically significant rank
order correlation between increasing blood levels and decreasin article size. The ar-
ticle size must be small enough to prevent corneal abrasion. However. even mild
irritation can induce lacrimation and facilitate drug removal. If the panicle size is too
small. then the ossibilit exists that the rna be swe t awa bv draina c.
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This latter phenomenon was studied by Sieg and Triplett [210) by instilling 3%
suspensions of radiolabeled tracer microspheres to rabbit eyes. Figure 16 gives the re-
sults and shows the excellent retention of either 25- or 50-J.ll doses containing 25-1.im
particles. For a smaller particle size of 311m, retention was greater for the 25-pl than
the 50-J.ll dose. For the two dosing volumes of 25 and 50 J.lI there was a proportional
relation with the oercentaze retained which was 30 and 70% for each dosinz volume
respectively. The 25-J.lm particles were well retained in the conjunctival sac, but when
the 3-J.lm-particle size was tested, retention was dependent on the volume instilled.

I .:lC'k of
.... when usino ~ , ,~ ,~ ,..~ m~v (){'clIr ,. .1 hp," '"'' the.

patient has not followed instructions and shaken the bonle thoroughly. Apt et al. [21 I)
reported that, in a study of 100 patients who were instructed to shake a steroid suspen-
"inn' ,t hpfnrp . "'~

, thp ;n",'r,' .tinn", II i,
J , . . '" '0'

,

was more surprising to learn that after shaking the bottle as many as 40 times, one
product dispensed 90% of the labeled amount, but three other products yielded only 82,
"71 ~~A "'l"'l C/ ~~ '~h~' Th~ .h~. .. nh~ .IA n'~" .1-. 1..1-..1, ~..~ __ 'v ~ • •~v_.. ..._ ...~. u..~~.~ u.~._ ~....._.~~_.
the number of times the bottle must be shaken to fully resuspend the particles.

., Ii, .1. ~._.
r
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At the temperature of the eye, ophthalmic ointments do not liquefy, but readily soften
and, with blinking action or eyeball movement, continuously spread throughout the

,..,... Th;,. .,..t;"n .... nrl "nt.... ),-p h" th.. t .....-c ,." th,.t "i.
J r - or 'J 'r

tion into the cornea can occur. In contrast, rigid petrolatum ointment might be ineffec-
rive, since the shearing action from blinking would not create a new surface from which

.1 .... . . Tt- .t- ot, . .
U''''o ....v ... 'U , .....U"] p'" U.,V" " ..v ....",.,. ,,,.... " ....VI., .,.", U ........."".... " ... viva ILl v

ophthalmic drugs from ointment vehicles are ocular contact time, diffusion through the
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Fig. 16 Retention of radiolabeled microspheres applied to the conjunctival sac of rabbit eyes
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bulk of the ointment. effective concentration of drug at the cornea. and shear-facilitated
release.

is not well retained in the conjunctival sac. significant drug absorption cannot take place.
In general. 50% of an ointment instilled in the eye is retained for 30 min, whereas the
same percen age 0 a viscous so u ion is re aine or on y - min. oug oin men s
provide a stable and nonirritating environment for ophthalmic drugs. their ability to
increase contact time relative to viscous solutions prompted development of the oph-
thalmic ointment form for nighttime use when around-the-clock treatment was impor
tant.

Hanna and co-workers [212.213] compared the ocular bioavailabilit of commer-
cial chloramphenicol solutions and ointments in both rabbit and human eyes. Chloram
phenicol. a lipophilic compound that penetrates the cornea at relatively high rates, was

detector. Figure 17 shows the aqueous humor profiles following application of 50 III of
I % chloramphenicol ointment in the rabbit eye. The peak concentrations range from 26

[212]. Hanna et al. [213] compared drop versus ointment therapy for 1% chloram-
phenicol in patients awaiting cataract surgery. They found that the ointment prolonged
the drug concentration in aqueous humor above the minimum effective concentration for
2-4 h. In 0 osition to these results the solution had to be instilled ever 15 min for
a total of 13 doses to attain comparable drug levels. which rapidly fell when the instil
lations were discontinued.

~
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U1
:::> 20-
w
:::>
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Fig. 17 A comparison of chloramphenicol concentrations in aqueous humor of the rabbit eye
following application of 1% commercial ointments.
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In a series of reports, Robinson and co-workers 1214-216] studied the release of
pilocarpine from water-oil emulsion systems and a suspension system in an attempt to
identif those variables res onsible for im roved bioavailabilit . Table 5 ex resses their
AUC results between a and 30 min. Although the AUCs do not represent a complete
profile, by 30 min most of the drug had been absorbed, and the differences are great. .. . .

solution showed the poorest bioavailability. Although the aqueous solution readily mixes
with tears, it is drained away from the eye too quickly for sufficient drug to be absorbed.

increased bioavailability. In Table 5, where a reduced level of water was used in the
composition of the emulsion, the bioavailability increased because the effective concen-

. .. ., . ,

the force of blinking or of eyeball movement had a reduced effect on rupturing the emul
sion and releasing the drug. As a consequence, bioavailability was reduced compared

concentration of surface particles, coupled with the high aqueous solubility of the drug
in tears, would be sufficient to generate the highest aqueous humor levels. The authors

into tear fluids is neither rapid nor extensive.
In a study using 0.1 % fluorometholone 12071 in a suspension or an ointment, the

partially soluble in the petrolatum vehicle. With this formulation, both bulk diffusion and
shear-facilitated release contributed to the amount of fluorornetholone available for cor-

Table 5 Effect of Ointment Formulation Variables on Aqueous Humor Levels
of Pilocarpine (10 2M) Following Instillation of 25 mg or 25 ul

Treatment (pg mL-1 min; 0-90 min)

2. Absorption base/liquid pet./25% H20

3. Absorption base/liquid pet./5% H20

4. Petrolatum base

27.9
40.5
53.3

5. Petrolatum hase/surfactant/5 % H20

6. Petrolatum base/5% Hp
61.5
81.3
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Lee's acetylated lanolin formulation to two oily suspensions composed of either 2 or 4%
cromolyn sodium in Plastibase 5W (polyethylene and mineral oil). The levels of cromo
I n sodium in tears, cornea, conjunctiva, a ueous humor, and iris-ciliar bod were
greatest at all time points following the administration of the acetylated lanolin base. The
authors suggest that this is due to rapid release of the drug from the base in the eye and

. ..

on the other hand, did not allow rapid release of the drug and, although slower than the
aqueous solution, were rapidly cleared from the eye.

incorporated in a lanolin petrolatum vehicle in producing elevated corneal cyclosporine
levels with negligible aqueous humor and serum levels. This type of disposition is nee-

lar inflammation unresponsive to corticosteroid treatment. Cyclosporine, a hydrophobic
peptide, partitions readily out of the base and appears to concentrate in the corneal epi-. ..

ence of the polymer retards drainage and promotes contact time with the cornea. Hy
drophilic drugs show slightly greater improvement in ocular bioavailability than lipo-

because the epithelial layer imparts a greater diffusional resistance to absorption for hy
drophilic drugs. Robinson (2201 showed that, when methylcellulose was used to increase

of three. By increasing the viscosity from 15 to 100 cP another threefold reduction in
drainage occurs; however, the drops become sticky and uncomfortable to use. Also. filter

3. Liposomes

iposoma suspensions 0 severa y rop I IC an ydropho IC drugs have been inves-
tigated for their ability to increase the ocular tissue drug concentrations. Since it is
unlikely that liposomes are absorbed intact across the cornea, a liposomal formulation
likely serves as a reservoir for drug at the corneal surface. This type of behavior was
observed by Taniguchi et al. 122I] in their investigation of ocular corticosteroid bio
availability from liposomal formulations. When using liposomes prepared from e olk
lecithin, the investigators found that dexamethasone and dexamethasone palmitate lipo
somal formulations were less bioavailable than their equivalent aqueous suspensions,
Dexamethasone valerate, in contrast, showed a much reater bioavailabilit measured
as dexamethasone plus dexamethasone valerate) following its administration in a lipo
somal vehicle. Previous in vitro-release studies had shown that no measurahle levels of
free dexamethasone almitate were resent in the Ii osomal form io
entrapped dexamethasone palmitate released from the liposomes. It is not surprising.
therefore, that dexamethasone palmitate in a lipsomal formulation shows little promise
as an ocular deliver . .

liposomal vehicle is far below the drug's saturated solubility; thus, it is not unexpected
that a suspension formulation outperforms the liposomal formulation. With dexarnetha-
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iposomes, rug re ease rom t e iposomes IS a so rapic. nee t e iposorna ormu a
tion is instilled into the eye, equilibration with the tear fluids takes place, resulting in
a dexamethasone valerate concentration near that of the free-drug concentration in the
formulation. As the dexamethasone valerate diffuses into the cornea and is hydrolyzed
to dexamethasone, more dexamethasone valerate is released from the liposomes to re
establish the concentration equilibrium. As long as the liposomes remain at the corneal
surface, this depot of drug allows greater concentrations of dexamethasone to build up
in the ocular tissues.

4. Nanoparticles

Wood et al. [222] studied the disposition of radiolabeled polyhexyl-2-cyanoacrylate. .

rapidly cleared from the eye, and approximately I % of the instilled dose adhered to the
corneal or conjunctival surfaces. The nanoparticles also biodegraded rapidly in the tear.. .., ..

was carried out by Li er al. [223] to investigate the bioavailability of progesterone as
sociated with polybutylcyanoacrylate nanoparticles administered ophthalmically. When. .

articulate ro esterone was less in the cornea, conjunctiva. and a ueous humor. These
results indicate that the rapid clearance of the nanoparticles from the eye caused this
dosage form to behave in a manner similar to a simple ophthalmic suspension. In addi-

s 'i wi
nanoparticles; consequently, the free-drug concentration in the tear fluids is quite low
and likely to be significantly less than a concentrated aqueous solution of the drug.

. . . ..

tion and a short retention time. These results indicate that it is necessary to increase the
retention time of a nanoparticle ophthalmic formulation for it to enhance the bioavail-
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I. OVERVIEW

uispersec pnarmaceuncai systems require sareguaros rrom rmcromai contammauon tnat
can affect the product and infect the consumer. This is accomplished by the addition of
antimicrobial agents to destroy or inhibit the growth of those organisms that may con-
taminate the product dunng manufacture or use.

Both sterile and nonsterile multidose products can become contaminated with mi-
crobes through consumer use. misuse. or abuse. Thus. it is necessary to preserve all
multiple-dose pharmaceutical products to protect (a) the product formulation and active
ingredients from microbial degradation and (b) the consumer from infection that could
be acquired through product use.

The preservation of nonsterile pharmaceutical products became a concern during the
late 1950s and 1960s when many reports concerning the microbial contamination of such
oroducts were nublished rI 21. Conseauentlv it became necessarv to consider recoa-
nized standards for acceptable amounts and types of bacterial content in nonsterile phar-
maceuticals. Much of the pioneering work in this area has been done by cosmetics

~ whose . are llv more at risk from contamination than are
pharmaceuticals. Little information was published on the preservation of cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals during the pioneering era of preservative development. Manufacturers

!aC thllc ru Thp
~ r .- ~"

~C' , L ~ •

association of the use of contaminated products with the development of clinical infec-
tion [4-7]. increased regulatory control. and increased public awareness of product

hn~ 'h~ ~. .
'" .... ~~e" e' ~"l"U' ....u ...- c> ~ .

in the area of preservatives and microbiological product safety.
The challenge for the formulator is to find a balance between effective preserva-

... c: 'T't. • ,
II ". <&u.. '3<&.... , J. • 111'3 "<&11 U" <&'3 '11'"

of preservative that are toxic to microbes and those that are toxic to people.

.~77
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Inere is a very wioe spectrum or compounds mal emcienuy Kill microoes, even
when toxic ones are eliminated from consideration. However, the requirements of solu-
bility, stability. and compatibility with formulation ingredients or packaging components
restnct this spectrum to a relauve lew.....rgure I IS a Simple scheme showing some of
the relationships between product ingredients, preservatives. and microbes. These inter-
locking relationships demonstrate the necessity for a well-planned preservation system
that is integrated with the formulation. Preservation should never be an afterthought.

A preservative should never be chosen solely on a theoretical basis; therefore. it is
essential to design a system for testing the efficacy of a preservative in the formulation
and in the intended container. Design of the test program should also include testing
the preservative efficacy and chemical stability of a product formulation over a given
time oeriod and under varvinz conditions (temperature humiditv). Manufactured nroduct
formulation should also be assessed for preservative efficacy and chemical stability to
ensure that the manufacturing process did not alter the preservative system of the product

In . when 3
c: is. it i,,:m

option to include an in-use study to evaluate preservative effectiveness after consumer
use in a controlled clinical situation.

In ~. . .
tA " P "nA"-

'0' r OJ ~. r '0' .
the use of Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs) is required to keep a product microbe-
free [8]. These three methods for reducing microbial contamination are very closely
related. Deficiencies in anyone cannot be made up simply by adding more preserva-
tive "for insurance." The GMPs. although beyond the scope of this chapter. are a nee-
essary precondition for successful preservation of pharmaceuticals. We will concern
ourselves instead with the design of preservative systems and testing programs. This
chapter will address:

The problem (microbial contamination and its effects)
The solution (commonly used preservatives)
I ne er'recls or rormUlation ingreaiems on preservative er'T1cacy
The measurement of preservative efficacy
Future trends in this field

I Preser vall ves I
: Chemical and+ ,.... - -- - - - - - - - --

- .... ": - physrcc! losses
..- ,

/" ,
.... ,

/" I

Time and brobur den/" I

/' I
I..- ,, ,
I,..- + ,
J,

... - i Microbes I .+,....
ChangedProduct

Ingredients .. Product
Ingredients

Fig. 1 Relationships among product ingredients. microbes. preservatives. and other factors.
Microbes act on product ingredients (heavy arrow); this action is inhibited by preservatives <dashed
arrow). Product ingredients can help or hinder (±) both the degradation process and the inhibi-
tion of egradation by preservatives. Chemical and physical losses of a preservative decrease its
ability at inihbit degradation of product ingredients by microbes. Microbial metabolism of prod-
uct ingredients is increased with time and with greater numbers of microbes (bioburden).
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II. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC

A. DefinitIon of Terms

During the process of developing recognized standards for the reduction of microbial
contamination, many terms required definition, and many new terms were introduced.
Sterilization disinfection and reservation, all are terms for the same eneral f()Cess-
that of killing, removing, or reducing microbial contamination from formulations or
surfaces. However, the terms differ from one another in their spectrum of activity and

I m nd n nc ion in e ch of these three wa s
under different conditions. For example, temperature is a sterilant at 125°C, a disin
fectant at 55°C, and a preservative at 5°C. Glutaraldehyde is a sterilant at 4.0%, a

terms and others that are used in this chapter and in the relevant literature are as fol
lows.

ing bacterial and fungal spores.
Disinfection is a process that kills or removes all vegetative microbial contaminants. .. .

uirin onl about 10-15 min contact with the a ro riate a ent. This term is not a -
plied to pharmaceuticals and is reserved for surfaces that can come into contact with
living tissue. Antiseptics are similar to distinfectants, but are applied directly onto liv-.. .. .

Preservation of pharmaceutical products is not so easily defined. In the pharmaceu
tical sense, a preservative prevents or inhibits microbial growth in the formulation to. . . ...

in terms of what number of organisms should be killed per which unit of time. Most
criteria call for a 99.9% reduction of bacteria (0.1 % survival or a 3-log reduction) in. . .

the requirements for antifungal activity. One of the most stringent definitions of preser
vative action was offered by Kahn and associates, who stated that an ophthalmic for-

inadequately preserved [9]. For the purposes of this chapter, the word preservation will
be used in the general sense of antimicrobial activity, without implying specific test
.. " .. ..

n ia. W us e lela r r I ec Ion
Self-sterilization is a term used, historically, to mean the ability of a product to kill

microbial contaminants. A product that is self-sterilizing can be said to be adequately
preserve i.e., no micro es can e recovere a ter a e I erate contammauon, or c ra 
lenge. However.the use of the word "sterilization" in this context is misleading, since
preservatives kill vegetable cells, but do not destroy bacterial spores. Thus. even though
a pro uct IS se -sten izmg an adequate y preserved, it IS not necessarily sterile. In
practice, the definition of self-sterilization is based on some specified test procedure.
Some procedures, however, cannot detect as many as 50-200 viable cells per milliliter
or gram of product.

Neutralization is the elimination of a preservative's antimicrobial activity by the
action of an added chemical agent (neutralizer), b filtration, or b dilution of the test
sample. Exposure of microbes to dispersed products containing preservatives creates a
population of surviving cells that exhibit different degrees of stress (i.e., sublethal in
iur from the lack of nutrients and the chemical-cellular interaction of reservative
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agents). For chemically induced cell injury, the effects observed are dependent on the
chemical molecule/cell number ratio and removal of this stress can only be achieved by
neutralization of the a ent 10. Neutralizers are now used in tests of reservative effi-
cacy: aliquots of a formulation that has been challenged with microbes are taken, and
the number of survivors are determined. Since preservatives are carried over in such a

in h r c ver T
vative without being toxic to the stressed microbial cells and without causing losses of
viable cells by other means (e.g., precipitation). An example is polysorbate 80, which. . .. .

1975, neutralizers were not commonly used in tests of preservative efficacy. Therefore,
caution should be exercised when interpreting the results of earlier preservative efficacy

A bactericidal agent is one that kills vegetable bacterial cells. It may also have
activity against fungi (fungicidal) and spores (sporicidal). A bacteriostatic agent is one. . . .

them. It may have activity against fungi (fungistatic). A compound with -static activity
may have -cidal activity and vice versa, depending on the organism and the concentra-

Bio urden refers to the microbial load or insult resented to a sam Ie formulation
or other potential home for microbes. Bioburden is expressed in terms of viable organ
isms per volume or weight [i.e., colony forming units (CFU) per milliliter or gram].

.. .

Pharmacopeial Convention and published in the United Stales Pharmacopeia (USP) to
assess nonsterile pharmaceutical products for the presence of bacteria and fungal

of Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, and Salmonella
sp.: the time necessary for any product to kill these bacteria is not specified. Other. .

ing the preservative efficacy or microbial limits of dispersed products (such as suspen
sions, emulsions, gels, ointments, and solid stick-type products) must be validated to. .

microbial limits test is not applicable to multiple-dose otic, ophthalmic, nasal, or inject
able products, which must be sterile and must pass preservative efficacy criteria.

e muuma lflll I ory concen ra ton is a concen ra ion 0 a preserva ive
that prevents cells from growing under established conditions. However, the conditions
and microbes used can vary from laboratory to laboratory, making comparisons of Mles
problematic. he IS est consi ere a roug estimate 0 a preservauve s a I tty to
kill microbes.

The foregoing terms-preservation, bioburden, microbial limits test, and MIC-refer
to aerobic bacterial and fungal (yeasts and molds) contamination only and do not con
sider viral, anaerobic, mycobacterial, actinomycete, or protozoal types of microbial
contaminants.

B. Risks to Consumers
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varrve concemrarion. 1"l0 contamination is lUI sterile. -pllal

cals, such as injectables and ophthalmic products. Acceptable levels of contamination
differ widely among nonsterile, multidose oral products. topical products for skin. and
topical products tor mucous membranes. In addrnon, tne use or procucts on mjureu or
diseased tissue further restricts both the acceptable degree of contamination and the con-
centration of preservative. This is of special concern for nonsterile topical creams and
lotions that are often used to treat pain. inflammation. and dry skin. Such products are
excellent environments for bacterial growth. and the compromised integument of a con-
sumer in need of these products allows entry of pathogenic organisms to the body.
Infections acquired in a hospital (nosocomial) have been traced to contaminated bottles
of hand lotion [1.2]. In these studies the "infections caused by S. {Serratia/ marcescens
hizhlv suzzest transmission by contaminated hands, ... " Sites of infection included
burns. wounds. and catheters, Septicemia caused by Klebsiella pneumoniae, P. aeru-
ginosa, E. coli, or S. aureus infections were also reported in the same studies.

rn ..
to direct . , , can he owing-

to their effects on the product. Fungi can metabolize complex carbohydrates. surfactants,
and even steroids. This can change the physical properties of the formulation and can
"I"". thA ' Af thA r' Af thA n .,. .. ' A"An

-'y r

without the destruction of active ingredients, can damage a formulation by the forma-
tion of acidic end products that lower the pH of the product. This, in turn, can result
in the growth of molds and fungi and the inactivation of the preservative. Some microbes
can slowly metabolize emulsifiers. dispersing agents, and surfactants. which can cause
separation of the dispersed phases (e.g .• cracking of the emulsion).

The agents used to decrease the risks of bacterial contamination can themselves be
harmful. Extreme care must be taken in the choice of comoounds used in formulations
that come in contact with sensitive tissues. Toxicity and irritation are dependent on the
concentration of the compound in question. Thus, the appropriate concentration of a pre-

i~ . thp . ,
thM Ulill nn rhr- inh nf

J J I

C. The Ideal Preservative

Several workers have devised lists of properties of the ideal preservative l12, 13]. which
usually include the following:

~rr "t lAn, " n,;-1A "nAro'", ,,.,., ".f'
~

Soluble in the formulation at the required concentration
Nontoxic and nonsensitizing at in-use concentration
r. ...:.h ,. ~~A ~ •

''-
.... .~. .- .....~ .

~

No effect on color. odor. or rheological properties of the formulation
Stable over wide ranges of pH and temperature
~

1'o.\;ldll V\;I Y

As with most ideals, this one is probably unattainable. and a balance must he struck
amona these reauirements.

D. Special Considerations of Dispersed Systems

In pnncipte, me preservation ot uispersed pnarmaceuucats IS no ditterent trom the pres-
ervation of solution dosage forms. The complexity of such systems. however. necessi-
tares special care in the selection and use of a preservative.
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Lotions anu creams are especiallY ravoratrle environmems for microoes. eucn ror
mulations contain more than enough carbon. nitrogen. and water for the metabolic needs
of microbes. In addition. the complexity of a dispersed dosage form tends to work
agamst the preservative-the more compounos mere are m a tormutanon, the greater the
chance that one or more will somehow inactivate it. (Only rarely will such an interation
increase a preservative' s efficacy.) These interactions will be discussed in Section V.

As an example of the problems associated with dispersed formulations. consider the
partitioning of preservatives between the two or more phases of an emulsion. Partitioning
can reduce the concentration of a preservative in the aqueous phase. where it must be
present for antimicrobial activity. to the point that it is no longer effective. Another
complexity is pl]. which affects the efficacy of many preservatives. The nature of dis
persed systems makes the meaning and measurement of pH problematic. Since microbes
live on a microscale, often living within water droplets or on the interfaces between
phases. they experience only the local pH. The formulator can either measure only the
pH of the aqueous phase or an overall, "apparent." pH. This latter measurement is
subject to large errors resulting from the presence of organic phases and particles. An
additional difficulty is that particles are not always neutral and can add or take up hy
drogen ions. This results in local pH gradients thai can affect microbial growth and
preservative efficacy and stability. '.. ~ ... ~~ ~

VIVUII;III Willi VU:;;)I;I VdllVII VI UI;)VI;I;)I;U 'J • I~ 1I11; CIICl-l 01

processing on a preservative's efficacy in a formulation. The manufacturing processes
for dispersed systems are especially complex and can cause the inactivation, volatiliza-.. ~

lIVIl. U"'OI • VI 01 UII; V11...o... , vau ' .... /"\ • 1l1l~lIl IlICCI uic I c-

quirements of an ideal preservative for a specific formulation. yet will not be useful
because of the problems associated with the required manufacturing processes.

I ne complexily 01 uisperseu systems ieaos to me special consiueralions uecreaseu
in the foregoing. The selection and use of preservatives. as detailed in the remainder
of this chapter. are constrained by the interactions that can occur in these systems.

III. MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION

Reseachers at the U. S. Food and Drug Adrnmtstranon (FDA) reported I jjO Isolations
of gram-negative bacteria from raw materials and finished products between 1968 and
1971 [14]. This is hardly surprising given that microbes "are absent only in those places
where a sterilizing influence prevails or in the interior tissues of healthy animals and
plants" [13]. Microbes flourish whenever the balance between advantageous and hos
tile factors tips in their favor.

Bacteria are considered the most serious contamination. as they usually grow much
faster than yeasts or molds. This is emphasized in the USP criteria for the microbial
limits test for nonsterile pharmaceuticals. These requirements call for the absence of
certain bacteria, namely P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, E. coli, and Salmonella spp., but do
not recognize a concern for yeasts and filamentous fungi (molds). A list of objection
able microbial genera is presented in Table I.

A. Sources of Microbial Contamination
• nJ
I. ru.« UHU nuu;,

Common airborne microbes are the gram-positive bacteria. Staphyloccus, Micrococcus.
and Corynebacterium spp .. and the spore-forming Bacillus and Clostridium spp.: the
yeast Rhodotorula spp .. and the molds Aspergillus. Cladosporium. and Penicillium spp.
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1BDIe 1 Mlcrot)JaJ
Genera Considered
Objectional for

~

~'~y_"'_~ 1

Gram-negative bacteria
Acinetobacter
Escherichia
Enterobacter
Klebsiella
Proteus
Pseudomonas
Salmonella
Serratia

Gram-positive bacteria
Clostridium
stapnytococcus

Molds
Aspergillus
.....

."~~

Yeast
Candida

Source: Refs. 15 and 16.

I ne microbtal 1I0ra 01 city water usuauy includes gram-negative 1I0nlermenladve
bacilli, including Pseudomonas, Alicaligenes, Acinetobacter, Flavobacterium, and Achro-
mobacter spp. Other soil and sewage bacteria, such as Bacillus spp.; the gram-negative
fermenters Serratia, Klebsiella, Proteus, and Enterobacter spp.: and E. coli, can be
found in tap water used for manufacturing. Thus, all but two of the objectionable gen-
era listed in Table I are likely to be found in air and water.

Deionized water is often used in pharmaceutical formulations and is made by passing
city main water through ion-exchange resin beds. These resin beds can become havens
for bacterial contamination (usuallv Pseudomonas SOD.) esneciallv if the resin is not
frequently regenerated. As a result, deionized water may be more heavily contaminated
than tap water. By contrast, freshly distilled water is sterile. However, microbial con-

of water c. results from fauitv r-oolino or dictr-i-. ~

_.
bution systems. Distilled water for pharmaceutical products is sometimes ozonized or
maintained at 80°C in a holding loop to maintain its sterility.

2. Raw Materials

Pharmaceuticals are often derived from plant or animal sources; thus, they carry a natural
microbial nora III j. Plant matenats can contam the microbes mentioned 10 the last
section: the airborne molds, plus yeasts tSaccharomyes and Rhodotorula spp.) and other
molds (Mucor, Alternaria, Fusarium, and Auriobastidiums spp.). Plant materials, includ-
ing various natural gums, usually contain from 1000 to 100,000 microorganisms per
gram. Synthetic ingredients generally have lower bioburdens than natural materials [16].
Raw materials of animal origin usually contain only bacteria, rarely yeasts or molds,
but this flora may contain pathogens (e.g., Pasteurella. Shigella. and Salmonella spp.).
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Consequently, many of these raw materials are treated with heat, irradiation, or alco
hol to greatly reduce or eliminate their bioburden before use.

3. Equipment

Contamination from this source can be kept to a minimum by simple good-housekeep-
. . . . . ~. .

machinery. This includes accessibility to all parts, elimination of crevices and dead ends
where fluids might accumulate, and the use of smooth, easily cleaned parts wherever.. . .,.

thoroughly cleaned, disinfected, and rinsed between uses.

Manufacturing personnel often transfer microbes from their skin and respiratory pas
sages to nonsterile pharmaceutical products. The skin nora is difficult to predict. as per-
sonal hygiene plays a large role 10 efining the transient population of gram-negative
coliform bacteria. However, the staphylococci and diphtheroids are normally present,
along with yeasts from the genera Candida and Pityrosporum (Malassezia), The primary
concern is transfer of S. aureus or coliforms from personnel to the product during manu-

.. . .. ...

aerosols of bacteria such as staphylococci (including S. aureusi, steptococci (viridans
group), and occasionally Haemophilus, Klebsiella. or Neisseria spp, The use of protec-

who can come into contact with batch materials should understand that they are an
important source of microbes and should be trained 10 avoid contaminating the prod-
uc .

5. Consumers

Bacterial contamination of products through consumer use often results in a mixed
microbial flora being present in the product I I8J. This bacterial flora often is made up
of ram- ositive cocci and rods. with a few rarn-ne alive rods. Since this source of
contamination can introduce pathogens I18], it is essential that the preservative system
be able to handle the bioburden that the consumer can be expected to add. It is almost
im ossible to rove that roduct contamination occurred after it left the factor . Thus
for both ethical and financial reasons, the manufacturer must be sure of the preserva
tion of the product.

B. Survival and Growth of Microbial Flora: Factors Other Than
Preservatives

I. ater

Water is the single most important requirement for microbial growth. In a multiphase

terfaces). Anhydrous pharmaceuticals will rarely support microbial survival unless ex
traneous water has entered the product container.

w'
teraction to components in a formulation. In other words, Aw quantitates the water
available for microbial use. The higher the solute concentration. the lower the A",. Water
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activity IS temperature-nepenuent ana IS equal to tne vapor pressure or tne rorrnuranon
divided by the vapor pressure of pure water at the same temperature. Most bacteria
require high Aw values for growth, about 0.92 and above [20]. Gram-positive cocci can
tolerate lower water activity (e.g., S. aureus can grow at an Aw of 0.86). Fungi prefer
an Aw of about 0.90, although osmophilic yeasts can withstand an Aw as low as 0.62.
The ability of microbes to thrive at a given A w is greatly influenced by temperature and
pH.

High concentrations of sugars increase osmotic pressure and decrease A w to levels
incomoatible with most microbial life. However, osmophilic yeasts have grown, albeit
slowly. in very high concentrations of sugars. Syrup SP, for example. is 66% surcrose
with an Aw of 0.86 and is occasionally contaminated with osmophilic yeasts. Water
activitv can be estimated from the followinz euuation:

A =
vapor pressure of the product

(at the same temperature) 121 ].w
V:lnnr of water

Formulators also have the option to use sodium chloride (100 ppm), added as a con-
centrate in a "little bit" of water, to lower the Au, of their "anhydrous" ointments after
removal of preservatives. The addition of sodium chloride in this manner serves to in-

~ ~

CIt;I1St; lilt; SI1It;lY 01 uiose }-IIUUU~l~ 1I1l1l are ~UII~11l1Y lIy .
to be only "microbiostatic," but we believe ointments should at least significantly kill
vegetative bacteria. Also, water films can develop on products through misuse, humidity,
ana oaily temperature CYCling, creating a iocanzec area or lower sugar concentration.
Such a film is a foothold for further microbial attack because of its increased A w (and
reduced osmotic pressure). Semisolid products are especially susceptible to this sort of
attack, which IS made possible by a localized area of reduced preservative concentra-
tion that does not mix with the rest of the product.

2. Nutrition

Nearly all microorganisms require certain basic nutrients to survive and grow in a phar-
• }-IIUUU\",l. ivrany 01 mese 11UlI ;1::11L~ art; rounu in uisperseu uosage rorms, 1 nesc

include carbohydrates, proteins, lipids (waxes, fatty acids, or fatty alcohols), organic
acids. inorganic salts, and vitamins. Molds and yeasts are saprophytes (i.e.. they ob-
tam energy rrom tne metabolism or aeaa organic matter). I ney are common to the
bioburden of natural raw materials such as gums, pectins, starch, vegetable oils, and
plant extracts. These organisms require water, air, a source of carbon, such as fats or
carbohydrates (sugars or cellulose), very little protem, and a temperature of 18-25°C.
Table 2 is a list of nutritional sources for microbes that are commonly found in con-
taminated dispersed pharmaceutical products.

Some bacteria possess the ability to adapt to extremely low nutritional levels, es-
pecially members of the genus Pseudomonas. Pseudomonas aporia can survive in dis-
tilled water with only trace quantities of nutrients [22]. Likewise, P. aeruginosa can
grow in distilled water in hospital mist therapy units 123,24]. The bacteria isolated from
the therapy units were more resistant to antimicrobial agents when they were grown in
distilled water than when they were subcultured on simnle media. In the last decade
Pseudomonas species have become the contamination plague of the pharmaceutical in-
dustry.
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Thickeners
Humectants
Flavorings
Natural products
Fats and oils
Steroids

3. pH

and amphoteric surfactants
Polyethylene glycols
Sorbitol, mannitol, I cerol
Peppermint water, syrups
Gums, proteins, starches

lations usually alters the pH, and changes in pH often greatly affect preservative activ
ity. This problem will be addressed in more detail in Section V.. .

fungi-this change then allows bacteria to grow. Bacterial metabolism of sugars and fats
produces acidic end products, which make the environment more favorable for molds

. .

growth of others is termed autogenic succession. A preservative, therefore, must be able
to kill the first contaminants (the "pioneers") that create the conditions for spoilage.

ere is i e poin 0 a preserva ive L criv a i s c es
in a spoiled product-it must be able to kill the entire range of possible contaminants.

Storage temperature can greatly affect the survival and growth of microbes in pharma
ceutical roducts. Althou h molds and yeasts prefer temperatures of 18-25°C, bacte-
ria prefer 30-37°C.Many molds and bacteria are inhibited and even destroyed by tem
peratures of 42-50°C. Storage of finished products at 23°C encourages molds and yeasts
to row and errninate. This tern erature also tends to kee bacteria static, but alive,
and able to respond to future changes in temperature. Temperatures of 4-15 °C tend to
hold microbial contaminants in a state of dormancy. However, the antimicrobial activ
i f r s rv tiv s is severel ham ered b lower tern eratures, Conversel even
though higher temperatures increase the rate of microbial growth, they also increase the
efficacy of a preservative, by 2-50 times for a 10°C increase [25).

5. Interfaces and Attachment Substrates

Suspended particles can adsorb microbes; this affords greater protection and, thereby,. .

nated with gram-negative bacteria, including Pseudomonas, Klebsiella, Serratia, and
Enterobacter spp. [26,27]. Adhesion of E. coli to magnesium trisilicate was demonstrated
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by Beveridge and Todd [28J. These authors suggest that the bacterial attachment has
some analogy to Langmuir adsorption. which implies an evenly dispersed monolayer of
cells on the surface of the articles. Electrostatic attraction was ruled out as the mecha-
nism of binding, since both the bacteria and the magnesium trisilicate particles have slight
negative charges. Binding, therefore. was ascribed to van der Waals forces. In addition

r m f in mi ro n ri i I w n i i for-
rnulation may be concentrated at particle surfaces and thus be available for attached
microbes.

6. Bioburden

The number of microorganisms introduced into a formulation greatly affects the poten-
• • a a ~ •

per gram. require a rather long lag period before growth or product degradation can be
expected (in an inadequately preserved formulation). In contrast. a very large inoculum
may overw e m a preservauve sys em in sort or er. so. t e greater t e num er 0

cells contaminating a formulation, the greater the chance that cells resistant to the pre
servative may develop. A weakness of most microbiological testing programs is the
failure to detect low levels of contamination, which, after a 3-month storage period, may

. "

7. Product Ingredients as Preservatives

C. Effects of Contamination on Products

"Living organisms propagate at the expense of their environment and in considering any. .

reactions they can carry out and the rate at which these occur should be taken into
account" [13]. The environment. here the product itself. must be protected from the

Dispersed products are nutritional havens for microbes. Thickeners and emulsifi
ers are good carbon sources for fungi; creams. lotions. and gels are very susceptible

" e r- ase sur ac an s as een em-
onstrated [30,31] and can contribute to changes in the rheological properties of a for
mulation.

ro ucts usua y ave selves 0 a out - years, unng w IC time t e con
centration of active ingredients must remain within about 10-20% of the nominal con
centration. Microbial metabolism of active ingredients, although rare, can accelerate
egra anon an re uce shel I e.

Carbohydrates are usually metabolized to acids, a process that may be accompanied
by gas formation. These metabolites can cause products to develop odors, change color,
shift pH, and cause phase separation. If thickeners are metabolized by microbes. the
product will become considerably less thick, and the product's rheological properties will
change accordin I .
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A change of pH can greatly affect surfactants and other components that maintain
the dispersion of phases in a product. Loss of some of these components through me
tabolism or loss of their efficac throu h a chan e in H can result in a se aration
of phases.

Even minor changes in physical properties are noticeable and can be disconcerting
. ... .

their senses to tell them the quality of the product. Changes in a product's gross physical
properties are likely to be interpreted as a loss of efficacy of the product... .

of pyrogens (substances that produce fever in humans and animals). The vast majority
of pyrogens are bacterial endotoxins. The endotoxins are composed of lipopolysaccha-
. .

LPSs consist of a heteropolysaccharide, small amounts of protein, and covalently bound
lipid A, which is responsible for the pyrogenicity of the LPSs.. .

D. Risks to Consumer

The indirect risks of microbial contammauon have already been mentioned (i.e., physical
and chemical changes in the dispersed dosage form, resulting in an unacceptable or
ineffective product). The direct risk of microbial contamination is infection. Pseudomo-
nas spp. are particularly virulent, and special care must be taken with ophthalmic prepa
rations. Some species are known to cause permanent damage to the eye in less than 24
h 34.

Viral contamination is not generally a concern; there have heen no reports of viral
infections that are due to pharmaceutical preparations. It is possible for viruses to en
ter a reduct: however atho enic viruses cannot multi I in formulations.

IV. PRESERVATIVES

In this section we will present brief descriptions of the commonly used preservatives.
These descriptions are meant to be brief outlines of the use of these compounds. rather

mation on particular agents, the interested reader is referred to various texts [35,361.
The compounds listed here are a narrower spectrum of preservatives than that available
~ . ., .... .

maceuticals. The great majority of preserved pharmaceuticals use the compounds listed
here [37]. Other preservatives, useful in their time, but now banned or simply disused,
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glycosides (arnikacin, gentamicin, and tobramicin); tetracyclines (minocycline , oxy
cycline, and such); sulfonamides and trimethoprirn; macrolides, quinolones, and the

. .. .. .

treatment of infectious disease, because the indiscriminant use of antibiotics as preser
vatives would create a world of antibiotic-resistant microorganisms, with little to no treat-

a high therapeutic index at which their toxic concentration to microbes is far (orders of
magnitude) below their toxic concentration to human beings, which allows them to be

. . .

olones usually kill bacteria in the 0.025- to 8.0-~g/ml range and are toxic to humans
at 10,000 ug/rnl. In contrast, preservative and disinfectant agents are usually toxic to. ... ...

tive range, but are safe for topical use and, sometimes, for digestive tract use. There
is already a problem in this area from the use of antibiotics in animal feed. Anec-
otica y, a company was eve oping a ine 0 con ac ens care pro uc S ta were

preserved with trimethoprim. However, when the drug branch of the FDA found out
that the device branch was considering approving these products, they put an immedi-
ate halt to the process. e eve opment company ost a few million dollars 111 product

ologist.

Miscible with water. Forms binary azeotrope with 5% water, b. 78.15°C. The term
"alcohol USP" refers to this mixture, 95/5 (v/v) alcohol and water. Typical concentra-

to disorganize lipid membranes by penetrating into the hydrocarbon microbial membrane
region. In general, short-chain alcohols produce greater changes in membrane disorga-
. . . . .

( 'y y c-
naturing proteins. The activity of alcohols has also been recognized to increase with
branching (primary < secondary < tertiary).

n isperse sys ems, a co 0 is use as a preserva ive 111 erma 0 ogica , parentera .
and oral products. It is most useful as a preservative when it is also useful as a solvent.
However, the nature of dispersed systems places an upper limit to the concentration of
a co 0 t at can e use. 00 ig a concentration 0 alcohol IS incompatible with many
emulsions and suspensions.

2. Propylene Glycol
, I

H2C-C- CH3
H

Synonyms: 1,2-Propanediol, 1,2-dihydroxypropane, methyl glycol. M.W. 76.09. Clear,
colorless, viscous, hygroscropic liquid with a slightly acrid taste, b. 188°C. Miscible

. . . ...

It is a
t con-
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centrations greater than 20%, it is often used as the sole preservative in a product. Pro
pylene glycol has been shown to enhance the bactericidal activity of parabens when used
at concentrations of 2-5% [38]. Like alcohol, propylene gl col causes bumin and stin -
ing on application. Its advantages over alcohol are greatly reduced volatility and better
physical compatibility with suspensions and emulsions.

3. Benzyl Alcohol OCH20H

ynonyms: eny met ano, p eny car mo , 0 or ess. 01 y iqut av-
ing a faint aromatic odor, b. 203-20re. Solubility: 4% in water, miscible with alco
hol and fixed and volatile oils. Typical concentrations for preservation (dermal products):
0.5-3%.

Benzyl alcohol is an excellent cosolvent for many pharamceutical formulations. It
has moderate antimicrobial activity, especially at neutral to acidic pH. Formulations
containing benzyl alcohol as preservative or cosolvent must be studied carefully because
of interactions with plastics, especially polyethylene and polystyrene. The usc of ben
z I alcohol as a reservative has been discontinued in arenteral formulations for di-
atric use because of safety concerns. Benzyl alcohol is rarely used in ophthalmic prod-. . .. . .

properly formulated. It has been shown by Russel et al. [39] to penetrate closures.
Magnesium trisilicate and polysorbate 80 reduce the bactericidal activities of benzyl

OH
I

4. Chlorobutanol

Synonyms: 1,I,I-Trichloro-2-methyl-2-propanol, chlorbutoJ.M.W. 177.46 (anhyd.).
Colorless to white crystals, volatile at room temperature. One gram dissolves in 130 ml
water, I ml alcohol, 10 ml glycerin. Very soluble in pro ylene I col, soluble in ve -
etable and mineral oils. Typical concentration for preservation: 0.5 %.

Chlorobutanol has lost much of its popularity in recent years owing to its lack of
stabilit in man formulations. It is unstable at H reater than 6 Table 3 . It is ar-
tially inactivated by polysorbate 80 and polyvinyl pyrrolidone [40,41], and can be ab
sorbed by rubber closures. Magnesium trisilicate reduces the bactericidal activities of. .

tile and can be lost through the headspace or plastic of the container [43,44). Also, it
has the odor and taste of camphor, which excludes it from oral use. Despite all this,. .

owing to its solubility in petrolatum, the likelihood of loss through the headspace or the
container is minimized.

5. Phenylethyl Alcohol

Colorless liquid with roselike odor and sharp, burning taste. One milliliter dissolves in
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laDle 3 The 1:::1Iect or
pH on the Stability of
Chlorobutanol

1112
pH (yr)

3.0 90
5.0 40.3
5.5 23.2
0.0 .,
6.5 2.4
7.0 0.61
,., ~ " .,.,

.-' v.~-'

Source: Ref. 45.

60 ml water. Verv soluble in alcohol, zlvercin, nronvlene glvcol, and fixed oils: slizhtlv
soluble in mineral oil. Typical concentrations for preservation: 0.25-0.5 %.

Pnenytetnyt aiconoi by Itself IS not a particularty ertecnve preservative. It IS weakly
microbicidal against certain fungi and Pseudomonas spp. and can be considreed a bac-
teriostatic agent. Phenyethyl alcohol (I %, 20-min contact time) has been reported by
Staal and Rowe [46] to inactivate mycoplasmas. However, the same authors reported
that enveloped viruses were resistant when tested under the same conditions. It is use-
ful in enhancing the activity of other preservatives [benzalkonium chloride (BAK)
phenylmercuric nitrate, chlorhexidine, chlorobutanol], especially quaternary, amines and
organic mercurials. Enhancement has been attributed to an effect on the cell envelope
""l'h th~t hianpr "f "thpr m~" pntpr thp 'plI 1.171

<=> r- OJ .
Br

,£ ~ ,
11"\ " ~_ru nu

v. <r: ,vv't: I - vc

NOz

oJ] IVlI]lIl • ..:,-orOIIJU-":'· n 'I: pant:-I,.)-uiUl, IVI,VV, ..:,vv.v. vllwnile, oooness, slignuy
hygroscopic crystalline powder, m. 121°C. One gram dissolves in 4 ml water, 2 ml
alcohol, 7 ml propylene glycol, and 100 ml glycerin. Bronopol is only slightly soluble
In OIls (less than 0.5 %). Typical concentrations tor preservation: O.U1-0. ) %.

Bronopol possesses many of the properties of an ideal preservative: it is colorless,
odorless, highly water-soluble, and nontoxic at typical concentrations. Bronopol parti-
tions into the aqueous phase in most aqueous-organic solvent combinations, where it can
come into contact with contaminating microorganisms. Bronopol is unaffected by the
oresence of surfactants r48-511 and works svnerzisticallv with certain nonionic surfac-
tants [51]. Cysteine hydrochloride, dimercaprol, cystine hydrochloride, sodium thiosul-
fate, sodium metabisulfite, and sulfhydryl compounds have been reported to decrease

""
..

rJ.~ ,')1 ~ i" . \l/ith ""tnP tnpt~1c fir"n 1\
.- "J • ". •

limiting its use with certain packaging. It discolors solutions brown or yellow when
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exposed to light, especialIy under alkaline conditions at higher temperatures 1551 and
degrades in solution when exposed to gamma irradiation in clear glass ampules [561. The
use of bronopol is limited by its instability at alkaline pH. Formaldehyde release from
bronopol has been reported at neutral and alkaline pHs [53.54]. The decomposition of
bronopol yields nitrite. which can react with amines to form carcinogenic N-nitrosamines.
The formation of N-nitrosamines can be revented b the addition of antioxidants 57 .
Besides nitrite and formaldehyde. other bronopol decomposition products include bro
mide. 2-bromo-2-nitroethanoI. and 2-hydroxymethyl-2-nitropropane-I.3-diol. Decompo-

aldehyde. The Cosmetic Ingredient Review group concurred in 1984 that bronopol is
safe to use up to 0.1 % [58]. However, the group did mention possible sensitization to

7. 2.4-Dichlorobenzyl Alcohol

o

Synonym: Myacide SP. M.W. 177. White to slightly yellow crystals, nonhygroscopic.
Typical concentration for preservation: 0.04%-0.15%.

. .... .

with cationic systems. In the presence of nonionics or anionics. somc reduction in ac
tivity may result. In aqueous solutions, 2,4-dichlorobenzyl alcohol may oxidize to the. . .,

2,4-Dichlorobcnzyl alcohol can be combined with other preservatives, such as hronopol.

B. Dimethylol Dimethylhydantoin

Synonym: 1,3-Dimethylol-5,5-dimethylhydantoin, DMDMH, M.W. 188.19. White crys-
as, m. vai a s ( '(

a mild odor and a specific gravity (25°C) of 1.16; miscible with water and alcohol.
Typical concentrations for preservation: 0.15-0.4%.

IS a orma e y e-re easing agen . wi a roa an mucro ia spec rum.
It is stable at a temperature of 80°C. Heating at 80°C will reduce the concentration of
free formaldehyde. without changing the concentration of combined formaldehyde [591.
t IS e fective against seu omonas spp. ut as wea cr acnvity agamst ngi,

is compatible with surfactants and proteins, is stable over wide ranges of pH and tem
perature. and is nonirritating and nontoxic. MonomethyJol dimethylhydantoin has similar
properues (including antnmcro ra activity) ut as va ues a out ou e t at 0

DMDMH [61]. The Cosmetic Ingredient Review group concluded that DMDMH was
safe when used at concentrations up to 1.0% [601.
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C ... ,. . ..L' •

o
H II - +c--o Na

H-C......---
I

Synonym: Suttocide A. M.W. 127.10 C3H6N0J"Na. A 50% solution in water is mar
keted as Suttocide A. The solution is colorless to pale yellow with a mild odor. Typi-

.1 C." n. 1 "rrt...". 'V' p ....o ... ",..V.L V.. .V IV.

Sodium hydroxymethylglycinate is broad-spectrum agent against gram-negative and
gram-positive bacteria. yeast, and molds. In combination with other preservatives. such

., ,.,,., .
<t::l '-'U VI • ' 'J~ 'Ylll~lIIY',!:;'J- \.-<ll II\; u~~u al IlJW~1 \.-UI -

centrations. The combination of sodium hydroxymethylglycinate and Kathon CG is re
ported to be synergistic and is patented [62J.

D. auaternary Amines

CH.,CH=CHCI
(t) I .

("';/N",
I. Quaternium /5 I (I CIG

Nl N
L-N:J

JJJ ,

colored hygroscopic odorless powder. Solubility: 127 g dissolves in 100 ml water.
Concentrated solutions in propylene glycol contain 18.7%, in glycerol 12.6%: in etha-

o ~ rtf • rv '" t= rtf· ,,... f\ nI • ,,.,, /' nI
<IV, .u .... IV; " v ........ IV; p(Ualllli V! v. I"~; 1I c;'Y\..\..III1\.. 'L..V 10; (lIlU III

mineral oil 0.1 %. Typical concentrations for preservation: 0.02-0.3 %.
Quatcrnium 15 has a broad antimicrobial range and is effective against yeasts,

ITI0lUS, ftrrrgr; anu gram-pusiLive anu gram-negarive bacteria: inclUuing r, aerugtttotn.
Quaternium 15 is compatible with anionic, cationic. and nonionic surfactants as well as
protein and other preservatives. It is unstable below pH 4 and above pH 10 and at tem-
peratures above oWL ......orrnatdenyde will volatilrze trom solutions warmed to tempera
tures above 60°C [63]. Paraformaldehyde deposits may form if warmed solutions are
cooled below 15°C. Quaterniurn 15 may discolor acidic formulations yellow. Discol-
oration may be prevented by adding small quantities of sodium borate or sodium sulfite
(0.05-0.1 %). The Cosmetic Ingredient Review group concluded that quaternium 15 was
safe when used at concentrations UD to 1.0% r641.

rh' '-1.

ro • A 11,,,1 • • • v. .\' '. ,
~J"~"J'" ....J ..,- '~J oJ "" "",...."'. "'" ......v t"'v..." Eo" ",

gelatinous tlakes with aromatic odor and bitter taste. Very soluble in water and alco
hol. Typical concentrations for preservation: 0.004-0.02 %.
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enza onium c on e IS a mixture 0 a y irnet y enzy ammonium C 0-

rides (mostly CIZ' CI4' and C16) , as indicated in the foregoing structure. It is a cationic
surfactant and has a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity. The USP has a broad
specification for BAK, which can adversely affect the efficacy of products that are for
mulated with different sources of BAK raw material. The USP specification for the C IZ
and C homologue components is that the C1 HZ5 homologue represents no less than
40%, the C I4Hz9 homologue represents no less than 20%, and that the two homologues
rogther must constitute no less than 70% of the total alkyldimethylbenzylammonium
chloride content. Su erior activit has been re orted to be dis la ed b the C homolo
[65-69), indicating that its content may indicate the efficacy of products formulated with
different sources of BAK. BAK is active over a wide pH range and is very stable at room
tern erature. Its activit however is enhanced at neutral to alkaline Hs at which the
cell wall of microorganisms are usually negatively charged, thereby facilitating a cat
ionic interaction with BAK [70,71]. BAK is subject to neutralization by many anionic

i II nioni surfactants and soa s which reatl limits its usefulness.
It also binds to nonionic surfactants and can be precipitated by nitrate and other anions.
Inactivation by nonionic surfactants (polysorbate 80) has been reported to be due to

. . . . . 7

Bismuth carbonate, talc, calamine, calcium carbonate, kaolin, magnesium trisilicate,
magnesium OXI e, ntaruum OXl e an stare a sor In so uuon

Benzalkonium chloride is used in most ophthalmic, nasal, and otic pharmaceuticals.
Its efficacy (and that of other quarternary compounds) is enhanced by the presence of
edetate disodiurn ( ) at concentranons 0 • ts activity IS a so
enhanced by benzyl alcohol, phenyl propanol, and phenylethyl alcohol [77,781. It is also
used for the preservation of small-volume parenteral products.

For best results with this compound, the homologue distribution should be controlled
to avoid unpredictable loss of activity. This is generally attributed to the loss of the C16

and CI8 homologues, which are more susceptible to precipitation by counterions and
adsorption into plastic surfaces than are the lower homologues.

CH3
I

3. Cetrimide I
CH3

n = 12 14 or 16

Synonyms: Alkyltrimethylammonium bromide, cetrimonium bromide. M.W. 364.48.
White to creamy white powder, m. 237-243°C. Soluble in water up to 10%, freely

. . r . stir r s rv i n: 0 5- .01 0

Cetrimide is composed of a mixture of three alkyltrimethylammonium bromide
compounds, differing only in alkyl chain length (C12, C14, C I6) . The C14 compound was

characteristics of benzalkonium chloride, especially incompatibility with anionic and
nonionic surfactants.

ogy methods employ "cetrimide agar" as a utilizable substrate for the identification of
P. aeruginosa, which is able to grow in the presence of cetrirnide. For this medium,

aeruginosa." Consequently, it is not wise to employ cetrirnide as a preservative in dis
persed pharmaceuticals. An example of the potential end result is noted in the reference
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of Spooner and Davison (1993) where their "antibiotic cream T" preserved with 0.2 %
cetrimide plus 100 ppm benzalkonium chloride was overwhelmingly contaminated with
P. aeruginosa (46,000 CFU/ml) after consumer use,

E. Imidazolidinvl Urea comecunas

H,C-OH
I
N

1. lmidazolidinyl Urea

Synonyms: Germall 115; irnidurea, NF; Biopure 100; Euxyl K200. M.W. 406.33,
CIIHI6NgOg·H20. Tasteless, very hygroscopic powder, decomposes at 160°C. Typical
concentrauon tor preservation: U.1. 'jO-U.b'jO.

Imidazolidinyl urea is very water-soluble, stable, and is effective against most mi
crobes. The antimicrobial weakness of this preservative is fungi, but this can be sur-
mounted by the addition of parabens and other antifungal agents. It can be combined
with other preservatives, such as methylparaben and propylparaben, to provide broad
soectrum activitv. Imidazolidinvl urea works svnerzisticallv with narabens f80-851. and
with sorbic acid, dehydroacetic acid, quaternaries, and Triclosan [86]. The concentra
tion of imidazolidinyl urea may have to be increased when formulating with imida-

.. 'nrp!l !ln~ • if el'f"h !Ie In eit~_. ~ ~

ers, proteins, or others, are present. Imidazolidinyl urea is compatible with all common
formulation ingredients, such as surfactants or proteins. It is not inactivated in the pres-
d"'~d ~f' .... ~_ • ro"n

CH,OH
I 0

~\",....\--:2. Diazolidinyi Urea HOCH2NH-C-N

'" \

" . r.prm~J1 11 M W J7R J~ r .. J-I .N.n.· J-I_O Whir» •
o L • ..., •

Typical concentration for preservation: 0.1-0.5 %.
Diazolidinyl urea is a broad-spectrum agent against gram-negative and gram-posi-

ti ..", .. h .. t h .......linht " f'. .... n: J... : .... ~' ... n
.- ,- ~ '0' -- '''J '-"0" •• , .... ~ ..._, t"_·,_. 'u

tives, such as methylparaben and propylparaben, it provides broad-spectrum activity
against both bacteria and fungi.
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H H
I. Sorbic Acid H3C/C~C/C~C/COOH

Synonyms: 2,4-Hexadienoic acid, 2-propenylacrylic acid. M.W. 112.13. Crystalline
needles with faint characteristic odor, m. 135°C. K: 4.76. Solubilit : 0.25% in wa-
tel' (30°C), 0.29% in 20% alcohol, 0.5-1.0% in oils. Typical concentrations for pres
ervation: 0.05-0.2 %.

I

torically, it has been used as an antifungal preservative, even though there have been
reports of molds that have displayed resistance to sorbic acid; some even capable of

mammalian cells by beta and omega oxidation, as are long-chain fatty acids 1901. Its use
in pharamaceuticals is limited, however, because the antimicrobial activity is primarily
due to the un-ionized form. The undissociated molecule exhibits greater activity than does
the dissociated molecule 191-94]. Thus, sorbic acid is not recommended for use in
alkaline formulations, although it is effective at acidic pH (optimum pH 5.5-6.5).
Formulators should be aware that "sorbic acid" is not stable at the pH of optimum
antimicrobial activit . Sorbic acid has few incom atibilities with tical formulation in-
gredients. It works synergistically with GermaJl 115 186] and dehydroacetic acid 195).
There are, however, stability concerns when formulating with sorbic acid. Sorbic acid

w' I is' I I' I is nst ble at tern er tures above 8°
and is unstable in brown glass bottle containers, polyvinyl chloride containers, and
polypropylene containers 197,981. It degrades in solution when exposed to gamma ir-

2. Benzoic Acid OCOOH

Synonym: Benzenecarboxylic acid. M.W. 122.12. White powder, m. 122°C. pKa: 4.19.
Solubility: 0.29% in water (20°C), I g in 3 ml alcohol (25°C). Typical concentrations
or preservation:

Benzoic acid is effective only in the un-ionized form and, therefore, is useful only
in acidic formulations [91,100]. It has optimal antimicrobial activity at a pH below 4.5.
Loss of activity has been displayed in the presence of proteins and glycerol 186\. Ben
zoic acid is incompatible with nonionics, quaternary compounds, and gelatin 186], and
with ferric, calcium, and heav metal salts. Garret 1101\ found that H effects the
partioning of benzoic acid in certain oil-water systems, in that more benzoic acid was
present in the aqueous phase as the pH was increased. It has moderate activity against

teria. Benzoic acid has been used as an antiseptic at concentrations up to 5% I1l com
bination with 3 % salicyclic acid for fungistatic activity.
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Synonyms: 3-Acetyl-6-methyl-2H-pyran-2.4(3H)-dione; 2-acetyl-5-hydroxy-3-oxo-4
hexenoic acid (5 lactone. M.W. 168.15.White to cream crystaIline powder. m. 109-

o

glycerol. Typical concentrations for preservation: 0.02-0.2 %.
Dehydroacetic acid is similar to the aforementioned acids in that it is effective as.. . . .

G. Parabens HO

The properties of the parabens and the typical concentrations at which they are used for
preservation are listed in Table 4.

Parabens, esters of -h drox benzoic acid. have been used as reservatives of
cosmetics for over 60 years. The methyl and propylparabens are the most commonly
used preservatives for cosmetics. and they are widely used for pharmaceuticals as well.
As has been demonstrated over their Ion histor th rab ns re v r f
however. sensitize the skin and cause contact dermatitis. although the incidence of this
is low.

The arabens are effective a ainst mold s n r v
molds are resistant, however. For example there is a report in the literature of a case

Property Methyl Ethyl Propyl Butyl

125-127 116-118 96-98 69-71

25 0 0.25 0.17 0.05 0.02
80 0 2 0.86 0.30 0.15

0

Propylene glycol, 25 0 22 25 26 no
Glycerin, 25° 1.7 -0.5 0.4 -0.3
Peanut oil, 25° 0.5 I 1.4 5
Mineral oil, USP, 25° 0.01 0.025 0.03 0.1

Source: Ref. 99.
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In W IC met y para en was y ro yze y
can be considered only bacteriostatic against Pseudomonas spp. and. as such, are not
adequate by themselves to preserve ophthalmic products. Combining parabens with
bactericidal agents is a common means of ensuring complete microbicidal activity of a
formulation. In addition. combinations of parabens are used if two different phases are
resent. For example. methylparaben will protect the aqueous hase, in which it is more

soluble. and propylparaben and butylparaben will provide protection in the oil phase.
in which they dissolve more freely. Some marketed combinations are Phenonip, a blend
of meth 1- erh I ro 1- isobut 1- and n-but I arabens in hen Ieth I alcohol and
Germaben II has already been described.

The usefulness of parabens is often limited by their low water solubility. They are. ., .

absorption into rubber closures. The presence of propylene glycol increases the activi
ties of the parabens by increasing their solubilities [106]. Parabens are subject to neu-.. . . . .

These properties all serve to reduce the concentration of preservative in the aqueous
phase, where it is needed. Patel and Kostenbauder [II OJ reported that 78% of the total

o

olysorbate 80 was present at a concentration of 5%. Studies performed by Pisano (1111
confirm that the antimicrobial activity of paraben-polysorbate systems is a function of
unbound paraben. Parabens have also been reported to bind to nylon and to be inacti
vated in the resence of nonionic macromolecules. such as 01 sorbate 80 01 ox -
ethylene sorbitan mono-oleate) [40.112]. Myrj 52 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monoOleate).
polyethylene glycol 4000 and 6000. and Pluronic F-68 (polyethylene propylene glycol)

v

esters were not inactivated by kaolin [113]. methylcellulose [114). polyvinylpyrrolidone.
or gelatin [115]. Increasing the length of the alkyl group generally increases antimicrobial

[117J. Activity has also been decreased with branching [116J. The pentyl and higher
esters are too insoluble for practical use. Methyl- and propylparabens are often com-

. .

the solubilities of the two compounds are independent.
Parabens are stable and effective in the pH range of 4-8 [118]. However. the pKa

at the higher end of the effective pH range, the parabens ionize. The charged species
cannot cross the microbial membrane; hence, the efficacy of the preservative is reduced.

[119J and, therefore. are not used in strongly basic formulations.

I. Phenol OH

Synonyms: Carbolic acid. hydroxybenzene. M.W. 94.11. Colorless crystals with char
acteristic odor, m. 41°C. Solubility: I g dissolves in 15 ml water or 12 ml benzene.
Very soluble in alcohol, glycerin, and oils.

Phenol is one of the oldest preservatives and is still the standard against which others
are com ared. Phenol is now used mainly as a disinfectant. rather than a reservative.
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It is toxic, irritating, and has an unpleasant odor. In addition, it is neutralized by non
ionic surfactants and by reaction with proteins.

2. 4-Chloro-3.5-xylenol HO

nolic odor, m. 116°C. Solubility: I g dissolves in 3 L water. Typical concentration for
preservation: 0.5 %

nol, but is considerably more potent as an antimicrobial. EDTA enhances the activity
of chloroxylenol against chloroxylenol-resistant strains of P. aeruginosa r120]. Chloro-. .

and is neutralized by nonionic and cationic surfactants. For example. Judis r1211 deter
mined that polysorbate 80 would protect E. coli from chloroxylenol, while also prevent-
ing ce a

CH 3

3. Chlorocresol HOOCI

Synonyms: Parachlorometacresol, 4-chloro-3-methylphenol, PCMC. M.W. 142.58.
Dimorphous crystals, m. 64-66°C. Solubility I g dissolves in 260 ml water (20°C).
freely soluble in alcohols, glycerine, and oils, pKa: 9.2. Typical concentrations for
preservation: O. 1-0.2 %.

Cholorcresol has ood antimicrobial activit a ainst both ram-ne ative and ram-
positive bacteria, including P. aeruginosa, and it is active against molds and yeasts. Its
antimicrobial activity decreases with increasing pH. and it has no activity above pH 9.
Chlorocresol is absorbed b rubber and, therefore, is lost throu h rubber closures 123.
It is unstable in polyethylene and polypropylene containers [92]. Cetomacrogol 1000
(Ceteth-20) complexes with chlorocresol [122] and also adsorbs to bismuth carbonate,
al mine calcium carbonate kaolin rna nesium c rbon te rna nesium trisilic t ma-

nesium oxide, titanium oxide, talc, and starch in solution [74]. Furthermore. oils. fats.
and nonionic surfactants inactivate chlorocresol [40], and iron salts will discolor it in

air. Chlorocresol is commonly used for injectables.

4. Triclosan CI CI

Synonyms: 2,4,4'-Trichloro-2'-hydroxydiphenylether: lrgasan DP 300. M.W. 289.5.
White crystalline powder, faint aromatic odor, m. 6O-61°C. Solubility: 0.001 % in water,
about 100% in 70% alcohol, 60-90% in ve etable oils. Tical concentrations for res-
ervation: 0.1-0.3%.

Triclosan is nonirritating, nonsensitizing, has a broad antimicrobial spectrum, and
is es eciall effective a ainst dermal microbi I flora. I is heref rver .ornrnon in
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cosmetic pro ucts, parucu ar y eo oran s an eo orant soaps. nc osan IS neutra ize
by nonionic surfactants (especial1y polysorbates) and lecithin. It works synergistically
with Germall I 15 (86).

I. Miscellaneous Preservatives

rQ"N-'OI. Zinc Pyrithione _ Zn2+
e

2

Synonyms: Zinc bis-Cl-pyridinethiol-l-oxide): bis-(2-pyridylthio)zinc-l, I' -dioxide; zinc
. . . .

15 ppm in water, 100 ppm in alcohol, 2000 ppm in PEG 400. Typical concentrations
for preservation: 0.025-0.1 %.

fungi. However, Pseudomonas spp. are somewhat resistant to it. It is partial1y neutral
ized by nonionic surfactants and emulsifiers in MIC tests. Zinc can be chelated away

. . . . ..

other chelatin a ents. Zinc rithione can transchelate i.e. exchan e its metal ion for
another one). Transchelation can be prevented by adding zinc ions in the form of a salt
[124]. Zinc pyrithione wil1 degrade when exposed to light [125]. Photoprotectants can

v
The sodium salt of pyrithione also has antimicrobial properties. In general. it is less

potent than the zinc salt. Sodium pyrithione is compatible with many of the common
. .. . .

exceptions are bronopol and Iauricidin, which are antagonistic to the action of sodium
pyrithione [126]. Both zinc and sodium pyrithione are used in dermal products and

CI CI

line powder, m. 132-134°C. Solubility of salts in water: digluconate, > 70%; diacetate,
1.8%; dihydrochloride, 0.06%. Typical concentrations for preservatoin: 0.01-0.05 %.

or exi ine is use in various i eren isperse sys ems: us ing powers,
creams. aerosols, and medicated dressings. It is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial at in
use concentrations, but sensitivity to the preservative varies widely. Gram-positive bac-
rena are more sensruve t an gram-negauve, an seuaomonas spp. can e resistant.
Chlorhexidine is less potent. although active, against fungi and yeasts. It has very low
toxicity in humans. and the incidence of skin sensitization is very low. The recommended
concentration for use with mucous surfaces of 0.05 %; irritation to the eye occurs with
concentrations above 0.1 %. Chlorhexidine is used as a disinfectant at concentrations of
0.5-1 %.

Chlorhexidine has a relatively narrow effective pH range of 5-7. Its activity in
creases with increase in pH. However. it may precipitate out of solution at a pH greater
than 8. Its activit also increases with a decrease in inoculum 127. Chlorohexidine is
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inactivated by magnesium trisilicate and polysorbate 80 [40. 128] and adsorbs to bis
muth carbonate. calamine. calcium carbonate. kaolin. magnesium carbonate. magnesium
trisilicate, rna nesium oxide. titanium oxide. talc. and starch in solution [74]. Hi h
concentrations of nonionic or cationic surfactants can cause inactivation of chlorhexidine,
possibly by trapping into micelles [35].

3. Thimerosal
COONa

'\ S-Hg-CH2CH3

Synonyms: Sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate, mercurothiolate. thiornersal, M,W.

a' .

g is soluble in I ml of water or 8 ml alcohol. Typical concentrations for preservation:
0.002-0.02 %,

ity. It is especially effective against P. aeruginosa, a virulent pathogen of the eye. It
is still one of the few valuable preservatives that can be used in a wide range of oph-

Thimerosal is incom atible with other mercuric com ounds noni ni urf
and rubber closures. It has a complex stability profile: its sensitivity to heat and light
depends on pH and the presence of certain metals. In general. thimerosal is most stable

. .

degradation. The stability of thimerosal in a formulation must be carefully evaluated
because of its sensitivity to minor changes in the formulation. the packaging, and even

Other organic mercurials, especially the acetate. borate. and nitrate salts of phenyl
mercuric acid. can be used as substitutes for thimerosal to meet special formulation re-

the container in which the finished product is dispensed must be taken into consider
ation when deciding on which organic mercurial to use. Wallhauser cautions that phenyl-.. . . . .

pounds can be inactivated by organic material [130] and by nonionic surfactants [131)
and they have been reported to adsorb to plastic. rubber. and polyethylene [132-134).

o
II

HzC-O-C- (CH 2)10 - CH3

4. Lauricidin

8

Synonym: Glyceryl rnonolaurate. M. W. 274.4. Off-white solid powder or pastelike
solid, m. 56°C. Solubility at 25°C: <0.1 % in water, 80% in alcohol, 4.5% in propy
lene glycol, 0.2 % in mineral oil. 250% in methanol, 60% in isopropyl alcohol, and
0.2 % glycerin. Typical concentration for preservation: 0.5 %.

Lauricidin is particularly effective against molds, yeasts. and gram-positive bacte
ria because it acts by affecting their membranes. It is not very effective against gram-
ne ative bacteria owin to their rotection b a more com lex ell wall, r' "
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display antimicrobial activity against the gram-negative bacterium Vibrio parahaem
olyticus [135]. The inclusion of acidulants has been reported to increase its activity
against other gram-negative bacteria [136]. In combination with edetate, it can be ef-
fective against gram-negative bacteria, especially P. aeruginosa [137,138]. Lauricidin
has also been reported to work synergistically with sorbic acid [139]. Therefore, it should
be considered as art of a .. reservative s stem." Interestin I it has stron antiviral
activity [139].

The toxicity of lauricidin is extremely low. It is used as a preservative in cosmet-

o

CI
5. 5-Chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one

Synonyms: Methyl chloro isothiazolinone and methyl isothiazolinone; Kathon CG. M.W.
149.5 and 115. C4H4CINOS and C4HsNOS. Clear amber liquid. Typical concentration
for reservation: max. 0.1 %. Kathon CG is a combination of 1.15 % 5-chloro-2-meth 1-
4-isothiazolin-3-one and 0.35 % 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one in an aqueous solution
containing inert salts (magnesium chloride and magnesium nitrate).

v
tive bacteria, as well as fungi. The combination of Kathon CG and Suttocide A is re
ported to be synergistic and was patented in 1990. Kathon CG is unstable at tempera-

• 0 ••••

reducing agents, such as sulfite or bisulfites, has a deleterious effect on the stability of
Kathon CG. Stearic acid can react with Mg2+ in formulatoins with Kathan CG and form

. . .' . .

a signifciant positive effect on Kathon CG stability, it can be formulated with hard water.
Kathon CG is recommended for use in washoff products, such as shampoos, hair

It is not recommended for use in products such as toothpastes, lip balms, or eye prod
ucts that come into direct contact with mucous membranes.

in hydrocarbons.

6. J,3-Bis(hydroxymethyl)-5,5-dimethylhy
dantoin and 3-lodo-2-propynyl butylcar-

N
,/

HOCH

o

N
<,

CHOH
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Synonyms: OMOM hydantoin and iodopropynyl butylcarbarnate, Glydant Plus. White
powder. Typical concentration for preservation: 0.03%-0.3%.

Glydant Plus is a combination of I,3-bis(hydroxymethyl)-5.5-dimethylhydantoin and
3-iodo-2-propynyl butylcarbamate. Glydant Plus exhibits broad-spectrum activity and is
especially good against yeast and molds. It is compatible with cationics, anionics. and
nonionics. It is stable UP to 80°C and over a wide pH range (pH 3-9). 1,3-Bis(hydroxv-
methyl)-5.5-dimethylhydantoin is marketed separately as Glydant XL-I000. 3-Iodo-2-
propynyl butyl carbamate is marketed separately as Glycacil liquid or solid.

CH 2 Br
I

t\.Il:-·r·-t;I-l,.. - ~~-L- eN
I

Co t:.

Br., 1 ., tv; ., A .. ,
and 2-Phenoxyethanol

~

/I L"
\-/

~

~n2 ~n2-vn

-
Synonym: Methyl dibromoglutaronitrile and phenoxyethanol Euxyl-K400. Merguard.
Clear liquid mixture. Typical concentration for preservation: 0.03-0.3%.

,... , ic ~
, .

l'If1Q.. "loz, 1"_' _" .:1--" ~nti "_nhpn_
~ "oxyethanol, Merguard exhibits broad-spectrum activity against gram-negative and gram-

positive bacteria. as well as fungi. It is unstable at temperatures higher than 60°C. The
~l' ' " ~-

... I. .n
, .l'l'. .~ ',. .l'll." .. ~. . .~. ........ ... " ........ ~........ . ~, .....

guard. It is soluble in water up to 0.4 %. Merguard is recommended for use in all cos-
metics and personal care products.

J. Polymeric Antimicrobials

Polymeric antimicrobials are compounds the structural chains of which contain integral
antimicrobial groups. such as quaternary amines or biguanides. There is only one poly-
rneric biguanide compound available as a preservative and that is polyhexamethylene
bizuanide or PHMB sometimes called nolvaminooronvl bizuanide. The basic structure
of the compound is as follows:

- -

- -(CH2)6-NH-.C-NH-C-NH- f...-

Eu Vru ..- -
PHMB is soluble in water, glycols. and aliphatic alcohols. The pharmaceutical

~ ... l'_~~ 1 c: ....~ .~ 1 flO! rI ,~ , . :1
t'" _u_' ... _..u_

.... .. ~" .~ yy....~ • .~'v • .. ..... . ..... -.- '" .. ' ....
able as a 20% solution under three different trade names: Cosmocil CO. Baquacil, and
Vantocil 1B (all from ICI Americas. Inc.). The spectrum of antimicrobial activity of
roo..... roo • . , . ~, "

, ..
ClliVIU ua~ll;;lla. yl;;a::>l::>, IIlUIU::>. auu pI • I III;; IIUM 'A II,,; 1Ly
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or YHM1:S IS very lOW, WHO .)/0 soiunons not causing eye Irritation In raomts or SJ(1n

irritation in rats [140].
Polymeric quaternary ammonium compounds are often referred to as "ionenes" and

have the general chemical structure as follows:

- -R2 R3 RS R6

'" / '" /- -RL...-N--R-l--N
I I

L-
f\ "" _ A

where A is the anion of an acid and x is the degree of polymerization. These compounds
are nigmy water-soiuore ann, in racr, one is terrneu vv~Lr wnicn stanus jor water-
soluble cationic polymer. from Buckman Laboratories. The other available polymeric
quat is called Onamer M (sometimes called polyquad), from Onyx Chemical. The con-
centration range JOr use as a preservative JOr oispersec products IS approximatety lV-oW
ppm. These compounds are nontoxic to mammalian hosts [140].

It is pertinent at this time to consider shifts in the use of various preservatives (Table
5). Particularly noteworthy are increases in the use of formaldehyde releasers.

K. Chelating (Sequestering) Agents

The deficiencies of one preservative can be made up by adding another, thus forming
a preservative "system." The use of a mixture of parabens has been mentioned already.
This is an effective and widely used technique that makes up for the low solubility of
the individual compounds. Table 6 shows the effect of this combination on the growth
of the fungus Aspergillus niger.

The parabens are safe and effective antifungal agents but are only moderately ef-
fpctivp . llv the ~ .

Tn cover thj c
~ . ~

deficiency. an antibacterial agent can be used. For example. the mixture of methyl- and
propylparabens plus phenylethyl alcohol (sold as Phenonip) is effective against the en-
t;rA nf . Th;· ;,. .• tn o c 'on -I' . AffArt (i , th. ," ..

'r . ",

preservatives do not interact), and the total efficacy is simply the sum of the individual
efficacies.

rv I~~ " ..n~ ~.• ".,~ ...h,,~ ....~ n';""~ n. ,. ,~.h
~J .~ e' U '" \~ • 'J ~~, ~~~~. .~.. • ~ t'. ~v~ • . ~, _u ~~. ~

...~ v ....._

microbe by different mechanisms; the efficacy of the combination is greater than the sum
of the individual efficacies [159,160]. A classic example of this is the use of edetate

r .. ..-
'lUI \.fu ..' .... l1al.] V] rvo.........o v. '] ....,] ' .....n. pi'"

servative activity. By combining it with benzalkonium chloride, lower concentrations of
each can be used to obtain the desired microbicidal effect.

, ,
\ ~ agems lU nmu UIVQ'",'" SUI,;I\ as [Vlg' ur La" 10 SlaOI-

lize certain chemicals. Ethylenediamineretraacetic acid (edetic acid; EDTA) is a chelat-
ing agent often used in pharmaceutical formulations that has been inaccurately termed
a preservative In some crrctes. c.neranng agents, sucn as eu lA, socrum nexarnetapnos-
phate , or I, lO-phenanthroline, often act as potentiators of the antimicrobial effect of
preservation agents (especially against gram-negative bacteria) in pharmaceutical formu-
lations. In gram-negative bacteria. the lipophilic outer membrane IS attached (stabilized)
onto the peptidoglycan cell wall by divalent cation bridges [154]. Chelating agents, such
as EDTA, nonlethally disrupt the permeability of the gram-negative outer membrane by
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- ~ ~ . ~ .... ,.. ~, rn.
I Gun: ~ • 'J VI u,,<; VI ~'}IIl<; .-,""',,"'. vall '''"''' "' , "" '" " .... ~

Number of products reported

~,.~.~ 100':1. 1000 IOS<!L1

Methylparaben 6738 7754 7694

Propylparaben 5400 6343 6796

Propylene glycol 3922 - -

Citric acid 2317 136 162

Imidazolidinyl urea 2312 2749 2315

Butylparaben Ibb'J ILUU ~Uj

Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) 1669 601 704

Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) 1610 551 375
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

ntnyrparanen I':' 1.:' OIV JVJ

5-Chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-
3-one-(methylchloroisothiazolinone) 1042 711 222

~ n1n 'l"7" "71. -J

DMDM hydantoin 747 550 195

Quaternium 15 639 705 1126
~. . . , ,ra~ Ahh ')S<!O "l

Triclosan 359 181 102
Sodium borate j'~ L'J ~,

Sorbic acid 251 178 396
Benzyl alcohol 237 64 49

L.-oromo-L-Ilh "r- -I,.J-uiul ':'':'.J .J':'I '+':'7

Formaldehyde 185 441 711
Sodium benzoate 142 68 98

11'l 1'l1 1'l2
~~.~

._~ .
Potassium sorbate 112 78 94
Benzylparaben 106 26 39

120 lS<! ".
Benzalkonium chloride 86 161 34
Dehydroacetic acid 81 161 124
Chloroacetamide 75 82 23
5-Bromo-5-nitro-I.3-dioxane 60 58 17
Chloroxylenol 49 55 65
Paraformaldehyde 43 22 23
Sodium methylparaben 33 21 15
Chlorhexidine gluconate 27 18 8
Zinc pyrithione 25 28 32
rnenyt mercuric acetate .l.U -'oJ 1.)1

Dichlorobenzyl alcohol II 12 2
Thimerosal II 21 42

Source: Preservative frequency of use, Cosmet, Toiletries, 108 (Oct. 1993); 102 (Dec. 1984).

removal of these cation bridges. This allows the release of an important protein-lipo-
polysaccharide complex, creating a greater influx of certain antimicrobial agents into the
cells to cause more rapid killing action [155.156]. The bacteria most sensitive to this
chelator action are in the genus Pseudomonas and, in fact. the minimal bacteriolytic
activity is limited to P. aeruginosa and P. alcaligenese. Organic buffers, such as Tris,
cysteine, and citric acid, also elicit chelatinz properties and can be employed to enhance
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I.............. LJ ........ , VI . 'U uv... , • v,,,...
of Aspergillus niger

% Methyl 5 Propyl
paraben paraben Growth

0.05 - 0
~ ~~~

V.V':'J

- 0.015 0
- 0.01 +

{\ (\{\"

0.05 0.005 0
0.025 0.01 0
om'i o 00'i +

Source: Ref. 99.

Anger et a/.

the preservative efficacy of a formulation. A couple of excellent reviews on chelators
and tJJTA are avauabie to mterested readers IJ) I, J)~1.

L. Combination Preservatives

Two new preservative systems introduced recently rely on a slow release of silver ions.
Both are described as follows:

1. 1M ActiCare:

Synonyms: Johnson Matthey ActiCare; JMAC, an inorganic composite of silver chlo
ride and titanium dioxide. White to cream pourable suspension. Typical concentration
fnr ~r,., . n 00'\. on 1 0/,.,

ActiCare is a silver chloride-titanium dioxide composite suspended and potentiated
by a sulfosuccinate salt. The composite is a 10% suspension of 2% silver chloride and
QO/.. ..... Th", o l cr-s l'\0l..r ,,~tf' ... f, ,
10.5% sodium dioctylsulfosuccinate and 2.25% propane-I,2-diol. ActiCare is a broad
spectrum agent against gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria, as well as fungi. The

••1.'.1 ,.1. .1.'.1. .11 ...J
VV'U' u"'" "J eo u,,"vu,"'u 'v ..."'~, .' ",,"'......v . u ".v '"

lease of antimicrobial silver ions in an aqueous environment. ActiCare is not suitable
for use in low-viscosity, single-phase liquid systems. The presence of cationic surfac-

• .. .,. r'~ .~ .1.

Lalll~ lla~ a ,IUU~ ~ ll~~l Ull LIl'- Y VI ""~lI'Lal ~. 1'- I~ • 'aL'-'

up to 0.4%. It is recommended for use in all products.

,., ..... n
.... ",,,'<,, ....: , '

V, "'.. '"

'1 .

•
Synonyms: Ion Pure type A; Ion Pure Type B; Ion Pure WA-29. White powder. Typical
concentration for preservation: 0.25 %-0.5 %.

Silver borosilicate or Ion pure Type A is described as a water-dispersible silicate
containing silver ion for broad-spectrum activity. Ion Pure Type A provides fast elu
tion of silver ions. Silver aluminum magnesium phosphate or Ion Pure Type B provides
slow release of silver ions when extended shelf life is needed. This preservative is hroad
spectrum, nonmutagenic, and nonsensitizing.
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Many suppliers 0 preservatives to ay 0 er propnetary mixtures 0 anumicro ia
agents to add directly to your product formulation as the "preservative system." Ex
amples are Germaben II from Sutton Laboratories, which combines parabens with dia-
zolidinyl urea and propylene glycol; Midpol PHN from Tri-K Industries is a mixture
of bronopol and phenoxyethanol; also from Tri-K a product called Midtect TF-60, which
is a combination of 2,4-dichlorobenz I alcohol and sodium dioctylsulfosuccinate: Paragon
from McIntyre Group is a mixture of DMDM hydantoin(Glydant) and methylparaben
in propylene glycol; and Glydant Pluspropylnyl from Lonza Inc., is a combination of
DMDM h dantoin and iodo ro In I but lcarbamate. Table 7 lists exam les of mar-
keted mixtures.

ACTIVITY

a complex environment such as a dispersed dosage form. The efficacy of a preserva
tive is similarly determined by a balance of factors. This section is a guide to the likely

well reserved. Of course not all such interactions are listed and, with the use of newer
materials, new ones constantly come to light.

Given the complexity of dispersed pharamceuticals, it is apparent that a preserva-
iv .onsi ere an int f' I r of th form la ion from the outset of

its design, not merely something thrown in to keep "bugs" away. The pharmacist can
now make some very good guesses about how well a preservative will work. An ad-

A. pH

I. Ionization

For preservatives that are carboxylic acids. it is widely thought that only the un-ionized. . . ...

pH range. The antimicrobial activity of benzoic acid, sorbic acid, and others. certainly
decreases as pH increases past the pKa.

.. .

at least in the case of sorbic acid [141]. The activity of the sorbate ion was 10-600 times
less than that of the un-ionized sorbic acid. depending on the organism tested. This result

that the pH reduces the concentration of the un-ionized species to 2-3% of the total,
such solution.s are ad~quately preser.ved (Ta?le 8) .. Sorbic ~cid .at ne~tral pH ca~ pre-

fective pH range. The length of time a preservative is allowed to contact the challenge
microbes is clearly an important factor in the determination of preservative efficacy.

epa a amines is genera y ig er an e p 0 a u e mas ask 'or-
mulations. The antimicrobial activity of unchanged amine species has not. to our knowl
edge. been tested. However, the point appears to be moot as the higher pH required to
orrn t e Un-lOI1lZe ammes IS et a to rmcro es. uaternary ammes are c arge at a

pH values; their antimicrobial activity. therefore, is independent of pH.
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TaDle 7 Combmauon Preservative Systems Available as Proprietary Mixtures

Recommended
""'" ,f, 'til r ...r-c

Actives use levels (%) Trade names

Paraben combinations
Methylparaben and propylbaraben 0.3-1.0 Combi-Steriline MP
Methylparaben, ethylparaben, and propylparaben 0.05-0.3 Nipasept
Isopropylparaben, isobutylparaben, and butyl Up to 0.5 LiquaPar

paraoen
Methylparaben. ethylparaben, propylparaben, and 0.05-0.3 Nipastat

butylparaben
~,

'J

Phenoxyethanol, methylparaben, ethylparaben, 0.6- 1.4 Dekaben, Phenonip, Sepicide
propylparaben. and butylparaben MB. Undebenzofene C.

~n,t I D ''1.
Phenoxyethanol and chloroxylenol 0.3-0.5 Emercide 1199
Phenoxyethanol and methyl dibromoglutaronitrile 0.03-0.3 Euxyl K400 and Merguard

I)(}()

Phenoxyethanot and 2-bromo-2-nilropane-I.3-diol 0.04-.16 Midpol PHN
rnenoxyetnanor, anu L.<+-uicmorooenzyl arconoi U.I -u.o Midrect I r-r
Phenoxyethanol, methylparaben, propyl 0.25-0.5 Nipaguard BPX

paraben, and 2-hromo-2-nitropane-I,3-diol
~. .1. oJ " " L

co ., c:. , 'J 6']~~' ....~ ~. ~.~ ,,'_oJ
dichlorobenzyl alcohol

Propylene glycol combinations
olvr,,1 ,,,ilillm . "ndillm I oJ Fnndiy r. Ri·- ~- - -

dehydroacetate, sorbic acid, and tetrasodium EDTA
Propylene glycol. diazolidinyl urea. methylparaben, I Germaben II

and nronvlnaraben
Propylene glycol. methylparaben. and propyl 0.3-0.6 Nipaguard MPS

paraben
Propylene glycol. DMDM hydantoin. and methyl 0.4-0.8 Paragon

paraben
Propylene glycol. DMDM hydantoin. methyl 0.4-0.8 Paragon II

paraben. and propylparaben
Propylene glycol, methylparaben. ethylparaben Paraoxiban

propylparaben. and butylparaben
Butylene glycol combinations

nutyrene grycor, grycerirr; ano cnlnrphenesm ..J•.) III <IA • .... lId·IVID

Butylene glycol, glycerin. chlorphenesin, and methyl 3.5 max. Killitol
paraben

"'.
'-" "...

DMDM hydantoin. iodopropylnyl butylcarbamate 0.03-0.3 Glydant Plus
Methylchloroisothiazolinone and 0.02-0.1 Kathon CG

-"
Methyl dibromoglutaronitrile and dipropylene 0.04-0.4 Merguard 1190

glycol
Polvaminooroovl bizuanide and chloroxvlenol 0.2 Mikrokill 2
Benzyl alcohol. methylchloroisothiazolinone and 0.03-0.15 Euxyl KIOO

methylisothiazoline

Benzyl alcohol. methylparaben. and propylparaben 0.3-0.6 Nipaguard MPA
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18Dle ts sormc ACIO Anurmcromat Activity
Dependence on pHS

nH

6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5

E. coli
Day a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Day 3 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.2
Day 7 6.0 2.0 0.5 0.8
Day 14 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0

S. aureus 6.3 7.0
Day 0 0.0 0.0
Day 3 2.2 U..5
Day 7 5.5 2.8
Day 14 5.5 5.5

"Log reduction of a 6-log microbial challenge of a saline solution
preserved with 0.1 % sorbic acid.

"l n , ••_.
The chemical stability of some preservatives is strongly affected by pH. Bronopol is a
good example of this [142]. At pH 4, the half-life of bronopol is over 5 years, whereas
at pH 8 it has a half-life of 2 months. The stability of chlorobutanol as a function of
pH has been discussed (see Table 3).

Sorbic acid, although less ionized at acidic pHs, is also unstable and is oxidized at
pH less than 5. A balance between stability and efficacy, therefore, must be struck. This
limits the useful pH range of sorbic acid to about 4-7.

B. Partitioning

Dispersed pharmaceuticals are, by definition, composed of more than one phase. Mi-
crones irrlrabrt UIlIY one pnase, me aqueous, f\ preservative will oe eiieclive omy wnen
it is in contact with the microbes in the aqueous phase. Any process that reduces the
concentration of the preservative in the aqueous phase reduces the preservative's effi-
cacy. Most, aunougn ny no means all, preservatives ravor tne organic (or nycropno-
bic or oil) phase (Table 9). The concentration of preservatives in the aqueous phase is
a function of the partition coefficient (K':;) and the organic/water volume ratio (Y,/Vw

- <p; FIg. 1). The partmon coetncient, In turn, IS a tuncnon ot temperature, pH, and
the nature of the organic phase.

The obvious solution to the problem of a preservative's loss to the organic phase
is to increase the total concentration of preservative in the formulation. This is often not
a reasonable solution for two reasons. First, even if preservative efficacy is a function
of concentration in the aqueous phase, preservative toxicity is a function of the total
concentration in the formulation. Second, solubility is often limited for these compounds,
in one phase or the other. For parabens, this can be obviated by using two different
parabens, usually methyl- and propylparaben. Their solubilities are independent of each
other and their efficacy is the total of both concentrations in the aqueous phase.

Surfactants, although necessary for most formulations. can be detrimental to pre-
servative

..
The of this is the . of snrfacrants
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laDle 9 Partition Coetncients (K~') tor Common Preservatives

Preservative /(".a Oilw

Benzyl alcohol 1.3 Peanut oil
0.2 Liquid paraffin

Chlorhexidine 0.075 Liquid paraffin
0.04 Arachis oil

Chloroscresol 1.53 Liquid paraffin
117 Arachis oil

rnenetnyi arconoi ..: 1.;) octanor
0.58 Heptane

Methylparaben 0.03 Liquid paraffin
..,,,

".V

200 Diethyl adipate
Polyparaben 0.5 Liquid paraffin

~() n Ar' ,h'· il

·K~' = (concentration in oil)/(concentration in water) = C./C....
Source: From Ref. 35.

specifically polysorbate 80, with parabens [1071. The parabens become bound in micelles
formed by the emulsifiers; this greatly reduces the concentration of preservatives in the
aqueous phase. In simple systems this can be modeled, and good predictions of aque-
ous phase concentrations can be made [143-145J. Other preservatives are also suscep-
tible to losses of efficacy from this type of interaction [146].

Certain surfactants are known to protect microbes from the action of a preserva-
rive. Polysorbate 80 seems to "plug up" the leaks in the bacterial membrane caused by

6

Q) 5 /~
x:

K~'OI/
a-
U)

4 c, =C (1 + tp )::J
0
Q)

::J \ 1+ K; tp,

/0-
c::{

c: 3

c: __I-
.~ .>: ~--+-
0 2'- ----+-

~c: ---~
c: ~ K;;·l
0 I ~ ~ ~

U

K:-3.2

K~.·IO ~

0 . I

-1 -O.B -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 1

log q>

Fig. 2 Concentration in the aqueous phase (Cw) of preservatives with different partition coeffi-
cients (K;:) as a function of the ratio of volumes of the phases (</I). C is the total concentration of
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phenol and retatec preservatives LJ4IJ. Artnougn me mecnarnsm IS amerent nere, me
result is the same-the preservative is less effective in the presence of the surfactant.

Glycols have the opposite effect on preservative efficacy of the parabens and can
reverse the neutralizing effects of steareth-20 [148].

Temperature does not affect solubilities equaIly in different phases. GeneraIly, a
higher temperature wiIl cause preservatives to favor the organic phase. In other words,
an increase in temperature effectively increases the partition coefficient, reducing the
concentration of preservative in the aqueous phase.

The effect of temoerature on oartitioninz can be illustrated bv a topical cream.
Consider, for example, a formulation consisting of mineral oil, cetyl alcohol, and stearic
acid as the oil phase; sorbitan monooleate and polysorbate 80 as emulsifiers; benzyl

L and narabens as nreservatives: and water. Assume that the oil and water chases
are combined at 80°C with the preservatives added into either phase. At 80°C, cetyl
alcohol, stearic acid, and sorbitan monoleate will melt and form a single liquid phase
\l/ith thp II nil n L ~nn thp . wi II h~vp A~, .. ..,.

" . "
partition coefficients in this liquid than in mineral oil alone. The melted liquids acts as
a seimpolar, rather than a nonpolar, solvent. As the emulsion cools and congeals, the

:11 .J. :1 ...I . ••J. >
. . .s: .J. > :1p .. ., ......, "''' ... ...'" ~., ....... '''''''' . .." ..... -.- v ...'" ~

phase changes. As the solid components (cetyl alcohol, stearic acid, sorbitan monoleate)
reach their congealing temperatures, the oil phase will take on the nonpolar properties
of mineral oil and the partitioning of the preservatives will shift accordingly. In systems
such as this it is difficult to determine with certaintv the concentration of each nreser-
vative in all phases of the complex dosage form.

C. ".. .

As with partitioning, sorption of the preservative reduces its concentration in the aque-
ous phase and thus its efficacy. Preservatives can bind to solid particles (e.g., talc, ti-
tanium dioxide) through a variety of mechanisms [149,150].

Plastics and rubbers can act as solid organic phases into which a preservative can
partition [151]. Rubber stoppers are still used, especially for injectable formulations.
Because rubber is itself a complex system, the effect of rubber products on a preserva-
tive system must be tested on a case-by-case basis.

Benzylkonium chloride and chlorhexidine gluconate can bind to polyethylene and
polypropylene product containers [152]; thereby reducing their concentrations in formu-
lations. This binding appears to be a surface adsorption process in that loss of the pre-
servative quickly reaches a plateau. In the same set of experiments, the concentration
of chlorobutanol and trimerosal decreased continuously over time to less than 10% of
the stated content. This loss was shown to be due to sorption into polyethylene and
oolvoronvlene.

The degree of sorption into or through a plastic will also depend on the formula-
tion. For example, a high alcohol content will prevent the loss of benzyl alcohol into
nlnsrir-.
D. Processing

The manner 10 which the components of a dispersed system are added to each other
strongly affects the properties of the final product. The order of addition of solvents can
affect the partitioning of a preservative which, in turn, affects the preservative's effi-
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cacy. t oug t e rna concentrauon 0 a preservauve or ot er component) In I erent
phases is determined by the partition coefficient, the time necessary to reach that equi
librium can be affected by the order of addition.

Adequate control of pH and temperature during processing are also important here,
especially in large batches of a formulation. Localized areas of high or low pH may
cause reci itation or even destruction of a preservative (or other components). It rna
take considerable time for a precipitated preservative to redissolve. During that time,
the formulation would be unprotected from microbial attack. For a volatile or heat-la
bile reservative the Ion er coolin eriod of alar e batch rna cause its loss or de-
struction.

The manner of mixing is important when foams are produced. Foaming can cause
. .

face. In this manner, the effective concentration of a preservative in a formulation can
be reduced significantly.

ents, including preservatives. The less contact a formulation has with reactive metals,
the less loss of preservative is likely to result. Edetate disodium is often added prophy-

including the reservative.

E. Packaging

container-closure in which the product resides can have an important effect on preser
vative efficacy. Volatile peservatives can be lost from a formulation if the container is
not ug t Yc ose. ig t can cause preservanve egra anon; t us, rown g ass or opaque
plastic is preferred for preservatives and product ingredients that are sensitive to vis
ible or UV light.

luminum IOns can m to an inacuvate ronopo . orne preservatives can
be extracted into rubber and plastics. These examples again point to the need for a testing
program. A new formulation must be tested for antimicrobial activity in the container-
closure system in which it will be dispensed.

F. Bioburden

In an adequately preserved product, the level of microbial contamination necessary to
overpower the preservative is extremely high. However. if too many microbes are in-. . .

system. The most likely source of a bioburden that can overpower the preservative is
the raw materials. Thus, the specifications for raw materials sometimes include pass-
109 a micro ra imrts test. onsumer con amina ion 0 pro uc s genera y a s a muc
lower bioburden than the raw materials. The capacity test, described in Section IV, is
a means of quantifying the bioburden that a preservative system can handle 1153].

VI. EVALUATION OF PRESERVATIVE EFFICACY

A. Preservative Efficacy Test

The efficacy of a preservative must be evaluated in terms of the breadth and potency
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toe requiste erncacy testing or me pure preservative. I nIS IS aone oy USIng one or several
of the many microbiological techniques that have been developed for this purpose, These
include the following:

I. Determining the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) by incorporation of
the preservative into agar or broth growth media

"
~ .\. .J' .... .. ,11

~. ...,,,.,, ..., U'" LA'"'' V o'V ,u • '" . ~. p ...,... "

tive solutions on agar plates
3. Measuring mold or bacterial spore swelling caused by preservatives in solu-

L1UJI

4. Determining the rate of microbial death (survivor curves or D-values)

The criteria develooed for assessinz oreservative activitv dictate the methodoloaies
to be used. The foregoing techniques all yield usable information and are convenient for
comparing different preservatives. However. the process of preservation is complex and
r::ln hI' ~, . ::1<; " in the TI111<; the onlv valir! \l!l\!. .
to determine the efficacy of a product's preservation is to challenge the agent(s) in a
complete formulation.

I~ 'ha 11~;'ar1 C;:'~'a~ .hara ~ra nn. n... , ta~t~ rv .. C'n~".· -,
~.

'J ._~. - .- .~ "t'--

cally for dispersed dosage forms as separate from solution dosage forms. Therefore, we
must look to the cosmetics industry for criteria. since that group of maufacturers pio-
neered the work in designing preservative challenge tests and efficacy criteria.

B. Preservative Challenge Test

A formulation cannot be considered adequately preserved until it has been tested for its
atnttty to reuuce a severe microoial cnauenge to zero viaOle ceus. 1.... 0 matter now care-
fully the preservative system has been designed and how closely GMPs have been fol-
lowed. the question must be asked: Can microbes survive in the formulation? The an-
swer depends. to a great extent. on how the quesuon IS asked in practical. laboratory
terms.

When a product sample is inoculated with challenge microorganisms. a population
dynamics effect for microbial cell death begins. The challenge population contains a mix-
ture of cells of which unknown portions are strongly. intermediate. or weakly resistant
to the antimicrobial action of the formulation. The following process diagram depicts
the dynamic changes in the population of challenge-cell types present in the test sample
over the contact time period:

Inoculum is Uninjured + Injured + No viable
viable cell ---+- injured + ---+- resist.ant and ~ cells
.. rrotrvtable nonviame \ recoverame

or
~

Resistant cell
population

The time period to achieve each step in the foregoing process for decreasing challenge
cell viabilitv will be different for each oroduct formula tested' some can comnlete rh»
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cycle in 1-7 days, some in 7-14 days, some in 14-28 days, and some may never com
plete the cycle, depending on the organism, the preservative system and the formula
tion constituents.

Rdzok and co-workers formalized the idea of a test system in 1955 [1611. Many
variations on this theme have been reported since that time. All the described test sys
tems were intended for use as research and develo ment tools durin the formulation
and stability phases of product development. They were not meant to be product-release
tests. Good reviews of preservative challenge test methods have been published [162-

n i siP
copeias, one finds that there is no universally agreed-upon definition of adequate pres
ervation of pharmaceutical products.

the larger question just posed:

Which organisms should be used to challenge the preservative'?
How should the challenge organisms be prepared'?
How many organisms should be used for a challenge'?
Should the microbial challen es be sin Ie or mixed cultures'?
How many challenges should be used?

What neutralizer should be used in the recovery media?
What microbial assay method (e.g., pour plates, spread plates, or broth) should be

use .

The rest of this section examines these questions.

I . Test Organisms

A preservative system must be effective against vegitative bacteria (both gram-positive. ... .

vative should be able to kill those organisms likely to get into the product from pro
duction or from consumer contamination. Consequently, the international compendia!

Staphylococcus auereus, the most common gram-positive bacterial pathogen

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the most common waterborne gram-negative nonferrn
entative bacteria

Aspergillus niger, a very common air and soil fungus contaminant
Zygosaccharomyces rouxii, an osmophilic yeast

These six microorganisms are considered to be a reliable. representative sample, or
bioindicators, of the microbial world. To make the data applicable ro any product or
laborator in the world, controlled and catalo ed strains of these organisms can be
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) or the British National
Collection of Type Cultures (NCTC). Preservative efficacy tests published by the USP,
the British and Euro ean harmaco eias the Federal International Pharmaceuti ue.
Cosmetic Toiletry and Fragrance Association, Society of Cosmetic Chemists, and the
American Standard Test Methods, all recommend the use of the first five microorgan-
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reason to suspect they might contaminate a product, either from manufacturing processes
or from consumer handling. These include

Pseudomonas multivorans
Klebsiella spp.

Candida parapsilosis

Pseudomonas putida
Serratia marcescens

Saccharomyces spp.

The number of organisms recommended in published preservative challenge tests vary
from the basic five to a comprehensive list of 25 organisms.

Additionally, it is recommended that organisms isolated from contaminated prod
ucts be added to the challen e list. These "isochallen es" can be hardier than the labo-
ratory strains and may even be strains that have developed resistance to certain preser
vatives [166,167].

2. Growth and Preparation ofInocula

The com osition of the rowth medium used to cultivate microor anisms can affect their
resistance to preservatives. The addition or depletion of nutrients will influence the
me a 0 ic ac ivi y 0 microorganisms w ic , in urn, can a ect eir composition, nc
tion, and cell morphology. In nautral environments, microorganisms are starved and thus
grow slower. Nutrient-deprived, slow-growing cells have been reported to be resistant
to antimicrobial agents [168-170]. Peptidoglycan crosslinking varies with specific growth
rate of gram-positive bacterial cells. Enhanced crosslinking increases cell wall stability
by decreasing cell wall porosity, which may lead to resistance to antimicrobial agents.
Gilbert and Brown [J69] demonstrated that growth rate influenced the sensitivity of
Bacillus megaterium to the actions of lysozyme, chlorhexidine, 2-phenoxyethanol, and
certain antibiotics 170. An increased rowth rate increases the sensitivit of P. aeru-
ginosa to polymyxin B in combination with EDTA [168] and to certain substituted
phenols [169]. Sensitivity was related to changes in the lipopolysaccharide content of
the outer membrane of P. aeru inosa. Richards tal. 67 emons r' var in
of sensitivity of E. coli and S. aureus to BAK when grown to logarithmic phase, sug
gesting that the phase of growth will influence the suscepitibility of microorganisms to

more susceptible to antibiotics than were stationary-phase-grown cells.
Many studies have been performed demonstrating that the addition or depletion of. .. .

ing the susceptibility of microorganisms to antimicrobial agents. In studying the corre
lation between lipid content and resistance to antimicrobial agents, Hugo et al. [172,173]. .

were "fat" in lipid content. These fattened cells were resistant to penicillins (172,173]
and to alkyl phenols containing five or more carbon atoms in the alkyl chain [174]. Hugo

deficient cells that were more susceptible to phenols and to cetrimonium bromide (1741.
The presence of potassium has been shown by Nadir [175] to influence the adsorption

i is ac ernrrrr's suscep iii y.
Wilkinson reported increased resistance to EDTA when P. aeruginosa is grown in media
deprived of magnesium [176]. AI Hiti and Gilbert [170,205J evaluated the depletion of
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c r 0, i y or exi ine, an
thimerosal against the USP preservative panel of microorganisms. Their results indicate
that BAK displayed the most variation to nutrient depletion and thimerosal the least.
smai reporte t at resistance 0 . co I to c or eXI me increase w en ce s were

grown in media depleted of carbon and that cells were more resistant to cetrimide and
phenol when grown in media depleted of phosphate (177].

The pH of a medium and the temperature during incubation are two additional
variables in growth conditions that may influence the susceptibility of an organism to
an antimicrobial a ent. The H of a medium can fluctuate durin incubation if a buff-
ering system is not present. Organic acids produced during fermentation may be bac
tericidal, especially when the pH decreases rJ 78J. Orth demonstrated that the pH of a
medium decreases in the resence of lucose thereb ossibl increasin J the sensitiv-
ity of microorganisms to the actions of preservatives r179J. Temperature influences the
metabolic activity of both bacterial and fungal cells. The synthesis of cellular and ex-

duction of certain molecules can directly or indirectly provide protection to organisms.
The production of pigment by S. marscescens is enhanced when cells are grown at room. . .

ammonium compounds.
Variation in the preservative and antimicrobial efficacy results reported in the lit

erature may be attributed to differences in growth conditions employed by the labora
tories performing the tests. Thus, challenge organisms must be cultured under standard
conditions to ensure the reproducibility of the challenge test results. Bacteria are usu
ally grown on trypticase soybean agar at 35°C for 18-24 h. Yeasts are grown on Sab
ouraud's dextrose a ar at 25°C for 48 h (or 35°C for 24 h . Molds (filamentous fun i)

are also grown on Sabourauds dextrose agar at 25°C, hut the incubation period is
extended to 7 days.

) )

may he grown in broth culture. There are differences of opinion on which is the best
method for the purpose of a preservative challenge test. Orth et al. (179,1801 studied

prepared in broth and from an agar surface. The authors criticized the use of broth-pre
pared inocula in that they found that a decrease in rate of bacterial kill occurred. They

contained in the formulations or provided the bacteria with additional nutrients, enabling
the bacteria to withstand the stress of the preservative systems. The authors confirmed

. . .. .

agar-grown cells. Similar results were seen in that a decreased rate in kill was observed.
A valid criticism of preservative challenge tests is that standard, well-treated labo

l

standardized microbial challenges do yield data that are reproducible from laboratory
to laboratory. In addition, well-established strains do not require the complex media
nee e to grow more rests ant or pro uct-a apte ce s. t er cnucisms me u c t e
number of passages made before an organism is used. "The proposed revision to the
USP stipulates that the organisms used for inoculation must be not more than five pas-
sages remove trom the eu tures. and mennone that seed lot culture may be
used" (181]. Other proposed revisions include phenol coefficient determinations, with
required performance characteristics, before an organism can be used.
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The preparation of the inoculum is as important to the results as the growth con
ditions. The harvest medium must be buffered and have the proper pH (about 6.8-7.4)

• 0

performing preservative efficacy tests." We believe that clumping could influence the
rate of interaction between preservatives and microorganisms. It must also be empha-
size t at sing e-ce isperston is a necessary prereqnts: .

polysorbate 80) should be incorporated into the harvesting medium to facilitate single
cell dispersion. Orth and Brueggen [182] caution that "special care must be used to. . .

Centrifugation is sometimes used in preparing challenge inocula. When used as a
method of inoculum preparation, centrifugation enables microbiologists to wash cells free
of growth medium and other potential contaminants. Improper contro 0 centn uganon,
however, can affect the results of tests evaluating the sensitivity of preservatives to mi
croor anisms. Work erformed b Gilbert et al. and by Rupp et a!. [183-1851 demon-
strates how improperly controlled centrifugation can increase the susceptibility of mi
croorganisms to antimicrobial agents. Gilbert et al. demonstrated that centrifugation at

f E or a 01 hexameth lene bi zuanide, while

also affecting the adsorption of polyhexamethylene biguanide to the cell surface 1183].
These authors attributed the increase in activity to loss of ipopo ysac an e TOm t e ce
envelope, which facilitated entry of the antimicrobial agent. Additional work performed
b Gilbert et al. demonstrated that centrifugation (20,000 g) increased the susceptibil-
ity of P. aeruginosa to chlorhexidine and to cetrimide [184). Work performed by Rupp
et al. found that centrifugation (l0,000 g) increased the susceptibility of S. marcescens

rnium-16 185.

3. Amount of Challenge
Q

uct (e.g., 0.1 ml inoculum into 10.0 ml of product). Creams, lotions, gels, and pow
der cakes usually have a sample size of 20 g, whereas i O-ml samples of aqueous sus-

pensions are usua y prepare. nee e inoeu urn is a e a e p ( u
that it be immediately mixed into the sample by a method that will yield uniform dis
persion of the challenge cells. If uniform dispersion of the inoculum is not achieved,
recoveries of viable cells from a fixed sample size can vary over a - ogant m
fold) range. This will tend to give erroneously low (or, less frequently, high) cell counts
i.e., a arently adequate (or inadequate) preservation}.

The addition of an aqueous inoculum to an anhydrous product raises questions about
the validity of such a challenge. The addition of water to the product may increase the

ds of survival for the challen e microbes; therefore, the test mi ht be a oor reflec-
tion of the survivability of typical contaminants. This can sometimes be circumvented
by filtering the inoculum and adding the cell paste to the product.

6

chosen when neutralizers were not commonly used, and dilution of the challenged prod
uct (I: 100) was used to negate the effect of preservative carryover. A second reason
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amsms, as was

a enges

Most published tests recommend that each challenge organism be tested in separate
. . II n . M n im s h wev r it has b en our 'x in'

that organisms that survive a mixed challenge (e.g., P. aeruginosa, E. coli. and S.
aureus) would not have survived a single challenge. The presence of metabolites formed. .

a sample with several different genera of microbes reduces the laboratory workload)
while yielding information similar to, yet different from, that obtained from single chal-

which the product's history of contamination supports the decision CO use it. The value
of data obtained from this method is questionable if the investigator does not identify... ... .

challenges can be used to obtain a more complete picture of the preservative's efficacy
in the formulation.

5. Number 0 Challenges

Multiple challenges of a product are performed CO determine the antimicrobial capacity
of the preservative system in the formula. A typical regimen is to repeat the original

• •• • 9",'

very useful information about product safety in the hands of the consumer 1153]. Mul
tiple challenge tests should be reserved for testing tinal formulations. The FDA requires

dispersed systems) pass the USP preservative test with a rechallenge 14 days after the
initial challenge. This is not required of other sterile ophthalmic eye drops or ointments.

owever, some manu a u e S 0 S e i i .cars nerrc .
challenges on their formulations to satisfy internal consumer safety standards.

The time intervals at which survivor assays are usually performed in our laboratories
are immediately after mixing (zero time), and I, 3, 7, 10, 14, and 28 days after the chal-
lenge. The addition of extra assay points during the first fortnight is useful for the rapid
screening of preservative systems. Assays at 4 and 6 h following mixing are optional,
but often ield data that adds to the understandin of the reservatives activit. For
rapidly acting preservatives. the earlier time points are in indication of the margin of
safety afforded the formulation. In addition to these advantages, the use of the listed time

teria.

7. Use 0

Formulation constituents that are carried over to the growth medium in the survivor assay
system can continue to inhibit microbial growth. Thus. the preservative's antimicrobial. . ...

antimicrobial effects of preservatives. They are added to the dilution broth or the the
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agar plates [187J. The former is preferred because the preservative is neutralized im
mediately. We have found that neutralizers incorporated into the agar, but not into the
broth, can decrease the abilit of the medium to su ort the rowth of stressed chal-
lenge cells, thereby yielding significantly lower plate counts of CFU per milliliter and
causing the reporting of a marginal or inadequate preservative system as well preserved.

orne useful neutralizin a ents and the reservatives a ainst which the are effective
are presented in Table 10.

Some commercially available general-purpose preservative neutralization recovery
. .

Letheen medium (agar or broth), and Clausen's medium from Oxoid. The efficacy of
any of these media to neutralize the preservative system in a particular dispersed phar-

0.. .

tential toxicity to the specific challenge organisms [188,189]. The Dey-Engly (DIE)
medium has received the most use by industry. This is a very turbid complex medium

., . . - .

in use at that time without being toxic to the five challenge organisms listed in the USP
preservative efficacy test [63]. It contains bromcresol purple as a color indicator that. .. .

r n I ions of DIE and Letheen
per liter (gIL):

Constituent DIE LM

Lecithin 7.0 0.7

Thiosulfate 6.0 0
Bisulfite 2.5 0

. I

Test methods for assessing the efficacy and toxicity of a neutralizer recovery broth.. .

the efficacy of a NRB the growth pattern of each challenge organism must be the same
in an inoculum serial dilution dose-response test of the NRB vs. NRB + product (at a

Table 10 Some Neutralizing Agents Employed in Recovery Broths or Solutions

Neutralizer Preservatives

Polysorbate 80 Parabens, phenolics, quaternary amines,
(

Sodium thiosulfate
Lecithin

Iodine, chlorine, hypochlorite, bronopol
Quaternary arnines, phenolics, parabens, chlorhexidine

and other sulfhydryls
Neutralizing buffer" Quaternary arnines, chlorine

"Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan. Contains monopotassium phosphate. sodium thiosulfate. aryl sulfonate
complex, and sodium hydroxide, pH 7.2. Recommended as an adjunct to all neutralizing recovery media.
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9-ml + l-ml ratio, respectively). In the test, 1 ml of inoculum is added to tube I, the
tube vortexed and I ml is transferred to tube 2 and so on through tube 8 for each of
the two media systems. The tubes are then incubated ap ropriately. The result is

Tuhe no. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CFU/ml 105 104 103 102 10 I 0.1 .01
CFU/tube 5 mil 500 K 50 K 5K 500 50 5 .5
Growth + + + + + + +

If growth does not occur in tubes 5-7 for NRB + product then the medium is not

1-7 for both media systems then the NRB is validated for both neutralizer efficacy and
lack of toxicity, as shown by growth of low numbers of challenge cells (50 or fewer

8. Assay of Surviving Microbes

medium at an appropriate temperature. A proper control for this experiment is an iden
tical challenge test on the same formulation minus the preservativets). At assay times,

the appropriate neutralizer), and mixed well. Two more sequential I: 10 dilutions of this
suspension are made in dilution broth. The number of microbes per milliliter in each

sian on an agar plate.
The plates and the dilution broth suspensions are incubated at 35°C for 48- 72 h (7

ays 'or nga spores. e num er 0 . co onies on epa es is coun e ,an ie pres-
ence or absence of growth in the dilution broths is recorded. The number of colonies
observed on a plate multiplied by the dilution factor of the plated suspension yeilds the
num er 0 micro es per gram or per rm I Iter 0 pro uct. IS ca cu alton IS va I on y
if the data from the three dilutions of an assay time point show the appropriate tenfold
relationships, (c.g.. 3 colonies for the 10 3 plate, 30 colonies for the 10 2 plate. and 300
colonies for the 10- plate).

Standard microbiological methods dictate that a count of fewer than 30 colonies per
plate is not statistically valid. However, when there are only hundreds of microbes per
gram, there will be fewer than ten colonies per plate for the first dilution (I : 100) and
no colonies for subsequent dilutions. Low numbers of colonies are reported and accepted
as valid onl when rowth in the a ro riate broth dilution su orts the observation.
The presence of growth in the broth dilutions with the absence of colonies on the plate
for the first dilution is usually interpreted and reported as 10 CFU/g. In our laborato
ries we use Table II to inter ret the results from broth dilutions when there are ver
low levels of microbial survivors. If growth in the broth dilution tubes is not observed
(i.e., only plate counts are used), the assay cannot validly detect fewer than 500

Dispersed products can present problems with the assay phase of the preservative
challenge test. Turbidity caused by particulates is difficult to distinguish from turbidity
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Table 11 Interpretation of Results From
Recovery Broth Dilutions"

Product I uuons

(CFUfml) 10-1 10-2 10-3

100 + + -/+
50 + +

4 +

'Depending on the original concentration of microbes in
the challenged product, and the dilution, microbial
growth is (+) or is not (-) observed. Certain dilutions
will sometimes show growth (+/-).
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formulation will yield reliable results.
Some laboratories plate samples from the broth dilution tubes by the pour plate

sample and the mixture is swirled to disperse the cells. We do not recommend this
method because many of the already-stressed challenge cells will die from the heat shock

false sense of security about a preservative's efficacy.
The Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance Association (CTFA) in the United States has

con uc e a roun ro In co a oratrve stu y 0 va I ate an e icacy 0 preservation test
proposed by the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC). This new test
employs product challenges from four "selected pools of microorganisms," which are

I . Gram-positive cocci: Staphylococcus aureus plus S. epider
midis

iae, plus Enterobacter gergoviae
3. Gram-negative nonferrnentative bacilli: Pseudomonas aeruginosa, P. cepa-

4. Yeast and mold:
ticus var. anitratus

Candida albicans plus Aspergillus

The challenged products were sampled only three times (7, 14, and 28 days) and
then rechallen ed on da 28 and resam led as before. The criteria of acce tance are:

Bacteria:
Fungi:

Microbiological data of this nature can vary significantly from sample to sample and. .. .
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ity to the data; accordingly, we would recommend that the foregoing test, whenever
used, should include assay times at I day and 21 days to increase the accuracy and

recision of the data enerated.

. Criteria for Ade uate Product Preservation

Criteria for preservation efficacy are expressed as the percentage reduction in viable cells
in a specific amount of time. To date, regulatory agencies, compendia, and industrial
trade organizations throughout the world have not agreed on criteria for adequate product
preservation. The established systems range in stringency from the USP to the British
Pharmaco eia. To illustrate the diversit of reservation criteria, Table 12 summarizes
and compares the compendial requirements for ophthalmic products. The product manu
facturer and company microbiologist are left on their own to choose the appropriate

be marketed will influence this decision.
Criteria for preservation of oral products have been published by the Federation

absence of such criteria in the United States may have contributed to problems with the
preservation of oral antacid suspensions, as evidenced by the recall of 35 lots from six
manufacturers in 1985 [27]. Two manufacturers' products, which accounted for most

r II I w r r sr v d wi h r bens The cont minants inclu Pse 1 -

nas, Klebsiella, Serratia, and Enterobacter spp. A recent article clearly shows how
aluminum hydroxide, simethicone, and polysorbate 80 inhibit the antimicrobial activity. . .

Some authors advocate the use of D-values (the average time required for a l-log
reduction of viable cells) as a screening procedure for developmental formulations [192,

survivors several times in the first week, and plotting the logarithm of surviving microbes
versus time. The slope of the resulting line is the first-order rate of death of the mi-
cro es, rom w IC can e ca cua e e average ime or a 0 re uc ion 0 via e
cells.

This concept has merit as a cost-reduction tool and certainly has a place in the
armamentarium of the microbiologist. However, the technique lacks accuracy and pre
cision in answering the basic question of preservative efficacy, especially in dispersed
s stems in which chemical and particulate interactions can affect kill rates. The D-value
technique was developed for use with sterilizers and disinfectants, not with slower-act
ing preservatives. Reproducibility of D-values is often poor because the preservative-

. I I I i r I I )W I' - r i
the plot of logarithm of survivors versus time is not linear). Also, the method does not
consider tailing effects and regrowth of the low-level survivors after a 3- or 4-week in-

Harmonization of compendial criteria for adequate preservative efficacy of pharma
ceutical products worldwide has been going on from 1991 until 1994, with little com-

preservative efficacy criteria. However, the following changes in criteria have been ei
ther adopted or proposed by the various compendia:



Table 12 A Comparison of Compendial Preservation Criteria for Pharmaceutical Products

Country:
Pharmacopeia.
Year:

Contact times

Crttena for
bactena

Criteria for
yeasts and
molds

Organism

Federal Repubhc
United States United Kingdom of Germany Italy

VSf' XXI BPBO DAB 9 PlUirmacopeta 9th ed.
1985 \986 Addendum 1986 1985

6h 6h
24 h 24 h 24 h

7d 7d 7d 7 d
14 d 14 d 14 d 14 d
21 d
28 d 28 d 28 d 28 d

Sterile aqueous
All products Ophtha/mrcs' products Ophtha/mrcs'
Reduced by 99.9% Reduced by 103 •

, Reduced" by: I()2 at Reduced" by: 1()2 at
(\03) at 14 days. no 6 h; no recover y 24 h \()l at 7 d 6 h. l()l at 24 h
increase thereafter at 24 h and 103 at 28 d no recovery at

thereafter 7 d (lOS reduction);
no increase at 28 d

No increase at 14 d Reduced by: I()1 at Reduced by: 101 at No increase at 24 h;
and thereafter 7 days' no increase 14 d JOI at 28 d reduced by )()2

thereafter at 7 d no increase
at 14 d; no increase
at 28 d

P. aeruginosa Same Same Same
ATCC902
S. aureus Same S. aureus S. aureus
AICC 6538 AICC 6538P AICC 6538P
E. coli Same Same Same
C. albiwns Sallie Same Same
ATCC 10231
A. niger Same Same Same
ATCC Hi404

Europe
EP

1982

24 h
7 d

28 d

Ophtha/mrcs
Reduced" by: 1()2 at

24h103 at 7 d
103 at 28 d

Reduced by: 101 at
14 d 10' at 14 d

Same

S. aureus
AICC 6538P
Same
Same

Same

'Desired criteria. Other considerations may be taken into account.
bP. aeruginosa and S. aureusonly.
'Recommended cntena.
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1. The British, German, French, and Italian pharmacopeias have decided to he
come one as the European Pharmacopoeia, with the following adopted final criteria

resented as 10 arithms reduction in viable challenge cells at designated contact times.

Ophthalmics and parenterals
Bacteria Target: 2 logs/6 h. followed hy 3 logs/24 h. followed

Topical (skin care)
Bacteria

Yeast and mold

Oral (s ru s and antacids)
Bacteria

arget: ogs
NI thereafter

Minimum: 3 logsl14 days and NI thereafter
Target: 2 logs/14 day and NI thereafter
Minimum: I logl14 days and NI thereafter

3 logs/14 day and NI thereafter

NR. no recovery of viable cells; NI. no significant increase in CFU per milliliter.

criteria for sterile multidose ophthalmics, parenterals, nasal, and otic products from those
shown in Table 12. They have. however, proposed (a) criteria for topical products of. .

fungi; and (b) criteria for oral products of a l-log reduction of bacteria in 14 days. with
no increase thereafter and. again. stasis for fungi; plus. a special dispensation for oral. . .

In addition. the USP is addressing the following issues that received a majority of
support from industry representatives at a recent (1993) open conference on microbio-
.' . . .,

1. Prefer a requirement for reduction in yeast plus mold counts. as opposed to
stasis

2. Request a 24-h-assay point for ophthalmics and parenterals
3. Develop a panel of antimicrobials for testing organisms' resistance
4. Clarify the preparation of mold spore inocula and the interpretation of their

data (spores do not reproduce by hinary fision so they will not increase in
viable numbers by growth: so. how do we judge a failure")

pharmaceutical products between the United States and Europe. with Japan leaning to
ward the European criteria. If one looks at the European criteria for ophthalmics and. . . .

for this antibacterial kill is 7 days. Consequently. a possible attempt for United States
harmonization would be to require a 3-log reduction in bacteria at 7 days. instead of

. . .. ~.

of the test. This would at least go along with the European minimal criteria for oph
thalmics and parenterals, which is probably at or below the internal standard employed
y p armaceu ica companies.
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VII. FUTURE TRENDS

A. New Preservative Agents

n eps er,
curials in general), benzyl alcohol, and benzalkonium chloride, have come under attack
for safety reasons. Considerable effort is now directed to developing less-toxic and less-
sensinzmg agents. ne approac emg pursue IS t e eve opment 0 po yrnerize orms
of current preservatives (e.g., polymeric quaternary ammonium compounds) on the
premise that polymeric compounds, in general, exhibit fewer undesirable biological
effects. It remains to be seen whether such an approach leads to safer preservatives with
appropriate microbiological profiles. As with present formulations, this can be deter
mined only by thorough testing, especially in dispersed dosage forms.

A publication by Wallhausser showed that over 90% of injectable, ophthalmic, and

mon preservatives for injectables were the parabens and alcohol; for ophthalmics, qua
ternary amines and organic mercurials: and for oral dosage forms, alcohol, benzoic acid,

. .

like to see a trend toward using the optimal preservative for a product, rather than the
simple addition of the "tried and true" to a formulation. However, this is likely to occur
very s ow y, I a a , as economics an success prece ents ot rm itate against t e
rapid adoption of newer preservatives.

As with pharmaceuticals themselves, the trend with new preservatives is toward
"more powerful" ones (i.e., those that are effective at lower concentrations). Such agents
have much higher therapeutic ratios and, therefore, can be used at lower concentrations.
The lower the concentration of the preservative, the less chance it has of affecting bulk
properties. However, the lower concentration means that a minor interaction with product
ingredients or the container can cause a significant decrease in preservative efficacy.

To address the roblem of microbial resistance to reservatives. new reservative
compounds, new combinations of old agents, or a combination of new and old may be
required. The genus Pseudomonas, and in particular the species P. cepacia, can be
considered the la ue of the 1980s for dis ersed harmaceuticals. Some of the condi-
tions resulting in the development of antimicrobial resistance in Pseudomonas are dis
cussed by Gilbert [195J. Borovian discusses the adaptation and growth of P. cepacia in
h re n e of two nrel d re rv tiv r I . .

Russell has reviewed the mechanisms of bacterial resistance to preservatives, disinfec
tants, and antiseptics [197J.

B. Validity of Preservative Efficacy Test Criteria

Pharmaceutical roduct formulators and microbiolo ists are often asked if the reser-
vative efficacy (PE) criteria applied to their products is a valid predictor of product safety
(indicator of the frequency and amount of microbial contamination during consumer use)
n i .... .
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ment to Increase pro uct sa ety over t e cntena . S. Pharma-
copeia.

Recently. a few authors have attempted to find a correlation of various products'
abilities to pass different preservative efficacy criteria and their rate of contamination
after consumer use (e.g .• asking the questions: What is the validity of the various critieria
for ade uate reservative efficac • and are more strin ent criteria necessar '?). This
subject is of great interest because of the spectrum of requirements for adequate pres
ervation of dispersed products around the world and the fact that neither the British nor
the Euro can haramco eias ut forth a rational statement to substantiate their re uire-
ment for more stringent antimicrobial kill from pharmaceuticals. when in fact. no haz
ardous condition existed with consumer infections owing to inadequately preserved prod-

o ••••

test.
Brannan et a!. [198] studied a unpreserved, marginally preserved. and well-pre-

gave the products to 30 people to use. These investigators showed varying results in that
the shampoo yielded contamination of 46% of the unpreserved, 21 % of the marginal.. .

the lotion. res ectivel . The authors concluded that how the reduct was used and the
container design was more relevant than pass or fail PE challenge criteria when predict
ing consumer use contamination of a product. They stated. "if container design provides
ade uate rotection even oorl reserved roducts could withstand consumer use."

In 1991. Davison et a!. [199] published the results of a pilot study to assess the
validity of the USP versus the British pharamcopeial criteria for preservative efficacy.

file and. then. let consumers use these products in three different settings. a ward (2
days), a clinic (0.5 days), and outpatient use (7 days). Two products were preserved.. .

with 100 ppm chlorhexidine (CX). and a steroid suspension with 100 ppm benzalkonium
chloride (BAK). The results showed a 4.5-5.0% contamination rate for the TMS- and

product-71154. 9/221. 61132. and 9/97. respectively. Although the CX-preserved prod
uct performed far superior to the two TMS-preserved products against S. aureus (total

nation rates were identical. Since the contamination rate did not correlate with the PE
test results, the authors decided to weight the data for used units showing greater than

tion could be made between the "well-preserved" eye drops and the TMS-preserved
products. The authors stated that "this study shows that the stringent criteria for multi-

ose op a mic prepara ions in e e icacy o' preserva ives c a enge es are re-
alistic." However. we believe these investigators made an erroneous (and highly bi
ased) conclusion. because the sample size variance (375 TMS-preserved vs. 229 CX-
an -preserve ) create a circumstance or more -preserve units to s ow
an increased level of contamination in a few units.

In 1993. Spooner and Davison [200] published a follow-up study (to their 1991
work) in which they assessed the contamination rate of 936 used cream (353/936), gel
(263/936). and injectable (320/936)-type products and performed PE challenge testing
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on unopene pro ucts. ese aut Drs cone u e t at" or topica products the Britis
Pharmacopoeia 1993 criteria and the proposed European Pharmacopoeia criteria-A for
preservative efficacy are satisfactory, but the proposed European Pharmacopoeia crite-
ria-B and the U. S. Pharmacopeia criteria may be potentially hazardous." We feel that
these authors were erroneous in their conclusion because they misinterpreted the USP
criteria in their Table 8 b sa in that roducts that show rowth of challen e bacteria
(P. aeruginosai between the day-7 and day-14 viable cell counts pass the USP criteria
as long as the 14-day log reduction exceeds 3.0. This is completely wrong, because the
USP states there can be no increase in ba t ri I h II n F 1m
in the test data. It is interesting to see that the authors said nothing about the fact that
the creams that passed the BP and EP-A criteria yielded between 12 and 35% contami-. .
criteria-B and the U. S. Pharmacopeia criteria would pennit the use of products which
could support the growth of adventitious contaminants and could therefore be potentially

. .

substantiate.
Interestingly, none of the three foregoing authors referenced the work of R. A.

and PE tests on sham oos, bath additives, deodorants, and skin antise tics. The corre-

the skin differ in respect to individual antimicrobial agents or how this resistance matches
that of the laboratory cultures (if tested). Such differences may well account for the

. .

influenced the foregoing authors' reports to include verbage saying that further work is
necessary in the area of controlled in-use testing before correlations can be made be-

tion rates. Also, they might have suggested a decent protocol for evaluating in-use con
tamination that discussed how the method of product use and the container designs
. . " "

ditionally, the performance of consumer-use testing on products used in clinical trials
to identify a trend in the amount and type of microbial contamination was advocated by

. i i y preserva ive c a enge
testing to fully assess a products safety in this area.

There are several literature articles describing the after-use contamination of dis-
perse p armaceu ica pro uc s: owever, t ese reporte pro uct contanunauons I not
result in any clinically relevant hazardous situations to the users. Consequently, the
assertion that stronger preserved products are safer products for the users is still an open
Issue or e ate In t e arena 0 p armaceutIcal microbiology. Indeed, if the USP pre
servative efficacy criteria were as bad as Davidson and Spooner suggest than 25 years
of its use in the United States should certainly have produced many user infections re-
suiting in publicised consumer litigations. This is not true. We believe that the best
preserved formula possible should be marketed for dispersed dosage forms. However,
new chemical entities should not be kept from the market lace if their formulations can-
not be preserved as well as previous products, yet still do not deter from present safety
afforded consumers of dispersed-type products.
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w

One way to avoid the problems of sensitization and toxicity of preservatives is to elimi-.. ..

manner. This is the idea behind the "unit dose" approach to packaging nonpreserved
sterile pharmaceuticals. Unit-dosage is expensive for the consumer, who pays more for

and the consumer movement in society calling for the elimination of preservatives from
all products, are the forces behind the development of safe, nonpreserved, multidose

D. New or Modified Test Methods

In considering new test methods, we have already seen that dispersed products often
require alterations of compendial methods for testing ointments or suspensions. What
. .

as multiple rechallenges. Also, with the poor laboratory reproducibility of preservative
efficacy results seen over the past 15 years, the drive for better standardization will

scrutinize their inoculum preparation techniques [204J. Their earlier publication dem-
onstrated that the ability of P. aeruginosa and E. coli to grow in the presence of chlor
hexidine, thimerosal, or benzalkonium chloride varied markedly with various nutrient
de letions of the inocula (as is likel to occur in nature) 205. These are hints of new
methods that may be used in the near future to improve the reliability and reproducibility
of the preservative challenge test. A better understanding of the dynamics of testing
m ho s will one ho es lead to standardization of methodolo ies and serve as an
impetus to worldwide agreement on the definition of preservation for pharmaceutical
products.

voiced concerns for standardizing the challenge microbial cell suspensions for PE test
ing. First, to avoid potential genetic changes that could effect test results, these agen-

organisms be allowed between the primary culture (received from a known national
culture repository) and the test product inoculum cell suspension. This request has been

.
ent from passage-3 cells. This seems to be a very prudent scientific principle to include
in preservative efficacy testing and is already carried out in many pharmaceutical com-

Also, there is a desire to measure and document the antimicrobial resistance of the
challenge cell populations at the time of product testing. However, the problem here is

. .
e '
(an antibiogram), or the kinetic kill rate of each organism to a standardized concentra
tion of at least two different preservatives in some standard vehicle solution. Another
pro em Wit t IS propose new test parameter IS to esta IS t e accepta e ac groun
variance, or the inherent experimental error, for the method chosen. Either method will
undoubtedly produce day-to-day and technician-to-technician variability that must be
considered in setting the standard performance expected from the cultures if the actual
measurement of antimicrobial resistance can be done with repeated accuracy. This pa-
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rameter in PE testing is finally being addressed, 20 years after R. A. Cowen's sugges
tion.

A dition II the Euro an n . h rm
ing on stability and clinical supplies of new products be carried out in the final con
tainer, as opposed to removing a measured aliquot of product from the final container. .

glass). This proposal would require different inoculations for each different fill volume
of the product, would reduce the uniform dispersion of the inoculum, and would ere-

uct containers vs. test tube racks) to point out only a few problems. After input from
industry, the pharmacopeias are reconsidering their proposal and will most likely allow
at met 0 s to e one, wit a pre erence or some ata generated III the final con

tainer.
A consideration of the foregoing proposed additions to the current PE tests per-

formed around the world leads one to ask: What exactly is required in the submission
of PE test data to a regulatory agency for approval of a product? The description of the
PE test should include the followin information:

1. The exact n m n I
bers)

2. The exact procedures for preparation of the inocula (bacteria, yeast, and mold

3. The manner of sample preparation, its exact amount, and the number of rep
licates

organism for each test
5. The incubation and storage conditions of the challenged test samples

e vo ume, num er. an contact time peno s at w ich samples are taken for
CFU per milliliter counts

7. The exact method for determining the CFU per millimeter counts (spread vs.
pour plates, or other)

8. The antimicrobial neutralization method employed and its validation testing for
the recover of low levels of each challen e or anism and efficac of inacti-
vation.

9. The inoculum levels observed in the controls at time zero and the CFU per
milliliter or r m f

10. A description of the trend in antimicrobial activity observed for all the PE tests
performed on the product (includes both developmental and stability data)

ne cannot simply say, "the USP or EP method was employed and all of the tests
passed," one must describe the testing in great detail.

Finally, it is ho ed that new reservation criteria reflect that different uses of rod-
ucts carry with them different risks. Products for oral, dermal, ocular, and injectable
uses, therefore, should have different criteria for preservation, reflecting the differing

otential hazards of the rod cts if . .

As long as product contamination is a risk to consumers, preservation of multidose
pharmaceuticals will be a concern. A thorough understanding of the theory and prac-
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tice of preservation must be applied by formulators and microbiologists early in the
development process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The efficient determination of a set of conditions that result in an optimally perform-
ing product or process is often the primary goal of the pharamceutical investigator. Al-
though, ideally, this could be accomplished by the use of theoretical or mechanistic
models often nharmaceutical svstems and orocesses are complex enouzh to reauire em-
pirical models to describe product or process characteristics. Empirical modeling can
generally be divided into two major categories. Deterministic modeling refers to model

in Ulhirh thp innllt ti~t!'l !'lrp .,:
.- 0

employs probabilistic data.
This chapter will familiarize the reader with several experimental design, model-

..I .1. I- .~ , ,~~+..1· .1. -'
'£06' ,., ,... • - , ........... ' .... Y'v ....... L&.,..... L& ........... y ...... ............vy

ment process, as evidenced either through the literature or our own experiences. No
attempt is made to cover specific fields in their entirety, and the reader is referred else-
wnere ror detailed inrormalion. _ mere are l .... l .... ,.....1l........ s {o [ne
use of these techniques for solid dosage form development [1-12], relatively little has
been published concerning solution or disperse systems [13-16]. The techniques pre-
sented In this chapter are Illustrated with examples relevant to disperse system devel-
opment. Finally, these techniques not only allow the pharmaceutical investigator to
develop an optimally performing product or process, but are also useful for determin-
ing rational limits for critical formulation or processing variables, outside of which
unacceptable product would be produced.

__'"17

r..,
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II. DETERMINISTIC MODELING

A. Mathematical and Statistical Com onents

I . Common Experimental Designs

The "desi n" of an ex riment can be sim ly defined as the Ian that overns the r-
formance of an experiment. The use of properly designed experiments helps reduce the
procedural errors in the data collected. Randomization within the design helps average

f s of x r nos v riabl s that c use "nois " in h r sis h f
important variables, as well as the interrelation between these variables, can often be
studied in a single well-designed experiment. Ultimately, the investigator wishes to obtain

help the investigator achieve this goal. The assumptions that must be made for valid
conclusions to be drawn from the results of a statistically designed experiment are as

elusions are to be drawn; (b) the observations will be statistically independent. normally
distributed, and of constant variance; and (c) outliers or missing values will not be
o serve in t e esign ramewor. e irst assumption can e guarantee y 0 tam-

tion will also ensure that the errors associated with measurment are independent. Parts
of the second assumption can often be verified by simply examining the data or apply-

neous variances (e.g., Bartlett's test, Bartlett and Kendall's test, the Burr-Forster Q-test)
[17,18], as well as data normality (e.g., Wtest. chi-square test) [17] are available. If
t e ypot esis 0 omogeneous variances or norma a a is rejec e, e a a ypica y
are "transformed" by using some mathematical function. such as the square root or
logarithm, to ensure these properties. The assumption that missing or outlying data will
not be observed is often difficult to predict. The necessary experiments can be repeated,
or. if this is impossible owing to the constraints of the experiment, certain methods can
be used to minimize the effects on the anal sis [19,20].

The observations resulting from a designed experiment are often examined using
analysis of variance (ANDYA) techniques in which the variance associated with a par-
i I r in n n variable or interactions between inde endent variables i.e. tr at-

ment) is compared with the variance associated with the random error that occurs in the
experiment [17,20-22]. If there is a difference between the treatment and error vari-

measured response. Comparisons between these variances are typically made using an
F test or F distribution [21].

nality can be thought of, in a geometric sense, as two perpendicular lines, neither hav
ing an effect on the direction of the other. For experimental design purposes, orthogo-
na i y is e me as '0 ows

N

u=1

where independent variable levels are coded such that:
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and

N

L Xi~ == N
u=1

for == I, 2, ... , k (2)

In toe roregomg equations. N IS toe number or experimental mars ana Xiu ana Xju
represent the uth level of variables i and}, respectively, for k variables. Typically, for
factorial-type designs, the variable levels are fixed, equally spaced, and coded at -I (low
level), + 1 (high level), and 0 (midpoint). The use of orthogonal designs not only sim
plifies the calculations used in the analysis but also guarantees that treatment effects on
the measured response can be estimated independently. In other words, the effect of a
selected treatment will have no projection on the effects of any of the other treatments
in the experiment. From a statistical standpoint, this is highly desirable because inde
pendent tests of hypothesis (e.g., the F test mentioned previously) can be made on each
treatment in the design.

ro·.L .L ,... J:'
• IUCUI], u.... _ II' LIl"" IvuvnuL5 111 ILV n"'].1 LIl""", v.

useful statistical designs. These designs are simply the ones that have been most fre
quently cited in the pharmaceutical literature, or that we have found to be useful for

.., , ,. r- ro ,

1 '-' VI llllal UJ u._... u. rVI a allU 1I1VI VUOII ,

of statistical design methodology, the reader is referred elsewhere [17,20-23].

a. Full Factorials

Most of the designs discussed in this chapter are based on the full-factorial design. The
full-factorial design is designated by the following nomenclature:

(3)

where
v • J:'

n VI 'ell ''''VI'''''
L = number of variable levels
N = number of experimental trials

Although 3K designs are useful for obtaining curvature in a model, the most com
monly used full factorial designs in the pharmaceutical literature are at two levels (i.e.,
)K) r)4..)71 Thf')K will he here Onlv first-order -'

can be obtained from unaugmented 2K designs. The major advantages of these designs
are as follows:

1. A minimal number of trials per independent variable IS required.
2. They form the basis for several other designs (Plackett-Burrnan, fractional

factorial, composite, or other).
3. They can be used as building blocks to define a large response surface.
4. Both quantitative and qualitative variables can be examined.
5. The results of the design are easily interpreted.

For all practical purposes, in the pharmaceutical development area, full factorial
designs are generally used when five or fewer variables are to be investigated, owing
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TaDle 1a Design Matrix tor a 1/ t-actonat Design:
Suppository Example

. a
urug release. Yj

Trial, ; S PS cr (% in 30 min)

I h()

2 + - - 85
3 - + - 50
4 + + - 55
5 - - + 75
6 + - + 100
7 - + + 65
8 + + + 70

'See Table lb.

Table 1b Coded Units

Y (1I'(1'Jll;; LlJW level. n IglI leVCI. T

o, sunactant concentrauon U.;) 70 ;) ~'o

PS. bulk drug particle size (geometric mean diameter) 20/lm 80/lm
cr. cooling temperature of molten suppository -5°C 25"C

tn rhr- Iv . of tri~l~ rI WhE'n broE' of v~ri-, J ..,
~

abIes require investigation, other designs, which will be discussed later. are often used
to minimize the experimental effort.

....L " • " £. .... 3 r rI . .....
III'" U"'''''f," ""]VUl V, """"'A IV' a... 'a","v. 'a' U'"''''f," p. "' 'au'" ,a "all

be used for determining the effects of two formulation variables (surfactant concentra-
tion and bulk drug particle size) and a processing variable (cooling temperature of molten
supposirory) on me release UI crug rrom me ~ rorrn ~i}' r ne levels Uf vartabtes
are coded at the low (-) and high (+) values for convention (see Table Ib). The geo-
metric representation of the design and the results of the study are shown in Fig. I.

The intluence or "main effect or surtactant concentration on the amount ot drug
released from the suppository can be calculated as the difference between the responses
()'j) at the high (+) and low (-) surfactant levels averaged over the four combinations
of the remaining variables. The main effect of surfactant concentration (S) on the amount
of drug released is calculated as follows:

s= (Y2 - YI) + (Y4 - YJ) + (Y6 - Y5) + (Ys - )'7)

4

(85 - 60) + (55 - 50) + (100 - 75) + (70 - 65)
= (4)4

= 15

Similarly, the main effects of bulk drug particle size (PS) and suppository cooling
temperature (CT) are calculated as follows:
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\ + I

.x
~

CXI I-I

Surfactant level (%w/w)

PS = (Y3 - YI) + (Y4 - Y2) + (Y7 - Ys) + (Ys - Y6)

4

(
=------------------

=

CT = ()Is - Y, + (Y6 - Y2) + (Y7 - Y3) + (Ys - Y4)

4

=------------------
4

(5)

(6)

Careful examination of these calculations reveal that all the response data (Yj; drug.. ..
of four replications based on the differences between high and low levels. To obtain the
same precision using "one factor at a time" experimental methodology, a total of 24 trials. .
formed, while holding the remaining two variables constant at some predetermined, fixed
value. It would have to be assumed that the effect of a variable would be the same at
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';U'1o, wnereas at a lOW surractaru level, me mop is oruy lU70. I nis inoicales mal a sig-
nificant interaction may exist between bulk drug particle size and surfactant concentra-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2a. One can exploit interaction effects to achieve a more robust
product or process. t-or isntance, In trns example the interaction between ~. and rs al-
lows the selection of a formula having better dissolution properties than would normally
be expected (i.e., low PS and high S in Fig. 2a). The example also indicates that the
suppository-cooling temperature has the same magnitude of effect on drug release (av-
eraged over both surfactant levels) at both bulk drug particle sizes. This indicates that
significant interaction does not exist between bulk drug particle size and cooling tern-
perature, as depicted in Fig. 2b. To calculate the S x PS interaction, the difference in
average surfactant effect at high and low particle size is determined. By convention, half
the difference is considered the interaction effect. The calculation is presented below (also
see Fig. 1 and Table 1):

Particle size Average surfactant effect

High (+) (Y4 - YJ) + (YR - Y7) (7)
=

2

(55 - 50) + (70 - 65)
= ~

"-

= 5

100
en

'" <,:; an
.:

~
~ E
",0 80
en""
'" c:~ .- .,n'"
c:r '"

~
:>
0

60en
en

i:5
r:n

- +
Bulk Drug Particle Size

(il )

100
en
Q)

90:; --....e:

o E 80

~
1>'0
Q)""

70
~

ene:
~ .-
'" "C

c(~ UU ----.0
en

50en
i:5

40
Bulk Drug Particle Size

(b)

Fig. 2 An example of (a) interacting and (b) noninteracting variables in a factorial experiment;
suppository example (5 = surfactant level, cr = cooling temperature).
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Low (-)
=

~Y2 YI J + ~Y6 Ys) (15)

2
(85 - 60) + (100 - 75)

2
= 25

S x PS interaction
1 . 5 - 25

= - difference = --
2 2

1A
.~

The effect of the particle size-cooling temperature interaction (PS x en and the
r '" ... ......"?"> , . .

/lUI . ClllUII·
'" I

: CllUI c IJll~1 Cl\.-lIUII ~..., /' '-'I J \.-all U~

similarly as follows:

Parncte size Average coonng rate ettect

Hioh (+) (y~ - Y4) + (Y7 - yJ (Q\
~

2

_ ~ IU ;J;J) + lO;J ;JU)

2

= 15

Low (-) =
(Y6 - Y2) + (Ys - YI) ( 10)

L.

(l00 - 85) + (75 - 60)
=

2

= 15

1 1'\ - 1'\
PS x CT interaction 2 difference 0

2

Surfactant concentration Average cooling rate effect

High (+) (Y6 - Y2) + (YH - Y4 ) ( 11)
2

(100 - 85) + (70 - 55)
=

2
= 15

Low (-) =
(Ys - YI) + (Y7 - YJ) (l2)

2
(75 - 60) + (65 - 50)

2

= 15
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S x CT interaction = ~ difference =
1J 1J

=0
2 2

r-inany, tne tnree-ractor mteracnon enect (0.') x Yo.') X (1) can oe thought Of as naif
the difference between the average surfactant concentration-particle size interaction (5
x PS) at each cooling temperature as described below:

Cooling temperature Average S x PS interaction effect

High (+)
=

(YR - Y7) - (Y6 - y~) (13)

2
no - 65) - (100 - 75)

2

=-10

Low (-)
=

(Y4 -YJ)-(Y2 -YI) (14)

2
(55 - 50) - (85 - 60)

2

=-10

I dT -10 - (-10)
= 0S x PS x CT interaction = - I terence =

2 2

Although the calculations shown here are for illustrative purposes, much faster
methods, such as contrast tables or the Yates algorithm, are generally used to determine
factor effects [17,20]. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 2. The results
indicate that increasing the suppository cooling rate between _5° and 25°C improves the
nercentaae druz released in 30 min bv 15%. The effects of surfactant concentration (S)

Table 2 Calculated Effects Using a 23 Factorial Design: Suppository Example

Estimate
~

enect ~ 10 111 JU 1I1111}

Average 70
Main effects

Surfactant concentration, S 15
Bulk drug particle size, PS -20
Suppository cooling temperature, CT 15

Two-factor interactions
S x PS -10
S x cr 0
Yo.') X C1 U

Three-factor interaction
S x PS x cr 0
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and bulk drug particle size (PS) should be interpreted concurrently with the S x PS in
teraction, which is relatively large. Figure 2a shows that the S x PS interaction is due
to a reater sensitivit of the small article-sized bulk dru to surfactant level than the
larger particle-sized material. Overall, the amount of active dissolved in 30 min is in
versely proportional to the bulk drug particle size and directly proportional to the sur-

. . i h am unt of dru dis-

solved is dependent on both the main effects and the interaction term. as depicted in
Figure 2a. The conclusions drawn pertain only to data within the independent variable

. .. . . . .

require additional experimentation
In the foregoing example, no replicate trials were performed to obtain an estimate.. .. .

often difficult to determine whether a variable actually affects the measured response or
whether the value obtained is simply due to experimental error. For a factorial design.. ..

(assuming independent errors) [20]:

s. e.:=

where

=

(15)

N = total number of trials in a factorial or replicated factorial design
52 = average of estimated sample variances (i.e., the pooled estimate of the popu

2

The average estimated sample variance (S2) can be obtained several ways, includ
in re lication of trials within the factorial design, and inclusion of several centerpoints
if the variables are continuous (i.e., variables held at midpoint between low and high
levels). The estimated standard error of an effect (s.e.) can also be determined by con
siderin the influence of hi her-order interaction terms ne li ible and usin the obtained
values as a measure of experimental error [20].

In summary, the use of 2K factorial designs in experimental methodology allows both
main effects and interaction terms to be calculated with a relativel small number of
trials, as compared with one factor at a time techniques.

b. Plackett-Burman
The Plackett-Burman designs are described by the nomenclature KIN, where the few
est trials (N) that can be used is the smallest integer multiple of 4 greater than the numher
of variables 28 29 . Desi ns of this t e are es eciall useful in the earl sta es
of experimentation for screening the high and low levels of a large number of unknown
variables (i.e., ~9) with a minimum of experimental trials. One hopes that this will allow

ing any that demonstrate a lack of significance on the measured response. The assumption
is made that interaction between variables is negligible compared with the main vari-. . .

are confounded with the prime variables of interest. "Confounding" in a design simply
implies that the effects of two or more treatments are inseparable and, therefore, the true
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are economical, they are also risky because improper conclusions may be drawn ow
ing to confounding when the assumption of negligible interactions is violated. It is up
to the ex rimenter to decide between econom and risk when usin desi ns of this t
An example of the layout for an l l-variable, 12-trial Placketr-Burman design is presented
in Table 3.

c. Fractional Factorials
Fractional factorials are simply a block of a full-factorial design. They take advantage

nificance of the interaction terms. In other words, higher-order interactions tend to
become negligible as the number of variables increases and, therefore, can be eliminated. ..

of variables can be examined at the main-effect and two-variable interaction level with
a minimum of trials. However, the experimenter also loses degrees of freedom for testing

The designs are designated by the following nomenclature:

L = number of variable levels (typically 2)
R = resolution

= num er 0 vana es
F = fraction of the full factorial (i.e., F = I then fraction is 1I2, F = 2 then frac

tion is 1/4, and so on, for a two-level design)
N = number 0 expenmenta tna s

For example, a two-level, five-variable, half-fractional factorial would have 16 trials
5-1 _ 4_. ...

amined. This type of design has been extensively used in the pharmaceutical literature
to investigate various product- and process-related variables [25,30-32].

Trial XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 Xg X9 XIQ XII

2 + + + + + +
3 + + + + + +

5 + + + + + +
6 + + + + + +
7 + + + + + +
8 + + + + + +
9 + + + + + +

10 + + + + + +
II + + + + + +
12

. .
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Table 4 Confounding Patterns According to the Resolution Code of a
Fractional Factorial Design

447

KesOlUlion coue

III
IV

V
VI

GAt least one.

worst-case conJOunuing

Main effects with two-level interactions
Two-level . ions with two-level interactions
Two-level interactions with three-level interactions
Three-level interactions with three-level interactions

J~----

The resolution (R) of a particular fractional factorial is reflective of the confound
ing pattern in the design, as described in Table 4 [20,28]. In general, as the resolution

r-: rr., r
, I~W\,;I IlIalll allu lWU-I~V~1 al\,; • nl~U, lUI U\,;-

signs with equal numbers of variables. the fractional factorial used (1/2, 1/4, 118,···.)
is proportional to the design resolution R. Typically. fractional factorials have less con-
founding. given the same number of trials and variables, than the previously discussed
..... -

~

Fractional designs and the confounding patterns are developed using a "defining
relationship" or "design generator," which is simply an alias of another term in the linear

r.' r , .....", r"'N'" , • r
IIIUU~1 \l.~., 1~1I11~ cu c ll,,"'VJ. ~all ~ 'f" uy ~al~IUI

selection of the defining relationship. For example, a design can be generated so that
the interaction terms the experimenter feels are insignificant are confounded in such a
way as to obtain maximum mrormanon on tne specuratec sigruncanr ractors, r-urtner OIS

cussion on fractional design generation is presented by Box cr at. [20] and by Ander
son and Mclean [17,33].

Another advantage of a fractional factorial design is that a full factorial can be
obtained in every set of R - 1 variables (R = resolution). This is especially useful when
the experimenter has a large set of variables (i.e .. in the screening stage). but suspects
that only R - I of them may have a significant effect on the measured response. The
use of a fractional factorial of resolution R would then give a complete factorial design.
OllIS for the . ~ r.. of the

full factorials embedded in a 21~11 fractional factorial is shown in Fig. 3.

/
~ ,

f- ~ - - - _ ..,I'-t/~/,-.'...J /
I /

/ /

~-----~r--~II

I 1 Iix, I I" If I
___V_---.;;!f I Xl

r.g . .:I A LIII rracnonat ractonat uesign snowing projecnons mto L' lUll tactonai uesigns.
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Fractional factorials can also be augmented to help unravel confounded terms if the
information is important to the experimenter. For example, two complementary half
fractional factorials can be erformed as se arate blocks and then combined to obtain
a full-factorial design. The "block" effect, which is a result of incomplete randomiza
tion, can be confounded with a higher-order interaction, which, for all practical purposes,

. . ... .

detail by Box et at. [20] and Daniel [22].
An extensive listing of various fractional factorial design layouts is presented by

d. Central Composite

following model:

y = Po + PIX, + P2 X2 + ... + PKXK +

factorial design. These designs have found wide acceptance for modeling pharmaceuti
cal systems [25,35-40]. The basic second-order central composite design is used to

. .

+ x2 + ... + x2 + E (\ 7)

es

=

where
y = estimate of response (i.e., dependent variable). .

(2K-F ) , (b) a centerpoint or centerpoints (C, thus the term "central" composite), and (c)
additional points at the extremes of a single factor (a) and at the center of the remain-. .. .. ...,
ite design is given by:

N = 2K- F + 2K + C (18

where
K = number of variables

C = number of centerpoint replicates

perimental trials required to estimate the squared terms in the second-order model, Table
5 compares the number of experimental trials required for 3K (or 3K-F ) designs and a

K-F

pendent variables. Disadvantages of the composite designs when compared with a three
level factorial design include (a) fewer degrees of freedom for estimation of the error. . . .. .

dratic, quadratic by quadratic, and such); (c) unequal variances for certain main effect
(i.e., squared terms) and interaction model coefficients; and (d) possibility, depending
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Table 5 Comparison of the Number of Experimental Trials
Required for a Three-Level Factorial Design (3 K- F) Versus a Typical
Composite Design (2K- F + 2K + I)

Number of independent 3K-F 2K-
F + 2K + I

variables, K factorial composite

2 9 9
3 27 15
4 81 25
5 243 43
5 81 a 271>

ll{)n... thiril • thr.... _l.. v o 1 il,.ci"n n 5- 1)
~

bHalf fractional factorial-based design (25- 1) .

These disadvantages are typically considered minor in comparison with the small num-
ber of experimental trials required to obtain a second-order model. The design layout
<>nn fAr" n"c;"n ul;th thr",,' .1 -

'-' . '-' . -0'

dent variables (K = 3) are presented in Table 6 and Fig. 4, respectively.
Although the starpoints can assume any location in the design and a simple non-

orthogonal regression analysis can be performed to study variation in the data. several
specific types of central composite designs have proved to be particularly advantageous.

Face-Centered Central Composite. This second-order design has starpoints spaced
one unit from the centerpoint (i.e., a = 1). With the exception of the two-variable case

Table 6 Design Layout for a General 2K -F + 2K + C Design. Where K = 3
dllU L- I

Variable level"
Trial" Xl X, X1

I - - -
~

2 + - -
....
,,}

4 + + -
5 - - + ) 23 full factorial
h. ..L

7 - + +
8 + + + J
o rI rI

10 +0. 0 0
11 0 -a 0

Extreme or ..starpoints"12 0 +rt 0 •
13 0 0 -a
14 0 0 +0. J
15 0 0 0 1 (,

"Trial order is run randomly during actual experimentation.
bSymbols as follows: +. high levels; -. low level; O. midpoint.
~, <

u.~~..~~.
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I".g. q Geometnc representation OJ a general 1.' -t- 1./\ -t- L central composite uesign, wnere
K = 3, F = 0, and C = I.

(k = 2), these designs are neither orthogonal nor rotatable (to be discussed later) out-
side the basic factorial design. Their major advantage lies in the ease of design construe-
non, especiauy IT me mgn ana lOW levels OT toe oaSIC factorial porrion ~wmcn may ne
performed initially) are at the extremes of the desired inference space.

~ ., . rpn'r,,1 r, ~ nf 'hie 'vnp h"vp thp nf h"v_
~'

~o ~" .- ~o

ing all terms (including squared terms) in the model orthogonal to each other and, there-
fore, all effects can be estimated independently (i.e., uncorrelated estimates of the model
. £or . t, 1\ '1'1-' " -' 1- , .l. A:....... u"" ...'" .'" • VJ ~ ........... 't"".... '" ..... u.'"

tance, a, from the centerpoint, as described by the following equation [17,23,4IJ.

fir; T\112 1:'112 12 r;114

a = l
,

(19)
4n 2

where
F = number of treatment combinations in the factorial run (fractional or full)
T = number of additional points multiplied by number of observations per treat-

menr
.. (n)

Rotatable Central Composite. A design is considerable to be rotatable if the vari-
ance of the estimated response is a function of only the distance from the center of the
design, not of the direction. Thus, for each of two pomts that are equidistant trom the
design center, the precision (or variance) of the estimates of the response is equivalent.
Rotatable central composite designs have all points equally spaced from the centerpoint;
therefore, rotation around this point does not change the variance of the response, hence,
the name "rotatable." For a second-order rotatable design, the starpoint distance a is
calculated by using the following equation [23,4IJ.

a = (F)1/4 (20)

where F is the number of treatment combinations in the factorial run (fractional or full).
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There are several types 0 secon -order rotatab e central composite esigns. e
uniform precision rotatable central composite design is based on the idea that the inves
tigator desires uniform variance (or precision) in the estimates of the response within
± I coded unit of the centerpoint. A uniform precision design helps minimize bias in
the regression coefficients caused by higher-order terms (i.e., third-order, and so on)
in the true res onse surface 23. The ortho anal rotatable central com osite desi n is
rotatable and orthogonal; therefore, uncorrelated effects of the model terms can be
obtained (i.e., terms estimated independently). Both these designs are obtained by sim-

I .

design [23]. Table 7 compares the design parameters of the two types of rotatable cen
tral composite designs for up to eight variables.. ..
composite designs are generally recommended over three-level factorial designs (3 K)

because of the major reduction in the number of experimental trials required. The com-
o • • • •

as well as the number of centerpoint trials conducted. Table 8 summarizes the starpoint
distance a of the basic composite designs discussed here for up to eight variables. Several. . . .

call take into account the recision with which the model coefficients are estimated
the number of experimental trials required, and the bias of the model coefficients in the
presence of higher-order terms in the true response surface [23,41]. When selecting a.. .

ease of applying the design to the overall experimental effort.

e. Mixture Designs
Mixture designs are specialized designs, particularly useful for formulation development
[16,42-44] in which the measured response is a function of only the proportions of the

response surface that can be optimized relative to the ingredient proportionalities. Pro
cess variables can also be included in mixture experiments by combining mixture and

. . '"

lattice, extreme vertices, and mixture-process variable designs will be discussed here.

Simplex Lattice. If there are k components in a mixture and the proportion of the
ith component in the mixture is Xi' then the mixture problem can be described as
follows:

k

= I
i=\

Since the proportion of Xi could be unity, a "mixture" could theoretically be composed
of a single component. Therefore, the design points can be thought to geometrically
represent the vertices of a (k - I)-dimensional regular-sided figure, or a "simplex." The
design vertices represent single-component "mixtures," whereas the interior of the sim-
plex contains points representing combinations of all components. The designs are
referred to as (k,m)-simplex lattices, where k is the number of mixture components and
m is related to the s acin of oints between the values of 0 and I for X" For exam Ie



Table 1 Comparison of Uniform Precisron and Orthogonal Rotatable Central Composite Designs'

k

Design 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 7 8
parameter 1/2 rep 1/2 rep 1/2 rep 1/2 rep

F 4 8 16 32 16 64 32 64 128
SP 4 6 8 10 10 12 12 14 16
C(up) 5 6 7 to 6 15 9 14 20
C(orth) 8 9 12 17 10 24 15 22 33
N(up) 13 20 31 52 32 91 53 92 164
l\l(orth) 16 23 36 59 36 100 59 100 177
CJ. 1.414 1.682 2.000 2.378 2.000 2.828 2.378 2.828 3.364

'Symbols as follows:
k - number of variables
F = number of treatment combinations in the factorial run

s-P number of stat points
QUill number of eenler paints fer a uniferm preeision design

C(onh) = number of center points for an orthogonal design
Mup) = total number of trials for a uniform precision design

N( orth) = total number of trials for an orthogonal design
a = starpoint distance from design center

1/2 rep = half-replicate (half fractional factorial)
Source: Adapted flOm Ref. 23, p. 153.
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Table 8 Comparison of Starpoint Distances a for Three Types of Composite Designs

Face-centered Orthogonal Rotatable
t: N,ntr,,1 N'ntr"1 a l'o<>ntr,,1, .
2 1.000 1.000 1.414
3 1.000 1.216 1.682
4 1.000 1.414 2.000
5 1.000 1.596 2.378
5b 1.000 1.547 2.000
6 1.WU 1./61 2.M2~

6b 1.000 1.724 2.378
7b 1.000 1.885 2.828
O' I.U\}\) ~.u~, .). ,)0'+

"Assumes a single centerpoint (C = I).
'Basic design is a half-fractional factorial.

a ~j,L,-simplex lanice WOUtO nave tnree components in a mixmre ar m + t equauy
noints 0 and 1 lip. X. 0 1/2 1) a" shown in Fio "Thp. •

~

of points or trials required (n) for a (k,m)-simplex lattice is given by [45]:

(m + k - I)!
It

m!(k -1)!
(22)

Specific polynomial equations, containing n terms, are associated with the selected sim-
plex and are used to describe the response surface. The equations take the form of the
following for a first- and second-order polynomial, respectively [45]:

First-order:

k

Y =L V;~ (23)

where Vi = Bo + B, for i = I, 2, ... , k

~ (1,0,0)

/\
1''''''7 \,0,'''1

(0,1.0) x2
1 \X

3 (0.0,1)
(0. 112, ' /2)

Fig. 5 Geometric representation of a (3,2) simplex-lattice design.
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Secono-oroer:

k k k
~ II'V ~~ II'VV

.! c: i'Li ~~
ij'Li 'Lj (L4)

i 1<)

where

Vj = Bo + Bj + Bj j

v. = R. - R.. - R.. for 1 <; «: i < If
'J 'J .. JJ

The special coefficients (l-j) in the foregoing equations are identified with the usual
regression coefficients (B j ) because of the constraint that the sum of all component pro-
portions (X j ) equals I [45].

Table 9 summarizes the number of trials (n), excluding replicates, for a first- and
second-order simplex design for the listed number of components in the mixture. Fur-
ther detailed information concerning simplex-lattice designs can be found elsewhere
[17,45,46].

~ . .
V t:lll~t:~. 111 IliUM r" \"Vl1\,,"1l1Ul1l; UI~~l~\;;

svstems certain oortions of all inzredients (viscositv imnartinz azents surfactants ore-
servatives, or other) are required for the final product to perform satisfactorily. Often
the investigator knows in advance the extremes of each component to be tested. The

..l. is an of the " -Iattice whir-h- " -
allows these constraints to be taken into account [17,47,48]. The constrained mixture
problem can be described as follows [17]:

o s a, ~ Xi s bi s 1 (1 ~ I ~ k)

and

k

L Xi = 1 (25)
;=1

where Xi is the ith of k components in the mixture, constrained between an upper (bi )

and a lower (a) limit. A technique was developed by Mclean and Anderson for locat-
ing tne vertices or a poiynecron mat ran on tne oounaanes rormeo oy tne constramts
of the mixture components within the original unconstrained simplex lattice [17]. Fig-

Table 9 Experimental Trials Required in a Simplex-Lattice Design (k.m)a
for First- and Second-Order Simnlex Polynomials

Number of required trials

Number of components Linear, m = 1 Quadratic, m = 2

3 3 6
4 4 10
~ I: .1:
-» .., ...,
6 6 21

ale. number of mixture components; m, variable spacing.
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2
(0 1,0,01

X (0,0,1.0)

(0,0,0,11

X

ure 6 geometrically depicts an example by Mclean and Anderson of the extreme ver
tices polyhedron formed within the unconstrained simplex when the levels of the four
mixture com onents were constrained within the followin ro ortions [19]:

0.40 < Xl ~ 0.60
0.10 s X2 ::; 0.50

- 3 - .

0.03 ~ )(4 ~ 0.08

a response surface is generated. One potential problem with experiments of this type is
that a nonuniformity of design points exist, resulting in poor precision of the response.. . .

be found in the literature [17,47,48].

Mixture-Process Variable Designs. Process variables can be included in mixture
experiments by combining mixture designs (formulation variables) with factorial designs
(process variables). Typically, lattice designs are used for the formulation variables and
a factorial design, which covers the ranges of the process variables, is run at each point
in the mixture design [49,50]. The design layout for a (3,2) simplex lattice in which three
process variables are investigated in a full 23 factorial design (3,2 simplex lattice x 23

desi n is resented in Fi . 7. The desi n shown in Fi . 7 re uires 48 ex erimental
trials, illustrating the inefficiency of certain types of mixture-process variable designs.
One way to improve the efficiency of mixture-process variable designs is the use frac
tional factorial desi ns 50. If a 23- 1 fr ti n I f ri I w 0 v r s
variables instead of the full factorial shown in Fig. 7, then the number of experimental
trials would be reduced to 24, half that of the original design. The number of experi-

.. . . 3-1' .
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Fig. 7 Example of 3,2 simplex lattice x 23 factorial mixture/process variable design.

variable design approaches that of a highly effic ient 2'~ J + 2(5) + I five-fac tor cen
tral composite design encompassing 27 experimental trials (see Table 5) .

The modeling and analysis of mixture-process variahle designs is not as straight
forward as those designs discussed previously. The model term s are a result of a cross
product between the mixture terms and the process variabl e terms. A detailed descrip 
tion of the modeling and analysis of mixture- process variable designs is described in the
literature [49- 51J.

f. D-Optlmal Designs

There are some experimental situations in which the traditional designs mentione d so far
are not applicable. These situations generally occur when practical cons iderations force
the use of an irregularly shaped design region . For these situations. it can be help ful to
create a computer-generated design that is customized for a particular situation. The most
popular computer algorithms for generating such designs are called Dvoptimal algorithms.
Dvoptimal designs have been used infrequently in pharmaceutical development [52.53).

For example. suppose that for a particular suspension milling problem. when the
maximum mill speed is applied. the gap selling must exceed by 20 % the minimum. This
results in a nonrectangular design region as shown in Fig . 8a . Suppose furthe r that sus
pension particle size is to be modeled throughout this experimental region using a qua
dratic equation. Traditional experimental designs. such as thc central composuies. do not
cover this region very well: they will either be too small to cover the entire region of
interest, or they will be too large and require some observations to be collected outside
the feasible region.

To generate a custom design using a D-optimal algori thm, the following must be
specified: (a) a set of candidate points (N) that cover the design region. (b) the desired
statistical model , and (c) the number of points (11) to select from the candidate design
points. The algoritbm then searches for the best design: the set of 11 points selected from
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Fig . 8 Geometric representations of (a) design space. (b) N candidate points, and (c) algorithm
selected points for a D-optimal design; suspension example.

N candidates that is "optimal" for fitting the desired model. The optimality criterion most
often used is D-optimality, a criterion that ensures that the resulting design will estimate
its parameters with low variance. The calculations and theory for variance minimiza
tion that support optimal designs are described in detail elsewhere [49,54J,

For the D-optimal design problem just mentioned, a set of N = 9 candidate points
will cover the design region, as shown in Fig, 8b . The quadratic model selected for mill
speed (M ) and gap setting (G) is provided in the following equation :

Yp, nid' size = Po+ P,M + p,G + P12MG + p" M' + P22G' + c (26)

In this example it is necessary to select the smallest design possible , since experimen
tal materi als are limited . The smallest design will have n = 6 points, since there must
be at least as many points as there are parameters in the Eq. (26) . Then, one of sev
eral D-optimal algorithms are used to search for the best 6-point design from the 9-point
candidate set. The algorithm selects the points for the design shown in Fig. 8c. One could
probably have intuitively selected an appropriate design for this problem with ju st two
factors . However, with a larger number of factors , it becomes nearl y impossible to
intuitively select appropriate dcsigns. D-optimal algorithms are necessary to select the
appropriate experimental design in cases with larger sets of variables.

Another situation in which D-optimal designs can be very useful is for mixture
experiments with constraints on the components (as described previously). Because of
the constraint s, the experimental region is usually an irregularly shaped polyhedron (see
Fig . 6 for an example) . In these situations, D-optimal algorithms can be uscd to select
a design from a candidate set that includes the vertices, midedges, and midface s of thc
polyhedron .

One should be aware that the designs generated by D-optimal algorithms are very
sensitive to the statistical model on which tbe optimal design is based . Therefore, it is
often advisable to specify a model that is slightly more complex tban the model actu
ally necessary . Additional design points will then be available if it is necessary to fit the
more complex model, and the points will provide even coverage of the experimental
region . For example, in the foregoing problem, it would be wise to specify a quadratic
model (for the D-optimal algorithm), even if a linear interactions model (without squared
terms) would suffice. In complex experimental situations, it is advisable to consult with
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a professional statistician when using D-optimal designs. For a more detailed introduc
tion to D-optimal designs see Khuri [49] and Snee [54].

2. Modeling Using Regression Analysis

Simply stated, regression analysis is a technique to determine what meaningful relation-
... .. .

relationship defined for a response variable (denoted Y) and the experimental or inde
pendent variables (denoted X) is known as the regression model. Most regression models. .

Although a given empirical model may represent an adequate approximation within
the region or space defined by the experimental data, extrapolation of the model beyond. .

the experimenter apply a regression model only to the experimental design inference
space from which it was derived and realize the risks in applying it elsewhere.

n is sec ion, on y inear regression ana ysis as oppose 0 non inear ana ysis WI

be reviewed, since, in most experimental situations, a linear polynomial regression model
can be used to approximate the relationship existing between the response variable and
the independent varia es. n the simp est case, a linear (re ernng to linearity in the 13

form is used:

(27)

where Yand Xl' X2, ..• denote the response and independent variables, respectively;
130' 131' ... are the regression model coefficients that estimate the linear or main effects. . .

which is zero. Sometimes more complicated polynomial functions are required to fit the
experimental data. Consider, for example, the linear, second-order polynomial described

y q.
The selection of an appropriate experimental design "goes hand in hand" with re

gression analysis, since certain designs are better than others in estimating the regres-
sion coe icients or an assume mo e. or examp e. an unaugmente two- eve acto
rial design is well suited for making estimates of the 13 's in a linear first-order model
[see Eq. (27)], but cannot be used to estimate a second-order model [see Eq. (17)].
Experimental designs for fitting a second-order polynomial must involve three levels for
each variable so that the quadratic effects (13 11' 1322) can be estimated. In addition. if an
experimental design is selected that incorporates evenly spaced levels of the independent
variables Xi' the computational procedures for fitting a model to the experimental data
are simplified through the use of orthogonal polynomials.

The followin section on re ression anal sis should b no means be considered an
exhaustive review of the subject. Rather, it is intended only to provide the reader with
an appreciation of regression analysis as it relates to the models used for response sur
face ex loration and 0 timization. A considerable amount of the ensuin discussion has
been extracted from several excellent textbooks and papers on regression analysis. Some
readers may want to refer to these for further information on a specific topic [23.55-59].
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Table 10 Effect of NaCl Addition on Final
Product Viscosity

lI.lnl'"'l nAA~A Iv.. IV\
,~~ ~~, \' • OJ

(% w/v) (cP x 1(0)

0.0 21.0
0.1 27.5
0.2 37.5
0.2 33.5
0.2 44.'
0.2 39.5
0.3 50.0
V.'+ 01.;>

0.5 79.0
0.5 80.0
n ~ "fL e
v • ., v . .,

0.6 92.0
0.7 122.5
f\ II 1 '1'" c;

0.9 147.5
1.4 110.U

equation or model to the data. For example consider the data given in Table 10 and
plotted in Fig. 9, showing the effect of sodium chloride (NaCI) addition on the final

of a Data of this tvne the . case. for which
the dependence on one variable, viscosity, is proportional to another variable, NaCi
addition. In this example, it is reasonable to initially assume that a linear, first-order

.... nA.,1 nf th., fnr....
'0'

lj = Po + PI Xi + Ej (28)

240

Y = 9.167483 + 148.442703 X.... /220

200 /6" 180
Cl
.... en
X

/;;; 140
Q"

(,J 120
?:
g: 100

/u...
:> 80

60

40 Y20
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

NaCI Added ('"10 w/v)

Fig. 9 Least-squares plot for shampoo example: Effect of percentage NaCl addition (% w!v) on
&:~,.I I .. n , f\£l\... ~.. 'J ,-' '~~/'
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acequatety cescnnes me poputanon ot data points representing the retanonsrnp between
product viscosity (denoted Y) and sodium chloride addition (denoted X). It is assumed
the data in Table 10 represent a random sample of observations from the population of
interest. According to this model, for each Xi there is a corresponding value ~, which
is a function of Po + PIXi' plus a deviation or random error term Li' The unexplained
variation in Yi , namely Ei, represents the amount by which any individual Yi falls above
or below the regression line.

The least squares method provides a procedure by which estimates of Po and PI
(b; and b , resnectivelv) in Ea. (28) can be obtained to minimize the deviations, c. More
precisely, estimates bo and b, are selected to minimize the sum of squares (SSE) of the
Ei'S. The SSE is expressed mathematically as follows:

n n

SSE = L E7 = L 0; - Po - PI Xi)2 (29)
i~1 id

where n is the number of experimental runs or trials (i.e., in the shampoo example,
n = 16). By using algebra and calculus, the values of bo and b, that yield the smallest

~ ~~~ ' ~ ,~~ . . r-

r: VdIUt; VI JJL III Ly. \","0) ~dll uc uy lilt; '0 . I~.

b. =
rXi Y; - [( rXi )( r Y;) lin

=
r(x; - X)(Y; - Y)

(30)LX? - (LX; )21n "i..( Xi - X)2

and

bo = Y - blX (31)

where

n n

X= L Ai
and Y= L I;

- -
;~1

n
i~1

n

Thus, Eqs. (30) and (31) provide the prediction equation or model:

Y = bo + blX (32)

where Y is the predicted value of Yat a given value of X. Applying these equations for
b, and bo to the shampoo example, the prediction equation relating viscosity to salt added

., r
~all~auIlY LJ~ U~I~I 11l1~U \, IU).

r~ == 21.0 + 27.5 + ... + 220.0 = 1260,0

y= 1260.0
= 78.75

16

....I\i V.V -r V.I ,. . •• "t" I.'t { .:J

- 7.5
X = --- = 0.46875

10

rXi~ == (0.0)(21.0) + (0.1) (27.75) + ... + (1.4)(220.0) == 874.8

LX? == (0.0)2 + (0.1)2 + ... + (1.4)2 == 5.43
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874.8 - (7.5)(1260.0)/16

5.43 - (7.5)2/16

= 284.175 = 148.442703
1.914375

bo = Y - b, X = 78.75 - (148.442703)(0.46875) = 9.167483

Y = 9.167483 + 148.442703X (see Fi~. 9)

Certain assumptions are inherent in using the least squares approach to fit regres
sion models to experimental data. Specifically, the estimates of the regression coeffi-
ciems WO ano 0\) ann preoicleo vaiues t r ) will De DeSI, mal is, unoiaseo ano naving me
least variance, if the following holds true: (a) the X values are fixed and not random
variables; (b) the deviations (e.) are independent, uncorrelated, and have a mean of zero;
(c) the variance of the deviations (denoted 0"") is constant; and (d) the deviations (s.)
are normally distributed. The last assumption of normality is important in that it allows
the investigator to find the distribution of estimates bfl , b, and Y, and to perform an-
propriate tests of significance (i.e., F tests and t statistics, which will be covered in a
tater Se::CUUIl).

b. Residuals

lilt: \' ei! I~ as 1I1C 111 lIIC VU,,";1 V";U 1 varue \ 1 i) anu
the predicted Y value (Yi ) that is calculated from the prediction equation. It can be
thought of as the amount of the response value Ii that the regression model does not
explam, or as the observed errors associated WIth the experimental data if the model is
correct. Residuals for the shampoo example are given in Table II. Provided the residuals
have a mean zero and constant variance, and are independent and follow a normal dis-

I~OIB I I uoserveu varues {lj}, rreaiclea values
(Y;>, and Residuals (e;) for Shampoo Example

y y e·

21.0 9.17 11.83
27.5 24.01 3.49
~- ~ ~~ ~......... .JO.OU -1 • .JU

33.5 38.86 -5.36
44.5 38.86 0.54
-::In e -::10O":: n c A
v 'v v~.~~ ~.~.

50.0 53.70 -3.70
61.5 68.54 -7.04
79.0 R~.~q -4 "q

80.0 83.39 -3.39
76.5 83.39 -6.89
92.0 98.23 -6.23

122.5 113.08 9.42
127.5 127.92 -0.42
147.5 142.77 4.73
220.0 216.99 3.01
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tnnuuon, plots or the resiouais associated With the expenrnentat uata should (a) appear
as points randomly scattered about a horizontal line when ej is plotted against Xj' and
(b) be scattered randomly about a horizontal line when e, is plotted against Yj •

Abnormalities in the scatter pattern may suggest that the vanance IS not constant or
that the model is inadequate. Sometimes this situation can be rectified by transforming
an independent or dependent variable, or by adding additional terms to the regression
model. Examination of residual plots is beneficial when dealing with simple models, but
may not be suitable for more complicated models. For the shampoo example, exami-
nation of the residual olots (Fia. 10) reveals a curved relationshio between both e.'s and

12
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(i) •
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n
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Fig. 10 Residual plots for shampoo example: (a) residuals (e's) against the independent variable,
percentage NaCI added (X's): (b) residuals (e's) against the predicted dependent variable, final

. . {y,..,
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Xj' and the e/s and Yj • This suggests the regression equation should possibly contain a
term(s) to account for quadratic effects.

C. e oe Icient 0 etermtnanon,
The residuals serve as a measure of how well the prediction equation fits the experi
mental data. Furthermore, that of the total variation in the observed values (f's) about
their mean, a portion can be explained by the predicted line, whereas the remainder is
due to the random variation of the }j's about the line. More precisely,

Equation (33) states that the total sum of squares about the mean (SST) equals the sum
. .

gression equation (SSE). This provides a method of assessing the strength of the regres
sion equation; in other words, it is possible to determine how much of the variability
• . •. •• . 2

coefficient of determination, as follows:

R =
SST

(34)

the amount of the total variation about the mean that is explained by the regression
equation can be readily measured. The closer R2 is to unity, the better the regression. . ..
For the shampoo example,

R2 = - = = 0.988
SST 42699.5

Equation (33) provides the basis for construction of the ANOVA table, a convenient
representation of the components making up the variation associated with the dependent

. j • tnear; 1 S - r r gression, mo er, i = 0 e ana y-
sis of variance is given in Table J2.

Using Table 12, the ANOVA for the shampoo example is shown below:

Source of Degrees of Calculated
variation freedom Sum of squares Mean square F value

Total 15 42699.5
Regression 1 42183.7 42183.7 1146.3
Residual 14 515.8 S2 = 36.8

e. The F Test

The ANOVA is useful in that it provides an F test for significance of the regression.
In other words, when a regression model is fitted to experimental data, its adequacy can
be tested with the F test. The test is essentiall a com arison of two estimates of vari-
ance. The mean square for error (MSE) yields one unbiased estimate S2 of the popula
tion variance cr2. The mean square for the regression (MSR) provides a second unbiased

. " 2 . .



Table 12 ANOVA for a Linear. First-Order Regression Model of the Form Yj = bo + btXj

Source of
variation

Degrees of
freedom (d.f.)

Sum of squares
(55)

Mean square
(MS)

Calculated
f value

Total (about mean) n - 1

MSR
F

d. f.

SSE

SSR
MSR

MSE _ S1 
R 2

~Xi - (rXY/n

SSE - SST - SSR

P:X,Y, - (~X,)(~Y,)/nl'
SSR

n - 2residual

regressioll
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This becomes evident when one examines the expected values
A

of MSR and 52 [denoted
£(MSR) and £(S2), respectively] for the regression equation Y = bo + blX:

~

,.' M."o( - cr" + Pi l... ~Xi - x r ~jJ}

£(S2) = cr2

To test whether the regression coefficient b l differs significantly, from zero, the F
test ratio, F = MSRIs2 is employed. For the first-order equation, Y = bo + blX, in
testing b, for significance one is also testing the regression equation for significance.

A calculated F value greater than the tabulated critical F (l, n - 2, I - a) as illus-
trated in Fig. 11, indicates b, is nonzero and the regression is significant. F values less
than the critical F suggest both MSR and S2 provide reasonable unbiased estimates of cr2

and the regression is nonsignificant.

f. Standard Error and Confidence Limits for the Regression Coefficients
bo and bI

The estimated standard error (s.e.) of b, is given by:

s.e.(b1 ) =
S

.~ ('11;;\

~L~A; Ar~ ,,,

Assuming normality of the £;'s, a confidence limit for b, of 100 (l - a)% can be cal-.
U~"'5 ''''"'

ten - 2,1- ~a)s
b, ± foro" ."-,,,/-, (17)

l "" \ ""; "" J J

where t is the (l - 1/2 a) percentage point of a t distribution (Fig. 12) with n - 2 degrees
_& ~
v ••

The standard error and lOO(l - a)% confidence limits for the intercept bo can be
calculated by using

LX2
1/2

s.e.(bo) = I s (38)nL(Xj - X)2

LX~
1/2

h: + t( n 2 1 Ih11 ),
, ... ,,,n\

nL(X; - X)2 \~

r>.
1/ '~

---0 Fa

11:11'1 11 nro;nt~ rof th", J;" .,
-~ ~ r
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1\
/ '\~

ta
Fla. 12 Critical values of I.

Considering the shampoo example, the standard error and 95% confidence limit
(95% C.L.) for b, and bo are as follows:

s
s. e . (bl ) = {L (X, _ X)2P/2

6.066 A ':1QA

I. 91442

_ + ten - 2,1 - ,J;2a)s
95%C.L.(bl)-bl _ ;0:"",

t"'~A; ArI

= 148.442703 ± (2.1~5~~6A·066) = 148.442703 ± 9.401
•• -,v'

139.041 $ PI ~ 157.844

/1

LX 2

s.e.(bo) = I
S

nL(X; - X)2

[ r= 5.43 (6.066) = 2.554
16(1. 91442)

{ 2 rLX
95% C. L. (bo) = bo ± ten - 2,1 - Y2 a) I 2 S

nL(X, - X)

[ r= 9.167483 ± (2.145) 5.43 (6.066)
16( I. 91442)

= 9.167483 ± 5.478

3.689 $ Po ~ 14.646

0
~ . • If.rror ~nrl r -. I .imit~ for ~ .. • • T • of Vi Y.)

~ ~.

As previously discussed (see least squares section), the predicted value of Y( Yk ) is equal
to Yk = bo + blXk • The standard error of the predicted mean value of Y for a given Xk

I~.
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{ -r~ 1 (Xl - X)2
s,e,(~) = s - + 2 (40)n L(Xj - X)

From Eq. (40), it is obvious that the standard error is minimized as Xl approaches
X. In other words, the best predictions of Yk for a given Xk occur close to the mean,
- ~, - ~ ~ .. .. '
A. r nc Ill.\,.' v Q' lUI urc IIIC'l1l V'lIUC UI I WIICII A Ale I~ l:;IVCII u)',

(Xl - X)2
1/2

u ' , ,.., 1 / \
I

"Ie '\" "" ,. /2 U./ .,
L(Xj - X)2 \ '+ 1 )n

The oredicted value of an individual value of Y is aaain Y = btl + b X , However
here consideration must be given to the fact that an individual value of Y varies about
a regression line with variance, cr2. This leads to the following expression for confidence
limit" of ;In ',' , value of Y:

1 (Xl - X)2
1/2

K + ttn 2,1 .Ked 1 + + (<1?\
n 2:(X j - X)"

By using the foregoing expressions the 95% confidence limits for the mean and indi-
vidual values of Y are shown in Fig. 13 for the shampoo example,

h. Pure Error and Lack of Fit
As previously noted, the residuals and mean square for error (MSE) reflect the ways in
n,h;",h .h", .... "A"'I ~"a" ." . ' .h", ; ... V H' .h", n">"A", I ',~

~
-, ,_, 'u . ,- ..... ...- ...~-- .u
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u

' ~ "i?: 90 ' ~ /
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less than optimal, MSE becomes larger, yet still provides an unbiased estimate of vari-
ance.

When a number of observations of Yare available at the same value of X, these
repeated observations (or replicates) provide an estimate of the variance of Y. The mean
square associated with the estimate is termed pure error, since it is an independent es-
timate of the variance of Y and is unaffected bv the fitted rezression model.

The mean square for pure error, denoted MS(PE) or 51 is calculated using the fol-
lowing equation:

MS(PE) = s; L~=IL:'=l (Y;u - f;)2
(43)=

Lf=tnj - k

where subscript u refers to the number of replicates (nj) at a given Xk • The calculation
of the mean sauare for pure error in the shamooo example is as follows:

(37.5- 38.75)2 + (33.5 - 38.75)2 + (44.5 - 38.75)2
,,, ..... ~ "0 ..,~., ,..,..... n ..,0 ~,'
\ .... 7 ..... .... u. ' .... , \ 7.V 'u ..... ,

+ (80.0 - 78.5)2 + (76.5 - 78.5)2
M")~ rti ; s-

~ 7-2

= 69~25 = 13.85
oJ

The pure error estimate for the variance (J2 is readily incorporated into the ANOVA
with thp • thnr thp cum of for prror l.f\SF) r~n hI' snl it into rwo rom-

~ .
ponents: the sum of squares owing to lack of fit, SS(LOF), and the sum of squares from
replicates, SS(PE). Rewritten and rearranged in terms of the mean squares gives:

MS(LOF) = MSE - MS(PE) (44)

The F ratio, F = MS(LOF)/MS(PE), can then be used to test the adequacy of the- .. -. ., IIIUUt:1. 11 lilt: r varue I~ laq:;t:1 luau lilt: ~1 11I~al r varue

for significance, the regression model has significant lack of fit and may be unaccept-
able. It should be noted that the critical F value is based on the degrees of freedom
associateo WIth eacn mean square. A nonsrgmncant r-test result mdicates mat me mooei
is adequate and the value of MSE is a reasonable estimate of the variance that can be
used for standard error and confidence interval limits. Incorporating lack of tit and pure
error into the analysis of variance for the shampoo example yields:

Degrees of Sum of Calculated
Source freedom squares Mean square F value

Total 15 42699.5
Regression I 42183.7 42183.7 1146.3
Residual 14 515.8 36.8

Lack of fit 9 446.55 MS(LOF) = 49.6 3.58
Pure error 5 69.25 s; = 13.85
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Since the calculated F value. of 3.58 is less than this value, the lack of fit is not signficant
and the regression model Y = 9.167483 + I48.442703X is accepted.

i, Fitting More Complicated Regression Models to Experimental Data
Until this point, the least squares method and associated measures of precision have been
app ie to t e simp est ype 0 mo e , t a IS, a mear, irst-or er po ynomia
~o + ~iX + e) involving a single independent variable and response variable. In most
real situations more complicated models having a greater number of variables or terms.
an in many cases ig er-or er terms, are require to a equate y It t e expenmenta
data.

The same principles previously described for the least squares method can also be
applied here provided that the coefficients ~I' ~2' ... are linear. To do this, it is nec
essary to use matrix algebra. Although not reviewed here (see listed references). the
matrix algebra approach can be used to accomplish the following: (a) obtain the least
square estimates of the linear regression coefficients; (b) construct the analysis of vari-. ..

,
lack of fit. regression coefficient significance. and R2; and (c) determine the variance.
standard error, and confidence intervals for the regression model coefficients, the mean

k k'

In summary, the principles of least squares analysis can be used to handle nearly
all types of linear polynomial models through the matrix algebra approach. This approach

complicated regression models.

Selection of the "0 timum" Re ression Model
When building a regression model, the experimenter must decide which variables should
be included and which should not. To adequately explain the variability in the depen-. . . .

as many independent variables (Xk ) as possible. However, because this often leads to
complicated models that are difficult to understand, and the cost of running experiments. . .. " .

sirable.
Several procedures have been frequently employed to determine which variables

. . . .. ..

procedure, the backward elimination procedure, the forward selection procedure, and
the stepwise procedure. For more details on these techniques the reader is referred to

3. Mathematical Techniques for Locating an Optimum

the dependent or response variables(s). one of a number of techniques can be used to
locate an optimal solution. For these techniques to produce a useful result, the math-

" .

of the independent variables. Methods for assuring the adequacy of a regression model
were described in the previous section.
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....L ~ , " r: .. . . r
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the objective function) of the response variables. By simply reversing the sign of the
objective function. the problem can be changed to locate a maximum. Many applications
01 oplimizadon nave constraints or conuiLions imposeu on me sOlUdons. I nere can oe
both equality and inequality constraints on either the independent or response variables.
For example, suspension viscosity (a secondary response variable) may have to be
maintained within acceptable hrmrs, while suspension potency (the pnrnary response
variable) is maximized. Likewise, the surfactant level in the suspension (an independent
variable) might have to be maintained within practical limits. The introduction of con-
straints, although complicating the solution. increases the usefulness of the result. The
basic optimization problem can be described mathematically as follows:

Select x = (x I, . . .• xn ) to minimize the objective function A. where

A = f(x) (45)

subiect to m ineuualitv constraints, J!(x):

gk(X) ~ 0 k = 1..... m

and I eoualitv constraints c(x):

r.(r) - () i-I ... 1
J .

As describe in the foregoing equations. optimization is simply finding the independent
variable values that result in minimizing the objective function subject to constraints.
Usually. convergence to a local minimum is partially dependent on the starting point.
As seen in Fig. 14. a search beginning at either point A or point D will converge to a
local minimum. whereas a search beginning at either B or C will find the global mini-
mum or optima. Although there is no strategy that can guarantee global optimization.
current practice calls for the use of multiple starting points to help protect against the
local minimum phenomenon.

There are many optimization techniques available to the researcher; however. we
will briefly describe only a few of the commonly used techniques. We will first describe
some techniaues for unconstrained ontimization followed bv those for linear systems

c::
0-uc::

~
::I

~
u..
CD
.~

U
.!2.

Minimum \J..,.
0

Global
Minimum

A 8 C 0

Independenl Variable

Fig. 14 Example of local and global minima in a known response surface.
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an cone u e wit t ose or non mear systems. IS rst IS not mten e to e ex aus
tive. The interested reader is referred to the more detailed survey by Saguy et al. [60],

One of the simplest and earliest used unconstrained optimization techniques employs
classic calculus to find the minimum of the objective function [61]. The first derivative
of the objective function is set equal to zero and the resulting equation is solved for the
inde ndent variable value, This techni ue can be modified by the use of LaGrange mul-
tipliers to transform a system with equality constraints to an unconstrained problem. The
addition of "slack variables" will likewise transform a system with inequality constraints.
The a lication of this techni ue is limited to s stems in which the obiective function
is differentiable, and the partial derivatives of the objective function, relative to the in
dependent variables, must be continuous. As the number of variables or constraints. .. ..

unusable. An early example of the application of this technique to pharmaceutical sys
tems was described by Fonner et al. [1].

The principal advantage of linear programming is that it handles a large number of
variables and constraints efficiently. Linear programming is applicable only to systems

random error element. Thus, linear ro rammin is not a licable to the t
surface models described earlier [see Eq. (17)].

There are several techniques that can be used to find the unconstrained optima in
the s ecial case of onl one inde endent variable. The most common of these are the
grid search, the Fibonacci, and the quadratic techniques. The grid search and the Fi
bonacci technique involve observing the response values and computing the objective. . .. . . .

equal interval spacing, while the Fibonacci search uses a series of progressively smaller
intervals of which the width is based on the Fibonacci series. The optima is chosen from. . ....

nique involves fitting a low-order polynomial (typically a quadratic) to the observed
responses, much like interpolating to find the optima. The optimum can be determined. . . ..

able.
One of the more common techniques for unconstrained optimization with two or

a regular simplex, involves evaluating the objective function at 12 + 1 (where 12 is the
number of independent variables) points equidistant about the starting point. A new point. . .. ...
IS a eyre ec 109 rom ever ex WI e rg es va ue 0 jec ive nc Ion 0 arm
a new simplex. This process is repeated, usually adjusting the span of the simplex to
cover a narrower region, until the optima is located. Numerous variations have been

eve ope to acce erate t e convergence.
More computationally intensive methods are required to perform constrained opti

mization of systems of two or more independent variables. The most robust among these
IS the sequential unconstramed minimization technique (SUMT). This IS an offshoot of
the penalty function method [64]. The SUMT technique restricts the search to those
points that satisfy the constraints, called the feasible points. This method can handle all
types of constrained systems: linear and nonlinear, equality and inequality, The only
requirement is that the objective function be computable.
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optimal solution. Sequential experimentation allows the investigator to build on the
knowledge gained at the completion of each part of the overall design strategy. If the
... .

mentation), the investigator would have to know (a) which variables were the most
important, (b) the ranges of the variables to be studied, and (c) whether mathematical

experimenter is least able to answer questions of this type, but becomes more able to
do so as the experimental strategy evolves.

rimen con i-
tions in a sequential strategy are the same, or similar to, those used to search a math
ematically defined response surface for an optimum (i.e., Fibonacci, simplex, as dis-
cusse ear terr. unng sequentta expenrnentauon, t ese a gont ms are use to eter
mine the conditions under which the next experiment or trial should be performed to
further improve the measured response.

Finally, several sequential expenmentation techniques, such as the univariate search

some estimate of the experimental error is necessary to truly assess the results. Often
this estimate can be obtained by randomly repeating selected trials near the optimal

I. Univariate Search

ost researc ers, at some lime unng expenmentauon, ave use t e one vana e at
a time" method to obtain an "optimal" solution to a problem. Typically, this method
involves changing one variable over a series of successive increments while holding the
remaining variables constant. The direction in which the variable is moved is determined
by whether improvement occurs in the measured response. When the best response is
located, the adjusted variable is fixed at the appropriate level while another variable is
successively incremented to determine further improvements in the measured response.
The procedure continues until a tentative optimum is found for all variables. A second
"c cle" is then initiated. Additional c cles are added until no further enhancement of
the response takes place. At this point, an "optimum" is said to have been located. The
size of the variable increment during the search can be fixed or randomly determined
60 . Other more efficient methodolo ies have also been develo ed for determinin the

increment size, including the Fibonacci technique and the golden section technique. These
and other univariate techniques are discussed in detail elsewhere [17.25]... . .

using univariate techniques. Figure 15 shows that interaction between variables. in the
form of a rapidly rising or falling ridge. may lead to false conclusions about the loca-

fixed) along line AB indicates that point 0 is the optimum (see Fig. 15). By varying X2

through point 0 (line CD). one falsely concludes that the optimum levels for XI and X2

In summary, univariate techniques are often less efficient (i.e., more experimental
trials are required) than other optimization strategies and, in the presence of significant
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60

70

80

'0

B

the univariate techni ue on a risin

Evolutionary operation (EVOP) is a sequential optimization technique, first developed
by Box and Draper [65]. designed to be performed by process operators during full-scale
manufacturing without endangering the final product. The procedure involves performing
a simple experiment, typically a factorial design with a centerpoint, inside the range of
o eratin conditions that will ive acce table roduct [66]. Chan es in the rocessing
variables are usually quite small, and often numerous trials are necessary to discern the
effect of a variable from the experimental error. This is of little consequence, however,
since a tical roduction 0 eration is erformed re etitivel . When one set of data has
been collected at all design points, a "cycle" is said to have been completed. Usually,
a single cycle is not sufficient to detect any significant change in the response, so the

performed until one or more processing variables, interactions, or the mean response
proves to be significantly different from the experimental error. An estimate of the ex-

detected, one "phase" is said to have been completed, and the processing variables are
adjusted in a direction that improves the operation. The objective, as always, is to move
. .. . .

personnel, a simple form was developed for analysis of the data during the manufac
turing operation [17,21,65]. Such forms have been adapted to the following example.

a. EVOP Example: Suspension Manufacturing
A large in-line rotor stator colloid mill with recirculating capabilities was adapted to a. ...

a 5 % drug flush was added to the suspension to obtain a 24-month expiration dating.
It was determined after production start-up that by reducing the heat generated during. . . ...

product could be obtained. The improved stability would subsequently allow reduction
of the drug flush, saving the company thousands of dollars, or an increased expiration
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great, tne manuracturmg operauon COUIO not De drastrcally ursturbeu ror testmg purposes.
Evolutionary operation techniques were used to determine whether small changes in the
rotor stator gap distances and total homogenization times could be made to minimize the
final product temperature, without manufacturing material outside of company specifi-
cations.

A 2 2 factorial design, centered around the current operating conditions, was cho-
sen for the study. The centerpont, taken at the currently used gap distance and homog-
enization time, allowed a check on possible changes in the mean suspension tempera-
ture that would indicate curvature in the response surface and the possibility that the
current process was straddling a minimum (or maximum). Figure 16 shows the design
setup and results of the first EVOP cycle in which each trial consisted of a separate pro-. lot Thp levels WPfP coded lit rhe unner {+ \ lower { .\ and. .
midpont (0) values, and the production lots were manufactured randomly. Table 13 is
the first cycle worksheet results, tabulated by production personnel. The main effects
<:Inn' tPMn Ulprp "'.. . '. IInnpr r:. "'
designs. Unless a separate estimate of the experimental error is available, little infor-
mation can be gleaned from the first cycle.

T\. C"r\n .1 ~ • •••J.. . ,~ 1 .1 'T'1. • .1..... ~ ~ • ..J ..... ,~~ 1' ... v • .. . ..~ ~. " ... ~...... v1'''·~''''O ...... ~ ........ ..,.....,

are presented in Table 14. Because none of the effects were greater than the error lim-
its, which represent approximately a 95% confidence interval, any real effects could not
be distinguished from experimental error. Some mathematical rationale behind the
method of determining the standard deviation is presented elsewhere [21]. It is sufficient
to say here that the standard deviation is based on the range and number of differences
in the trial responses. The value An' where k is the number of design points (5) and n
is the cycle number (2), is taken from a standard table r171.

A third cycle was performed under the same operating conditions and the worksheet
results are presented in Table 15. In this cycle, the gap setting was shown to have a sig-....

pffpC't <:It thp Q'\ oz, ... )pvp) Thi .. pnnpn t hr- fir ..t l=VOP nh",lo:p ",nn thp.
results were presented to a special committee in the form shown in Fig. 17. After de-
termining that the final suspensions were well within company specifications during phase
t .-.f th.. ):;'\!{)O '>

. .
""'" on,>~.. tn r .. o .. t th"

...
,>t th", .

high gap setting (0.016 in.) and, because it had no significant effect. a short homogeni-

N
)( e e- YsQ) +1 Y3
E
~

c

Y18.S! 0n;
N.;::
Q)

Cl

Y2 Y40 -1 443 437
E
0
:x:

-1 0 +1
Gap Selling (X1)

Fig. 16 Design setup and results for EVOP phase I, cycle I: suspension example. The response
Yi is product temperature (OC), Gap settings = 0,014 in. (-l: 0.015 in. (0); 0.016 in. (+). Ho-

timp" 'i'i min ( .. I· flO min rO)· fl'i min (+)



Table 13 EVOP Worksheet: First Cycle, Suspension Example

(iii) New observations

Operating conditions:

new sum 5

n - 1
New average 5 =

New S = range x k.
New sum 5 =

Previous sum S =

Previous average S
Range of (iv) -

Calculation of standard deviation

Project: Suspension example
Phase: I
Date: 9/9/85

Cycle: n = 1
Response: Final product temperature

Calculation of averages

2 3 4 5

44 443 438 437 444

44 44.3 43.8 43.7 44.4

44 44.4 43.8 43.7 44.4

4

3

2

5

(i) Previous cycle sum
(ji) Previous cycle average

(vi) New averages Yj [vln]

(iv) Differences [Iii) - (iii)]
(v) New sums [(i) + (iii)]

Calculation of effects
Calculatjon of error limits

Xl = Gap setting effect (0) = 1/2(Y3 + Y4 - Yz - Ys) = -0.6 For new average =
25
n'i2

Xz = Homogenization time effect (H) = 1/2(Y3 + Ys - Yz - Y4 ) = 0.1 For new effects =
25

For change in mean =
I. 78S

Change III mean effect l/5(Yz + Y3 + Y4 + Ys - 4Y1) - 0.04



Table 14 EVOP Worksheet: Second Cycle, Suspension Example

5 3 Project: Suspension example

Operating conditions:

(i) Previous cycle sum
Oi) Previous cycle average
(iii) New observations
(iv) Differences [(ii) - (iii)]
(v) New sums [(i) + (iii)]

(vi) New averages Y; [v/n]

Calculation of effects

Cycle: n = 2
Response: Final product temperature

Calculation of averages

2 3 4

44.0 44.3 43.8 43.7
44.0 44.3 43.8 43.7
43.6 43.0 43.9 44.0

0.4 1.3 -0.1 -0.3
87.6 87.3 87.7 87.7

43.8 43.7 43.9 43.9

44.4
444
43.2

1.2
87.6

43.8

5

Phase: I
Date: 9/19/85

Calculation of standard deviation

Previous sum 5 =
Previous average 5 -
Range of (iv) = 1.6
New 5 = range x It n = 0.48 a

New sum 5 = 0.48 .

new sum 5
New average 5 = = O.48

n - I

Calculation of error limits

XI Gap selling effect (0)' 1/2()'j + Y4 Y2 )'s) 0.15 For new average
25
nl ' 2

0.68

X2 = Homogenization time effect (If) = 112( Yj + Ys - Y2 - Y4) = 0.05 For new effects = -;;i' =0.68

I. 785
X ,X2 - G x H interaction effect - 112(Y2 + YJ YS) - 005

2S

For change in mean - n' , -060

Change in mean effect 1/5(Y2 + Yj + Y4 + Y5 - 4Y,) = 0.02

'5 - standard deviation, f,.• - IL - 0 30 where k is me nllmber of design points and n ,s tbe cycle number



Table 15 EVOP Worksheet: Third Cycle. Suspension Example

Calculation of standard deviation

Previous sum 5 = 0.48

1.19
n-I

Calculation of error limits

New a"elage S

New sum 5 - 2.37

new sum 5

Previous average 5 = 0.48
Range of (iv) = 5.4
New 5 = range x kn = 1.89"

Pnase: I
Project: Suspension example

Date: 9729185
Cycle: n 3
Response: Final product temperature

Calculation of averages

2 3 4 5

87.6 87.3 87.7 87.7 87.6
43.8 43.7 43.9 43.9 43.8
44.2 46.2 41.2 41.0 46.0
-0.4 -2.5 2.7 2.9 -2.2

131.8 133.5 128.9 128.7 133.6

43.9 44.5 43.0 42.9 44.5

5 3

(v) New sums [(i) + (Ill))

(i) Previous cycle sum.

(vi) New avelages lj [viII]

(iv) Differences [(ii) - (iii)]

Calculation of effects

(ii) Previous cycle average
(iii) New observations

Operating conditions:

x, - Gap setting effect (G) - IQ(Yj -t Y. Y,) For new average -
25

- I 37

Xz = Homogenization time effect (lI) = ll2(Y) + Y, - Yz - Y4) = 0.05 For new effects = 2£ = I. 37
n J · 2

XIXZ = G x H interaction effect = l/2( Yz + Yj - Y4 - Y,) = 0.05

Change in mean effect 1/5(Yz I Y) I Y4 I Y, 4Y,) 0.14

1.785=1.22
For change in mean = n"

as = standard deviation, ft.n = [,.) = 0.35. where k is the number of design points and n is the cycle number.
'Significant at 5% level.
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Fig. 17 EVOP phase I, cycle 3: Results for suspension example. The response (v;) is average
product temperature ( °C ± standard deviation).

zation time (55 min). This resulted in a more stable oroduct (i.e, lonzer shelf life) as
well as a decrease in the overall production time.

i-nase 11 or me project was men inmaleo arouno tnese new operaung connurons (r.e..
new design centerpoint), and EVOP was continued to further minimize the homogenized
suspension temperature. This process was continued (i.e., phase III, phase IV) until no
further decrease 10 temperature could be achieved without the possibrhty ot jeopardiz
ing the product integrity.

j. sequenuat simptex

The sequential simplex optimization technique was developed by Spendley et al. 167] and
modified bv Neider and Mead r681. Subseouent modifications of this technioue have been
made by others and are discussed elsewhere [60,69]. Geometrically, the simplex figures
are similar to the mixture designs discussed previously (simplex lattice, extreme verti
f'p<:\ PYf'pnt rhnr thp crrrn of thp Ipvplll. of thp nopll. not h~vp to ~nn to 1 T'h» cirn.,.
plex used in this technique is represented by n + I vertices of an n-dimensional figure,
where n is the number of factors being examined. For example, to investigate two in-
.• . .•. thp ~p"ion i c " .• ~ thp . -' '''ri_

• '. "Q' "Q" .r t: "J'

abies are scaled to equivalent units. The results of previous experiments are used to
define the variable levels for the next experiment in the search for an optimum. The

h~.. r", ; ... th"'.... nl~....~ tho r c . n "",t ~f' r .. I",,, thnt
"0' "0 "0

sequentially moves the response away from the poorest value. This technique does not
require the generation of a mathematical model for response surface exploration. The... . ... . ..

.v 114" UI;;I;;II 1Y. III lUI;; 1-'11<11 411;;4 IU. 4

capsule formulation [70], obtain maximum solubility of caffeine in a mixed cosolvent
system for parenteral administration [71]. and the development of film coatings 172].
Chemical ana ana lyrical lecnniques nave also neen oprimizea using me sequemial sim
plex technique [73].

The first step in the simplex procedure is to select the initial vertex. scale the in-
dependent vanantes to equivarent umts, ana generate tne remammg vertices 10 tne 101

tial simplex. The experimental trials are then conducted at the initial simplex vertices
and the responses are generated. Figure 18 shows an initial simplex (vertices XWXSXB)
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x,

R
I \

I \

I \
\

I \

x,

subsequent vertex: Xo = centroid. Xw = vertex with worst response value; XB = vertex with the
best response value; Xs = vertex with the next best response value; XR = new vertex obtained

. w vertex obtai . I

new vertices obtained through contraction (c = 0.5).

for a two-variable study. Three operations are then used to move the simplex along the

Reflection. In Fig. 18, the worst response is found at vertex Xw, the best response
"

RS H'
is then evaluated. Mathematically, the reflected vertex is given by

tex with the worst response (Xw) it is hoped that a value closer to the optimum will be
located. Reflection away from Xw takes place through the centroid (Xo) of the remain-.. .

(46)

where XR is the reflected vertex, Xo is the centroid of all the remaining vertices except
for Xw, Xw is the vertex in the simplex having the worst response, and a is the reflec-
.. .

a u 0-

lows:

Xo = ~ t;: Xi

i;<W

(47)
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R res wee e re-
sponses at vertex Xs and XB, then vertex XR is retained and the new simplex (XSX~R;

see Fig. 17) is evaluated.

Expansion. If the response during reflection at vertex XR is better than the response
at vertex XB, then "expansion" of the simplex is attempted. The expansion operation is. . .., .

the process of locating an optimum. The point XE in Fig. 18 represents a vertex found
by expansion.

(48)

the other responses in the simplex except for that at vertex Xw- we replace vertex Xw
with vertex XR and "contract" the new simplex XSXBXR, see Fig. 18). Thus the new
Xw will be XR. The contraction operation not only accelerates the process of locating the
optimum; but also allows the figure to better conform to the response surface, expecially
if there are sharp ridges or valleys, Mathematically, the vertex generated by contrac
tion Xc (see Fig. 18) is given by:

c-

where c is the contraction coefficient (0 ~ c s I), typically set at 0.5. If, during the
reflection rocess the res onse at vertex X is worse than all the other res onses in the
simplex, including vertex Xw, we retain Xw and locate the contracted vertex Xci (see
Fig. 18) using the same equation described earlier. If the contraction process produces

replaced by vertex Xc (or Xci) and the reflection process proceeds. However, if the
contracted vertex Xc (or XcI) produces a response that is worse than that at Xw, the. " .
and the reflection process restarted.

The reflection, expansion, and contraction operations are performed until an opti-.. . .

better than a previous vertex. Other rules for sequential simplex optimization are found
in the literature [74].

a. Modified Sequential Simplex Example: Emulsion Droplet Size
Optimization

an increase in the average droplet size of the dispersed phase. During development, stable
emulsions were fabricated having mean droplet sizes near 5 urn. After pilot scale-up,

.... . .

nique was used to determine if changing the levels of the two surfactants, Arlacel 80
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and Tween 80, within their New Drug Application (NDA) limits would Improve the
stability of the emulsion by reducing the droplet size. The surfactant levels were scaled
from 0 to 100% using the following equation:

F; - FlAJ
x 100Fs = (50)

FU i - E:

where Fs was the scaled surfactant level in percent, F, was the actual surfactant level
and FH1 and Fw were the high and low limits for the surfactant level found in the NDA.
The initial simplex was generated around the original formula having scaled values of
10% for both Arlacel 80 and Tween 80. The initial step for Arlacel 80 was chosen as
50% of the scaled values, and Tween 80 was set at 25%. The initial simplex and results
of the experimental trials are shown in Table 16. Vertex 4 was generated by reflection
away from vertex I, which had the largest dispersed phase droplet size (i.e.. 10 urn).
The reflected point (XD) and centroid (Xn) were calculated resnectivelv usinz Eas. (46)
and (47) with a reflection coefficient (a) of 1 as shown below:

IT."",,,,,, 1",,,,,,1 \ 1"2'0: O£ I{\O£\ I')') '0:0£\. I ~~ I ~ l-- 'v ~·v j I--. - I
Centroid = Arlacel level = X, = 2 x 10% + 60 % = Vi %

(TWeen leVel) {22.5~) (,0%) (35%)Vertex 4 = = X = (1 + 1) - =
Arlacel level R 35.0 % 10% 60 %

The experimental trial performed at this vertex (i.e .• 35% Tween 80, 60% Arlacel 80)
resulted in a dispersed nhase droplet size of 6.8 urn (see Table 16). Since this response
was better than any in the initial simplex, the next vertex was located in the direction

Table 16 Results of Modified Simplex Search: Emulsion Example

Scaled factor level (%)
Dispersed

, . L ....
"'..."''''., p'" a"", u. "I"""

Vertex retained" Tween 80 Arlacel 80 size (mm)

1 - 10 10 10
2 - 35 10 7
3 - 10 60 9
4 2,3,R 35 60 6.8
,) L,j,1:- 4/.,) 15,). U ,).4

6 2,S,R 72.5 35 8.0
7 2,5,C 56.9 41.3 6.0
O' .J,I,1t 0'.'+ 110." lW'

8 5,7,C 43.6 36.6 6.5
9 5,7,R 60.8 89.7 5.8
nb enD c A

1 "" A
, nnb

~ -' ~ , ..... J' • 'JJ. .VV

10 5,9,C 55.5 64.3 4.0
II 5,IO,R 42.2 59.6 5.5

aR, reflection; E. expansion; C; contraction.
'Boundary violation.
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Vertex 5 = (TWeen leVel) = X = 2 x (35%) + (1- 2)(22.5%)
Arlacel level E 60 % 35. 0 %

=

The experimental trial at this vertex again resulted in excellent improvement of the dis
persed phase droplet size. which was determined to be 5.4 11m (see Table 16). This

had the highest droplet size in the new simplex. The sequential simplex technique was
continued. as shown in Table 16. until a minimum droplet size of 4 11m was obtained

sion exhibiting acceptable stability properties. During the simplex procedure several
boundary violations occurred in which the calculated scaled factor level exceeded 100%. ....

assigning an unacceptable value to the response. in this example a 100-l1m dispersed
phase droplet size, and the simplex algorithm is then continued. The path of the sim
plex optimization is shown graphically in Fig. 19.

In summar the sim lex techni ue is a sim Ie and often efficient method useful
for the development of pharmaceutical products or processes. The technique does not
require the use of mathematical models. and experiments are performed iteratively to. .. . .

plify the analysis [69]. Often. when an optimum is found. response surface models are
generated to develop greater understanding of the area near the optimum point [70].

4. Response Surface Methodology

Response surface methodology (RSM). first developed by Box and Wilson [20). is com-
o • ••

100

~ 80.
a;

'"-' 60"C
~
IV
(.J

en

ClO 6
a;
(.J

~ 20<

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

Fig. 19 Simplex path for emulsion optimization example. The numbers correspond to the ver
tices in Table 16.
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t e empmca re anons ip etween one or more measure responses i.e., epen ent
variables) and a number of independent variables, with the ultimate goal of obtaining
an optimal problem solution. The basic components of this methodology include experi-
mental design, regression analysis, and optimization algorithms, which were discussed
in the preceding sections. The use of RSM not only allows the determination of an op
timal set of ex erimental conditions that maximize (or minimize) a rimar res onse,
but it is also useful for examining changes in the response surface over a given range
of independent variable levels. Response surface methodology can be broken down into
three in rrelated hases: the ex lorator hase the boundin hase and the 0 timiza-
tion phase.

In the exploratory phase the experimenter's objectives are to screen a large set (i.e.,

responses. Also, during this phase the direction toward the region most likely to include
the optimal response is determined. In the bounding phase, the experimental region

independent variables that give the best response are determined. Typically, after loca
tion of the optimum, an experimenter may explore the area surrounding this point us-. . .. ..

eral ex eriments are usuall erformed to find a reliable 0 timal solution. In this
discussion, an experiment is a set of related trials with the same variables and a com
mon experimental region (i.e., the experimental design), whereas a trial is an experi
m n i rr ism in in' n n v i I I v I r whi h
response values are measured.

Figure 20 is a flowchart showing how the three phases of RSM are interrelated.

nated if the investigator has a certain level of expertise or knowledge about the system

Problem

Definition

Structured Problem
-Variables -Responses

-Design Region -Constraints

Solution
-Vatu F

-Response Values

FI . 20 Flowchart of interrelated hases used durin res onse surface methodolo .
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. .
anu IS reiauveiy sure; aooue lilt: UI lue; • . oy eurrunaung tnese pnases,
the investigator takes several risks, including (a) using an incorrect variable set, (b)
choosing an experimental region that does not contain the optimum, and (c) choosing
an expenmentai region mat IS too large to yield an accurate moder usmg typical nrst-
and second-order polynomial equations. In moving from the exploratory to the optimi-
zation phase ofRSM, the number of independent variables is often reduced and the ex-
perimental region explored should become smaller.

a. Exploratory Phase

The exploratory phase IS used to screen a large number of independent variables (i.e ..
~9) for significance as well as to determine the initial direction toward the experimen-
tal region containing the optimal response. Typically, minimal trial experimental designs,
such as Plackett-Burman and fractional factorial designs, are used during this phase and.
in most cases, the main effects are considered to dominate interaction terms. During this
phase the investigator should determine a strategy for selecting experimental regions
within the independent variable operating limits, design and conduct at least two experi-
ments using this strategy and, finally,drop any variable that does not have a significant
effect on the measured resoonsers) in at least one of the exneriments. Two exnerirnents

··are performed (with different independent variable intervals) to minimize the risk asso-
crated wun rmpropermtervai WIGtn seiecuon ana wun algeoraic aornuvuy or conrounaea

... effects. Figure 21 illustrates how selection of an improper independent variable inter-
val width may lead to false conclusions about the area of optimal response. To help
minimize errors of this type, a rule of thumb is to start in the middle of the operating
limits and choose the interval width to be 20-25 % of the operating range. A subsequent

. experiment is then performed in which the independent variable interval widths are ad-
justed, to move toward the region of optimal response.

b. Bounding Phase

The primary objective of the bounding- phase is to locate the experimental region most
likely to contain the optimalresponse. The experimental interval containing the optimum
should be small enough to ensure that the first- and second-order polynomials frequently
used in RSM will accurately estimate the true response surface. Also. if possible. the
optimum should be located in the interior of the region (vs. boundary). to give the
optimization algorithm the best chance of locating it. Tvnical experimental designs used
during this stage include Plackett-Burman, fractional factorials, full factorials. and even
central composite designs, if curvature estimation is required.

True but

t /"'\ unknown

Response ~
rv~t"~ ,~v

-: ~urve

'/ -,

Variable Operating Limits

Fig. 21 The effect of the selected experimental independent variable interval width on the con-
elusions drawn about the measured response: circles, conclusion of no-effect (false); squares,
,..,,",..1 ,ei,," ·nf -t>ffprt (1':1\1;;1')' and nf

..
pfft>('l (r ru» \.
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The basic strategy employed during the bounding phase is to keep moving the in
dependent variable interval in a direction toward the optimum until no further improve
ment in the res onse is ossible. Often, this will manifest itself in the form of a si n
change (i.e., plus to minus) for the regression coefficient, as illustrated in Fig. 22. Figure
23 is a flowchart showing how a typical experimental strategy used during the explor-

n in h n Ii in I in h 0 imal x rimental re ion.
Other strategies for moving toward the optimum experimental region include the steepest
ascent technique [5,20], the method of parallel tangents [75], and the use of the sequential. .

c. Optimization Phase

is implemented. The major objective of this phase is to find a set of independent vari
able values that optimize (i.e., maximize or minimize) a specific response. Typical

ous central composite designs if curvature in the response surface is apparent. Often,
if the final design used in the bounding phase is suitable (i .e, fractional or full facto-

sta oints and cente oints to form a central com osite desi n useful for determinin a
second-order polynomial model.

Once the model (or models, for multiple response systems) has been determined
usin re ression techni ues an 0 timization al orithm is used to ex lore the rimar
response surface predicted by the derived equation and an optimal solution is located.
For multiple response systems, the values of secondary responses are predicted at the.. . .

tain times an investigator may be interested in maximizing (or minimizing) a primary
response without considering the second responses (unconstrained optimization), most. .. . .

must fall within specified limits. The use of constrained optimization allows the inves
tigator to find optimal levels of the independent variables to maximize (or minimize) a. ..

Response

ABC 0 E

Variable-

Observed Experiment
Sequence Interval Ellect Conclusion

1

2

3

A C

B 0

C E

+
+

Continue

Continue

Stop

Conclusion: Probable Maximum In C E Interval.

Fig. 22 Typical strategy used during the bounding phase of response surface methodology to
.. ,
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~+
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~
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Phase .. ..
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l
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I Variable effect on
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• ...,.
Exper tmen t No. 4 Experiment No. 4
Variable interval Variable interval
80-100~ of operating 0-20~ of operating

~ ',~no
. J ------. -:Stop - Probable

Optimum Bounded

Fig. 23 Flowchart of experimental strategy used in the exploratory and bounding phases for a
maximization problem.

Figure 24 graphically illustrates the difference between results obtained for an uncon-
strained ontimization and those obtained when constraininz a secondarv resoonse. Af-
ter an optimal solution is determined, further evaluation of the results is usually under-
taken.

Model vermcauon. Assuming statistical analysis mdrcates that the model ad-
equately represents the data. model verification is accomplished by performing an
independent trial (or trials) using optimal levels of the variables and then comparing the
measured response(s) with the results predicted by the empirical model(s). Ideally. model
verification should include several trials over a range of the response surface to deter-
mine the model predictability at points remote from the optimum.
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Fig. 24 Difference between the optimal primary response (R.) for an unconstrained optirniza-.. . .
2

3 :-::: R2 :-::: 5: A, optimal response; unconstrained optimization; B. optimal response, constrained
optimization.

Gra hie and Canonical Anal sis. After locatin an 0 timum some form of ra hie
analysis is almost always performed in RSM. These techniques allow the experimenter
to visua y etect t e true nature 0 t e response sur ace generate y t e ernpmca
model; in particular, the magnitude of the relationship between the response and the
independent variables. Figure 25 shows typical examples of contour plots fitted to a two-
variable, second-order model having different values for the regression coefficients.

Canonical analysis consists of shifting the origin to a new point and rotating the axes
throu h the new ori in so the corres ond to the contour axes. This methodolo al-
lows for easy interpretation of a second-order response function. Further details on
canonical analysis are presented elsewhere [20,23].

enstnvity na ysis. e 0 jeer 0 sensmvny ana ysrs IS to a ow t e experimenter
to determine how far the independent variables can vary without causing large changes
in the optimal response. The usual goal of this type of analysis is to reduce the cost of
the independent variables, while keeping the primary response at or near its optimum.
For example, if the optimal point is at the top of a steep peak, small changes in the in
de ndent variables could cause drastic reductions in the rimar res onse. If on the
other hand, an optimal solution is located on a stationary ridge (see Fig. 25), the inde
pendent variables often can be changed significantly while only minimally affecting the

gives flexibility in the independent variable levels without affecting final product qual
ity. Sensitivity analysis can be performed graphically by simple examination of contour

Another sensitivity analysis method frequently used is to constrain the independent
variable levels to ranges close to their optimum level and search for a minimum (i.e.,

in the constrained range of independent variables is acceptable (and the predicted sec
ondary responses are also within limits), the constraints are iteratively broadened until
an unaccepta e mmimum IS ocate. IS tee rnque a ows t e expenmenter to eter
mine ranges of the independent variables that give satisfactory primary and secondary
responses. Sensitivity analysis is an excellent technique for establishing rational limits
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(a ) (bl

X,-

(el (dl

Fig. 25 Examples of response surface contour plots generated with the same second-order equa
tion, y = bo + b1X\ + b2X2 + bl lXI2 b22XI + b12X1X2, but with different coefficient values.. .. .

for formulation and process variables that are included in a New Drug Application.

Tradeoff Analysis. The major objective of tradeoff analysis is to find a set of
independent variable levels that yields the best overall set of responses in a multiple. .

timization runs while varying the constraints on the responses assigned for tradeoff. The
constraints are tightened during the successive trials until a set of acceptable solutions

Figure 26 graphically illustrates a two-dependent-variable tradeoff problem and the
resulting plot generated during the analysis. Many times tradeoff analysis results in
severa surta e so unons to a pro em, an t e est so unon IS 0 ten c osen su jec
tively by the experimenter. The use of principal component analysis allows identifica
tion of those responses that contribute the most information to the overall system being
studied and, therefore, is useful for comparing multiple solutions or deciding which
responses to constrain during tradeoff analysis [76,77].
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Unconstrained

U
R2 Optimum---.....

R2 -.
Feasible unconstrain~

L Region R, Optimum

-------------------- R,

Fig. 26 Example of a two-response variable tradeoff plot where R1 was maximized subject to
me constraint 1(2 » A,. wnere AI IS an iteranon between me upper \u} ana rower \L} oounos 01
R2 (L ~ K, s U).

d. Response Surface Methdology: Suspension Example
~1 ·i, (J thp nf ~ ~n . w~o;: . in the

<0' . . ~

effect of certain formulation and process variables on product stability. The independent
variables, proposed operatmg limits, and the measured responses are presented m lable
17. Potency of the suspension was determined as the amount of drug remaining after
30 days storage at 75°C, and the viscosity (in centipoise; cP) was determined after
exposure to the same accelerated conditions. The goal of the project was to maximize
product potency after storage at 75°C for 30 days by determining the optimal levels of
the indeoendent variables. Susoension viscositv. a secondarv resoonse had to be main-
rained within an acceptable range.

Two exploratory experiments were performed to determine which variables had a
.~ ot't'o"t An tho ,.., ..,oll o o tA tho ;n;t;"1 .'

~ r r OJ

toward the optimal solution. The designs chosen for these first two experiments were
8/12 Plackett-Burman designs (i.e., 8-variables, 12 trials). The upper and lower levels

Table 17 Variables Ooeratinz Limits and . ed Resnonses: Sus J::'

Independent variable Term Operating limits

~ ,...f U n f,...r (Or\ TJ::'lI..AD /;,(\ 1(\(\
• 'L.

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (mg ml') CMC 0-10
Number of passes through in-line homogenizer PASS 1-6
Susnension nH PH 1-7
Suspension buffer strength (% of hypothesized ideal) BS 50-150%
Polysorbate 80NF (rng mr') POLY 0-4
Methylparaben (mg ml') MP 0-3
Propylparaben (mg ml') PP 0-0.75

Responses

Potency, percent
Suspension viscosity, centipoise
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of the independent variables were coded at +1 and -I, respectively. The experimental
strategy used during the exploratory-bounding phase of this study was presented pre
viously in Fi . 23. An variable that did not si nificantl affect the roduct tenc (i.e.,
regression coefficient confidence ~75%) in both experiments was set at a fixed value for
the remaining studies.

computer program called POET (Process Optimization through Experimental Tactics) fre
quently employed to solve problems using response surface methodology [28]. Basically,

to fit an empirical model to data from a designed experiment and to (optionally) opti
mize one of the responses with or without constraints on the independent or dependent. .
minimization technique (SUMT), which was discussed previously. Similar commercially
available statistical computer programs for optimization studies are available [78], and
many can even e use on a persona computer . 0 tware too s use or expert
mental design and RSM are discussed later in this chapter. The results of the regres
sion analysis for the primary response (potency) in both exploratory phase experiments
are presented in Table 18.

cosity, but are not presented here. The experimental variable interval widths (accord
ing to the strategy outlined in Fig. 23) and the interpretation of the regression results

Table 18 Summary of Regression Analysis on the Primary Response, Potency, for Two
Experiments" Performed During the Exploratory Phase: Suspension Example

Regression Regression
Termb coefficient Confidence coefficient Confidence

Intercept 68.413 100.00 73.7955 100.00
TEMP 0 0 1.6500 94.23
CMC 0.8665 99.26 0.9500 81.74
PASS 0 0 0.1500 19.72
PH -0.6665 98.46 -1.5500 93.32
BS 1.8110 99.61 0.8205 76.75
POLY -0.2940 88.54 -0.7990 75.78
MP 0.1335 60.90 0.5500 60.90
PP -0.1335 60.90 -0.5500 60.90

Regression confidence 99.23 82.21
R2 0.9885 0.8977

error

"Eight-variable. 12-trial Plackett-Burman design.
hFor definitions, see Table 17.



Table 19 Summary of Exploratory Phase Experimental Strategy' and Results: Suspension Example

Experiment I Experiment 2
Variable interval"

Effect on Significant Variable intervale
Effect on

variable +1 potency" effecld +1 potency"

TEMP 76 84 0 No 80 92 +
CMC 4 6 + Yes 5 g I
PASS 3 4 0 No 4 f 5 +
PH 4.6 5.4 Yes 38 50
BS 90 1I0 + Yes 100 130 +
POLY 1.6 2.4 Yes 0.8 2.0
MP 1.2 1.8 + No 1.5 2.4 +
pp 0.30 0.45 No 0.15 0.38 f

"Eight-variable, l2-trial Plackeu-Burman design.
b40-60% of operating range (see Table 18).
C+. increases potency; -. decreases potency; O. remains the same.
dConfidence of regression coefficient >75%.

e50-8O% of operaung range If + or 0 ellect on potency from experiment I; 20-50% of operating range if effect on potency from experiment 1.
'Rounded to nearest decimal.

Significant
effect"

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
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sion coernciems) anu a boundittg pnase experimem was penormeu. I ne experimemal
design used during the bounding phase was a 25- 1 fractional factorial with a single
centerpoint. The addition of a centerpoint allowed an estimate of the curvature present
In the response surtace L2U,2jJ. At trns stage In the experimental process, no reversal
of effect (i.e., sign change of the regression coefficient) was observed for any of the
variables, so the experimental strategy outlined in Fig. 23 was continued.

The results of the primary response (potency) regression analysis, including two-
way interactions, are presented in Table 20 for the bounding experiment. The experi-
mental variable interval widths and the interpretation of the regression results are shown
in Table 21. The results indicated (a) that the variables did not significantly affect the
potency within the range of tested values, indicating the existence of some kind of re-
snonse surface plateau: and (b) that several variables (CMC, SS, and POLY) had a
reverse effect on the suspension potency compared with the previous exploratory phase
results, suggesting that the area of optimal response had been bounded. Table 22 sum-

the results from the three exneriments nerformed in the exnloratorv hounding
phases and shows for each variable the experimental region that most likely contained
the maximum potency.

~ thp rpclIltc n.f thp nh"cp . 'C' '"nl in Ihp
..., r ...,

response surface, the optimization phase was undertaken using a face-centered central

T .....1... ?n ~ nf ~ An'll"c;c on Ihp ~ .
''/ -C' ."

Response Potency. During the Bounding Phase: Suspension
Example"

Regression
Term coefficient Confidence
. 11(\ -:lll,{\ 00 1':'

TEMP 2.5500 53.71
CMC -1.1870 30.68
PH -1.147 2979
BS -1.580 38.73
POLY 0.0295 0.83
TEMP x CMC 0.9495 25.23
TEMP x PH 1.8135 42.92
TEMP x BS 0.8950 23.92
TEMP x POLY 0.5665 15.58
CMC x PH -1.0455 27.49
CMC x BS 2.3675 51.35
CMC x POLY -3.4405 62.88
PH x tl~ .: ..:~O) )U.j/s

PH x POLY 0.7620 20.62
BS x POLY -2.778 56.40

Regression confidence 22.80
R2 0.9052
po. • • ~rr~r o {\'7,:"

"t'

"25 I fractional factorial design with centerpoint.
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Table 21 Summary of Bounding Phase Experimental Strategy and Results:
Suspension Example"

Variable -1 +1

CMC 7 9
PASS Sf

BS 120 140
POLY 0.4 1.2

PP O.ISf

Effect
on potency"

+

Significant
effect"

No

No
No

32 5- 1 fractional factorial design.
(> 0 opera ing r i coe

(or 0); 10-30% of range if -.
'The centerpoint for the experimental design was located at the midpoint of all ranges (0.0,

d+, increases potency; -. decreases potency.
. .

[Fixed from exploratory phase.

composite experimental design with three centerpoint replicates. The core of this design
5-1' . .. . .

slightly from those obtained during the bounding phase to obtain more information about
the experimental region near the optimum. The experiments were performed and the data

in the form typically generated by the POET computer package are shown in Tables 24
and 25, respectively.

could be expected to accurately predict the responses within the inference space of the
design. The regression results indicated that only the carboxymethylcellulose level

product potency, within the design limits. Curvature was evident by the significance of
the squared terms (see Table 24). An unconstrained optimization was then performed,
wi e goa 0 maximizing suspension po ency. n op ima pre ic e po ency va ue
of 93.210% was found at the independent variable levels shown in Table 26.

Because the predicted viscosity under these conditions was unacceptably low (i.e.,
c ,t e invesugator eCI e to constram t IS secon ary response to greater t an

or equal to 800 cP to improve the suspension's rheological properties. The results are
compared with those obtained during the unconstrained optimization in Table 26. An in-
crease in product viscosity resulted in a suspension having poorer stability properties
(i.e., potency: 86.882; see Table 26). Three-dimensional contour plots were constructed
by varying the levels of two of the significant variables (i.e., CMC, BS, or PH), while
holding the other variables constant at their optimal values and plotting the response.
Figure 27 shows that when examining two variables at a time, the response surface was
eaked or moundlike in a earance. The 0 timal otenc was located at the to of the



Table 22 Summary of Exploratory-Bounding Phase Experiments and Probable Optimal Experimental Region for Significant Variables

Valiable

Experiment I

Variable Regression
iItterval coefficient sign

Experiment 2

Variable Regression
interval coefficient sign

Experiment 3

Variable Regression
mterval coefficient sign

Probable
location

of maximum
potency

TEMP
CMe
PH
BS
POLY

76-84 0 80-92 + 88-96
46 + 5 8 + 7-9

4.6-5.4 3.8-5.0 3.4-4.2
90-110 + 100-130 + 120-140
1.6-2.4 0.8-2.0 0.4-1.2

+

+

92-100
7 9

3.4-3.8
110-120
0.4-1.2
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Table 23 Variables and Limits Included
in the Optimization Phase: Suspension
Example

Variable interval

495

Variable

TEMP
CMC

BS
POLY

-I

90
6

100
0.2

+1

100
10

130
1.4

of the peak during the constrained optimization (see Fig. 27d-f). To obtain the best
possible combination of suspension potency and viscosity, a tradeoff analysis was per-

.. .. . .

t roximatel 800 cP without a substantial reduction in sus-
285%). At viscosities greater than 800 cP, suspension potency

mulations at both the unconstrained and constrained optimal levels of the independent
variables (see Table 26). Potency and viscosity were measured and good agreement

5. Robust Product and Process Design

a. ague leo
As part of product and process development, recent emphasis has been placed on de
signing products that are "robust" in nature. In the previous material, the primary cri-
teria has been the optimization of a formulation or a manufacturing process to achieve
the best possible product characteristics. Although this should always be a primary goal.
it would also be advantageous from a cost and quality standpoint to design products that
are insensitive to environmental, manufacturing, and component variation. Taguchi
methods (TM), developed by Dr. Genichi Taguchi, have been successfully used to
achieve this oal 80-82. Althou h these techni ues have not been extensive! used in
development of pharmaceutical products, they have been successfully used in other
engineering applications [83] and are directly applicable to pharmaceutical formulation
and rocess develo ment,

The TM define product quality as the "loss a product causes society after being
shipped, other than any losses caused by intrinsic functions" [80]. In TM, the product

able specification range. Figure 29 graphically depicts the loss function, which, in its
simplest form can be approximated by a quadratic equation. To minimize loss and,

. .

of controllable variables, with minimum variation from target specifications caused by
uncontrollable variables (noise). Controllable variables are those independent variables



Table 24 Regression Results for Product Potency During Optimization Phase: Suspension Example

R20.9819

Estimated experimental error 2.8285

Term'

INT
POLY
CMC
as
TEMP
PH
POLY SQ
CMC SQ
BS SQ
TEMP SQ
PH SQ
POLY x CMC
POLY x BS
POLY x TEMP
POLY x PH
CMC x BS
CMC x TEMP
CMC x PH
as x TEMP
BS x PH
TEMP x PH

Source of variation

RegreSSIOn 55
Residual5S

lack of tit
pUle eum

Total SS

Coefficient

87.0637
0.2062

-5.3728
32383

-0.4284
-5.1626

1.7874
-9.7126
-7.2126

1.7874
-6.2126
0.5444
0.5444
0.2944

-0.6295
0.7'144
0.5444
0.8795
0.5444
0.3705
08795

Degrees of freedom

20
8
6
2

28

Confidence

100.00
20.32
99.99
99.69
40.47
99.96
64.80
99.93
99.60
64.80
99.11
46.75
46.75
26.66
46.91
63.0'1
46.75
61.30
46.75
29.00
61 30

Sum of squares

3461.4450
64.0033
62.0033

2.0000
3531.4483

Mean square

II3.3722
8.0004

10.333'1
1.000

Precision of model tit 15.9

Confidence

99.99

90.92



Table 25 Regression Results for Product Viscosity During Optimization Phase: Suspension Example

lerm Coefficient Confidence

INT 73l!.3705 100.00
POlY 265079 99.99
CMC 51.8254 100.00
BS 2 5635 46 62
TEMP 8.3810 93.38
PH 27.7630 99.97
POLY SQ 18.3845 91.91
CMC SQ -33.3845 99.33
BS SQ 19.1155 92.84
IEMP SQ 18.6155 92.22
PH SQ -33.3845 99.33
POLY x CMC -10.1786 95.65
POLY x 8S 10.5536 96.21
POLY x TEMP 4.8214 71.07
POLY x PH 9.7667 91.90
CMC x OS 9.8036 95.01
CMC x TEMP 4.0714 63.40
CMC x PH 10 0167 92.51
BS x TEMP 36964 5904
BS x PH 9.1417 90.13
TEMP x PH 3.7333 53.26

Source of variation Degrees of freedom Sum of squares Mean square

Regression SS 20 1048789180 52439459
Residual SS 8 1658.3923 207.2990

lack of fit 6 1639 7256 2732876
pure error 2 18.6667 9.3333

TotalSS 28 106537.3103

R2 0.9844

Confidence

100.00

9666

Estimated experimental error 14.3979 Precision of model fit 17.0
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Variable

POLY (mg ml')
CMC (mg ml- I )

BS (%)
TEMP (OC)

PH
Predicted responses

Potency ( 0)

Viscosity (cP)

Unconstrained

0.2000
7.3698

116.87
90

3.366

733.51

Constrained
(viscosity > 800 cP)

0.2000
8.4235

126.79
100

3.4890

. 82
800.00

istics over time. According to TM, there are three types of noise: (a) outer noise, caused
by environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, or even operator variability;
(b) inner noise, typically caused by deterioration in equipment or process variable con
trol; and (c) between product noise, caused by unit-to-unit variation within a given batch
or lot. As we reduce the effect of noise on product or process variability we improve
the quality of a product. This is preferably done by reducing the sensitivity of the product
to noise, rather than usin hi her cost com onents or new cost! manufacturin tech-
nologies. In other words, we develop products to be robust against noise. The TM define
the development of optimal formulation and process variables that are least sensitive to

greatest improvement in quality is realized at the least cost.
The TM separately treat controllable and noise variables through the use of designed. .. . ..

arrays and the use of both response means and signal-to-noise ratios (SIN) during data
analysis. Table 27 presents an example of a designed experimental layout using TM.. . ..

variables. The outer array used for the noise variables is designed as a full or fractional
factorial. Although noise variables cannot easily (or cost effectively) be controlled dur-

o • • •

experimentation is undertaken. Data is collected on combinations of the controlled vari
ables over the entire range of uncontrollable or noise variables. For extremely noisy

simply perform several repetitions at each combination of controllable variable levels and
analyze the data using SIN ratios. The SIN ratio is inversely proportional to the loss

. . . . .
nc IOn see ig. . n 0 er wor s. as e ra 10 IS maximize , oss IS mmmuze ,

and quality is improved. The SIN ratio is based on the mean response at a given com
bination of controllable variable levels (signal) and the standard deviation caused by
vananon over t e range 0 noise vana es. not er way to view t e ratio IS as a
measure of dispersion of results around a target value. As the SIN ratio increases, the
dispersion of results becomes narrower around the target value (i.e., the width of the
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viscosity ~ 800 cP) optimization: suspension example. Two variables at a time were examined
while the remaining variables were held at their optimal levels (solid circles indicates optimal

v. ~ ·01 v, C £1 n a a 1. C £'"'1 n '"'I'" 1. r» '"'I" n '"'10 1. II '"'In n OA 1.
J . '._J' • ~,- '-J 'VJ' ~ ~ .. ~ -~'" . ~ .~

,_ • .I., '-II'
~. ......... ., ..... ~ ,

I = 85.9-90.1; J = 91.9-96.1.
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Fig. 28 Tradeoff analysis for product potency and viscosity: suspension sample.

distribution becomes narrower). The SIN ratio is calculated differently, depending on
whether a target response is best, or if minimization or maximization of the response
;c hpct Tnp

.~,

'pc ",linn. '" In",t thp l",ropr tnp ~I. '0

N ratio, the better the product performance under "noisy" conditions. The calculations
and theory behind SIN ratios are explained in detail in several references [80,84].

b. Taguchi Method: Suspension Example
A simple example ot the use ot 1M to develop a robust suspension IS presented in Table
27. The inner array of controllable formulation variables is based on a five-factor, reso-
lution III, fractional factorial design. The noise variables in this example include shelf
storage temperature, varied over the range expected to be found in the hands of the
customer, and bulk drug particle size, which is costly to control from the supplier. The
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Table 27 Experimental Design with Inner and Outer Arrays (Suspension Example with a Target Viscosity of 150 cps)"

Controllable vanablesb NOise Vanablesc

F 0 + +
Trial A B C D E G 0 + + Mean

0 0 0 0 0 150 155 145 157 143 150

1 + + 150 160 140 155 145 150
2 + 148 143 140 146 138 143
3 + + 152 160 156 159 153 156
4 + + + 151 152 147 149 146 149
5 + + 143 153 148 154 142 148
6 + + + 138 148 140 146 143 143
7 + + 156 154 ISS 157 153 155
8 + + + + + 151 150 149 151 149 150

'Inner array (controllable variables)-2 111
5-2 fractional factorial design. Outer array (noise variables)-22 factorial design.

'Suspension components: A. NaCI; B. sodium carboxymethylcellulose: C, surfactant I; D, surfactant 2; E, surfactant 3
'F, shelf storage temperature; G, particle size of drug substance.
'SIN ratio for target response is best (SINh 10 log,O (y'/s') where: (SINh SIgnal to noise ratio for target response IS best
y = mean trial response averaged over the noise variables.
52 = variance of trial responseaveraged over the noise variables.

Variance

37.0

62.5
17.0
12.5
6.5

30.5
17.0
2.5
1.0

SIN Ratio"

27.8

25.6
30.8
32.9
35.3
28.6
30.8
39.8
43.5
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uspensionornpanson 0

e
+ Difference + Difference

A 146 152 -6 35.1 31.7 + .4
B 153 146 +7 37.9 29.0 +8.9
C 149 150 -I 35.7 31.2 +4.5
D 149 149 0 33.3 33.6 -0.3
E 150 149 +1 33.2 33.6 -0.4

A, NaCI; B, sodium carboxymethylcellulose; C, surfactant I; D. surfactant 2; E, surfactant 3.

as shown in Table 27, It can be seen that this combination of controllable variables gives
an optimal target viscosity of 150 cps. However, over the range of noise variables that. . .. .. ..

temperature), the variation (variance = S2 = 37.0 in Table 27) in viscosity associated
with the current formulation could result in difficulties obtaining optimum delivery from. .. .

and SIN ratios at low and high levels for each controllable variable. The results indi
cate the following: (a) Only controllable variables A (NaCI concentration) and B (so-

ium car oxyme y ce u ose concen ra ion; ave a signi ican e ec on e vis-
cosity of the suspension. Viscosity is proportional to the sodium carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC) concentration and inversely proportional to the NaCl concentration; (b) Variables

, an sur actant concentration can sign! icant y e ect t e ratio. e con-
centrations of these formulation variables are directly proportional to the SIN ratio. (c)
The concentration of NaCI and CMC can be used to adjust the viscosity to the nominal
value of 150 cps, whereas the levels of NaCI (factor A), CMC (factor B), and surfac
tant I (factor C) can be used to maximize the SIN ratio and thereby minimize variation
in the product caused by the noise variables.

In the final analysis of the suspension example, the levels of NaCI and CMC were
adjusted to the high end of the range tested to provide a suspension with a target vis
cosit of 150 c s. The u er limits of these controllable variables also resulted in a
product that was most robust to the noise variables tested (i .e., maximum SIN ratio).
The level of surfactant I was also adjusted to the upper end of the range tested to
maximize the SIN ratio. Surfactants 2 and 3 had little effect on the tar et viscosit and
SIN ratio and were relatively inexpensive; therefore, the levels of surfactants 2 and 3
were used at the high end of the range tested, These formula modifications (see trial 8
., .. ..

while greatly improving the robustness to variations in storage conditions and bulk drug
particle size routinely experienced in the customer and manufacturing environments.
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r. Other T' for ..... ,
anti Process Desien

Although the basic TM approach of improving product quality and robustness to envi-
ronmental and component variation should be the goal of any pharmaceutical scientist,
•1- ~ ~. . . . •••l.. . • 'T'l..~ . ..
L ........... L..... " " ... , " L ..... ".... • ... 0 .......... ".. • ..... "'")''' ....

revolve around basic statistical assumptions and analysis promoted as part of the origi-
nal TM techniques (85-87J. For example, noise factors may not vary independently as

. £ .. I . c ~

U Y ,"... u"" v. v. ~ vu..... a •. ay". "' ....a'ILy, v, "VI "" ",ay

overestimate or underestimate the true variance of a response, thereby making it impos-
sible to find the setting of control variables that minimizes noise [87]. Also, because of

~. ~ .~
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means and standard deviations be analyzed separately, rather than using the SIN ratios
[85,87]. Taguchi methods also do not emphasize the determination and use of interac-
lions between controuaote vanabies as an errecnve means to Improve prouuct or pro-
cess robustness [85,86]. There are a limited number of design types promoted by TM
and many are relatively inefficient for derived information. In general, TM promotes
the use of very large designs where the interactions are confounded with main effects.
The results are then analyzed and a "best" set of controllable variables are "selected"
from the experiments performed. Experiments of this type often involve numerous tri-
als in regions that are nonoptimal. Determination of the effect of noise variables on
controlled factor combinations that do not give acceptable product is inefficient use of
experimental resources. A newer method called "robust product design" has been pro-
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mote t at ocuses on y on eva uatmg contro vana e regions 0 mterest relative to noise
factors [88,89]. It has been recommended that sequential experimentation, regression
analysis, response surface methodology, computer-generated graphics, and optimization
algorithms (as previously described in the chapter) be substituted for the statistical tech
niques promoted by TM as a more efficient means of experimentation [85-89]. It has
also been pointed out that noise due to long-term changes in rocesses or com onents
may not be easily or well analyzed during short-term experimentation [88].

In conclusion, TM promotes the design of products and processes robust to "noisy"
environments, which should be a ke obiective of an harmaceutical scientist. B com-
bining the goals of TM with the advanced statistical methodology promoted by Box
[20,85] and others [86-88], advantages of each can be realized.

C. Software Tools

Some tools that are available seek to make statistical design easier for the non
statistician, and some tools seek to put a full range of mathematical tools into the hands

can result in tools that try to do everything for everyone. These tools can be baffling
to nonstatisticians.

has not been easy enough to use. Because of current rapid advances in software tech
nology, this first generation of statistical design tools should soon be eclipsed by a sec-. ~ . .

We hope that this will result in statistical design products that are much easier to use,
especially for nonstatisticians.

uct recommendations will not be made. However, general guidelines for evaluating any
software tool for statistical design follow:

1. It should help organize what is known about the variables-the number of
variables and the range for each.

n b is f how m n vari bles are sled it sho Id rovi e some id-
ance for what designs are feasible (or even recommended) for the situation.

3. Once the feasible designs are selected, it should then generate the designs (using. .
v I I n r

tion form. This form should show the variables in their actual units. and the
runs should be presented in random order.

statistical analysis. Most current products simply provide a set of analysis tools,
but it would be better if the software provided guidance for an analysis that. . .

provide a graphic interpretation (i.e., normal probability plot), rather than a
classic regression analysis, when the experiment is so small that few degrees. ..

5. Unless the statistical software is to be used for other purposes, ease of use
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should be the primary consideration in evaluating these products because they
will probably be used only intermittently. Software that is too difficult to use
will often et little use from the nonstatistician.

Some currently popular software packages for classic experimental designs (i.e.,
factorial) include Design Ease (Stat-Ease Inc., Minneapolis, MN), lASS (Joiner Asso-
crates, nc., a ison, I ey ro essiona 0 tware, ew or,
and CADE (International Quality Technology, Ltd, Plymouth, MN). ECHIP (Expert in
a Chip, Inc .. Hockessin, DE) and RS/Discover (BBN Software Products Corp., Cam-
bridge, MA) are useful software packages for classic, mixture. and optimal designs. For
detailed information on specific software packages the reader is referred to an excellent
review article b Nachtsheim 90.

III. STOCHASTIC MODELING

Stochastic or probabilistic modeling involves problems in which some or all the param
eters are described by random variables. rather than the typical deterministic quantities.

sort to robabilit theor to describe the characteristics of a chance-de endent henom-
enon. Although little has been published in the pharmaceutical literature on these tech
niques. stochastic modeling has been employed extensively in other industries [91-94].

weight variation criteria using Monte Carlo simulation [95]. cost evaluation of alterna
tive pharmaceutical tableting processes using digital computer simulation [96-98] and

While many methodologies exist for stochastic modeling, one of the most useful tech
niques for the investigator involved with the product and process development of dis-

such as stochastic linear and nonlinear programming and stochastic dynamic program
ming, can be found elsewhere [74.104.105]. No matter what methodology is employed,
soc astrc mo e mg mvo ves t e use 0 er er iscrete or contmuous ran om vana es.
Discrete random variables. as the name implies. take only discrete values, whereas con
tinuous random variables can take any value in a specified range. Both types of random
variables can be described by a probability density function and a corresponding cumu
lative probability function. as depicted graphically in the examples shown in Figs. 31
and 32.

A. Digital Computer Simulation

ompu er simu a ion can e roa y e me as e process 0 esigning an eve op-
ing a mathematical logical model of a system and performing experiments with this
model on a computer [106.107]. A "system" in this case is a collection of interdepen-
dent elements that act together collectively to achieve some goal. Although data for a
simulation can be determinisitic, there is generally a stochastic component involved in
the model. Com uter modelin and simulation are advanta eous in that the ermit the
user to develop a thorough understanding of how a system behaves. as well as assist
ing in the evaluation of alternative conditions and strategies. This can be done without
a buildin the s stem if it is a ro osed s stem' b disturbin the s stem if it is an

operating system that is costly or unsafe to experiment with; and (c) destroying the
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system it the object of the experiment is to determine stress limits. Computer model
ing and simulation also allow the user to maintain the same operating conditions for each.. .

cally formulated, or when analytical techniques for solving the mathematical problem
have not been developed; (b) mathematical techniques for problem solving are too com-. ... .

over a particular time span; (d) the only possibility of studying a phenomenon, owing
to experimental difficulties, is to use simulation; and (e) the phenomenon being studied

ideal simulation model, when complete, should be easily understood and goal oriented.
Control and manipulation of the model should be simple, and updating or modifying it
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Fig. 32 Example of the probability density function (solid curve) and the corresponding cumu
lative probability function (dashed curve) for a continuous random variahle in the form of a tri
an ular distrihution: M = mode A = minimum B = maximum.
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complete on issues involving the system, with the ability to be more complex if so
desired.

over experimentation and analysis of real systems, there are certain disadvantages that
the user of this type of analytical procedure should be aware of. These disadvantages. .. ..

system under investigation. For example, simulation models are artificial and can ap
pear to represent the real system when, in actuality, they do not. A good simulation. .

1. Planning-the effects of decisions on future production

3. Logistics-the coordination of system components to obtain desired objectives,
such as new facility design

4. Evaluation-the determination of benefits derived from different manufactur
in methods, increased levels of roduction, or different t es of e ui ment.

1. Problemformulation. This step requires defining the problem to be examined,

2. Model building. During this step, the actual or proposed system is reduced
to a series of mathematically logical relationships, as defined by the problem

3. Data acquisition. This step involves identifying, specifying, and collecting the
data needed for a specific example of the model.. .

pared.
5. Verification. In this step, it is established that the computer program is cor-

6. Validation. This step requires the determination that the model represents the
real system with a certain degree of accuracy.

xpenment estgn. n trns step expenmenta con mons an
help solve a given problem are chosen.

8. Experimentation. In this step the model is executed on a digital computer to
obtain the desired experimental results.

9. Analysis of results. In this step, the model outputs are studied, to draw con
clusions and make recommendations for problem resolution.

10. Implementation and documentation. This step involves the use of decisions
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based on the simulation's results and documenting the model and its use.

Experimentation and analysis of a computer simulation can be undertaken using the
expenmenta esign an response sur ace met 0 0 ogles escn e In t e pre-
ceding sections.

Computer simulations can be grouped into two general categories: Discrete simu-
lation models use time-advance mechanisms based on the occurrence of each significant
event. "Events" used in this context mark the start and completion of an activity within
the s stem. The de endent variables in this t e of simulation model chan e discretel
at specified points in simulated time. Discrete simulation is generally used in job shop,
queueing, and batch-type simulations. Continuous simulation models use time-advance. . .

termined, fixed time intervals. Differential equations are often used to describe how a
variable changes with time in simulations of this type. Continuous simulation is frequently

dependent variable may change discretely or continuously.
Although a computer simulation can be programmed from the ground up using a

. .
u

called manufacturing simulators. These tools are typically limited to discrete manufac
turing models and incorporate higher level computer languages that allow the graphic

ing simulators are less flexible than simulation languages, but they have the advantage
of being easy to learn and use, thereby allowing scientific and engineering staff not
ami tar wit simu anon programmmg to construct an ana yze comp ex manu actunng

systems on a personal computer [123]. Recently, a manufacturing simulator (WITNESS,
AT&T Istel, Beachwood, Ohio) has been used to design and analyze a continuous pro-
cess for solid dosage forms [124], a pharmaceutical packaging system [99], and a single
pot processing system for wet granulation [102]. Because of the large number of simu
lation Ian ua es and manufacturin simulators available, com arison of the advanta es
and disadvantages of each is beyond the scope of the discussion. The reader is referred
elsewhere for this review [123].

Table 29 Some Widely Used Simulation Languages and References

Continuous model
simulation languages

Discrete model
simulation languages

Combination
simulation language

MIMIC (116)
DYNAMO [113,117)

GPSS [113,117,118)
SIMULA [117,118)
Simscript and Simscript Il [113,117-120]

GASP IV (107)
SIMAN [122]

GASP II [113.121]
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The following discrete simulation example, patterned after a simple job shop prob
lem [122], illustrates how computer modeling can be useful to the investigator involved

1. Computer Simulation: Cream Processing Example

manu acturer 0 semiso 1 pro ucts was mtereste m pure asing arge-sca e equipmen
for production of two different creams in a new facility. These products were high
volume pharmaceuticals and, although batch operations were used, the products were
manufactured almost continuously. The initial capital investment included a large roller
mill, necessary for dispersion purposes for cream A, and two large mixing vessels in
which either cream A or cream B could be rocessed. Cream A was rocessed first on
the roller mill and then in the mixing vessels, whereas cream B was processed using
only the latter. Each lot of cream A was composed of five separate batches, and cream

A first-in/first-out (FIFO) processing scheme was initially investigated because
complete cleanup between each batch was necessary for proper equipment maintenance.

ment. Alternative schedulin rocedures were later investi ated usin the simulated
system. The maximum number of forecasted lots were 12 and 10 per month for creams
A and B, respectively. The simulation was designed to move those numbers of lots

were estimated based on past experience with the product as well as historical tabula
tion of previous data. The data necessary to perform the simulation are presented in.. .. ..

and cleaning times associated with each batch. A flow diagram of the modeled system
and the events that take place during the simulation are shown in Fig. 33. Management
w eres i er i i ve i - ess i eac uc in e
production system. Equipment utilization and queue lengths were also of interest. The
model was programmed using a commercially available simulation package and the sirnu-
anon was per orme .

Verification of the simulation was accomplished using data from another corporate
division having a similar equipment setup for different products. The results of the simu-
lation are presented in Table 31. The results indicated, on average, that lots of cream
A spent a slightly longer in-process time in the system than did lots of cream B, as would
be ex ected because of the rocessin differences. The avera e ueue len th for batches
to be processed in the mixing vessel was larger than that for the roller mill, since both
products were funneled into the mixing vessel queue.. . .

at some point during the simulation, even though the average mixing vessel utilization
was only about 74% (i.e., 147.1 %/200.00%; see Table 31). This would suggest that a

Changes such as these are easily made in a computer model. The simulation could then
be rerun and the results compared. Finally, the total time necessary to process 10 lots

conditions of 7-h shifts, one shift per day, it would take approximately 26 days to



Table 30 Data for Cream Processing Simulation

CreaUl

A

B

Maximum number
of fOlecasted

loIs pel 1I10lilh

12

10

Time between lot
all ivals flOm cellll al
weighing a,eas (h)

14

Randomly selected
from an exponenti a1
distribution having
a mean of 3 h

Number of batches
pel lot

5

8

Roller mill
processing time

pel balch (h)

3

Mixing tank
processing time
pel balch (h)

Randomly selected
from a uniform
distribution be
tween I and 2 h

Randomly selected
from a unifonn
distribution be-
tween 2 and 3 h
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lot of Cream A Oueue batches Roller Mill Delay by batch Release
arrival - for Roller Mill - Available - processing lime - Roller Mill
(5 batchesllotl ________

<>
»--;

lot of Cream B-- Oueue batches _ MIxing vessel_ Delay by balch _ Release mixing _ Balch
arrival lor mixing vessels available processing lime vessel removed
f8 batches/loll /'J nn«ih'pi Irnm ~u~tpm

Fig. 33 Flow diagram of simulated system: cream example.

Table 31 Results of Computer Simulation: Cream Example

Standard
Output Mean deviation Minimum Maximum

m- y ., lUl 1I1l1C 1lI 1iyMCIlI \II}

Cream A 3\.2 14.4 12.8 66.4
Cream B 26.5 14.7 \.3 50.2

Queue length (batches)
Roller mill 3.8 1.9 0 8
Mixing vessel 15.6 20.6 0 64

Equipment utilization (%)a
Roller mill 98.7 1\.3 0 100%
rvnxmg vessel I'" I . I o..::.~ u "::W7c

Total simulation time (h) 182.3

"Enuinment utilization = (time in use/total simulation time) x 100.
bEquipment utilization mixing vessel I plus equipment utilization mixing vessel 2.

manufacture all product lots. This manufacturing time would meet the predicted maxi-
mum marketing forecast for the products (i.e., 10 lots of cream Band 12 lots of cream

... y"" ...VI .... ' •

... ..._........, ...
IV.

~-

This chapter presents several experimental design. modeling, and optimization strategies
th~t m~v nrnvp II<.:pfll' tn thp -'- .1 " with the -'- nr. . ~ .
process development of disperse systems. The choice of methodology resides with the
investigator and is at least partially dependent on the type of problem to be solved. Each

-' l. .~ .: 1 .l.~_ .~A ~CC, .
~.. ,,~ ~~ J

'"
..~~~ ..... •..0 .v .....~. • ..~,.~J • '''~V'. ........ ~ •• ~.. ... ~ ~ .....

Improved reliability and performance of the final product or process is the ultimate goal
of any optimization study when compared with trial-and-error development techniques..... . " . ~ ~ .

yy 11l1C; UIC;~C; . al c WC;1l • a 1 C;1,;C;11L sur VC;Y U I UO • I,;UIII-

panies [125] indicated that only about 14% always use optimization techniques and 35%
occasionally use them. Based on the recent emphasis of product and process justifica-
rion ouring t'VA pre-approval mspeclions, wioer milizatlon OJ statistical uesign ana
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optimization techniques should occur. Recent FDA-sponsored studies on the effects of
formulation and process variables on physical and biopharmaceutical properties of im
mediate-release solid, oral dosa e forms have em hasized the use of res onse surface
techniques [126].
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Index

A

Acacia gum, 66, 300

Acids as preservatives, 396-397

Acrylic acid derivatives, 247

Acyl amides of anion acids, 239

Acyl isethionates, 243

Acyl lactylates, 238

Acyl taurates, 243

Adhesive wetting, 28

Adsorption, 35-40

Agglomerates, 42

Aggregates, 42

Agitation-induced coagulation

diffusion-controlled coagulation versus, 110-111

Alcohols as preservatives, 389-392

Alginates, 66, 296-300

Alkanolamides, 236

Alkylamides, substituted, 247

Alkylether sulfonates, 243

Alkyl glyceryl ether sulfonates, 243

Alkylpolyglycosides, 236

Alkyl sulfates, 242

Amides:

hydrolysis of, 251-252
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nonionic, 236

Amine oxides, 249

Amphotericin B, 2

Amphoteric surfactants, 247-249

acrylic acid derivatives, 247

phosphatides, 247-249

substituted alkylamides, 247

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques, 463

Andreason pipette, 22-23

Anionic surfactants, 236-244

carboxylates, 236-239

esters of sulfuric acids, 239-242

phosphoric acid esters, 244

sulfonates, 242-244

Antacid suspension (sample formulation), 310

Antifungal drugs, 2-3

Antimicrobial action of surfactants, 259-260

Antineoplastic drugs, 2-3

Avicel 591, 50-51

B

Bacterial agent, definition of, 380

Beeswax, 250

Benzalkonium chloride, 393-394

Benzoic acid, 396

Benzyl alcohol, 390

Betaines, 244-247

Bingham flow, 158-160

Bioavailability, 315-376
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formulation factors affecting drug release from disperse systems, 316

particle size, 316

viscosity, 316

wetting, 316

in vitro-in vivo correlations, 324-325

in vivo bioavailability assessment, 338-370
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[Bioavailability]

dermal, 353-363

gastrointestinal, 341-350

ophthalmic, 363-370

parenteral, 338-341

rectal, 350-353

methods of drug assessment for, 328-338

dermatological bioavailability, 332-336

ophthalmic bioavailability, 336-338

of oral suspension and emulsions, major factors controlling, 275, 276

physiological factors affecting, 325-328

eye, 326-327

gastrointestinal tract, 327-328

oral cavity, 328

skin, 325-326

vaginal mucosa, 328

principles of drug release from disperse systems, 317-324

factors affecting release from emulsions, 322-324

particulate dissolution models, 317-322

Bioburden, 380

effect on preservative activity, 412

microbial contamination and, 287

Biological effects of surfactants, 259-265

antimicrobial action, 259-260

toxicology of surface active agents, 260-265

1,3-Bis(hydroxymethyl)-5,5-dimethylhydantoin, 402-403

Bronopol, 391-392
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C

Cahn sedimentation balance, 22-23

Capillary viscometers, 181-183

Carbomer (polyacrylic acid), 308

Carboxylates, 236-239

Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), 18, 305

Carrageenan, 66, 300-301

Cationic surfactants, 244-247

betaines, 244-247

ethoxylated amines, 247

quaternary ammonium salts, 244

Cellulose derivatives, 304-307

carboxymethylcellulose, 305

ethylcellulose, 305-306

hydroxyethylcellulose, 306

hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, 307

methylcellulose, 306

Central composite design, 448-451

Cetrimide, 394-395

Charge neutralization, 108

Chelating (sequestering) agents as preservatives, 404-406

Chitosan, 308

Chlorhexidine, 400-401

Chlorobutanol, 390, 391

Chlorocresol, 399

5-Chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one, 402

4-Chloro-3,5-xylenol, 399
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Clays, 45

Coagulation (see Flocculation)

Coaxial cylinder viscometers, 184-186

Colloidal Avicel microcrystalline cellulose, 45

Colloidal dispersions (see also Dispersions)

parenteral bioavailability of, 340

Colloids, 1, 91-152

electrostatic stabilization of latexes, 93-112

adsorption of surfactants, 95-96

coagulation and flocculation of latexes, 105-111

colloidal nature of latexes, 93-94

electrostatic stabilization, 101-105

general features of surfactant adsorption, 96-101

stabilization-destabilization of latexes, 94-95

preparation of latexes by direct emulsification, 125-142

formulation and stabilization of microemulsions, 135-137

latexes for pharmaceutical coatings, 139-142

latexes prepared by conventional emulsification, 129-130

preparation of latexes by emulsion polymerization, 137-139

preparation of oil-in-water emulsions, 126-129

using mixed emulsifier systems, 130-135

steric stabilization of latexes, 112-125

adsorption of polymers on latex particles, 112-115

flocculation of sterically stabilized latexes, 122-125
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[Colloids]

general consideration of steric stabilization, 118-119

preparation of sterically stabilized latexes, 115

quantitative theories of steric stabilization, 119-121

types and origins of steric stabilization, 115-118

use in pharmaceutical sciences, 91-93

Combination preservatives, 406-407, 408

Combined enthalpic-entropic stabilization of latexes, 118

Combined simulation model (computer simulation technique), 510

Computer modeling and simulation techniques, 507-513

Cone and plate viscometers, 186-187

Contact angle, 27-30

Continuous simulation models (computer simulation technique), 510

Coulter Counter, 24

Cream lotion shampoo (sample formulation), 311

Creep:

measurement of, 191-195

Voigt model of rheological behavior and, 169-170

Critical micelle concentration (CMC), 96, 214-216

Critical packing parameter (CPP) of a surfactant, 223

D

Deflocculation, 28-29, 291-294

Dehydroacetic acid, 397

Depletion flocculation, 110

Dermal bioavailability of disperse dosage forms, 353-363

drug assessment methods for, 332-336

in vitro-in vivo correlations, 362-363
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liposomal formulation, 362

physiological factors affecting, 325-326

skin-directed bioavailability, 353-359

systemic bioavailability, 359-362

Design strategies for product and process development (see Deterministic modeling; Stochastic 
modeling)

Destabilization kinetics, emulsion stability and, 64-65

Deterministic modeling, 437, 438-507

mathematical and statistical components, 438-471

common experimental designs, 438-458

mathematical techniques for locating an optimum, 469-471

modeling using regression analysis, 458-469

sequential experimentation strategies, 472-506

evolutionary operations, 473-478

response surface methodology, 482-495

robust product and process design, 495-506

sequential simplex, 478-482

univariate search, 472

software tools, 506-507

Diazolidinyl urea, 395-396

1,2-Dibromo-2,4-dicyanobutane, 403

2,4-Dichlorobenzyl alcohol, 392

Diffuse electric double layer, 102-103

Diffusion-controlled coagulation, agitation-induced coagulation versus, 110-111

Dilatancy, 161-162

Dilatant flow, 44

Dimethylol dimethylhydantoin (DMDMH), 392

Dipole-dipole forces, 32
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Dipole-induced dipole forces, 32

Direct emulsification, preparation of artificial latexes by, 129

Discrete simulation models (computer simulation technique), 510

Disinfection, 379

Dispersed phase, 18

Disperse systems, common types of, 1-3

Dispersing medium, 18

Dispersions:

classification of, 17-18

definition of, 1

DLVO theory, 35, 40, 47, 67-70

coagulation and flocculation of latexes and, 105-108

electrostatic stabilization of latexes and, 101, 105, 112

D-optimal designs, 456-458

Doxorubicin, 2
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Drugs (see also names and types of drugs):

effects of surfactants on efficacy of, 271-277

mucosal absorption, 274-275

parenteral administration, 275-277

percutaneous absorption, 272-274

use of colloidal dispersions for delivery of, 91

use of surfactants in drug products, 265-271

as active drugs, 265-266

as drug adjuvants, 266-271

Dynamic light scattering, 197

E

Elasticity, 156-178

Hookeian and newtonian systems, 156-157

mathematical treatment of viscoelastic theory, 173-175

nonnewtonian or generalized newtonian liquids, 158-162

temperature-frequency equivalence, 175-178

time-dependent phenomena, 162-167

viscoelasticity, 167-173

Electrical sensing zone equipment, 48

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), 197

Electron spin resonance (ESR), 197-198

Electrostatic forces, 32

Electrozone counter, 24

Emulsifiers, 57

Emulsion polymerization:

kinetics of, 138

preparation of latexes by, 137-139
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Emulsions, 1, 2, 53-90

definition of, 53

factors affecting drug release from, 322-324

flocculation kinetics of spherical particles or droplets, 87-89

gastrointestinal bioavailability of oral emulsion, 345-347

general aspects of, 54-60

importance of interfacial free energy for, 5-6

parenteral bioavailability of, 339

partitioning of preservative in phases of, 9

rheology of, 206-207

stability of, 8-13

effect of time particle size distribution on, 12-13

four types of physical problems with, 10, 11

testing protocols for, 13-14

stability of two-phase emulsions, 60-75

destabilization kinetics, 64-65

energy barriers, 65-72

increase of viscosity, 65

stability testing, 72-75

stability of three-phase emulsions, 75-87

third phase as liquid, 80-81

third phase as liquid crystal, 81-87

third phase as solid, 76-80

use of surfactants in, 266-268

Enthalpic stabilization of latexes, 117-118

Entropic stabilization of latexes, 116-117

Entropy theory approach (steric stabilization of colloids), 120
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Esters:

hydrolysis of, 251-252

nonionic, 230-234

of sulfuric acid, 239-242

Ether carboxylate surfactants, 238-239

Ethers, nonionic, 234-236

Ethoxylated alkyl sulfates, 242

Ethoxylated amines, 247

Ethoxylated block polymers, 234-236

Ethoxylated esters, 233-234

Ethoxylated polysiloxane, 250

Ethyl alcohol, 389

Ethylcellulose (EC), 305-306

Ethylene glycol ester, 230

European Pharmacopoeia, 424

Evolutionary operation (EVOP), 473-78

Eye (see Ophthalmic bioavailability of disperse dosage forms)

F

Falling sphere viscometer, 180-181

Fatty alcohol ethoxylates, 234

Fatty alcohols, 230

Feret's diameter for particle size analysis, 20-21

Fischer solvency approach (steric stabilization colloids), 120

Flocculates, 42

Flocculation, 32, 41-43, 291-294

depletion, 110

of sterically stabilized latexes, 122-125
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Flocculation kinetics of particles or droplets, 87-89

Fluidity, 43-44

Foams, 1

rectal bioavailability of, 352-353

Food additives, surfactants with food additive status in U.S., 261, 263

Fractional factorials, 446-448

Free energy:

of the interface, 3-8

differences between microemulsion and macroemulsion, 8

surface free energy, 56-57

Full-factorial design, 439-445

Functional surfactant, 212-213

G

Gastrointestinal bioavailability of disperse dosage forms, 341-350

macroparticulate drug carriers, 348-349

microparticulate drug carriers, 349-350

oral emulsions, 345-347

oral gels, 348

oral suspensions, 341-345

physiological factors affecting, 327-328

Gels, gastrointestinal bioavailability of, 348

Gibbs adsorption equation, 211-212

Glycerin and rose water lotion (sample formulation), 311

Glyceryl esters, 230-233

Guar gum, 66, 301-302

Gum arabic (acacia gum), 66, 300
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H

Hindered settling (in particle size analysis), 25

Hooke's law, 156-157

Hydrocolloids, properties of, 50-51

Hydrolyzable cations, coagulation of, 107

Hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB):

temperature for emulsification and, 55

values of selected surfactants and, 96, 226, 227-228

Hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC), 306

Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), 307

Hysteresis, 29

I

Ideal preservative, 381

Imidazolidinyl urea compounds, 395-396

Immersional wetting, 28

Interface, definition of, 3

Interfacial free energy, 3-8

differences between microemulsion and macroemulsion, 8

for emulsions, 5-6

Inverse emulsification, preparation of artificial latexes and, 129

3-Iodo-2-propynyl butylcarbamate, 402-403

J

JM ActiCare (preservative system), 406

K

Kaolin mixture with pectin (sample formulation), 310

Karaya gum, 66, 302

L
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Lanolin, 250

Large intestine (colon), bioavailability of disperse dosage forms in, 327-328

Latexes, 91-93

electrostatic stabilization of, 93-112

adsorption of surfactants, 95-96

coagulation and flocculation of latexes, 105-111

colloidal nature of latexes, 93-94

electrostatic stabilization, 101-105

general features of surfactant adsorption, 96-101

stabilization-destabilization of latexes, 94-95

preparation by direct emulsification, 125-142

formulation and stabilization of microemulsions, 135-137

latexes for pharmaceutical coatings, 139-142

latexes prepared by conventional emulsification, 129-130

preparation of latexes by emulsion polymerization, 137-139

preparation of oil-in-water emulsions, 126-129

using mixed emulsifier systems, 130-135

steric stabilization of, 112-125

adsorption of polymers on latex particles, 112-115

flocculation of sterically stabilized latexes, 122-125

general consideration of steric stabilization, 118-119
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[Latexes]

preparation of sterically stabilized latexes, 115

quantitative theories of steric stabilization, 119-121

types and origins of steric stabilization, 115-118

Lauricidin, 401-402

Lever Brothers Co., U.S. patent for clear mouthwash to, 277-278

Light scattering for particle size analysis, 24-25

equipment manufacturers of, 49

Linear alkyl benzene sulfonates (LAS), 242-243

Liposomes, 2-3

gastrointestinal bioavailability of, 349

ophthalmic bioavailability of, 369-370

parenteral bioavailability of, 340-341

use of surfactants in, 270-271

Liquid-gas interface, 3

Liquid-liquid interface, 3

Locust bean gum, 66, 302

London dispersion forces, 32

London-van der Waals forces, 33

Lubricant jelly (sample formulation), 311-312

M

Macroemulsion, 1

differences between microemulsion and, 8

Macroparticulate drug carriers, gastrointestinal bioavailability of, 348-349

Macroscopic suspension, 18

Magnesium aluminum silicate, 45, 309

Manufacturing simulators (computer simulation tools), 510
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Maxwell model of rheological behavior, 168-169

stress relaxation and, 168-169

Methylcellulose (MC), 306

2-Methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one, 402

Micellar catalysis, 254

Micelles, 2, 96

formation of, 216-218

thermodynamic aspects, 218-220

structure of, 220-222

Microbial contamination, 382-388

effect on products, 387-388

nutrition, 385-387

bioburden, 387

interfaces and attachment substrates, 386-387

pH, 386

product ingredients as preservatives, 387

temperature, 386

risk to consumers, 388

sources of, 382-384

air and water, 382-383

consumers, 384

equipment, 384

personnel, 384

raw materials, 383-384

survival and growth of microbial flora, 384-385

Microcrystalline cellulose, 307-308

Microemulsion(s), 1, 57, 59-60
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differences between emulsions and, 59

differences between macroemulsion and, 8

Microparticulate drug carriers, gastrointestinal bioavailability of, 349-350

Microscopy for particle size analysis, 20

Miniemulsification, preparation of latexes by, 131-135

Miniemulsions, formation and stabilization of, 135-137

Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC), 380

Mixing equipment manufacturers and devices, 49

Mixture designs, 451-458

Mucosal absorption of drugs, 274-275

Multiple emulsion, 2

N

Nanocapsules, gastrointestinal bioavailability of, 349-350

Nanoparticles, ophthalmic bioavailability of, 370

Natural emulsifiers, 239

Natural polymers (natural gums), 65, 66, 296-304

alginates, 296-300

carrageenan, 300-301

guar gum, 301-302

gum arabic, 300

karaya gum, 302

locust bean gum, 302

tragacanth gum, 303

xanthan gum, 303-304
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Negative thixotropy, 167

Neutralization, 379-380

Newtonian liquids, 156-157

Non-Bingham flow, 162

Nonequilibrium state of disperse systems, 3

Nonionic surfactants, 229-236

alkylpolyglycosides, 236

fatty alcohols, 230

nonionic amides, 236

nonionic esters, 230-234

nonionic ethers, 234-236

Nonnewtonian liquids, 158-162

Nutrients of microbial contamination in dispersed pharmaceuticals, 385-387

O

Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions, 54, 55, 56

preparation of, 126-129

Oil-in-water-in-oil (O/W/O) emulsion, 56

Ointments, ophthalmic bioavailability of, 366-369

α-Olefin sulfonates, 243

Ophthalmic bioavailability of disperse dosage forms, 363-370

drug assessment methods for, 336-338

liposomes, 369-370

nanoparticles, 370

ophthalmic ointments, 366-369

ophthalmic suspensions, 364-366

physiological factors affecting, 326-327

Optimization strategies for product and process development (see Deterministic modeling; Stochastic 
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modeling)

''Optimum'' regression model, selection of, 469

Oral cavity, bioavailability of disperse dosage forms in, 328

Orentreich, U.S. patent for steroid-containing cream to, 279

P

Packaging, effect on preservative activity, 412

Parabens as preservatives, 397-398

Parenteral bioavailability of disperse dosage forms, 275-277, 338-341

colloidal dispersions, 340

emulsions, 339

liposomes, 340-341

suspensions, 338-339

Particles, 18-26

effect of time on particle size distribution, 12-13

flocculation kinetics of, 87-89

morphology of, 19-20

Particle size, 1-3

analysis of, 20-26

devices for, 48-49

effect on drug release from disperse systems, 316

effect of time on size distribution, 12-13

factors affecting drug release from particulate dissolution models, 317-322

Partitioning, effect on preservative activity, 409-411

Patel, H. M., British patent for liposomally entrapped methotrexate to, 280

Penetrometer, 191

Percutaneous absorption of drugs, 272-274

Perfluorinated alkyl derivatives, 249

pH:
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effect on preservative activity, 407-409

effect on survival and growth of microorganisms, 386

for suspensions, 46

Phase inversion temperature (PIT), 252-253

Phenols as preservatives, 398-400

2-Phenoxyethanol, 403

Phenylethyl alcohol, 390-391

Phosphatides, 247-249

Phosphoric acid esters, 244

Phosphorus-containing anionic surfactants, 239-242

Plackett-Burman designs, 445-446

Plastic flow, 44, 155-160

Plastic polymer solutions, 288

POET (Process Optimization through Experimental Tactics) computer program, 490-495

Poisson's ratio, 156

Polyglyceryl esters, 233

Polymer bridging, 108-109

Polymeric antimicrobials, 403-404

Polymeric surfactants, 250

Polymer latexes (see Latexes)

Polymer network theory, 109-110

Polymers (see also Natural polymers; Synthetic polymers):

adsorption on latex particles, 112-115
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[Polymers]

rheological behavior of, 288-289

to stabilize emulsions, 71-72

surfactant interactions with, 256-259

See also Natural polymers; Synthetic polymers

Polyoxyethylene derivatives, oxidative stability of, 250-251

Polyvinylalcohol (PVA), 309

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 309

Preservation, 377-435

definition of terms, 379-380

effects of product ingredients on, 407-412

bioburden, 412

packaging, 412

partitioning, 409-411

pH, 407-409

processing, 411-412

sorption 411

evaluation of preservative efficacy, 412-424

criteria for adequate product preservation, 422-424

preservative challenge test, 413-422

preservative efficacy test, 412-413

future trends, 428-430

new or modified test methods, 428-430

new packaging approaches, 428

new preservative agents, 425

validity of preservative efficacy test criteria, 425-427

the ideal preservative, 381
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microbial contamination, 382-388

effects on products, 387-388

nutrition, 385-387

risk to consumer, 388

source of contamination, 382-384

survival and growth of microbial flora, 384-385

preservatives, 388-407

acids, 396-397

alcohols, 389-392

chelating (sequestering) agents, 404-406

combination preservatives, 406-407, 408

dimethylol dimethylhydantoin, 392

imidazolidinyl urea compounds, 395-396

miscellaneous preservatives, 400-403

parabens, 397-398

phenols, 398-400

polymeric antimicrobials, 403-404

quaternary amines, 393-395

sodium hydroxymethylglycinate, 393

relationship between product ingredients, preservatives, and microbes, 378

risk to consumers, 380-381

special considerations of dispersed systems, 381-382

Preservative inactivation, 255-256

Propoxylated alcohols, 234

Propoxylated block polymers, 234-236

Propylene glycol, 389-390

Propylene glycol esters, 230
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Proteins, surfactant interactions with, 256-259

Protocols stability testing, 13-14

Pseudolatexes for pharmaceutical coatings, 139-142

Pseudoplastic flow, 44, 160-162

Pseudoplastic polymer solutions, 288

Q

Quantitative theories of steric stabilization, 119-122

combined entropy-solvency approach, 120-121

entropy theory approach, 120

Fischer solvency approach, 120

Quasielastic light scattering for particle size analysis, 25

Quaternary amines as preservatives, 393-395

Quaternary ammonium salts, 244

Quaternium 15, 393

R

Rectal bioavailability of disperse dosage forms, 350-353

factors affecting, 328

rectal foams, 352-353

rectal suppositories, 350-352

rectal suspensions (enemas), 350

Regression analysis, modeling using, 458-469

selection of "optimum" regression model, 469

Response surface methodology (RSM), 482-495
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Rheological behavior:

Maxwell model of, 168-169

of polymers, 288-289

of suspensions, 43-46, 203-204

important factors, 44-46

types of flow, 43-44

Rheological properties of disperse systems, 153-209

elasticity and viscosity, 156-178

Hookeian and newtonian systems, 156-157

mathematical treatment of viscoelastic theory, 173-175

nonnewtonian or generalized newtonian liquids, 158-162

temperature-frequency equivalence, 175-178

time-dependent phenomena, 162-167

viscoelasticity, 167-173

fundamentals, 154-156

Poisson's ratio, 156

strain, 155-156

stress, 154-155

time, 156

rheology of dispersed systems, 198-207

dispersed pharmaceutical systems, 202-204

emulsions, 206-207

energy dissipation considerations, 202

semisolids, 204-206

theory, 198-201

viscometry, 179-198

fundamental requirements, 179-180
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types of rheological instruments, 180-198

Rheology, definition of, 153

Rheomalaxis, 160

Rheopexy, 167

Richardson-Merrel, West German patent for pharmaceutical gel to, 278

Rolling sphere viscometer, 180-181

Rotational viscometers, 184-188

Rotating spindle viscometer, 187-188

S

Sedimentation:

control in disperse systems, 289-290

effect on suspension properties, 40-41

Sedimentation equipment, 48

Self-emulsification, preparation of artificial latexes by, 129

Self-sterilization, 379

Semisolids, rheology of, 204-206

Sequential experimentation strategies for optimal solution, 472-506

evolutionary operations, 473-478

response surface methodology, 482-495

robust product and process design, 495-506

sequential simplex, 478-482

univariate search, 472

Sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT), 471

Shake stability, 74-75

Shear rate, 43

Shear strain, 155

Shear stress, 43, 155
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Shear thickening, 160

Shear thinning, 160

Sieve analysis for particle size determination, 21

Sieving equipment, 48

Silver aluminum magnesium phosphate (preservative system), 406

Silver borosilicate (preservative system), 406

Skin-directed bioavailability (see Dermal bioavailability of disperse dosage forms)

Small intestine, bioavailability of disperse dosage forms in, 327

Soaps, 236-238

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose, 18

Sodium hydroxymethylglycinate, 393

Software tools in experimental design and analysis, 506-507

Solid-gas interface, 3

Solid-liquid interface, 3, 26-30

contact angle, 27-29

wetting, 26-27

Sols, 18

Solubilization, 55

definition of, 269

use of surfactants in, 269-270

Sorbic acid, 396

Sorbitan esters, 233

Sorption effect on preservative activity, 411

Stability factors of liquid disperse systems, 8-13

four types of physical stability problems, 10, 11

Starch derived surfactants, 250
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Steric stabilization of latexes, 112-125

adsorption of polymers on latex particles, 112-115

flocculation of sterically stabilized latexes, 122-125

general consideration of steric stabilization, 118-119

preparation of sterically stabilized latexes, 115

quantitative theories of steric stabilization, 119-121

types and origins of steric stabilization, 115-118

Sterilization, 379

Stochastic modeling, 437, 507-513

digital computer simulation, 507-513

Stokes' law, 21-22

Stomach, bioavailability of disperse dosage forms in, 327

Strain, 155-156

Stress, 154-155

Maxwell model and stress relaxation, 168-169

Substituted alkylamides, 247

Sucrose esters, 233

Sulfonates as surfactants, 242-244

Sulfosuccinates, 243-244

Sulfur-containing anionic surfactants, 239-242

Suppositories, rectal bioavailability of, 350-352

Surface free energy (surface tension), 28, 56-57

Surface rheometer, 195-197

Surfactants, 211-286

adsorption at latex interfaces, 95-101

biological effects 259-265

antimicrobial action of surfactants, 259-260
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toxicology of surface active agents, 260-265

chemical description, 226-250

amphoteric surfactants, 247-249

anionic surfactants, 236-244

cationic surfactants, 244-247

nonionic surfactants, 229-236

classification of, 96

definitions of, 211-213

effect on drug efficacy, 271-277

mucosal absorption, 274-275

parenteral administration, 275-277

percutaneous absorption, 272-274

general properties, 211-213

physical description of surfactants in solution, 213-226

adsorption on low-energy surfaces, 222-226

micelle formation, 216-218

micelle structure, 220-222

thermodynamic aspects of micelle formation, 218-220

special topics, 250-259

ester and amide hydrolysis, 251-252

micelle catalysis, 254

oxidative stability of polyethylene derivatives, 250-251

phase inversion temperature, 252-253

preservative inactivation, 255-256

surfactant interactions with proteins and polymers, 256-259

use in drug products, 265-271

as active drugs, 265-266
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as drug adjuvants, 266-271

Suspending agents, 19

Suspensions, 1, 2, 17-52

classification of dispersed systems, 17-18

definition of, 17

effects of additives, 46-47

additives, 47

pH, 46

temperature, 46-47

gastrointestinal bioavailability of oral suspensions, 341-345

mixing equipment manufacturers and devices, 49

ophthalmic bioavailability of, 364-366

parenteral bioavailability of, 338-339

particle properties, 18-26

particle morphology, 19-20

particle size analysis, 20-26

preparation, 30-31

rectal bioavailability of 350

rheological aspects, 43-46, 203-204

important factors for suspension, 44-46

types of flow, 43-44

solid-liquid interface, 26-30

contact angle, 27-30

wetting, 26-27
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[Suspensions]

stabilization, 32-43

adsorption, 35-40

attractive forces, 32-35

flocculation, 41-43

sedimentation, 40-41

typical particle size devices, 48-49

use of surfactants in, 268-269

Synthetic polymers, 65, 66, 308-309

T

Taguchi methods (TM), 495-505

Tetracycline suspension (sample formulation), 312

Thimerosal, 401

Thixotropic agents, 45-46

Thixotropic flow, 44

Thixotropic polymer solutions, 288

Thixotropy, 45, 160, 162-167

complex thixotropic curves, 166-167

negative, 167

quantitation of, 164-166

Three-phase emulsion, 53

stability of, 75-87

third phase as liquid, 80-81

third phase as liquid crystal, 81-87

third phase as solid, 76-80

Time, 156

Toko Yakuhin Ind. Co., European patent for anti-inflammatory cream to, 279-280
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Toxicology of surface active agents, 260-265

Tragacanth gum, 66, 303

Triclosan, 399-400

Trisulfapyrimidines oral suspension (sample formulation), 309-310

Tumor-promoting action of surfactants, 264-265

Two-phase emulsions, 53

stability of, 60-75

destabilization kinetics, 64-65

energy barriers, 65-72

increase of viscosity, 65

stability testing, 72-75

U

United States Pharmacopeia (USP), 380

V

Vaginal mucosa, bioavailability of disperse dosage forms in, 328

van der Waals forces, 33, 34

electrostatic stabilization of latex and, 101, 103-104

Veegum, 45

properties of, 50-51

Viscoelasticity, 153-154, 167-173

complex viscosity, 170-173

mathematical treatment of theory, 173-175

modeling of rheological behavior and, 167-170

Viscometry, 179-198

fundamental requirements, 179-180

types of rheological instruments, 180-198

capillary viscometers, 181-183
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creep measurements, 191-195

dynamic light scattering, 197

dynamic measurements, 188-191

electron paramagnetic resonance, 197

electron spin resonance, 197-198

falling or rolling sphere resonance, 180-181

penetrometer, 191

rotational viscometers, 184-188

surface rheometer, 195-197

Viscosity, 14, 43, 156-178

effect on drug release from disperse system, 316

emulsion stability and, 65

Hookeian and newtonian systems, 156-157

mathematical treatment ofviscoelastic theory, 173-175

nonnewtonian or generalized newtonian liquids, 158-162

temperature-frequency equivalence, 175-178

time-dependent phenomena, 162-167

viscoelasticity, 167-173

Viscosity-imparting agents, 287-313

excipient compatability, 294-295

flocculation and deflocculation phenomena, 291-294

polymer selection, 295-296

polymer solution rheology, 288-289

properties of, 297-298

sample formulations, 309-312

antacid suspension, 310

cream lotion shampoo, 311
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glycerin and rose water lotion, 311

kaolin mixture with pectin, 310

lubricant jelly, 311-312

tetracycline suspension, 312
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[Viscosity-imparting agents]

trisulfapyrimidines oral suspensions, 309-310

sedimentation control in disperse systems, 289-290

viscosity-building substances, 296-309

cellulose derivatives, 304-307

chitosan, 308

microcrystalline cellulose, 307-308

natural polymers, 296-304

synthetic polymers, 308-309

viscosity changes during product aging, 290-291

Voigt model of rheological behavior, creep and, 169-170

W

Water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions, 56

Water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) emulsion, 56

Water-insoluble polymers, 258

Water-insoluble proteins, 257

Water-soluble polymers, 258-259

Water-soluble proteins, 257-258

Wetting, 26-27

contact angle and, 28-29

effect on drug release from disperse systems, 316

WITNESS (manufacturing simulator), 510

Wool fat, 250

X

Xanthan gum, 45, 66, 303-304

properties of, 50-51
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X-ray beam for particle size analysis, 24

Z

Zinc pyrithione, 400
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Page iv

followed by addition of the remaining part after emulsification, has proven to be an excellent procedure 
for obtaining small internal phase droplets.

Colloids are a subject of growing importance in the field of disperse systems, in general, and in the 
design of colloidal drug delivery systems, in particular. The chapter on colloids has been updated with 
many new references relating to colloid theory and a discussion of the growing number of applications 
of colloids and pseudolatex polymer dispersions in drug product design and controlled-release 
medication.

The measurement of viscoelastic moduli and of mechanical properties of disperse system dosage forms 
has evolved considerably over the past two decades. Modern instrumentation now provides data to the 
formulator that previously were rarely measured. Mathematical models are included to illustrate how 
much rheological techniques have advanced to help pharmaceutical scientists to formulate and evaluate 
disperse dosage forms.

The interfacial effects of surfactants are required in diverse industrial processes and in the compounding 
of many health care and cosmetic products. The description of micelle structure has been de-
emphasized, but a section on changes of micellar shape as a function of concentration has been added. 
The concept of the critical packing parameter in surfactant self-assembly and liposome formation is 
explored.

Polymers are employed in suspensions and emulsions to minimize or control sedimentation through an 
increase in viscosity. The viscosity-controlling agents may be either water-soluble or -insoluble, and 
only small amounts of the many different polymers discussed here are required to bring the viscosity of 
a liquid to almost any desired value.

A drug's efficacy critically depends on its bioavailability in any pharmaceutical dosage form. The 
chapter on bioavailability of disperse dosage forms has been extensively rewritten, reorganized, and 
enlarged to describe the physicochemical and the formulation factors that influence drug release from 
topical, oral, parenteral, ophthalmic, and rectal products. Drug delivery from some of the more recently 
developed microparticulate carriers is described.

Disperse system drugs must be adequately preserved, and awareness of the chemistry and microbiology 
of preservatives and their combinations is required. Information on the ever-changing regulatory and 
compendial concepts of preservative efficacy and safety are updated in the chapter on preservation. The 
inactivation (neutralization) of preservatives, both in the formulas and during efficacy testing, is again 
highlighted, and a procedure for validating preservative efficacy is now included.

The revised and updated chapter on experimental design, modeling, and optimization strategies 
provides an overview of current mathematical and statistical techniques and strategies useful for the 
development of pharmaceutical products. The techniques include statistically designed experiments, 
regression analyses, and optimization algorithms.

The chapter authors were chosen because of their expertise in their respective topics. We are 
particularly grateful for their cooperation in modifying and adding material to their chapters based on 
our suggestions. The editorial staff of Marcel Dekker, Inc., is due recognition for its help in bringing 
this volume to publication.

We hope that this volume, as well as others in the series, will prove invaluable in teaching and 
providing information to a broad range of industrial pharmacists and to others in related industries, 
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academia, and government.

HERBERT A. LIEBERMAN 
 
MARTIN M. RIEGER  
GILBERT S. BANKER
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Page vi

A comprehensive book on disperse systems must teach two things: underlying principles and practical 
approaches. The novice requires detailed guidance, and the experienced formulator seeks information 
on new technologies and theories. Our task was to help select subject matter for this two-volume text to 
achieve these objectives. Thus, the book will teach the novice product development scientist the 
theoretical principles and practical aspects necessary for developing a disperse system product. In 
addition, the information is sufficiently comprehensive and extensive in order to offer knowledgeable 
formulators specific information that will enable them to achieve their goals.

Any multiauthor book includes redundancies. We deliberately did not strive to completely eliminate 
this type of duplication because authors may cover subjects from different points of view, which can 
help to clarify a particular subject matter. In fact, the background, experience, and bias of the various 
authors, in our opinion, help to contribute materially to learning and to broaden the comprehension of 
the subject matter for the reader.

We acknowledge the diligence with which the authors worked on their contributions. We also recognize 
gratefully the authors' forbearance in conforming with our numerous requests for modifications and 
additions. The real credit for this book belongs to each contributing author. On the other hand, the 
editors must assume the major responsibility for any criticism of the choice of subject matter in the text.

We sincerely hope that this book will be of help to students in the pharmaceutical sciences. In addition, 
we look for this book in the dosage form series to be a useful source of information for the product 
development specialists in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as others in related industries, academia, 
and government who have a need for this knowledge.

HERBERT A. LIEBERMAN 
 
MARTIN M. RIEGER  
GILBERT S. BANKER
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